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NOTE ON THE TRANSLITERATION PREFACE 

Sumerian texts are transliterated with the use of "long values," for which see I. J. 
Gelb, Or. NS 39 (1970):526-529; M. Civil, Or. NS 42 (1973):33-34. "~berhangende 
Vokale" are not indicated (thus mu lugal, and not mu lugala). The numbering and 
marking of homophones is according to R. Borger, Assyrisch-babylonische 
Zeichenliste, AOAT 33, 33A (Erganzungsheft) (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1978, 1981), with 
the following exceptions: banda (Borger: binda) = TUR; u (Borger: irll) = NITAxKUR. 

Akkadian texts dating to the Ur I11 and earlier periods are transliterated in 
accordance with the guidelines of Gelb, MAD 1, p. xii. In the transliterations of later 
Akkadian texts qualified polyphony is indicated. 

The following symbols are employed in the transliteration: 

completely lost 
partially lost 
omitted by scribe 
pleonastically written by scribe 
reconstructed form 
alternate reading 
sign abnormal in form, but must be read as transliterated 
develops out of 
develops into 
unreadable sign 
lost sign 
lost sign(s), number uncertain 
reconstruction uncertain 
approximation to a graphemic transcription 
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INTRODUCTION AND SYSTEMATIC DISCUSSION 



I. INTRODUCTION 

This study is a philological edition of all extant Ur 111 sale documents, combined 
with a discussion of their form, content, and legal significance. Also considered are 
various socio-economic aspects of the Ur I11 sale, such as the status of sellers and 
buyers, types of property sold, and purchase prices. On a more general level this study 
attempts to define the nature of the Ur 111 sale as a legal phenomenon. 

1.1. Texts 

Under the category "Ur III sale documents" we include private legal documents 
from the period of the Third Dynasty of Ur, written in Sumerian or Akkadian, which 
record purchases of real property or chattels. To be considered a sale document the text 
must contain at least the following components: the object of sale, the purchase price, the 
names of the seller and the buyer, and a list of witnesses. The presence of other 
components (clauses) is optional. In a few instances (nos. 5, 14, 86, 100, 109) texts 
without a list of witnesses have also been utilized. 

Scholars have long recognized the importance of Ur I11 sale documents for the 
understanding of the formal evolution of the cuneiform deed of sale and the proper 
evaluation of the early Mesopotamian sale. However, the paucity of published sale 
documents precluded any extensive study.' In 1922 M. San Nicolb knew of only nine Ur 
111 sale documents? whereas B. J. Siegel, writing twenty-five years later, stated in his 
study of Ur III slavery that "there are some seven slave contracts of sale dating from Ur 
111 known to the author."3 The number of available texts grew steadily in the following 
years, so that in 1956 A. Falkenstein was able to list thirty-six slave sales, two house 
sales, and two orchard sales (for a total of forty texts) in his monumental study of Ur 111 

'some brief comments on Ur 111 sale documents were made by M. San Nicoli3, D i e  

Schlussklauseln der altbabylonischen Kauf- und Tauschvertrage: Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des 

Barkaufes, Miinchener Beitrage zur Papymsforschung und antiken Rechtsgeschichte 4 (Munich, 1922; 

2nd improved edition, ed. by H. Petschow, Munich, 1974), pp. 36-37; B. J. Siegel, Slavery during the 

Third Dynasty of Ur,  Memoir Series of the American Anthropological Association 66 (Menasha, 

Wisconsin, 1947), pp. 28-29; F. R. Kraus, JCS 3 (1949):98-107; I. Mendelsohn, Slavery in zhe 

Ancient Near East (New York, 1949). pp. 34-36; G. Boyer, AHDO+RIDA 2 (1953):5&53; A. 

Falkenstein, NSGCl 1, pp. 122-124. Recently, however, an extensive survey of Ur 111 sale documents 

was offered by C. Wilcke, RLA 5, pp. 498-512. 
;?Schlussklauseln, pp. 3 6 3 7  and nn. 71, 74-75. 

3 ~ l a v e r y ,  p. 28. 



4 Origin of the texts 

law.4 More recently, C. Wilcke identified ninety Ur I11 sale documents.5 The recent and 
forthcoming publications of new texts bring the total of currently known Ur I11 sale 
documents to 137. This figure, though not impressive by Old Babylonian or Neo- 
Babylonian standards, is quite respectable, and warrants the treatment of Ur III sale 
documents as a distinct genre of cuneiform legal texts. 

The 137 texts studied here deal with the sale of real property and chattels. The 
types of real property are houses, house-lots, and orchards; chattels include humans 
(males, females, and children) and domestic animals (cattle and asses). Among the sales 
of humans, there are four self-sales (nos. 20, 82, 108, 127). The distribution of texts 
according to the object of sale is as follows: 

Houses and house-lots: nos. 18, 22, 27, 29, 38, 57, 59, 62, 64, 73, 75, 84, 
88*, 89, 92, 95, 96, 105, 111, 126. 

Orchards: nos. 1,21,24,26,28, 36a and b, 76, 107, 113*, 125. 
Humans: nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 23, 25, 30, 

33, 34, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54, 58, 61, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 
71, 72, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90, 91, 93, 94, 94*, 94**, 94***, 97, 
99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 108, 109, 110, 112, 113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 117*, 118, 
119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 127. 

Domestic animals: nos. 15, 31, 35, 37, 39,40, 52, 56, 98, 128. 
Unknown: nos. 8, 32, 53, 55, 60, 63, 66*, 66**, 66***, 74, 83, 106. 
The corpus of 137 sale documents is supplemented by five other Ur III texts 

(S.1-5) which have a bearing on the question of the Ur III sale. 

1.2. Origin of the texts 

The provenience of an overwhelming majority of the sale documents (at least 
sixty-nine) is Nippur (nos. 146 plus nos. 66*, 66**, and 66***). Next in number are 
the texts from Umma (sixteen: nos. 89-100 plus nos. 88*, 94*, 94**, and 94***), 
followed by those from LagaS (ten: nos. 77-86), Adab (eight: nos. 67-74), ESnunna 
(two: nos. 75, 76), and Susa (two: nos. 87, 88). The origin of nineteen texts (nos. 112- 
128 plus nos. 113* and 117*) is unknown. Among these, nos. 112-1 16 and 113*, 
which belong to the S1.A-a archive, may come from the town of MaSkan-puSa (see 
commentary to no. 1 12). 

Three of the Nippur sale documents (nos. 14, 18, 35) were thought by their 
editors to have come from LagaS due to the fact that these texts belong to the LagaS 
collection of the Archaeological Museum in Istanbul.6 However, their Nippur origin is 
assured by various textual peculiarities (see the respective commentaries). It should be 
noted that these three texts were among the LagaS tablets that remained nnaccessioned for 

4~~~~ 1, p. 88 n. 4 and p. 122 nn. 5 and 7. 

5~~~ 5, p. 499. This figure includes five texts which Wilcke classil'ies as "Kaufpreis- 
Quittungen." 

6 ~ .  Cig, H. Kizilyay, and Fakenstein, ZA 53 (1959):78 no. 19, 80 no. 20, 82 no. 21. 
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several decades? and thus it is possible that a number of tablets from other places found 
their way into this lot during that time. This supposition finds support in the fact that a 
small group of LagaS texts, apparently stolen during the excavations, were brought to 
Istanbul through confi~cation.~ Quite possibly, this group included also some Nippur 
tablets, among them the above three sale documents. 

Texts nos. 44 and 46, though excavated at Nippur, bear month-names belonging 
to the so-called "Reichskalender," which was the official calendar of the Ur 111 state.9 
Although this calendar is documented primarily at Ur, PuzriS-Dagan, and ESnunna, there 
are indications that it was used extensively throughout the empire, especially in the newly 
founded settlements. Since no. 46 contains a note Sagq [dug-sa-bar]-ra, "in [Dusabalra," 
it was evidently written in Dusabara, which appears to have been a small settlement in the 
vicinity of Nippur.1° Text no. 42 may come from Dusabara, too, though its origin could 
as easily be some other Nippur neighbor that used the "Reichskalender," e.g., PuzriS- 
Dagan. 

The "Reichskalender" month-names are used also in texts nos. 117*, 122, and 
123 (and possibly also in nos. 117 and 119), whose findspots, unfortunately, are not 
known. 

Seven of the sale documents allegedly excavated at Ur (nos. 67-72,74) in reality 
come from Adab. This conclusion, suggested primarily by the content of the texts 
(authorization of the transaction by the governor of Adab, mention of various Adab 
officials, etc.), is confirmed by the existence of an identical sale document, no. 73, 
whose Adab provenience is beyond doubt.I1 The presence of this lot of Adab tablets at 
Ur is puzzling, but there is no way of ascertaining whether they were brought there in 
antiquity or in modem times. 

The question as to why Nippur texts account for half of the surviving sale 
documents may be answered in two ways: either this particular distribution is due to the 
chance of discovery or the practice of preparing private legal documents was more 
common at Nippur than in other places in Ur III times. Given that of all cities represented 
in our corpus private quarters dating to Ur 111 times have been systematically excavated 
only at Nippur, the fust answer must be favored. This is corroborated by the example of 
the S1.A-a archive (nos. 66, 112-116, 113*), which provides a useful index of the 
number of sale documents that could be contained in an average private archive, even in 
an apparently insignificant locale. 

7 ~ i g  and Kizilyay, Unger AV, p. 264. 
*~raus ,  JCS 1 (1947):106. 
9 ~ e e  most recently R. M. Whiting, 2.4 69 (1979):27-29. 
lorbid., p. 16. 
l l ~ h e  text in question belongs to the J .  F. Lewis Collection in the Free Library of 

Philadelphia, which contains a considerable number of Ur I11 Adab tablets. See D. I. Owen, MVN 3, p. 
17. 
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1.3. Date of the texts 

The date of the texts treated in this study is the period of the Third Dynasty of Ur 
(2112-2004 B.C.).12 There are no texts extant from the reign of Ur-Narnrnu. The earliest 
texts are nos. 57 and no. 88*, stemming from Adab and Umma respectively. The first of 
them comes from the year S 27; the latter dates to before 33. The latest text using an Ur 
111 date is no. 109 (Ur), dating to IS 19.13 In addition, text no. 76, which comes from 
ESnunna and uses a year formula of Nur-@um I, appears to belong to the very end of 
Ibbi-Sin's reign or the very beginning of the Isin-Larsa period. 

The majority of the texts date to the reign of Su-Sin and the first six years of Ibbi- 
Sin's reign, thus in agreement with the general pattern of temporal distribution of Ur III 
legal and economic sources.14 

1.4. Language of the texts 

The language of an overwhelming majority of the sale documents is Sumerian; 
only four of them are written in Akkadian (nos. 113, 126, 127, 128). The quality of 
language is generally rather low. This is especially noticeable in instances where the 
scribe was confronted with the task of recording a clause or phrase which deviated from 
the usual formulary.15 The low level of scribal proficiency is also reflected in the frequent 
use of unorthographic spellings. 

Unorthographic spellings are particularly common in Nippur sales and in private 
legal texts from Nippur, more generally. H. Sauren, who devoted a whole study to these 
unusual writings,l6 has sought to see in them a reflection of the Akkadian ethnos of the 
scribes.17 However, Sauren has overlooked one important point; namely, at Nippur such 
spellings occur only in private texts, no examples being found in official administrative 
records. The explanation of this phenomenon probably is that the two groups of texts 
were written by different scribes. The scribes who worked for the Nippur administration 
apparently were better trained than those of their colleagues who catered to private 

12~11 absolute dates utilized in this study follow the tables of J. A. Brinkman, included as an 
appendix to A. L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia: Portrait of a Dead Civilization, rev. ed. 

completed by E. Reiner (Chicago, 1977), pp. 335-348. 

1 3 ~ h e  year formulae of $ulgi are numbered in accordance with a reign of forty-eight years, while 

those of Ibbi-Sin (after IS 4) follow the arrangment proposed by E. Sollberger, AfO 17 (1954-56):3825; 

RLA 3, pp. 4-7. The sequence IS 1 6  has now been conclusively established by the text WET 9 1370. 
See D. Loding, WET 9, p. 84. 

14see, e.g., the temporal distribution of court records, as given by Fallcenstein, NSGU 1, pp. 
3-4. 

15see, e.g., the clauses recorded in nos. 44:7-8 and 4523-10. 

16"~ntersu~hungen zur Schrift- und Lautlehre der neusumerischen Urkunden aus Nippur," Z4 59 
(1969):1144. 

l7tbid., pp. 6144 .  

individuals. Thus, the poor quality of the language of private documents, rather than 
saying anything of the scribes' native language, probably reflects simply their deficient 
schooling. 

1.5. Physical characteristics of the texts 

Although it is impossible to identify a set of physical characteristics shared by all 
sale documents, there is nevertheless a number of features that are common to the 
majority of these texts. The "typical" sale document is usually slender, its width 
representing half of its height. More often than not, the tablet is lined. On the reverse of 
the tablet a free space is often left between the list of witnesses and the date formula for 
sealing(s). 

Envelopes survive only in twelve instances (nos. 10, 17, 48, 65, 78, 89, 102, 
106, 121, 122, 125, 128), but the number of documents originally provided with 
envelopes was probably much higher. Sale documents are regularly sealed. It appears 
that if the tablet had an envelope, only the envelope was sealed; conversely, if only the 
tablet was prepared, the seal was impressed on the tablet.18 Seals were rolled either over 
the surface of the whole tabletlenvelope or only in the free space between the list of 
witnesses and the date formula. 

The only document which has a radically different form is the Nippur text no. 62, 
which is recorded on a clay cone. For a discussion of its form and function, see the 
commentary to no. 62. 

In one instance two copies of the same sale document are extant (no. 8 8 9 ;  in 
another case, in addition to the sale document, survives what appears to be its discarded 
draft (no. 93). 

A completely unique case is represented by the Nippur sale document no. 36a, 
where the declaration of the guarantor, instead of being part of the sale document, is 
recorded in a separate tablet (no. 36b). 

l8see also 2.18.1. 



2. FORMULARY OF UR IJI SALE DOCUMENTS 

The objective of this chapter to analyze the form and content of Ur 111 sale 
documents. This will involve the identification of component parts (clauses) of the sale 
document and the study of their meaning and legal significance. We shall also attempt to 
define the place of the Ur I11 sale document in the history of cuneiform deeds of sale. In 
this we will draw extensively on comparative material from other periods. As the 
question of the ancestory of the Ur 111 sale document is of special importance here, more 
attention will be paid to the earlier (Fara through Sargonic) than to the later sources 
(basically Old Babylonian). 

As noted earlier, save for Wilcke's survey,lg no comprehensive study of the Ur 
III sale documents has been undertaken before. In sharp contrast, sale documents dating 
to the Old Babylonian and later periods have attracted over the years a great deal of 
scholarly attention. This interest has resulted in a vast literature, characterized by a 
consistently high standard of methodology and sound results.20 It is natural, therefore, 

-- 

~ ~ R L A  5, pp. 498-512. 

2O~he most comprehensive treatment of Old Babylonian sale documents to-date is M. San 

Nicolb's Schlussklauseln. For a general discussion of this genre, see also M. Schom, VAB 5, pp. 11 1- 

121. The following studies discuss either local types or particular clauses of Old Babylonian sale 
documents: F. R. Kraus, JCS 3 (1949):89-117 (Isin); idem, WO 2 (1954-59):12&125 (Ur); L. MatouS. 

"Les contracts de vente d'immeubles provenant de Larsa," ArOr 1814 (1950):1147; M. Rutten, RA 52 
(1958):209-210 (KiS?); S. D. Simmons, JCS 13 (1959):88-92 (Tell Harmal); Wilcke, "Zu spPt- 

altbabylonischen Kaufvertragen aus Nordbabylonien," WO 8 (1976):254-285; B. Kienast, Die 
altbabylonischen Briefe und Urkunden aus Kisurra 1 (Wiesbaden, 1978), pp. 104-109; G. Boyer, 

ARMT 8, pp. 183-198 (Mari); J. Muffs, Studies in the Aramaic Legal Papyri from Elephantine, 
Studia et documenta 8 (Leiden, 1969). pp. 63-141 (libbaku tab clause); D. 0. Edzard, "Die bukanwn- 
Formel der altbabylonischen KauhemPge und ihre sumerische Entsprechung," ZA 60 (1969):8-53; M. 

Malul, "The bukannum-Clause- Relinquishment of Rights by Previous Right Holder," ZA 75 

(1985):677; Wilcke, "Zur Deutung der SI.BI-Klausel in den spataltbabylonischen Kaufve-gen aus 

Nordbabylonien," WO 9 (1978):206-212. For Old Assyrian sales, see Kienast, Das altassyrische 
Kaufvertragsrecht (Wiesbaden, 1984). For Middle Assyrian sales, see P. Koschaker, Neue 
keilschriftliche Rechtsurkunden nus der El-Amarna-Zeit, Abhandlungen der Philologisch-historischen 
Klasse der SPchsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 3915 (Leipzig, 1928). pp. 27-36; G. Cardascia, 

RLA 5, pp. 514-520. For Neo-Assyrian sales, see C .  H. W. Johns, ADD 3, pp. 288-546; J. N. 

Postgate, Fifty Neo-Assyrian Legal Documents (Warminster, 1976). pp. 11-32; Wilcke, "Zur 

Stilisiemng der neuassyrischen Kaufvemage," RA 71 (1977): 180-181; H. P. H. Petschow, RLA 5, pp. 

52&528. For Neo-Babylonian and Seleucid sales, see Petxhow, Die neubabylonischen Kaufformulare 
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that an investigation of Ur 111 sale documents should follow, both in method and textual 
interpretation, in the footsteps of these works. 

A chief objective of existing studies of cuneiform sale documents has been to 
analyze their structures and to identify the underyling formal patterns. By identifying 
such patterns and then by comparing them, it becomes possible to discern genetic 
relationships and differences among the texts coming from different places and periods. 
While such an undertaking is comparatively easy for Old Babylonian and later sale 
documents because of their highly standardized and predictable form, the same task 
presents formidable difficulties when attempted for the Ur I l l  material. In contrast to their 
later counterparts, Ur 111 sale documents display a considerable degree of irregularity in 
their composition. They employ a large number of clauses, some of which are attested 
only in one or two texts. Furthermore, the order of clauses in the text is subject to great 
variation. Even texts stemming from the same place show substantial differences in their 
structure and formulary. For these reasons it is not possible to identify a single pattern 
which can senre as a model for all the texts and would at the same time comprise all the 
extant clauses. It is equally difficult to identify any local or regiona! patterns. The only 
way in which the structure of Ur 111 sale documents can be summarized is by giving a 
complete listing of the extant clauses in the approximate sequence found in the texts. 
Thereby the following outline is obtained: 

(1) Operative section (object of sale, term for price, amount, seller, buyer, 
and verb or verbs) 

(2) Completion-of-price clause 
(a) The construction kug-bi Su-a . . . si-(g) 
(b) The construction kug-ta . . . ti1 
(c) The construction nig-s6m. . . ti1 
(d) The construction kug-ta . . . b 

(3) Completion-of-transaction clause 
(a) The construction inim-bi . . . ti1 
(b) The construction inim-bi . . . dug4 

(4) gig-gana . . . bala clause (only in sales of humans and animals) 
(5) Transfer clause 
(6) No-contest clause 

(a) The verb gi4 

(Leipzig, 1939). For Alalakh and Ugarit sales, see Kienast, RLA 5, pp. 530-541. The Fara through 

Sargonic sale documents were treated by Edzard, Sumerische Rechtsurkunden des I l l .  Jahrtausends aus 
der Zeit vor der 111. Dynastie von Ur, Abhandlungen der Philosophisch-historischen Klasse der 
Bayerischen Akadernie der Wissenschaften n.F. 67 (Munich, 1968); J. Krecher, ZA 63 (1974): 150-193; 

idem, RLA 5, pp. 490-498; I. J. Gelb, P. Steinkeller, and R. M. Whiting, Earliest Land Tenure 

Systems in the Ancient Near East, OIP 104 (Chicago, 1988 - in press) (henceforth abbreviated as 

ELTS). 
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(b) The verb bala 
(c) The construction inim . . . k6r 
(d) The verb inim . . . gar 
Eviction clause 
(a) The verb dii 
(b) The verb inim . . . gar 
(c) The verb inim . . . gi-(n) 
(d) The construction a r u g i ~ n z  raSii / ni . . . tuku 
(e) Title warranty 
Warranty against delinquency (only in sales of humans) 
Warranty against flight (only in sales of humans) 
Oath 
Guarantor 
Weigher of silver 
Authorizing official 
Scribe 
Witnesses 
Location of the transaction 
Date formula 
Seal impressions 

Within this outline four basic sections may be distinguished: (a) completed 
aspects of the transaction-the purchase of the object of sale by the buyer, the receipt of 
the purchase price by the seller, and the transfer of the object of sale to the buyer (1-5); 
(b) future obligations of the parties to the transaction and the guarantor, assumed under 
oath (6-10); (c) additional participants of the transaction (1 1-15); (d) miscellaneous 
(1618).  

It should be stressed that the above scheme is merely a "working model," by no 
means representative of all the texts treated here. Of the clauses/parts included in it, only 
(1) Operative section, (15) Witnesses, (17) Date formula, and probably also (18) Seal 
impressions, appear regularly and can therefore be considered standard components of 
the sale document. Among the remaining clauses only (6) No-contest clause is attested 
in a considerable number of texts (52); all other clauses are represented by less than 
twenty examples each. 

An additional difficulty presents itself in the case of (1 1) Guarantor, (12) 
Weigher of silver, (13) Authorizing ofJicial, and (14) Scribe. Since in some instances 
these four parties are listed separately from the rest of the text, it seemed justified to treat 
them as independent clauses. It is notable, however, that in other texts the same parties 
are included among the wimesses. 

In the following pages we offer a discussion of the individual clauses, in the same 
sequence as they appear in the above scheme. Also considered is the question of the 
existence of local "types" of Ur Ill sale documents. 

2.1. Operative section 

The operative section21 is the main part of the sale document. It states that object 
x has been purchased by the buyer from the seller, or sold by the seller to the buyer, and 
that price y has been paid. Its regular components are: the object of sale; the term for 
price; the amount and nature of the price; the names of the seller and the buyer, and one or 
two predicates, depending on whether the operative section is composed of one or two 
parts. 

The texts in the present corpus use five different types of operative section, 
classified here as Types A through E. 

2.1.1. Type A 

(1) Object of Sale Object x, 
(2) Term for Price for its price, 
(3) Amount(-St) amount y, 
(4) Seller(-Sbl-ra/-a) / from the seller 

ki Seller(-ta) 
(5) Buyer(-e) the buyer 
(6) Term for "to buy" bought. 

Two variants of the above structure are also attested, which can be termed Type 
A1 and Type A2, respectively: 

Type A1 

(1) Object of Sale Object x, 
(2) Property of Seller(-kam) the property of the seller, 
(3) Amount(-Sb) for amount y 
(4) Buyer(-e) the buyer 
(5) Term for "to buy" bought. 

Type A2 
Object of Sale 
Amount 
s6m Object of Sale 
Amount 
nig-ba Object of Sale 
Buyer-e 
Seller4 b 
Object of Sale 

Object x; 
amount y 
(is) the price of object x; 
amount z 
(is) the gift for the object x; 
the buyer 
from the seller 
object x 

2 1 ~ h e  term "operative section" was coined by R. Yaron, JSS 2 (1957):33, in reference to 
Aramaic legal texts. It was subsequently applied by Muffs, Studies, p. 17, to the study of Old 

Babylonian sale documents, and by Postgate, Legal Documents, p. 13, to the Neo-Assyrian material. 
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(9) Term for "to buy" bought. 

2.1.1.1. Occurrences 

The operative section of Type A (including Types A1 and A2) is found in the 
overwhelming majority of the texts. Out of the total of 137 texts, 106 use this operative 
section. For this reason, Type A can be considered the standard operative section of the 
Ur 111 sale document. 

Type A is employed above all in the sale documents from Nippur. Out of the total 
of sixty-nine Nippur texts, at least fifty-six have this operative section (nos. 1-4,9-13, 
15, 18, 19, 21-34, 36-47, 49-66). Type A is found also in eight texts from Ur (nos. 
102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108 [self-sale], 110, 11 I), eleven from Umma (nos. 92, 93, 
94,94*, 94**, 94***, 95, 96,97,98,99), five from Lagai (nos. 81, 82 [self-sale], 83, 
84, 86), two from ESnunna (nos. 75,76), one from Susa (no. 87), and in twelve texts of 
unknown origin (nos. 114, 116, 117, 117*, 118, 119, 120, 121, 123, 124, 125, 126). 
Text no. 126 is written in Akkadian. It is notable that Type A is not attested in texts from 
Adab, which consistently use Type Al. 

The temporal distribution of Type A is from S 36 (no. 1) to the first(?) regnal year 
of Nur-Gum I of Einunna, roughly corresponding to the end of Ibbi-Sin's reign (no. 
76). 

Type A1 is attested in seven texts from Adab (nos. 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73) 
and two texts from Umma (nos. 90, 100). Most probably, the same operative section 
was also used in no. 74, a pamally preserved text of Adab origin. 

The earliest text using the operative section of Type A1 comes from the year S 29 
(no. 67), and the latest, from the year SS 5 (no. 73). 

The only text using the operative section of Type A2 is the Umma house-sale no. 
88*, which dates before 3 33. 

2.1.1.2. Order of component parts 

The order in which the component parts of Type A are arranged has the following 
distribution: 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 :  nos. 2, 10, 15, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31, 32, 
36a, 42, 44, 45, 49, 50, 51, 52, 58, 59, 63, 
75, 76, 87, 92, 93, 94, 94*, 94***, 97, 114, 
116, 119, 120, 121, 124, 126. 

1 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 4 - 6 :  nos. 9, 12, 18, 19, 21, 27, 29, 33, 37, 40, 41, 
43,47,54,55,62,64,84,96, 111, 125. 

1 - 2 - 3 - (4) - (5) - 6: nos. 2, 4, 13. 
1 - 3 - 2 - 4 - 5 - 6 :  nos. 65, 94*, 117*. 
1 - 3 - 2 - 5 - 4 - 6 :  no. 81. 
1 - 3 - 2 - (4) - (5) - 6: no. 104. 
3 - 2 - 1 - 4 - 5 - 6 :  no. 117. 
1 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 :  nos. 1, 11, 57, 66, 86, 95, 99, 105, 110, 123. 
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nos. 98, 102, 103, 118. 
no. 56. 
no. 38 
no. 82 - self-sale. 
no. 108 - self-sale. 
nos. 23, 34, 39. 
no. 53. 
no. 83. 
no. 61. 
no. 106. 
no. 60. 

Note: The parenthetical notation - (4) - (5) - signifies that the order of these parts 
cannot be determined. 

Among the texts in which parts 4 and5 are preserved, 54 documents put the name 
of the seller before the name of the buyer; in 26 instances, the order is reversed. 

All nine texts which use the operative section of Type A1 (nos. 67,68, 69, 70, 
71,72,73,90, 100) display the regular order of component parts (1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5). 

2.1.1.3. Component parts 

Object of Sale 

For descriptions of the object of sale, see 3.2. 

Term for Price 

The majority of the texts use here the noun (nig-)sim (Akk. Simu), "price." 
Occasionally, (nig-)sim is combined with the verbal adjective til-la (Akk. gamru), 
"completed, full." For the discussion of (nig-)sh, see 6.1 and 6.3. When the object of 
sale belongs to the class of persons, (nig-)sim is generally followed by the pronominal 
suffix /-mi/, "his, her," or /-anenel, "their": 

nig-sim-ma-ni: nos. 3, 4, 9?, 12, 33?, 41, 50, 54, 114. 
nig-sim(wr. AG)-ma-ni: no. 45. 
nig-sim-a-ni: no. 47. 
nig-simb-ma-ni: nos. 2, 34, 49. 
nig-sim-ni: nos. 30, 5 1. 
nig-sh-ma-ga-ni Inig-sam-ak-ani/: nos. 25,42. 
sim-ma-ni: nos. 58, 120. 
nig-simh til-a-ni-ib: no. 81. 
s h  t[il-la-ni-ib]: no. 104. 
sim ti-la-ni-ib: no. 117*. 
s h a m  til-la-ni-it: no. 94*. 
rig-sh-ma-ne-ne Inig-sam-anenel: no. 97. 
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nig-sim-ma-ka-ne-ne Jnig-sam-&-anenel: no. 13. 

In the texts dealing with the sale of immovables and animals (i.e., nouns of the 
class of objects), the noun (nig-)sh usually has the pronominal suffix -bi, "its." In some 
instances, however, -bi is used in reference to persons: 

nig-sim-bi: (when refemng to immovables or animals) nos. 18, 21,29, 32, 36a, 
38, 39, 52, 59?, 76; (when refemng to persons) 23, 46, 
116. 

nig-sbmam-bi: (when referring to immovables or animals) nos. 15, 22, 24, 26, 
27,37,40; (when refemng to persons) 10. 

sim-bi: nos. 31 (animal), 87 (person), 62 (immovables), 119 (person). 
nig-sfimam til-la-bi: no. 84 (immovables). 
s h  til-la-bi-Sk: no. 65 (several persons). 

In several instances (nig-)sh occurs without any pronominal suffix: 

n ig-sh :  nos. 17, 19, 124. 
nig-sim(wr. ~ G ) i m - e :  no. 43. This form is unique. Is -e to be analyzed as a 

demonstrative, "this"? 
sim: nos. 75, 88* (sim Object of Sale). 
nig-simh til-la: no. 82. 
sbm til-rlal: no. 117. 
SAM.GAR (= N~G.sAM?): no. 126. 

In several texts the noun (nig-)sim is replaced by kug(-bi) or kug-babbar-bi, 
"(its) silver/money": 

kug-bi: nos. 28, 64, 92, 93 (person), 96, 111. 
kug: nos. 94,94**, 94***, 121, 125. 
kug-babbar-bi: no. 44. 

The noun (nig-)sim is occasionally combined with kug or kug-babbar in two 
types of genitival syntagms: kug(-babbar) (nig-)sim-ma-ni, "silver of his price," and 
kug(-babbar) (nig-)sh-ma-ka-ni, "his silver of the price": 

kug nig-sbm(wr. AG)-ma-ni: no. 45. 
kug sf&-bi: no. 119 (person). 
kug-babbar nig-sh-bi: no. 76. 
kug-babbar sim-bi: no. 31. 
[kulg-babbar sh-ma-ni: no. 120. 
kug-babbar nig-sh-ma-ga-ni /nig-sam-ak-anil: no. 25. 
[ni]g-sim-ma-ga-ni Amount kug-babbar: no. 42. 
nig-sh-ma-ka-ne-ne Jnig-sam-&-anenel Amount Se: no. 13. 

In one text (no. 65), which deals with the sale of several persons, one finds a 
hybrid construction which combines both kug-bi and sim-bi: kug-bi Amount sam til-la- 
bi-Sb, "for amount x of their silver, their complete price." 

Text no. 88*, which uses the operative section of Type A2, has: s h  Object of 
Sale, "(amount y is) the price of object x." The same document also uniquely lists a gift: 
nig-ba Object of Sale, "(commodities z are) the gift for object x." 

Amount 

The standard form of this part is: x gin / ma-na kug-babbar (no. 38 reads kug, 
and nos. 39, 94, and 94*, kug-baqj-barg). In seven texts (nos. 9, 13, 47, 69, 98, 117, 
1 18), the payment was made in barley, and in one document (no. 32), the price consisted 
of an animal: 1 ib. In forty-seven instances, the amount (or the term of price, if it follows 
the amount) is followed by the directive postposition -Sk, "for (its price), amount x" 
(nos. 1, 9, 11, 12, 17, 18, 24, 32, 33, 34, 38, 40, 48, 56, 57, 59, 62, 65, 67, 68, 69, 
70, 71, 72, 73, 81, 84, 86, 90, 94*, 94**, 94***, 95, 97, 98, 99, 100, 102, 103, 104, 
105, 110, 117*, 118, 121, 123, 125), and in one case (no. 13), by the copula -Lm, "(its 
price) is amount x." The remaining texts, accounting for the majority (51?) of 
attestations, do not show any suffix following the amount (or the term for price) (nos. 
2?, 3, 4?, 10, 15, 16, 19, 21?, 22, 23?, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29?, 30?, 31, 37, 39, 41, 42, 
43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, 50, 51?, 52, 54, 55, 58, 63?, 64, 75, 76, 82, 87?, 92, 93, 94, 
96, 11 I?, 114, 116, 117, 119, 120, 124, 126). I have consistently interpreted the latter 
examples as representing the construction "(its price) is amount x." It is possible, 
however, that at least some of them are defective spellings of the construction "for (its 
price), amount." 

Seller 

In the construction with the verb sale the expected case after the name of the seller 
is the directive -22. Pre-Sargonic and Sargonic texts regularly use -Sk in this position, but 
in Ur 111 times the directive can be replaced by the dative suffix -ra or the locative-dative 
suffix -a or the construction ki . . . -(ak)-ta, "from" (for the syntax of sale, see 6.2). 
Among the texts using operative sections of Types A, A1, and A2 the suffix -ra is used in 
the majority (25) of cases (nos. 3, 9, 10, 15, 22, 24, 26, 29, 41, 47, 49, 50, 52, 53, 55, 
59, 62, 63, 66, 81, 83, 84?, 85, 97, 118), while the directive -SLt occurs only eighteen 
times (nos. 1, 11, 27?, 57, 88*, 92, 94, 94*, 94**, 94***, 95, 96, 98, 99, 102, 117, 
121, 125). The locative-dative -a is attested in six texts (nos. 12,40, 64, 86,93, 103). In 
fifteen instances the name of the seller is construed with ki . . . -(ak)-ta (nos. 25, 28, 
31, 42, 44, 46, 75, 76, [omits -ta], 87, 114, 116, 117*, 119, 120, 123), while no. 126, 
which is written in Akkadian, has the preposition itti (written i-ti), "from." In texts nos. 
10, 11, and 66, stemming from Nippur, the seller is described as lugal-a-ni, "hislher 
(i.e., of the sold person) owner." 
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Buyer 

The agentive suffix -e after the name of the buyer is noted in forty-five instances 
(nos. 1, 3, 9, 10, 12, 15, 18, 21, 22, 27, 29, 32, 36a, 37, 40, 41, 42, 44, 46, 47, 49, 
52, 53?, 54, 55, 57, 58, 63, 68, 82, 84, 86, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100, 103, 110, 
111, 117, 123). 

Term for "to buy" 

The verb used is sale or its Akkadian equivalent idmu. For sale. see 6.1 and 
6.2. 

Forms of sale 

in-Si-salo/i-n-Si(-n)-sa/: "he bought (it) from him": nos. 1, 2, 3, 4?, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13, 15, 19, 24, 26, 28, 30, 31, 33?, 40, 41, 42, 43, 47, 49, 50, 51, 
52, 53, 55, 58, 62, 63, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 81, 82, 83, 84, 
86, 87, 90, 92, 94*, 94**, 94***, 95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 103, 104, 110, 
111, 114, 116, 117, 119, 120, 121, 124, 125. 

[iln-si-sh: no. 56. 
in-ii-sag: no. 106. 
in-s[i]-sale: no. 25. 
[iln-ii-in-salO: no. 118. 
in-ii-in-s8: no. 65. 
in-si-in-sh: no. 44. 
i-Si-sale: nos. 93,94. 
in-sale: nos. 46,76, 100, 108. 
in-sag: no. 75. 
i-sale: no. 64. 
ba-an-Si-sa10 ha-n-Si(-n)-saj "(he) was bought by him from them": no. 102. 
in-ne-Si-salo/i-ene-ii(-n)-sa/, "he bought (it) from them": nos. 17, 18, 21, 22, 

27, 29, 32, 37, 59, 88*. 
in-ne-Si-s8: nos. 36a, 45. 
in-ne-ii-in-sale: no. 105. 
in-Si-salO-AS /i-n-Si(-n)-sa-eS/, "they bought (it) from him": no. 57. 

Forms of idmu 

i-ia-am liiiunl, "he bought (it)": no. 126. 

2.1.2. Type B 

(1) Object of Sale 
(2) Term for Price 
(3) Amount(-ik) 
(4) Seller(-e) 
(5) Buyer(-ra/-a) 

Object x, 
for its price, 
amount y, 
the seller 
to the buyer 
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(6) Term for "to give" gave (i.e., sold). 

2.1.2.1. Occurrences 

Four texts from Nippur (nos. 6, 14, 17, 35). one text from Umma (no. 91), and 
one self-sale document of unknown provenience (no. 127) employ the operative section 

I of Type B, which is one of the two types styled ex latere venditoris (the other type is 
D). Text no. 127 is written in Akkadian. The temporal distribution of Type B is from 5 

1 40 (no. 91) to IS 6 (no. 127). / 
I 2.1.2.2. Order of component parts 

[ I ] - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 :  no. 6. 
1 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 4 - 6 :  no. 17. 
1 - 3 - 2 - 5 - 4 - 6 :  no. 14. 
1 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 :  no. 91. 
1 - 3 - (4) - (5) - 6: no. 35. 
1 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 6 :  no. 127. 

2.1.2.3. Component parts 

Object of Sale 

For descriptions of the object of sale, see 3.2. 

Term for Price 

nig-sh-ma-ni: no. 6. 
nig-sh(wr. GAZ)-ma-ka-n[i(-it!)]: no. 14. 
nig-sgm: no. 17. 
KUG.BABBAR SAM.MA.NI: no. 127. 

Amount 

x gin kug-babbar-dk: nos. 6, 17, 35,91 (reads kug-bag-baq). 
x gin kug-babbar: nos. 14, 127. 

Seller 

The agentive case -e is noted in nos. 6 and 14. 

Buyer 

The dative suffix -ra is attested in nos. 6, 14, and 91. No. 17 uses the locative- 
dative suffix -a. The self-sale document no. 127 has the preposition ana (wr. a-nu). 

Term for "to give" 

  he verb used is sum or nadcnu. 

in-na-sum /i-na(-n)-sum/, "he gave (i.e., sold) (it) to him": nos. 6, 14,91. 
[in-nla-an-sum /i-na-n-sum/: no. 35. 
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in-na-sum-mu-& /i-na(-n)-sum-ed-a/, "they(!) will give (him) to him": no. 17 
(tablet). 

ga-ga-za ral-na SAM i-ti-in /qaqqassa ana Simi iddinl, "she sold herself': 
no. 127. 

2.1.3. Type C 
(1) Object of Sale Object x; 
(2) Term for Price(-$6) as its price, 
(3) Amount amount y 

(4) Buyer(-e) the buyer 
(5) Seller(-ra) to the seller 
(6) Term for "to weigh out" weighed out / gave. 

or "to give'' 

2.1.3.1. Occurrences 

The operative section of Type C is attested in four texts from Nippur (nos. 5, 7, 
8, 16), in one text from LagaS (no. 77), and in one text from Ur (no. 101). The earliest 
text using this operative section is dated to 5 46 (no. 5), whereas the latest comes from 
the year SS 4 (no. 77). Three of the Nippur texts (nos. 5,7, 8) belong to the archive of 
Lugal-engardug, the majordomo of the temple household of Inanna. 

2.1.3.2. Order of component parts 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 :  nos. 5, 16. 
1 - 2 - 3 - 5 - 4 - 6 :  no. 7. 
1 - 4 - 5 - 3 - 2 - 6 :  no. 101. 
3 - 2 -  1 - 4 - 5 - 6 :  no. 77. 
[ 1 - 5 - 4 - 6 :  no. 8. 

2.1.3.3. Component parts 

Object of Sale 

For descriptions of the object of sale, see 3.2. 

Term for Price 

nig-skm-ma-ni: nos. 5, 7, 16. 
n i g - s h  til-la: no. 77. 
s k m h  til-la-ni-S&: no. 101. 

Amount 

x gin kug-babbar: nos. 5.7, 16 (omits kug-babbar), 101. 
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Buyer 

The agentive suffix -e after the name of the buyer is noted in nos. 5, 7?, 8, and 
101. 

Seller 

The dative suffix -ra after the name of the seller is attested in nos. 8 and 77. 

Term for "to weigh out" or "to give" 

The verb is lal or sum. 

i-[nla-[lal] : no. 16. 
in-na-lal: nos. 5, 7, 8, 101. 
in-na-sum: no. 77. 

2.1.4. Type D 

(1) Amount Amount x, 
(2) Term for Price as  the price 
(3) Object of Sale(-S6) of object y, 
(4) ki Buyer-ta from the buyer 
(5) Seller(-e) the seller 
(6) Term for "to receive" received. 

2.1.4.1. Occurrences 

The operative section of Type D, which is styled as a receipt of price, is attested 
in three sale documents from LagaS (nos. 78, 79, SO), in one text from Umma (no. 89), 
and in one text of unknown origin (no. 122). Like the operative section of Type B, Type 
D is formulated ex latere venditoris. It is attested from S 36 (no. 89) to IS 2 (no. 122). 

2.1.4.2. Order of component parts 

All five texts display the regular order of component parts (1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6). 

2.1.4.3. Component parts 

Amount 

x gin kug-babbar: nos. 78,79, 80, 89. 
15(gur) Se gur-lugal kug 15 gin46 Sag u-biki-ka, "15 gur of barley, (measured 

by) the royal gur, (the equivalent of) 15 shekels of silver, (according to 
the tariff used) in Upi": no. 122. 

Term for Price 

nig-s8m: no. 78. 
nig-sh2m: no. 122. 
[ s h l h  til-la: no. 80. 
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sfim til-a: no. 79. 

Object of Sale 

For descriptions of the object of sale, see 3.2. The directive suffix - S t  following 
the object of sale is wanting only in no. 80. 

Buyer 

All five texts construe the name of the buyer with ki . . . -(ak)-ta. 

Seller 

The agentive suffix -e after the seller's name is noted in nos. 80,89, and 122. 

Term for "to receive" 

The verb used is Su . . . ti. 
Su ba-ti: nos. 78, 79, 89. 
Su ba-an-ti: nos. 80, 122. 

2.1.5. Type E 

Object of Sale 
Seller(-St/-ra) 1 ki Seller 
Buyer(-e) 
Term for "to buy" 
Amount 
Term for Price(-$?) 
Buyer(-e) 
Seller(-ra) 
Term for "to weigh out" 
or "to complete" 

Object x 
from the seller 
the buyer 
bought. 
Amount y , 
as its price, 
the buyer 
to the seller 
weighed out 1 completed. 

2.1.5.1. Occurrences 

Type E occurs in eleven sale documents. Two of them come from Nippur (nos. 
20 [self-sale], 48), two from Ur (nos. 107, 109), one from LagaS (no. 85). and one 
from Susa (no. 88). The provenience of five texts is unknown (nos. 112, 113, 113*, 
115, 128). Among the latter, four belong to the archive of S1.A-a (nos. 112, 113, 113*, 
115). Texts nos. 113 and 128 are written in Akkadian. Type E is attested from 40 (no. 

112) to the first regnal year of Ebarti I of Simaiki (ca. the beginning of Ibbi-Sin's reign) 
(no. 88). 

2.1.5.2. Order of component parts 

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 :  no. 112. 
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 9 - 8 :  no. 113. 
1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 6 - 5 - 7 - 8 - 9 :  no. 107. 
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no. 113*. 
no. 109. 
no. 85. 
no. 115. 
no. 88. 
no. 48. 
no. 128. 
no. 20 (self-sale). 

2.1.5.3. Component parts 

Object of Sale 

For descriptions of the object of sale, see 3.2. 

Seller 

Texts nos. 88, 113, 113*, and 115 construe the name of the seller with 
ki . . . -(ak)-ta, "from," whereas the Akkadian sale document no. 128 uses the 
preposition itti (wr. i-ti). The directive suffix - S t  is noted in no. 85, and the dative 
suffix -ra, in no. 107. 

Buyer 

The agentive suffix -e is attested only in no. 107. 

Term for "to buy" 

Type E uses in this part sale or S2mu. 

in-Si-sale: nos. 85, 88, 107, 112, 115. 
in-sale: nos. 113, 113*. 
in-ne-gi-sale: no. 109. 
ni-te-ne-ne ba-ra-an-sale-AS Inite-anene ba-ta-n-sa-eY, "they sold themselves": 

no. 20. 
i-fa-am: no. 128. 

Amount 

x gin kug-babbar: nos. 20,48, 85,88, 107, 109, 112, 113*, 115. 
r8(?)1 G ~ N  1Ci1.3.G~~ KUGBABBAR 1 U~.BAR.GAL.LA: no. 113. 
SE.BI 6 CUR: no. 128. 

Term for Price 

nig-sh-ma-ni-S& no. 112. 
nig-shh-ni-$&: no. 48. 
sh-ma-ni: no. 85. 
s%nb til-la-ni-$2: nos. 107. 109. 
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sim-bi: no. 88. 
SAM(W~. GAZ).BI (envelope reads si-im-su): no. 128. 
SAM-su: no. 113. 

Buyer 

The ergative suffvr -e after the name of the buyer is attested in nos. 107 and 112. 

Seller 

The name of the seller is followed by the dative suffix -ra in nos. 107 and 113*, 
while no. 113 uses the preposition ana (wr. a-nu). 

Term for "to weigh out" or "to complete" 

Type E uses here la1 or til. 

in-na-lal: nos. 88, 107, 112, 113*. 
i-na-lal: no. 115. 
'I.LAL: no. 113. 
ba-ii-lal: no. 48. 
in-ne-lal: nos. 20?, 109. 
in-til: no. 85. 

2.1.6. The development of the operative section from the Fara through the 
Old Babylonian periods 

In this section we will study the evolution of the operative section of the sale 
document from the earliest down to the Old Babylonian period, and will attempt to define 
the place of the Ur III operative sections in that development. 

The first scholar to comment on the evolution of the early Mesopotamian sale 
document was San N i ~ o l b . ~ ~  San Nicolb made the important observation that the two- 
part operative section using the verbs sale and la1 (our Type E) was employed 
continuously from the Pre-Sargonic to the Middle Babylonian period.23 

The question of the development of pre-Old Babylonian sale documents was 
subsequently treated by Kraus.24 In contrast to San Nicolb, Kraus believed that in the 
Pre-Sargonic, Sargonic, and Ur I11 periods the "purchase" (salo) and the 
"paymentlreceipt of price" (lal / Su . . . ti) were recorded in two separate documents, 
the "Kaufvemag" and "Preisquittung," respectively.25 According to Kraus, it was only 

22~chlussklauseln, pp. 34-38, 102-103; "Zur Entwicklung der babylonischen 
Urkundenfonnen," in Festschrift fur Gustav Hanausek ( G m ,  1925). p. 26. 

23"~ntwicklung," p. 26. 
2 4 ~ ~ ~  3 (1949):9&109. 
25~bid., p. 104 and n. 42. 
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in the Old Babylonian period that the "purchase" and the ''paymendreceipt of price" came 
to be recorded in the same document: 

"Die Urkunden der 3. Dynastie von Ur kennen keinen Zahlungsvermerk, in 
der Tat zeigen ja die oben angefiihrten Hinweise auf die Institution der 
Treuhiinderschaft und die Preisquittungen, dass Kauf und Zahlung voneinander 
getrennt waren oder wenigstens sein konnten. Der Zahlungsvermerk mit dem 
Verbum la1 ist in Kaufvertragen, soweit ich sehe, eine Neuerung der 
altbabylonischen Zeit, die freilich schon vor den altesten in Nippur und Isin 
gefundenen Urkunden eingefiihrt worden sein muss. Sie stammt aus der 
Preisquittung oder, genau gesagt, aus einem der ~reisquirmngsformulare."~~ 

Most recently, this issue was discussed by K. R. Veenhof in connection with his 
study of the idiom ana Simi nadanultadi2nu.27 Veenhof's views parallel closely those of 
Kraus. I quote in full: 

"It [ana Simim nadirnum] originally belongs to the formulary of the 
'Preisquittung,' at a stage (roughly the period before Ur-111) when the buyer on 
paying out the purchase price of an object received a 'Preisquittung,' stating that 
he had 'handed over the purchase price for item X' (Sum. nig.sal0.x.Sk 
. . . sum; Akk. ana  SimZ x nadanum). This 'Preisquittung' has to be 
distinguished from the deed of purchase, stating the object, the purchase price and 
the fact that the buyer had bought it. In the course of time, from Ur-III and the 
early OB period onwards, these two documents merged into the so-called 'deed 
of purchase,' though occasionally separate 'Preisquittungen' do still occur. This 
led to an important simplification. The statement from the 'Preisquittung': 
'B(uyer) has given x silver as its purchase price' (ex latere emptoris), or 
'S(e1ler) has received x silver as its purchase price' (ex latere venditoris) - in 
both cases the actual weighing out of the amount, 1fdSaqiilum could also be 
mentioned - was combined with that of the deed of purchase: 'item x, y silver its 
purchase price, B has bought from S' (to which later also a statement about the 
weighing out or paying was added). This resulted in a formulary in which only 
the act of purchase (in.Si.Sim) and the weighing out of an amount of silver 
S5m.til.la.bi.Sk/ana Simim gamrim, 'as its complete purchase price' (or perhaps 
better: 'to make the purchase definitive') were recorded.'% 

First of all, it needs to be categorically stated that no distinction should be made 
between the sale documents which use the verb sale and those styled as receipts 
("Preisquittungen" of Kraus and Veenhof). Contrary to Kraus and Veenhof, there is no 

26~bid., p. 104. 
27~spects of Old Assyrian Trade and its Terminology, Studia et docurnenta 10 (Leiden, 

1972). pp. 367-368. 
28~bid., p. 367. 



purchase." 
In fact, the texts styled as receipts of price are the oldest (already in Fara) and 

dominant form of the cuneiform sale document before Ur Ill times. It is also significant 
that t ! . ~  great majority of the ancient k u d m s ,  deeds of pmhase par excellence, take the 
form of receipts (see below). The reason why the receipt form is prevalent among the 
early sale documents lies in the fact that the pedected receipt of the pmhase price by the 
seller is the single most important piece of information to the buyer. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that the operative sections with the verbs "to buy'. 
(ex latere emptoris) and "to receive (the price)" or "to sell" (ex lafere venditoris). 
rather than reflecting two different legal realities, are pvrsly a matter of phraseology. The 
cuneiform sale document, from the point of view of its function and legd sipificance, is 
always written ex latere emptoris, for it is always the buyer for whom the document is 
uritten down and whose interests it is intended to protect. See in detail 4.1 and 4.2. 

Another point on which we cannot agree with Kraus and Veenhof is that the 
operative section which employs the verbs sale and lal was inrmducd only in the Old 
Babylonian period, and furthermore, that it resulted from a merger of the sale document 
with the verb sale and the alleged "Preisquittung." As already noted by San Nicolb (see 
above), an operative section of this type was used as early as the Re-Sargonic period. 
We also have evidence that it continued to be usd,  though infrequently, in the Sargonic 
and Ur III sale documents (see below). These facts demonstrate that this operative section 
was an independent phenomenon, and that it could not have developd in the way 

operative section Operative section 
24 25 
evidence that in the ur 111 and earlier periods the buyer received two different types of The name Of the buyer, together with his identlfllcation as 16 Object-of-Salc salO, 
documents: one which stated the purchase of the object in question and another which 

' the  one who bought 
the object of sale," is placed toward the very end of the sale 

recordd the paymnt of the purchase price by the buyer 
(or its meipt by the seller)' Both the secondary sellers and the witnesses.29 

postulated by Kraus and Veenhof. 
The available evidence suggests the following picmre of the development of the 

the documents with the verb sale and those using verbs lal, Or . . t i  

served exaclly same purpose: to supply the buyer with a mrd that he pvnhasd 
the 

early Mesopotamian operative sections. 
The oldest cuneiform sale documents, which belong to the Fara period, employ 

an operative section which is styled as a receipt of price and additional p a w s :  

A 
tYF of operative section is fovnd in the ancient kudums which 

are On 'lone and deal exclusively with multiple puxhases of 6e1ds (each 

Object of Sale; 
Price of Object-of-Sale; 
Additional Payments; 
Sellers 
16 sb kc, "(are) the ones who received (lit: ate) the price." 

objest of sale, that emplo+ng different 
he paid its full price, and that the Seller mivd the price and is 

EcOrds wansactions, involvhg the purchase of fields fmm different sellem 
by the 

satisfled with i t  For this reason, these two groups of texts, although Same buyer).30 In Ihe great majority of these documents, which date to the Fara Re- 

formul;uy, = ba* to & classified = ''sale documents," or more 
"deeds of SargOnic' and SargOnic periods. individual transactions have the following operative 

section: 

Object of Sale; 
Price 
(and) Additional Payments 
Sellers received.31 

Much as in the Fara sale documents, the identitication of the buyer (if given at dl) 
appears at the very end of the kudum, following all the transactions.32 

AS a matter of fact, the ancient kudum using such a formulation can be described 
as a condensed series of Fara-type sale documents: since the buyer is the same p e m n  in 
all the transactions recored in one kudurm, his name, instead of king repcatd after each 
transaction, is listed only once, at the very end of the inscription. 

Sale documents from the following (Re-Sargonic) period are represented by a 
group of texts from Lagai. h these documents. one finds an operative section which is 
composed of two parts: the fust part notes the purchase (sale) of object x by the buyer 
from the seller, and the second part records the payment (lusum) of price y by the h y a  
to the seller (no. 1 in Table I)." A variant of this operative section uses in the a m n d  

1 9 ~ o r  the structure of Fara sale documents, see k c h e r .  M 63.172-185. 
l O ~ o r  a full e d i h n  of all the ancient kudums, see Gelb et 01.. ELTS *II the unpublished 

h d u m s  and pre-Ur III mle documents cited in the prercnt s t ~ d y  are prmnM in that w r k  

 he verb is: kli (ELTS no. 16 K i ~ h  Stone Fragmnts I and no. 34 BIN II 2): ma@ru CELTS 
no. 41 Sippar Stone, no. 4 2  Eshnmn Stone Fragment, no. 43 Eshnuna Clay T d l e t .  and 44. Eshnuna 
Clay Fragments); l u  . . . ti (ELTS no. 36 CT V 3). ELTS no. 32 A d d  Cloy Fragmmt (= OIP 14 49) 
and no. 40  Manishtushu Obelisk. instead of using the verb, identify the r c l h s  ar II & kli. "the o n e  
who received the price," and KU KUG-BABBAR. "nrsivem of h e  silver ( i r ,  the priu); ncrpcctively. 

32me  name of the buyer is preserved only in ELTS no. 37 CT XmVII 7/ N ~ . ~ O S * M  Buyer. 
'>whases of the buyer'') and no. 40 Manishtushu Obelisk (Buyer ~ s A ~ ~ ,  'Me buyer hught"). 

3 3 ~ ~ ~  14 141. 144; Sollberger Corpus Ean. 65 (all M); RTC 17 (sum). Nou. thst h e  choice 
between Ial. "to weigh out,' and sum. "to give," is dictated by the nature of the pwcbap money: if  the 
price is paid in silver or another metal. then Id  is used: if, however, the p a p e n t  consire of 
commodities other than metaI. or o f  a metal plus some other commodity, then the verb is sum. This 
distinction is fairly consistently maintained down to the Old B a b y l o ~ m  pnM. 
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part the verb Su . . . ti, "to receive": "the seller received price y (from the buyer)" 
(no. 2).34 

The two-part operative section of the sal0:la.l type continued to be used, though 
very rarely, in Sargonic sale documents (no. 3).35 The most popular operative sections in 
that period were the ones styled either as (a) a receipt of price, or as (b) a payment of 
price, or as (c) a combination of the receipt and the payment. All such operative sections 
seem to derive from the tradition of Fara sale documents and kudurms. Three of them are 
composed of one part only: 

Price of Object-of-Sale Buyer to Seller 1aVSaqblu or sum/nadanu, "price x 
of object y the buyer to the seller weighed out / gave" (no. 4).36 

Price of Object-of-Sale Seller from Buyer Su . . . ti/rna@ru, "price x of 
object y the seller from the buyer received" (no. 5).37 

Price of Object-of-Sale Seller Buyer Su-na . . . si, "the hands of the 
seller were filled by the buyer with price x of object y" (no. 6).38 

Two other Sargonic operative sections are composed of two parts each, one part 
stating that the buyer has paid the price, and the other, that the seller has received it: 

(a) Price of Object-of-Sale Seller Su-na . . . si; (b) Buyer la1 / Buyer 16 
n i g - s h  ak-hn, "the hands of the seller were filled with price x of 
object y; the buyer weighed it out / is the one who 'made' the 
price" (no. 7).39 

(a) Price of Object-of-Sale Seller Su . . . ti / rneirru; (b) Buyer la11 
Saqirlu or sum/na&znu, "price x of the object y the seller received; 
the buyer weighed it out / gave it" (no. 8).40 

3 4 ~ ~ ~  8 352; FT 1 pl. XLIII; Nikolski 1 317; DP 31, 32; Gelb AV, p. 236; Bibl. Mes. 3 10; 
RTC 16. 

3 5 ~ ~ ~  4 51. 

3 6 ~ ~ ~  4 65; OIP 97 13 (both lal); MAD 5 48 (Saqdlu); IM 43741, unpubl. (sum); Gelb, 
OAIC 4 (nadnnu). 

37E.g., MAD 4 4; HSS 10 99; Or. NS 51 (1982):355-356, 363; MVN 3 102 (all mahdru); 
BIN 8 38, 80, 171, 172, 179; MAD 4 151, 152, 153, 155; NBC 6844, unpubl.; YBC 12312, unpubl. 

(a l lSu . .  . ti).  

3 8 ~ ~ ~  8 177; A 713 (unpubl.); 1st. Mus. Adab 397, 399,426 (all unpubl.). For this operative 
section, see also 2.2.1. 

3 9 ~ A D  4 77, 78, 158 (all lal); MAD 4 81, 150 (both 16 nig-sAm ak-b) ;  Nikolski 2 68 (sag 

%lo-a Buyer); TIM 9 99 (Buyer 16 sag sale-2,); NBC 10221, unpubl. ([BuJyer [I6 sag] salo). Cf. also 
2.2.1. 

40E.g., ITT 1 1040, 1041; 2 4518,4578, 4588; RTC 79, 81; ZA 53 (1959):79 no. 19 (all la1 
andSu . . . ti); BIN 8 178 (Su . . . ti and sum); MAD 4 155, 169 (both Su . . . ti and lal); MVN 3 

100 (SU . . . ti and Id); MAD 5 65 (mahdru and nahnu); IM 43612, unpubl. (maharu and Saqdu). 
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2.2. Completion-of-price clause 

The completion-of-price clause acknowledges the fact that the buyer paid the 
purchase price and that the seller received it. A similar function is performed by the 
completion-of-transaction clause (see 2.3), with which the present clause appears to be 
mutually exclusive. The completion-of-price clause is  also incompatible with the 
operative section of Type E (see 2. IS), where the payment of the price is stated explicitly. 

Four variants of this clause are extant, distinguished by the use of different 
constructions: (1) kug-bi Su-a . . . si-(g); (2) kug-ta . . . til; (3) nig-sim . . . til; 
(4) kug-ta . . . 5. 

2.2.1. The construction kug-bi Su-a . . . si-(g) 

The clause using the construction kug-bi Su-a . . . si-(g) is attested in eight sale 
documents, all stemming from Nippur (nos. 18,27,29,53, 54,59,60,63). The earliest 
of them dates to AS 8 (no. IS), the latest, to SS 5 (no. 29).51 

Depending on whether there is one or more sellers the clause reads either kug-bi 
Su-na(-a) ab-si, "this silver filled his hands" (nos. 53 [var.: ba-a-si], 54, 63), or kug-bi 
Su-ne-ne(-a) ab-si, "this silver filled their hands" (nos. 18,27,29,59,60). 

For Su-a . . . si-(g), "to fill (someone's) hand (with something)," 
corresponding to the Akkadian ana qati mullii, see especially Su-ne-ne-a [in-si-gi-eS] = 
a-na qa-ta-t[e-9u-nu li-mal-lu-li] (Ai. I1 ii 53; also 54-55), and the examples in CAD 
M/1, p. 187a. 

Beside the present examples, Su-a . . . si-(g) is also attested in two Ur III court 
records: PN s im ni-te-na [SJu-na-a si-ga, "(for) PN his own price filled his hands" 
(NSGU 2 38:7-8); kug-bi Su PN a PN2 dumu-na-ka ba-a-si-ga, "that this silver filled the 
hands of PN and PN2, his son" (ibid. 105: 12-1 3). 

The same construction occurs also in Sargonic sale documents, but its function 
there is different than in the texts from the present corpus. Whereas in the Ur 111 sales it 
functions as a Schlussklausel, in its Sargonic counterparts Su-a . . . si-(g) is the key 
verb of an opsrative section (cf. 2.1.6). Two variants of such an operative section are 
known: 

(a) Amount (With) amount x, 
nig-srim Object of Sale(-kam) the price of object y, 

Seller(s) the hands of the seller(s) 

(kug-bi) Su-na/-ne-ne(-a) were filled (with this silver). 

ab-si 
Buyer The buyer 
i-ne-lal116 nig-dm ak-8m weighed (it) out 1 is the one 

- - 

5 1 ~ e  latest attestation may actually be no. 53 (date not preserved), which appears to belong to 
the reign of Ibbi-Sin (see the commentary). 
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who "made" the price. 
(b) Amount (With) amount x, 

~ g - s h  Object of Sale the price of object y, 
Seller(s) the hands of the seller(s) 
Buyer (by) the buyer 
(kug-bi) Su-na/ne-ne(-a) ab-si were filled. 

Variant (a) is employed in one text from Umma (Nikolski 2 268), five texts from 
Isin, all stemming from the archive of a certain Inimani (MAD 4 77, 78, 81, 150, 158), 
and two texts of unknown origin (TIM 9 99; NBC 10221, unpubl.). Variant (b) occurs 
in five texts from Adab (BIN 8 177; A 713, unpubl.; 1st. Mus. Adab 397, 399,426, d l  

I 
unpubl.), one text from Nippur (PBS 9 86+107), and one text of unknown provenience 
(IM 43431, unpubl.). 

As shown by this evidence, the operative section with Su-a . . . si-(g) had a 
very wide distribution in Sargonic times. The Ur I11 revival of its usage, though in a 
modified application, appears to have been limited to Nippur, and was of no consequence 

I 

I 
for the subsequent evolution of the sale document. 

A possible parallel for this clause is provided by the statement kug-bi C-gal-la ba- 
an-ku4, "this silver entered the palace," which occurs in the early OB sale documents 

I 
from ESnunna, dealing with the sale of real estate by the royal palace.52 

2.2.2. The construction kug-ta . . . ti1 

Six sale documents, all stemming from Urnma, use the clause kug-ta i-til, "he 
(i.e., the buyer) completed the (payment of) silver" (nos. 92,94**, 94***, 95 [var. in-], 
96 [var. kug-bi-ta], 99). The earliest of them dates to 9 45 (no. 92), the latest, to IS 2 
(no. 99). 

Although the meaning of the clause is quite certain,53 the role of the suffix -ta is 
not entirely clear. In this context -ta could be interpreted either as an instrumental, 
meaning "he completed (the transaction) with this silver," or as an ablative, meaning "he 
completed out of this silver." The second explanation appears more likely, given the 
existence of a parallel construction kug-ta . . . 6 ,  "to go out of silver" (see 2.2.4). 

2.2.3. The construction nig-scim . . . ti1 

Text no. 78, stemming from LagaS and dating to 9s 5,  notes the completion of 
the price by the use of the following clause: nig-sim-bi in-til, "he (i.e., the buyer) 
completed (the payment) of the price." 

The construction nig-sim . . . til, "to complete the price," occurs also in Ur 111 
court records. For the examples, see Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 166. Cf. also the use of 

52~hiting, Seals and Sealing, pp. 69-70. 
53~alkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 9 n. 4, translated it "er hat den Geldbetrag dafiir voU bezahlt." Cf. 

also Wilcke's translation, RLA 5, p. 541, "Vermittels des Silbers ist es geschlossen." 
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sim . . . ti1 in the operative section of no. 85 (Type E) and the phrase (nig-)sim til-la 
(see 2.1.1.3). 

As far as I know, the only example of a similar clause in a sale document comes 
from ths Sargonic text M W  3 53 iv 1. The clause in question reads: sAm al-til, "the price 
was completd" 

2.2.4. The construction kug-ta . . . 2  

The only text using such a construction is no. 81, which comes from LagaS and 
dates to SS 8. The clause reads: kug-bi-ta ib-ni-b, "he (i.e., the buyer) issued this silver," 
lit.: "he went out of this silver." 

Kraus>4 and following him Falkenstein>5 read the verb as ib-ta(!)-b, but -ni- is 
clear in the copy. Probably this example is to be emended to ibr-ta>-ni-b. For the 
sequence -ta-ni-, see G. Gragg, Infues, p. 29, who cites such Pn-Sargonic forms as e- 
na-ta-ni-b (Sollberger Corpus Ent. 41 iv 2) and ib-ta-ni-b (ibid. Ent. 28 ii 3). Note also x 
barley PN ba-ra-ni-b in YOS 4 18:5-6. 

The literal meaning of kug-ta. . . b is "to go out of silver," i.e., "to issue 
silver, to hand over silver.'' In addition to the present example, this constnrction also 
occurs in two Ur 111 court records: mu lugal sBm IPN kug X-gi-ta ha-ab-ta-b bi-in-dua, 
"he d e c l d :  'By the name of the king! The purchase price of PN will be issued from the 
silver of m y .  . . "' (NSGU 2 197:34'35'); 10 gin kug-babbar-ta ib-ta-an-b-a "that he 
issued 10 shekels of silver" (ibid. 20:lO). 

No examples of this or a similiar clause are found in sale documents from other 
periods. 

2.3. Completion-of-transaction clause 

The completion of the transaction is noted in several Ur EI sale documents by the 
use of a special clause, which employs either the consmction inim-bi . . . ti1 or inim- 
bi . . . dug4. The function of this clause appears to be identical to that of the 
completion-of-price clause (2.2). 

2.3.1. The construction inim-bi . . . ti1 

2.3.1.1. The clause using inim-bi . . . ti1 occurs in three texts from Urnma 
(nos. 88*, 91,98) and one text from Ur (no. 109). The earliest of them dates to before 
33 (no. 88'); the date of the latest is IS 19 (no. 109). The clause reads: inim-bi in-til, "he 
(i.e., the buyer) completed this transaction." 

The Akkadian equivalent of inim . . . til, "to complete a transaction, to settle a 
litigation," is awata gamiiru. See rinim-inim-ma-a-nil al-ti1 = a-ma-su gum-rat, "his 
transaction is completed.' (Hh. 11 103). Outside of sale documents, i n i m  . . ti1 is also 
attested in the Ur 111 legal text NRVN 1 8:7: inim-bi al-til, "this transaction is completed." 
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The statement that the buyer completed the transaction almost certainly refers to 

the payment of the purchase price by the buyer, and as such it is virtually identical with 
the completion-of-price clause (2.2). This is supported by the fact that the Umma sale 
documents use either the present clause (nos. 88*, 91, 98) or kug-ta . . . ti1 clause (see 
2.2.2). Accordingly, it appears that these two clauses are mutually exclusive. 

2.3.1.2. The inim . . . ti1 clause is attested already in sale documents and other 
legal texts of a Sargonic date. See, e.g., mu lugal-Sb mu nam-mah-[St1 in[im-bi all-til, 
"by the name of the king, by the name of Nammah, this transaction is completed" (MAD 
4 158:9'-11'); inim-bi [al(?)-till, "this transaction [is completed]" (MAD 4 15:21); mu 
lugal-Sb mu li-pi(!)-% PN-e PN2 inim i-da-til, "by the name of the king, by the name of 
Lipi, PN (with) PN2 completed this transaction" (YBC 8463:14, unpubl.). For other 
examples, see Edzard, SRU, p. 225. 

The contrast between the active form of til, which has a conjugational prefix I-, 
and the stativelpassive form, which uses the prefix al-, is clearly demonstrated by the 
following three Sargonic examples, which contain both forms: mu dnin-isin,(LV)-Sk56 
mu lugal-ib inim-pi i-ti1 . . . ig[i]-ne-ne inim-pi al-til, "by the name of Ninisina, by the 
name of the king, he completed this transaction". . . "before them (i.e., the wimesses) 
this transaction was completed" (Bohl Coll. 929:ll-13, 21, unpubl.); inim-bi al- 
ti1 . . . inim-ma-ni i-til, "this transaction is completed" . . . "he completed his 
transaction" (BIN 8 175:27, 44); inim-bi igi-ne-n[e]-t[a] ail-till . . . inim-bi in-til, 
"before them (i.e., the witnesses) this transaction was completed". . . "he completed 
this transaction" (BIN 8 158:32-33,40). 

2.3.1.3. The same clause is commonly used in the Old Babylonian sale 
documents from Sippar and the Diyala regioxS7 In Sippar texts the clause is written 
either in Sumerian: inim-bi al-til, or in Akkadian: awassu gamrat. In sales from Ishchali 
and Khafajah only the Sumerian version is attested, whereas at Harmal it is always 
written in Akkadian. 

It is important to note that the Akkadian clause is not a verbatim translation of the 
Sumerian one. Whereas awassu gamrat means "his (i.e., of the seller) transaction islwas 
completed," inim-bi al-ti1 is to be translated, as in the Ur III and Sargonic examples cited 
earlier, "this transaction islwas completed." Although previous students of this clause 
assumed that in the Sumerian version -bi is a possessive suffix, corresponding to -Su or 

56~or  the reading isin, of IN, see Postgate, Sumer 30 (1974):207-209; Edzard, AS 20, p. 83 n 
76; Steinkeller, JCS 30 (1978): 168-169. 

5 7 ~ .  D. Simmons, JCS 13 (1959):91. 
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-Sunu>8 -bi here appears to be a demonstrative, "this."59 In this connection, note the 
equation rinim-inim-ma-a-nil al-ti1 = a-ma-su gam-rat (Hh. II 103), which shows clearly 
that the expected Sumerian translation of awassu is inim-ma(-a)-ni and not inim-bL6O 

2.3.2. The construction inim-bi . . . dug4 

The completion-of-transaction clause with the construction him-bi . . . dug4 is 
attested in only one text (no. 122), dating to IS 2. The origin of this text is unknown. The 
clause reads: t-durus-nigin-gar-ki-diig gd iddur-21-ka inim-bi ba-ab-dug4, "this 
transaction was 'done'/negotiated in the hamlet of Nigingarkidug, on the bank of the 
Durul." 

In this particular instance the verb dug4 is probably used in its auxiliary sense of 
"to do, to act." Alternatively, dug4 could correspond here to dabcbu, one of whose 
meanings is "to come to an agrement, to negotiate." See CAD D, p. 8. 

This clause is entirely unique, not only in Ur III, but also in sale documents from 
other periods. 

2.4. gii-gana . . . bala clause 

2.4.1. The transfer of title in Ur I11 sales of persons (and possibly also of 
animals) was effected by the performance of the gil-gana . . . bala ritual. This ritual is 
recorded in a special clause,61 which is attested in nine sale documents (nos. 41,87, 88, 
114, 116, 119, 120, 121, 128). Two of them come from the S1.A-a archive (nos. 114, 
116), two from Susa (nos. 87, 88), and one from Nippur (no. 41). The provenience of 
nos. 1 19, 120, 121, and 128 is unknown. The earliest occurrence dates to 5 S 1 (no. 
114), while the latest to the first year of Ebarti I of h ~ & k i  (ca. the beginning of Ibbi- 
Sin's reign) (no. 88). With the exception of no. 128, which deals with a she-ass, all the 
docilments using this clause are sales of persons. 

5 8 ~ a n  Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, p. 25 n. 45, translated inim-bi al-ti1 as "seine (d.h. auf dem 

Vertrag beziigliche) Angelegenheit ist vollendet," whereas Simmons, JCS 13.91, argued that -bi is to be 

taken as the third person plural suffix, and uanslated the clause accordingly as "their transaction is 
terminated." 

59~erhaps more correctly, the function of -bi should be compared to that of the definite article. 

Cf. here the phrase mu lugal-bi /mu lugal-ak-bi/, "the name of the king," i.e., the name of the reigning 
king. 

6 0 ~ o t e  also the spelling 1NIM.BI.NE AL.TIL, "their (i.e., of the sellers) transaction is 

completed" (S. Greengus, Old Babylonian Tablets from Ishchali and Vicinity, Publications de 1'Institut 

historique et arch6ologique n&rIandais de Stamboul44 b iden .  19791 no. 31:13). where 1NIM.BLNE is 
an awkward attempt to reproduce the Akkadian awassunu. 

6 1 ~ o r  a thorough study of this clause, see Edzard, "Die bukanum-Formel der altbabylonischen 

Kaufvertrage und ihre sumerische Entsprechung," ZA 60 (1969):&53. See now also M. Malul, "The 

bukannum-Clause -Relinquishment of Rights by Previous Right Holder," Z4 75 (1985):677. 
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In terms of its legal importance, the giS-gana . . . bala clause appears to be the 

counterpart of the transfer clause (2.5). 
The standard form of this clause is gii-gandgan-na 1%-ta-bala /gig-gana-a i-b- 

ta(-n)-bald, "he (i.e., the seller) made himiherlit (i.e., the sold person or animal) cross 
over the gig-gana,"62 where the verbal chain contains the ablative infix -ta- (or -ra-), and 
gikgana stands in the locative -a (not expressed in writing). The ablative infix is omitted 
in two instances (nos. 120 and 128). In one case (no. 41) the verb contains the dative 
infix -na-, "for him," which refers to the buyer. In nos. 88, 116?, and 119 the clause is 
introduced by sag(-bi), "(this) 'head,"' thus corroborating Edzard's suggestion that the 
grammatical objectlpatient of the clause is the sold person (or animal) and not the gii- 
gana.63 

The following is a complete list of the occurrences of the gil-gana . . . bala 
clause in our texts: 

&gin7 i-na-ra-bala, "he made her cross over the g. for him (i.e., the buyer)": 
no. 41. 

giS-gana ib-ta-ab-la ti-b-ta(-n)-bald, "they(!) made her cross over the g.": no. 87. 
sa[g gig-galn-na ib-rta(?)l-[balls-e, "he made the 'head' cross over the g.": no. 

88. 
[gig-gan(?)]-na ib-ta-bala, "he made her cross over the g.": no. 114. 
[sag(?) gig-gli-na [ib-ta-balla, "he made [the 'head'(?) crloss over the g.": no. 

116. 
sag-bi rgiS1-g[an]-na rib]-t[a(?)-balla, "he made this 'head' cross over the g.": no. 

119. 
gii-gana(wr. TAG) in-bala, "he made her cross over the g.": no. 120. 
gig-gin7-na ba-ra-a-bala-eS, "he made them cross over the g.": no. 121. 
GIS.KUM ~B.LA, "he made it (i.e., the she-ass) cross over the GIS.KUM": 

no. 128. 

6 2 ~ o r  the grammar and meaning of this consuuction, see Edzard, ZA 60.9-12. 

6 3 ~ ~  60, 11-12. Yet another col~oborating datum is provided by the Sargonic text IM 43488, 
cited below in 2.4.4. It should be noted here that a similar interpretation of the gig-gana . . . bala clause 

had been proposed already by S. Langdon, RA 24 (1927):93-95. Langdon thought, however, that the rite 

was performed by the buyer, and not by the seller: "he (the purchaser) caused them to pass over or under 

the scepter" (refening to the Sargonic text PBS 9 4). 
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2.4.2. The consrmction gil-gana/gan-na . . . bala corresponds to the Akkadian 
bukana (bukanna) Sutuqu. See gig-gan-na fb-ta-bala = bu-ka-nu li-Je-ti-iq, "he made 
him cross over the bukanu" (Ai. I1 iv 12'); giS-gan-na ib-ta-an-bala = bu-kan-nu SU-tug, 
"it was passed over the bukanu" (Hh. I 308). Cf. also the use of Sutuqu in IM 43488 
(Sargonic), cited below in 2.4.4. 

2.4.3. Edzard believed that the basic form of the word gig-gana is gig-gan, and, 
accordingly, analyzed gig-gan-na as a locative.64 This is, however, open to question, 
since the word is spelled gi8-gan-na even when it does not stand in the locative, as in Hh. 
IV 248,65 Hh. V 269a, the OB texts YOS 12 342:4 and Frank Srrassburger 
Keilschriftrexte 38 rev. 15, and "Lamentation over Sumer and Ur" 318 (= UET 612 
131:22). The final /a/ is, therefore, more likely part of the root. The spelling gig-gana is 
probably earlier than gid-gan-na, for it appears already in Pre-Sargonic texts from LagaS 
(e.g., DP 488 i 4). In contrast, the earliest occurrences of the form gig-gan-na date to the 
Sargonic period (e.g., MAD 4 77:9). 

The word gig-gana is equated in lexical texts with the Akkadian bukiznul 
bukannu, "wooden pestle-66: gig-gan-na = bu-kan-nu (Hh. IV 248); also Hh. I 308, Ai. 
11 iv and with sikkuru, "bolt, bar (on the door)": giS-ga-angan-na (var. omits -na) = 

sik-ku-ru (Hh. V 269a); giS-ga-mgana = [si-ik-ku-ru] (Nabnitu XI11 89).68 The giS-gana 
appears to have been a wooden pounder that was used to crush (gazl@Sizlu) foodstuffs 
in wooden mortars, called nagaq/n&ga (Akk. esittu) and giin&ga-zid-gaz (Akk. 
madakku).69 This interpretation is borne out by Hg. A I 39 (= MSL 5, p. 187), which 
equates bukanu with kak madakki, "the 'weapon' (i.e., the pestle) of the madakku 

- 

64ZA 60, 20-21. 

65~dzard,  ZA 60, 20, interpreted this example, rather unconvincingly, as "gleichsam 

lexikalis~erter Lokativ." 
6 6 ~ o r  this meaning of buki~nu, see Edzard, ZA 60,13-14. 

670ther Sumerian equivalents of bukirnu are gi8-kim and gig-tukul nhga-zid/si-gaz. See gid-ki- 

im (var. gig-kim) GIS.BU = [ . . . 1 bu-ka-nu @in I1 336); gig-tukul nhga-si-gaz = ka-ak [ma-dak-kil 

= [bul-kan-nu (Hg. A I 39 = MSL 5, p. 187). The earliest examples of bukhu come from the Ur 111 
texts Fish Catalogue 581:l and BIN 3 381:l (in both instances spelled gisbli-ga-nh). 

6 8 ~ e e  also gisig kur [I&S.Z]A gig-gana kur I&S.ZA, "the door of the pure mountain, the 

bolt of the pure mountain" (TCL 16 90:14; cf. A. W. SjSberg, TCS 3, p. 113 and n. 69). 

69madakku was translated by CAD D, p. 43a (under diiku) as "mortar," and by AHw., p. 571b, 

as "(Holz-)MSrser." More recently, CAD M/1, p. 9a, assigns to it the meanings "pestle" and "part of a 

loom." As shown by the following two entries, however: gi8-niga-zid-gaz = ma-dak-ku, gig-tukul niga- 
zid-gar = ka-ak MIN (= madakki) (Hh. IV 246-247). and the fact that kak madakki is a synonym of 

bukanu, "pestle," madakku is clearly "(wooden) mortar." 
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mortar"; by the Pre-Sargonic?O OB?l and NBT2 texts in which gik-gandbukijn~c is listed 
among mortars and grinding slabs; and by the following literary passage: na4-Br naga giS- 
gan-na i - d u r u n , ( ~ ~ S . ~ ~ S )  16 nu-um-Si-gam-e, "the grinding slab, the mortar, (and) the 
pestle are resting, no one bends over them" ("Lamentation over Sumer and Urn 318).73 
The fact that giS-gana is equated with sikkkru, "bolt, bar (on the door)" (see above), 
indicates that it must have been a fairly large and long object. In this connection, note that 
Edzard cited, as a possible parallel for the gig-gana, a wooden pestle called m w a  
(etymologically related to bakinu?), which is used by the modem Ma'dan Arabs.74 This 
tool is an oblong club, about one meter long, to the top of which there is attached a 20-30 
cm long cr0ssbar.~5 

The Akkadian bukiznu (orpukCInu) is possibly a loanword from gig-gana, more 
exactly, from its Emesal form *m~(S)-gana .~~  If, as suggested by the present author?7 
the Emesal equivalent of [ng] is not lm/ but Imp/, the underlying development could be 
reconstructed as: Impukkand > pdzinu. In this connection note the word rnukirnu = giS- 
gi-na (see below n. 79), possibly a phonetic alternate of *mu@)-gana. But, whether or 
not this etymology is correct, bukanu is almost certainly a Sumerian loanword. This is 
snongly indicated by the existence of the by-form bukannu (for the examples, see CAD 
B, p. 308). 

I assume that the forms gif-gin7(-na) (nos. 41, 121) and [gig-gli-na (no. 116) are 
phonetic spellings of gig-gana. Also, following Edzard?* I interpret giS-TAG (no. 120) 
as a mistake for gik-gana, based on the formal similarity between GAN and TAG. One 
cannot, however, exclude the possiblity that giS-gin-/(-na), giS-gi-na, and giS-TAG are in 

702 nagQ-gal-gal2 gis-gana, ''2 large mortars, 2 pestles" (DP 488 i 3 4 ) ;  2 nagaq 2 nagu  sum - .  
1 gid-gana sum 1 gig-gana, "2 mortars, 2 mortars (for) garlic, 1 pestle (for) garlic, 1 pestle" (Or. 9-13, 

pp. 199-200 VAT 4724 iv 1 4 ) .  

711 GIS.KUM SE.GIS.NI I NA~.AR.ZI.BI I GIS.GAN.NA, "1 mortar (for) sesame, 1 
grinding slab, 1 pestle" (YOS 12 34224).  

'*1 na4e-si-it(!)-tu4 2-ta gisbu-kan-nu, "1 mortar, 2 pestles" (VAS 6 182:24 - among tools for 
brewing beer). Cf. L. F. Hartman and A. L. Oppenheim, JAOS Supplement 10 (1950):15. 

7 3 ~ .  J. Gadd, Driver AV, p. 63, A. Salonen, Hausgerdte 1, p. 53, and S. N. Kramer, ANET, 
p. 616, interpreted naq-hr nhga as one word, and translated it "grinding mortar" (Gadd and Kramer) and 

"Reibstein" (Salonen). However, the combination naq-& nhga appears impossible. Since naq-ir (Akk. 
e r ~ i )  definitely means "grinding slab" (see CAD E, pp. 323-324). it could not have been used for 

''crushing" (gaz/@du). Therefore, I choose to interpret niga as a separate word, i.e., "mortar." 

74ZA 60, 13 and n. 14a. 

7 5 ~  pestle of this (or similar) type is shown on the photograph in J. P. Peters, Nippur or 
Explorations and Adventures on   he Euphrates (New York, 1899). p. 256. 

76~dzard, ZA 60.21; Steinkeller, Aula Orientalis 2 (1984):141-142 n. 34. 

7 7 ~ u l a  Orientalis 2, 141-142 n. 34. 

7 8 ~ ~  60, 12. 
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fact xparate lexical enmes79; the object used in the rite in question did not necessarily 
have to be a pestle (see 2.4.6). 

In no. 128 gil-gana is replaced by 013-KUM, "mortar." This word, to be read 
gibagy (written also @i)n)nsga), corresponds to the Akkadian esittu. See na-g6 KUM = 
e-si-turn (MSL 14, p. 100 607:l); na-ga GI~.GAZ = e-si-[it-tu] (Di" 11 301); 
~ 1 3 . 0 ~ 2  = e-sit-turn (Hh. IV 242).80 The occurrence of GISXUM in no. 128 could 
be an error for a$-gana, though it is possible that a mortar was actually substituted for 
the pestle in this particular instance. 

2.4.4. The earliest examples of the clause come from Sargonic sale documents. In 
these texts gig-gana is usually replaced by gig, ''wooden stick," although gil-gana is 
occasionally named, too. Edzard, who knew only the occurrences with gig, listed ten 
examples of this clause." His List can now bc expanded by eleven more examples: 

[gi]Ca la-ta-ba[la] (1 sold person; 1 seller) (rTT 2 1Ml:7', unpubl.); 
gig-a %la-balac-Ci> (I sold person; 2 sellers) (1st Mus. Ad. 397:9, unpubl.); 
[gill-a la-ta-b[ala] (1 sold person; I seller) (1st. Mus. Ad. 398:6, unpubl.); 
[gil-a fb-ta-bala-Ci ( I  sold person; 2 sellers) (Ist. Mus. Ad. 399:6, unpubl.); 
[gig-a fb-ta-bala-Ci ( I?  sold person; 2 or 3 sellers) (1st. Mus. Ad. 4265'. -- 

unpubl.); 
[giS]-Tal ib-ta-[bal]a-TCfl(l sold person; 3 sellers) (A 713:9, unpubl.); 

79~ssuming that these words are different than gil-gana, they could be interpreted as follows: 

(a) gi8-gi-na: There exists an implement gil-gi-na, used in the Ur 111 manufacture of textiles, 

which was banslated as "cloth beam" by Th. Jacobsen, JCS 7 (1953):47 and n. 79, and as 'Tuchbaum" 

by H. Waemldt, Terrilinduitrie, p. 133. This implemea probably cornsponds a the Akkadian m ~ n u  

(see gllnfg-@-na = mr-ko-nu Hh. V 318). "ein Holzstab" according to W w . .  p. 669b and "a pu l  of the 

loom;' according to CAD m, p. 183a. Note also the item giSginf, "a hcavy stick used as a weapon" 

( C m  G. pp. 100-101). which may be a loanword from gi3-gi-na. The earliest examp1es of gil-gi-na 
come from Pre-Sargonic texts (e.g., DP 409 iii 2,410 iii 1). For Ur 111 examples, see Waetzoldt, op .  

cit., pp. 133-135. 
(b) gi.$-TAG: The object giS-TAG is listed together with various tools for cloth manufacture 

(among them, a gil-gi-M) in the Ur I11 text HSS 4 6 (for a detailed study of this document. see Waetzoldt. 
o p  cit.. pp. 133-135). Another Ur 111 a m e n =  of gil-TAG comes from TMHC n.F ln 245:l: 2 sa 

gil-TAG, "2 anews for a gil-TAG." gil-TAG is equated in lexical texts with sisitu (ree l-ri-h TAG = 

Sb GIS.TAG si-g-twn A V/1:243; [Se-r]i-im TAG dsi7-si-rum Ea V 60), aanslated by CAD $, p. 214b. 
as "a part of the loom." 

(c) gil-gini(-na): Possibly a phonetic spelling of g3-gi-na or .$-Em, the latter being quated 

with bukdnu in Diri I1 336. 
8 0 ~ f .  Salonen, Hausgeriite 1, pp. 60-63. 
81ZA 60, 10-11. 

gig-gana . . . bala clause 

PN mu PN2-Sb gig-a i-na-ta-bala, "PN, in place of PN2 (i.e., the seller), made 
her (i.e., the sold woman) cross over the stick for him (i.e., the buyer)" 
(A 815:6, unpubl.); 

gig-gan-na ab-ta-bala (1 sold person; 1 seller) (MAD 4 77:9); 
gig-gan-na ab-ta-barla] (1 sold person; 1 seller) (MAD 4 150:s); 
gig-gan-na ib-ta-bala-edl(1 sold person; 3 sellers) (TIM 9 99:9): . . 
[salg(?) gig-gan-na bala-a[mg(?)l, "the 'head' crossed over the g." (NBC 

10221:3, unpubl.). 

In addition, the gig-gana . . . bala clause is recorded in the Sargonic legal text 
IM 43488:14-18F2 which appears to deal with the litigation resulting from an earlier sale: 
SU.N~GIN 11 ABXAS Su-ut PN PN2 a-na di-r i  lxl-gi-im GISGANA [u-Sla-ti-gu-ni, 
"a total of eleven witnesses (to the fact) that P N  made PN2 cross over the g. inlfor the 
place of . . . " 

2.4.5. As for its significance, the act of "crossing over the pestle / wooden stick" 
seems to symbolize the transfer of the sold persong3 from the potestas of the seller to 
that of the buyer. As such, it may be classed among the rites de passage, i.e., symbolic 
actions which in traditional societies accompany the transition of a person from one state 
or situation to another. In his classic study of these symbolic actions84 A. van Gennep 
distinguished primarily between the rites of separation, transition, and incorporation. The 
rites of separation are especially characteristic at funerals, while those of transition are 
most common at pregnancies, weddings, and initiations. The rites of the third type, those 
of incorporation, are of special interest to us, for they accompany adoptions, changes of 
clan, tribe, or caste affiliations, and also sales of persons.85 The "crossing over the 

8 2 ~ ~  be published by the present author in Third Millenniwn Economic and Legal Texrs in 
the Iraq Museum. Baghdad (forthcoming). 

83Probably also in sales of animals; see no. 128. 

8 4 ~ s  rites de pussage (Paris, 1909). translated by M. B. Vizedom and G. L. Caffee as The 

Rites of Passage (London, 1960), with an introduction by S. T. Kimball. For a critical evaluation of 
Van Gennep's theory, see M. Gluckman, "Les rites de passage," in M. Gluckman, ed., Essays on the 

Ritual of Social Relations (Manchester, 1962), pp. 1-52, and R. Firth, Symbols: Public and Private 

(Ithaca, N.Y., 1973), pp. 181-186. 

Gennep, Rites of Passage, pp. 10-11. As an example, we may cite here the rites which 
until quite recent times accompanied sales of animals in mral France: "At Cornimont, in a valley in the 

Vosges, the following custom prevailed a short time ago and may perhaps still be found in some 

families: in order that animals should forget their former masters and not be tempted to go back to them, 

a cross was made on the lintel of the stable door, the vendor's halter was retained and the animals were 
hand-fed with salt At Raon-aux-Bois a small butter-tart was carried thrice round the dairy and offered to 
the animals with the right hand. Numerous other French customs show how it is necessary to detach the 

thing sold from the man who sells it; a thing may be slapped, a sheep may be whipped when sold, and so 

on" (M. Mauss, The Gift: Forms and Functions of Exchange in Archaic Societies, banslated from 
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pestle" may thus be analyzed as a rite of incorporation, though it notably contains also 
elements of separation (the sold person relinquishes his ties with his old paterfamilias) 
and transition (he is transferred from one household to another). 

The passing over, under, or along a specially designated object is the universal 
way of conveying the idea of passage: "the rite of passing between the parts of an object 
that has been halved, or between two branches, or under something, is one which must, 
in a certain number of cases, be interpreted as a direct rite of passage by means of which 
a person leaves one world behind him and enters a new one."g6 The object used may be 
" . . . a simple stone, a beam, or a threshold."87 Quite understandably, a particularly 
prominent role in the rites de passage is played by the door and its different parts, such 
as the threshold, doorposts, and linte1.88 It becomes significant, therefore, that in one of 
the Szglnic  sale documents the gig-gana . . . bala rite is said to have been performed 
in the "gate of the storehouse": ka (= ki) ganun-na-ka giS-a ab-t[a]-bala-e-6[d], "he made 
them cross over the stick in the gate of the storehouse" (PBS 9 4 i 10-1 1). Similar use of 
the gate is implicated in the Nuzi text AASOR 16 31:12-13, where the woman who had 
asked for a divorce and to be married to another man "was transferred (to her new 
husband) in the entrance of the city-gate(s) of Temtena": i-na bd-ab KA.GAL.MES i-na 
mute-em-te-na lu ~ u - t i - i q . ~ s  

French by I. Cunnison, with an introduction by E. E. Evans-F'ritchard London, 19541, p. 64). For 
similar ceremonies in sales of persons, note the custom practiced by the Ewe of West Africa: follouing 

the feast which concludes a sale transaction "nimmt der Verkaufer den Sklaven bei der Hand und iibergibt 
ihn seinem neuen H e m  mit den Worten: 'Wenn er weglauff so Buft er diu weg; wenn er verloren geht, 

so ist er dir verloren; wenn er stirbt, so stirbt er diu, und wenn er lebf so lebt er dir.' Mit seinem Sklaven 

zu Hause angekommen, gibt ihm sein Herr einen Zaubemank und sagt ihm, wenn er wegliefe, so werde 

ihn dieses Zaubennittel toten" (1. Spieth, Die E'we-Stamme: Material zu Kunde des E'we-Volkes in 
Deutsch-Togo [Berlin, 19061, p. 110). In the same uibe, the transfer of land was effected by the 

performance of the following rite: "Hierauf begibt sich der Kaufer mit dem Verkgufer und den 

beiderseitigen Zeugen auf das neu erworbene Land und feuen dort drei Schiisse ab. Damit ist dw Landkauf 

offentlich und rechtlich besatigt Gibt es spater Streitigkeiten, so fragen die Richter zuerst, ob auf dem 
Lande die iiblichen Schiisse abgegeben worden seien. Kann das nachgewiesen werden, so ist das 

Eigentumsrecht gesichert" (ibid., p. 113). Similar rites were used in sales of land among various 

Germanic peoples (F. Pollock and F. W. Maitland, The Hirtory of English Law 2,2nd. ed. [Cambridge, 

18981, p. 85) and, of course, in Mesopotamia, to mention just the kirbana nasc3klJnadli ceremony (CAD 
K, pp. 402-403). 

8 6 ~ a n  Gennep, Rites of Passage, p. 19. 

87~bid., p. 19. 

88~bid., pp. 19-20. 

89~nother parallel is provided here by the rite, also involving a door, by virtue of which a 

native slave could become the permanent property of his owner in ancient Israel. The law provided that a 

"Hebrew" slave who had been bought was to serve six years and had to be set free in the seventh year (the 

Jubilee Year). However, if he wished to stay with his owner pennanendy, the owner was r q d  to 

2.4.6. In view of the above, we may suggest the following reconstruction of the 
gig-gana . . . bala rite. After the sale transaction has been concluded, the seller or his 
representativeso made the sold persodanimal cross over a wooden stick or bar, which 
seems to have been placed across the door of the buyer's house (or some other building 
belonging to the buyer). Since the object used could be a "pestle," "stick," or possibly 
even a "mortar" ( G I ~ K U M ) ,  it is evidently the shape and size of the object, rather than 
its function, that qualified it for this rite. 

The assumption that the rite was performed in the door of the buyer's rather than 
the seller's house is favored by the overall symbolism of the rite. It is by entering the 
buyer's house that the sold person can most emphatically relinquish his ties with his 
former owner, and, conversely, it is in his own household that the buyer can most 
effectively assume physical control over his new ~ h a t t e l . ~ l  Note, moreover, that the 
house of the buyer appears to have been the usual location of sale transactions in ancient 
Mesopotamia (see 4.2). 

2.4.7. The gig-gana . . . bala clause survived into the Old Babylonian period, 
usually in the form gig-gan-na ib-ta-balal bukiinam S i c t ~ q . ~ ~  However, in contrast to the 
Sargonic and Ur I11 texts, which restrict its use to the sale of persons and possibly of 
animals, in OId Babylonian sources this clause is also employed in sales of real estate 
(fields, orchards, and houses).93 This indicates that the meaning of the clause has 
significantly changed by Old Babylonian times. As pointed out by ~ d z a r d ? ~  two 
explanations are possible here: either the rite was still being performed, but its nature had 
been altered, or the rite had been completely discontinued, and the phrase gii-gan-na ib- 
ta-bala I bukhnam Sutuq became an idiomatic expression, meaning something like "the 
transfer was performed" or "the transaction was concluded/completed.'~5 Whereas 
Edzard favored the first possibility, and speculated that during the OB rite " . . . man 
einen Ziegel oder bei Feldern eine Handvoll Erde an bukimam vorbeitrug oder -warf,"96 
I prefer the latter solution. Given that in the Akkadian version of the clause the form 

pierce the slave's ear with an awl against the doorpost or lintel as a symbol of his fmal attachment to the 

household (Ex. XXI:6: also Deut. XV:17). Cf. R. de Vaux, Ancient Israel: Its Life and Insti~utions, 
translated by J. McHugh (New York, 1961). pp. 87-88. 

9 0 ~ s  in RTC 80 (= Edzard, SRU, pp. 94-96 no. 46) and A 815 (see 2.4.4). 

91~ote that the clause recorded in no. 41 says specifically that the seller made the sold woman 
cross the gig-gana for the buyer (as shown by the presence of the infix -na- in the verbal chain), the 

implication probably being that she entered the buyer's house. 

92~dzard, 24 60, 12-15. 

931bid., pp. 14-15. Occasionally, this clause is used also in exchanges of real property (e.g., 
TCL 1 73; CT 47 50). 

9 4 ~ ~  60, 15. 

9 5 ~ f ,  the translation "the sale has been closed," given in CAD B, p. 308b. 

9 6 ~ ~  60, 15. 
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Sirtuq is used irrespectively of the number of either sellers or buyers.97 it follows, 
therefore, that b m n a m  Sirtuq is to be translated "it (i.e., the object of sale) was passed 
over the bukanu,'98 and thus this expression must be an idiom (as real estate could not 
have been passed over the bukimu). This interpretation is supported by the following 
passage from an OB letter, where bukanam SQtuq is clearly used idiomatically: 
tarnkhrum ukallanni umma Slima bulcizna SQtuq (wr. Su-tu-qi), "the merchant holds me 
responsible, saying 'The transaction has been concluded"' (BIN 7 41:3&33; cf. CAD B, 
p. 308b). 

2.5. Transfer clause 

In fifteen sale documents the conveyance of the sold object to the buyer is spelled 
out in a special clause, which can be labeled "transfer clause." This clause is attested in 
nine texts from Nippur (nos, 1, 11, 32, 56, 65, 66, 66*, 66**, 66***), five texts from 
Adab (nos. 67,68,69,72,73), and one text from Umma (no. 94*). The time-span of its 
attestations is from 3 29 (no. 67) to SS 7 (no. 32). With the exception of the orchard-sale 
no. 1 and the house-sale no. 73, the texts using this clause deal exclusively with chattels, 
either persons (nos. 11, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 72, 94*) or animals (no. 56). In four 
instances (nos. 32,66*, 66**, 66***) the object of sale is not preserved. 

The clause says that the seller (or an official, see no. 67) transferred (sum or dib) 
the sold object to the buyer, or that it was bought (sale) by the buyer, in the presence of 
witnesses or authorizing official(s). For the officials occuning in this clause, see 2.13.1. 
It appears that the purpose of the clause is to acknowledge the fact that the seller 
transferred the sold property to the buyer, and that the buyer assumed physical control of 
it. In its legal intent, therefore, the transfer clause appears to parallel closely the gii- 
gana . . . bala clause (2.4). In fact, the two clauses never appear in the same text, 
suggesting that they are mutually excl~sive.9~ 

The occurrences of the clause are as follows: 

(a) with the verb sum: 

igi PN di-kud lugal-rkal-St [in-na(?)-an(?)-suml, "before PN, the royal judge, he 
(i.e., the seller) transferred it (i.e., the orchard) to him (i.e., the buyer)": 
no. 1. 

g 7 ~ e e  ibid., p. 14. 
9 8 ~ o  permit an active translation, the verb would have to be ukttiq, as in Ai. I1 iv 12' 

(bukonam u32tiq) and IM 43488 (see above 2.4.4). The former example is signficant. as it demonstrates 
that the compilers of Ana iftiSu were srill familiar with the original nature of the rite. 

9 9 ~ o t e  that the clause recorded in no. 94*, which uses the verb dib (Akk. etequ), could, at least 

theoretically, refer to the crossing of the gig-gana: i-b-dib, "it (i.e., the g.) was crossed" or "he (i.e., the 
sold man) crossed it." Cf. here the OB spelling GI$.GAN.NA ~B.TA.DIB (CT 47 54:12; discussed by 
Edzard, ZA 60, 13). in place of the regular . . . ~B.TA.BALA. 

Transfer clause 1 3  

igi PN mubaldim C-dub h PN;! IS-St: i[n]-rna(?)l-[an-slum, "before PN, the cook 
of the storehouse, and PN2, the equeny, he (i.e., the seller) transferred 
him (i.e., the sold man) to him (i.e., the buyer)": no. 11. 

[igi] PN nu-banda-ni rhl PN2 engar-a-ni rinl-na-ranl-sum-&$, "[before] PN, his 
overseer, and PN2. his farmer, they (i.e., the seIlers) transferred it (the 
object of sale is not preserved) to him (i.e., the buyer)" no. 32). 

[x PN's Ili-iniml-ma-bi-me [igi-bi-St: an]Se ba-sum, "[x PN's; these are the 
witnelsses; [before them the assles were transferred (by the seller)": no. 
56. 

igi 5 PN's-St: in-na-an-sum-ma, "before 5 PN's (i.e., the witnesses) he (i.e., the 
seller) transferred them (i.e., the sold persons) to him (i.e., the buyer)": 
no. 65. 

igi PN Cnsi rnibmlki-ka-it: in-na-sum, "before PN, the governor of Nippur, he 
(i.e., the seller) transferred him (i.e., the sold man) to him (i.e., the 
buyer)": no. 66. 

igi PN Cnsi nibruki-ka-$2 in-na-sum: nos. 66*, 66**, 66*** (in all three 
instances the object of sale is not preserved). 

[igi] PN ad-da Cnsi-ka-S& PN2 egir Cnsi sag ba-sum, "[before] PN, father of the 
governor, PN2, the 'retainer' of the governor, transferred the 'head"': no. 
67. 

9 PN's 16-inim-ma-bi-me igi-bi sag ba-sum, "9 PN's, these are the witnesses; 
before them the 'head' was transferred (by the seller)": no. 68. 

(b) with the verb dib: 

igi tnsi-ka-St: i-ib-dib, "before the governor, he (i.e., the sold man) was 
transferred (by the seller)": no. 94*.100 

(c) with the verb sale: 

x PN's 16-inim-ma-bi-me igi-bi-Sk sag ba-sal0, "x PN's, these are the witnesses; 
before them the 'head' was bought (by the buyer)": nos. 69,72. 

11 PN's 16-inim-ma-bi-me igi-bi-it: 6 ba-salo, "1 1 PN's, these are the witnesses; 
before them the house was bought (by the buyer)": no. 73. 

In the above examples, I interpret the forms ba-sum and ba-sale as "passives." 
Note, however, that in no. 67 ba-sum must be translated actively. 

The present clause appears to be quite unique. With the possible exception of the 
OB usage of the gig-gana . . . bala clause, no examples of a comparable statement of 
transfer are found in either earlier or later sale documents. 

]%or other possible translations, see the preceding note. 
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2.6. No-contest clause 

2.6.1. The no-contest c l a ~ s e ~ ~ l  records the promise of either the seller alone or 
both the seller and the buyer not to challenge the finality of the concluded sale. The clause 
is always accompanied by an oath, with which it forms one syntactic and logical unit: 
"helthey swore by the name of the king not to contest / that he/they will not contest." For 
practical reasons, the oath is discussed separately (2.10). 

Out of the 137 sale documents treated in this study, fifty-two have this clause 
(nos. 1, 9, 12, 14, 18, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 36b, 37, 41, 42, 45, 46, 47, 49, 
50, 53, 54, 59, 60, 63, 66, 77, 78, 79, 81, 83, 84, 88, 95, 96, 97, 99, 101, 102, 104, 
105, 106, 107, 109, 113*, 115, 116, 117*, 120, 127), while sixty-one omit it (nos. 2, 
3, 4, 5, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21, 26, 28, 31, 34, 35, 40, 44, 51, 52, 56, 57, 62, 
64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 80, 82, 86, 87, 88*, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93, 94, 
94*, 94**, 94***, 97, 100, 108, 112, 113, 114, 117, 119, 122, 125, 126, 128). The 
remaining twenty-four texts are not sufficiently preserved to determine whether or not the 
clause was originally included in them. 

To the above fifty-two examples extant, one should probably add the twenty-one 
occurrences of the oath not accompanied by any clause (nos. 16, 17,21, 35,52,56, 57, 
65, 68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 76, 82, 87, 113, 114, 117, 119, 124). These appear to be 
abbreviated spellings of the no-contest clause (see also 2.10.2). 

The no-contest clause is attested in the sale documents from LagaS, Nippur, 
Susa, Umma, Ur, and the SLA-a archive, as well as in texts of unknown provenience. 
The texts from Adab (nos. 67-74) and ESnunna (nos. 75, 76) do not show it, though it 
should be noted that at least six of them (nos. 68, 69, 72, 73, 74,76) contain the oath 
alone, which, as noted earlier, may stand for the no-contest clause. The occurrences of 
the no-contest clause range in time from 36 (no. 1) to IS 19 (no. 109). 

2.6.2. The no-contest clause is formulated either unilaterally, that is refening only 
to the seller, or reciprocally, referring both to the seller and the buyer. This distinction 
can generally be deduced from the number of the verb pad used in the oath (singular 
against plural),l02 Additional indications of the reciprocal sense are the presence in the 
clause (and the oath) of the phrase 16 16(-ra), "one against the other," and the adverb tCS- 
bi, " (they swore) together." The reciprocal formulation of the clause is clear in twenty- 
seven texts (nos. 9, 18, 22, 25, 27, 29, 32, 33, 41, 42, 45, 49, 50, 53, 54, 59, 60, 63, 
66, 88, 96, 97, 107, 109, 113*, 115, 120), i.e., in slightly over one half of the extant 
examples. 

l o l ~ o r  this clause in the Ur 111 and Sargonic periods, see Kraus, JCS 3 (1949):99-103; 
Falkenstein, NSGU 1, pp. 79-80; Wilcke, RLA 5, pp. 508-510; Kienast, Kaufvertragsrecht, pp. 71- 
73. For later periods, see in general San Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 39-75; Kienast, op. cit., pp. 5 L  
57, 71-74. 

lo2see 2.10.1. 
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In spite of this dual formulation, there is every reason to believe that in the actual 
sale transaction the promise of no-contest was always made both by the seller and the 

I 
buyer, since the underlying obligatory relationship was clearly a symmetrical one. The 

i 
seller promised not to attempt to recover the sold property or, as some texts put it 
literally, "not to return to it."lo3 Such a hypothetical action would most often be carried 
out under the pretext that the buyer had failed to pay the price. In contrast, the buyer 
offered the assurance that he would not claim the price paid, alleging, most commonly, 

I 
I that the seller had not transferred the sold property / title to him. The reason why in some 
I Ur I11 sale documents only the seller's promise is recorded lies in the fact that the 

cuneiform deed of sale was written specifically for the buyer, and that it was primarily the 
I 

buyer whose interests it was intended to protect.104 Therefore, only those facts which 
1 were of significance to the buyer and which could help him to defend his title to the 

purchased property were generally recorded in it. In the case of the present clause, the 
point important to the buyer was that the seller had promised not to contest: that he 
himself had offered such an assurance was irrelevant to him personally, and thus there 

I was no need to state it explicitly in the sale document. 
The assumption that the promise of no-contest was regularly made by both parties 

to the transaction is corroborated by the following two clauses: PN PN2-ra tCS-bi nu-ub- 
gi4-gh-da mu lugal-bi in-pkd, "PN (i.e., the seller) swore by the name of the king for 
PN2 (i.e., the buyer) that together(!) they(!) will not contest" (no. 42); ud k6r 16 16 nu- 
un-gi4-gi4-da PN-ke4 mu lugal-bi in-pad, "PN (i.e., the seller) swore by the name of the 
king that they(!) will not contest one against the other in the future" (no. 107). Even 
though only the seller is said to have taken the oath, the presence of tCS-bi in the first 
clause and of 16 16 in the second example makes it clear that in each case the promise of 
no-contest was actually made by both the seller and the buyer. Similar examples are 
provided by nos. 24, 41, 49, and 120, in which the reciprocal sense of the clause is 
assured by the use of either tCS-bi or 16 Id(-ra), despite the fact that in each case the verb 
pad has a singular form. For this interpretation it is also significant that the OB no-contest 
clauses are almost always formulated reciprocally.105 

i 2.6.3. Four basic types of no-contest clause can be distinguished, depending on 
the verb or construction used: (1) gi4; (2) bala; (3) inim . . . klir; (4) inim . . . gar. 

I 2.6.3.1. The verb gi4 
2.6.3.1.1. The no-contest clause employing the verb gi4 accounts for the 

overwhelming majority of the attestations (46 out of the total of 52). The basic meaning 
of g h  (Akk. tuiiru) is "to return"; in the present clause and in legal contexts generally, g h  

lo36-a nu-h-[gi4-giqdaI (no. 84); &-a nu-ub-giq-giq-d?. (no. 105). 
lO4see 4.2. 
lossan Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 6569. 
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means specifically "to return (with claims), to go back (on an agreement)." In the 
Akkadian spellings of this clause occasionally appearing in OB texts, g b  is replaced by 
tuaru.106 In contrast, lexical texts equate g h  in such contexts with en& "to change, to 
revoke (an agreement)." See 16 16-ra nu-un-gid-gi4-dt: = LU a-mi-lam la-a e-ni-e (Ai. VI 
i 52-53; cf. also ibid. IV iv 48-49). In the present study we have regularly rendered g4 
by the more abstract "to contest." 

The following forms of gL+ are attested in our texts: 

nu-gi4-gi4-d&, "not to contest": nos. 24, 32, 41, 45 (wr. -ki-ki-), 50, 66, 88, 
106, 115. 

nu-gb-gi4-da: nos. 14?, 37, 47,49,78, 120. 
nu-gi4c-gip-dam: no. 25. 
nu-gi4-gi4-[x]: nos. 9, 30, 113*. 
nu-gi4-gb: no. 1 l7*. 
nu-&& mu nu-gh-g[h-St:], "not to contest, in order not to contest": no. 77. 
nu-h-gi4-gb-da /nu-i(-n)-gi-gi-daf, "that hefthey will not contest": nos. 81, 83. 

84, 97. 
nu-un-gb-gi4-da /nu-i-n-gi-gi-daf: nos. 33?, 107,109. 
nu-ub-gi4-gb-db /nu-i-b-gi-gi-de/: no. 105. 
nu-ub-gi4-gi4-da: nos. 42,95, 101, 127. 
nu-ub-gi4-gb-[XI: nos. 99, 104. 
n[u-a]b-gb-g[b-x]: no. 1. 
la-ba-an-g,h-gb-da /nu-ba-n-gi-gi-dal: nos. 53,54?, 63,96?. 
la-ba-an-g-da107: nos. 18, 27, 29, 60. 

la-ba-an-&-da-a: no. 59. . g'4 
la-!$-da: no. 22. 

As noted earlier, the reciprocal sense of the no-contest clause is expressed (or 
strengthened) by the inclusion in it of the phrase 16 16(-ra), "one against the other," and 
the adverb t6S-bi, "together." These two expressions occur only in the clause with the 
verb gh.  For 16 16(-ra), see the equation 16 16-ra = LU a-mi-lam in Ai. VI i 52 (cf. also 
ibid. 54,56, 58,60). The following spellings of 16 I6(-ra) are attested: 

16 16-ra: no. 41. 
16 16: nos. 9, 25, 33, 45, 49, 88, 97, 107, 109, 120. 

!t: nos. 50, 63. 

lo6/bid., p. 46. Further, note that tudru is the standard verb used in the Old Assyrian no-contes 
clauses (Kienast, Kaufvertragsrecht, pp. 54-57). 

lo71n Ur I11 times the superimposed -gk-giq- is attested only in Nippw texts. Cf. Sauern, W 
59 (1969):51-52. An identical spelling occurs already in the Sargonic document YBC 8463:10, cited 
below in 2.6.3.1.2, which appears to stem from Isin. 
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!$-h: nos. 18, 22, 27, 53, 59, 60. 

The superimposed 16 16 (like the earlier-cited examples of the superimposed -gi4- 
gi4-) occurs only in Nippur texts. For the scriptio plena 16 16-ii, cf. the OB Nippur 
spelling 16 16-ii-ra (e.g., BE 6/2 32:22, 37:10, 39:17), interchanging with 16-1118 16-nl8- 

I 
ra (3 NT 863:10, unpubl.) and 16-h 16-ra (3 NT 91:14, unpubl.)."J8 

The adverb t6S-bi (Akk. rnitharid, iStZniS) is attested only in nos. 24 (-ba), 32, 
i 42, and 104. c f .  2.10.1. 
I Two texts, both from Ur (nos. 104, 107), include in the clause the adverbial 

expression ud kdr, "in the future"; in no. 102, also stemming from Ur, one finds the 
form ud gur-ra, which is apparently a phonetic spelling of ud kfir-ra. In OB texts this 
expression is written ud kdr-Sit or ud nu-me(-a)-&. See ud kfir-St: ud na-me-St: = a-na 
ma-ri-ma a-na ar-ka-[at iuni] (Ai. VII iii 22); UD K U R U - ~ U ~ - S ~ . S E  = a-na ma-ti-ma 
(Antagal G 267). In the Sargonic period the same expression appears simply as & (see 
BIN 8 164:6 and MAD 4 14:4, 12). 

2.6.3.1.2. The earliest examples of the no-contest clause with the verb g 4  are 
found in Sargonic texts.'@ As in the Ur 111 period, the clause is used in either a unilateral 
or a reciprocal sense. See, e.g., la-ba-gb-gb-da-Sb, "that he will not contest" (BIN 8 
167:16); k k  la-ba-gi4-&-da-Sb, "that he will not contest in the future" (BIN 8 1646); 16 
16 nu-ba-gk-gh-da-a, "that they will not contest one against the other" (PBS 9 4 ii 1); 16 
16 nu-ba-gq-da (YBC 8463:10, unpubl.); 16 16 nu-ba-gL+-gi4 (BIN 8 158:39); also JCS 

g'4 . 
20 (1966).126 line 17; MAD 4 170:6; etc. 

2.6.3.1.3. The clause continues to be used in Old Babylonian legal texts,1l0 
though the preferred type of no-contest clause in that period is the one employing the verb 
inim . . . gar (see 2.6.3.4). Its form there is virtually identical to that found in Ur I11 
and Sargonic texts: ud k6r-Sb 16 16-ra nu-mu-un-gb-gb-darn. The OB clause is used 
primarily in a reciprocal sense, though there are also occasional instances of the unilateral 
usage.111 

2.6.3.2. The verb bala 

The no-contest clause with the verb bala is recorded is no. 116 (S1.A-a archive), 
and possibly also in no. 79 (LagaS). In no. 116 the clause reads: [nu]-bala-e-db, "(the 
seller swore by the name of the king) not to change/trans,oress (the terms of the 
agreement)." Lexical sources translate bala in legal contexts by nakcrulnukkuru. See 16 

lo81n OB texts from other cities, I6 16(-ra) can also be replaced by lu 16-1118, lli-ul8-ul8, and 
lh-ulg. See Kraus, WO 2 (195&59):121; R. Hanis, JCS 9 (1955):91-92. 

lo9cf. Kraus, JCS 3, 99-102; Edzard, AS 20, p. 83. 
"O~an Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 46-50; Matou3,ArOr 1814 (1950):41-44; Kraus, WO 2, 

151; Simmons, JCS 13 (1959):91; Kienast, Kaufvertragsrecht. pp. 71-72. 
ll1San Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 65-69. 
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16-ra nu-bala-e-d& = LU a-mi-lam la-a na-ka-ri (Ai. VI i 6041);  bala = na-ka-rwn Sa' a -  
ma-t[i] (Nabnitu XXI 217). 

The latter example (no. 79) is more questionable. It reads: nu-GIBIL-da, "(the 
seller swore by the name of the king) not to change/transgress (the agreement)." I assume 
that GIBIL is to be read here bfl and interpreted as a phonetic spelling for bala.112 
Alternatively, the verb could be analyzed simply as gibil (Akk. edeSu), "to be new, to 
make new." If so, the translation would be: "not to reopenlrenew (this case)."l13 
However, since neither gibil nor edZ3u is otherwise documented in legal contexts, the 
latter interpretation appears considerably less likely. 

With the possible exception of the clause recorded in the Fara sale document 
MVN 10 83 vii 8,"4 no examples of a comparable clause are attested before Ur III times. 
In contrast, in the OB sale documents stemming from southern Babylonia (especially 
from Kutalla) a no-contest clause with the verb bala is quite frequent."S Its usual form 
there is nu-mu-un-da-bala-e or nu-ub-ta-bala-e, and its sense is either unilateral or 
reciprocal.116 

2.6.3.3. The construction inim . . . klir 

The only examples of the no-contest clause employing the construction of 
inim . . . kdr come from the sale document no. 102 and the waranty-statement no. 
36b, a companion piece to the sale document no. 36a. If my restoration is correct, yet 
another example of this clause is found in no. 46. 

In no. 102 the clause reads: ud-ta ud gur-ra inim nu-ii-gur-da, "(the sellers swore 
by the name of the king) that from (this) day on they will not change the agreement in the 
future." In this example nu-ii-gur-da is evidently a phonetic spelling for nu-Si-kdr-da. 
This interpretation is based on the fact that the same clause also contains the writing ud 
gur-ra, which clearly represents ud kk-ra, "in the future." For gur as a phonetic spelling 
of kdr, see gur = na-ka-rum Sa' a-ma-fli] (Nabnitu XXI 215). 

The construction inim . . . kdr corresponds to the Akk. awata nukkuru, "to 
changelviolate an agreement," (see CAD N/1, p. 168-169; AHw., p. 719b). For the 
examples of inim . . . k k  in Ur I11 legal texts, see Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 124, and 
further, note the following occurrences in "Gudea Statue B": inim-inim-ni Id nu-a-kdr-e, 

l l * ~ o t e  that in two texts from this corpus bala is written syllabically: ib-ta-ab-la (no. 87) and 
~B.LA (no. 128). 

'13cf. Th. G. Pinches's translation, BTBC, p. 62, "there is no renewing." 
l14inim-ba Su nu-bala, "they (i.e., the sellers) will not transgress/violate this agreement (lit.: in 

this agreement)." For Su . . . bala, "to transgress, to violate," see H. Behrens and H. Steible, FAOS 6, 
p. 318. Cf. also the use of mubbalkitu, "transgressor," in the Sargonic sale document UCP 9, p. 205 no. 
83 iv 1&12 (collated): [mlu-ba-al-ki-tum [KUG.BAB]BAR 1 MA.NA rilsa-gal, "the transgressor (i.e.. 
whichever party goes back on the agreement) will weigh out 1 mina of silver." 

l15San Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 52-55; MatouS, ArOr 1814, 43. 
l16San Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. -8. 
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"no one shall change his (i.e., Gudea's) words/orders" (viii 36-37); 16 inim-ni ib-kk-a, 
"the one who should change his words/ordersn (viii 42).117 

For ud-ta, "from this day on," see ud-ta = iS(!)-tu uq-urn (MSL 4, p. 149 Line 
27). Further, note ud-da-ta in the Ur III text ITT 5 9594 rev. 2 = ZA 55 (1963):68, 
which appears to represent the same expression.118 

The clause recorded in no. 36b is a singular instance of the no-contest promise. 
being guaranteed by a third party (see also 2.11.2). It reads: inim PN nu-&cur(= W)-ra-a 
PN2 mu lugalal in-psd, "PN2 (i.e., the guarantor) swore by the name of the king that the 
word of PN (i.e., of the principal seller) shall not change." 

Finally, in text no. 46 the no-contest clause is possibly to be reconstructed, 
parallel to no. 102, as: inim [nu-Si-klir(?)da], "(the seller swore by the name of the king) 
that he [will not change(?)] the agreement." One could also restore inim [nu-gi-gi-db], 
but this is less likely, given that in Sargonic and Ur III texts the use of inim . . . gar 
appears to be restricted to the context of litigations (see 2.6.3.4). 

To my knowledge, the use of inim . . . k k  in no-contest clauses is not attested 
outside of the Ur IiI sale documents. 

2.6.3.4. The verb inim . . . gar 

Text no. 12 contains a unique clause in which the seller's brothers promise not to 
raise claims to the sold man. The clause reads: inim nu-gi-gi-db, "(they swore by the 
name of the king) not to raise claims."ll9 

Although we have included this clause among the no-contest clauses, it needs to 
be stressed that its legal import is markedly different from that of the three earlier 
examples. Whereas the verbs gi4 and bala and the construction inim . . . W r  all denote 
an informal legal action that could be brought by either party to the transaction without 
seeking recourse of law, in its Ur HI usage the verb inim . . . gar refers specifically to 
court litigation.lZ0 In the context of private business transactions the procedure described 
by gi4, bala, and inim . . . k k  appears to be antecedent to (and perhaps even the 
prerequisite of) that expressed by inim . . . gar: if the initial claim (gi4, bala, or 
inim . . . klir) is not settled informally by the parties, the contestant may then take the 
case to court and initiate a formal legal action (inim . . . gar). The legal distinction 
between these two procedures, which may in a brbad way be identified respectively as 
"vindication" and "litigation," finds also a reflection in Akkadian, which uses the verb 
baqaru for the former and ragi2rnu for the latter procedure.121 

l17cf. also nu-a-k~k-ne-[a]. "that they will not change (this agreement)," in the Ur 111 text ZA 
53 (1959):59 no. 5 ii 8. 

l18~ranslated by Falkenstein, ZA 55,69, as "von heute an." 
l I 9 ~ o t e  also the occurrences of inim . . . gar in one of the eviction clauses (2.7.2) and in the 

warranty against flight (2.9). 
lZ0see the examples collected in Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 124. 
lZ1cf. Kienast, Kaufvertragsrecht, p. 73. 
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The clause of no. 12 offers a good illustration of that distinction. Since the 
sellers's brothers were not a party to the transaction, if they should have had outstanding 
claims to the sold man, it would have been impossible for them to use the avenue of 
vindication (gh, bala, and inim . . . klr) against the buyer The only recourse available 
to them would be to take him to court (inim . . . gar), and that is exactly the possibility 
the clause safeguards against. 

Given that in its legal application the verb inim . . . gar means specifically "to 
raise claims (in court), to litigate," inim . . . gar must therefore be considered the 
equivalent of the Akkadian ragiunu. This nuance of ilum . . . gar seems to have been 
lost by OB times, since the OB legal t e ~ t s l 2 ~  and later lexical sources123 use 
inim . . . gar indisriminately both for r a g k u  and baqkru, "to vindicate." In fact, the 
most common no-contest clause in Old Babylonian times is  the one using the verb 
inim . . . Its usual form is: ud kJr-62 (Y ll-ra) inim nu-un-g6-gl-a. "that in the 
future (one against the other) will not contest." 

As far as I know, the only example of a no-contest clause with inim . . . gar 
before Ur III times is found in the Sargonic text MAD 4 143-13, which appears to deal 
with the settlement of a litigation. The clause in question reads: PN dumu PN2-ke4 bar 
PNyka PN4 mu na-r[a-a]m-d~N.~IJ in-da-pa klir inim PN3 him-ma nu-na-gb-gb-i&. 
"on account of PN3, PN son of PN2 swore together with PN4 by the name of Naram-Sin 
that they will not raise claims to PN3 in this agreement in the future." 

2.7. Eviction clause 

The eviction clause125 records a warranty, offered either by the seller or the 
guarantor, against the buyer's dispossession of the acquired property resulting from the 
claim of a third party.126 In this study, the term "to evict" is used in the sense of "to 
recover (property or title to it) of or from any one by a judicial process, or in virtue of a 
superior title."l27 Correspondingly, we understand "eviction" as "the action of 

122~ee the literature cited in n. 124. 
123see inim g&g& = ba-qa-ru, m-ga-mu (Ai. VI ii 18-19; also ibid. 21-25). 
124~an Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 4445; Kraus, JCS 3,90-94; idem, 1VO 2, 121; MatouS, 

ArOr 18/4,41-42; Simmons, JCS 13.91. 
l Z 5 ~ o r  eviction clauses in cuneiform sale documents, see in general Koschaker, 

Biirgschaftsrecht, pp. 173-198; San NicoIb, Schlussklauseln. pp. 138-204, idem, Beitrage, pp. 206- 
710. Onoenheim. AnOr 12 (1935):268-269; idem, O r .  NS 4 (1935):154-165; Petschow, ---. - = =  

Kaufformulare, pp. 55-58; Kienast, Kaufvertragsrecht, pp. 5862.71-74. 
126~ccording to Judicial and Staturory Definitions of U'ords and Phrases, Second Series, 11 

(St. Paul. 1914). p. 353b under ''Eviction.' "Civil Code imposes upon the seller the obligation of 
w-ting the buyer against the latter's 'eviction' of the lhing sold. and defmes 'eviction' in article 25M, 
as the loss suffered by the buyer of the totality of the thing sold, or of a pafl thereof, occasioned by the 
right or claim of a third party." 

127~he Orford English Dictionary 3 (Oxford, 1933), p. 246 under "to evict." 
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recovering or taking possession of lands or property by legal process."l28 Although in 
common usage "eviction" usually describes the ouster of real property only, when 
employed in its legal sense it is equally applicable to the dispossession of chattels.129 
Therefore, in the following discussion this term is used indiscriminately in reference to 
both types of property. 

The obligation of the seller arises when a thud party lays a claim to the sold 
propeay. In that case the buyer cannot defend himself, and it is the seller's responsibility 
to prove the title and to protect the purchaser's ownership. Since the seller's duty to 
defend the title is self-evident, cuneiform sale documents usually do not make such a 
~t ipulat ion.1~~ Although falling within the broad concept of defense, the eviction clause 
deals specifically with a situation where the seller has been unable to defend the buyer's 
title and, as a result, the buyer is evicted of the acquired property. 

The warranty against eviction was the fust obligation to develop in the history of 
sale: "If the vendor was not the owner of the goods sold, if therefore their delivery did 
not transfer ownership, the real owner may recover the goods. Here the purchaser must 
be protected. He has paid the money and lost the goods. He needs an action against the 
vendor. In the history of sale this is everywhere the fust action. But it is not based on the 
sale as a contract which creates an obligation. What binds the vendor 'to defend the 
purchaser against the claim of a third party may be the mere fact that he has delivered the 
goods, or simply that pretension of ownership constitutes a wrong. If he fails to enter a 
defence, or fails in his defence, he must pay a penalty, commonly double the amount of 
the price received."l31 

Such an action was known, for example, to the mancipatio,l32 the earliest form 
of Roman sale: "if the transferor was not the owner [of the sold property], the transferee 
could not become owner either. In such case however the transferor was responsible, if 
eviction took place, that is to say in case the real owner brought an action against the 
transferee and was able, by proving his title, to get the thing away from the transferee. 
When such an action was threatened it was the business of the transferee to inform the 
transferor and call upon him to support the title he had transferred (laudare auctorem, 
i.e., to call upon him as author of the title), and if the transferor failed to defend the action 

128~bid., p. 246. 
1 2 9 ~ .  Brown, A New Law Dictionary and the Institute of rhe Whole Low (London, 1874), 

p. 145a under "Eviction." 
1300ccasionally, however, the seller's duty to defend the tide is spelled out in the so-called 

"defense clause." For examples of this clause, see under 2.7.6. 
131~. Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale (Weimar, 1950). p. 86. 
132~ee also 2.12.5. 
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so that eviction followed, the transferee could bring another action against him for double 
the purchase price. This action was almost certainly called the acrio a u c t o r i t a t i ~ . " ~ ~ ~  

As the following discussion will show, in the Ur III sale the warranty against 
eviction involved very much identical principles, and the same appears to have been m e  
of the Mesopotamian sale in general. 

The eviction clause occurs in six Ur ID sale documents (nos. 26,36a, 44,94**, 
125, 127) and in the warranty-statement no. 36b, which accompanies no. 36a. Nos. 26, 
36a, 36b, and 44 come from Nippur, whereas no. 94** stems from Umma; the origin of 
nos. 125 and 127 is unknown. The earliest text dates to SS 2 (no. 94**); the latest dates 
to IS 6 (no. 127). 

Four twes  of the eviction clause can be distinguished, depending on the verb or . & 

construction used in its protasis: (1) the verb dh; (2) the verb inim . . . gar, (3) the verb 
inim . . . gi-(n); (4) the construction arugimani! rasii or ni . . . tuku. Under this 
category we also include the statement of "title warranty," uniquely attested in no. 44. 

2.7.1. The verb dd 

2.7.1.1. The Nippur sale document no. 36a, which deals with the sale of five (or 
four) iku of orchard land, and the companion warranty-text no. 36b use an eviction 
clause with the verb dh. The clause reads as follows: 

"they (i.e., the sellers) swore by the name of the king to replace it (i.e., the sold 
orchard) with (another) orchard if someone else (i.e., the real owner) holds it in 
possession" (no. 36a). 

"(the guarantor swore by the name of the king) to replace it (i.e., the sold 
orchard) with (another) orchard if someone else (lit.: stranger) holds it in 
possession" (no. 36b). 

2.7.1.2. The meaning of the verb du in the above clause presents certain 
difficulties. This problem was treated in considerable detail by J. Kre~her13~ and, more 
recently, by B. Kienast.135 Both Krecher and Kienast proceed from the assumption that 

1 3 3 ~ .  F. Jolowicz, Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman Law (Cambridge, 1939), 

pp. 148-149. See also A. Watson, Roman Private Lmu around 200 BC (Edinburgh, 1971). pp. 6142;  
G. Di6sdi. Ownership in Ancient and Preclmsical Roman Law (Budapest, 1970). pp. 75-84. 

134ZA 63 (1974):188-192. 
13'24 72 (1982):2941. 

in the context of eviction clauses136 dh has, parallel to its usage in Ur 111 letter-orders,13' 
the general sense of "to hold, to detain" (German festhalten). They arrive, however, at 
different interpretations of its specific meaning. According to Krecher, in the context of 
eviction dh means "mit eigener Hand (durch symbolische Handlung) als Eigentum 
bezeichnen," or "im Wege der Selbsthilfe ein (angebliches) Eigentumsrecht 
durchzusetzen (versuchen)," and thence "mit Beschlag belegen."138 In contrast, Kienast 
sees in dh a terminus technicus, which "bezeichnet dabei offenbar von Haus aus das 
Vorgehen (besonders Dritter) gegen ein Objekt in der Absicht, ein dingliches Recht an 
diesem geltend zu machen," and, accordingly, translates dh as "(auf ein Objekt) 
Anspriiche erheben."139 

The obvious problem with these interpretations is that neither Krecher's "mit 
Beschlag belegen" nor Kienast's "Anspriiche erheben" follows logically from the basic 
meaning "to hold, to detain." A considerably more simple solution is to assume that the 
protasis of the clause, rather than referring to the "seizing" or "claiming" of the contested 
property, simply states that the property (or its title) is held by a third party, meaning that 
the seller is not its rightful owner. Accordingly, in the examples from nos. 36a and 36b 
the protasis may be translated: "if someone else / a stranger holds it (i.e., the orchard) in 
possession." As I understand it, the protasis provides both for the situation in which the 
buyer was unable to take possession of the purchased orchard (because another party had 
a superior title to it) and that in which the buyer actually took possession of the orchard, 
but was subsequently evicted of it (likewise because another person could prove his 
ownership). 

2.7.1.3. The suggested meaning "to hold in possession" of d t ~  needs further 
clarification. As noted both by Krecher140 and Kienast,l41 the translation "to holdldetain 
(someone/something)," though clear from the contexts, can hardly be justified 
grammatically, because in the sentences with dii the persodobject "held" is a head-noun 
of the adverbial phrase and not, as one would expect, a grammatical object (patient). 
Krecher med to overcome this difficulty by assuming that in this construction the direct 
object is the hypothetical CS, "rope": "jemandem / einer Sache (sc. das Seil an der Nase) 
b e f e ~ t i g e n . " ~ ~ ~  In contrast, Kienast sought the direct object in the unexpressed 
"Anspriiche" of his "Anspriiche erheben."143 These semantic gymnastics seem quite 

- 

1 3 6 ~ s  the Ur 111 example treated here was unavailable to them, their discussion is limited to the 

Re-Sargonic and Sargonic attestations of this clause (see below under 2.7.1.6 and2.7.1.7). 
13'~or examples of dh, see Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 109. 
1 3 8 ~ ~  63, 191. 
1 3 9 ~ ~  72, 34. 
1402A 63, 191. 
141zA 72, 32-33. 
1 4 2 ~ ~  63, 191. 
1 4 3 ~ ~  72, 32-34. 
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unnececessary, however, since it is clear that, at least originally, du, "to hold, to detain," 
was an "intransitive" verb. The available data demonstrate that the sentences with db 
conform to the following three patterns: 

(a) with nouns of the class of things: PN-0 FieldIHouse-a ba-a-0-db144; 

(b) with nouns of the class of persons: PN-0 PN2-ra ba-a-0-da145; 

(c) with nouns of the class of persons: PN-e PN2-0 ba-n-dii-0.146 

The "intransitive" pattern (b) and the "transitive" pattern (c) are used 
interchangeably in Ur I11 texts. It appears that the latter construction is an Ur I11 
innovation, which may have developed under the influence of Akkadian. 

If we are correct that du was originally an "intransitive" verb, its meaning would 
be roughly comparable to that of the English "to hold on," whose intransitive sense is "to 
keep one's hold on something, to cling to." Accordingly, Object-a 1 Person-ra . . . dG 
could be literally translated as "to hold on 'in' an object / to a person." Cf. here PN 
dumu-dab5 PN2-ka-ra CS-kiri-S& na-ba-dh, "he should not hold onto PN, the serf of 
PN2, by the nose rope" (TCS 1 48:3-5). 

As already suggested by Sollberger,l47 in this particular sense db appears to 
correspond to kullu, one of whose meanings is "to have possession of, or to hold, real 
estate."14g For this sense of kullu, note especially GANA Lagdki PN u-ga-al, "the land 
(which) PN holds (in) LagaS," in the Sargonic text BIN 8 291:18-20; for other 
examples, see CAD K, pp. 514-5 15. 

2.7.1.4. The apodosis of the clause recorded in nos. 36a and 36b stipulates that 
in case of eviction the sellers (no. 36a) or the guarantor (no. 36b) will provide another 
orchard. It appears that a simple restitution and not duplum (i.e., double the price 
paid),l49 is meant. For ki-ba . . . gar, "to replace," see the commentary to no. 36a. 
For the guarantor's role in this transaction, see 2.11.2. 

2.7.1.5. Another Ur III example of the eviction clause employing the verb dh is 
attested in a fragmentarily preserved tablet from Ur (WET 3 49:l'-6, collated by I. 
Finkel).lso Thp, clause follows immediately after the nocontest statement: 

 T TIM 9 94; MAD 4 151, 153; BIN 8 172; TCS 1 187,229,321; BE 311 2 (nam-ugula-gCS- 

da). 
1 4 5 ~ ~ ~  148, 113, 159. 

1 22, 75, 92,97, 125, 128, 193. Against Kienast, ZA 72, p. 33 n. 92, I interpret TCS 
1 92:3-5 as follows: PN-ra l(gur) Se gur-lugal in-na-an-sum-ma-& nam-ba-an-d8, '%muse he has given 
1 royal gur of barley to PN, he should not be detained." Cf. Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 30 note to no. 923-5. 

1 4 7 ~ ~ ~  1, p. 109. 
1 4 8 ~ ~ ~  K, pp. 514-515. 
149~or the concept of duplum in cuneiform law, see Oppenheim, AnOr 12,269; H. Limet, "La 

clause du double en droit nc%-sum6rien," Or. NS 38 (1969):520-532. 
lsOcf. Krecher, ZA 63, 191; Kienast, ZA 72, 34. 
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1') inim-ba la-ba-dug4-dug4 2') lli nu-ma-dG-a 3') ud-da lli in-ma-dG 4') gi4-gi4 
<in->na-ab-be 5') dam-mu nam-ni-ak 6') mu lugal-bi in-pid-CS, 

"they will not contest this agreementltransaction; there is no-one else who holds 
(her) in possession; (but) then, (if) someone else holds (her) in possession or 
says to him 'Return (her to me), she is my wife!,' he will not be allowed do so 
(i.e., to take her away); so they swore by the name of the king." 

This tablet may have originally formed part of a sale document, involving the 
purchase of a slave woman. Unfortunately, this point cannot be verified, since the 
beginning of the tablet is completely destroyed. 

2.7.1.6. The earliest examples of an eviction clause with the verb db (and for that 
matter the earliest examples of an eviction clause ever) come from two Pre-Sargonic 
house-sales from LagaSlsl: 

I6 am6-ma-dG-da gag-bi ka-ka(-na) e-gaz, 

"if someone else holds it (i.e., the house) in possession, this peg152 will be 
driven through (his) (i.e., the seller's) mouth"153 (DP 31 adscription; TIM 9 94 
V' 8'-9'). 

We can see that the protasis of the Pre-Sargonic clause closely parallels that of the 
Ur 111 examples. However, whereas the Ur 111 apodosis stipulates simple restitution in 
the case of eviction, in the Pre-Sargonic apodosis the respective provision is corporal 
punishment (facial mutilation). 

2.7.1.7. A similar eviction clause appears in three Sargonic sale documents,l54 in 
all probability stemming from Isin: 

ud ~ s ~ ~ ( G A N A ) - ~ ~  16 G-ma-a-d8-a 2(iku) aSag-bi-St 4(iku) aSag ab-Si-gi-gi 
inim-ma an-gsil, 

"if someone else holds the field in possession, it is in the agreement (that) he 
(i.e., the seller) will replace this field of 2 iku with a field of 4 iku" (MAD 4 
151:lO-13). 

151cf. Krecher, ZA 63, 189-191; Kienast, ZA 72,30-31,41. 
1 5 2 ~ h a t  is the peg on which the cone recording the transaction was mounted. See the 

commentary to no. 62. 
153~ltematively, ka-ka(-na) could be read 26-zli(-na), "(this nail will break) his teeth." For an 

exhaustive discussion of this form of punishment, see now J. A. Hackett and J. Huehnergard, ffarvard 
Theological Review 77 (1984):259-275 

154~f .  Krecher, 2.4 63, 189-191; Kienast, ZA 72, 30-31,4@41. 
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Id aSag-ba am-ma-dh-da kug-da kug cgur-nu-dam's5 inim-ma [aln-gil, 

"(if) someone else holds this field in possession, it is in the agreement to return 
with the silver (of the price) the (equal amount of) silver" (BIN 8 172:17-19, 
collated). 

ud 16 a%-ma-dh-da-a PN iirad PN2-ke4 dam dumu-ni igi ba-a- DU-a's6 inim-ma 
'-gar, 

"if someone else holds it (i.e., the field) in possession, it was put into the 
agreement (or: the seller put into the agreement) that PN, the slave of PN2 (i.e., 
of the seller's father), his wife (and) children will be placed at his (i.e., of the 
buyer) disposal (lit.: will stand before him)" (MAD 4 153 ii 4-8). 

In the above examples the protasis is virtually the same as that of the earlier- 
discussed Ur 111 and Pre-Sargonic clauses. The apodosis of MAD 4 151 stipulates that in 
the event of eviction the se!ler will give four iku of land in place of the original two iku, 
i.e., a double amount. It appears that duplum, rather than simple restitution is prescribed 
also in the apodosis of BIN 8 172. If the emendation cgur-nu-dam is correct,157 the 
seller was required to return the price plus an equal amount of silver. Finally, MAD 4 
153 provides that a slave family, the property of the seller's father, will be placed at the 
buyer's disposal as damages. Given that the price paid for the field was twenty shekels of 
silver,lS8 the damages almost certainly constituted a duplurn, since the value of the slaves 
(father, mother, and two or more children) must have easily been twice that amount.159 

2.7.1.8. The apodosis of the clauses recorded in MAD 4 151 and BIN 8 172 
concludes with the phrase inim-ma an-gil, while MAD 4 153 has in the same position 
ink-ma i-gar. The fact that inim-ma is a locative Jinim-a/ excludes any connection with 

- 

lS5~recher, 24 63, 191, and following him Kienast, ZA 72, 30, read sum-dam. The collation 

shows clear RU-dam. See also below n. 157. 

156~robably to be emended igi<-na> ba-a-DU-a. The underlying construction is apparently igi 

PN-ak-a / igi-ani-a . . . gub, "to be at someone's disposal, to serve someone," lit.: "to stand before 

someone (for doing service)." See, e.g., igi-za ga-gub, "let me be at your service" (E. I. Gordon, 
Sumerian Proverbs 2.9, 2.10). For the meaning "to do service" of gub, see Fakenstein, NSGU 3, pp. 

117-118; Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 123. 

1570ne may speculate that the spelling ru-dam for gur-ru-dam reflects the contraction of gur- 

with the preceding kug: h u g  gur-ed-am/ > /kug(u)rudam/. An alternative solution is to read RU-dam as 
Sub-dam, where Sub would mean "to replace" or the l i e .  In the latter case the clause could stipulate the 

payment of simple restitution. 

lS89 shekels of silver + 7 gur of barley (= 7 shekels of silver) + 1 garment valued at 2 gur of 
barley (= 2 shekels of silver) + 2 shekels of silver. 

159111 the Sargonic period the average price of a grown slave (male or female) was well above 

ten shekels of silver. See the listing of prices in Gelb et al., ELTS. 
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inim . . . gil ,  Akk. baq&u, "to vindicate." The same phrase also appears in two 
Sargonic legal documents, where it follows immediately after the no-contest clause: Ili lli 
n ~ - b a - ~ % - d a  inim-ma an-gbl (YBC 8463:lO-11, unpubl.); [Ili I]li la-ba-da-[g]L-gi4 814 
[iniml-rmal an-gil (PBS 9 78:12-13, collated by A. Westenholz). It is notable that in 
other legal documents of the same date the no-contest clause is usually followed by either 
the inim-bi . . . ti1 clause (see 2.3.1) or an oath. See, e.g., mu dnin-isinx(IN)-na-~ir 
IPN dumu PN2 IpN3 dumu PN4-ka Ili 16 nu-ba-gi4-gi4 inim-bi in-til, "PN, son of PN2, 
(and) PN3, son of PN4, concluded this transaction by the name of Ninisina that they will 
not contest one against the other" (BIN 8 158:34-40); 16 16 la-ba-gi4-gi4-da mu lugal ba- 
pid, "the oath was sworn that they will not contest one against the other" (JCS 20 
[1966]: 126 lines 17-19). This indicates that him-ma an-giil (and similarly inirn-ma i-gar) 
refers to the sworn declaratiodpromise of the parties to the transaction.160 him-ma an- 
gbl can thus be translated "it is in the agreement161 (that they promised/swore etc.)," 
whereas the meaning of inim-ma i-gar probably is "it was put into the agreement" or "he 
(i.e., the seller) put it into the agreement" 

The proposed interpretations of inim an-gil and him-ma i-gar agree basically with 
Krecher's conclusions. He translates the respective phrases as "das (d.h. diese 
Bestimmung) ist in der Abmachung (inim) (enthalten)" and "das wurde in der 
Abmachung (gesetzt =) aufgenommen."l62 More recently, however, Kienast has 
suggested slightly different explanations.163 According to him, inim-ma an-gil means "er 
steht unter Eid," or more literally, "er ist im Wort/Vertragd.h. er its durch sein Wort 
bzw. einen eidlich bekrstigten Vetrag gebunden,"l64 whereas the meaning of inim-ma i- 
gar is "er ist ins Wort/ in den Vertrag gesetzt worden (und darin)," i.e., "er ist unter Eid 
genommen."l65 

Although Kienast is correct that both phrases refer to the promise made by the 
parties to the transaction, and thus broadly describe an oath, I find it difficult to accept his 
translation of inim-ma an-gril as "he stands under oath." Most likely, an-g6l is a phonetic 

1601n this connection, note also the following Ur 111 examples of an oath where phd is replaced 
by gal: inim-ba I6 <Iu> nu-ub-gh-gh-da mu lugal i-gd, "in this transaction there was/is an oath by the 

name of the king that they will not contest one against the other" (NRVN 1 3:7J); iti gina-maS su-su- 

dam mu lugal fiJ-gal, "there washs an oath by the name of the king to repay (the loan) in the monrh 

GanamaS" (Eames Coflection P5:67 = Sauren N.Y. Public Library 387). 

l 6 I ~ o r  inim-ma, "in the agreemenWuansaction," see also inim-ba Su nu-bala, cited in n. 114, 

inim-ba Su i-bala-e in the "Stele of the Vultures" (see 2.7.1.9). inim PN inim-ma nu-na-gl-ga-% in 

MAD 4 14:12-13, cited in 2.6.3.4, giSgi$imrnar-mu inim-ba ga-ra-ab-sum in no. 125 (see 2.7.3), and 

NRVN 1 3:7-8 cited in the preceding note. 

63, 189-190. 

1 6 3 ~ ~  72, 3639.  
164~bid., p. 37. 

'65~bid., p. 37 n. 26. 



spelling for al-gri1,166 and therefore inim-ma an-gi1 simply means "it (i.e., the promise) is 
in the agreement." An alternative (though less likely) solution would be to interpret an-g81 
as /a-n-gal/, "it was placed/included by him (i.e., the seller) in the agreement." However, 
I am unaware of any evidence that permits the analysis of an-gril as a passive 
construction, "he was placed," or the like. 

.-. -.- - - -= - --- -- - --- 
-- -- .-* -- --_---. - -- - _ I _ __ ̂  _ 

2.7.1.9. In this connection we should mention yet another clause which bears 
superficial resemblance to the earlier discussed eviction clauses. Two occurrences of this 
clause, both stemming from Pre-Sargonic Lag& sources, survive: 

5 8 Evicnon clause 

(a) ud an-dh (var.: a-dh) inim an-g6l (var.: a-gkl) 
ud-da inim-ba iu i-bala-e sa-SuS-gal DN(-ka) narn e-ta-kud-r8 ummaki(-a) 
an-ta hC-SuS ("Stele of the Vultures"- Sollberger Corpus Ean. 1 xvii 12- 
20, xviii 14-22, xxii 15 - xxiii 8, rev. ii 7 - iii 1, v 28-41 = Steible, 
FAOS 511, pp. 120-145)167; 
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(b) ud an-dh inim an-gi1 
ud-da ka-ka-na nig-ne-ru ba-gri-g8 giigag ka-ka-na Sb-gaz (RTC 16 v 7 - 
vi 2). 

The above clause has been extensively studied by K ~ e c h e r I ~ ~  and K i e n a ~ t , ' ~ ~  
with different conclusions. To facilitate the discussion, I cite their respective translations 
in full: 

"% base this interpretation on the examples of an-gil replacing the regular al-gil (or a-gll) in 

the phrase x iku/sar X-a aI-gll, "located,/situated in X," in Sargonic texts from Nippur and Isin. For an- 
gll, see PBS 9 8:3,9:3; MAD 4 151:2 (same text has inim-ma an-gll in line 13); BIN 8 178:3; for al- 

ga, see MVN 3 13 i 3; RA 73 (1979):56 iii 5 ,  x 11; for a-ga, see ibid. xi 22, xii 4, 15. It appears that 

an-ga and a-gil are phonetic spellings, reflecting the assimilation of PI to the following If$$ Ial-@all > 

/a@&al/. Cf. Edzard's comment, SRU, p. 44, on the occurrence of an-ga in PBS 9 8:3: "Da das Zeichen 
AN nicht das SubjektsfObjektszeichen der 3. Sg. pemnlich, In/, enthalten kann, ist anzunehmen, dass 
der nasale Anlaut der verbalen Basis gll eine Roue bei der Wahl des Wizeichens AN gespielt hat." 

167~he inscription of the "Stele of the Vultures" records a treaty between Eannatum of 

Lags and the unnamed ruler of Umma (16 ummaki, "man of Umma"). In this W t y  the ruler of Umma 
renounces his claims to the disputed tracts of Guedena. The central part of the treaty is divided into 
parallel sections, each section containing: (1) declaration of the ruler of Umma, addressed to Eannatum, in 
which he swears by the life and weapon of deity X that he shall not violate the agreement; (2) 
presentation of an offering by Eannatum to deity X, and his plea to that deity; (3) the present clause, 
which specifies the pt~nishment to be administered by deity X, if the ruler of Umma violates the treaty. 

168ZA 63, 189-192. 
169ZA 72, 30-31, 3741. 

Krecher: (a) "Wenn jemand (das Feld) mit Beschlag belegt (oder) (vor Gericht) 
klagt, dann fidert er diese Abmachung; (dann) das grosse Fangnetz Enlils, bei dem der 
Eid geleistet ist, moge sich von oben auf Umma herabsenken"l70; 

(b) "Wenn jemand (den Sklaven) rnit Beschlag belegt (oder) (vor 
Gericht) klagt, dann nimmt er Wse (Worte) in seinen Mund; (dann) wird ein Pflock (ihm) 
in seinen Mund gestossen."171 

Kienast: (a) "Wenn (jemand) Anspriiche erhebt, steht er (unter) Eid. Wenn er 
diesen Vertrag Bndert, moge das grosse Fangnetz des Gottes GN, auf das er den Eid 
geleistet hat, auf Umma von oben her fallen"172; 

(b) "Wenn Gemand) Anspriiche erhebt, steht er (unter) Eid. Wenn er 
'Boses' in seinen Mund 'setzt,' wird der iibliche Pflock in seinen Mund gestossen."l73 

As regards the syntax of the clause, Krecher's interpretation is definitely 
preferable. Against Kienast, one must assume that the underlying syntactic construction 
is ud ( . . . )-a ud-a, "when/if ( . . . ) then," which corresponds to the Akkadian i n u  
( . . . ) i ~ r n i S ~ . l ~ ~  I cannot, however, agree with Krecher's (and also Kienast's) 

I 
contention that the subject of the clause is a thud party ("jemand"). This is shown by the 
absence of 16 in either example. Therefore, the subject must be identified as one of the 

I transacting parties: the "man of Umma" in (a) and the seller in (b). The assumption that in 
(a) the subject is the Umma ruler with whom Eannatum concluded the Guedena treaty is 

I proved by the fact that the divine net referred to in the apodosis is obviously the same one 
I by which the "man of Umma" has sworn earlier in the inscription.175 

Given that ud-da, which introduces the apodosis, is to be interpreted as "then" 

I (see above), the phrase inim an-gil, as forming part of the protasis, cannot be identical 

I with h i m - a  al-gal/ of the eviction clauses discussed earlier. Against such a possibility 
speaks also the absence of -ma after inim in both (a) and (b). Accordingly, I take it that 

I inim an-gril contains the verb inim . . . g d ,  Akk. baqtiru, "to vindicate," and that the 
form is to be analyzed as /him a-n-gal/, "he contests/vindicates." Analogically, I interpret 
an-dh as /a-n-du/, "he detains." The resulting translation of the clause is as follows: 

I 

170z~ 63, 190-191. 
1711bid., p. 19C191. 
1 7 2 ~ ~  63, 41. 
173~bid., p. 41. 
1 7 4 ~ o r  inu . . . iniuniku, see CAD I/J, pp. 152-153, 162. The construction "whenlif 

. . . then" is usually expressed in Sumerian by ud . . . ud-balbi-a. For examples, see Behrens and 
Steible, FAOS 6, pp. 345-346; UET 1 138:19-29; 8 6726-37. 72:1-8; etc. Although ud-da may also 
mean "if' (see Behrens and Steible, op. cit., pp. 347-348). it seems virtually certain that when it is used 
as a clause connector, its meaning, like that of ud-ba/bi-a, is "then." Note the following passage: egir 
numun-na-Sb . . . ha-ba-m-ab-dibeud-daa-hg4-ga-ni ha-ba-ra-uruq-8, "after the sowing . . . let him 

transfer (the seed-barley?), and then let him sow his (own) field" (TCS 1 727-10). 
175~ee Sollberger Corpus Em. 1 xvi 1240, xvii 2147, etc. 
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(a) "if he (i.e., the ruler of Umma) detains (the fields) or vindicates (them), 
then he shall violate this agreement, (and so) may the great Sufkallu-net of 
DN, by which he has sworn, be cast down on Urnma from heaven"; 

(b) if he (i.e., the seller) detains (the sold slave) or vindicates him, then he 
shall put deceit in his mouth,l76 (and so) a wooden peg should be driven 
through his mouth.177 

If this translation is correct, the clause is to be interpreted as a no-contest 
~ 1 a u s e . l ~ ~  In (a) the ruler of Umma promises not to detain or lay claims to the fields 
which he had agreed to cede to LagaS. Similarly, in (b) the seller vouches not to detain or 
lay claims to the sold slave. 

2.7.2. The verb inim . . . gar 

The Nippur sale document no. 26, which deals with the sale of three date palms 
(planted in an orchard), contains the following eviction clause: 

tukumbi l~ inim ba-an-gar 6 giigiiimmar sum-mu-dam mu lugal-bi i-pkd, 

"he (i.e., the seller) swore by the name of the king to give six date palms (in place 
of the original three palms) if someone else (i.e., the real owner) lays claims (to 
them)." 

The protasis of the clause uses the verb inim . . . gar, "to lay claims, to 
litigate," corresponding to the Akkadian ragamu (see 2.6.3.4). In spite of the fact that 
only the "claim" of a third party is mentioned, it is clear from the apodosis that the 
protasis also implies the failure of the seller to defend the title and the eviction of the 
buyer of the property in question. 

The apodosis prescribes that in the event of the buyer's eviction the seller will 
give a substitute orchard, with twice the number of date palms. 

No parallel eviction clauses with the verb inim . . . gar are attested before Ur 
I11 times. Later analogues are provided by the OB clauses whose protases read ragim 
iraggamu, buqiran ibaqqaru, and baqir ibaqqaru (see examples d,  e,  and f in 2.7.6). 

1 7 6 ~ o r  ka-ka-a . . . gar, "to put (words/oa~spell) in the mouth," see mu dingir-ra ka-ka-na 
in-gar = ni-if DINGIR i-na KA-SU if-kun (Ai. VI ii 26-27); nam-lub h-me-si ka-ka-na u-me-gar, "after 
you have cast the spell, after you have placed it in his mouth" (B. Alster, Or. NS 41 [1972]:357 lines 
25-26). 

177~ote that in the two Pre-Sargonic clauses discussed earlier (2.7.1.6). both of which come 
from sale documents inscribed on clay cones, the mutilation was to be performed by "this peg," i.e., the 
peg on which the cone had been mounted. In contrast, the present example, which comes from a sale 
document inscribed on a regular tablet, calls for the use of "a peg." 

178This is also Kienast's conclusion. See ZA 72, 38-39. 
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I 2.7.3. The verb inim . . . gi-(n) 

The only Ur I11 sale document using an eviction clause with the verb 
inim . . . gi-(n) is no. 125 (provenience unknown), which deals with the sale of eight t 
sar of uncultivated land The clause reads as follows: 

k mu lugal in-pid tukurnbi inim nu-gi-in gi;gilimmar-mu inim-ba ga-ra-ab-sum bi- 
dug49 

"he (i.e., the seller) swore by the name of the king: 'If I do not c o n f i  it (i.e., 
the land) (to you) (or: if it is not confirmed), I will give you my own date palms 
in this transaction,' he declared." 

I assume that the protasis describes a situation in which the sold property is 
claimed by a third party and the seller fails to defend (lit. "confirm") the buyer's title to it. 
For the verb inim . . . gi-(n), "to c o n f m ,  to guarantee," lit.: "to make the word firm," 
see 2.11.1.3. 

The apodosis stipulates that the seller will give his own orchard (text: palms) to 
the buyer as compensation for the lost real estate. Since the property in question consisted 
of an uncultivated plot (KI.UD), which the buyer has apparently intended to plant with 
date palms, the value of the substitute orchard, already planted with date palms, would 
have been at least double the price paid, perhaps even much more. 

To my knowledge, this clause finds no parallel in sale documents from other 
periods. 

I 2.7.4. The construction arugimGnl raid I ni . . . t u k u  

! Self-sale no. 127 (origin unknown), which is written in Akkadian, uses an 
I eviction clause with the construction arugimiinl raSii. Quite understandably, in this 

particular instance the warranty was assumed by the guarantor. The clause reads: 

um-ma PN ni-iS LUGAL it-ma Su-ma GEME a-ru-gi-ma-ni ir-da-fi-t a-na-ku- 
u IU GEME, 

"PN (i.e., one of the two guarantors) swore thus by the name of the king: 'If the 
slave woman has claims (on her), I will become a slave woman (in her place)."' 

I 
i For arugimanl raSii, "to havelacquire claims," see the commentary to no. 127. 
, 
I 

An example of similar clause is found in the Urnma text no. 94**: 

I tukumbi [slag-e ni ba-an-tuku [slag sag dim-da PN-e mu lugal in-pkd, 

i "PN (i.e., the seller) swore by the name of the king to 'produce' a 'head' (for) 
I 'head' if the 'head' (i.e., the sold woman) acquires a claim(?)." 
I 

If my interpretation of ni ba-an-tuku as a phonetic spelling of ni(g) ba-an-tuku is 
correct (see the commentary to that text), ni . . . tuku could be compared to arugimane 
rdli of the preceding clause. 
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As in the case discussed under 2.7.2, the protasis of either clause refers 
specifically to a successful third-party claim, i.e., a claim which will result in the buyer's 
eviction. This is shown by the provisions of the apodoses. 

In each case the damages prescribed is a simple restitution. In the f i s t  clause the 
guarantor is to substitute bodily for the sold woman. In the second example the seller is 
to provide another slave. These two clauses, for which there are no analogues before Ur 
111 times, may be considered forerunners of the OB clause using inim-g81-la . . . tuku 1 
baqr? raSfi and the Nuzi clause with baqirirnalpirqam raSli (see examples a and 1 in 
2.7.6). 

2.7.5. Title warranty 

The Nippur text no. 44, which deals with the sale of a woman, contains the 
following clause: mu lugal gCme-g8 bi-a (= bC-a) bi-in-du (= bi-in-dug). According to 
the interpretation adopted here, this clause is a sworn declaration of the seller that he is 
the rightful owner of the sold woman: '"By the name of the king, she is truly my slave 
woman!,' he declared."l79 It appears that by making such a declaration the seller 
assumes an obligation to defend the buyer's title and, should he fail to do so and the 
eviction is camed out, to pay damages. If so, this clause could be classified, at least as 
far as its legal intent is concerned, as a form of eviction clause. 

A different explanation of the clause is possible if one assumes that its subject is 
not the seller but the bu~er.180 In the latter case the clause would have to be translated: 
"'By the name of the king, may she become (or: she has truly become) my slave 
woman,' he declared." One could then speculate that by making such a declaration the 
buyer asserted his title to the purchased woman.lgl 

The fact, however, that the declaration was made under oath makes this 
interpretation rather unlikely, since the oath would imply the existence of some obligation 
on the buyer's part, and it is difficult to think of any obligations that the purchase of a 
person could impose on the buyer (unless it should be the responsibility for his or her 
well-being). Against such a possibility speaks also the fact that the buyer's 
declarations/actions are generally ignored in cuneiform sale documents, due to their pro- 
buyer bias.182 

179~or the grammar of the clause, see the commentary to no. 44. 

lgO~ote  that Kraus, JCS 3 (1949):103 and n. 40, translated this clause "beim Kbnig, 'sie sol1 
meine Sklavin sein' hater gesprochen," but was reluctant to attribute this declaration to the buyer. 

lslcf. here the formula which appears in Old Assyrian sale documents: am-twn a-ma-sci, "the 
slave woman (is) now her (i.e., the buyer's) slave woman" (ICK 1 19:5-6 - tablet, 11 - envelope); a-ma- 
su, "(she is now) his (i.e., the buyer's) slave woman" (TCL 21 252:ll). Cf. Kienast, Kaufvertragsrecht, 
pp. 52-53. This formula was compared by J. Muffs, Studies, p. 21 n. 1, to the Aramaic nansfer clause 
zylk hw, "it (i.e., the house) is yours." Note, however, that the Aramaic declaration was made by the 
seller. 

lg2see 4.2. 
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2.7.6. The comparison of the Ur I11 eviction clauses shows that in the event of 
eviction the seller or the guarantor was liable for damages, which could be either duplum 
(nos. 26, 125?) or simple restitution (nos. 36a, 36b, 94**, 127). We have seen that the 
principle of damages was also operative in the eviction clauses recored in the Sargonic 
texts MAD 4 151, 153, and BIN 8 172, all three of which stipulate the payment of 
duplum. In contrast, in the earlier-discussed Pre-Sargonic clauses (DP 31; TIM 9 94) the 
prescribed penalty is corporal punishment. This suggests that the Pre-Sargonic law still 
recognized the right of blood-feud, and, as such, it constituted a more archaic stage of 
development. 

The eviction clauses found in Old Babylonian and later sale documents are the 
continuation, regarding both their form and legal import, of the tradition represented by 
their Sargonic and Ur 111 counterparts. In order to demonstrate this point I offer below a 
listing of the most representative types of eviction clauses from the Old Babylonian 
through Achaemenid periods: 

Old Babylonian 

(a) ud klir-S& tukumbi OS inim-@-la ba-an-tuku inim-gril-la OS S ba-ni-ib- 
gi4-gi4 ( 0 s  baqrZ i r t d i  OS baqr2Su S itanuppal, "if in the future OS 
haslacquires claims, S will be responsible for (lit.: will answer) the 
claims."l*3 

(b) inim-g61-la OS S in-na-an-gub-bu (ana baqrZ OS S izzaz), "S is 
responsible (lit.: stands) for the claims on OS."l84 

(c) ud klir-Ci: ud nu-me-kam inim-gar-ra C 1 ma-na kug-babbar i-lal-e, "in the 
future, in the event of a claim on the (sold) house, (S) will weigh out 1 
mina of silver" (VAS 13 65:9-11 - Larsa; see also TCL 10 510-17). 

(d) ra-gi-im i-ra-ga-mu 1 MA.NA KUG.BABBAR ~.LAL.E, "(if) a claimant 
lays claims (to the sold property), he (i.e., S) will weigh out 1 mina of 
silver" (ARM 8 52-9 - Man; see also ARM 8 4:8-10, 8:8-9). 

(e) ba-qi-ra-an i-ba-qa-ru-Su-nu-ti 1 MA.NA KUG.BABBAR IN.NA.A[N. 
LAL.ES], "(if) a claimant lays claims to them (i.e., the men who sell 
themselves into slavery), they (themselves) will weigh out 1 mina of 
silver" (YOS 8 31: 12-14 - Larsa; see also TCL 10 10: 11-15). 

(f) ba-qir i-ba-aq-qa-ru 2 MA.NA KUG.BABBAR 'I.LAL.E 12 li-Sa-an-Su 
iS-Sa-la-up, "(if) a claimant lays claims (to the sold property), he (i.e., S) 
will weigh out 2 minas of silver or his tongue will be tom out" (UCP 10 
nos. 11:18-20, 22:18-19, 52:17-18, 90:17-18; TIM 5 19:15-16 - all 
from the Diyala region). 

lg3san Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 196197; MatouS, ArOr 1814,4649. Abbreviations: B = 

Buyer; G = Guarantor; OS = Object of Sale; S = Seller. 
lg4san Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 142-143; MatouS, ArOr 1814, 44.46. 
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(g) INIM.[G]AL.LA.A.BI A.SAG4 S [B]A.NI.IB.G14.[Gb] INIMGAL. 
LA A.SAG~ u-ul [XI-[ . . . ] i-na GN 6 IKU A.SAG~ i-na SUKU d 
a-li i-n[a-ad-di-in], "S is responsible for claims on the (sold) field (of 6 
iku); (if) he does not [clear(?) it], he will give 6 iku of (his) prebend-field, 
(located) in GN at the city gate" (RA 69 [1975]: 126-127 no. 9: 14-19 - 
Larsa). 

Old Assyrian 

(h) Summa mamman a m  B itu2ar S ubbabSu, "if someone returns to B with 
claims, S will clear him of claims" (Hecker Giessen 3:6-10 = Kienast, 
Kaufvertragsrecht, p. 133 no. 20). 

(i) Summa a3Su.i amtim ana B marnrnan itZar(Sim) G1 u G2 amtarn ana 
B ubbubidim Summa amtam lti irtabbibzim 1 MA.NA KUG.BABBAR 
liti G1 u G2 ana B iSaqqulZimma u amram itarrc, "if someone returns 
to B (= a woman) regarding the (sold) woman, GI and G2 will clear the 
(title to the) slave woman for her (i.e., B); if they do not clear the (title to 
the) slave woman for her, GI and G2 will weigh out for B 1 mina 
o f .  . . silver, and (then) one will take the slave woman away" (ICK 1 
19 lines 10-21 [tablet], 14-25 [envelope] = Kienast, op. cit., pp. 144- 
145 no. 28). 

i Swnma mamman aSSumi amtim lii turinnum lu bE1 hubullim ana B1 u 
V I  

B2 itu2ar 112 MA.NA KUG.BABBAR S1 u S2 iiaqqulu, "if someone, 
be it the tusinnul85 or the creditor, returns (with claims) to B1 and B2 
regarding the (sold) slave woman, S1 and S2 will weigh out 112 mina of 
silver" (BIN 4 209:7-17 = Kienast, op. cit., p. 110 no. 5).186 

Middle Babylonian 

(k) AB.GAL ip-pa-gar-ma Sa 1 AB.GAL 2 AB.GAL s B i-ta-nap-pal, "(if) 
the (sold) cow is claimed (by someone), S will give to B two cows in 
place of one cow" (UET 7 33:7-11; see also UET 7 21,22,27, 30, 31, 
34; BE 14 128a; Petschow MRWHS 3). 

Nuzi 

(1) Sum-ma PN pa-qi-ra-na TUKU 3 S1 3 S2 li-za-ak-ku-li-ma a-na B 
SUM-nu 3 Sum-ma PN la uz-zi-ik-ku-li 3 2 LU.MES Sa ki-i PN ep-Su 
Sa GN a-na B SUM-nu, "if PN (i.e, the sold slave) has a claimant, S1 
and S2 will clear him (i.e., the slave) and restore to B; if (however) they 
do not clear him, they will provide B with two men from GN, who are 
l i e  PN" (AASOR 16 37:13-21). 

185~or  this term, see Kienast, Kaufvertragsrecht. pp. 65-66. 
186~or  other examples of OA eviction clauses, see ibid., pp. 58-61. 
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Neo-Babylonian I Achaemenid 

(m) ina uq-mu si-&-li u pa-qi-ra-nu ina mu&@ it-tab-Su-li S li-tar-ram-ma 
a-nu B i-nam-din, "if there is a plaintiff or a claimant (regarding the sold 
slave), S will restore it (i.e., the price) and give to B" (TCL 12 27:&9). 

(n) ina uq-mu pa-qa-ri a-na mu&& LU.ARAD Su-a-tim it-tab-Su S 
LU.ARAD Su-a-tim ri-mar-ra-qa-am-ma a-na B i-nam-din ki-i la nu- 
dam-ri-qu-ma la it-ran-nu 1 MA.NA KUG.BABBAR i-nam-din, "if 
there is a claim on this slave, S will clear him (i.e., the slave) and restore 
to B; if he does not clear (him) and restore (to B), he will give (B) 1 mina 
of silver" (PBS 211 113:8-12). 

We can see that most of the above clauses display basically the same structure as 
their earlier counterparts: if a third party lays claims to the sold object (protasis), the seller 
is obliged to compensate the buyer (apodosis). As in the Sargonic and Ur III clauses, the 
claim meant is specifically that which will lead to the eviction of the buyer. What would 
happen in real life is that, in the event of a third-party claim, the buyer would first request 
the seller to defend his title. If the seller succeeded in doing that, his obligation ended 
there. It was only when he failed to refute the claim and the buyer was evicted of the 
property in question that the seller became liable for damages. However, the seller's 
obligation to defend the title, though logically ensuing from the protasis, is spelled out 
comparatively rarely in the apodosis. In the instances where such a stipulation is made (as 
in a ,  b and h) ,  the clause is to be classified more correctly as a "defense clause."187 In 
most other examples cited here, the clause is to be interpreted as a conflated sequence of 
the defense and eviction clauses, in which the apodosis of the defense clause and the 
protasis of the eviction clause have been omitted (c, d, e,f, j, k, m). This assumption is 
corroborated by examples g, i, I, and n, which show the postulated sequence of the 
defense and eviction clauses. 

As for the damages stipulated by the OB and later eviction clauses, it could be 
either duplum (k, I) or simple restitution (g, m) or a standard fme (c, d, e ,  f, i, j ,  n). 
Occasionally, eviction clauses also prescribe corporal punishment, but generally only as a 
punitive measure safeguarding against the seller's failure to pay the fine (as infl.188 

lg7~efense clauses are also found in Nuzi and Achaemenid sale documents. In the former texts 
the clause is an abbreviated version of 1 (see, e.g., RA 23 [19261:142 no. 224-27); in the latter it is an 
abbreviation of m (see, e.g., PBS 211 173:ll-13). Cf. also the following defense clauses of Alalakh 
sales: Sum-ma EN-el TUKU S ri-za-ki-Su, "if (the sold slave) has a claimant, S wiU clear him" (Alalakh 
668-9, also 74: 11-13); Sum-ma EN ri-Se-la Su-nu-ma 6-za-ku, "if a claimant comes up (with claims to 
the sold slave), they (i.e., the sellers) will clear (him)" (ibid., 67:9-11, also 68:1&11). 

l g 8 ~ o r  other examples of clauses prescribing corporal punishment as an alternative to fme, and 
for corporal punishment in general, see Hackeu and Huehnergard, Harvard Theological Review 77,259- 
275. 
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A comparison of the provisons of the extant eviction clauses suggests that the 
earliest and probably the original form of penalty for the breach of agreement, 
documented in the Pre-Sargonic period, was corporal punishment. However, already by I 

Sargonic times the principle of compensation became operative. This development, by 
which the primitive right of blood-feud is replaced by the payment of damages, is a 
universal phenomenon in the history of law. As a society becomes more developed, the 
injured party no longer seeks vengeance, agreeing instead to accept compensation, most 
commonly either the equivalent of the purchase price or duplum. The exact amount of 

t 

damages was originally decided by an agreement between the p h e s ,  but later the law 
required the injured person to accept a prescribed compensation, and thus the concept of 
standard fine developed.189 Although standard fine is  documented already in the 
Sargonic period,lgO it appears that it was not until Old Babylonian times that it became 
generally accepted. From then on standard fine was by far the most common form of 
damages, although simple restitution and dyplwn persisted as well. 

2.8. Warranty against delinquency 

2.8.1. The warranty against delinquency protects the buyer against the possibility 
that the purchased person might refuse to work. The only Ur 111 sale document recording 
such a warranty is no. 45, which comes from Nippur and dates to IS 3. The clause in 
question reads: 

tukumbi gi-la in-dag(!) ne-me and ha-me/nemeS arad hemeU, 

"(the sellers swore by the name of the king)lgl that, if she (i.e., the sold woman) 
stops working, they will become slaves (in her place)." 

The protasis of the clause uses the verb gi-la . . . dag, in OB and later texts 
written also gh(-la)l92 or gil-la . . . dag, which corresponds to the Akkadian naparkic, 
"to stop, cease doing something, to desist from work," also "to retreat, to leave." See 
especially ba-S  ba-an-zfilj ugu bi-an-d6-e gh-la ba-an-dag h tu-ra ba-ab-ak = im-tu-ut ih- 
ta-lik it-fa-ba-ta it-ta-pa-ar-ka z l  im-fa-ra-su, "(if a man hires a slave, and then the 
slave) either dies or vanishes or escapes o r  stops working or gets sick" (Ai. VII iv 1& 
19); gh ba-an-dag = it-fa-pa-ar-ku, ud gh ba-an-dag = uq-mu Sri ip-par-ku-6 (Hh. I 366- 
367). For other examples, see CAD N/1, p. 279 (lexical section of naparkic). Another 
Akkadian equivalent of gi-la . . . dag is egli, "to be neglectful of duty." See gil-la dag 
= e-gu-u (Nabnitu IX 136). 

1 8 9 ~ f .  G. R. Driver and J. C. Miles, The Babylonian Laws 1 (Oxford, 1952). pp. 500-503. 

lgOsee UCP 9, p. 205 no. 83 iv 10-12, cited in n. 114. 

'911 assume that the oath that accompanies a no-contest clause in this text extends also to the 

warranty against delinquency. 
l g 2 ~ h e  spellings gh-la and gh should probably be interpreted as g a l x ( ~ h J ~ ) - l a  and 

g a l a x ( ~ h ~ )  respectively, where gal(a)x would be a phonetic alternate of @na. 
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I assume that in our example gi-la . . . dag means "to stop working, to refuse 

to work," by analogy with its usage in the delinquency clauses of Ur 111 hue agreements 
and antichretic loans (see 2.8.2). However, considering that the present transaction 
involves the permanent transfer of a person, as contrasted with hire agreements and 
antichretic loans where the transfer, at least theoretically, is only temporary, it cannot be 
excluded that in this particular instance flight rather than refusal to work is meant.193 
Such an interpretation of gi-la . . . dag would not be incompatible with the semantic 
range of nuparka, one of whose meanings is "to retreat, to leave" (see above).'" 

The apodosis stipulates that if the sold woman stops working (or flees), the 
sellers, who appear to have been her brothers, will substitute for her with their own 
persons. Since there were two sellers, a double restitution (duplum) is prescribed. 

I f  this interpretation is correct,lg5 we would find here important evidence that the 
seller could, at least under certain circumstances, be given as the substitute for a negligent 
(or a runaway) slave. One may speculate that such a provision would have been 
applicable only to transactions involving the sale of relatives; the possibility that the seller 
could be bodily responsible for a chattel-slave seems highly unlikely.196 

2.8.2. In this connection it should be noted that the identical protasis is employed 
also in Ur lII hue agreements and antichretic personal loans. See the following examples: 

tukumbi gi-la ba-dag Se 6 sila-ta a-ig-dam mu lugal-bi in-phd, 

"she (i.e., the mother of the hired boy) swore by the name of the king to measure 
out 6 sila of barley (for) each (day), if he stops working" (TMHC n.F. 112 
24: 11). 

tukumbi PN ud 1-hm gi-la in-dag lO(si1a) Se-ta i-ig mu lugal-bi in-pad, 

l g3~or  the warranty against flight, see 2.9. 

I g 4 ~ h i s  sense of naparkli seems to be more common than the dictionaries are willing to 
acknowledge. Note, e.g., the passage girseqt Sa ipparkii irtasbatiuna ana s2r b2lija [~ItarrirniSSunirri 

(ARM 2 35:2C-22). which CAD NI1, p. 280a. translates "the girseqli who have stopped working have 
been caught and (the officials) will return them to my lord." Obviously, what this passage implies is that 

the girseqli actually ran away, and not that they simply stopped working. 

lg5~or the grammar of the clause, see the commentary to no. 45:9-10. 

lg6A similar obligation is assumed by the guarantor in no. 127, which deals with the self-sale 
of a woman. See 2.7.4. Note, however, that in that text the promise to substitute bodily for the sold 

woman was made in the context of eviction and not delinquency. Beside no. 45 the only example of the 

buyer promising to substitute for the sold person I know of comes from the OA sale document ICK 1 27 

= Kienast. Kaufvertragsrecht, pp. 117-119 no. 10. in which a mother sells her daughter. The text 
stipulates that if the mother seizes her daughter, she will have to pay 1 mina of silver (i.e., twice the 

purchase price), and then she will be able to take her away; however, if someone else (i.e., her real owner) 

seizes her, the buyer will seize the mother. It is notable that in this example, too, the promise of 

personal substitution was made in the context of eviction. 
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"she (i.e., the mother of PN) swore by the name of the king that, if PN stops 
working for one day, (for) each (day) she will measure out 10 sila of barley" 
(NATN 98:7-10). 

tukumbi gi-la ba-an-dag B ud-da 5 sila Bg-e-dam mu lugal-bi i-pBd, 

"he (i.e., the borrower) swore by the name of the king to measure out 5 sila (of 
barley) as daily wages, if she (i.e., the pledged woman) stops working" (TMHC 
n.F. in 327-10). 

ud 1-9,  gCla nu-dag-da mu lugal-bi i-phd, 

"he (i.e., the borrower) swore by the name of the king not to stop working for 
(even) one day (referring to the pledge, his son)" ( M. Sigrist, AUCT 2 259:11, in 
press). 

For similar clauses in Old Babylonian antichretic loans, see RA 54 (1960):30 no. 
35:lO-11; PBS 13 39 i 7'-11' (probably a model contract). 

2.8.3. As far as I know, the warranty against delinquency does not occur in OB 
and later sale documents. The only exception here is provided by the following clause, 
which is recorded in the OB sale document RA 69 (1975):134 no. 115-13: 

UD KUR.SE PN i-pa-ra-ku-li-ma IPN2 2 PN3 PN4 IN.NA.AB.GI4.GI4.E.NE 
MU LUGAL.LA.BI [I]N.PAD, 

"PN2 and PN3 (i.e., the sellers) swore by the name of the king that, (if) in the 
future PN (i.e., the sold woman) stops working, they will compensate PN4 (i.e., 
the buyer)." 

In this particular instance the sellers were siblings (brother and sister) of the sold 
woman. Although the nature of the compensation is not stated, the clause most probably 
calls for the repayment of the purchase price. 

2.9. Warranty againstflight 

2.9.1. The only example of a clause referring, though in an oblique way, to the 
seller's responsibility for a runaway slave, comes from no. 94**. The clause reads: 

6-gu a-ba-dC-a ba-dS PN-e PN2 inim nu-un-g&gB, 

"(if) she (i.e., the sold woman) vanishes/flees, and subsequently dies, the buyer 
(against) the seller will not lay claims (on her account)." 

The interpretation of the clause in not free of uncertainties. Although it would be 
tempting to translate 6-gu a-ba-dC-a ba-6S simply as "if she vanishes or dies," such a 
possibility in my view is excluded by the fact that the form a-ba-dBa is a prospective, 

which means that the second action ("dying") is temporally subordinated to, and is a 
logical outcome of, the first action ("~anishing").l9~ 

If we accept this understanding of the grammar, then the obligation of the seller 
(or rather, the conditions which will make his obligation void) can be interpreted in two 
different ways: (1) the seller is not responsible for the slave woman if her death is a 
consequence of her having disappeared, in other words, he is liable for her death under 
all but that circumstance; (2) he is responsible for her disappearance, but only if the 
disappearance does not result in death; in other words, he is liable for her disappearance 
but not for her death. 

Of these two interpretations, the first is definitely less preferable, since it is 
difficult to imagine a situation in which the seller would be willing to assume an 
obligation against the slave's death, especially so broadly delineated.19* I take it, 
accordingly, that the present clause makes the seller responsible for the 
disappearancelflight of the slave woman, at the same time expressly stipulating that he 
bears no liablity for her death. The implication apparently is that, in the event of the 
disappearance or flight of the sold woman, the seller will search for her and bring her 
back to the buyer. If, as it seems quite likely, she was related to the seller, the possiblity 
of his failing to find her would have been very small, and thus the seller could undertake 
such an obligation with little personal risk. In the unlikely case that he failed to find her, 
he would probably be obliged to give a substitute slave woman. If, however, it turned 
out that she has died, he could no longer be held responsible. 

It is notable that, as the clause is phrased, it is the buyer who promises not to lay 
claims in the event of the sold woman's death; and thus, the clause appears to spell out 
the buyer's obligations. In fact, however, this formulation is a roundabout way of 
describing the extent of the seller's duties. 

The verb d-gu . . . d6 is equated in lexical texts primarily with na3butu, "to run 
away, to flee," and secondarily with klaqu,  "to disappear, to vanish, to become missing 
or lost, to escape." See CAD Ail, pp. 45; H, p. 37. That the Babylonian lexicographers 
considered na2butu to be the main equivalent of 6-gu . . . dC is shown best by Ai. VII 
iv 16-17l99 and Hh. I 364-365, where 6-gu . . . dC is translated by nazburu, and 
halaqu is given as the translation of 2%. It needs to be noted, however, that in 3rd mil. 
texts the meaning "to escape" (na3butu) is expressed by z@ and not by 6-gu . . . dC. 
6-gu . . . dC, in contrast, seems to mean "to vanish, to get lost" (halfzqu), since it is 

19'~nother argument against such a possibility may be the fact that in the delinquency clauses 

of OB hire contracts the sequence is invariably imcit ibl l iq ,  "(if) he dies or flees," and not vice versa. See 
VAS 8 123:ll-12; JCS 9 (1955):70 no. 3:7-8; Ai. VII iv 1617; Hh. 1364; etc. 

1 9 8 ~  warranty against death does not figure in any extant cuneiform sales. OB sale documents 
occasionally offer a warranty, limited to one month, against the bennu disease. See Wilcke, WO 8 
(1976):258-260. A similar provision, protecting the buyer against the sibfu and bennu diseases and valid 

for one hundred days, occurs in Neo-Assyrian sale documents. See Postgate, Legal Documenfs, p. 26. 
199~ited in full in 2.8.1. 
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said almost exclusively of objects and animals.2m This suggests that, contrary to the 
lexical tradition, the original equivalent of li-gu . . . d t  was @lCqu, and not na3butu. 
For this reason, the preferred translation of 6-gu . . . dC in the present clause must be 
"to vanish, to disappear." 

2.9.2. The existence of a warranty against flight in Ur III law is also implied by 
text S.3, which records an agreement relating to an earlier sale. In that text the seller's 
wife promises to give the buyer a substitute slave woman as a replacement for the one 
that has escaped. Since the text specifies the date of the flight, it is possible that, as in 
later periods (see 2.9.3), the warranty against flight was only of limited duration. 

Additional evidence for the existence of such a warranty may be sought in a 
fragmentarily preserved Ur I11 legal text, possibly a sale document, which contains the 
following clause: FlN-ke4 mu lugal tukumbi ud-da-ta PN2 a dumu-mu-ne ha-ba-@-dt- 
CS 2 gCme g[a-ab-sum] bi-[in-d]ug4, "[PIN has declared: 'By the name of the king! If 
from this day on PN2 and my children escape, I will give two slave women in their 
place"' (ITT 5 9594 rev. 1-4 = ZA 55 [1963]:68). Further, note our suggestion that the 
earlier-discussed "delinquency clause" (2.8) may actually entail a warranty against flight. 

2.9.3. In general, warranty against flight is a very rare phenomenon in cuneiform 
sale documents. The only texts which record such a provision are Seleucid and, less 
commonly, Neo-Babylonian sales. Both in the Seleucid and Neo-Babylonian sales the 
warranty clause reads: pbt l?z @l@u Sa PN adi 100 LmZ PN2 3 PN3 naSG, "PN2 (i.e., 
the seller) and PN3 (a third party) are responsible for the flight of PN up to one hundred 
days."201 In addition, one NB sale document contains a clause which stipulates that the 
seller is responsible for the escape and death of the sold person, but it does not specify 
the duration of this warranty: pu-ut hi-li-qu 3 mi-ru-tu Sa' IPN a-di-i rup-pi a-na tup-pi 
IPN2 3 S&pN3 na-dS-Su-li, "PN2 and PN3 are responsible for the death and flight of 
PN according to the tablet for the tablet" (Nbk. 346:s-11). 

To my knowledge, the only example of a similar provision in sale documents 
from other periods is found in the OB text RA 54 (1960):34-35 no. 38:lO-14, in which 
the guarantors promise to return the purchase price if the sold man escapes (see 2.1 1.4). 
In this connection, we may also mention the clause recorded in a Nuzi marriitu 
document, which makes the father of the adopted (= sold) girl responsible to the adoptor 
for her flight: Sum-ma S ~ P N  bi-ra-an-ku-um-ma DU-US IPN2 SapN 6-ba-ah-@-ma 
li-ba-la-ma a-na S&pN3 i-na-an-din Sum-ma I P N ~  SALPN la li-za-ak-[klaq 3 la li-ba- 
ah-ht a-na SALpN3 la i-na-an-din 3 SALPN~ IGI.ME~-su Sa IPN2 i-na-ap-pa-lu, "if 
PN runs away, PN2 shall search for PN and bring (her) back, and hand (her) over to 
PN3; (however) if PN2 does not clear PN (of claims), and does not search for (her) and 
hand (her) over to PN3, then PN3 may pluck out PN2's eyes" (AASOR 16 52:17-19). 

2'%~r examples, see Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 171; SoUberger, TCS 1, p. 107. 
201~etschow, Kaufforrnulare, p. 70. 

Oath 7 1 

2.10.1. The oath2O2 occurs in the extant Ur 111 sale documents in connection with 
the no-contest, eviction, delinquency, and flight clauses. The oath and the corresponding 
clause form a single syntactic unit, with the oath as the main sentence and the clause, a 
subordinate sentence. Although the oath is a part, both grammatically and functionally, of 
the clause it accompanies, for reasons of convenience we have treated it in this study as a 
separate unit. 

The oath is attested in eighty-two sale documents belonging to this corpus. In two 
instances (nos. 81, 127) the text records two separate oaths, the first oath being taken by 
the seller, and the second by the guarantor. In contrast, in sale documents nos. 45 and 
94** and in the warranty-statement no. 36b, one oath accompanies two different clauses. 

There are fifty-two occurrences of an oath in connection with the no-contest 
clause (nos. 1, 9, 12, 14, 18, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32, 33, 36b, 37, 41, 42, 45, 46, 
47, 49, 50, 53, 54, 59, 60, 63, 66, 77, 78, 79, 81, 83, 84, 88, 95, 96, 97, 99, 101, 
102, 104, 105, 106, 107, 109, 113*, 115, 116, 117*, 120, 127). In seven instances the 
oath accompanies an eviction clause (nos. 26, 36a, 36b, 44, 94**, 125, 127), and, in 
one case each, a warranty against delinquency (no. 45), a warranty against flight (no. 
94**), and an unspecified declaration of the guarantor (no. 81). In three cases the 
clause/declaration is unintelligible or not preserved (nos. 31, 34, 38). There are also 
twenty-one examples of an oath without any clause (nos. 16, 17, 21, 35, 52, 56, 57, 65, 
68, 69, 72, 73, 74, 76, 82, 87, 113, 114, 117, 119, 124). These should probably be 
interpreted as abbreviated spellings of the no-contest clause (see 2.10.2). 

The regular form of the oath is mu lugal-bi in-pad(-db-eS), "he/they swore by the 
name of the king." The Sumerian construction mu lugal(-ak) . . . p8d corresponds to 
the Akkadian niS Sarri rarnll/zakaru. See mu lugal-bi in-pid = ni-iS LUGAL-Su iz-kur 
(Ai. VI ii 28); [mu lugal-bi t6S-bi in-pkd-dt-el] = ni-eS LUGAL iS-re-ni-iS is-qu-ru 
(ibid. IV iv 50-51); mu dingir-bi in-pkd = MU DINGIR-Sli-nu it-mu-u, tCS-bi mu lugal- 
bi in-pid-da-e-meS = MU LUGAL-$6-nu iS-te-ni-iS is-qu-ru (Hh. I 312-314); [in-pLd] 
= is-qu-ur, it-rna (Ai. I iii 19-20). 

In one text (no. 82), mu lugal-bi is replaced by zi lugal, "life of the king." For 
other examples of zi lugal in Ur I11 sources, see Oppenheim, Eames Collection, p. 140; 
Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 63 n. 6; Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 189; NATN 971:5; BM 13966 
(unpubl.). 

Noting the Ur I11 examples of zi lugal, Oppenheim suggested that in mu lugal 
(-bi), mu is to be translated as "life," for which he sought further evidence in the lexical 

202~or a general discussion of the oath in cuneiform law, see S. B. A. Mercer, The Oath in 
Babylonian and Assyrian Literature (Paris, 1912); San Nicolb, RLA 2, pp. 305-315 (under "Eid). For 
the oath in the Ur 111 and earlierperiods, see Mercer, JAOS 33 (1913):33-50; Falkenstein, NSGU 1, pp. 
63-72; Edzard, AS 20, pp. 63-98. For the Old Babylonian oath, see Mercer, AJSL 29 (1912-13):65-94; 
A. Walther, Gerichtswesen, pp. 104-105, 191-211, 223-227; Koschaker, Or. NS 4 (1935):4645. 
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equations of mu with niSu, and the fact that the Akkadian idiom is niS Sarri  tamii.203 

However, as pointed out by F a l k e n ~ t e i n , ~ ~ ~  the more likely solution is that the Sumenan 
idiom actually was "(to swear by) the name of the king," whereas zi lugal is a translation 
of niS Sarri.205 

In several instances the demonstrative suffix -bi206 after mu/zi lugal is omitted 
(nos. 17, 32, 66, 69, 72, 82, 94**, 115, 117, 124). Four texts from Nippur (nos. 36a, 
36b, 41,47) provide lugal with a phonetic indicator al. For this spelling, cf. Sauren, ZA 
59, 48. 

The following forms of the verb pid are attested in the oath: 

in-pid, "he swore"207: nos. 25, 31, 34, 35, 36a, 42, 45, 46?, 49, 52, 73, 74, 
76, 78, 81 (twice), 83, 87, 88?, 94**, 95, 96, 107, 114, 116, 117, 117*, 120, 
125, 127. 

i-pid: nos. 14, 24, 26,41, 47, 79, 82, 106, 115. 

in-na-an-phd, "he swore for him": no. 65. 

in-piid(-d5)-65, "they swore": nos. 12, 22, 33?, 36a, 54?, 66, 97 (wr. -eS), 102 
(m.  -d6-), 109. 

i-pid(-dB)-& nos. 21?, 50, 53, 113*?. 

ib-da-pid, "they swore together": nos. 17 (wr. ib-), 32, 104 (wr. -p[a]). 

ba-phd, "(the oath) was sworn": nos. 56, 68, 69, 72. 

al-pid, "(the oath) was sworn": nos. 27, 57 (wr. -pa), 59, 60, 63, 124 (wr. -pa). 

pid-da, "(the oath was) sworn": no. 77. 

pid: no. 101. 

Text no. 44 uniquely quotes the oath and the accompanying declaration as they 
were actually pronounced by the seller: mu lugal g6me-gi @-a bi-in-du, "he declared: 'By 
the name of the king, she is truly my slave woman!""o8 For other examples of such 
quotations, see 2.10.2. 

203~ames Collection, p. 140. 

2 0 4 ~ ~ ~ ~  1, p. 63 n. 6. 

205~uch an assumption is complicated, however, by the occurrences of zi DN in the oaths 

recorded in the "Stele of the Vultures." For the examples, see 2.10.5. 

206~eaning "the (king)," i.e., "the reigning king." Cf. the usage of -bi in inim-bi, discussed in 

2.3.1.3 and n. 59. 

207~ome of the examples of in-pid (e.g., nos. 25, 45, 49, 88, 120) must be translated "they 

(i.e., the seller and the buyer) swore," because the text uses 16 16, "one against the other." The same 
applies to the occurrence of i-pbd in no. 41. 

208~or  this clause, see 2.7.5. 
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Two Akkadian sale documents from this corpus use the construction niS Sarri 
tam&: ni-iS LUGAL-im it-ma-u, "(these are the witnesses in whose presence) he swore 
by the life of the king" (no. 113); um-ma PN ni-iS LUGAL it-ma, "PN thus swore by 
the life of the king" (no. 127). For other Ur I11 and Sargonic examples of this 
construction, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 297, to which add the occurrence in NATN 539:6-9: 
a -na  IT1 GIS.APIN<DU~.A, nu-da-nam ni-i.3 sar-ri-im it-ma, "he swore by the life of 
the king to return (the loan) in the month Apin<dua>." 

Five Nippur texts (nos. 22, 27,29,59,60) use an oath invoking the god Ninurta 
and the king: mu dnin-urta mu lugal-bi . . . pid. A similar oath occurs already in a 
Sargonic tablet from Nippur: [mu dninl-urta-~t mu lugal-S5 [a-bi a]b-ta-dC, "by the name 
of Ninurta (and) by the name of the king, this transaction was completed (lit.: the water 
was poured out)" (PBS 9 78:9-10, collated).209 For other examples of oaths invoking 
deities, see 2.10.5. 

2 0 9 ~ n  oath invoking N~nurta and the king is also attested in the early OB legal documents from 
Kisurra. See Kienast, Kisurra 1, pp. 43, 48-49. 

The reason why this oath appears only in some Nippur sale documents is unclear. It is notable, 
however, that the texts showing this oath share certain textual characteristics, such as the superimposed 

spellings of 16 lli-ii and gi4-gi4 in the nc-contest clause (see 2.6.3.1) and the usage of the kug-bi 6u- 

a .  . . si-(g) clause (see 2.2.1). Furthermore, at least three of them (nos. 22, 27, 29) deal with real estate 

(in nos. 59 and 60 the object of sale is not preserved). This formal similarity suggests that they may have 

been products of the same group of scribes, who resided in the same quarter of Nippur. 

Following this line of reasoning, one could then speculate that the invocation of Ninurta in the 
oath, rather than of Enlil, is due to the fact that those scribes lived in the quarter dedicated to Ninurta A 

more likely explanation of this anomaly is, however, that at Nippur judicial matters were Ninurta's 

domain. To begin with, this is shown by the references to the "gate of Ninurta" as the location of various 

legal proceedings in Ur 111 and OB Nippur texts. See the following examples: [K]A.GAL-mat-ki-a[n(?)- 

na(?): *,in-urta-k[al PN &ad P[Nd PN3 ad-da-ni nam-1-gi4-la-68 ama-ar-gi4-ni 1-gar, "PN3, his father, 

manumitted PN, slave of PLN21, on account of (his) heirship (i.e, his being the only heir), in the gate 
M$kian[a(?)] of Ninuna" (NATN 920: 1-5); IPN M dnin-urta-ka [n]amdlim kud-ru-dk ba-an-sum-mu-US, 

"they sent PN to take an oath in the gate of Ninurta" (WO 8 [1976]:160 HSM 1384:2&22); 1 gin kug- 

babbar mi3 nu-ub-tuku kug kA dnin-urta ki PN-ta PN2 Su ba-ti, "1 shekel of silver, (a loan) with no 
interest; PN2 received this silver h m  PN in the gate of Ninurta" (3 NT 842:l-8, OB, unpubl.); di-kud-e- 

nlel M %in-urta-9 nam4rim kud-ru-dl&] La-an-sum-mu-u[i]. "the judges sent him to the gate of Ninurta 
to take an oath" (SZVC 86 ii 3 '42.  In this connection, note also that the "gate of Ninurta" is designated 

as the locus of court proceedings in an OB text from Kisurra: i-nu KA dnin-urta d-bu-li-ma di-nam ip- 

ru-su-Su-nu-Si-im, "they sat in the gate of Ninurta (and) judged their case" (Kienast, Kisurra 2 no. 

9313-15). 

The judicial role of Ninurta at Nippur can also be inferred from the fact that the sale document 

no. 62 is sealed with Ninurta's seal, apparently as a sign of the official authorization of the transaction. 
See the commentary to that text and also 2.18.1. And finally, six PuzriS-Dagan texts mention animals (a 

sheep and a goat in each case) which were issued, evidently for a sacrifice, in connection with the 
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That mu lugal(-ak) . . . pid can be used in a declaratory sense is further shown 
by a letter-order in which the addressee is instructed to make a certain Su3una take an 
oath which, based on the context, could only be a declaratory one: tukumbi 16-di-da-ka-ni 
giS la-ba-ra-an-urq k l  6-gal-Si? mu lugal p5d-mu-ni-ib, "if his litigant does not withdraw 
(his charges),217 make him (i.e., SuIuna) swear by the name of the king at the gate of the 
palace" (TCS 1 39:5-9). 

On the other hand, there are indications that the nam-Crim . . . kud oath was 
not necessarily restricted to declaratory statements, but could also be employed in a 
promissory sense. This is demonstrated first of all by the "Stele of the Vultures," where 
the promissory intent of nam . . . kud (the basic form of nam-Crim . . . is 
quite clear.219 The same examples also show that the formula mulzi IugaVDN was 
equally part of the nam-trim . . . kud oath.220 

The promissory intent of nam-trim ( . . . kud) is also apparent in NSGU 2 
190:17-20, 23-27, 30-35, and passim in this text,221 as well as in the PuzriS-Dagan 
examples cited above in n. 209, which, if my interpretation is correct, describe an oath of 
allegiance. See also NATN 322, cited below in n. 223. 

These data provide an indication that Sumerian, like Akkadian, did not distinguish 
between the declaratory and promissory oaths. Moreover, it appears that both in the mu 
lugal(-ak) . . . pid and nam-Crim . . . kud oaths the swearer invoked the king's (or 
god's) name. Since the literal meaning of nam-Crim . . . kud is "to cut off 
(thence "to ward off evil"?), and since the oath so described was clearly of greater 
solemnity than the regular mu lugal(-ak) . . . pid oath, we may speculate that what 
distinguished it from a regular oath was that it was strengthened by the addition of an 
execration or curse that the swearer called on himself if the oath is false.223 

217~he verb giS . . . urq, which is written also giS . . . iir (see PN sabra-ni giS bi-in-in in 

RA 11 [1914]:27 line 6). almost certainly has the same sense as tfig . . . Gr, "to abandon (claims), to 

give up (something)," for which see Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 167. 
218~dzard, AS 20, pp. 75-77. 

21916 ummaki-ke4 6-an-na-tlim-ra nam mu-na-kud-reg zi den-lll lugal an ki-ka, "the man of 

Umma swears for Eannatum: 'By the life of Enlil, the lord of heaven and earth (etc.)"' (Sollberger 

Corpus Em. 1 xvi 18-22 = Steible, FAOS 511, p. 129, and passim in this inscription). Cf. Edzard, AS 

20, p. 80: "wenn wit die Eide der 'Geierstele' nach den Kategorien 'promissorisch' oder 'assertorisch' 
klassifizieren, so trifft die erste Kategorie zu." 

*Osee the preceding note. 

221This text was cited by Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 64, as an exceptional example of the use of 

nam-him ( . . . kud) for a promissory oath. 

222~alkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 64; Edzard, AS 20, p. 77. 

223An example of such an oath seems to be recorded in N R W  1 1:6-8: mu lugal ud a-r6 2(!)-ka 

i-@&-naga-bul bi-in-dugq, "he declared: 'By the name of the king, if I escape for the second time, I 

will perish! "' Cf. also mu lugal ud ba-+d&na-gd Seq-da b6-a bi-in-dugq, "he declared: 'By the name of 

the king, if I escape, it will be a crime/abomination!"' (BE 311 1:4-6); PNl PN2-ra mu lugal in-na-pid 
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The difference between these two oaths would thus parallel the distinction that 
exists between the Akkadian niiu, "(oath by) the life," and r n a m i t ~ , ~ ~ ~  "oath-cum- 
curse," and similarly, between the Hebrew iebucd and ~ a l d ,  the first referring to the 
simple taking of an oath, and the second denoting an imprecation or the calling down of a 
curse on oneself if the oath is false?= 

2.10.4. According to FalkensteinF26 the nam-trim . . . kud oath had a definite 
sacral character, as it invoked a deity and was required to be taken in a temple, sometimes 
in the presence of a ritual object, such as the "iron dagger of Ningirsu." In contrast, 
Falkenstein thought, the mu lugal(-ak) . . . p5d oath neither involved any rites nor 
called for a special location. 

Although it seems certain that the nam-trim . . . kud procedure, because of its 
greater severity, was more ritually charged than the ordinary mu lugal(-ak) . . . pid 
oath, there can be little doubt that the latter, too, had a pronounced religious character. 
Such a conclusion is unavoidable if one considers the Ur I11 Nippur examples of an oath 
invoking Ninurta, and similar oaths invoking various deities that are found in Pre- 
Sargonic and Sargonic sources (see 2.10.5).227 It is also possible that the ordinary oath, 
at least in some instances, had to be taken in a specially designated location. This is 
suggested by the court record NSGU 2 122:l-9, which refers to a mu lugal oath that was 
sworn in the temple of Sara. Note, furthermore, the earlier-cited letter-order TCS 1 39, 
where the oath was to be taken "at the gate of the palace.'Q28 

tukumbi nu-dg Ser7-da lugal-a-mu in-nadug4, "[PNI for PN2 swore by the name of the king; he declared 

for him: 'If I do not weigh out (grain for you), it will be a crime/abomination against the king (lit.: my 

crime of the king)"' (NATN 366:l'-5'). That nam-6rim . . . kud could be part of a promissory oath is 

shown quite clearly by the Nippur text NATN 322:l-7: 17 gin kug-babbar P N e  PN2-ra kaskal-ta a-am- 

ma-da.du-a lal-dk mu lugal-bi i-pid di nu-di-dk nam-6rim nu-gdl, "PN swore by the name of the king to 

weigh out to PN2 17 shekels of silver after he returns from the business trip; (he also swore) not to 

litigate; there was no curse." 

2 2 4 ~ o r  the distinction between niS ili and miunitu, see H. Ch. Brichto, The Problem of 

"Curse" in the Hebrew Bible, Journal of Biblical Literature, Monograph Series 13 (Philadelphia, 
1963). pp. 71-76: H. Tadmor in G. M. Tucker and D. A. Knight, eds., Huranizing America's Iconic 

Book: Society of Biblical Literature Cenlennial Addresses 1980 (Chico, California, 1982), pp. 132- 

134; CAD ND, pp. 290-294; M/1, pp. 189-195. Note especially the examples from h r p u  and Maqlu, 

cited in CAD N/2, pp. 192-193, where both nEu and miunitu are named 

225~richto, op. cif . ,  pp. 22-70; Driver and Miles, Babylonian Laws 1, p. 467 n. 7. 

2 2 6 ~ ~ ~ ~  1, pp. 6445.  
2 2 7 ~ o  my knowledge, the only other example of an oath invoking a deity in Ur I11 sources 

comes from the Nippur loan TMHC n.F. 1/2 33:s-9 (envelope): mu d ~ ~ . ~ ~  rxl B mu lugal-bi in<- 

pi&. The oath recorded in the tablet invokes only the king. 

228~nless in these two examples the oath meant is actually nam-Crim . . . kud. 
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2.10.5. It will be useful to offer at this point a brief review of the early oath, from 
the Pre-Sargonic down to the Old Babylonian period. The following remarks are 
restricted to the mu lugal(-ak) . . . oath. 

The earliest oath, attested in the Pre-Sargonic "Stele of the Vultures," invokes a 
deity. In that inscription we find several attestations of the formula zi DN (Sollberger 
Corpus Ean. 1 rev. i 11, iii 11, plus reconstructed in xvii 30, xviiii 33, xx 10) and once 
of the formula mu DN(-ak) . . . pid: mu dnin-ki-ka mu-ni-pid-dk, "he swears (or: he 
makes him swear) by the name of Ninki" (rev. iii 6-7). 

Next in age are the occurrences of oaths in the early Sargonic texts from Isin and 
Nippur. These sources use the following four types of oath, notable for the absence of 
the verb pad: 

(1) the oath invoking a deity. See, e.g., mu %in-isin,(IN)-na-Sb, "by the name of 
Ninisina" (+ no-contest statement) (BIN 8 158:34); 

(2) the oath invoking a local deity and the king. See, e.g., mu dn in- i s inx(~~)-~ i .  
mu lugal-ib, "by the name of Ninisina (and) by the name of the king" (Bohl Coll. 
929: 11-12, unpubl.); [mu dninl-urta-Sb mu lugal-Sb (+ completion-of-transaction 
statement) (PBS 9 78:9-10, collated by A. Westenholz); 

(3) the oath invoking the king and a local official. See, e.g., mu lugal-S& mu nam- 
a - T S b l ,  "by the name of the king (and) by the name of Narnm*" (+ completion-of- 
transaction and no-contest statements) (MAD 4 158:9'-10'); [m]u lugal-ib [m]u sanga 
i~in,(IN)~~-S[i.] (+ completion-of-transaction and no-contest statements) (MAD 4 170: 1- 
2); 

(4) the oath invoking the king only. See, e.g., mu lugal-St (+ completion-of- 
transaction statement) (PBS 9 5 iii 13). 

Also dating to early Sargonic times is an oath invoking the lives of the king, a 
deity, and an official, which is attested in a tablet from Lag&: zi lugal zi diikur zi su4-85- 
da-gal (1st. Mus. L.30227 ii 4'-6, unpubl. courtesy I. J. Gelb). 

In the sources dating to the classical Sargonic period, the prevailing type of oath 
is that invoking an unnamed king: mu/zi lugal(-ak) . . . pid or niS Sarri tamfi. See. 
e.g., PN-e mu lugal in-pa, "PN swore by the name of the king" (BIN 8 167: 13- 14); mu 
lugal i-da-pa, "they swore together by the name of the king" (MVN 3 107:s); mu lugal-bi 
al-pa, "the oath by the name of the king was sworn" (MVN 3 81:28); nu-& LUGAL ir- 
ma (MAD 5 21:6-7); etc. Sometimes the name of the king is given: Nararn-Sin (BIN 8 
1641-4; MAD 4 14:s-13) and Sar-kali-Sani (MAD 4 15:lO-16; JRAS 1932, p. 296 lines 
28-29; NBC 10197:l-6, unpubl. - IPN IPN2 PN3 zi sar-ga-li-LUGAL-n lugal a-ga-dbki 
in-DIM(= da,?)-pa). 

Apart from the above type, classical Sargonic sources occasionally record oaths 
invoking various deities also, as in the following two examples: dinannu d il-a-ba4 6 - d  
lu a-ga-ma-lu-su4 GIS.TUKUL da-me al-su la a-sa-ga-nu, "I swear by Inanna and 
Ilaba that I will spare him; I will not strike him with a murder (lit.: blood) weapon" (STTI 
185 rev. 5'-7'); dinanna d il-a-bad d aBaS7-@4 d dnin-bur-sag nu-33-& LUGAL i2 nu-'&- 
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U S  NIN lu ru-mu-at (RA 23 [1926]:25 lines 4-10).229 It is notable that both oaths name 
Inanna and Ilaba, the patron deities of the Sargonic dynasty. 

As we have seen earlier, in Ur III times the standard form of the oath is mu lugal- 
bi . . . pid (with zi occasionally replacing mu) or niS Sarri tamli. The only exception 
here is the oath invoking the names of the god Ninurta and the appearing in 
certain sale documents from Nippur. 

The Ur I11 oath invoking an unnamed king survived into the Old Babylonian 
period. Much more common in that period, however, is the oath invoking the names of 
the god (or gods) and the king. The deity (or deities) named is in general the main god of 
the city in which the document originated: Marduk in Babylon,  am& (and Aja) in 
Sippar, Nanna in Uruk and Ur, Nanna (and Samai) in Larsa, Zababa in KiS, UraS in 
Dilbat, etc.ul 

2.10.6. Before we proceed to summarize these data, it is necessary to describe 
first the traditional reconstruction of the evolution of the early Mesopotamian oath. As 
envisioned by KoschakerF32 the foremost exponent of this theory, the development was 
from the impersonal "Konigseide" of the Sargonic and Ur III periods, possibly connected 
with the deification of the Sargonic and Ur III kings, to the Old Babylonian oath invoking 
a named deity and an unnamed king. Koschaker also thought that the "Konigseide" 
represented a Sumerian tradition, whereas the oath invoking a deity or deities was part of 
the Semitic heritage. Accordingly, he interpreted the Old Babylonian oath as a sort of 
compromise between these two traditions. 

It goes without saying that this theory finds no support in the evidence, most of 
which, to be fair to Koschaker, was not available in his day. Today we are in a position 
to see that the oldest and perhaps original oath was in fact that which invoked a deity, 
more correctly, the city god. This type of oath fits perfectly the political realities of 
Babylonia before her unification by the Sargonic kings: a system of independent city- 
states, each forming the domain of a different god, and run by an Cnsi, the god's earthly 
representative. A later stage is probably represented by the oaths invoking the city god 
and the king, or the king and a local official (Cnsi or sanga). These oaths appear to belong 
to the early Sargonic period, when the city-states still retained some of their former 
independence. They, in turn, were replaced in the classical Sargonic period by an oath 
which invoked only the king (Koschaker's "Konigseide"), clearly reflecting the final 
supression of local governments. 

229~ t  appears that in Sargonic ESnunna the oath was sworn by the god TiSpak. This is suggested 
by the texts Gelb OAIC 7:21-26 and 51:l'-3'. which refer to oath-taking in the gate of Tispak. 

230~ote also the oath cited above in n. 227. 
231~ercer, MSL 29.90-92; Schorr, VAB 5, p. XXIII; MatouS, ArOr 1814, 49-50; Kraus, WO 

2, 123. 
2320r. NS 4.59-60. For a similar view, see San Nicolb, RLA 2, pp. 306-307. 
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IPN gib-gi-in sag-kam, "PN is the guarantor of the 'head"': no. 33. 
IPN dumu PN2 gib-gi-b[i-im]: no. 37. 
igi PN-S& ga-ab-gi-bi: no. 45. 
PN gib-gi-bi-im: no. 49. 
PN sukal ~ ~ A X G U D ( ! )  g&b-gi-bi-im: no. 51. 
PN gib(!)-[gli-bi(!)-[im]: no. 66. 
rPNl gib-gi-[bi(?)-im(?)]: no. 66*. 
[PN] g6b-gi-na: no. 66**. 

The same term may also occur in the Nippur text no. 54:6, if the line is to be 
reconstructed as [PN] rgribl-gi-b[i(?)]. Note also no. 126:7 (origin unknown), where one 
of the witnesses is described as G~.GI.N[A(?)]. In this description the sign G ~ N  is 
possibly KAB (the tablet cannot be collated). 

The term gib-gi-(n) is a frozen cohortative /ga-b-gin/, whose literal meaning is "I 
will guarantee for it" or "I will confum it." For other examples of professions using the 
formation ga-b/n-Verb, see M. Civil, JAOS 88 (1968):lO; M.-L. Thomsen, Sumerian, p. 
58.2q1 For the verb gi-(n), "to guarantee," see 2.11.1.5. 

The Akkadian equivalents of g6b-gi-(n) are muqippu, qajjapu, and mukinnu. 
See gib-gi-na = mu-qi-ip-pu (Nabnitu XVII 85); ga-ab-gi-na = qa-a-a-pu (Izi V 108); 
gib-gi-na = mu-kin-nu (Nabnitu XXVIII 255). Note also g6b-gi-en, with a variant -na, 
in OB Proto-Lu 697 (MSL 12, p. 72). 

This term occurs in several other legal documents, all of which stem from Nippur: 

PN gib-gi-bi-im: S.15 (agreement concerning the recovery of damages by a 
guarantor; see 2.11.3.1). 

IPN gib-gi-bi-im: NRVN 1 197:12 (last witness; loan). 
PN gibab-gi: NATN 3465-7 (separately from the witnesses; loan). 
PN gib-gi-bi-im: RA 8 (191 1):197 no. 21:7-8 (separately from the witnesses; 

loan). 
PN PN2 PN3 inim-da-gi1 [(x x)] nu-tuku gdb-gi-bi-me, "PN, PN2, and PN3 are 

the guarantors tha t . .  . ": IM 61578:3'- 7', unpubl. (undetermined 
legal tl-ansaction). 

? l e  term 16-inim-gi-na is attested in two texts from Nippur (nos. 25,55) and one 
text from Adab (no. 67). The occurrences are as follows: 

2 4 1 ~ i v i l  and Thomsen assume that the formation ga-b-Verb is used for "transitive" verbs, 
whereas ga-n-Verb is reserved for "intransitive" ones. In the "intransitive" usage, however, the expected 
form of the cohortative is ga-@-Verb, as in ga-gub = lu-zi-iz, "may I stand" (MSL 4, p. 78 line 12). and 
ga-gin = lu-ul-[lik], "may I go" (ibid., p. 88 line 20). It appears, therefore, that both ga-b-Verb and ga-n- 
Verb are "transitives." Cf. here ga-zi = lu-ut-bi, "may I rise" (ibid., p. 76 i 2). as contrasted with ga-ab-zi 
= lu-Ji-i[f-bn, "may I raise it," and ga-an-zi = lu-Si-[it-bi], "may I raise himher" (ibid., p. 76 ii 2.4). 
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P[Nl 16-inim-[gi-na]: no. 25. 
PN Id-inim-gi-[na]: no. 55. 
[PIN [l]h-inim-gi-na: no. 67. 

16-inim-gi-na is to be connected with the verb inim . . . gi-(n), "to make firm, 
to confirm, to guarantee." For that verb, see di  nig-gi-na dutu-ta bar bi-tam inim bi-gi-in, 
"through the righteous decision of Utu, he made a choice and confmed it" (NFT 169 i 
15-18); a-Sag4 *nu-mul-da girl3-tad"-kam dnu-mug-da-ra inim in-na-gi-in ur-dnammu 
lugal-e, "Ur-Namrnu, the king, confmed to NumuSda the field of NumuSda of Girtab" 
(ZA 51 [1955], pl. I Ni. 2464 i 13-16, also ii 20-23, iv 20-24, pls. 111-IV Ni. 2438 iv 
29-32); PN nu-bandada h i m  bi-in-gi-in, "PN, the captain, confirmed (rights to a prebend 
field)" (NSGU 2 215:23); and tukumbi inim nu-gi-in, "if I do not confirm it (to you)," in 
no. 125 (see 2.7.3). Cf. also gi-(n) with the same meanings (2.11.1.5). 

In lexical sources Id-inim-gi-na is equated with the Akkadian muqippu, mukinnu, 
and katti, all three meaning "guarantor." See inim-gi-na = mu-ki-nu, mu-qi-pu (Lu IV 
272-273); Id-inim-gi-na = ka-tli-u (var. kdt-tu-[u]) (Hh. I1 352). Note also 16-gi-na = 
mu-qi-ip-pu (Nabnitu XVII 86). 

Besides the present examples, Id-inim-gi-na does not otherwise appear in Ur I11 
texts. As far as I know, it does not figure in Old Babylonian sources either, though 
occurring once in the Middle Babylonian sale document UET 7 27 rev. 2', where it 
replaces the usual kart6 (see 2.11.4). 

2.1 1.1.4. muqippu 

The only occurrence of muqippu is found in text no. 127 (origin unknown): 

PN u PN2 DUMU.NI mu-gi-bu um-ma PN ni-iS LUGAL it-ma Su-ma GEME 
a-ru-gi-ma-ni ir-da-Si-i a-na-ku-u lu GEME, 

"PN and PN2, her son, are the guarantors; PN thus swore by the life of the king: 
'If the slave woman has claims (on her), I will become a slave woman (in 
her place). "q42 

The word muqippu is an active participle of quppu, "to guarantee," the D-stem of 
qi?zpu, "to trust, to entrust." The only examples of quppu come from two Sargonic sale 
documents: IPN IPN2 u-gi-ip, "PN guaranteed (for the sold person for) PN2 (i.e., the 
buyer)" (MVN 3 102:7-8)2q3; [PIN Su GUD [u]-gi-ip-suq, "[PIN, man in charge of 
oxen, guaranteed for him (i.e., the sold man)" (JCS 35 [1983]:168 no. 1:9-10).244 

The Sumerian equivalents of muqippu are the earlier-discussed gib-gi-(n) and 16- 
inim-gi-na. See gib-gi-na, Id-gi-na = mu-qi-ip-pu (Nabnitu XVII 85-86); inim-gi-na = 
mu-qi-pu (Lu IV 273). See also KA-dam-ma-ak-e = mu-qi-ip-pu (Nabnitu XVII 87). 

242~or  this clause, see also 2.7.4. 
2 4 3 ~ f .  Steinkeller, RA 74 (1980):179. 
2 4 4 ~ h i s  passage was reconstructed by B. R. Foster, JCS 35, 148, as [mu]-qi-ip-suq, but the 

break in front of GI is too small to accomodate MU. 
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2.11.1.5. gi-(n) 

The verb gi-(n) is used in two texts, one of which comes from Nippur (no. 41) 
and the other from Ur (no. 101). In both instances the occurrence reads: PN(-e) ib-gi-ni 
(-ne in no. 101) /i-b-gin-el, "PN guarantees." 

For gi-(n), "to c o f l m  (a statement, title), to guarantee," see Fakenstein, NSGU 
3, pp. 114-1 15-24' The sense "to guarantee" of gi-(n) can also be recognized in g6b-gi- 
(n) (2.11.1.2) and in the noun gi-na, "guaranty, pledge, security" (2.11.1.1). Cf. also 
the verb inim . . . gi-(n) with the same meaning (2.11.1.3). In this particular sense, gi- 
(n) appears to correspond to quppu, rather than to kucnulkunnu, its usual lexical 
correspondent. 

In addition to these examples, the verb gi-(n) is used also to identify guarantors in 
the following Ur III loan documents: 

PN(-e) ib-gi-ni: NATN 163:9,472:6, 539:lO-11; NRVN 1 10415-16. 
IPN PN2 ib-gi-ni-ne /i-b-gin-enel: UET 3 11:4-6. 

This particular usage of gi-(n) is documented already in Sargonic sources. See, 
e.g., various metal objects PN i-da-g5l PN2 ib-gi-ni, "are with PN, PN2 guarantees (for 
them)" (RA 18 [1921]:98 lines 1-14; $x-xl1 dam-ni 2 dumu-nita-ni C dada-ta giigag ur- 
ab-ba-keq i-dabs ur-gig sukal ib-gi-ni, "Ur-abba took TX-xl, his wife, (and) his two sons 
from the house of Dada (because? of) the peg (driven into Dada's house?)246; Ur-giS, the 
messenger, guarantees (for it)" (1st. Mus. L.30235:l-8, late Sargonic or early Ur 111, 
unpubl., courtesy I. J. Gelb). 

2.1 1.2. Text no. 36b, which is a companion piece to the sale document no. 36a, 
appears to spell out the obligation of the guarantor: 

inim PN nu-kur(= kk)-ra-a PN;! mu lugalal-bi in-p8d tukumbi 16-kur(= k 3 )  ba-a- 
dh ki giSkiri6 ki-rbal g6-g&darn, 

"PN2 (i.e., the guarantor) swore by the name of the king that the word of PN 
(i.e., of the principal seller) shall not change; (he also swore) to replace it 
(i.e., the sold orchard) with (another) orchard if someone else (lit.: 
stranger) holds it in possession."247 

I assume that in this document the guarantor promises, first, that the principal 
seller will not violate the terms of the agreement, and second, that he will provide a 
substitute orchard in the event that the buyer is evicted of the acquired property. Since in 

2d5~0te also that gi-(n) can mean to "confirm (the object of sale to the buyer)," i.e., "to transfer 

(the object of sale)," as in NSGU 2 63:9-10: [udl-ne ki PN-ka [&ad] la-ba-gi-in, "at that time (i.e., at the 
time of the sale transaction) the [slave] was not c o n f i e d  to PN (i.e., the buyer)." 
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no. 36a the sellers also undertake to give a substitute orchard, this would mean that the 
guarantor was co-responsible for eviction. 

Alternatively, the obligation to give a substitute orchard could apply to the 
principal seller and not to the guarantor (note that no. 36b is sealed by the principal 
seller). But, even if we were to follow that interpretation, the guarantor's responsibility 
for eviction would be self-understood (see the following discussion). 

2.11.3. As shown by these data, sale documents themselves are not very 
informative about the obligations of the guarantor. In the majority of instances the text 
simply states that such-and-such individual acted as the guarantor. Two important 
exceptions here are nos. 36b and 127 which record sworn declarations of the guarantor. 
In no. 36b the guarantor appears to assume, along with the sellers (no. 36a), the 
responsibility for eviction, though, admittedly, this interpretation is open to question. In 
no. 127, however, the facts are straightforward: one of the guarantors pledges to 
substitute with his (actually: her) own person if the woman who sells herself into slavery 
has claims. Thus, in this particular instance the guarantor was liable for eviction. 

In addition, no. 81 records an oath that the guarantor swore for "guarantorship" 
(nam-[1]6-gic-na,-ab-tum-bi-S). This example is very important, for it suggests that the 
guarantor took such an oath as a matter of regular practice. Also significant is the fact that 
in five instances the guarantor seals the sale document, either together with the seller 
(nos. 41,42,46, 51) or alone (no. 55). 

These data, however scanty, suggest that the function of the guarantor in the Ur 
111 sale was that of an accessory seller. In order to test this hypothesis it is necessary to 
examine other types of sources that have a bearing on the Ur 111 guarantorship. 

2.1 1.3.1. Agreements and litigations concerning sales and rentals 

Of special importance here is text S.l?48 which records an agreement between 
the guarantor and the sellers concerning a fraudulent sale. The events which led to that 
agreement can be reconstructed as follows. Bukbum, the merchant, purchased three 
sheep from a certain Ili-biti and Iddin-ilum. The transaction was guaranteed by NabSu- 
BALA. It was later established that the sheep had been stolen (from a third party). 
Consequently, Bukbum and NabSu-BALA were declared thieves, and the sheep, it 
appears, were returned to their real owner. To compensate B u h u m  for his loss, NabSu- 
BALA paid him back the purchase price plus a penalty (63-da), which was almost four 
times higher than the original price. NaSu-BALA subsequently brought an action against 
the sellers to recover the damages, and, at the stage of this case S.l is concerned with, 
the sellers offered a sworn promise to repay him. 

This document demonstrates quite conclusively that in the event of the seller's 
failure to recompense the buyer, the guarantor was liable for damages. His role in the sale 

24%e peg was probably used to mortgage the house. For this use of pegs, see the commentary 
to no. 62. 

247~or this clause, see also 2.6.3.3 and 2.7.1.1. % * ~ f .  R. Westbrook and C. Wilcke, AfO 25 (1974-77):114-116. 
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transaction was therefore that of a co-seller. Also, after the guarantor had satisfied the 
buyer, he then had a legal recourse to recoup the damages from the seller. 

Another important text that sheds light on the role of the guarantor in sales is the 
court record NSGU 2 63, which deals with a case relating to an earlier slave sale. For 
some reason the slave had not been " c o n f i e d ' ~ 9  to the buyer, and the seller took him 
back. Some months later the buyer demanded from the seller's wife (the seller apparently 
had died in the meantime) and the guarantor the return of the purchase price. The seller's 
wife offered to give him a slave woman in lieu of one-half of the price, while the 
guarantor vouched to pay his indemnity, which is described in the text as gi-na tum- 
ma.250 Although the value of the guarantor's indemnity is not fully preserved, it can be 
assumed that it represented the other half of the purchase price. The guarantor 
subsequently paid his share of damages, but the seller's wife did not deliver the promised 
slave woman. The buyer eventually took this case to court, where the seller's wife 
apparently denied any responsibility for the damages. The buyer declared under oath that 
both the seller's wife and the guarnator had promised to pay the damages, but that only 
the guarantor had met his obligation. Accordingly, the judges ordered the seller's wife to 
give the buyer the disputed slave woman. 

Although certain developments of this case can be interpreted the 
role of the guarantor as a co-seller stands out very clearly. 

NSGU 2 70 also deals with a litigation concerning an earlier sale. The object of 
sale in that transaction was a slave woman and her daughter. The sold women had not 
been transferred to the buyer during the sale transaction, and the seller sold them again, 
this time to a foreign country. A few years later the original buyer sued the seller and the 
guarantor. The court ruled that the seller and the guarantor should each give the buyer one 
slave woman as damages. In addition, the guarantor was ordered to pay the equivalent of 
the slaves' wages for the time that had elapsed since the original sale transaction. 

249~ee above n. 245. 
250~alkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 126, interpreted gi-na turn(-ma) as "der Betrag, den er [i.e., the 

guarantor] im FaUe, dass der Vetrag nicht erfiillt wurde, zu leisten hatte." 
2 5 1 ~ e e  Falkenstein, NSGU 2, pp. 101-104. Note especially that Falkenstein reconstructed line 

39' as fir lugal-KA]-gi-[na-ra ba-na]-gi-[in]. In contrast, I reconstruct geme in place of u "[the slave 
woman] was adjudged [to Lugal-KA]-gi[na] (i.e., the buyer)." 

My interpretation of this text differs in some respects from that of Falkenstein,25' 
but the differences do not concern the role of the guarantor. As in the earlier-discussed 
text, he was co-responsible with the seller for damages. 

Yet another court record bearing on the role of the guarantor in sales is NSGU 2 
51, which, like the earlier two documents, relates to a slave sale. Subsequent to the sale 
transaction, the seller and the guarantor demanded the return of the sold slave, apparently 
on the pretext that the buyer had not paid the purchase price. In the ensuing court 
proceedings two witnesses, who had attended the original transaction, offered 
corroboration of the buyer's testimony. 

Although the court's decision is not given in the text, it appears that the claim was 
rejected. What is important to us, however, is that the claim was raised jointly by the 
seller and the guarantor, thereby providing yet another indication of the accessory 
character of the guarantor's duties. 

And finally, we should discuss the text NSGU 2 62, which records a suit relating 
to a boat rental. Subsequent to the rental, the boat was wrecked, and its wreck was 
returned to the lessor. The lessor then brought an action against the lessee and the 
guarantor, claiming that he had not leased the boat in question to the lessee. The reason 
why the lessor made such a claim apparently was that the accident had not been due to the 
lessee's carelessness, which freed him of any responsibility for damages. 

The court's verdict in this case is not known, but we may speculate that the lessee 
was cleared. The point significant to us is that the claim was raised both against the lessee 
and the guarantor: in the original rental the guarantor acted as a co-lessee. 

2.1 1.3.2. Loans 

To my knowledge, guarantors are mentioned in the following loan documents: 
NATN 163,346,472,539; NRVN 1 104,197; RA 8 (1911):197 no. 21; UET 3 11; YOS 
4 7, 55. 

Among these documents, especially noteworthy are YOS 4 7 and 55, which spell 
out the obligations of the guarantor. In YOS 4 7, the guarantor's responsibility is clearly 
described as that of a co-debtor: 12 rginl [kug babblar ki P[N-t]a P[N2] h PN3 dam-ni Su 
ba-an-ti kug mi3 dam-[g]k gi-gfi PN4 dumu rPN51-ke4 [tukumlbi PN2 nu-u-ti  kug-bi i- 

252~ccording to Falkenstein, NSGU 2, pp. 114-1 15, the object of sale was only one slave 
woman. He based this interpretation on the restoration of lines 11'-13' as 1 sag-mi mu-da-t[i-551 ba-a-a 
fb-r6g-[~gu] 1 sag-mi mu-dumu-mi-[x x XI-ni-k[a-El, "wird BL an Stelle der Dat[i] eine Sklavin 
erset[zen] (und) eine Sklavin an Ste[lle] der Tochter des [ . . . 1-ni." Instead, I reconstruct: 1 sag-SAL 
mu da-t[i-ni-%I ba-a-a fb-su-[su] 1 sag-SAL mu dumu-SAL [da-ti]-ni-k[a-%I. Falkenstein assumed that, 
since the seller had sold the slave woman to a foreign country, the court ordered him and the guarantor to 
give as the compensation two slave women, one of whom was intended for the buyer, and the other for 
the parents of the original slave woman, due to the law that protected natives from being sold abroad 
However, the structure of the text makes it fairly certain that both the substitute slave women and the 
wages were to be given to one person only (i.e., the buyer). 
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lal-e-a mu lugal-bi in-phd, "PN2 and PN3, his wife, received 12 shekels of silver from 
PN (as a loan); the silver will yield 'commercial' interest; PN4 (i.e., the guarantor), son 
of PN5, swore by the name of the king to weigh out this silver if PN2 is not alive" (lines 
1-10). The tablet is sealed by the guarantor (PN4).253 

In YOS 4 55 the guarantor likewise acts as a codebtor254: l(gur) k gur miiS nu- 
tuku ki PN-ta inim PN2 nagar-ta PN3 Su rbal-[ti] tukumb[i] PN3 nu-[(ub)-su] PN2 su- 
rsul-[di?] mu lugal-bi in-pki, "PN3 received from PN 1 gur of barley, (a loan) with no 
interest, on the of PN2 (i.e, the guarantor), the carpenter, PN2 swore by the 
name of the king to restore (the barley) if PN3 does not [restore it]" (lines 1-7). The 
tablet is sealed by the debtor (PN3). 

2.11.3.3. Various legal transactions 

Among other types of transactions that involve guarantors, of particular interest is 
the agreement recorded in NATN 403:l-10: dub 1 ma-na kug-babbar PN-ka ki PN2-ka 
al-gil-la iti Se-gurlO-kud ud 15 zal-la thmda mu lugal-bi in-phd tukumbi nu-mu-t6m 2 
ma-na kug-babbar lal-ada PNj-kq mu lugal-bi in-pid, "(PN2) swore by the name of the 
king to bring back, by the 15th day of the month Segurkug, the tablet of PN which 
(concerns a loan of) 1 mina of silver and is deposited with PN2; PN3 swore by the name 
of the king to weigh out 2 minas of silver if (PN2) does not bring it back." 

The background of this agreement can be reconstructed as follows. PN had 
borrowed 1 mina of silver from PN2, and the loan tablet, as a matter of regular practice, 
had been deposited with the creditor's records. The debtor later repaid the loan, but for 
some reason he did not recover the tablet in question from the creditor. The creditor now 
promises to deliver the tablet to the debtor, and, in addition, his guarantor (PN3) vouches 
to pay 2 minas of silver should he fail to fulfill that obligation.256 The role of the 
guarantor as a co-obligor is transparent in this case. 

We may also mention here the text NATN 149,257 in which a certain Mumu 
promises, for reasons unclear, to provide barley rations for a man named Lu-NinSubur. 

253~nother loan document that is sealed by a guarantor is NATN 163. 
2 5 4 ~ o r  the same interpretation of YOS 4 7 and 55, see Lutzmann, Die neusumerischen 

Schuldurkunden 1, pp. 25-26. 
s5inim PN(-ak)-ta corresponds here clearly to the Akkadian ana qabt PN, which identifies the 

guarantor in certain OB legal documents. See Edzard, Tell ed-D2r, pp. 68-69; N. Yofee, Bibl. Mes. 5. 
pp. 110-111; CAD Q, pp. 20-21. 

256~nti l  the tablet has been returned to the debtor, it is potentially worth one mina of silver. 
257~ines  1-9: iti Se-gurlo-kud ud 4+[x(?) ba-zall-t[a] mu-mu lh-dnin-lubur-r[a] ba-anda-at- 

g[i(?)-ni(?)] ur-me-me i-dug d[en-hl(-l6-kq)] 16-gi-na-ab-turn-bi-im] iti-da [Se-b]a l(pi) 4@b)  [Se gurl in- 

[na-ab-slum-m[u] tuk[umbi . . . ], "since the fourth(?) day of the month Segurkud Mumu will 

support(?) Lu-NinSubur. Ur-Meme, the doorkeeper of Enlil], is the guarantor. He (i.e., Mumu) will [gilve 

[him] per month 100 sila of barley rations. If [...I." Rest of the obverse destroyed; end of the reverse 

records witnesses and date. Seals of Mumu, son of Ur-dun, and of Ur-Meme, servant of Enlil. 
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The text lists a guarantor, Ur-Meme, but it does not specify his obligations. It is notable, 
however, that the tablet is sealed both by Mumu and Ur-Meme, suggesting that Ur- 
Meme's obligation was of an accessory character. 

2.11.4. The evidence presented here offers indisputable proof that in Ur III law 
the guarantor functioned as an accessory obligor, i.e., an accessory seller in sales, an 
accessory debtor in loans, etc. In sales he specifically guarantees for the object of the 
transaction, and not for its subject, i.e., the seller. This is shown quite clearly by text no. 
33, where the guarantor is designated as giib-gi-in sag-kam, "guarantor of the 'head."' 

The guarantor, like the obligor, takes an oath and seals the respective document. 
In case of non-fulfillment he is co-responsible with the obligor for damages. As 
demonstrated by text S.l ,  the obligee may even recover damages directly from the 
guarantor, without fust suing the obligor. In such a case the guarantor can in turn bring 
an action against the obligor.258 

The accessory character of Ur I11 guarantorship was recognized first by 
Fakenstein. Fakenstein correctly concluded that the available data allow the Iri-gi-na-ab- 
t~im(-ma)~~9 "als 'Garanten' bestimmen, der fiir die Erfiillung eines Vemags einsteht und 
auch nach dessen E f t l u n g  im Falle einer Vertragsanfechtung aufzutreten hat.'Q60 

Such an assumption, however, clashes with the traditional definition of 
Babylonian guarantorship, formulated by Koschaker. According to Koschaker, who 
based his theory primarily on Neo-Babylonian evidence, the main and the original 
function of the guarantor was not to act as an accessory obligor (as is the case in Roman 

- -- 

2 5 8 ~ h e  same principles are operative in the OB text YOS 14 158 discussed below. Cf. also the 

duties of the guarantor in Greco-Roman Egypt "the surety was primarily liable in the place of the debtor. 

Inasmuch as in the course of time the debtor became his own surety and himself consistently liable, the 

surety accompanying him was made responsible, at least in private law, for the total amount of the debt 

as correw. Thus the creditor was entitled to bring an action against either of these. The surety could not 

request that the creditor fust sue the debtor . . .The surety who performed the obligation could apply 

for compensation" (R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt in the Light of Papyri 332 
B.C.-460 AD. [New York, 19441, pp. 311-312). 

259~nor  to Fakenstein, the lh-gi-na-ab-thm(-ma) was variously interpreted as "interm6diaireW 

(H. de Genouillac, ITT 5, p. 15). "some sort of middle-man" (Siege], Slavery, p. 43 n. 50). and 

"Deposit;ir oder Treuhander, der das vom ICIufer beim Verkaufe ausgehhdigte Geld dem Verbufer 

auszahlt, sobald dieser das Kaufgut iibergeben hat" (Kraus, JCS 3, 100-101 n. 29). As pointed out by 

Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 125 n. 3, the last interpretation resulted from a confusion of the guarantor with 

the weigher of silver (16-kug-lal-a). In response to Falkenstein, Kraus later offered the following defense 

of his interpretation: "Wie schon . . . recht deutlich gesagt, ist der lu' ginabtum(a) der Mittelsmann 

zwischen K;iufer und Verkiiufer . . . . die eine prinzipielle Kaufiibereinkunft eingehen und ihm, der eine 

den Kaufschilling, der andere das Kaufgut, iibergeben" (BiOr 15,75b). As we have seen, however, there is 

nothing in the evidence that would support this view. 

2 6 0 ~ ~ ~ ~  1, p. 126. 
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law), but to ensure the presence of the obligor for personal execution by the obligee. If 
the obligor fails to fulfill his obligation, the guarantor is responsible for the delivery of 
the obligor to the obligee. If successful, he is no longer obligated; it is of no concern to 
him whether the obligee is able to obtain the performance from the obligor or not. If he 
fails, however, to deliver the obligor, he becomes liable to the obligee with his own 
person. To free himself, he must fulfill the obligation himself.261 

Already Koschaker, however, admitted the existence of evidence suggesting that 
"die Auffassung des Biirgen als akzessorischen Schuldner dem neubabylonischen Rechte 
nicht mehr ganz fremd war.'Q62 This applies especially to the guarantorship called pict 
etcri, in which the guarantor promises to pay the debt in case of the debtor's non- 
fulfillment. It is noteworthy that Petschow, although reluctant to accept that this form of 
guarantorhip was truly accessory in nature, nevertheless conceded that "die Biirgschaft 
des babylonischen Rechts hat sich in dieser Form von ihrem urspriinglichen Charakter 
her am weitesten der modemen Akzessorietat der Biirgschaft im Verhatnis zur Obligation 
des Hauptschuldners angenahe~-t."?-~~ 

The validity of Koschaker's theory is further weakened by the fact that the Neo- 
Assyrian guarantorship had an unmistakable accessory character. V. A. Jakobson, in a 
thorough study of this problem,X4 distinguishes two types of Neo-Assyrian guarantors: 
bZ1 gatate and urki3u. The bU qhtate appears in loans, where he is either one of the 
debtors or a third party. In either case he acts as the representative of the debtor(s), and 
the creditor deals directly with him. The bZ1 qirtate is responsible for the collection of the 
loan from the debtor@) and its delivery to the creditor. His main function, however, is 
"that of making himself liable for the loan in toto, i.e. he must pay the debt in case of 
failure of the debtor (or debtors) to do it."265 The other guarantor, urkPu, acts in sales of 
slaves, where he warrants against flight and unsatisfactory qualities in slaves. In case of 
non-fulfillment he is liable for damages, called u r k P ~ t u . ~ ~ ~  

It is notable that, as pointed out by Jakobson, both the blI qatate and the urkPu 
guarantee for the object of the transaction and not for its subject. This is particularly so in 
the case of the first guarantor, who is described by texts as b l l  qqirtate Sa kaspl, 

261~iirgschaftsrecht, pp. 67-80. For a similar view, see E. Cassin, RA 35 (1937):154; 
Petschow, Tijdschrift voor rechtsgeschiedenis 19 (1950):27-28; V. KoroSec, "Keilschrifuecht," 
Orientalisches Recht, Handbuch der Orientalistik 113 (Leiden, 1964), p. 194; R. Haase, Einfihrung in 
das Studium keilschriflicher Rechtsquellen (Wiesbaden, 1965). p. 107; B. L. Eichler, YNER 5, p. 29 
n. 88. 

262~iirgs~haftsrecht, p. 78. 
263~ijdschrift voor rechtsgeschiedenis 19, 30. 
264I'alesrinskii Sbornik 25 (88) (1974):45-52. See also Postgate, Legal Documents, pp. 27- 

28, 54-55. 
265I'alestinskii Sbornik 25, 52. 
266~f.  the earlier-discussed Ur 111 term gi-na turn-ma. 

"guarantor of the silver," and bZl qatate Sa tibni, "guarantor of the Jakobson 
also notes that "both the bZl qqirtate and the urkPu, after fulfilling their obligations, may 
in their turn bring an action against the debtor or the vendor and so recover their 
d a m a g e ~ . " ~ 6 ~  As we have seen, these two features are equally characteristic of Ur III 
guarantorship. 

There are strong indications that also in the Old Babylonian and Middle 
Babylonian periods guarantorship was accessory in nature. For the Old Babylonian 
guarantorship, particularly instructive is the case described in YOS 14 158: 

(1) Ini-id-na-fat-d~N.zUl(2) d a-@-am-nu-ta (3) 10 G ~ N  KUG.BABBAR KI 
i-li-ma-a-bi SU BA.AN.TI (4) IdEN.Zu-gar-ra-ad KI i-li-ma-a-bi (5) qri-ta-ti- 
Su-nu el-q6-e-ma (6) in-nu-bi-tu-li-ma (7) It-li-ma-a-bi (8) 1dEN.ZU-gar-ra-ad 
is-ba-at-ma (9) IdEN.ZU-gar-ra-ad wa-ar-ki-Ju-nu (10) 1 5  G ~ N  
KUG.BABBAR Sa MU 2-a (11) a-na i-li-ma-a-bi 1N.NA.AN.LAL (12) li-ib- 
ba-Su ~ C ~ - a r n - m a  (13) [u4]-urn Ini-id-m-at-sin(~5) li a-r@-am-nu-ral (14) Ii- 
If-ma-a-bi i-ma-ru-Su-nu-ti (15) li-ul i-gi-ri-Ju-nu-ti (16) 1dEN.ZU-qar-ra-ad 
(17) i-na URU.KI Sa i-ma-ru-Ju-nu-ti (18) KI Sa-al-mi-im KUG.BABBAR i- 
le-eq-qe' (19-25) Witnesses. 

"Nidnat-Sin and Aham-nhta received from Hima-abi 10 shekels of silver (as a 
loan). Sin-qarrid guara11teed~~9 for them with Ilima-abi. They (i.e., the debtors) 
have run away. Ilima-abi seized Sin-qarrid. After their (escape) Sin-qarrid 
weighed out for Ilirna-abi 15 shekels of silver (which includes an interest) for two 
years. His (i.e., Ilima-abi's) heart is satisfied. When Ilima-abi sees Nindnat-Sin 
and Aham-nfita, he will not sue them. In whatever town Sin-qarrid finds them, 
he will take the silver from whichever one is solvent." 

The facts of this case are straightforward. Ilima-abi made a silver loan to Nidnat- 
Sin and Aham-nhta, with Sin-qarrid acting as their guarantor. Since the debtors ran 
away, and thus defaulted on the loan, the creditor seized the guarantor, who then repaid 
the debt. The text stipulates that the creditor has no outstanding claims on the debtors, 
and that the guarantor is free to recover the damages from either debtor, in whatever town 
he succeeds in locating him. 

The legal principles regulating the duties of the guarantor in YOS 14 158 are 
identical to those which we have recognized earlier in the Ur 111 text S.1. If the obligor 
fails to meet his obligation, the guarantor becomes liable in his place. Once he has 
satisfied the obligee, he may bring an action against the obligor for damages. 

2671'alestinskii Sbornik 25, 48, 52. 
268~bid., p. 52. 
269~or  qatdte PN leqli, "to guarantee for PN," lit.: "to take PN's hands (as a sign of 

assurance)," see E. Szlechter, Revue historique de droit frangais et Ctranger 34 (1956):l n. 1; idem, 
RIDA 3e sene 10 (1963):77ff; CAD Q, pp. 168-171. 
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The accessory character of the guarantor's duties is also evident in the OB sale 
document RA 54 (1960):34-35 no. 38, which contains the following clause: Sum-ma PN 
i-to-bi-it PN2 12 PN3 DUMU.ES PN4 11 G ~ J  KUG.BABBAR ~.LAL.E.NE, "if PN 
(i.e., the slave) runs away, PN2 and PN3, sons of PN4, will weigh out 11 shekels of 
silver (i.e., the equivalent of the purchase price)" (lines 10-14). Since PN2 and PN3 are a 
third party to the sale, they must be the guarantors. It is notable that, as the clause 
stipulates, in case of eviction the buyer will be able to recover the damages directly from 
the g~arantors.2~0 

The guarantors acted as accessory sellers also in the Middle Babylonian period. 
This is shown by the sale documents UET 7 21,25, and 27. In these texts the guarantor 
is designated either by the term kattii (UET 7 21, 25) or by its Sumenan equivalent 
LU.INIM.GI.NA (UET 7 27). In UET 7 21 a boy is bought from two sellers and from 
the guarantor. The text further states that both the sellers and the guarantor "received the 
price from the buyer's hand; they are paid, free (of further obligations), and have no 
claims" (Price Sa i-na SU PN PN2 PN3 d PN4 kat-tu-8 mah-ru ap-lu za-ku-8 u ru-gu- 
ma-a ul i-Su-li, lines 11-15). The eviction clause of the same text provides that "(if) the 
boy is claimed, in place of (this) one boy the seller and the guarantor will recompense the 
buyer with two boys" (LU.TUR ip-pa-qar-ma Sa 1 LU.TUR 2 LU.TUR.MES PN2 
PN3 12 PN4 kat-tu-li PN i-fa-nap-pa-lu, lines 22-25). Not unexpectedly, the tablet is 
"sealed" (with fmger-nail marks) by the sellers and by the guarantor. 

All these points are reduplicated in UET 7 25 and 27, with the difference that in 
UET 7 27 the compensation is to be given only by the guarantor: [SAL.TUR ip-pa-q]i- 
ir-ma Sa 1 SAL.TUR 2 SA[L.TUR.MES PN] LU.INIM.GI.NA P[N itanappall (rev. 
1-2). 

Since the Babylonian guarantorship was accessory in nature from at least as early 
as Ur I11 down to Middle Babylonian times, and since the same was true of the Neo- 
Assyrian guarantorship, it would be strange (and rather unlikely) that Neo-Babylonian 
law should differ in that respect. However, the conclusive solution of this problem would 
require a detailed re-examination of the Neo-Babylonian evidence, and such an 
undertaking is obviously beyond the scope of the present study. 

2.12. Weigher of silver 

2.12.1. Fifteen of the extant Ur III sale documents contain a statement that the 
weighing of silver in which the purchase price was paid was performed by a specially 
designated person. In eleven texts, seven of them from Nippur (nos. 2, 7, 42, 49, 51, 
57,58), one from Adab (no. 68), one from ESnunna (no. 76), one from Umma (no. 99), 

270~urther, note the eviction clause recorded in the OB sale document RA 14 (1917):153-154 
lines 12-14, which stipulates that a third party is responsible for claims on the sold cow: a-na ba-qi-ra- 

ni-Sa PN iz-za-az, "PN is responsible for her claimant" 
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and one of unknown provenience (no. 121), this statement reads: PN (occupation) 
(16-)kug-lal(-a)-bi(-im), "PN, (occupation), was the weigher of silver."271 

[PIN [(occupation)] kug-Id(!)-bi (before the witnesses): no. 2. 
PN dumu PN2 dam-gkr-10 kug-lal-a-bi (ditto): no. 7. 
PN simug kug-lal-bi-im (ditto): no. 42. 
PN [dalm-gb kugflall-bi (ditto): no. 49. 
PN dumu PN2 dam-gkr kug-lal-a-bi-im (ditto): no. 5 1. 
IPN simug kug-lal-a (last witness): no. 57. 
PN 16-kug-lal-bi (before the witnesses): no. 58. 
[igi PNJ simug [kug(?)-lal(?)-b]i-im (among the witnesses): no. 68. 
PN si[mug] kug-[lal-bi(-im)] (after the witnesses): no. 76. 
PN kug-dim kug-lal-a-bi-im (before the witnesses): no. 99. 
PN dumu-a-ni mu kug-dim kug-lal-a-bi-im (ditto), "PN, his son (i.e., of the 

guarantor, the goldsmith), in place of the goldsmith, was the weigher of 
silver": no. 121. 

In three other texts, one from Adab (no. 67), one from ESnuma (no. 7 3 ,  and 
one of unknown provenience (no. 124), the weigher of silver is identified simply as PN 
simug(-bi), "PN (was) the smith." 

rPNl [dumu(?) P]N2(?) simug-bi (among the witnesses): no. 67. 
PN simug rdumul PN2 (after the witnesses): no. 75. 
PN sirnug-bi (after the witnesses): no. 124. 

Finally, in no. 113, which comes from the S1.A-a archive, the clause reads: PN 
SIMUG KUG.BI ~ L A L  (after the names of witnesses, but before LU.INIM.MA.BI. 
ME), "PN, the smith, weighed out this silver." 

The term ( 1 6 - ) k ~ g - l a l - a . ~ ~ ~  lit.: "the one who weighed out the silver," 
corresponds to the Akkadian Saqil kaspi. See kug-lal = Sa-qi-il kas-pi (Lu IV 264), and 
note also kug-la1 = sa-na-qu Sd KUG.BABBAR, "to assay, to test silver" (Nabnitu 
x x v n I  103). 

Although the (16-)kug-lal-a is mentioned in only fifteen texts from our corpus, it 
seems plausible that the presence of a qualified weigher of silver was required in all 
transactions in which the purchase price consisted of ~ i I v e r . 2 ~ ~  It is significant that the 

assume that in this construction -bi is a demonsaati\ie pronominal element, and should be 
manslated by the definite article "the." Cf. inim-bi, "the transaction," discussed in 2.3.1.3. Alternatively, 
-bi could be translated as "its," i.e., of the bansaction. 

272~or  this appellative, which is construed as a participle, see Edzard, ZA 52 (1972):ll. Cf. 
also 18-kin-gi4-a, "messenger." 

273~hen the purchase price was paid in grain, the grain was measured out by witnesses. There 
are no references to this practice in our texts, but in two Nippur loan documents the witnesses are 
described as 18-b-dg-gi-me,"the ones who measured out the barley" (NATN M 1 2 ;  TMHC n.F. 1/2 
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persons who acted in this capacity were smiths (simug), goldsmiths (kug-dim), or 
merchants (dam-gb), i.e., those professionals who owned balances and had the 
necessary expertise to do the weighing accurately. 

The weigher of silver was a neutral party to the transaction. This is clearly 
demonstrated by no. 121: because PN, the goldsmith, acted as the guarantor in this sale, 
and thus represented the seller, he could not weigh out the silver. For that reason 
weighing had to be done by someone else, in this case his son, who most likely was an 
apprentice goldsmith. This example also proves that a qualified specialist was required 
for this operation. 

In several of the texts which do not name a weigher of silver, we find among the 
witnesses persons designated as simug (nos. 73.78, 87,92), kug-dim (nos. 65, 91, 92, 
125), and dam-ghr (e.g., nos. 12, 31, 65, 82, 89, 90, 126). Given that simug and kug- 
dim are relatively rare in Ur III sources in comparison with other occupations, it is 
possible that the inclusion of these individuals among the witnesses was not accidental, 
and that they in fact acted as weighers of silver in the respective t ran~act ions.2~~ The 
same may have been true of the dam-ghr, but, considering the commonness of this 
profession in Ur III texts, this is much less likely. 

2.12.2. In addition, we have evidence for the existence in Ur I11 times of 
professional "weighers of silver," who were employed by the public administration to 
weigh silver and to assay its quality. This is suggested above all by a legal text from 
LagaS, which appears to be the death certificate of such a professional: IPN dumu PN2 
kug-la1 ba-16S PN3 nam-him-bi i-kud, "PN, son of PN2, the weigher of silver, has died; 
PN3 took the (respective) declaratory oath" (Sollberger, AOAT 25, p. 449 no. 13:14). 

Two other LagaS texts record the receipt of wages by a merchant for the weighing 
of silver: 213 Sa 5 112 gin kug-babbar 6 dam-ghr kug-lal ki PN-ta PN2 Su ba-ti, "45 112 
shekels of silver, the wages of the merchant, the weigher of silver, PN2 received from 
PN" (BM 14730:l-5, unpubl., courtesy I. J. Gelb); 1 112 ma-na kug-babbar B dam-gar 

109: 14). Cf. also the Pre-Sargonic example of lli-Se-ig cited in 2.12.3. The term 16-Se-ig-gi corresponds 

to the Akkadian nndinanu Sa Se'i, which occurs in Nuzi legal sources. For references, see CAD N/1, 

p. 62a. 

274~0te that the smiths (simug) occur among witnesses also in silver loan documents, probably 

in the same capacity. The smith ISar-padan, the same person as the weigher of silver in no. 113, is 

listed among the witnesses in TIM 3 145:15, which also belongs to the S1.A-a archive. Two other 

smiths appear as witnesses to five loan documents from the same archive: QLsu-Anum (Eames 
Collection UU 16:lO = Sauren N.Y. Public Library 361; MVN 13 748+749:6, 890+891:8) and Irra-bB 

)ni (TIM 3 148:9; MVN 13 900+901:7). A similar example may be found in the Sargonic loan 

document MVN 3 55:l-8: 8 gin la1 igi-3-gil kug PN 16 PN2 Su ba-t[i] PN3 PNq 16-ki-inim-ma-pi-me 

PNg simug, "7 213 shekels of silver PN, man of PN2, received. PN3 (and) PN4 are the witnesses; PNg 
(was) the smith." Quite possibly, in this transaction the smith was responsible for the weighing of the 

silver (unless he was the creditor, who is conspicuously missing in the text). 

kug-la1 ki PN-ta mag-da-ri-a ezen-ma!-$6 PN2 Su ba-ti, "1 112 mina of silver, the wages 
of the merchant, PN2 received from PN as the md-da-ri-a of the Ezen-me festival" (Bbi 
14697:1-6, unpubl., courtesy I. J. Gelb). 

Merchants functioning as "weighers of silver" are referred to also in CT 7 pl. 6 
12934 iv 14-15: lal-NI 12(gur) 2(pi) 7 1/2 sila gur dam-giir kug-lal-me, "the credit 
balance: 12 gur 2 pi (and) 7 112 sila (of barley), (belonging to) the merchants, the 
weighers of silver." Final1 , a person designated as a kug-lal occurs in the legal text 24 
53 (1959):71 no. 11:l-5: &lPN kug-lal PN2 PN3 PN4 C (n[in-MIAR.KI nam-Crim-bi i- 
kud-CS, "(concerning) PN, the weigher of silver, PN2, PN3, (and) PNq took a 
declaratory oath in the temple of N[~II-M]AR.KI.'"~ 

2.12.3. The earliest occurrence of the weigher of silver in a sale transaction 
comes from the Pre-Sargonic text published by D. A. Foxvog in Death i n  
Mesopotamia,  pp. 68-69 viii 5-8: PN ugula t lli-kug-lal-a 16-Se-Bg, "PN, the 
majordomo, was the weigher of silver (and) the one who measured out the barley." We 
find him also in the Sargonic sale document TIM 9 99:lO-11: PN dam-ghr 116 giSLrin 
dabs-ba-Am, "PN, the merchant, was the one who held the balance."276 In another 
Sargonic sale the silver was weighed out by the witnesses: SU.NIGIN r l O l  ABXAS PN 
in [a]-ga-d2b] KUG.BABBAR iill-ku-rlul, "(ten PN's), a total of rtenl witnesses of 
PN (i.e., the buyer) weighed out the silver in [Alkkade" (MAD 5 65:31-34).277 

275~ccording to Falkenstein, ZA 53, 70, the oath was also taken by PN. Since, however, his 

name is marked with a "Personenkeil," the oath was sworn regarding his person. Cf. the text Sollberger, 

AOAT 25, p. 449 no. 13, cited above. 

276~he Akkadian equivalent of gig-trin is giSrinnu. See giS-&in = gi-it-ri-in-nu (Hh. VI 108); 

gij-ri-i[nl GIS.ER[N = gii-ri-in-nu @iri 111 20). The word giS-6rin appears already in Pre-Sargonic 

sources. See, e.g., 1 giSCrin-sig-gal-gal z giS-trin-sig-TUR-TUR 1 giS-8M-urudu, "1 large balance for 

(weighing) wool, 2 small balances for wool, 1 balance for copper" (DP 509 iv 2-4). Note also the 

following occurrences of balances in Sargonic and Ur I11 texts: 2 gig-trin (MAD 5 110:9); 1 g i S - 6 ~  
urudu gar-ra dilim-bi urudu, "1 balance inlaid with copper, its pans (are made of) copper" (HSS 4 5 iii 20). 

For dilim, Akk. itquru, itqurtu, "balance pan," see. giS-dilim-Brin = it-qur-ti gi-it-rin-ni (Hh. VI 115); 

di-el LIS = it-qu-ru (sb I1 293); di-li LIS = it-qu-ru (Ea I1 227); gin-dilim = it-qu-ru (Hh. IV 174). For 

ancient balances in general, see B. Kisch, Scales and Weights: A Historical Outline (New Haven, 

1965). For balances in ancient Mesopotamia, see Salonen, Hausgerate 1, pp. 279-285. The only 

representation of an early Mesopotamian balance hown to me comes from the Sargonic seal OIP 47 no. 

42. On this seal, which depicts a standard "presentation scene," the deity holds a balance which is 

composed of a straight beam and two pans suspended from the ends of the beam. No complete specimen 

of such a balance has survived, but a copper pan, originally part of a balance, was excavated in the Su-sin 

temple at ESnunna. See OIP 43, p. 241 and p. 219 fig. 106d. 

277~nother possible translation of this passage is: "a total of ten witnesses (to the fact) that PN 
(i.e., the buyer) weighed out the silver in Akkade." 
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2.12.4. The practice of employing the services of a smith or goldsmith in sale 
transactions is also documented in Early OB sales from the Diyala region. Two texts from 
Khafajah use the same clause as the one which is prevalent in Ur 111 sale documents: PN 
SIMUG KUG.LAL.BI, "PN, the smith, was the weigher of silver" (JCS 9 [1955]:108 
no. 65:17, 114 no. 8517). In both texts the smith is listed as the last witness. In 
contrast, the sale documents from ESnunna, which deal with the purchases of real estate 
by private individuals from the royal palace, employ the formula PN K U G . D ~  I 
SIMUG KUG.BI 'I.LAL, "PN, the goldsmithfsmith weighed out the silver,'"8 which 
also appears in the Ur III sale no. 113. Since the same individual may appear as the 
weigher of silver in many different ESnunna texts, this person was probably a palace 
official (personal communication of R. M. Whiting). The same clause is also found in a 
sale from Ishchali, with the difference that the occupation of the weigher is not given: PN 
KUG.BI 'I.LAL (UCP 10, pp. 11 1-1 12 no. 36:7; collated by Greengus, Bibl. Mes. 19, 
p. 118). Both in the texts from ESnunna and the one from Ishchali the clause is placed 
immediately after the operative section. Note also SIMUG KUG.GA, "the smith of the 
silver," who appears as the last witness in a sale document from Kisurra (Kienast, 
Kisurra 2 no. 76:22; cf. Wilcke, RLA 5, p. 508a). 

Old Babylonian sale documents stemming from other places, as well as their later 
counterparts, offer no mention of weighers of silver. There survive, however, scattered 
references to witnesses acting in this capacity in other types of legal transactions. Thus in 
the Susa text MDP 22 139:8, which is a witnessed receipt of silver, the last witness is 
designated as Sa KUG.BABBAR i-@-.pl, "the one who weighed out the ~ilver.'?~9 Note 
also that the Nuzi texts often describe the witnesses as nizdinimu Sa kaspi, "the 
transferors of silver" (e.g., JEN 15:20-21, 17:31). And finally, in the Neo-Babylonian 

-fa-nu text BE 811 2:33, a settlement of a claim, the wimesses are designated as LU &- i . 
KUG.BABBAR, "the weighers of silver.'q80 

2.12.5. An interesting parallel to the weighers of silver in Mesopotamian sale 
transactions is found in the earliest Roman sale, the so-called mancipati0.2~~ In the 
classical age, from which its descriptions survive, mancipatio was merely a form of 
conveyance, by which an object could be transferred by one person to another. This 
procedure was applicable to any transfer of ownership, a sale, but also a gift, a 
fulfillment of promise made by stipulation, etc. Conveyance by mancipation required the 

278~hiting, Seals and Sealing, pp. 69-70. 

279~or the meaning "to weigh" of &u, see Oppenheim, Or. NS 14 (1945):235-238; CAD H, 

pp. 161-162. 

2 8 0 ~ f .  Oppenheim, Or. NS 14,237. 

281~or mancipatio, see C. R. Noyes, The Institution of Property (New Yo& 1936). pp. 74- 

76, 113-114; H. F. Jolowicz, Historical Introduction to the Study of Roman Law, pp. 145-150; G .  

Di6sdi. Ownership in Ancient and Preclassical Roman Law, pp. 62-84; A. Watsos Roman Private 
Law around 200 BC, pp. 61-62. 

presence of the two parties to the transaction, at least five witnesses, and a person who 
held a balance (libripens), all of whom had to be full-grown Roman citizens. During the 
ceremony the transferee grasped the object to be rnancipated, held a piece of copper in his 
other hand, and pronounced, assuming that the object was a slave, the formula Hunc ego 
hominem ex iure Quiritium meum esse aio, isque mihi emptus esto hoc aere 
aeneaque libra, "I assert that this man is mine according to the Quiritian right, and be he 
bought to me with this piece of copper and this copper balance.'m Then he struck the 
balance with the piece of copper and gave it to the transferor as a symbolic payment. 

In that classical form of mancipatio, the weighing of copper by the libripens was 
a purely symbolic act; the piece of copper given to the transferor had no relation to the 
value of the object transferred There is, however, little doubt that in earlier times, before 
the introduction of coined money, mancipatio was a real cash sale, and that the libripem 
actually weighed out the purchase price in lump copper. 

The Roman l ib r ipens ,  who acted in m a n c i p a t i o  as a neutral party 
("Unparteiischer"),283 is strikingly reminiscent of the Mesopotamian (115-)kug-lal-a.284 
Of course, by noting this similarity I do not intend to suggest a genetic relationship 
between these two practices, which would be most unlikely. It is, however, of interest 
that in the opinion of R. von Ihering, the great nineteenth century legal historian, the 
practice of balance and copper weighing in mancipatio originated in Babylonia, to be 
then borrowed by the Romans through the medium of C a r t h a g i n i a n ~ . ~ ~ ~  Here we may 
also mention that J. J. Rabinowitz, an eminent historian of Jewish law, saw a "striking 
parallel" between the practice of silver weighing in the Bible and that of copper weighing 
in the Roman m a n ~ i p a t i o . ~ ~ ~  

2.13. Authorizing oficial 

2.13.1. Authorization, or perhaps more generally, attestation of the sale 
transaction by a public official is noted in a special clause only in four texts (nos. 69,72, 
73,74), all of which come from Adab. This clause, placed after the no-contest clause and 

282~he translation follows Jolowicz, op. cit., p. 145. 

283~aulys Real-Encyclopddie der klassischen Altertuwissenschaft, Neue Bearbeitung, 
begonnen v. G. Vissowa, herausgegeben v. W. Kroll (Stuttgart, 1928). vol. XXV, pp. 139-141 (under 
"Libripens"). 

2&1~his analogy was also noted by Wilcke, RLA 5, p. 507, as is evident h m  his translation of 
the weigher of silver as "Libripens." 

285~he Evolution of the Aryan, translated from German by A. Drucker (New York. 1897). 

p. 204 n. 1. 

286~ewish Law: Its Influence on the Development of Legal Institutions (New York, 1956). 

p. 9. 
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her father to a certain Lu-daga, without "the authorization of PN (i.e., the governor), and 
(without) the decree of the (royal) palace having been handed down" (Su PN nu-h-da-me- 
a-aS inim 6-gal nu-ii-da-an-Sub-ba-aS, lines 4-5). Consequently, she was adjudged to her 
claimant, named Ur-Igalim. 

As I interpret this case, the woman in question had originally been sold by her 
father to Ur-Igalim, most probably for debts. Some time later her father sold her again to 
Lu-daga. Since the slave woman had not been freed by a royal prior to the 
second sale, and furthermore, since that sale was not authorized by the governor, she 
was returned to the first buyer. 

NSGU 2 7 1 deals with a similar case. The object of that litigation was a slave (or a 
slave woman) named Umma-gina, whose father was the property of a certain Amu. 
Umma-gina had been sold with the authorization of the governor by his mother to the 
fisherman SeS-kala, to be subsequently claimed by a son of Azmu. The court proceedings 
established that Umma-gina had been sold "without the king's decree having been handed 
down" (inim lugal nu-hda-Sub-ba-h, line 12). Although the court's ruling is not given, 
he was in all probablity adjudged to the claimant. It appears that Umma-gina and his 
father had originally sold themselves to Azmu, probably in debt servitude. Since the text 
makes no further mention of the father, he probably died while serving Azmu. Some time 
later Umma-gina was sold by his mother to SeS-kala The transaction was authorized by 
the governor, who apparently was unaware of the fact that Umma-gina belonged to Azmu 
(or to his heirs). In spite of its having been authorized by the governor, however, the sale 
was declared invalid because Urnma-gina had not been freed first by a royal enactment. 

2.13.3. References to authorizing officials occur already in Fara sales. These 
documents mention basically four types of officials: urn-mi-a 16-6-65-gar, "master house 
surveyor," nigir-sila, "street herald" (or gal-nigir, "chief herald"), dub-sar (GANA), 
"(field) scribe," and E N G A R . U S ~ ~ ~  (reading and meaning uncertain). The first two 
officials appear in sales of houses, while the latter two act in sales of fields. In two Fara 
field sales295 a sag-dus, "field registrar," is also listed, as well as a GU.SUR.NUN, 

2931 assume that this phrase refers to the miSaru act, which was promulgated periodically to free 

natives from (debt) slavery; note that in NSGU 2 71, discussed below, inim 6-gal is replaced by inim 

lugal. The possibility that a miSaru act is meant here was considered already by Jacobsen apud Siege], 

Slavery, p. 36 n. 27. Cf. also Fakenstein, NSGU 1, pp. 90-91, 145, who, however, thought that the 

purpose of that enactment was to prohibit the sale of native children (rather than to free natives from debt 

servitude). But, if one assumes with Fakenstein that in NSGU 2 43 the sale was illegal because the slave 

woman had been sold by her father in violation of that law, then it is difficult to explain why, instead of 

being freed by the court, she was given in servitude to another person. 

29% ArOr 39 (1971): 14 iv 3 this official is called simply engar. 

2 9 5 ~ ~  8 (1976):180; A 33676, unpubl. 

"field assessor," or the like. All of these officials are regularly offered gifts,296 
apparently as a remuneration for their services. 

Since the "master house surveyor" and "street herald" (or "chief herald") appear 
only in house sales, whereas the "(field) scribe" and ENGAR.US are found only in field 
sales, it follows that each pair of officials performed complementary functions, 
depending on whether the object of sale was a house or a field. In this arrangement the 
"master house surveyof' was without doubt the counterpart of the "(field) scribe," for we 
know that both were responsible for the surveying, and probably also for the registration 
of real estate. As concerns the other two officials, only the duties of the "street herald" 
stand out clearly. Since the nigir served as a town crier and was an instrument of 
publicity par excellence, it appears that in sales the nigir-sila (and the gal-nigir alike) was 
responsible for the publicity of transactions involving the alienation of real estate located 
within the town (i.e., houses and house-lots). The meaning of ENGAR.US is unknown, 
but if we assume that his duties paralleled those of the "street herald," he would be 
responsible for the publicity of field sales.297 

In two ancient kudunus, "Chicago Stone" and "Baltimore Stone,"298 which date 
to the Fara or earlier phase of the Pre-Sargonic period and deal with multiple purchases of 
fields, most of the individual transactions list, at their very end, the same four men, 
described as engar zagki durun,(TLJS.~uS), "engar who sat on a side / at (that) place." 
The fact that the same individuals are named in this position in different transactions 
suggests that they should be interpreted as officials, whose role was similar or even 
identical to that of the ENGAR.US of Fara sales. 

Passing now to the Pre-Sargonic period, five LagaS documents dealing with the 
sale of houses (BIN 8 352; DP 31, 32; Gelb AV, p. 236; Nikolski 1 317) and one 
document recording a slave sale (RTC 17), list a nigir, "herald." In these texts the nigir 
performs the gag.. . d t ~  and i zag.. . ak rites, symbolizing the transfer of title and 

296~n ArOr 39,14, where the officials listed are a dub-sar and an engar, only the former receives 

a gift 

2970utside of sale documents, this official (to be interpreted as apin-lis?) appears also in the 
Fara text TSS 150 ii 10 and in the Pre-Sargonic L a g s  tablets D P  590 iii 11; VAS 14 170 ii 10. It is 

significant that, as noted in n. 294, in the Fara sale ArOr 39, 14, the ENGAR.US is replaced by an 

engar. This indicates that the function of the ENGAR.US w a  related to that of the engar, who in the 

Fara and he-Sargonic periods was a high official in charge of agricultural matters (agronomos or the 

like). Here note that the engar also seems to have been involved in the surveying and registration of 

fields. This is suggested by the fact that the same person, named Lugal-kur, is first attested as an engar 

(VAS 14 173 iv 13-14 - Lugalanda 4), and some years later, as a lli&-gid, "field surveyor" (DP 133 viii 

8-9 - Urukagina 1). It is clear, however, that ENGAR.US cannot be identical with engar, since both 

terms appear in DP 590 iii 11, iv 2. 

298~elb  et al., ELTS nos. 14 and 15. 
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assuring the publicity of the transaction, and he receives gifts for his ser~ices.~99 The 
"herald" does not figure in contemporaneous LagaS field sales (note that in such 
transactiins the rites in question were performed by the seller!), in whose place the 

I "Lummatur Tablet II"300 obv. xi names "scribes" (dub-sar-me), further described as 16- 
I GANA-[gfd-da-me], "field surveyors." Field surveyors are also listed in the field sale 

Bibl. Mes. 3 10 ix 1.301 
The practice of having two different officials attend the sales of houses and the 

sales of fields is clearly a continuation of the Fara tradition. It is noteworthy that this 
practice persisted as late as the early Old Babylonian period (see 2.13.4). 

The only certain instances of authorizing or attesting officials in Sargonic sale 
documents come from the "ManiStuSu Obelisk"302 and the "Sippar Stone."303 
Transaction C3 of the "ManiStuSu Obelisk" lists three officials, LU.ES.G~D, "surveyor," 
DUB.SAR, "scribe," and SAG.DU5, "field registrar," who receive gifts, labeled as 
~ G . B A  LU.GANA.G~D.DA, "gift of the field surveyors" (Side C xii 25 - xiv 18). In 
the "Sippar Stone" three transactions name an official called DUB.SAR GANA, "field 
scribe" (obv. ii 11-4', iv 21'-25', vii 18'-22'), who probably was responsible for the 
surveying, and perhaps also for the registration, of the sold fields. This official, like the 
"field surveyors" of the "ManiStuSu Obelisk," receives a gift 

Another Sargonic instance of the sale authorized by an official may be provided 
by the text TIM 9 99. In that document, which deals with a slave sale, the wife of the 
temple administrator (sanga) declared in the presence of witnesses that the slave was free 
of claims, and she gave her permission for the sale: nig-na-me nu-da-tuku [inilm-mu-ta 
l$-sa10-sa10 bi-dug4, "she declared: 'There are no claims (on him); he (i.e., the buyer) 
may buy h i  with my permission/authorization"' (lines 20-22).3W 

2.13.4. In later times, the only sale transactions that were consistently authorized 
by an official are the early OB sales of real estate from ESn~nna .~O~ These transactions 
were attended either by the KA.KI (Akk. kakikku), "house registrar," or the SAG.DU5 
(Akk. Sassukku), "field registrar," depending on whether the sold property was a house 

2 9 9 ~ h e  exceptions are Gelb AV, p. 236, and RTC 17, where the nigir does not receive any 
gifts. 

3 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ,  pp. 246,262-264, plus unpubl. fragments = Gelb er al., ELTS no. 23. 
30'16-~h~-gid-da-me; the p r d n g  line is probably to be restored [dub-sar-me], "scribes." 
3 0 2 ~ ~ ~  2, pls. 1-10 = GeIb et a[.,  ELTS no. 40. 
3 0 3 ~ ~ ~  32 (1957):84 = Gelb et al., ELTS no. 41. 
3 0 4 ~  similar declaration is found in the Ur 111 letter-order TCS 1 80:3-6, where the sender, 

apparently a high administrative official, instructs the addressee that: giSkiri6 PN inim-mu-ta !?&-ib-salo- 

sale 16-na-me inim nu-un-g&g& "he may buy the orchard of PN with my permission; no-one should lay 
a claim to it." The phrase inim . . . -ak-ta (Akk. ana qabE), "bylunder the authority of (someone)." 
may also indicate guarantorship. See n. 255. 

305~hiting, Seals and Sealing, pp. 67-69. 

or a field. The attending official is named in a special clause, placed after the oath and 
before the date formula, which reads: PN KA.KI / SAG.DUs.KE4 IN.G~D, "PN, the 
house/field registrar, measured out (the property)." The official in question also seals the 
tablet 

The KA.KI occasionally appears in OB house sales from other places. For 
example, the Ishchali sale document UCP 10, p. 11 1 no. 36:21 (collated by Greengus, 
Bibl. Mes. 19, p. 118) contains the same clause as the ESnunna texts: PN KA.KI 
IN.G~D, "PN, the house registrar, did the measuring." He is also listed among witnesses 
in several house sales from Ur (e.g., UET 5 136:15, 143:22, 14424) and Kutalla (e.g., 
Jean Tell Sifr 1 la:26, 16a: 11,94:17). In all these instances the KA.KI was apparently 
responsible for the measuring out of the sold house. In this connection note that the 
Kutalla and Sippar house sales also name among witnesses an official called r u b  
sikkatim, "supervisor of pegsn306 (e.g., Jean Tell Sifr 39:27, 56:23, 59:26; BE 611 
105:32). He, too, may have acted in an official capacity in these transactions. 

As far as I know, in Middle Babylonian times the official authorization of sales is 
attested only at Alalakh and Ugarit. Both at Alalakh and Ugarit sales and other types of 
private legal transactions were regularly authorized or certified by kings. Alalakh sale 
documents always begin with the statement: analina pZIni PN LUGAL, "before PN, the 
king," and are sealed with a royal seal (e.g., Alalakh 67, 68, 69,70, 72, 74). Similarly, 
the sale documents from Ugarit are introduced by the phrase iStu iunim annim ana pZIni 
PN DUMU PN2 LUGAL uuugarit, "since this day, before PN, son of PN2, the king of 
Ugarit," and they are likewise sealed with a royal seal (e.g., MRS 612 15.136, 
15.167+163, 15.190, 16.133, 16.139).307 

In still later times Achaemenid sales and other types of legal transactions were 
occasionally certified by judges.308 This is expressed by the phrase: ina IGI PN 
LU.DI.KUD (GN), "before PN, the judge (of GN)" (e.g., BE 9 1, 12,75; 10 95; VAS 5 
126). There is also an instance of a sale that was authorized by a temple administrator of 
Sippar: [ina] ma-@r PN [LU.SANGA] sipparki Sd-ta-ri Saf-ra, "the document was 
written down [before] PN, the [temple administrator]" (VAS 5 60:23-24).3" 

2.14. Scribe 

2.14.1. The scribe who wrote the sale document is  named in four texts from 
Adab (nos. 68, 69, 72, 73), two texts from ESnunna (nos. 75,76) ,  one text from Ur 
(no. 106), and one text of unknown origin (no. 127). With the exception of the E i n u ~ a  
texts, the scribe is listed as the last witness. This practice is continued in OB and later sale 

306~or the use of sikkalu in sales of real property, see the commentary to no. 62. 
307~or a discussion of the role of the crown in authorizing private transactions at Ugarif see G. 

Boyer, MRS 611, pp. 283-293. 
I 

308~. Kohler and A. Ungnad, HAU, p. 74; San Nicolb and Ungnad, NRV, p. 57 n. 9. 

309The reconstruction follows San Nicolb and Ungand, NRV, p. 57. 
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documents (see 2.14.2). In both ESnunna texts the scribe appears, together with the 
weigher of silver, after the list of witnesses and separately from it. Furthermore, in no. 
75 the scribe uniquely seals the tablet Scribes are also included among witnesses in 
several other texts (nos. 12, 27, 67, 88*, 91,94*, 110, 121). but since their names are 
placed at random, it is uncertain whether they were designated scribes or simply 
witnesses.310 

2.14.2. A record of the scribe who wrote the respective tablet is attested already 
in a Pre-Sargonic sale document from LagaS: nig-16-nu-t~im dub-[sar] im-bi re(?)l-sar, 
"Niglunutum311, the scribe, wrote this tablet" (FT 2, pl. XLIII A 0  12174 v 6 - vi 2).312 
This note is placed at the very end of the text. Similar notes occur in two Sargonic sale 
documents: PN dub-sar-pi, "PN (was) the scribe" (MAD 4 15:25); PN [D]UB.SAR 
[Sla-ti-ir DUB, "PN, the scribe, wrote the tablet" (UCP 9, p. 204 no. 83 iv 2-5, 
collated). The scribe is also named in the Sargonic sale Or. NS 51 (1982):355-356 iv 1- 
4, where he receives various commodities, evidently as a remuneration for the writing of 
the tablet. In all three instances the scribe is listed following the list of wimesses, at the 
very end of the tablet. 

In Old Babylonian sale documents, the scribe is named quite regularly, usually as 
the last wimess.313 The same practice is followed by the Middle Babylonian314 and Neo- 
Babylonian texts.315 

2.15. Witnesses 

2.15.1. The list of witnesses316 is a standard component of the Ur I11 sale 
document. Out of the total of 120 texts that preserve the section where this list is 
expected, only six texts omit it (nos. 5, 14,62, 86, 100, 109). 
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The individual entry of the list of witnesses shows the following variants: 

(1) igi PN-St, "before PK': nos. 17, 34, 44, 45, 50, 55, 65, 78, 79, 80, 81, 
92, 94*, 94***, 98,99, 102, 106, 107, 108, 110?, 111, 112, 117*, 119, 
120, 121, 122, 125.317 

(2) igi PN, "before P N :  nos. 26, 28, 43, 46, 75, 76?, 87, 88?, 101, 104, 
113, 113*, 114, 115, 116, 126, 127, 128. 

(3) IPN-Sk, "before PN? no. 96. 
(4) IPN: nos. 1, 4, 6, 7, 10, 16, 21, 22, 25, 31, 32, 33, 36a, 37, 38, 41, 47, 

49, 51, 52, 57, 58, 60, 66, 66*, 67, 69, 70, 73, 77, 82, 89, 91, 93, 94, 
94**, 95, 97, 105, 123. 

(5) PN: nos. 2, 13, 19, 27, 64, 66***, 84, 85, 88*, 90, 117. 
(6) igi PN-&? - first witness, IPN - following witnesses: nos. 15 (omits -S), 

24, 35 (igi PN-Sb - two first witnesses), 42, 63, 68 (igi PN - five? first 
witnesses), 72. 

(7) igi PN-Sb - first witness, PN - following wimesses: nos. 3 (omits -St), 12. 

In nos. 11, 20, 29, 30, 40, 53, 56, 59, 66**, 83, 103, 118, and 124, lists of 
witnesses are partially destroyed, which makes it impossible to determine their respective 
styles. 

The list of wimesses is usually followed by the rubric 16-inim-ma-bi-me, "these 
are the wimesses." The term 16-inim-ma flu-inim-ak/, "man of transaction~legal case," 
corresponding to the Akk. Sibu, is the standard word for "witness" in Ur III times.318 In 
nine instances (nos. 33,88*, 89,91,93,94,94**, 98, 104), the rubric reads 16-ki-inim- 
ma-bi-me (in nos. 88*, 93,94, and 98 written 16-ki-him-ma-me). 16-ki-inim-ma Au-ki- 
him-ak-ak/, "man of the place of the transaction / legal case," describes witnesses before 
the Ur III period (see 2.15.2).319 The plural ending -65 after the rubric is spelled out in 
seven instances (nos. 19, 33, 88*, 89, 95, 97, 105).320 

310~part from sale documents, scribes are occasionally listed also in Ur 111 court records. See 
[PIN dumu PN2-keq mu-sarar, "PN, son of PN2, wrote (this tablet)" (NSGU 2 12:22); PN-keq mu-sar 
(ibid. 208:65); PN dub-sar-bi-im, "PN was the scribe" (ibid. 12512). 

311nig-~-nu-him is a personal name and not an independent clause, as assumed by Edzard, SRU, 
p. 66. Cf. Bauer, ZA 61 (1972):321. This PN is fairly common in Pre-Sargonic Lag& texts; see, e.g., 
VAS 14 179 iv 2. 

312~ote also that the colophons of the literary and lexical texts from Fara and Abu Salabikh 

occasionally name the scribe: PN dub mu-sar. For occurrences, see R. D. Biggs, OIP 99, p. 34. 
313~oebel, OLZ 10 (1907):175; Schorr, VAB 5, p. XXXV: Matou5,ArOr 1814, 52. 
314~ee. e.g., Petschow MRWHS 1.2; BE 14 12% 
315~etschow, Kaufformulare, pp. 8.44.70. 
316~or  a discussion of witnesses and the attestation of legal transactions in Ur 111 times, see 

Fakenstein, NSGU 1, pp. 68-69; Lutzmann, Die neurumerischen Schuldurkwtden 1, pp. 85-94. For 
wimesses in the earlier periods, see Krecher, 24 63,160-161.177-178. 

3171n nos. 106 and 108 the last enhy of the list reads igi PN-@. 
318~or  this term, see Fakenstein, NSGU 1, p. 68 and n. 3; Krecher, ZA 63, 160-161. 
319111 addition to the present occurrences, 18-ki-inim-ma occurs also in the Ur ID texts NSGU 2 

30:18, 51:9; NATN 136:9; etc. Krecher, ZA 63. 161, considers 18-ki-inim-ma to be an abbreviation of 
*16 ki inim-ma-ka gub-ba 1 tuS-Sa, but no examples of such a construction are attested. More likely, 
therefore, 18-ki-inim-ma is a double genitive. 

320A.5 0bSe~e.d by Hallo, HUCA 29 (1958):76 and nn. 12-13, in the material from PuuiS- 
Dagan the ending -me-& replaces the earlier -me around the middle of Su-Sin's reign. This in principle 
appears to be true of sources from other places as well. Note that out of the seven sale documents that 
have -6.3 in this position five date to the reign of Su-sin: nos. 19 (SS I), 33 (AS 7). 95 (SS 7). 97 (SS 
9). 105 (SS 4). However, the remaining two occurrences (nos. 88*, 89). which date to sometime before 5 
33 and to S 36, respectively, warn against too dogmatic an insistence on the point. 
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In thirty texts the rubric is lacking (nos. 17, 26, 34, 43, 44, 45, 51, 55?, 63, 65, 
75, 80, 81, 92, 94*, 94***, 99, 102, 107, 108, 116, 117*, 119, 120, 121, 122, 125, 
126, 127, 128). 

The list of witnesses is usually placed after final clauses and before the date. 
Several texts use a different order, however, with a list of witnesses between the 
operative section and final clauses. In such cases the list of witnesses often concludes 
with the phrase igi-ne-ne-St, igi-bi-Sk, or Su-ur ma-&z-ar-iu-nu, which combines it with 
the following clause(s) into a single sentence: "PN's, these are the wimesses, before 
them such-and-such act(s) took place." The final clauses which may occur in this position 
are: (1) no-contest clause; (2) gig-gana . . . bala clause; (3) giS-gana . . . bala + no- 
contest clauses; (4) transfer + no-contest clauses. 

(1) PN's LU.INIM.MA.BLME Su-ut ma-&-ar-Su-nu + no-contest no. 113. 
PN's 16-inim-ma-bi-me igi-ne-ne-Sk + no-contest: no. 115. 
PN's igi-ne-ne-[Sk] 16-inim-ma-[bi-me] + no-contest: no. 87. 
PN's igi-ne-ne-St + no-contest: nos. 117*, 127. 

(2) PN's [igi-ne-n]e-St + gig-gana . . . bala: no. 116. 
(3) PN's [16-inlim-ma-bi-me [igi-n]e-ne-St + gig-gana . . . bala + [igi-ne-n]e 

+ no-contest: no. 114. 
PN's igi-ne-ne-St + gii-gana . . . bala + no-contest: no. 119. 

(4) PN's 16-inim-ma-bi-me igi-bi-St + transfer + no-contest: nos. 56, 68, 69, 
72, 73. 
PN's (each igi PN-SB) + transfer + igi-bi-Sk + no-contest: no. 65. 

The list of witnesses is placed between the operative section and final clause(s) in 
several other texts, with the difference that "before them" is absent. The clauses found 
there are: (1) no-contest (nos. 25, 31,41,46, 52, 82, 96, 120); (2) gig-gana . . . bala 
(nos. 121, 128); (3) giS-gana . . . bala + no-contest (no. 88); (4) completion-of- 
transaction clause (no. 122).321 

As already noted, the list of witnesses is lacking in only six instances. The 
transactions recorded in nos. 86 and 109, and probably also in no. 100, were concluded 
before, and authorized by, judges (see 2.13.1). We may speculate that the authorization 
or attestation of a sale transaction by a judge offered a sufficient safeguard against future 
claims, and that in such instances the attestation by witnesses was not required. Text no. 

- - 

3 2 1 ~ h e  practice of placing final clauses after the list of wimesses and the phrase "before them" 
is documented already in the Sargonic period. See, e.g., 12+[x] PN's Id-inim-ma-bi-m[e] inim-bi igi-ne- 
n[e]-t[a] a[]-till + no-contest clause (BIN 8 158:9-33); [x]+7 PN's Id-ki-inim-ma-bi-me igi-ne-ne-ta mu 
lugal in-pa (BIN 8 164 rev. 1'-10'); 3 PN's . . .Id-ki-inim-ma-me ig[i]-ne-ne inim-pi al-ti1 (Biihl Coll. 
929:15-21, unpubl.). A similar arrangement is found in the early OB sales of real estate from ESnunna, 
which have, following the list of witnesses and the phrase IGI.NE.NE.~E, a nocontest clause and the 
statement that the SAG.DU5 or the KA.KI official did the measuring. See Whiting, Seals and Sealing, 

pp. 69-70. 
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62 is recorded on a clay cone (sikkaru), and not on a regular tablet. The absence of 
witnesses in this document possibly is explained by the fact that the sikkatu served a 
different function than the standard sale document.322 NO explanation of this anomaly is 
apparent in the case of nos. 5 and 14. 

The number of witnesses ranges from two (no. 94***) and three (nos. 26, 42, 
72, 98, 106, 107) to more than fourteen (no. 27), the most common figure being 
between five and eight. 

Although in most cases the nature of the relationship between the witnesses and 
the parties to the transaction is not known, the available data suggest that wimesses were 
drawn equally from among the relatives and acquaintances of both the buyer and the 
seller. There is no reason to believe, however, that an even ratio was required between 
the representatives of each. In the following instances witnesses are related either to the 
buyer or the seller: (1) a buyer's brother (nos. 63,97); (2) a buyer's son (no. 64); (3) a 
seller's son (nos. 41,75, 116); (4) a seller's wife and son (no. 119); (5) a son-in-law of 
the seller (no. 88*); (6) two witnesses have the same occupation, "mason" (Sidim), as the 
seller (no. 92); (7) two witnesses come from the same town as the seller, and one of them 
has the same occupation as the seller, "officer (in charge) of sixty (men)" (ugula-geSta) 
(no. 10); (8) one witness has the same occupation, "physician" (a-zu), as the buyer (no. 
94*). 

In text no. 63 the witnesses are uniquely divided into two groups: "neighbors" 
(bar-da-gi4-a-me) and "merchants" ([dlam-gb-me). Since one of the "merchants" is the 
buyer's brother, it appears that this group comprises the witnesses of the buyer. 
Accordingly, the "neighbors" can be identified as the witnesses of the seller.323 

Even more unusual is the case of no. 67, which lists, apart from the regular 
witnesses identified as 16-inim-ma-bi-me, another group of people who are described as 
[ki] PN [sag i]n(?)-sale-a tuS-Sa-me, "(persons) who sat [at the place] where PN bought 
the ['head']." If my reading of the text is correct, the latter include the weigher of silver 
and the guarantor. 

A possible parallel here is provided by an Ur III legal document from Umma (RA 
1 1 [1914]:27), in which the persons who attested the agreement in question are divided 
into 16-ki-inim-ma-me and I6 ki-ba gub-ba-me. Apparently, in this text the first group are 
witnesses proper, i.e., persons who were especially designated for attestation. In 
contrast, the 16 ki-ba gub-ba-me, "the ones who stood (there)," should probably be 
interpreted as "bystanders," i.e., persons who were simply present at the place where a 
transaction took place. 

322~ee the commentary to no. 62. It should be noted, however, that the Pre-Sargonic sale 
documents recorded on such cones (e.g., DP 31,32) always contain a list of witnesses. 

323~ote that in the early OB sales of real estate from ESnunna the first three or four witnesses 
are identified as US.SA.DU A.SAG4.GA.hE I E . A . ~ ,  "neighbors of the fieldhouse." See Whiting, 
Seals and Sealing, pp. 69-70. 
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The latter type of witness finds an analogy in the ld-mar-za, interpreted by 
Falkenstein as "~ublizitatszeugen,"324 who attended court proceedings in Ur I11 LagaS: 
16-mar-za ki-ba gub-ba-me / tui-$a-me, "ld-mar-za who stood/sat at that place."325 
Further, note the usage of ki-ba . . . tuS in the court records NSGU 2 18:ll-12 and 
56:10', where this expression in both instances describes a person who was present 
during a transaction, but was neither a party nor a wimess to it?26 

Based on these parallels, tentatively we may assume that in no. 68 the persons 
who "sat" during the transaction were likewise "bystanders" or "Publizitatszeugen." Such 
an assumption is weakened somewhat by the inclusion among them of the weigher of 
silver and the guarantor, although it is possible that by placing the weigher of silver and 
the guarantor with the "bystanders," the scribe merely intended to distinguish them from 
the witnesses proper.327 

2.15.2. The list of wimesses is a standard component of sale documents already 
in the Fara period. In the Fara sales (as well as in other types of legal documents) the 
names of witnesses are marked with a "Personenkeil'"28 and the list is followed by the 
rubric ld-ki-inim?29 once written ld-ki-inim-ma-me.33° 

In Pre-Sargonic and Sargonic sources the names of witnesses are likewise 
marked with a "Personenkeil," but the prevalent rubric now is ld-ki-ini1n-ma-bi-me.~31 In 

3 2 4 ~ ~ ~ ~  1, pp. 54-58. 
3 2 5 ~ o t e  that in the court records from Umma (e.g., NSGU 2 62, 69, 110, 122, 138) such 

"Publizit2tszeugen" are identified simply as 16 ki-ba gub-ba-me. Cf. Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 58. 
326~uch a witness may appear in a Sargonic sale document from Nippur (OIP 97 no. 13 rev. 9- 

10). where the name of one of the witnesses is followed by the note ki-ba i-td. "he sat at this place." 
Further, note the use of the phrase ki-ba . . . durun,(TU$.TUS) in reference to the engar-officials, who 
appear in the "Chicago Stone" and "Baltimore Stone" (see 2.13.3). In this connection we may also 
mention the witnesses, identified as ina aS&i Sa PN, who occasionally appear next to the standard 
witnesses, mukinna, in Neo-Babylonian sales and other types of legal transactions (e.g., Nbn. 65.67). 
Since ina aSBbi Sa PN are invariably women (cf. CAD A/2, p. 391b). it is possible that this form of 
attestation was reserved for the persons who, because of their sex or some other reason, were not fit to act 
as mukinnu. 

327~lthough the weigher of silver and the guarantor are u s d l y  listed separately from witnesses, 
in some instances they are included among them. See 2.11.1 and 2.12.1. Whereas the weigher of silver 
was a neutral party, and thus could be classed as a wimess, the same is not true of the guarantor who as a 
co-seller was a party to the mnsaction. This shows that sale documents use the designation "witness" in 
a broad and not very consistent way. 

328~or  a discussion of the use of "Personenkeil" before Ur 111 times, see Krecher, ZA 63, 161- 
165. 

329~or examples, see Edzard, SRU, p. 216; Krecher, ZA 63,263. 
3 3 0 ~ r ~ r  39 (1971):14 iii 7. 
331~or  examples, see Edzard, SRU, pp. 216-217; Krecher, ZA 63,263. 
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addition, some of the Sargonic texts use the term ld-inim-ma (e.g., BIN 8 158:31, 
166:25), probably an abbreviation of Ili-ki-inim-ma,332 which becomes standard in the 
Ur 111 period Also in Sargonic times we find for the first time, in the text MAD 4 14:14- 
19, the use of igi before the names of witnesses, apparently reflecting the Akkadian 
m&r. It is notable that in that document the names of witnesses, though preceded by 
igi, are still marked with a "Personenkeil." This hybrid way of identifying wimesses was 
clearly inefficient, and, not surprisingly, in the subsequent period the system used is 
either igi PN or IPN (see 2.15.1). 

In the Pre-Sargonic and Sargonic sales and other legal documents written in 
Akkadian the term for "witness" is ABXAS, standing for the Akkadian Sibu ,  lit. 
"elder."333 It is noteworthy that the Akkadian sources often spell out the number of 
witnesses: SU.N~GIN x ABXAS, "a total of x witnesses."334 This feature is not attested 
in Sumerian texts. The only examples of ABXAS in Ur ID times come fium the Akkadian 
texts TIM 3 150 (SU.N~GIN 9 ABXAS.ME Su-ut ma-&-ar-iu-nu PN MU LUGAL.BI 
1N.BA) and 14 NT 266 ([11] GUR[US A]BXAS.ABXAS r g u l - s ~ r - r a - i m ) . ~ 3 ~  The term 
itself disappears completely after the Ur 111 period. 

There are indications that, as in Ur III times, in the Sargonic and earlier periods 
witnesses were recruited from among the relatives and friends of both the buyer and the 
seller. For example, in three Fara sale documents (WVDOG 45 32; Unger AV, pp. 29-30 
no. 1, pp. 37-38 no. 3) witnesses are in each case divided into two groups. Since the 
second group can be identified as the witnesses of the b~yer?~6 it seems very likely that 
the first group are the witnesses of the seller(s). The same distinction is made in the 
"ManiStuSu Obeli~k,"33~ where each of the four transactions records, in addition to the 
witnesses of the sellers (x GURUS ABXAS.ABXAS GANA), forty-nine "citizens of 
Akkade, witnesses of the field" (DUMU.DUMU a-ga-&ki ABXAS.ABXAS GANA), 
who clearly represent witnesses of the buyer, i.e., ManiStuSu. 

2.15.3. In the lists of wimesses found in Old Babylonian sales and other legal 
documents the most common form of individual entry is IGI PN.338 In the early OB 

332~lthough the OB recension of Lu distinguishes between lli-inim-ma and lli-ki-inim-ma, 
translating the first as iu a-wa-rim, and the second, as Si-i-bu (MSL 12, p. 194 Cq lines 7, 9). the fact 
that 16-inim-ma and Ili-ki-inim-ma interchange freely in Sargonic and Ur III texts demonstrates that both 

terms have the same sense. Cf. Krecher, ZA 63, 160-161. 
333~elb, JNES 43 (1984):263-276. Note also SAL.ABXA$, "female witness," discussed by 

Steinkeller, Or. NS 51 (1982):361. 
3 3 4 ~ ~ r  examples, see Gelb, JNES 43,264-267. 
335~ited ibid., p. 264. 

336~f.  Krecher, ZA 63, 177-178. 
337~e1b et al., ELTS no. 40. 
338~chorr, VAB 5, p. XXXV. 
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sales from ESnunna,339 as well as in certain Larsa the name of the first witness 
is preceded by IGI, whereas the following names are marked with a "Personenkeil." As 
far as I know, the rubric LU.INIM.MA.BI.ME(.ES), standard in Ur I11 times, occurs 
only in the OB texts from ESnunna.341 At Larsa342 and at Ur343 the list of witnesses is 
followed by the note KISIB LU.INIM.MA.BI.ME$ (~B.RA.A$), "seals of the 
witnesses (were rolled)." A DUB.SAR is usually the last witness listed, in the Nippur 
texts preceded by a BUR.GUL.344 

2.16. Location of the transaction 

2.16.1. The location of the sale transaction is given only in two texts (nos. 46, 
122). In no. 122 this information is contained in the completion-of-transaction clause: C- 
durug-nigin-gar-ki-dhg gli iddur-al-ka inim-bi ba-ab-dug4, "this transaction was 
'done'lnegotiated in the hamlet of Nigingarkidug, on the bank of the Durul." For this 
clause, see 2.3.2. In no. 46 the corresponding statement reads Sag4 [dug-sa-bar]-ra. "in 
[Dusabalra." In both instances the statement of location is found after the list of witnesses 
and before the date. 

Similar information is occasionally given in other types of Ur 111 legal documents. 
See, e.g., 15 Ur-LI za-bi-tum, "(in) the house of Ur-LI, the tavern-keeper" (NRVN 1 8 
rev. 5'); Sag4 C-duru5-zu-za-n6mk g6 %a-ba(!)-an, "in the hamlet of Zuzftnurn, on the 
bank of the Taban" (NATN 320:s-9). 

2.16.2. Before Ur I11 times, the location of the transaction is noted in two 
Sargonic sale documents. In MAD 5 48 rev. 6' we find, following the list of witnesses, 
a note in K ~ s ~ I ,  "in KiS." In MAD 5 65:10-34 the statement of location is part of the list 
of witnesses: in E-ti PN DUMU.SAL PN2 in a-ga-d2ki 10 PN's SUMGIN r l O l  
ABXAS PN3 in [a]-ga-d2[ki] KUG.BABBAR iS11-ku-rlu1, "in the house of PN, 
daughter of PN2, in Akkade, ten PN's, a total of ten witnesses of PN3 (i.e., of the 
buyer), weighed out the (price) silver in Akkade." 

See also 4.2 for evidence that in the early periods sale transactions usually took 
place in the buyer's house. 

2.17. Date formula 

2.17.1. The date formula is an indispensable element of the Ur 111 sale document. It is 
attested in 107 out of the total of 116 texts which preserve the section where the date 

339~hiting, Seals and Sealing, p. 70. 
340~atou~,  ArOr 1814, 52-53. 
341~hiting, Seals and Sealing, p. 70. 
342~atou~,  ArOr 1814, 52-53. 
343~raus, WO 2.22. 
344~chorr, VAB 5, p. XXXV. 
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formula is expected. Only in nine instances is the date formula omitted (nos. 62,63,64, 
65, 86, 94, 124, 125, 128). This formula is regularly written at the very end of the text. 
The only deviation from this rule is found in no. 11 1, where the month-name is placed 
between the operative section and the list of witnesses. 

The date formula occurs in the following six variants: 

(1) year-name alone (mu x): nos. 4, 5, 12, 14, 19, 33, 42, 67, 68, 69, 72, 73, 

(2) month-name + year-name (iti x mu x): nos. 1, 3, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21, 24, 
25,27,28,  30,31, 34,36a and b, 40,41,43,44,45,46,47,48, 49, 51?, 
52, 76, 77, 79, 80, 82, 87, 88, 94*, 94**, 94***, 97, 98, 99, 102, 103, 
104, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109, I l l ? ,  117, 117*, 119, 122, 123. 

(3) month-name + day + year-name (iti x ud x (ba-zal) mu x): nos. 2 ,  10, 11, 
13, 20, 22, 23, 26, 29, 32, 35, 37, 38, 39, 50, 57, 89.345 

(4) ud-ba date alone: no. 88* (ud-ba a-hu-a Cnsi ummaki). 
(5) month-name + ud-ba date: no. 93 (ud-ba ~ - ~ l i g - s k - n a  Cnsi ummaki). 
(6) ud-ba date + year-name: no. 92 (ud-ba ur-dli9-si4 Cnsi ummaki). 

As we can see from the distribution above, variant (3), with the exception of the 
Umma text no. 89, is found only in Nippur texts. Furthermore, the texts from Adab use 
exclusively variant (I),  whereas the ud-ba dates (4), (5), and (6) are attested only in 
Umma texts. The formula ud-ba ur-dli9-si4(-na) Cnsi ummaki, "on that day Ur-Lisi was 
the govemor of Umrna," and the similar formula ud-ba u ~ - ~ l i ~ - s k  Cnsi ummaki-kam bh- 
bti Sagina ummaki, "on that day Ur-Lisi was the govemor of Umma (and) Bubu was the 
general of Umma," are said to appear in several unpublished legal texts.346 

2.17.2. The notation of the transaction's date is  included already in Fara sale 
documents. These texts contain at the very end the formula bala PN, "the term of office 
of PN."347 In PBS 9 3 vii 5-6, the phrase bala PN is followed by PN2 Cnsi-bi, "PN2 
was the governor." Yet another Fara sale (ArOr 39 [1971]:14 v 1-2) is dated only 
according to the governor: Cnsi-bi PN. 

345~0. 89 has, instead of the regular ud x ba-zal, "on the x day" (lit.: the x day has passed), ud 

1-Am i-im-cia-gAI, "being the first day." This formula is unique in the Ur III period, but note that Sargonic 
texts use a similiar formula ud x mu-g&l. Cf. F. Thureau-Dangin, ITT 1, p. 8 n. 7. For the ud x ba-zal 
dates, see Oppenheim, Eames Collection, pp. 58-59. 

3 4 6 ~ .  Scheil, RT 19 (1897):6243. The latter formula occurs also in two unpublished texts 
from the Morgan Collection, according to A. Poebel's manuscript (now lost), "Morgan Collection," nos. 
11 and 12. I owe this information to I. J. Gelb. 

347~or a different interpretation, see Krecher, 24 63, 181-183. 
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Four Pre-Sargonic sales from LagaS use a date of the ud-ba type, which is placed 
at the very end of the text: 

[uld-ba [ulru-KA-gi-na lugal lags.@ la-la nigir gfr-suki, "on that day Uru-KA- 
gina was the king of LagaS (and) Lala was the herald of Girsu" (TIM 9 94 v' 3'- 
8'). 

ud-ba en-me-te-na Cnsi LagaSki-kam en-&n-tar-zi sanga dnin-&-su-ka-kam 20 lal 
1, "on that day Enmetena was the governor of LagaS (and) Enentarzi was the 
temple administrator of Ningirsu, 19th year" (RTC 16 vi 3 - vii 3). 

du-du sanga, "(on that day) Dudu was the temple administrator" (Gelb AV, p. 
236 viii 5). 

en-[&In-tar-zi sanga 20 la1 3, "(on that day) Enentarzi was the temple 
administrator, 17th year" (Bm 8 352 viii 11-12). 

A similar date formula is found in the Pre-Sargonic LagaS text RTC 28 ii 4-5: 
lugal-an-da hi-kam, "(on that day) Lugalanda was the governor." 

I am aware of only two Sargonic sales that are dated. The f i t  of them, UCP 9, 
p. 204 no. 83 iii 7-13, has an ud-ba date: UD.BA PN SAL.SAG1 i-nu-mi PN2 ENSI-ki 
iS-nunki, "on that day PN was the female cupbearer, on the (same) day PN2 was the 
governor of ESnunna."348 The other sale, Nikolski 2 68 ii 3, has a mu-iti date.349 

Sale documents from the Old Babylonian and later periods are regularly dated.3M 

2.18. Seal impressions 

2.18.1. Out of the total of 137 sale documents treated in this study, sixty-six are 
sealed.351 However, the actual number of the sealed texts may have been much higher, 
since only twelve texts have their envelopes extant (see below), while many are 
incompletely preserved. 

348~ote also the ud-ba date found in the Umma legal document MAD 4 68: 13-14: ud-ba en-an- 
na-t6m Bnsi ummaki. Similar formulae occur also in the contemporaneous votive inscriptions h m  
Umma: ud-ba il-ar-la-ga-an lugal gu-ti-um-kam (YOS 1 13:9-10); ud-ba si-u-um lugal gu-ti-um-kam 
(CRAI 1911, p. 319 lines 14-15). 

3 4 9 ~ ~ r  the mu-iti dates, see Wilcke, AfO 25 (1974-77):8&91; Foster, Umma in the Sargonic 

Period (Hamden, Connecticut, 1982), pp. 2-7. 
3 5 0 ~ a t o u ~ ,  ArOr 18/4, 5356; Petschow, Kauffordare, pp. 8,44,70. 
35'~or sealing practices in the Ur 111 and earlier periods, see Steinkeller, Seals and Sealing. pp. 

41-53. For the Legal importance of sealing in ancient Mesopotamia, see J. Renger, ibid., pp. 75-88; W .  

F. Leemans, Kraus AV, pp. 219-244. 
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The seal is impressed either all over the surface of the tablet or the envelope (e.g., 
nos. 44,51,52,55, 119), or only on the reverse of the tablet or the envelope, in the free 
space left between the list of witnesses and the date (e.g., nos. 33, 34, 41, 43). In the 
latter case, one generally deals with the so-called bur-gul seals.352 

It appears that if the tablet was provided with an envelope, only the envelope was 
sealed. This is strongly suggested by the fact that in the eleven instances where both the 
tablet and the envelope are extant (nos. 10, 17, 48, 65, 78, 102, 106, 121, 122, 125, 
128),353 only the envelope bears impressions of a seal. If this was the regular practice, 
we can establish that at least fifty-five of the sale documents (i.e., those with sealings on 
the tablet) had no envelopes at any time. 

Three texts refer to the sealing of the document. No. 109, stemming from Ur, 

I 
contains the following statement: kiSib PN di-kud 1%-ra, "the seal of PN, the judge, was 
rolled" (the tablet is sealed with PN's seal). Two other texts, both from LagaS, note that 

1 the document was sealed with a substitute seal: mu PN-S& kiiib PN2 dumu-na ib-ra, "in 
place of (the seal of) PN, the seal of PN2 (i.e., the other seller), his son, was rolled" (no. 
78 - the envelope is sealed with PN2's seal); mu [PN-S&] kiiib Pm2 (ad-da-na)] 1%-[ra], 

I "in place [of (the seal 00 PN (i.e., the man who sells himself into slavery)], the seal of 
P[N2, (his father)], was [rolled]" (no. 82 - the seal must have been rolled on the 
envelope, which is now missing). 

The distribution of the ownership of seals is as follows: 
(1) thirty-eight texts are sealed by the seller or sellers only: nos. 10, 11, 19,22 

(three sellers), 25, 30, 31, 33, 36a and b, 37, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 52, 54, 65, 69, 70, 
72, 73, 76, 78, 95, 98, 99, 102 (twosellers), 103, 105, 107, 116, 117*, 118, 119, 121, 

I 122, 125. 
(2) four texts are most probably sealed by the seller only (the seller's name is 

not preserved in the tablet): nos. 34,39,74, 106. 
(3) four texts are sealed both by the seller and the guarantor: nos. 41, 42, 46, 

1 51. 
(4) one text is sealed both by the seller and the authorizing official (nu-banda 

ads*, ''military commander of Adab"): no. 68. 
(5) one text is sealed both by the seller and the slave who was the object of the 

transaction: no. 50. The inscription of the slave's seal reads PN &ad PN2. Since PN2 is a 

352~or the bur-gul seals, see Renger, Seals and Sealing, p. 77. 
353~ext no. 89 originally also had an envelope; tiny fragments of it still remain attached to the 

tablet. Further, the reference to the act of sealing in text no. 82 (see below), which bears no seal 
impression, indicates that that document, too, must have originally been provided with an envelope (on 
which the seal in question was sealed). 
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different person than the seller, we may speculate that the slave had been bought (or 
inherited) by the seller from PN2. For another example of the sold person sealing a sale 
document, see below under (9).354 

(6) one text is sealed by one of the sellers and his brother (the guarantor?), who 
is not mentioned in the body of the text: no. 17. 

(7) eight texts are sealed by the authorizing official only: nos. 1 (di-kud lugal, 
"royal judge"), 66,66*, 66**, 66*** (in each case 6nsi nibruki, "governor of Nippur"), 
67 (egir tnsi, "governor's retainel'), 109 (di-kud, "judge"; in the seal's inscription, the 
same person is called ga-eS8 a-ab-ba-ka, "sea-faring merchant"), 114 (ha-za-n6m, 
"mayor"). 

(8) one text is sealed by the guarantor only: no. 55. Since the tablet is partially 
destroyed, the seller's seal might have been originally impressed on it. 

(9) one text is sealed only by the person who was sold in that transaction: no. 
23. Since the names of the seller and the buyer and the verb are not preserved, it cannot 
be determined whether it is a regular sale or self-sale. 

(10) one text, which is a self-sale, is sealed by the buyer only: no. 108. 
Another example of the buyer sealing a sale document is possibly provided by no. 20, 
which also deals with a self-sale. Alternatively, in no. 20 the owner of the seal could be 
the authorizing official (see the commentary to that text). 

(1 1) one text is sealed by the scribe who wrote the tablet in question: no. 75. 
(12) one text, which is not a regular tablet but a clay cone (sikkatu), bears an 

impression of the seal belonging to the god Ninurta: no. 62. The purpose of this sealing 
is not entirely clear. It may be that the seller belonged to the temple household of Ninurta, 
or that the seal was used as a sign of official authorization or attestation. The latter 
possibility appears to be more likely, on account of Ninurta's association with the realm 
of law. See the commentary to that text and n. 209 above. 

(13) in four instances the owner of the seal cannot be identified: nos. 26, 32, 
53, 128. 

As demonstrated by these data, it is primarily the seller who is expected to seal the 
sale document. Seals of sellers appear on at least forty-five texts (forty-nine with 
uncertain cases) out of the total of sixty-six sealed ones. In four instances, the seal of the 
seller is accompanied by that of the guarantor, who, as we have argued earlier (2.1 1.3 
and 2.1 1.3.4), acts as a co-seller in Ur 111 sales. In one case only the guarantor seals the 
tablet. 

Seals of authorizing officials appear on nine or perhaps ten texts (if one includes 
the seal of Ninurta impressed on no. 62). It is notable that with the exception of no. 68, 
which is sealed both by the seller and the authorizing official, the sealing of an 
authorizing official is the only one found on the tablet. 

354~xamples of similar sealings appear on Old Babylonian sale documents. See RA 54 
(1960):34, stemming from KiS(?), which is sealed by the sold person, and RA 54, 37 no. 39, a self-sale 
of the same provenience, which is sealed by the person selling himself into slavery. 

The sealing of a scribe (no. 75) is unusual for this period. Equally unexpected are 
the sealings of sold persons (nos. 23, 50) and buyers (nos. 20?, 108). 

Since in Ur I11 times legal documents functioned for all practical purposes as 
receipts (a receipt for purchase price in the case of a sale document, a receipt for loan in 
the case of a loan document, etc.), and not as "contracts,"355 apparently the basic 
function of sealings, just as in the use of sealings on economic texts, was to authenticate 
them.356 In the context of sales, by sealing the document the seller (and the guarantor 
alike) simply acknowledged its accuracy and authenticity. 

This interpretation is supported by the fact that, as noted earlier, instead of being 
sealed by the seller (or the guarantor) the document may be sealed by the authorizing 
official. Since the authorizing official is a neutral party to the transaction, the purpose of 
his sealing may be only to authenticate the document. Conversely, therefore, the same 
should be true of the sealings of the seller and the guarantor. 

Sealings of the scribe and the sold person probably also served to authenticate the 
document. The meaning of the two(?) instances of the buyer sealing a self-sale is less 
clear, due to the uncertainty surrounding the function of such documents. See also 4.3. 

2.18.2. The only example of a sealed sale document before Ur n I  times is the 
Pre-Sargonic text DP 32, which is recorded on a clay cone (see the commentary to no. 
62). At the very end of this text, following the list of witnesses and the gag.  . . dh 
clause, an uninscribed(?) seal is impressed. 

Old Babylonian sale documents are regularly sealed by the seller andlor the 
witnesses. In texts from southern Babylonia, and particularly in those from Larsa, one 
often finds the statement KISIB LU.INIM.MA.BI.ME$ ~B.RA.AS),  "seals of the 
wimesses (were rolled)."357 A unique practice is attested in Early OB sales of real estate 
from ESnunna, which are sealed either by the "registrar of houses" (KA.KI, Akk. 
kakikku) or the "registrar of fields" (SAG.DU5, Akk. Sassukku), depending on whether 
the object of sale is a house or a field.358 If the real estate was sold by a private person, 
the tablet was sealed both by the seller and the KA.KI or SAG.DU5. If, however, the 
seller was the royal palace only the seal of the official was rolled. 

In the Middle Babylonian period sale documents are sealed by the seller (and the 
witnesses) (see, e.g., Petschow MRWHS 1, 2, 7; UET 7 26, 29), and occasionally by 
the guarantor (UET 7 25). The contemporaneous sales from Alalakh and Ugarit bear the 
impression of a royal sea1.359 Neo-Assyrian sales are sealed by the whereas 

- 

355~ee  in detail 4.2. 
356~enger, Seals and Sealing, pp. 79-80; also Steinkeller, ibid., pp. 44-46. 
357~atou~,  ArOr 1814, 52-53. 
358~hiting, Seals and Sealing, pp. 67-74. 
359~ee 2.13.4. 
360~ostgate, Legal Documents, p. 7. 
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those dating to the Neo-Babylonian period, by the seller and the scribe.361 Finally, 
mention should be made of the fact that, from the Old Babylonian period onwards, seal 
impressions m y  be replaced by finger-nail ma1ks.3~~ 

2.19. Typology of Ur III sale documents 

As the preceding discussion has shown, Ur III sale documents display a 
considerable degree of freedom in their choice of clauses and formulary in general. This 
formal diversity is best illustrated by the fact that even texts coming from the same city 
and dating roughly to the same time show marked differences. 

The S1.A-a sales nos. 112, 113, 113*, 114, 115, and 116, all six of which 
appear to have originated in the same place, provide a good example here. These texts are 
written either in Sumerian or in Akkadian and use two different operative sections (A and 
E). Two of them record a no-contest clause with the verb gi4 (nos. 113*, 115). and one, 
with the verb bala (no. 116); in two other texts (nos. 113,114) only the oath is recorded, 
whereas the remaining text (no. 112) lacks a no-contest clause altogether. The use of 
other clauses is even more erratic: the gig-gana . . . bala clause is  attested only in nos. 
114 and 116, the weigher of silver is named only in no. 113, etc. 

As already noted in the introductory comments to chapter 2, because of this 
diversity and the many irregularities in the composition of Ur III sale documents, it is 
impossible to identify a single internal pattern representative of the majority of the texts 
and which could be described as the "Ur III sale document." 

Of all the sales documents treated in this study only the texts from Adab are 
characterized by a highly standardized structure. Thjs structure, which is the closest 
approximation to what could be described as a "local type" of Ur III sale document, is as 
follows: 

(1) Operative section (Type A1) 
(2) Witnesses 
(3) Oath (= no contest-clause?) 
(4) Authorizing official (Su PN Cnsi ads*) 
(5) Date 

A highly regular structure is also displayed by a group of sale documents from 
Nippur (nos. 18, 27, 29, 53, 59, 60, 63). These texts, which may be a product of the 
same group of scribes (see n. 209), have the following pattern: 

361~etschow, Kaufforrnulare, p. 8. 
362~enger, Seals and Sealing, pp. 77-79; Postgate, Legal Documents, pp. 8-9. To my 

knowledge, the earliest examples of figer-nail marks appear on the Ur 111 loan documents MVN 3 245 
(Nippur) and TCL 2 5573 (Umma). Each of these two texts shows on the reverse, in addition to the 
impression of the debtor's seal, a number of finger-nail marks (seven and three respectively). If, as seems 
likely, the marks were made by the debtors, this would be conaary to the usage of finger-nail marks on 
Old Babylonian and later documents, where they function as a substitute for sealings 
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(1) Operative section (Type A) 
(2) Completion-of-price clause (kug-bi Su-a . . . si-(g)) 
(3) No-contest clause (gi4 + oath invoking Ninurta and the king) 
(4) Wimesses 
(5) Date 

At the same time, such features as the prevalence of an operative section of Type 
A and the very frequent use of the no-contest clause, indicate at least some degree of 
formal unity among Ur 111 sale documents. These common characteristics also point to 
the existence of an undeniable trend toward the development of a standard form of sale 
document. 

In the formal evolution of the sale document, from the Fara down to the Old 
Babylonian period, the Ur III texts occupy an intermediate position, forming a bridge 
between Sargonic and earlier sale documents, on the one hand, and their Old Babylonian 
counterparts, on the other. This is demonstrated by the fact that most of the clauses 
appearing in Ur 111 sale documents are attested already in the Sargonic period, and that 
several of them (e.g., the operative section of Type E, the inim-bi . . . ti1 clause, and 
the no-contest clause with the verb gi4) continued to be used in Old Babylonian times. 

The evolution of the early cuneiform sale document can be described as a 
movement from plurality and a lack of normalization to unity and rigid formality. During 
the Pre-Sargonic and Sargonic periods sale documents showed great variation in their 
form; the operative sections, clauses, and other formulary differed considerably, 
depending on the place of origin of the document. As compared with these texts, the form 
of Ur 111 sale documents is much more regular and predictable. The repertoire of clauses 
is more restricted, and differences between texts coming from different places are not 
nearly so marked as before. 

One may surmise that in Ur 111 times the earlier local traditions were subjected to a 
process of selection, and that some attempt was made to establish a standard form of sale 
document. These developments probably came about as a result of both the growing 
complexity of economic life, which called for a more common use of sale documents, 
and the unification of Babylonia under the Ur 111 kings. However, the development of a 
standard form for the sale document, though initiated in Ur 111 times, was fully realized 
only in the Old Babylonian period. 
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TABLE 2 - Continued 

3. SOCIO-ECONOMIC ASPECTS OF THE UR 111 SALE 
'l'ext no. Occupation Object Sold 

This chapter discusses various socio-economic aspects of the Ur III sale. 
Admittedly, a fully adequate evaluation of this whole area would necessarily require a 
comprehensive examination of other relevant sources; one thinks here, above all, of the 
voluminous data contained in the contemporaneous court records. Such an undertaking, 
of course, would be beyond the scope of this study, and I will, therefore, limit myself to 
the information contained in sale documents themselves. The specific issues to be treated 
here are the status of sellers and buyers, kinds of property sold and bought, and prices. 

3.1. Sellers and buyers 

Our basic source of information on the status of sellers and buyers is their 
occupations. Unfortunately, this information is given only in some thirty per cent of the 
extant texts. Occupations are recorded either in the texts themselves or in the seal 
inscriptions (this applies only to the sellers). In addition, in some instances all involving 
buyers, the occupation may be determined from various corroborating data. 

The occupations of sellers and buyers are tabulated below in Tables 2 and 3. Also 
included there is information on the objects sold/bought. 

TABLE 2 
Occupations of Sellers 

Text no. Occupation Object Sold 

nu.giSkiri6 "gardener" 

dam-gir "merchant" 
dub-sar "scribe" 
iSib %-da "purification priest of Irda" 
16 sukal-m$ "man of chancellor" 
ugula-g&ta "officer (in charge) of 60 (men)" 
son of sipad dnin-urta "shepherd of Ninurta" 
dam-gk "merchant" 
dam-gk 
a-zu "physician" 
dub-sar 
Bga-k lugal "royal gendarme" 
dub-[=] 
&-My "boatman" 
sagdus a-Sam-sum "registrar of garlic fields" 
dub-sar 
sukal "messenger" 
mar-tu "Amorite" 

1 male 
1 male? 
1 human 
1 human 
1 human 
1 female 
1 male 
1 female 

1 female 
2 asses 
1 female 
1 female 
1 female 

[XI 
1 male 

[XI 
husband, wife, and 
children 

79 engar "fanner" 1 female 
85 M PN "man of PN" 2 humans 
89 son of dam-gir house 
92 Sidim "mason" house 
94* muhaldim "cook" 1 male 
97 1-Ad "perfumer" 1 female, her child, 

and 1 male 
98 LU.SIM '‘brewer" 1 she-ass 

102 dub-sar "scribe" and rg&me k-ir d r ~ n - ~ a l l  "female 1 boy 
miller of Ningal" 

106 k u g d h  "goldsmith" [XI 
109 S w "brewer" 1 male 
113 Z~D.DA " . . . " 1 male 
117 nu-banda Txl "overseer of .  . . " 1 male 
118 [dub]-sar I$ "scribe of equerries" 1 male 
119 iga-ga-lis lugal "royal gendarme" 1 female 
121 dub-sar 1 female 
123 dub-sar 1 male 
128 ha-za-nh "mayor" 1 she-ass 

TABLE 3 
Occupations of Buyers 

Text no. Occupation Object Bought 

(dam-gk) "merchant" 
@gab(?) "leather-worker" 
ugula C dinanna "majordomo of the temple household 
of Inanna" 
dumu "son of' ugula C dinarma 
ugula B dimma 
ugula C dimma 
ugula B dimma 
dam-gk-10 "(chief) merchant of 10" 
dumu [PIN r6nsil ~ i b r u ~ ~  "son of the governor of Nippur" 

ka-guru7 "granary superintendent" 
nu-banda "overseer" 
nu& "nCSakku-priest" 
h d  PN Sidim-gal "slave of PN, the chief mason" 
h d  dkug-sud "servant of Kugsud" 
darn-& "merchant" 

orchard 
1 human 
1 male? 

1 human 
1 human 

[XI 
1 human 
1 male 
husband, wife, 3 
children 
house-lot 
1 ox? 
1 female 
1 ox 
1 male 
3 asses 
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TABLE -0nUnued - - -  

Text no. Occupation Object Bought 

57 (dafn*) house 

58 dam-@ 1 female 

59 dam-& house? 

62 sanga "temple administratorw house 

65 (A-gab) "mounted mes~enge? 4 males 

66 (M-gada) "shephd" 1 male 

67 ( h i  adad") 'governor of A&b" 1 female 

85 dumu PN dumu dub-sar-m$ "son of PN, 2 humans 

grandson of the chief scribe" 

88* gals-&gal "chief constable" house 

90 dam-& 1 female 

92 dub-sar "scribe" house 

94* a-zu "physician" 1 male 

97 son of darn-& 1 female, her child, 
and 1 male 

98 dub-sar 1 she-ass 

102 A-gab "mounted messenger" 1 boy 
105 (d-gdba) house-lot 

108 L U , $ W - ~ ~  "brewer" 1 female 

109 sagi "cupbearer" 1 male 

113 (na-gada) "shephi" 1 male 

113* (na-gada) OrChad 
114 (na-&) 1 female 

115 na-gada 1 female 

116 @-&) 1 male 

117 sabra "majordomo" 1 male 

124 nu-ban& "oversea" 1 female 

As shown by the above data, most commonly both the sellers and the buyers 
were state and temple functionaries (Cnsi, ugula C, sabra, sanga, ha-za-ndm, gals-18-gal, 
ka-guru7, nu-banda, sagi, sag-du5, dub-sar, Id sukal-m+, ri-gaba, sukal, &a-6s lugal) 
and merchants (dam-gh). Less frequently, we find among them priests (iiib, nu-bS), 
craftsmen (aigab?, kug-dim, Sidim, i-rCr8, (LU.)SIM), cooks (muhaldim), physicians 
(a-zu), shepherds (sipad, na-gada), farmers (engar), and gardeners (nu-giSkrbj). 

Of special interest is the instance of a slave acting as a buyer (no. 52 - he buys an 
OX). Unless the purchase in question was made on behalf of the slave's owner, we find 
here important evidence for the ownership of peculium by Ur III slaves.363 Be that as it 
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may, this example demonstrates quite clearly that in Ur 111 times slaves could engage in 
business a~tivities.~a 

Also noteworthy is the fact that in several texts sellers are women. In such 
instances women sell property either alone (nos. 14, 42, 49, 51, 71, 94?, 117*) or 
together with their husbands (nos. 29,62,88*, 102?) and sons (nos. 46.91). The only 
occurrence of a female buyer is attested in no. 117*.365 

This sample, however small it is, provides strong evidence that the people who 
engaged in buying and selling in Ur I11 times came from virtually all social strata. 
Considerably less is known about the sellers' and buyers' economic circumstances. At 
least in the case of some buyers, this area of our knowledge could easily be expanded by 
reconstructing and studying their archives. The S1.A-a archive is a particularly suitable 
subject for such a study (see the commentary to no. 112), and similar work could be 
done for various buyers from Nippur, such as Ur-Nusku (no. I), Lugal-engardug (no. 
5), and ~r-Sulpae (no. 18). 

In the overwhelming majority of texts, there is only one seller. In the following 
instances the property was sold by two or more sellers, usually related by blood: 

(a) two sellers: brothers (nos. 18, 27, 32). 
husband and wife (nos. 29, 88*, 102?). 
father end son (nos. 78, 105). 
mother and son (nos. 46,91). 
relationship unknown (nos. 87, 109). 

(b) three sellers: brothers (nos. 22, 36a, 37?). 
relationship unknown (no. 17). 

(c) four sellers: husband, wife, and two sons (no. 62). 
relationship unknown (no. 21). 

The only text in which there is more than one buyer is no. 57; the two buyers 
appearing there seem to be unrelated. 

A unique situation is attested in no. 84, where the buyer of the house is the son of 
the seller. 

3.2. Objects of sa[e 

Extant sale documents deal with the alienation of real propert). and chattels. The 
types of real property sold are houses, house-lots, and orchards. Chanels include humans 
(males, females, and children) and domestic animals (cattle and asses). 

363~or  other examples of the property owned by slaves, see Falkenscein, NSGU 1, p. 87. 
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3.2.1. Real property 

Houses and house-lots 

3.2.1.1. Houses and house-lots 

The descriptions of houses and house-lots are very laconic; texts give only the 
size and name of the property in question. The location of the sold property is stated only 
once (no. 22). 

(a) C "house, room" 

[X sa]r 6 [(. . . )I: no. 57. 
1 113 sar [C ( . . . )I: no. 84. 
1 113 sar 6:  no. 88*. 
3 sar t: no. 89. 
1 sar C: no. 92. 
1 sar 10 gin C: no. 96. 
3 213 SAR 8: no. 126. 

In these examples the term 6, Akk. bitu, denotes a "house" or "room." In a 
broader sense, however, 6 means "house-lot (built-up or empty)." This is demonstrated 
by texts nos. 73  and 105, where C is used to describe 6-dh-a h KI.UD, "built-up house- 
lot and empty ground," and kifC(?)-Subl, "ruined(?) house-lot," respectively. In the same 
way, in OB sale documents C describes such real property as C-KI.UD, KI.UD, and C-ki- 
g6l-la, "empty house-lot," and Bki-Sub-ba, "ruinedlabandoned h o u s e - l ~ t . " ~ ~ ~  

The earliest sale documents which use the tern 6 are the Fara texts.3g7 The same 
term serves to describe sold houses in Pre-Sargonic and Sargonic sale d o c ~ m e n t s . 3 ~ ~  

(b) C-dk-a "built-up house-lot" 

[x] sar C-dk-a 6- DUN^^-ka, "(located) in E-DUN: no. 22. 
2 sar C-dh-a C Su-si-ga, "(located?) at the . . . ": no. 38. 
[x glu-za [C-dk-a]: no. 75. 

The earliest occurrences of the term Bdk-a, Akk. bitu epSu, come from Fara sale 
documents, which use the spelling 6-dk (e.g., TMHC 5 75 i 6). The spelling C-dk-a 
occurs for the first time in the Sargonic administrative tablet I n  5 6684:2. Cf. also the 
description C al-dh-dh, "house-lot which is built-up," appearing in the Sargonic sale 
document NBC 6844 i 2 (unpubl.). 6-&-a continues to be used in the OB 

(c) 6-dh-a k KI.UD "built-up house-lot and empty ground" 

4 516 sar 4 gin C-du-a KI.UD: no. 18. 

366~ee,  e.g., CT4 48a:l-3 (6-db-a + bki-ghl = 6); BIN 7 170:1,4 (6-KI.UD = 6); VAS 13 Z:1,  
6 (KI.UD = 6); YOS 8 124: 1.6 (6-ki-Sub-ba = 6). 

367~ee Edzard, SRU nos. 22-29. 
368~ee ibid. nos. 30-38. 
3 6 9 ~ a t o u ~ ,  ArOr 1814.20. 

[x]+l 213 sar 4 gin igi-4-gA1.l-dh-a rhl [KI.UD]: no. 62. 
1 113 sar 6 gin C-dh-a h KI.UD: no. 73. 

The phrase 6-dh-a h KI.UD describes a house-lot which is partly built-up and 
partly empty. The general meaning of KLUD, probably to be read k i ~ l a h ? ~ ~  is "empty, 
unoccupied ground (of house-lots and orchards)." When it is used in connection with 
houses, KLUD denotes specifically "empty ground (next to the house)," which was 
utilized for various domestic activities.371 In some instances KI.UD may also describe 
the house's courtyard.372 When used in connection with orchards, KI.UD means 
"uncultivated land" (see 3.2.1.2). 

The description 6-dh-a h KI.UD is very common in OB sale doc~rnents.3~3 It 
does not appear before Ur III times. 

(d) C-KI.UD "empty house-lot" 

1 sar 10 gin 6-KLUD: no. 95. 

370~ee KIki-is-'%J~ = ma$-ka-nu, ni-du-rum, te-riq-turn, fur-ba-lu-u (Hh. I 164-167). 
kislah probably goes back to ki-zalag, "clean, free ground." A. Goetze, AISL 52 (1935-36):151, proposed 
to read KI.UD as ki-gal6 when it means "uncultivated/empty ground," and as kislah, when it means 
"threshing floor." Also, he equated KI.UD (i.e., "ki-galg") with ki-gil. This interpretation was 
subsequently accepted by Matous, ArOr 1814, 21, and E. I. Gordon, Sumerian Proverbs, p. 277. It 
should be swessed, however, that in 3rd mil. sources the word for "threshing floor" is regularly ki-su7. It 
was only in the OB period that ki-su7 fell into disuse and was replaced by KI.UD (occasionally, though, 
KI.UD occurs in place of ki-su7 already in Ur 111 texts, as in TCL 2 5540:6). Furthermore, it is clear that 
KI.UD and ki-ghl are two different words, as demonstrated by the fact that they both occur in 3rd mil. 
texts. For KI.UD, see already ECTJ 219 ii' 1: gazi KI.UD b, "the gazi-plant sprouts out on the fallow 
ground." For examples of ki-gil, see 3.2.1.2 (d). Finally, note that the value /gal/ of UD is quite suspect; 
the only evidence for this reading is provided by A III/3:111-112: gal UD S6 KI.KAL a-pi-ri, a1 UD $6 
KI.KAL ku-gal-lu, if one assumes, with MSL 14, p. 335, that KLKAL is to be emended to KI.UD in 
these enhies. 

371~or the orientation of KLUD in relation to a house, especially illuminating is Lipit-IStar 
Code 8 11: tukumbi Id 6-e ds-sa-ni KI.UD Id al-Sub lugal 6-a-keq lugal(wr. ~ l j )  KI.UD-ra KI.UD-zu al- 
Sub 6-mu 16 i-bk(wr. 9 - d ' e  Bzu kalag-ga-ab in-na-an-dugq inim-KA-k6S-ri-bi un-da-an-gi-en lugal 
KI.UD-a-keq lugal &a-ra nig-li-gu-d6-a-ni in-na-ab-su-su, "if a man neglected a KI.UD that is adjacent to 
the house of his neighbor, and (if) the owner of the house has said to the owner of the KI.UD: '(Because) 
your KI.UD is neglected, someone may break into my house; (therefore) strengthen your house'; (and if) 
it is c o n f i e d  that this agreement (took place), the owner of the KI.UD will restore to the owner of the 
house his lost property" (PBS I D  100 ii 1-15 + 101 i 22 - ii 13). Note also the following proverb: 6-e 
KI.UD b6-ib-lis aJagq-ga su7(!) h6-ib-li[sl, "a KI.UD should be adjacent to a house, (but) a threshing 
floor should be adjacent to a field" (Gordon, Swnerian Proverbs 2.144). 

I 372~ee E. C. Stone, 'The Social and Economic Organization of Old Babylonian Nippur" (Fh.D. 
dissertation, University of Chicago, 1979). pp. 33-34. 

373~atouS, ArOr 1814, 20. 
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The meaning "empty house-lot" of 6-KI.UD is proved by an OB sale document, 
where 6-KI.UD is qualified as qd-qd-ru-urn na-du-6, "abandoned ground" (BIN 7 
170:l). 

To my knowledge, the earliest occurrence of QKI.UD is attested in the Sargonic 
sale document NBC 6844 i 1-2 (unpubl.), where the sold property is described as 1 sar 
2/3(?) Sa-na [x] gin 6-KI.UD 113 Sa-na 6 al-dii-dh. 6-KI.UD continues to be used in the 
OB period.374 

(e) 6-ki "empty(?) house-lot" 

6 sar 6-ki: no. 27. 

The same term occurs in NSGU 2 10:2 (1 516 sar 6-ki), and occasionally also in 
OB sale doc~ments.3~5 Most probably, 6-ki is an abbreviation for 6-KI.UD. 

(f) ki-[&(?)-Sub1 "ruined(?) house(-lot)" 

2 213 sar kiT6(?)-Subl: no. 105. 

If my reading of the occurrence is correct, ki-6-Sub is probably an equivalent of 
the OB 6-ki-Sub-ba, Akk. kiiubbli, "ruined house (l0t)."3~~ 

In addition, in four texts the term for the sold property is either omitted or not 
preserved. 

3 sar [ . . . 1: no. 29. 
[X sa]r(?) 8 2/3(?) [gin(?). . . I :  no. 59. 
1 sar 10 gin: no. 64. 
1 1/2(?) [sar(?) . . . 1: no. 1 11. 

It should be noted here that in OB sale documents the house descriptions are 
much more detailed. These texts regularly state the location of the sold house in relation 
to the neighboring properties andlor natural bo~ndaries.3~7 Before the Ur III period, the 
only sale document that gives the location of the sold house is the Sargonic text PBS 9 
9:l-3: 1 sar 6 uru-bar a b u l l a , ( a . ~ ~ ~ ) - t u r - r a - k a  an-g81, "1 sar of a house, located 
outside (or: in the suburb) of the Small Gate." 

3.2.1.2. Orchards 

Sold orchards are described in terms of either their size (area) or the number of 
palms growing in them. The location of the orchard is noted in only two texts (nos. 24, 
36a, b). 
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40 sar ki g i k e  giiimmar, "date palm orchard": no. 1. 
l(iku) gdna Sag4 ki gGkirkj, "(located) in an orchard": no. 21. 

t For the spelling ki g ~ ~ ,  which is characteristic of the Sargonic and Ur m texts 
from Nippur, see the commentary to no. 1: 1. 

@) ki @ki&j "orchard" and KI.UD "uncultivated land" 

5(wr. 4)(iku) g6na ki gi%r+j gii gub-ba l(iku) g h a  KI.UD a-Sagq-dug-an- 
na-gu-la, "5 iku of land planted with date palms (and) 1 iku of uncultivated 
land, (both located) in the field Du-anagula": no. 36a, b. 

For KI.UD, "emptyluncultivated ground," see 3.2.1.1. For giS gub-ba, "planted 
I (with ~ees)," see the commentary to no. 26:l. 

(c) KI.UD "uncultivated land" 
i 

8 sar KI.UD Sag4 r i n 5 ( g u n ~ - ~ ~ - S e ~ ~ i g ) - n a - ~ r a l  gi%iri6, "8 sar of 
uncultivated land (located) in the. . . of an orchard": no. 125. 

For the mysterious ring-na-rral (possibly a topographic feature), see the 
commentary to no. 125:l. 

I (d) ki-gil "uncultivated land" 

23 If3 sar ki-g& no. 76. 
3 sar ki-g81: no. 113*. 

For ki-gil(-la), Akk. kigallfi (or kikallli), see ki-g61-l[a] = [SU-u], ki-@-la = a- 
I 

Sar [ . . . ] (Izi C i 4'-5'); ki-gi1 = ki-gal-l[u] (ErimhuS VI 40). Cf. also CAD K, p. 
351. This term appears to be the same word as KI.KAL, which in lexical texts is given 
the pronunciations kankal and kikla, and which is equated with the Akkadian kankallu 
(kagallu, kigallu, kiklli), as well as with apitu, dartu,  dannatu, nidlitu, teriqtu, and 
turballi (see Hh. I 168-175; etc.). Since KI.KAL does not appear in 3rd mil. texts, it 
probably represents a syllabic rendering of ki-gil. 

The meaning of ki-gil is similar to KI.UD, although it is notable that in 3rd mil. 

i texts ki-g61 usually is said only of orchard land. See, e.g., x land ki-gil giS nu-gub-ba- 
amg (DP 610 ii 1-2 - Pre-Sargonic); x land ki-gal-amg (ibid. ii 6 - iii 1); x land ki-gil, as 
contrasted with x land @)giSimrnar (Barton Haverford 1 pl. 36 220:l-2,4-5; 3 pl. 149 
391 rev. 1-2,6-7, 11-12 - both Ur III). The only exception here is the occurrence of 6- 

(a) ki giikiri6 "orchard" 

374~bid., p. 21. 
3751bid., p. 21. 
3761bid., p. 21; CAD K, p. 463. 
3 7 7 ~ a t o u ~ ,  ArOr 1814.24-28. 
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ki-gi1 in Rasheed Himrin 47:ll (Sargonic). In contrast, in OB texts ki-g&l (and 6-ki-g&l) 
interchanges f~.eely with KI.UD as a description of houses.378 

(e) orchards described in terms of date palms 

35 giSgiSirnmar g6 kar-anSe, "(located) on the bank of Karank": no. 24. 
3 giSgiSirnrnar giS gub-ba, "(an orchard) planted with 3 date palms": no. 26. 
35 giigiiimmar: no. 28. 
18 gggiiimmar +kiri6 giikiri6 PN-kam, "an orchard (with) 18 date palms, 
the orchard of PN (i.e., the seller)": no. 107. 

This way of describing sold orchards is also documented in several OB sale 
documents: 

15 GIS.GISIMUR GIS.SAR PN DA PN2, "15 date palms, the orchard 
of PN, bordering (on the property of) PN2" (RA 52 [1958]:223 no. 8:l-3). 
2 GIS.GISIMMAR X-X-DA.NA(?) GIS.SAR PN, "2 date palms . . . , 
the orchard of PN" (RA 52,224 no. 9:l-3). 
22 GIS.GISIMMAR i-nu GIS.SAR ra-bi-im i-nu-sd-aq DA GIS.SAR 
PN, "22 date palms, in the big orchard he (i.e., the buyer) will select them; 
(the orchard) borders on the orchard of PN" (RA 52,224 no. 10: 1-3). 
30 GIS.GISIMMAR U.TU.GAL US.SA E-d~ul-gi, "30 producing date 
palms, bordering on the Sulgi-dike" (YOS 14 88:l-2). 

The question arises whether in such instances date palms were sold with or 
without the land they grew on. The available evidence supports the first view. In NSGU 2 
107, an Ur III court record from LagaS, the object of the litigation was 12 giS6r giSimmar- 
gal-g[al], "12 large date palm trunks."379 Since the same property is described elsewhere 
in the text as a gikirkj, "orchard," it is certain that the claim concerned both the palms and 
the respective plot. Similarly, in our no. 107 the sold palms are described as the "orchard 
of the seller." 

Even more informative here are three exchange documents from the Balmunamhe 
archive. In Riftin 28, B a l m u n m e  exchanges 14 sar of an orchard, planted with thirty- 
three date palms, for thirty-three other palms growing in two different locations (no land 
area is given in either case). In Riftin 29, the same Balmunade  receives 35 sar of an 
orchard, planted with sixty-eight palms, plus 17 112 sar of a KI.UD (= total of 52 112 sar 
of land), in exchange for 21 sar of an orchard, planted with sixty-eight palms, plus 31 
1/2 sar of a KI.UD (= total of 52 112 sar of land). And finally, in YOS 8 37, he exchanges 
seventy-two palms for seventy-two other palms (no land areas are given). The 

3781, one OB sale document the tablet has 6-KI.UD (VAS 9 42: l), whereas the envelope reads 
instead 6-ki-g61 (VAS 9 43:l). But notice that 6-KI.UD and 6-ki-gd appear side-by-side in VAS 9 45:3,8, 
11, 14. 

379~he  context makes it clear that live trees were meant. It appears that the palms were 
cultivated with the intention of being used as timber. 
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comparison of these texts shows that the only constant element in the exchanges was the 
number of date palms (although in Rijtin 29 the exchanged properties were of the same 
size, the quality of land was different in each case). It becomes clear, therefore, that the 
principle according to which the exchanges were carried out was the number of date 
palms and not the sizes or the quality of the plots in question. 

Accordingly, we may conclude that in sales (and similarly in exchanges) of date 
palm orchards what determined the value of an orchard was primarily the number of 
palms. Thus, in the texts where only the size of an orchard is given (as in nos. 1,26, and 
36a, b), prices probably reflect the numbers of palms, rather than the acreage. 

The earliest sale document dealing with the alienation of an orchard is Sollberger 
Corpus Ean. 65 ii The property in question is described there as [ki]ri6 rxl(iku) 
gdna. Sales of orchards are frequent in the Sargonic period. In Sargonic sale documents 
the descriptions of orchards are often quite detailed. Note the following examples, where 
the location of the orchard in relation to the neighboring properties and/or natural 
boundaries is stated: 

4(iku) giSldri6 g6 p a 5 - S ~ ~ U  giSkiri6 PN IS ab-ds, "4 iku of an orchard, 
(located) on the bank of the SUKU-canal, (and) bordering on the orchard of 
PN, the equerry" (BIN 8 34 iii 2-6). 
l(iku) 20(sar) giSkiri6 gb p a 5 - S ~ ~ ~  al-g81, "1 iku 20 sar of an orchard, 
located on the bank of the $mu-canal"  (MVN 3 13 i 1-3). 
3(iku) giSkiri6 p a 5 - S ~ ~ ~  GADA+GAR PN 16-us-ke4 ab-6s, "3 iku of an 
orchard, (located) on the SUKU-canal, (and) bordering on the.  . . of 
PN, the courier" (MVN 3 53 i 1-5). 

OB sale documents use even more elaborate descriptions for orchards, as they 
often name the neighbors or the natural boundaries on all four sides of the sold 
property.381 

3.2.1.3. The Ur I11 sales of houses and orchards, plus the corroborating data 
from the contemporaneous court records382 and economic texts,383 demonstrate quite 
conclusively that in Ur I11 times these two forms of real property were privately owned 
and could be freely alienated. The question of the existence of private landed property in 
Ur I11 times is much more complicated, and the controversy which surrounds this issue 

380~ote, however, that some of the Fara "field" sales, because of the very small sizes of the 
plots involved, may actually concern orchard land. 

381~atou~,  ArOr 1814, 24-25. 
382~alkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 122. 
383~or the sales of orchards, see, e.g, TCS 1 80. For the sales of houses, see especially YOS 4 

300. a survey of houses in an Umma quarter, where in several instances two sizes of the house are given: 
the fust, described as sale-a "(as it was when the house) was bought," and the second, described as nig- 
gd-la, "(as it) is (at present)." For the implications of the latter text, see also below n. 425. 
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has not yet been satisfactorily res0lved.3~~ As none of the extant Ur El sale documents 
deal with (arable) fields, the answer to this question is in the negative.385 

A unique reference to a sold field (a-Sagq) is contained in the Nippur text NATN 
906, edited in this study as S.4. Unfortunately, the text does not state the size of the 
field, and thus it cannot be excluded that the property in question actually was an orchard. 

At any rate, the absence of sale documents dealing expressly with fields, when 
coupled with the total lack of references to such transactions in other sources, must mean, 
at the very least, that the alienation of land was prohibited in Ur III times. What remains 
to be determined is whether private individuals could own arable land in that period. 
Unfortuntely, the evidence on hand does not encourage the hope that a conclusive answer 
to this question will ever be found.386 

3.2.2. Chattels 

3.2.2.1. Humans 

The most common description of sold humans in Ur 111 sale documents is 1 sag- 
nita/SAL PN mu-ni-im, "one manlwoman, hislher name is PN." This description occurs 
in the following texts: nos. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 19, 23, 25, 
30, 33, 34,41,42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 54, 58, 61, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 
71, 72, 87, 88, 93, 94, 94*, 94**, 94***, 99, 101, 102, 103, 104, 109, 110, 112, 113, 
114, 115, 116, 117*, 118, 119, 120, 121, 123, 124, 127. 

variants: 
PN mu-ni-im omitted: nos. 2,3,4,7,9,  58,94*, 94***, 124. 
mu-ni-im omitted: no. 16. 
mu-ne-im for mu-ni-im: no. 43. 
PN mu-ne ba-sa(?)(= sq?) for PN mu-ni-im: no. 45. 
sag-ba PN mu-ni for PN mu-ni-im: no. 93. 
sag-ba PN for PN mu-ni-im: no. 94. 
-im omitted: nos. 41, 44, 48, 99, 102, 103. 
-h after sag-nita1SAL: nos. 13, 19,48,66. 

In the following instances the description 1 sag-nita/SAL PN mu-ni-im is 
supplemented by additional information: 

384~ee Gelb, Volterra AV 6, pp. 146152. 
385~e1b, ibid., p. 151, cited our nos. 21 and 36a, dealing with the sale of one and five iku of 

orchard land, respectively, as evidence for the private ownership of (arable) land However, in my opinion, 
such an extrapolation is unjustified, since, fmt, nos. 21 and 36a deal specifically with orchard land, and 
second, the areas involved, while substantial for orchards, are far too small to permit a meaningful 
comparison with arable fields. 

386~e1b, ibid., pp. 149-152, cited other possible examples of privately-owned fields, but these 
examples almost certainly involve subsistence/prebend land. This is pa~?icularly clear in the case of the 
Nippur field rentals (ibid., pp. 151-152). Among other types of evidence offered there, the references to 
fields dcsaibed as a-Iia& PN, "field of PN," are too ambiguous to allow any solid conclusions. 
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(a) in no. 43 (Nippur) the sold woman is described as su4(?)-NE-a (meaning 
uncertain, see the commentary); 

(b) in no. 70 (Adab) the sold man is described as SIG7 (meaning unknown); 
(c) no. 102 (Ur) gives the height of the sold boy: 1 l/2(!) (env.: 1) khi-ni-ta, "1 

In (or 1) cubit tall"; 
(d) in two Nippur texts, the sold woman is said to have an infant at her breast: 

dumu-SAL gaba-na-a b[i-tab]-bi, "a baby-girl is pressed to her breast" (no. 13); dumu 
gaba-na-a ab-tab, "a baby is pressed to her breast" (no. 23); a similar phrase possibly 
occurs in no. 61 (Nippur): [du]mu(?)-fSAL(?) PNl, where PN is the sold woman; 

(e) in no. 121 (origin unknown) the boy who is sold, together with his mother, is 
identified as dumu-nita-ni, "her son"; 

(0 in six Adab texts (nos. 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72) and in one text from Ur (no. 
103) the sold person is described as %ad Seller-kam, "slave of the seller" (nos. 68,70), 
or gCme Seller-kam, "slave woman of the seller" (nos. 67,69,72, 103), or dumu sag- 
ri[g,](PA.SAL.KA[B.DU]) Seller-kam, "donated slave (lit.: child) of the seller" 
(no. 71). 

The description 1 sag-nita/SAL PN mu-ni-im occurs in texts from all localities, 
except those from LagaS. In one LagaS text (no. 81), however, one finds a hybrid 
construction 1 dumu-SAL PN PN2 mu-ni, "one daughter of PN, her name is PN2," 
which is obviously related to the earlier description. 

In other instances sold humans are described simply as PN's, sometimes with the 
addition of other qualifications: 

PN: nos. 77,79, 80, 117, 122. 
IPN: no. 91. 
PN h d  Seller, "PN, the slave of the seller": no. 100. 
PN gCme Seller, "PN, the slave woman of the seller": no. 90. 
IPN gCme Seller: no. 86. 
IPN dumu PN2: no. 82. 
[IIPN dumu-[SAL . . . 1: no. 108. 
[PN a] P[Nz] dumu PNg-me: no. 85. 
IPN IPN2 IPN3 IPN4 dumu PN-me: no. 65. 
[IIPN 1pN2 dam-ni IPN3 IpN4 IPN5 dumu-ni-me, "PN, PN2, his wife, 
(and) PN3, PNq, (and) PN5, his children": no. 20. 
PN h dam dumu-ni. "PN, and his wife (and) children": no. 78. 
IPN SAL IPN2 dumu-ni IPN3 nita, "PN, a woman, PN2, her son, (and) 
PN3, a man": no. 97. 

This way of describing sold humans is used above all in LagaS texts (nos. 77,78, 
79, 80, 82, 85, 86). The remaining occurrences are distributed among the texts from 
Nippur (nos. 20, 65), Umma (nos. 90, 91, 97, loo), Ur (no. 108). and texts of 
unknown origin (nos. 1 17, 122). 
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The terms sag-nita and sag-SAL are commonly translated in Sumerological 
literature as "slave" and "slave woman," res~ect ively.3~~ According to ~ a l k e n s t e i n , ~ ~ ~  
these two words are virtually synonymous with had389 and gCme. However, a closer 
examination of the usage of sag-nita and sag-SAL shows that their meaning is distinctly 
different from that of k a d  and gkme. Some doubt as to the identity of these two pairs of 
terms was expressed already by B. J. Siegel, who remarked that "if sag is but the 
equivalent of erid or geme it is strange that one should ever be used in apposition to the 
other."390 

The available data show that in contrast to h a d  and &me, which are social 
classificatory terms, sag-nita and sag-SAL are gender descriptions. The term sag, whose 
basic meaning is, of course, "head," in a transferred sense means "human being."391 
When sag is combined with the qualifications nita and SAL, its respective meanings are 
"(grown) man" and "(grown) woman." These three terms - sag, sag-nita, and sag-SAL - 
are used primarily in enumerations and distributions.3g2 In view of this usage it is not 
surprising that they usually describe people of low social status, such as serfs and slaves. 
There are examples, however, where these designations are applied to individuals whose 
free status cannot be doubted. See, e.g., the Sargonic Nippur text CBS 6136 (unpubl., 
courtesy I. J. Gelb), where sag describes such professionals as simug, "smith," a-zu, 
"physician," and nar, "singer." Similarly, in the Ur 111 text MCS 8, pp. 84-87 vi 20-vii 
8, we find, among the eighteen sag-nita-me, a "shepherd" (sipad) and an "Elamite" 
(elam). 

That sag-nita and sag-SAL are basically gender designations is indicated by the 
parallel descriptions PN nita, "man," and PN SAL, "woman," occumng in text no. 97. 
Further, note the description 1 dumu-SAL PN PN2 mu-ni, "one daughter of PN, her 

387~ee,  e.g, Fakenstein, NSGU 3, p. 154; Bauer, AWL, p. 525; Edzard, SRU, pp. 117,218. 
3 8 8 ~ ~ ~ ~  1, pp. 82-83. 
389The reading &ad, rather than Br or ir, of NITAxKUR is dictated by the following reasons. In 

Pre-Sargonic times the sign NITAxKUR was used to write the Sumerian word /er(e)/, "servant" (see the 
spelling Br-ra-ni in Nikolski 1 19 v 6,  vii 9, viii 5, ix 14; Behrens and Steible, FAOS 6, p. 177). with 
the Akkadian loanword /arad/ (from wardu) being expressed by 8 r ( w ) - t u  (Passim in economic texts 
from Laga.3; I owe the interpretation of v - t u  as 8r-tu = wardu to M. Krebemik). It appears that in the 
Sargonic period the spelling ir-tu was abandoned, and that the value /arad/ was aansferred to the sign 
NITAxKUR. At the same time, the original Sumerian word /er(e)/ seems ta have fallen into disuse; this 
is indicated by the fact that the Sargonic and Ur III texts consistently complement NITAxKUR, when 
standing for "servant," with -da. Cf. Gelb, DiakonoflAV, pp. 8-8. At any rate, while in the Sargonic 
and Ur 111 periods the readings &ad and h (or ir) of NITAxKUR are both possible, the sign cannot be read 
as ird, as assumed, e.g., by Fakenstein, NSGU 3, p. 124. 

390~lavery, p. 28. 
3 9 1 ~ o t e  that one of the equivalents of sag is awilu. See CAD AD, pp. 4849 (lexical section 

of amilu). 
3 9 2 ~ f .  the usage of the Latin capuf. 

name is PN2" (no. 81), which suggests that sag-nita and sag-SAL belong to the same 
category of terms as dumu-SAL. 

In contrast, irad and gtme are purely social terms. They both serve to describe a 
relationship of personal dependence of one person on another, expressed by the phrase 
PN iLI-ad/gCme PN2. Such a relationship exists between a slave and his owner, and, 
similarly, between an official and the king or a member of the temple household and the 
deity. Because the notion of dependence is inherent in these terms, individuals are 
virtually never described as *PN had/gCme. On the other hand, there are no examples of 
the construction *PN sag-nita/SAL PN2, which would be mandatory if sag-nita and sag- 
SAL were but equivalents of &-ad and gCme. 

The contrast between &d/gCme and sag-nita/SAL is best illustrated by texts nos. 
67, 68, 69, 70, 72, and 103, where the description 1 sag-nita/SAL PN mu-ni-im is 
qualified by 'i'radlgtme Seller-kam. Equally instructive here is the court record NSGU 2 
214A3-44, where sag is placed in apposition to &me: PN sag-gh-ni 6-Bm PN2-ke4 gCme 
PN3-kam bi-in-du&, "PN owns six 'heads'; PN2 has declared: 'They are slave women 
of PN3."' Similarly, in NSGU 2 33:24,  sag is contrasted with had: IPN dumu PN2-ke4 

&ad PN3 mar-tu [nu]-me-tn bi-[dlugq ... sag-ba PNq ba-an-ku4-ra, "PN, son of PN2, 

has declared: 'I am not a slave of PN3, the Amorite'; (when the sons of PN3 were 
dividing his property), PNq acquired this 'head."' 

Finally, it needs to be pointed out that the meanings "slave" and "slave woman" 
of sag-nita/SAL are precluded by examples where a person so described is sold by his 
parent (e.g., nos. 42,46, 49), since at that time he or she was not yet a slave. The same 
applies to no. 127, where sag-SAL describes a woman who sells herself into slavery. 

The Ur I11 sag-nita and sag-SAL should not be confused with the terms 
SAG.ARAD and SAG.GEME, which are standard descriptions of sold humans in OB 
sale documents, and which undoubtedly mean "slave" and "slave woman." As these two 
hybrid logograms are not attested before OB times, they are almost certainly OB 
creations, which came about due to the loss of the original distinction between sag- 
nita/SAL and irad/gCme.393 

For these reasons, in the present study I have consistently translated sag as 
"'head,"' sag-nita as "man," and sag-SAL as "woman," reserving the translations "slave" 
and "slave woman" for irad and gtme, respectively. 

3.2.2.3. Sales of persons account for the overwhelming majority of transactions 
(at least eighty-five out of the total of 137). The distribution of sold individuals according 
to sex is roughly even. The distinction between grown-ups and children is possible only 
when a person is sold by his parent or, in one case, when the height of the sold person is 
given (no. 102). 

393~his development is best illustrated by the early OB sources from Khafajah, which use three 
different logograms for "slave woman": GEME (JCS 9 [1955]:113 no. 83:1, GEME.SAL (ibid., p. 114 
no. 85:1), and SAG.SAL (ibid., p. 114 no. 86: 1). 
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In most instances only one person is sold. The cases of sales involving more than 
one person are as follows: 

two children: no. 85. 
mother and her child: nos. 13, 121. 
mother, her child, and husband(?): nos. 23,61. 
mother, her child, and an unrelated(?) male: no. 97. 
father, mother, and three children: no. 20. 
father, mother, and children: no. 78. 
father and three sons: no. 65. 

Four of the transactions involve self-sales (nos. 20, 82, 108, 127). Sales of 
children and other relatives are documented in six instances: 

mother selling her daughter: nos. 42.49. 
father selling his daughter: nos. 81, 115. 
mother and her son selling another son: no. 46. 
son selling his mother, his brother, and another man: no. 97. 
two brothers selling their sister: no. 45. 

It is possible that numerous other transactions involved sales of relatives, even 
though this is not stated explicitly in the texts. For example, in no. 91, which deals with 
the sale of a male by a woman and her son, the sold person was possibly the seller's son. 

As for the ethnic origin of the sold individuals, the data provided by the texts are 
insufficient to draw any firm conclusions. Although the names of sold individuals are 
almost exclusively Sumerian or Akkadian?94 and the texts otherwise offer no indication 
that any of these people were of foreign origin?g5 it cannot be assumed that they 
stemmed from the native population, since we know that foreign slaves were routinely 
renamed after they had been brought to Babylonia. For this reason, the native origin of 
sold persons is assured only in transactions involving sales of relatives and self-sales (see 
above). 

A useful insight into this matter may be obtained if we examine comparable data 
from the contemporaneous court records. Among the sixty-six litigations which concern 
the sale of humans, in at least twenty-six cases (ca. 40 per cent) sold persons were 
children.396 If this ratio is representative of all such sales, this means that in the Ur I11 
period a considerable number, if not the majority, of chattel slaves derived from the 
native population. 

394The only possible example of a foreign name is sar-ru-a (no. 10:1), if it is to be connected 
with the Hurrian word Sarri (see Gelb, Purves, and MacRae, OIP 57, p. 251). 

3g5The only such indication may be provided by no. 43, where the sold woman is described as 
sq(?)-NE-a, possibly to be read sq-birg-a, "Subarian." Note, however, that she has an Akkadian name! 

396~alkenstein, NSGU 1 ,  pp. 85 and 88. 
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We should also note here that although the Ur I11 sales of humans are always 
formulated as outright sales, it cannot be excluded that at least some of them were debt- 
sales, in which the the sold person actually was a debtor of the seller.397 

3.2.2.2. Domestic animals 

The descriptions of sold animals give the number and term for the animal in 
question. In two instances (nos. 15,52) the age of the animal is stated. 

(a) cattle 
1 gud-niga, "one grain-fed ox": no. 3 1. 
1 gud-gig, "one yoked ox": nos. 35?, 37,40. 
[ l  glud mu 2, "one two-year-old ox": no. 52. 
1 GIR mu 2, "one two-year-old heifer": no. 15. 

(b) asses 
2 d6su-nita(wr. AN$E.NITA.LIBIR), "two asses": no. 39. 
2 &me 1 arnar-ga anSe, "two she-asses (and) one suckling colt": no. 56. 
c l ,  EME: no. 128. 
1 kme-mQ, "one full-grown she-ass": no. 98. 

Similar descriptions of animals are found in Sargonic sale documents. See, e.g., 
1 k6nga-nita, "one mule" (MAD 4 51:l); 1 ddsu 1 dhu-nita 3, "one ass (and) one three- 
year-old ass" (MVN 3 100: 1-2). 

Old Babylonian sale documents describe sold animals in an equally laconic way, 
though the age of the animal is more regularly given.398 Somewhat more informative are 
the descriptions of animals in Middle Babylonian sales. See, e.g., 1 h 3  MU 4 KUS-su 
MI PI 2-Sa rxl-[ . . . ] Si-ma-at i-Sa-tim ul i-Su, "one four-year-old cow, its hide is 
black, its ears are [ . . . 1, without a brand-mark" (PBS 212 27:l-2); 1 GUD.N~NDA 
MU 3 KUS-su M[I], "one three-year-old breeding bull, its hide is black" (Petschow 
MR WHS 3: 1). 

3.3. Prices 

In the texts treated in this study, purchase prices are paid in silver or, but much 
less frequently, in barley (nos. 9, 13, 47, 69,98, 117?, 118, 122, 128). In one instance 
the price consists of a cow (no. 32), while in another it includes, in addition to silver, a 
ewe (no. 113). 

Completely unique for this period is the gift (nig-ba) which is given, in addition 
to the purchase price, in the house sale no. 88*. That gift consisted of one mina of wool, 

397~or an example of such an arrangement, see the Pre-Sargonic Lag& text Nikolski 1 17, 
discussed by Steinkeller, JESHO 24 (1981): 144 n. 84. This type of transaction may be suspected in those 
instances where a person is sold by two or more unrelated sellers (nos. 17-87, 109). who very likely are 
his creditors. 

398~ee, e.g., YOS 13 243,244,245,379. 
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one headband, and one sila of oil. The same text also lists a gift for the um-mi-a official, 
comprising 200 able-breads and sixty bowls of beer. 

Tabulated below are the prices of houses and house-lots, orchards, date palms, 
humans, and domestic animals, in that order. All prices are in shekels of silver (gin kug- 
babbar); prices paid in barley have been converted into silver, according to the tariff 1 
shekel of silver = 1 gur of barley, standard in Ur III times. 

TABLE 4 
Prices of Houses and House-Lots 

Text Obiect of Sale Size in sar Price Price of 1 sar Date 

no. 92 6 1 1 1 S 45 
no. 126 6 3.66 5 1.37 SS 5 
no. 96 6 1.16 2.8 2.4 1 SS 7 
no. 29 [H?)] 3 12(?) 4(?) SS 5 
no. 84 [6] 1.33 5.5 4.13 [XI 
no. 64 4) 1.33 9 6.76 
no. 88* C 1.33 17.16 12.9 before 9 33 
no. 38 id&-a 6-Su-si-ga 2 40 20 IS 1 
no. 73 6-dh-a a K1.W 1.43 4.33 3.03 SS 5 
no. 18 6-db-a KI.UD 4.89 25 5.1 AS 8 
no. 62 6-da-a u KI.UD [x]+1.74 18.16 - - 
no. 95 6-K1.m 1.16 2.66 2.29 SS 7 
no. 27 6-ki 6 36 6 SS S 
no. 105 ki-b5ub 2.66 4(?) 1.5(?) SS 4 

As shown by the above data, the prices of houses and house-lots vary 
considerably, from 1 to 20 shekels of silver per 1 sar (ca. 35.28 m2). In our limited 
sample, no marked differences can be detected between the prices of houses and those of 
empty lots. For other data on the prices of houses in Ur 111 times, see Falkenstein, NSGU 
2, p. 159 n. to line 20'. For the prices of houses in the OB period, which are generally 
much higher, see W. Schwenzer, MVAG 1913 (1914):47-51, 113-118; MatouS, ArOr 
1814, 3 3 4 4 ;  Wilcke, WO 8, 278-279. For the prices of houses in the Sargonic and 
earlier periods, see Edzard, SRU, p. 54; Krecher, ZA 63, 185. 

TABLE 5 
Prices of Orchards and Orchard-Lots 

Text Object of Sale Size in iku Price Price of 1 iku Date 

no. 21 gisk,i6 1 4 4 SS 2 
no. 1 giskiri6 giSimmar 0.4 38.5 96.25 S 36 
no. 36 gigkiri6 gi5 gub-ba + KI.UD 6 80 13.33 SS 9 
no. 125 KI.UD ~agq giskiri6 0.08 0.66 8.25 - 
no. 113* ki-gil 0.03 1 33.33 AS(?) 1 
no. 76 ki-gril 0.233 40.5 174 Nb-*um I 1 

TABLE 6 
Prices of Date Palms 

Text No. of Palms Price Price of 1 Palm Date 

no.107 18 4 0.22 IS 6 
no. 24 35 10 0.28 SS 4 
no. 28 35 10 0.28 SS 5 
no. 26 3 1 0.33 SS 4 

As compared with the prices of houses, those of orchards and orchard-land show 
even greater variation: they range from as Little as 4 shekels to as much as 174 shekels of 
silver per 1 iku (ca. 3,528.36 m2). In contrast, the prices of date palms are very stable: 1 
palm costs from 0.28 to 0.33 shekels. The great fluctuation in orchard prices probably is 
due to the fact that the value of an orchard seems to have been determined not by its 
acreage, but by the number of date palms growing in it (see 3.2.1.2). For other orchard 
prices in Ur I11 times, see Falkenstein, NSGU 2, pp. 176-177 n. to line 2. For similar 
data in the OB period, see Schwenzer, W A G  1913, 121; MatouS, ArOr 1814,3638. 

TABLE 7 
Prices of Humans - Males 

Text Price Date 

no. 102 
no. 88 
no. 93 
no. 101 
no. 46 
no. 3 
no. 118 
no. 34 
no. 82 

Ss 1 
Ebarti I 1 
ca. S 45 
AS 8 
IS 3 
S 40 
AS 6 
SS 8 
IS 1 
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TABLE S-Continued 

Text Price Date Text Price Date 

no. 17 5 AS 8 
no. 94*** 5 SS 3 
no. 104 5 SS 4 
no. 94* 5.5 AS 2 
no. 48 5.5 IS 5 
no. 5 6 S 46 
no. 116 7 IS 1 
no. 19 7.33 SS 1 
no. 71 8 a. S 47 
no. 113 8.33 S 48 

+ 1 ug-bar-gP-la 
no. 91 9 340 
no. 66 9 [XI 
no. 68 10 42 
no. 12 10 AS 2 
no. 50 10 IS 7 
no. 123 10 [XI 
no. 11 11 AS 2 
no. 77 14.5 SS 4 
no. 122 15 IS 2 
no. 54 15 [XI 
no. 110 17 [XI 
no. 109 55 IS 19 
no. 70 [x1+2 ca. S 47 

TABLE 8 
Prices of Humans - Females 

Text Price Date 

no. 112 0.5 S 40 
no. 80 1 SS 8 
no. 117* 1.33 IS 2 
no. 114 1.5 SS 1 
no. 94 2 ca. S 45 
no. 41 2 IS 2 
no. 44 2 IS 3 
no. 127 2.33 IS 6 
no. 119 2.5 SS 3 
no. 16 3 AS 5 
no. 115 3.33 SS 5 
no. 43 3.5 IS 3 

no. 90 
no. 14 
no. 120 
no. 49 
no. 81 
no. 25 
no. 45 
no. 47 
no. 124 
no. 86 
no. 94** 
no. 99 
no. 69 
no. 10 
no. 79 
no. 87 
no. 72 
no. 103 
no. 58 
no. 30 
no. 42 

TABLE 9 
Prices of Humans - Sex Unknown 

Text Price Date 

no. 6 12 before 47 
no. 7 15 ca. 47 - AS 1 

no. 2 [xl+O.33 S 40 

TABLE 10 
Prices of Humans - Sold in Groups 

Text Object of Sale Price Date 

no. 13 mother and infant 8.5 AS 3 
no. 121 mother and son 12 AS 9 
no. 85 2 children 15 [XI 
no. 23 man, woman, and infant 3s 3 
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TABLE l w o n t i n u e d  

Text Object of Sale Price Date 

no. 78 man, his wife, and children 8 SS 5 
no. 97 woman, her son, and a male 20 SS 9 
no. 20 man, his wife, and 3 children 43 SS 1 
no. 65 man and his 3 sons 4 1 - 

Our data indicate that the prices of men are noticeably higher than those of 
women. The average price of a man is about 10 shekels of silver; the prices of women 
average around 5-6 shekels. In those instances where the individuals sold can be 
identified as minors (nos. 42, 46, 49, 81, 102, 115), prices belong, as expected, to the 
lower end of the scale. For additonal data on the prices of humans in Ur III times, see 
Falkenstein, NSGU 3, pp. 88-90. In the Old Babylonian period the average price of a 
human was between 15 and 30 shekels. See Schwenzer, MVAG 1913, 34-37, 100; 
MatouS,ArOr 1814, 59; Wilcke, WO 8,280-281; H. Farber, JESHO 21 (1978):12-14, 
41-43. For the prices of humans in the Pre-Sargonic and Sargonic periods, see Edzard, 
SRU, p. 87; Krecher, ZA 63, 192-193; Gelb et al., ELTS. 

TABLE 11 
Prices of Cattle and Asses 

Text Object of Sale Price Date 

no. 31 1 gud-niga "barley-fed ox" 10.5 SS 6 
no. 37 1 gud-giS "yoked ox" 8.33 IS 1 
no. 52 [l gu]d mu-2 "2-year-old ox" 4.5 IS ? 
no. 15 1 GIR mu-2 "2-year-old heifer" 6 AS 4 
no. 128 &me "she-ass" 6 - 

no. 98 1 &me-m@ "mature she-ass" 7.5 SS 9 
no. 56 2 &me 1 amar-ga ank  "she- 13 [XI 

asses, suckling ass" 
no. 39 2 dfisu-nib ''CiSSes'' 8.5 Is  2 

For other animal prices in the Ur I11 period, see Falkenstein, NSGU 2, p. 296 n. 
11 lines 13-14. For the OB prices, see Schwenzer, MVAG 1913, 43-45, 11 1; Wilcke, 
WO 8,282-285; Farber, JESHO 21,14-16,43. 

4.1. Introductory remarks 

This chapter offers a characterization of the Ur ID sale transaction and studies the 
role of the sale document in the contemporaneous legal praxis. At the outset one point 
needs to be emphasized. In Ur 111 law a shup  distinction must be made between the sale 
transaction itself, i.e., the act by which the title to the sold property was transferred by 
the seller to the buyer; and the sale document, which is merely a record of that 
transaction, prepared for the buyer for evidentiary purposes.399 The sale transaction 
creates a legal change; the sale document is a means of attestation. In other words, the 
transaction and the document are two different legal instruments, serving two different 
ends. This observation, however obvious it may seem, is of crucial importance for our 
perception of the Ur 111 sale. The purely evidentiary character of the Ur 111 sale document 
is responsible for the fact that the picture of a sale transaction it presents is incomplete and 
highly selective. The sale document emphasizes the actions of the seller and leaves the 
person of the buyer largely in the shadow. Only facts of basic and immediate importance 
to the buyer are usually recorded in it: the object of sale, the amount of the purchase 
price, the fact that the buyer paid the purchase price and that the seller received it, the 
sworn warranties of the seller, the names of witnesses, and the date of the transaction. 
Yet the ritual actions and verba solemnia which formed the essence of the actual 
transaction are mentioned rarely or not at all. Therefore, in order to obtain a fuller picture 
of the Ur 111 sale transaction one must reach for other relevant sources, such as various 
legal documents relating to sale, comparative material from other periods, and the general 
theory of early sale. 

Since the Ur 111 sale transaction and sale document are two different phenomena, 
in the following discussion they will be treated separately. 

4.2. Ur III sale transaction 

The Ur m sale, like the cuneiform (Mesopotamian) sale400 in general, falls under 
the system of sale for ready money or cash sale. In such a sale the payment of the 
purchase price is combined with the transfer of title to goods sold, with no outstanding 

3991t appears that the separateness of agreement-making and document-writing was a general 
feature of early cuneiform law. This was at least the case in the Old Babylonian period, as convincingly 
demonstrated by S. Greengus, JAOS 89 (1969):505-514, from the evidence of maniage contracts. 

400~or the nature of cuneiform sale, see J. Kohler and F. E. Peiser, HG 3, p. 240; Schorr. VAB 
5, pp. 111-121; Koschaker, Rechtsvergleichende Studien zur Gesetzgebung Hammurapis (Leipzig, 
1917), pp. 138-139; San Nicolb, Schlussklauseln, pp. 7-10, 76137; idem, Beitrage, pp. 193-230; E .  
Cuq, ~ t u d e s  sur le droit babylonien, les lois assyriennes er les lois hittites (Paris, 1929). 180-207; 
G. Boyer, "Nature et formation de la vente dans l'ancien droit babylonien," AHDO+RIDA 2 (1953): 
45-85. 
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duties remaining to be enforced by action.401 More specifically, the Ur III sale should be 
classified as a formal oral conveyance, effected by ritual actions and verba solemnia. 
Our decision to classify the Ur I11 sale as a "conveyance," and not as a "contract," 
follows from the fact that in Ur I11 times sales were always conceived as completed 
transactions, and therefore did not create obligations.402 See in detail below. 

As already noted, in the Ur III sale the payment of the purchase price is combined 
with the transfer of title. Only in one transaction (no. 25), at least so far as we can learn 
from the texts themselves, was the payment of price (more correctly, one-half of the 
price) deferred. The sale with deferred payment or sale on credit, to use another term, still 
functions as sale for ready money, even though the buyer either did not pay the purchase 
price or paid only a fraction of it. In such a transaction the title is still transferred to the 
buyer, and the seller nominally acknowledges the receipt of the purchase money. It is 
notable that the buyer's obligation to pay the price arises not from the sale but from a 
separate agreement, in which the purchase price is converted into a ficticious loan to be 
repaid when the credit ends.403 

The evidence available strongly suggests that in the Ur III sale the delivery of the 
sold property was expected to take place during the sale transaction. This is indicated, 
first of all, by the transfer clause, included in some sale documents (see 2.5), which 
specifically states that the object of sale was transferred by the seller to the buyer. The 
same can be inferred from the gi5-gana . . . bala clause, which similarly attests to the 
transfer of the sold object as part of the sale transaction (see 2.4). 

That the delivery of the sold property usually took place during the conveyance is 
further shown by the sale document no. 17 and text S.2. In no. 17 the tablet uses a 

401~ee  in general Pringsheim, The Greek LAW of Sale, pp. 86-90. 
402~his  is in accordance with the classic maxim of H. S. Maine that "conveyances transfer 

proprietary rights, contracts create obligations" (Ancient Law: Its Connections with the Early History 
of Society and Its Relation to Modern Ideas, 3rd American ed. [New York, 18791, p. 306). By 
"conveyance" we understand the transfer of the title to goods from one person to another, by "contract," a 
promise or a set of promises for the breach of which the law offers a remedy, or the performance of which 
the law in some way recognizes as a duty. See C. R. Noyes, The Institution of Property (New York, 
1936). p. 491. In this connection, it should be pointed out that the various "obligations" that the sale 
wansaction imposes upon the seller (such as the duty to defend title, etc.) arise not from the sale as a 
contract, but from the presumption of the seller's title to goods sold. Cf. Pringsheim, op. cit., p. 86. 
Because of this, the practice, common in Assyrological literature, of classifying cuneiform records of 
sales as "sale conUactsW is incorrect Acceptable terms are "sale document" (which is used in this study), 
"deed of sale," or "conveyance" (the last used by Postgate, Legal Documents, p. 11). 

403~or  the sale on credit in cuneiform law, consult the literature cited above in n. 400. For 
other examples of such sales in Ur I11 times, see Fakenstein, NSGU 1, p. 126. Among the evidence cited 
there, of special interest is the text NSGU 2 135, where the contested purchase price is treated as an 
interest-bearing loan. Quite possibly, separate loan documents were prepared for such ficticious loans, as 
in Egyptian law. See Taubenschlag, The LAW of Greco-Romn Egypt, p. 256. Such a document is 
probably meant in the court record NSGU 2 119. Cf. Haase, EinfiJumg, p. 88. 
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future-tense verb: "the sellers will give the object of sale to the buyer," whereas in the 
envelope the verb is in the past tense: "the buyer bought the object of sale from the 
sellers." The explanation of this discrepancy probably is that the buyer had paid the 
purchase price and had acquired title, but for some unknown reason the property in 
question had not been delivered to him by the sellers. In order to protect the buyer, the 
verb was put in the future tense in the tablet. Now, should the sellers fail to deliver the 
sold property or claim that the delivery had already taken place, the buyer can break the 
envelope and the tablet will yield evidence that the sellers have failed to fulfill their 
obligation. In other words, the purchase price has been converted into a fictitious loan; 
and the tablet, into a fictitious loan document." 

Text S.2 also deals with deferred delivery. It records the promise of the seller to 
deliver the sold person, in this case his son, to the buyer on a specific date in the presence 
of the governor. It appears that, as in no. 17, the seller was unable to make the delivery 
during the conveyance, and so the seller and the buyer concluded a separate agreement, 
imposing upon the seller the obligation to complete the transaction. 

As can be seen, both nos. 17 and S.2 deal with an identical legal situation, but the 
performance of the delivery was secured by different means in each case. In no. 17 the 
tablet was transformed into a fictitious loan document, whereas in S.2 the seller made a 
sworn promise of delivery, which was recorded in a separate tablet.405 These two 
documents show that if the delivery of the sold property could not be performed at the 
time of the conveyance, a special agreement, obliging the seller to complete the delivery, 
was required. Obviously, if delivery could be made independently of the transfer of 
title,406 no need for such agreements would have arisen. 

- - 

404~his ingenious device is analogous to the practice which seems to have been used in some 
OB sales with deferred payment. It has been long recognized that there are instances of OB sale documents 
where the tablet records the payment of price in the future tense (~.LAL.E, "he will weigh out"), in 
contrast to the envelope, which uses the past tense (IN.NA.LAL, "he weighed out"). Such examples, 
however, were dismissed as scribal errors. See MatouS, ArOr 1814, 29-30. It was Boyer, AHDO+RIDA 
2, M, who first proposed that these texts reflect a different legal reality. According to him, the tablet 
offered protection to the seller. If the buyer &d not complete the price, but maintained that he had done 
so, the seller could request that the envelope be broken, and the tablet would then support his claim. The 
validity of Boyer's interpretation is somewhat weakened by the sale document RA 69 (1975):134 no. 11, 
in which the situation is reversed: the tablet has INSALAL. and the envelope, ~LAL.E. It is possible, 
however, that we fmd here another variation on the same theme: the envelope serves as a loan document 
until the buyer pays the purchase price; when the price is paid, the envelope will be broken, and the buyer 
will recover the tablet 

405~uite possibly, a standard sale document, formulated as a completed transaction, was also 
prepared in that transaction. 

406~his is the view of Haase, Einfiihrung, p. 94. Haase cited as evidence the court record NSGU 
2 68, which deals with a suit concerning a slave woman who was sold by her owner to two different 
persons. According to Haase, the fact that she could have been sold for the second time shows that she 
had not been delivered by the seller to the first buyer during the sale transaction. However, it is 
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The dramaris personae of the Ur I11 sale can be divided into two groups: the 

active and the neutral parties to the transaction. The former include the buyer, the seller, 

and the guarantor (who acts as a co-vendor, see 2.11.3). Among the latter, we find the 

weigher of silver (only in transactions in which the purchase price was paid in silver), the 

authorizing official(s), the scribe, and the witnesses. Although a sale transaction could be 

attended by all of these parties, it appears that, apart from the buyer and the seller, only 
the witnesses (or, alternatively, authorizing official(s)) needed to be present for the sale to 

be valid. 
The data in hand indicate that the Ur III sale was effected by the performance of 

certain ritual actions and the recitation of solemn declarations. The ritualistic character of 
transactions is a general feature of primitive law. As described by Maine, ancient 

conveyances and contracts "are in the highest degree ceremonious; they require a variety 

of symbolical acts and words intended to impress the business on the memory of all who 

take part in it"407; " . . . an ancient conveyance was not written, but acted. Gestures 

and words took the place of written technical phraseology, and any formula 

mispronounced, or symbolical act omitted, would have vitiated the proceeding as fatally 
as a material mistake in stating the uses or setting out the remainders would, two hundred 

years ago, have vitiated an English deed."408 This characterization applies word-for- 
word to Mesopotamian law, as the existing sources attest to a rich repertoire of ritual 

actions and verba solemnia used in connection with various legal agreements.409 
The only symbolic action which is specifically mentioned in Ur I11 sale 

documents is the gig-gana . . . bala ritual, which symbolized the transfer of the sold 
person (and probably also of the sold animal) from the potestas of the seller into that of 

the buyer (see 2.4).410 In addition, the sale document no. 62 is material proof that in Ur 

111 times the conveyances of real property, exactly as in earlier periods, involved the act 

of affixing to the wall of a public(?) building a clay cone which bore a record of the 

conceivable that she was actually delivered by the seller, to be subsequently seized by ~II-I-I (for such cases, 
see NSGU 2 63, 136, 204:2-13). 

407~ncient Law, p. 263. 
408~bid., p. 268. Further, compare Pollock's and Maitland's description of early Germanic 

conveyances: "The essence of the transaction may be that one man shall quit and another rake possession 
of the land we& a declared intention that the ownership shall be transferred; but this change of possession 
and the accompanying declaration must be made in formal fashion, otherwise it will be unwitnessed and 
unprovable, which at this early time is as much as to say that it will be null and void. An elaborate 
drama must be enacted, one which the witnesses will remember" (The Hislory of English Low 2, p. 85). 
For the importance of ritualism in early law, see also W. Seagle, The Quest for Law (New York, 1941), 
pp. 258-259. 

4*~ee Greengus, JAOS 89,514-524; A. D. Kilmer, JAOS 94 (1974):177-183. 
410~re-~argonic and Sargonic sale documents mention a number of other ritual actions: the 

spreading of oil (3.. . ak clause), the pouring out of water (a. . . dB clause), and the placing of oil 
and flour(?) in the water (a. . . si clause). See Gelb et al., ELTS 8.12.52, 8.12.5.3, and 8.12.5.4. 
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transaction in q~es t ion .~ l l  Since this act appears to have symbolized and at the same time 

made public the transfer of title, it probably fulfilled the same function as the giS- 

gana . . . bala ritual in sales of m0vables.~l2 

An indispensable element of the 3rd millennium conveyances of real property was 

the presentation of gifts and various additional payments to the seller, his kinsmen, 

witnesses, and the attending 0fficials.~1~ In addition, the buyer customarily gave a 

special feast at his house for all the participants of the transaction, during which they ate 

food, drank beer, and anointed themselves with oiL414 Such gifts are expressly 

mentioned only in one Ur 111 sale document, a house sale from Umma (no. 88*).415 The 

fact that this text is one of the earliest (if not the earliest) Ur 111 sale documents extant, 
suggests that the custom of presenting gifts and giving a feast died out in Ur 111 times. 

But since identical practices are documented in the Old Babylonian Mari and ESnunna416 

and in the Middle Babylonian Emar,417 chances are that these customs continued also in 

that period, though probably on a smaller scale than before. 

-- -p 

411~ee in detail the commentary to no. 62. 
412~ut  note that the same rite is also mentioned in the he-Sargonic text RTC 17, which deals 

with the sale of a man. 
413~ee Krecher, ZA 63, 154-160: idem, Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarwn Hungaricae 

22 (1974):29-32; J.-J. Glassner, JA 273 (1985):3948; Gelb et al., ELTS 8.5. 
414~his feast is described in the "ManiStuSu Obelisk", DP 2, and JCS 10 (1956):26 no. 2. See 

Gelb et al., ELTS 8.12.5.8. 
415~his text mentions two sets of gifts: one mina of wool, one sila of oil, and one headband, 

which were presented to the sellers, and 200 table-breads and sixty bowls of beer, which were given to the 
um-mi-a official. Considering the enormous quantity of the bread and beer presented to the um-mi-a, it is 
possible that these victuals were actually intended for the feast 

416~or the gifts at Mari, see especially ARM 22 328, a Sammelurkunde of the field-purchases 
of a certain Warad-Sin, which records gifts of silver, oil, barley, and even garments ~ G . B A R . S I  - ii 
28) to the relatives of the sellers and to the witnesses. Gifts of silver, presented to the witnesses, are 
listed also in the sale documents ARM 8 2 (house) and 3 (field). The feast is mentioned in the field sales 
M.A.R.I. 1 (1982):80 lines 22-25 (NINDA ti-ku-lu KAS ti-it-da-u ri i ti-il-tap-tu in E PN a-lu-zi- 
nim), ARM 8 13 rev. 11'-14' (ka-ra-am i-ku-lu ka-sa-am iS-tu-li u Sa-am-na-am ip-ta-Su), and the 
earlier-cited text ARM 22 328 (Lu.MES SU.GI NINDA i-ku-lu KAS it-tu-li - i 40 and passim; 
once . . . KAS z i  GES[TIN(!] it-tu - ii 46; once also.. . ['I].GI~ ip-la-US-Su - ii 47). For the 
existence of similarpractices atESnunna, see JCS 9 (1955):107 no. 59:10, a field sale, which contains a 
note So-am-no qd-qd-su-nu pa-ti-it, "their heads were anointed with oil." 

417~ee NINDA hu-ku ka-sil7-ip GIS.BANSUR ~ .GIS  pa-5-iS 1 G ~ N  ka-bu-ra Sa 8-ti 
LU.MES ah-hi-a ma-ah-ru, "the.. .bread was distributed (lit.: broken), the table(?) was anointed 
with oil; the 'brothers' (i.e., the kinsmen of the seller) received one shekel (of silver), the k.-payment of 
the house" (D. Arnaud, Emar 3 20:18-22 - a house sale); NINDA hu-uk-kug ka-si-ip GIS(!).BANSUR 
~ 1 S . i  pa-Sf-iS ku-bu-ru KI nu-ad-n[ul 1 GfN KUG.BABBAR LU.MES a h-h[ul [mla-ah-r[u] (ibid. 
171:15-19 - a land sale). I owe both references to W. L. Moran. The use of oil in these texts brings to 

mind the "spreading of oil on the side (of the sold property?)" 0 zag-e . . . ak and i tdidu), and the 
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The purpose of both the gifts and the feast was the creation of a symbolic bond 
integrating the buyer with the seller and his kinsmen. Since in traditiond societies 
alienation of the family-owned real property to an outsider was and is generally thought 
to be immoral and repugnant, achieved only with the greatest difficulty and usually under 
economic stress, the creation of such a bond was meant to facilitate the alienation. By 
presenting gifts to the kinsmen of the seller and by eating and drinking with them, 
universal ways of creating community, the buyer became at least on the symbolic level a 
member of the seller's kinship group. Thereby the transfer of property was 
psychologically easier to accept.418 

additional payment called  Z ZAG, which are attested in Pre-Sargonic sale documents and kudurms. See - .  
Gelb et a[., ELTS 8.12.5.2. 

418~ery similar practices existed, until quite recently, among the Ifugaos and Kalingas in the 
Phillipines. As reported by R. F. Barton, Ifirgao Law (Berkeley, 1969). pp. 38-39, "the Ifugao has a very 
peculiar system of buying and selling in connection with family property, by which, paradoxical as it 
may sound, a man has to pay for an article almost twice its price. In order to complete the purchase of a 
rice field, there are 'exaas' almost without number, to be paid, each extra bearing as its metaphorical 
name, the name of some act of rice-field cultivation or of a feature of the trade itself; . . . the price is 
divided into ten parts, each part being represented by a runo stick or a notch cut in a stick or by knots in 
a string;, . .the f i s t  two sticks are called budut, and represent the payment down. They are the 
heaviest payments, not necessarily made on the day of the transfer, but at a set time. The eight others 
represent some standard in the Ifugao's system of barter, and are called gatang, or price. They are paid at 
some indefinite time in the future." A special fee, called lukbu, is paid to the witnesses and the agent. 
"The principal witnesses are preferably the distant kin of the seller, and the agent or agents who effected 
the sale; . . . these fees are paid and the presents made to the kin of the seller at a feast called ibuy. This 
feast is performed whenever the purchase price of the field has been paid. The kin of the buyer and seller 
meet in the purchaser's house; . . . one of the f i e  points in buying consists of an insidious hospitality 
on the part of the purchaser, which gets the seller and his kin drunk so that they forget some of their 
perquisites. At the psychological moment, that is, when a few, but not all, of the presents or lukbu have 
been made to the seller and his kin, and when the latter are at the proper stage of drunkenness, one of the 
purchaser's kinsmen says: 'Ixt us proceed with the praying.' If he is successful in getting the religious 
part of the ceremonies started, and can keep the minds of the seller and his-kin from the unpaid gifts or 
fees until they eat, then the fees never have to be paid. For when they have staaed eating, everything is 
over: . . . for, according to Ifugao law, when the seller and purchaser eat together at the ibuy feast, the 
transfer of ownership is complete, and irrevocable" (ibid., pp. 3942). 

Equally illuminating for the motivation behind the Mesopotamian gifts and feast are the selling 
practices of the Kalingas (Barton, The Kalingas: Their Institutions and Custom Low [Chicago, 19391, 
pp. 107-114). Among the Kalingas, the price consists of the gatad, "base," which is the seller's share, 
the so-01, composed of two subdivisions, which is given to the seller's relatives and agents, and certain 
ritual payments. The buyer must make gifts to the seller's kindred, which should amount to from twenty- 
five to fifty per cent of the value received by the seller. These payments are not so minutely named and 
categorized as among the Ifugaos, but they are likely to be more numerous, since their recipients include 
also the kindred of the seller's wife. According to Barton, these gifts serve the following purposes: "(1) 
they clear the title - no relative of the seller can claim the field as his after being feasted and given a 
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Although none of the extant sale documents records verba solemnia, it appears 
virtually certain that the Ur 111 sale involved the pronouncement of prescribed solemn 
declarations by the seller and the buyer, which, like the ritual actions, sanctified and 
validated the transa~tion.~l9 The existence of such declarations can be deduced from 
surviving examples of the warranties that were made orally by the seller.420 the strong 
element of ritualism in the conveyance, and the use of verba solemnia in other types of 
legal agreement~.~Zl 

Another indispensable element of the Ur 111 sale appears to have been a sworn 
promise of no-contest made by the seller and the buyer (see 2.6). This conclusion rests 
on the fact that at least seventy-three sale documents record this clause (or only the oath). 
Although, as recorded in the texts, the promise of no-contest is formulated either 
unilaterally (i.e., refemng only to the seller) or reciprocally, it is virtually certain that in 
actual transactions this promise was always made by both the seller and the buyer. The 
examples where only the seller's promise is recorded are due to the nature of the sale 
document, which, as noted earlier, emphasizes the actions of the seller. 

In addition, the seller (or the guarantor) offered a number of other promises or 
warranties. Among these, sale documents record the warranties against eviction (see 
2.7), against delinquency (see 2.8), and flight of the sold person (see 2.9). 

present; (2) a Kalinga who sells a field has qualms of conscience; he is doing a dangerous thing, and his 
relatives may reproach him afterward, for he is lowering his own prestige and that of his kinship group - 
but the edge of any reproaches they might make is taken off by the fact that they have shared in the 
proceeds; (3) the presents give the buyer a chance to splurge, to elevate his prestige, and to ingretiate 
himself with the seller's whole kinship group" (ibid., pp. 108-109). The sale is initiated by the seller's 
agents. When the agents have found a buyer, they appoint a day of conveyance. On the appointed day the 
seller and his kindred come to the buyer's house. One of the agents asks the buyer if he wishes to buy and 
is willing to pay the price asked as the "base." Nothing is said at that time about the so-01 and other 
payments. If the buyer answers in the affumative, the go-between performs a ritual which tests the 
propitiousness of the transaction. Assuming that there are no bad omens, the relatives proceed to ask for 
their so-01 one by one, and it is said that a man who is a "good talker" will get more than one who is 
not. The so-01 are more numerous, of course, if the seller has many relatives. The transaction culminates 
in a ceremonial feast, during which the seller's and buyer's kin eat and drink together. The "base" is 
collected by the agents and delivered to the seller on the following day. 

419~ompare the formula pronounced by the buyer in the Roman mncipatio, cited in 2.12.5. 
420~ee nos. 447-8, 127:12-14. 
421~ee Greengus, JAOS 89, pp. 514-524, for verba solemnia used in OB marriag- contracts 

and adoptions. As an example of such declarations in Ur 111 times. I may cite the text NATN 258, which 
concerns the transfer of rights to a prebend field by the wife of its deceased(?) holder to another person. 
This was accomplished by the recitation of a solemn formula: 9(iu) g h  SUKU PN-ka PN2 dam-ni h 
PN3 dumu-SAL-ni PNq-ra igi-ne-ne in-Si-gar-N& SUKuugd fl-bi a-ba-ab in-na-andugq, "(concerning) 9 
iku of land, the prebend field of PN. PN2, his wife, and PN3. his daughter, approached PNq; she (i.e., 
PNZ) declared for him: 'Take over the duty of my prebend field'" (lines 1-8). For another example, see 
NSGU 2 23~9-10. 
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Of these warranties the eviction-warranty appears to have been the only duty that 
the Ur 111 sale regularly imposed on the seller. The seller's obligation to defend the title 
and recompense the buyer if he is evicted of the acquired property is implicit in the act of 
selling, which presupposes the seller's title to the goods sold. In contrast, the warranties 
against delinquency and flight are unusual, since under normal circumstances the seller 
cannot be held responsible for the actions of a sold person. It appears that in these 
instances sold persons were relatives of the seller, which would explain why the seller 
was willing to assume such an obligation. 

Sale documents and other legal documents attest to the frequent practice of the 
seller appointing a guarantor (see 2.1 1). Since guarantors are explicitly mentioned only in 
twenty-four (or possibly twenty-seven, if one includes the uncertain cases) of the extant 
sale documents, the presence of a guarantor does not appear to have been a condition 
sine qua non of the Ur I11 sale. More likely, the guarantor was appointed only if the 
buyer specifically insisted on one. The guarantor acted as a co-vendor and, accordingly, 
assumed the same responsibilities as the seller. 

Text no. 12 records a swom promise of the brothers of the seller that they will not 
lay claims to the sold man. The fact that such a provision does not occur in other sale 
documents suggests that the renunciation of claims by the relatives of the seller was not a 
regular part of the Ur 111 sale. Accordingly, we may speculate that in no. 12 this promise 
was necessitated by some peculiarity in the proprietory rights to the slave. 

In the instances where the purchase price consisted of silver, the weighing of 
silver was often performed by a qualified weigher (2.12). Persons who acted in this 
capacity were smiths, goldsmiths, and merchants. 

In twenty sale documents, there are listed various officials, among them 
governors, mayors, and judges, who authorized the respective transactions and who 
were probably also responsible for their attestation and publicity (see 2.13). Given the 
limited nature of such occurrences, it appears that, with the possible exception of sales of 
native children (see 2.13.2 and n. 292), official authorization was not a legal requirement 
of the Ur 111 sale. We may speculate that this practice was an Ur III innovation, and that it 
is to be attributed to the state's increased control over economic and legal life in that 
period. It is notable that in three of the sale transactions authorized by judges (nos. 86, 
100, 109) no witnesses were present. This suggests that the authorization of a transaction 
by judges was a sufficient source of attestation. 

The scribe who wrote the sale document is named only sporadically (see 2.14); he . 
usually appears as the last witness. Since the preparation of a sale document was not a 
necessary requirement of the Ur 111 sale (see 4.3), scribes naturally appeared only in 
those instances where documents were written down. 

The presence of witnesses was essential to conclude a valid sale in Ur 111 times 
(see 2.15). This follows from the fact that witnesses were the primary source of evidence 
(see 4.3). The available data suggest that witnesses were usually chosen from among the 
relatives and acquaintances of both the seller and the buyer, though no smct rules seem to 
have regulated either their selection or number. 

The final point which should be discussed here is the location of sale transactions. 
Whereas Ur 111 sale documents offer no information regarding this point, we have 
indications that in earlier periods sales usually took place in the buyer's house.422 This 
was probably generally true also of Ur 111 sales, though in instances where the 
transactions were authorized by officials or judges that location could have been some 
public place, such as the govemor's palace or a temple.423 

4.3. The Ur III sale document 

The Ur III sale document, like cuneifonn legal texts in general, was evidentiary in 
character, and not d i s p ~ s i t i v e . ~ ~ ~  What this means is that the Ur IT1 sale document, unlike 
the modem deed of sale, was not a source of legal change. As noted earlier, in Ur 111 law 
the transfer of ownership was accomplished by the performance of ritual actions and the 
recitation of solemn declarations. The sale document was external to the transfer of title; it 
merely supplied information that the transfer had been performed. 

The sale document was a source of evidence, but it benefited only the buyer. It 
was written for the buyer, whose interests it was exclusively intended to protect. As 
already mentioned, this fact has an important bearing on the contents of the sale 
document, for the facts stated there are generally only those which could help the buyer to 
protect his title to the acquired property. 

In its original and basic application, the sale document served as a receipt for the 
purchase price, in the same way as loan documents served as receipts for loans or hire 
documents served as receipts for wages. 

The information recorded in a sale document was authenticated by means of 
sealings, placed either by the seller or the guarantor or, in some instances, by the 
authorizing official. 

Although it is clear that the saIe document was prepared for the buyer, and that the 
buyer kept it among his records, the case of the Umma house sale 88*, of which two 
copies survive, raises an interesting question as to the function of the duplicate. 
Excluding the unlikely possibility that the duplicate was intended for the sellers, we have 
to assume that either it was given to the buyer (which would account for the survival of 
both copies) or that it represented an archival copy which was deposited in Urnma's 
cadastral 

422~ee DP 2 and JCS 10 (1956):26 no. 2, discussed in Gelb et 01.. ELTS 8.12.5.8. 
423~or the govemor's palace as the place of legal proceedings, see Fakenstein, NSGU 1, pp. 

139 n. 2, 140 n. 3; for the same function performed by temples, see ibid., p. 66 nn. 4 and 6. It is 
possible that the transactions recorded in Nippur sale documents nos. 22, 27,29,59, and 60, which use 
an oath invoking Ninurta and the king, took place in the gate of Ninurta's temple (see above n. 209). 

424The fact that cuneifonn legal documents are evidentiary in character rather than dispositive is 
generally recognized by students of Mesopotamian law. See Greengus, JAOS 89, p. 513 and n. 36, who 
also cites earlier literature. 

425The existence of such an office at Umma can be deduced from the text YOS 4 300, which is a 
survey of twelve houses located in an Umma quarter. In five instances the text gives two sizes of the . 
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Also unclear is the function of the surviving self-sale documents (nos. 20, 82, 
108,127). Among them, no. 108 and probably no. 20 are sealed by the buyer, while no. 
82 is sealed by the father of the person who sold himself into slavery. In the last example 
the sale document was certainly given to the buyer. In contrast, nos. 20 and 108, because 
of the buyer's sealings, could have been intended for the sold persons or, alternatively, 
for some public archive. 

The above statement that the Ur I11 sale document is a source of evidence needs 
further elaboration, for, as noted earlier, another source of evidence was witnesses or, 
much less frequently, authorizing officials. The question arises, therefore, how these two 
forms of attestation related to each other. First, however, a general comment on the role 
of evidence in legal procedure is necessary. It is important to keep in mind that legal 
forms must always be considered under the aspect of evidence in court. To say that an 
agreement is enforceable means that it is recognized as enforceable by the court. 
Accordingly, if the court admits only the evidence of witnesses, only witnessed 
agreements are enforceable. On the other hand, if it allows only written evidence, then 
documentation is required. Thus agreements are evidenced either by witnesses or 
documentation. Under certain conditions these two forms of attestation can supplement 
each other, but they are never of equal importance.426 

Now the only way in which the role of sale documents and witnesses in Ur 111 
legal procedure can be ascertained is by examination of the records of litigations 
concerning earlier sale transactions. It is significant that among the seventy-one records 
of litigations where the nature of presented evidence is specified$27 sale documents were 
offered as evidence in only six instances (NSGU 2 45, 81, 99, 105, 193:T-20'. 33'- 
47'). In addition, in one case (NSGU 2 109) the buyer promised to bring a sale document 
to court. In the remaining litigations, either witnesses were produced or one of the 
litigants took a declaratory oath. 

Among the cases where a sale document was produced, of special interest is 
NSGU 2 45, for in this particular instance the buyer brought to the court both the 
document and the witnesses. It is significant that, as the text makes clear, the purpose of 
that document was only to support the credibility of the witnesses: PN PN2 16-inim-ma 

house: the first. described as sale-a, "(as it was when it) was bought," and the second, described as nig- 
gil-la, "(as it) is (at present)." The sizes differ only in one case (lines 12-13: the nig-g81-la size is l n  sar 
smaller). As this text shows, the surveyor of the houses must have had access to the records of the earlier 
purchases of those properties; most likely, the records in question were kept in some central Umma office 
(which apparently was also responsible for the survey). It thus appears that in Ur 111 Umma sales of real 
property had to be officially registered 

4 2 6 ~ f .  Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale, p. 17. 
4 2 7 ~ ~ ~ ~  2 30, 35, 36, 37, 38.42.43, 45, 46,47,49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 

60.63.69. 71, 72, 73, 76.79, 80.81.85, 86 ,90 ,9 ,98  9 1 1 0  1 107, 108, 109, 170, 175, 
176:2-10, 11-21, 180, 185, 187, 193:2'-20'. 33'47'. 194:2-17, 29'-38'. 196, 1972-16,3lS-41', 198 i 
18' - ii 13, 200, 207:2-14, 29-35, 209 iii 48-55. 210 iv 4-12,211:l-14, 18-25.31-33. 34-38; ZA 
53.63 no. 7.66 no. 8; Sumer 15 (1959). pl. X no. 2; AOAT 25, pp. 444-445 no. 9 iii 2-1 1. 
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Sag4 dub-ba-ka-me dub-bi ki di-kud-ne-it PN3 mu-de6, "PN (and) PN2 are the 
witnesses who are (mentioned) in the tablet; PN3 brought this tablet before the judges" 
(lines 7-1 1). 

In the other cases where buyers used sale documents to prove their title, the suits 
took place many years after the original transactions (twenty years in NSGU 2 105). 
suggesting that the use of documents, rather than witnesses, was dictated by the 
unavailability of the latter. 

These data allow us to establish that the Ur lIl sale was primarily witnessed, with 
sale documents serving as a secondary source of evidence, which could be used in 
support of the testimony of witnesses.428 It was only when witnesses were not available 
that the sale document could be accepted in court as primary evidence.429 

The rarity of references to the evidentiary use of sale documents in court records 
allows us to make yet another important observation, namely, that in the overwhelming 
majority of Ur I n  sale transactions no sale documents were ~r i t t en .~30  The obvious 
conclusion must be, therefore, that, unlike the attestation by witnesses, expedient 
documentation was not a necessary condition of the Ur lIl sale. 

428~he position of the Ur 111 sale document (and cuneiform sale documents in general) vis-his 
the testimony of witnesses is comparable to the situation that existed in the early Greek sale, where sale 
documents for a long time did not replace attestation by witnesses, but only helped to prove it. See 
Pringsheim, The Greek Law of Sale, pp. 4346. 

429That in Ur 111 law the evidence of documents was of less importance than that of witnesses 
has not yet been fully recognized. Thus Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 73, thought that "der Urkundenbeweis 
ist natiirlich dem Zeugenbeweis gleichgestellt." 

430~his point is well illustrated by the text NSGU 2 212:ll-14, which deals with a suit 
concerning a slave. Since the witnesses who had attended the original sale transaction were no longer 
alive, the slave's purchaser, in order to prove his title, had to take a declaratory oath. Had a sale document 
been prepared in that transaction, the purchaser would undoubtedly have produced it as evidence. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

As this study has shown, Ur I11 sale documents lack the high level of formal 
standardization that is characteristic of their Old Babylonian and later counterparts. The 
repertoire of clauses employed and their sequence in the document are subject to great 
variation. With the exception of sale documents from Adab and a small group of Nippur 
texts, it is impossible to discern local types among texts coming from the same city or 
even the same archive. Nevertheless, in comparison with documents dating to earlier 
periods, the Ur I11 texts display as a group much greater unity, and it is clear that the 
process whereby a regular form for the sale document developed was already underway 
in Ur I11 times. 

The operative section is the introductory and, at the same time, the main part of 
the sale document. It states the basic facts of the transaction: that the buyer bought object 
x from the seller for price y. The Ur I11 sale documents employ five basic types of 
operative section (Types A-E), among which the most common is the one-part type with 
the verb sale, "to buy" (Type A). In the Old Babylonian period this operative section was 
abandoned in favor of the two-part type with the verbs sale, "to buy," and lal, "to weigh 
out," occasionally used in Ur I11 times (as Type E) and found already in Pre-Sargonic 
sale documents. This development probably results from the fact that the two-part 
operative section, recording the purchase and the payment of price in two separate 
sentences, was more precise than the one-part formulations prevalent in Ur 111 times. 

The operative section is supplemented by a set of clauses which flesh-out the facts 
of the transaction. Included here are (1) the completion-of-price clause, stating that the 
purchase price was paid in full; (2) the completion-of-transaction clause, signifying that 
the price was paid and that the delivery of the sold property was performed; (3) the giS- 
gana. . . bala clause, recording the ritual action that symbolized (in the sales of 
persons and possibly also of animals) the transfer of title from the seller to the buyer, and 
(4) the transfer clause, likewise signifying the transfer of title. 

Next follow the clauses recording various sworn promises, made by the parties 
to the transaction and the guarantor: (1) the no-contest clause; (2) the eviction clause; (3) 
the warranty against delinquency; and (4) the warranty against flight. The no-contest 
clause offers a sworn promise not to challenge the finality of the transaction. Although 
this clause is formulated either unilaterally (refemng only to the seller) or reciprocally 
(refemng to the seller and the buyer), it appears that in the actual sale transaction the 
promise of no-contest was always made by both parties. 

The eviction clause imposes upon the seller the duty to compensate the buyer if 
6 

the latter is evicted of the acquired property; the compensation stipulated is either duplurn 
(double) or simple restitution. 

The warranties against delinquency and flight, both of which are quite unique in 
cuneiform sales, make the seller liable should the sold person refuse to work or run 

! 

away. I 
I 

The guarantor is named in some twenty-seven sale documents.As can be deduced 
from these texts and other contemporaneous legal sources, in Ur I11 law the guarantor 
functioned as a co-obligor, in sales, accordingly, he assumed the same obligations as the 
seller. 

The next group of clauses lists the neutral parties who attended the sale 
transaction for the purpose of authorization and attestation. Occurring there are the 
weigher of silver, the authorizing official, the scribe, and the witnesses. The weigher of 
silver appeared in those transactions where the purchase price consisted of silver. He was 
responsible for the accurate weighing of silver, and the persons who acted in that capacity 
were qualified professionals, such as smiths, goldsmiths, and merchants. 

The authorizing official is listed in twenty texts. Most often, this official was the 
chief administrative official in a given place: an Cnsi, "governor," in cities, and a ha-za- 
nlim, "mayor," in towns and villages. It appears unlikely that such an authorization was a 
legal requirement of Ur 111 law; rather, it was limited to certain types of transactions, 
especially those involving the sale of native children. 

The scribe who wrote the tablet is named very rarely. In contrast, the list of 
witnesses is a regular component of the sale document. The data pertaining to the identity 
of the witnesses indicate that they generally came from among the kinsmen and the 
acquaintances of seller and buyer alike; the number of witnesses varies greatly from one 
transaction to another. 

The concludig sections of the sale document give the date of the transaction and, 
occasionally, its location. The final component of the sale document is the seal 
impressions. Seals attested are generally those of the seller and/or the guarantor. 
Occasionally, sealings of authorizing officials occur, and, in a unique case, that of the 
sold individual. 

The individuals who appear as sellers and buyers in the Ur I11 sale documents 
came from virtually all social strata. Especially predominant among them are various state 
and temple functionaries and merchants. Less frequently, they can be identified as 
priests, craftsmen, shepherds, farmers, gardeners, and, in one instance, a slave. 

The Ur I11 sale documents deal with real property and chattels. The types of real 
property sold are houses and orchards. Chattels include humans and domestic animals 
(cattle and asses). The evidence of the sale documents, combined with data from 
contemporaneous court records, suggests that a conspicuously large number of the sales 
of humans involved natives, especially children. 

In terms of its legal significance, the Ur I11 sale can be defined as a formal oral 
agreement, effected by the performance of ritual actions, such as the gig-gana . . . bala 
ritual (in the sales of humans and animals) and the driving of a clay nail into a wall (in the 
sales of real property), and by the recitation of verba solemnia. 

In the Ur I11 sale the payment of the purchase price was combined with the 
transfer of title and the transfer of the sold property to the buyer. 

In order to be legally valid, the transaction had to be attended by witnesses, 
whose testimony, in case of future litigation, served as the primary source of evidence. 
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It appears that, in contrast to the presence of witnesses, the preparation of a sale 
document was not necessary to conclude a valid sale. The Ur III sale document was 
merely a source of evidence; it was written specifically for the buyer, and its purpose was 
to help the buyer protect his title to the acquired property. This fact has important bearing 
on the contents of the sale document, for the facts recorded in it are generally only those 
which were of immediate relevance to the buyer. As indicated by contemporaneous court 
records, in Ur 111 legal procedure the evidence of a sale document was of secondary 
importance to that of the testimony of witnesses. 

6. EXCURSUS: THE VERB sale AND THE NOUN (nig-)s&n 

6.1. Reading of the sign N~NDAXSE 
Throughout the Fara - Ur 111 periods both the verb sale, "to buy," and the noun 

(nig-)sh, "purchase price," are consistently written with the sign N~NDAXSE (= LAK- 
105). In addition, there occur several variant spellings of N~NDAXSE, in which 
N~NDAxSE is provided with phonetic indicators andlor purely graphic marks. The extant 
examples of such spellings are as follows: 

(a) when standing for the verb 

(1) N~NDAXSE.A (nos. 3,22,27,28 - all Nippur); 
(2) N~NDAXSE.AS (nos. 70 - Adab, 102 - Ur); 
(3) N~NDAXSE.AS.AS (nos. 76 - ESnunna, 78 - LagaS, 103 - Ur); 

(b) when standing for the noun 

N~NDAXSE.ZA (Edzard, ARET 2, pp. 136, 159 - Ebla); 
SE.VZXVCINJN in N~G.SE.VZXV~NJN = gdr-a(?)-turn (MEE 4, 
p. 204 line 67a; photo pl. XVI no. 12 v 13-14); 
N~NDAXSE.DIS (Edzard, ARET 2, pp. 136, 159 - Ebla); 
N~NDAXSE.A (MAD 4 78:2, 81:2, 150:2, 8, 9, 155:2, 10, 12, 
169:2,6, 16 - all Isin, Sargonic; nos. 3, 36a - both Nippur); 
N~NDAXSE.AM (MALI 4 77:2 - Sargonic; passim in Ur 111 texts); 
N~NDAXSE.AS (no. 77 - Lagail; 
N~NDAXSE.AS.AS (nos. 76 - ESnunna, 78 - LagaS); 
N~NDAXSE.AS.AM (no. 82 - Lagag); 
N~NDAxSE.AS.AS.AM (no. 80 - Lagag). 

Among these writings, the ones employing the signs AS and ALAS (2, 3, 9, 10, 
11, 12) can safely be dismissed as mere allographs of N ~ N D A X ~ E ;  the Ebla spelling 
N~NDAXSE.DIS (6) seems to fall under the same category. The spellings with AM (8, 
11, 12), limited to the noun, are to be interpreted as s&ngm, with AM functioning as a 
phonetic indicator. It appears that in the writings N~NDAX$E.A (1, 7) and 
N~NDAXSE.ZA (4, 5) the signs A and ZA should likewise be analyzed as phonetic 
indicators: saloa and salOsg, respectively. In support of this interpretation, note that in 
nos. 22 and 27 the verb in each case is written with the sign N~NDAXSE.A, and the 

i noun, with N~NDAXSE.AM. The examples where N~NDAXSE.A and N~NDAXSE.ZA 
stand for the noun, i.e., s h ,  probably represent a secondary usage of the "verb" sign. 
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indicated by the Ebla lexical entry NMAXSE = mu-da-tum l m a d d u m l ,  (MEE 4, 
p. 369 line 0311), where N~NDAXSE replaces the expected i g  = N ~ D A X N E ,  "to 
measure out" 

6.2.2. In view of the formal similarity between the Sumerian salo and s h  and 
the Akkadian verb Sdmu, "to buy," one cannot but suspect that these vocables are 
genetically related. However, the exact nature of this relationship is unclear. Falkenstein 
speculated that sale and s h  are loanwords from Sdmu, and reconstxucted the original 
form of both the verb and the noun as *Sh.47 As Falkenstein visualized it, the final /m/ 
subsequently disappeared in the verb (*Sm > s h  > sale), but was preserved in the 
noun, apparently under the influence of Sdmu. More recently, Krecher offered a similiar 
suggestion: ". . . die llteste Lesung [of NR~NDAXSE] is moglicherweise /sa3am/, d.h. 
der endungslose akkadische Infinitiv *Sa%rn- (altbabylonisch ~ d m - ) . " ~ ~ ~  

The main argument against deriving sale from Sdmu is the peculiar and distinctive 
character of the Sumerian concept of "buying," which sets it apart from the Akkadian 
idiom, meaning simply "to acquire something from someone" (x Stelitti y Sdmu). While 
one can envision the opposite derivation, it appears highly unlikely, if not impossible, 
that the Sumerian idiom could have developed from the Akkadian one. 

Against Falkenstein's and Krecher's theory speaks also the fact that already in the 
Fara period the phonemic shape of the verb was /sat (note the ealier-discussed Ebla 
logogram N~NDAXSE.ZA and the Fara spelling ENGUR-C-ZA(.N~NDAXSE)), 
necessitating the assumption that the disappearance of the hypothetical final /m/ in sale 
had to occur at an extremely early date. And finally, it needs to be pointed out that 
Sumerian does not otherwise show any loanwords borrowed overtly from Akkadian 
infiniti~es,~49 making the derivation of sale from S h u  very doubtful. 

For these reasons, if sale and Sdmu are genetically related,450 one is forced to 
assume that the direction of the borrowing was from Sumerian to Akkadian, with the 
base of the derivation being the noun s h .  It is important to note that the occurrences of 

- 

Wissenschafien, 1941 @ubl. 1942). p. 119, who speculated that the Sumerian concept of "buying" was 
synonymous with "Kaufpreis zahlen." 

4 4 7 ~ ~ ~ ~  1, p. 121 n. 1, p. 122 n. 1. 
4 4 8 ~ ~  63, 152. 
4491, thii, Sumerian conforms to the general linguistic ~ l e  that borrowings of verbs are made, 

universally it seems, from nominal forms. In Sumerian, such borrowings usually comprise an Akkadian 
noun and the auxiliary verb ak, "to do," as in dam-!a-ra . . . ak, "to do battle" (from tam@ru), sa- 

gaz . . . ak, "to plunder" (from Sag(g)aStu or SaggaSu), and Su-bala . . . ak, "to exchange" @robably 
from Sup6ltu; see now SU.BALA.AK, SU.TA.KAL = du-US-da-bi-lum/lulum in M E E  4 ,  p. 257 lines 
510-511). 

45% presence of different sibilants in sale and Scimu us/ against /W) is a problem that, whilz 
not of critical importance for this issue, needs to be taken into consideration. 
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Sdmu are exceedingly rare before the Old Babylonian periodP5l and that in Old Akkadian 
the meaning "to buy" was expressed preferably by the construction Amount ana SimZ 
Object-of-Sale nudiznu, "to give amount x for object y."452 The preferential usage of this 
construction in Old Akkadian may be taken as an indication that S h u  gained popularity 
only gradually, thus deepening our suspicion of its non-Semitic origin.453 

6.2.3. The m a d  (imperfective) root of salo is sa10-sa10. When combined with 
the ablative infix -ta- (or its phonetic variant -ra-) and the conjugational prefix ba-, salo 
acquires the meaning "to The underlying semantic opposition is thus between 
the unmarked Id-sa10 "to buy" and the marked ba-ta-sale "to ~ell."~55 For this 
distinction, compare German kaufen and verkaufen, and Chinese mai-mai, which 
means either "to buy" or "to sell," depending on the tonal pronunciation used.456 It 
appears that ba-ta-sale, "to sell," represents a secondary development of sa10457; it must 
be noted, however, that this usage is documented already in the Sargonic period.458 

The meaning "to buy" of sale is further modified by the addition of dimensional 
infixes: (1) -5- "to buy from"; (2) -na- "to buy for someone"; (3) -ta- (Instrumental) "to 
buy forlwith something"; and (4) -da- (Abilitative) "to be able to buy." In the construction 
with -Si-, "to buy from," the head-noun of the adverbial phrase (i.e., the seller) is placed 
in the terminative case -St; in Ur I11 texts -St  can be replaced by the dative suffix -ra or 
the locative suffix -a, or even by the prepositional phrase ki . . . (-ak)-ta, "from."459 
As noted earlier, the peculiar usage of -5- "towards" to express the sense "(to buy) from" 
is explained by the fact that sale originally meant "to make equivalent," i.e., to pay the 
purchase price to the seller. A similar case is presented by the verb Su . . . t i-  (g), 

451~he  only Old Akkadian occurrences of S2mu come from CT 50 71:10, "ManiStuSu Obelisk," 
and nos. 113, 126, and 128 in this volume. 

4 5 2 ~ e e  above 2.1.6. 
453~he  South Arabic sama (see C. Conti Rossini, Chrestomafhia arabica meridionalis 

epigraphica [Rome, 19311, p. 246). cited by Gelb, MAD 3, p. 258, and AHw., p. 1159a, as a cognate 
of Siimu, if related at all, may be an Akkadii loanword, and thus it does not prove the Semitic origin of 
Sirnu. 

4 5 4 ~ f .  Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 121. 
455~or this modifying sense of -ta-, cf. kiS-(&), "to bind," and -la-kt~-(&), "to untie, to undo," 

discussed by Gragg, Injixes, pp. 36-37. 
4 5 6 ~ .  Benvensite, Le vocabulaire des institutions indo-europiennes 1 (Paris, 1969). p. 127. 
4 5 7 ~ f .  Fakenstein, NSGU 1, p. 121. There is no compelling evidence that salo-0  may by 

itself mean "to sell." Note that in the ED terms lli-mun-sale, Ili-bmbi-sale, and 18-naga-sale (MSL 12, 
p. 19 lines 179-181). describing peddlers or sellers, where sale could theoretically mean "to sell" (cf. 
Krecher, ZA 63, p. 151 n. 1). its meaning is evidently the earlier-discussed "to measure out (grains and 
other solids), to draw (liquids)." 

4 5 8 ~ 1 ~  8 181:12: ba-ta-sa10-sa10. 
4 5 9 ~ f .  Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 121 n. 2. 
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whose basic meaning is "to bring the hand near, to reach for something," thence "to 
receive"; in the presence of the infix -Si-, Su . . . ti comes to mean "to receive 
from. "460 

The extant usages of salo are illustrated in the following listl 

I (1) 0 dimensional i n f ~ :  "to buy" 

(a) mu- 
PN ga-els-e mu-sale, "PN, the travelling merchant, bought it" (RTC 
20 ii 2-4 - Re-Sargonic); 

(b) i- 
i-salo /i(-n)-sd, "he bought it" (no. 62); 
in-sale (no. 46 and passim in Ur 111 texts); 
tukumbi 16 gud in-sa10-sa10, "if someone is about to buy an ox" 
("Hendursanga Hymn" 234'; cf. also lines 239' and 244'); 

(c) ba- 
lO(gur) Se gur-sag-g&l kug-ga ba-sal~,  "10 gsg of barley were bought 
for silver" (Nikolski 1 77 i 1-2 - Pre-Sargonic); 
S b b a ( ~ u 3 . z ~ )  urudu ba-salO-ral, "the Suba-stones which were 
bought for coppef' (ITf 1 1422 rev. 2' - Sargonic); 
6 gud Se sumun ba-an-sale-a, "6 oxen which were bought by him for 
old barley" (ITT 4 7178:4 case; tablet: irn-ma-ta-sale-a - Ur III); 
sag ba-salO, "the 'head' was bought" (nos. 69,72); 

(d) bi- 
bi-sa10-salO-mu, "(cedar resin) which was bought by me" ("Ur-dun to 
3ulgi" 7); 

(el a- 
sag uill(for di?)-a an-sale /a-n-sa/, "she was bought (by him) in 
place of the dead(?) (slave woman)" (BIN 8 66:lO - Sargonic); 

(f) tl-i- 
udu h a l o ,  "after one bought sheep" (Sollberger Corpus Ukg. 6 i 2'); 

(g) nu-i- 
nu(-a)-sale-a, "that he did not buy it" (NSGU 2 210 iv 8; Sollberger, 
AOAT 25, p. 445 no. 9 iii 8; both Ur III); 

(h) na-i- 
eden na-sale, "do not buy an onager" (OIP 99 256 vi 4 - Fara); anSe- 
eden-r[i(?)] rnabl-salo-[salo] (OIP 14 55a i 1'-2' - Pre-Sargonic); 
anSe-eden-na na-ab-s[alO-sa10-an] /na-i-b-sa-sa-en/ ("Instructions of 
Suruppak" 53); 
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&me-kar-ki(AK) na-sale, "do not buy a harlot" (OIP 99 256 ii 3 - 
Fara); [karl-kid na-an-sa10-sa10-an /na-i-n-sa-sa-en/ ("Instructions of 
Suruppak" 159); 

(i) &-I- 
[inilm-mu-ta I$-sa10-sa10 /he-i(-n)-sa-sa(-e)/, "he may buy him with 
my permission" (TIM 9 99:20-22 - Sargonic); 
inim-mu-ta ?1C-ib-sa10-sa10 /he-i-b-sa-sa(-e)/, "he may buy it (orchard) 
with my permission" (YOS 4 1155  = TCS 1 80 - Ur 111); 

(2) -5-: "to buy from" 

(a) mu- 
ud-da mu-St-sa10-sa10 /mu(-n)-Si(-b)-sa-sa(-e)/, "when he buys it 
from him" (Sollberger Corpus Ukg. 4 xi 25); 

(b) i- 
e-St-salo/i(-n)-Si(-n)-sa/, "he bought it from him" (e.g., DP 3! i 6 - 
Pre-Sargonic); 
i-it-sale (MAD 4 51.4 - Sargonic); 
i-ii-salo (PBS 9 4 i 9 - Sargonic); 
in-Si-sale (no. 1 and passim in Ur 111 texts); 
e-ne-St-sale /i-ene-Si(-n)-sa/, "he bought it from them" (e.g., 
Nikolski 1 317 i 9 - Pre-Sargonic); 
in-ne-ii-in-sale (no. 105); 
i-ne-Si-sale, "he bought them(!) from him(!)" - should be i-Si-sale-AS 
/i(-n)-Si(-n)-sa-eS/ (RTC 80: 10 - Sargonic); 
in-Si-sale-iS /i-n-Si(-n)-sa-eS/, "they bought it from him" (no. 57); 

(c) ba- 
ba-an-bi-sal~ ha-n-Si(-n)-sa/, "he was bought by him from them(!)" 
(no. 102); 
ba-an-ii-sale, "it was bought from h i m  (NSGU 2 21451 - Ur III); 
ba-Si-s[alo-a], "[that] he was bought from him" (NSGU 2 198 ii 6 - 
Ur ID); 

(dl a- 
PN an-fi-sale /a-n-Si(-n)-sa/, "it was bought from PN (by him)" (BIN 
8 34:2, 5 - Sargonic); 

(e) nu-mu- 
nu-mu-Si-sale-a, "he did not buy her from him/men (NSGU 2 198 ii 4 
- Ur m); 

(f) nu-i- 
ud-da nu-St-sa10-sa10 /nu-i(-n)-Si(-b)-sa-sa(-e)/, "if he does not buy it 
from h i m  (Sollberger Corpus Ukg. 4 xi 29, xii 7); 
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(g) ga-i- 
ga-88-sa10 Iga-i(-n)-Si(-b)-sa(-en)/, "I want to buy it from you" 
(Sollberger Corpus Ukg. 4 xi 23,36); 

(3) -na-: "to buy for someone" 

(a) -mu- 
<Se> SB-a-SB-a-ma-an-ne Isa-sa-mu-*a-nil = Se-am Si-ta-d=-a-ma, 
"buy the grain for me there" (MDP 57 1 iii 40 - iv 1 - MB); 

(b) i- 
ud PN-e dumu-ni PN2-ra field e-na-sale-a, "when PN, his son, 
bought a field for PN2" (Bibl. Mes. 3 10 xi 1-5 - Pre-Sargonic); 

(c) ba- 
10 gin PN &ad PN2 dumu tnsi ba-na-sal~-a, "10 shekels (of silver), 
(the price of) PN, slave of PN2, the governor's son, who was bought 
for him (i.e., for PN2)" (HSS 4 1 iv 4-5 - Ur ID); 

(4) -ta-: "to buy f ~ r l w i t h " ~ ~ ~  

(a) imma- 
6 gud Se sumun im-ma-ta-sale-a, "6 oxen which were bought by him 
for old barley" (I7T 4 7178:4 tablet; case: ba-an-sal0-a - Ur I@; 

(b) a- 
1 gd 12 ma-na kug-an 11 gin-ta ab-ta-sale /a-b-ta(- n)-sal, "72 minas 
of iron were bought (by him) for 11 shekels (of silver per each rnina 
of iron)" (NRVN 1 3 15: 1-3 - Ur III); 
8 112 ma-na kug-an PN mu-deg 13 213 gin 15 Se-ta ab-ta-sale, "PN 
delivered 8 112 minas of iron; it was bought (by him) for 13 2/3 
shekels 15 grains (of silver per each mina of iron)" (NRVN 1 314:l-5 
- Ur In); 

(5) da-: "to be able to buy" 

bala nam-lugal-la-ka-ni 3(gur) Se gur-ta 12 ma-na sig-ta 10 ma-na urudu-ta 
30(sila) i-gig-ta ganba ma-da-na-ka kug-babbar 1 gin-e kt-ib-da-sale, 
"during his reign, in the markets of his land 1 shekel of silver could 
purchase 3 gur of barley (or) 12 minas of wool (or) 10 minas of copper (or) 
30 sila of sesame oil" (SAKI, p. 222 c 15-20 - Early OB); 

4 6 1 ~ h i s  usage of the instrumental -ta- appears to be a secondary development In Pre-Sargonic 
and Sargonic sources the meaning "to buy for/with something" was expressed by the consmction x-0  y-a 
sale, "to buy x for y." See Nikolski 1 77 i 1-2 and I n  1 1422 rev. 2'. cited above under Ic; note also 
L'T 4 7178:4 case (Ur ID), cited just below. 
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(6) ba-ta-: "to sell" 

(a) ba-ta- 
ba-ta-sa10-sa10, "he sold (4 oxen)'*62 (BIN 8 181:ll - Sargonic); 
ba-ra-sale, "he sold it" (NSGU 2 179:3 - Ur III); 
ba-ra-an-sale, "he sold them" (NSGU 2 166:14 - Ur m); 
ni-te-ne-ne ba-ra-an-sale-if Iba-ta-n-sa-e31, "they sold themselves" 
(no. 20); 

(b) nu-ba-ta- 
la-ba-ra-sale, "I did not sell her (to you)" (NSGU 2 46:s - Ur III); 
[la-ba-r]a-sale-an /nu-ba-ta(-n)-sa-en/, "he did not sell me" (NSGU 2 
37:3 - Ur 111); 

(c) na-ba-ta- 
nk-ba-ra-sale-a, "that he did not sell (her)" (NSGU 2 72:20', 123:3; 
both Ur 111). 

6.3. Meaning and origin of (nig-)sdm 

The Sumerian term (nig-)sim, "price," corresponds to the Akkadian Simu.463 
The compound nig-sim, which has the same sense as sim, occurs already in Ebla 
texts.464 For the writings of sim and the evidence bearing on its pronunciation, see 6.1. 

If one assumes, as argued in 6.1, that the original form of the Sumerian verb for 
"to buy" was /sa/, then the only feasible explanation of the morphology of Isam/ is that 
we find here a compound of sale and the 3rd person sing. copula -h: /sa-am/ > 
 am/.^^^ This reconstructed -Bm is not to be confused with the phonetic indicator -Bm 
which accompanies (nig-)sim in Ur I11 and later texts. It is possible, however, that the 
choice of -Am as an indicator was not accidental, and that by using it the scribes tried to 
reproduce the original morphemic shape of the term. But the fact that no other examples 
of compounds with -Bm are known obviously presents a problem, and thus our 
suggestion must remain hypothetical. 

4 6 2 ~ o t e  the reduplication of the M u  root due to the presence of a plural patient. 
4631n Old Akkadiin, in Old Babylonian at Susa, and in NeuBabylonian the word for "price" was 

aplurale tantum Slma. See Gelb, MAD 3, p. 259; Landsberger, ZA 39 (1930):279 and n. 2. 
464~ee,  e.g., Edzard, ARET 2, p. 136. 
4 6 5 ~  similar interpretation was proposed already by Deimel, SL 187.1. 
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While discussing sAm, one must note the existence of a related term (nig-)dm-ma 
/(nig-)sam-akl, "merchandise, purchasing-capital,'' also "purchases," lit. "(things) of the 
purchase price,"466 which corresponds to the Akk. i i i ~ n a t u 4 6 ~  and, lexically, to Sa 
Sirni.468 This term appears first in Pre-Sargonic ~ o u r c e s , ~ ~ 9  and continues to be used in 
Sargonic470 and Ur I11 texts.471 

! 
4 6 6 ~ .  I. Gordon, JAOS 84 (1964):83 n. 15; Krecher, 24 53, 152. I 
467~eenhof, Aspects, pp. 386-388; AHw., p. 1225a. Against AHw., which lists only Old 

Assyrian and Middle Assyrian examples of Sinmntu, this word occurs already in Old Akkadian; see s&- 
ma-at PN in MAD 5 69 i 3'. 10'. 

4 6 8 ~ i g g a  Bilingual Rec. B 64: ni[g-sim-ma] = [S]a Si-mi-im (MSL 13, p. 116); for the 
reconstruction, see nig-slm-ma in MSL 13, p. 98 line 78. 

469~.g. ,  DP 322 iii 4 (sim-ma-%)), 513 viii 2 (nig-sh-ma-kam), 516 iv 2 (nig-sBm-ma-%); 
Nikolski 1 300 ii 1 (nig-sh-ma-kam). 

470~.g., BIN 8 1745 (nig-skn-ma-pi). 

471~.g., Sauren N.Y. Public Library 45:10 (nig-sh-ma); AUCT 1 502:2 (nig-sh-ma), 

i 
705:2 (nig-sb-ma-kam). 

LI 



PART I1 

TEXTS 



I Text no. 1 

FORE WORD 

This part contains a corpus of 137 Ur I11 sale documents (nos. 1-128 plus nos. 

1 %  66*, 66**, 66***, 88*, 94*, 94**, 94***, 113*, and 117*), all of which are fully 

, $ transliterated and translated, and provided with brief commentaries. The corpus is 
I il; supplemented by five other Ur 111 texts (S.lS.5), which have bearing on the Ur 111 sale. 

Within the corpus, texts are arranged according to the place of origin, in the 
1 following sequence: 

Texts from Nippur (nos. 1-66***) 
Texts from Adab (nos. 67-74) 
Texts from ESnunna (75-76) 
Texts from LagaS (nos. 77-86) 
Texts from Susa (nos. 87-88) 
Texts from Urnrna (nos. 88*-100) 
Texts from Ur (nos. 101-1 1 1) 
Texts of unknown origin 
a. Texts from the S1.A-a archive (nos. 112-116) 
b. Texts written in Sumerian (nos. 117-125) 
c. Texts written in Akkadian (nos. 126128) 

Within each group, the order of texts is chronological. Undated texts and texts 
whose date formulae are not preserved have been placed at the end of each group. Those, 
however, which can safely be dated on internal grounds have been assigned approximate 
dates and placed in the sequence accordingly. 

Each text is accompanied by the following information: (a) museum number and 
place of its publication, (b) bibliographical references to previous treatments (if any), 
(c) origin, and (d) date. Dates are given according to the style of l/i/l, where 11 is the 
regnal year, /i/ is the month, and /I is the day of the month. In addition, indication is 
given if the text has been collated. If the collation was done by someone other than the 
author, his name is supplied. 

1. 

Text: CBS 5136 (BE 311 14, photo pl. 4). Collated. b' 
Previous treatment: D. W. Myhrman, BE 311, pp. 58-59 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: S 36lxii. 

1) 40 sar ki giSkiri6 giSirnmar 
2) 112 ma-na 8 112 gin kug-babbar-Sb 
3)  en-M-1Cal-Sag5 
4) dumu lugal-hsar-i2 



rev. 
1') 
2') 
3') 

Text no. 1 

ur-dnusku dumu ka-ka-ke4 
in-Si-sale 
igi ur-ddumu-zi-[d]a di-kud lugal-rkal -St: 
[in-na(?)-an(?)-sum1 
n[u-a] b-&-g[y-x] 
mu lugal-bi [in-pa] 
Ilugal-iti-da [( . . . )I 
I l u g a l ~ [  . . . ] 
'[ . . . I  
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
[11rxi-[ . . . 1 
[Ilur-dda-rmul [( . . . )I 
[I]ur-[x]-rxl [( . . . )I 
(space) 
Id-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti Se-gurlO-kud 
mu dnanna kar-zi-da 
a-r6 2-kam-ma-Si: 
6-a-na ba-an-kw 

Seal 
dsul-gi 
nita kalag-ga 
lugal liriki-ma 

(1) Forty sar of a date-palm orchard, (2) for 112 mina (and) 8 112 shekels of silver, 
(3) from Enlil-aliag, (4) son of Lugal-usar, (5) Ur-Nusku, son of Kaka, (6) bought. 
(7) Before Ur-Dumuzida, the royal judge, (8) he (i.e., Enlil-alSag) transferred it. (9- 
10) [He (i.e , Enlil-alSag) swore] by the name of the king not to contest. (1 1) Lugal- 
itida [( . . , )]; (12) Lugal-[ . . . 1; (13) [ . . . 1; [ . . . 1; (1') [XI- [  . . . 1; 

(2') Ur-Damu [( . . . )]; (3') Ur-[XI-rxl [( . . . )]; (4') these are the witnesses. (5'- 
8') Date. Seal of Ur-Dumuzida, the judge, dedicated to Sulgi. 

Commentary 
Another sale document from the archive of Ur-Nusku, son of Kaka, is no. 57 

(date not preserved). In this document, Ur-Nusku buys a house jointly with another 
person, UrS~-d id i .  The same Ur-Nusku may also be the buyer in nos. 11 and 40. By a 
happy coincidence, a seal belonging to Ur-Nusku has survived (Porada Corpus 277). Its 
inscription reads: ur-dnusku / dumu ka-ka / dam-gk. 

1. ki giSkiri6: The standard Ur 111 writings for "orchard" and "gardener" are 
g i i k i i  and nu-giSkiri6-a(k) respectively. See A. Falkenstein, NSGU 3, pp. 129 and 150. 
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For the final k in  nu-giSkiri6-a(k), see D. 0. Edzard, ZA 55  (1963): 92-93. However, in 
Ur I11 texts from Nippur, apart from the above forms, we also find the writings 
KI.GIS.SAR (e.g., NRVN 1 236:2; NATN 378:8), nu-KI.SAR (e.g., BE 311 97:23), 
~U-KI.GIS.SAR (no. 3:4), and nu-GI~.KI.SAR (NATN 547%). The spelling nu- 
KI.SAR is already attested in the Sargonic Nippur texts (e.g., TMHC 5 17 ii 4), which 
also use the forms nu-SAR.KI (ibid. 123:2), SAR.KI (ibid. 144 ii 2, 148:8), and 
KI.SAR (ibid. 142 ii 2). Further, note the locality KI.SARki (TMHC 5 24 ii 8). Finally, 
an OB letter from Mari (ARM 10 90:30,35) contains the logogram GI$.KI.SAR (cf. W. 
H. Ph. Romer, AOAT 12, p. 82 n. 7). All this evidence clearly indicates that KI, in the 
examples given, is to be interpreted as a phonetic indicator (against H. Sauren, ZA 59 
[1969]: 19 and n. 6).  A similar interpretation has been proposed by Falkenstein, 
Gotterlieder, p. 73, who analyzed the form GIS.KI.SAR-a (PBS 1014 10 rev. 12) as 
G1Ski.SAR-a, and more recently by A. Westenholz, ECTJ, p. 72, who read the above- 
cited Sargonic examples of nu-KI.SAR, nu-SAR.KI, and KI.SAR as nu-&kiri6, nu- 
kirigki, and %* respectively. 

4. For the reading (or hsur) of LALXN~GIN, see M. A. Powell, Or. 
NS 43 (1974): 399-402, and cf. no. 63:14. 

7-8. For this clause. see 2.5. 

L. 

Text: UM 29-13-966 (NATN 607). Collated. V 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: 3 39lxiil20. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 

rev. 13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

1 sag-[XI 
nig-~Ama[~-ma-ni] 
[X gdn igi-3-[gil kug-babbar] 
rxl- [x] Txl-NI dumu 
rxl-[XI rxl-da adgab(?) 
[in-S]i-salo 
[x-x]f xl-na 
[simug(?)] kug-lal(!)-bi 
[ . . . I  r x x  XI 

[ . . . 1-UD(?).DU 
[dumu(?) na]m(?)-m% 
[lulgal-zag dumu inim-Sag5-a 
DINGIR-bi-la-ni Bga-6s 
lugal-iti(!)-cia(!) sukal dnisaba 
g6b-gi-bi 
16-inimc-ma>-bi-me 
(space) 
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17) iti dug-kug ud 20 zal-[la] 
18) mu 6 ~ U [ ~ U ~ ~ ] i i - d a - ~ a [ n ]  mu-dh 

(1) One [man/woman], (2) [hisfher] price (is) (3) [x] 113 shekels [of silver], 
(4) (from?) rX1-[XI-[XI-NI, son of (5) [XI-[XI, 1x1-da, the leather-worker(?), 
(6) bought. (7) [X-XI-rxl-na, (8) [the smith(?)], was the weigher of silver. 
(9) [ . . . ] rx x XI; (10) [ . . . 1-UD(?).DU, (11) [son(?) of Na]m(?)-mah; 
(12) [Lulgal-zag, son of Inim-Saga; (13) Ili-bilanni, the gendarme; (14) Lugal-itida, the 
messenger of Nisaba, (15) who is the guarantor; (16) these are the witnesses. (17- 
18) Date. 

Commentary 
4-5. The reconstruction of these lines is not certain. 
7-8. For this clause, see 2.12. 
13. Ili-bilanni: For this PN, see I. J. Gelb, MAD 3, p. 13 (under 

wabdum), who lists the spellings i-li-bi-la-ni and i-li-bi-la-ni. Note also the spelling 
DINGIR-bi-la-ni (TMHC nP. 112 106, seal). 

14-15. For this clause and the term g8b-b-gi-(n), "guarantor," see 2.11.1.2. 

3. 
Text: AUAM 73.1 110. Copy pl. I. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: S 40/ix. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 

1 sag-nita 
n ig-s&n(Nh~~xSE.~)- rna-n i  
3 la1 igi-3-gkl kug-babbar 
SeS-kal-la nwki giSkiri6 dumu am-ma-ma-ra 
lugal-l~6gil-e 
i n - S i - s a l o ( N f ~ ~ ~ x S E . ~ )  
igi ur-dug ad-KID 
ur-den-lil-18 a z l a g X ( L u . ~ u ~ )  
lugal-ezen dumu la-li-a 
gub-ba-ni 
dumu Su-da-zu-ra 
gir-ni sanga 
dumu 16-dinanna 
[ha-NI-NI dam(?)-gkr(?)l 
dumu lugal-g[i(?)- . . . ] 
16-dnin-Subur 
dumu inim-zi-da-ka 

Text no. 3-4 

18) 16-inim-ma-bi-me 
19) iti gan-gancc-PA>>-& 
20) mu 6s-sa C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ q i i - d a - ~ a n  ba-dh-a 

(1) One man, (2)  his price (is) (3) 2 213 (shekels) of silver, (4) from $6-kala, the 
gardener, son of Ammama, (5) Lugal-begal (6) bought. (7) Before Ur-du, the basket- 
maker; (8) Ur-Enlila, the fuller; (9) Lugal-ezen, son of LalPa; (10) Gubani, (1 1) son 
of Sudazura; (12) Girni, the temple administrator, (13) son of Lu-Inanna; (14) [Ha-NI- 
NI, the merchant(?)l, (15) son of Lugal-g[i(?)- . . . I ;  (16) Lu-NinSubur, (17) son of 
Inim-zida; (18) these are the witnesses. (19-20) Date. 

Commentary 
4. For the spelling nu-ki giSlci&j, see commentary to no. 1: 1. 
7. ad-KID: Akk. atkuppu, a craftsman who makes objects of reeds, a 

weaver of mats, baskets, and boats. See CAD A/2, pp. 494495;  J. Bauer, AWL, 
p. 167. Although this occupation is commonly transliterated as ad-kub4 by 
Sumerologists (e.g., E. Sollberger, ZA 54 [1961]:33 no. 174), the value kub4 of KID 
has no foundation, since it is artificially deduced from atkuppu. If anything, ad-KID is to 
be analyzed as adgu&(adKID). 

8. ~ z ~ ~ ~ , ( L u . T u G ) :  Akk. aSlaku, "fuller, washerman." See CAD Af2, 
pp. 445-447; H. Waetzoldt, Textilindustrie, pp. 153-154. The same occupation is 
also written with the logogram GI$.TUG(.PI).KAR(.DU) = azlag. 

4. 
Text: CBS 8356 (NATN 123). Collated. ',I 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: S 40.  

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 

1 sag-[XI 
nig-si[m-ma-nil 
[X g]in kug-[babbar x-x(-x)] 
r161-K[A(?)T~(-~)] 
in-[Si-sale] 
'ur-rxl-[(XI 
SeS Cn[si] 
Iur-qda-mu1 
dumu 16-du-du 
Iha-da 
'la-Si-Sa[g5] mi-la[&] 
16-him-ma-b[i-me] 
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13) mu ds-sa C P U Z U R ~ ~ ~ - % - ~ ~ ~  
14) ba-dh 

(1) One [man/woman], (2) [histher] price (is) (3) [x shelkels of sil[ver], [from(?) X- 
x(-x)] (4) TLul-K[A(?)-x(-x)] (5) [bought]. (6) Ur-rxl-[(x)], (7) brother of the 
gov[ernor]; (8) Ur-[Damul, (9) son of Lu-dudu; (10) Hada; (1 1) LaSiSag, the boatman; 
(12) these are the witnesses. (13-14) Date. 

Commentary 
4. My assumption the Eul-K[A(?)-x(-x)] is the buyer is based on the fact 

that in the construction with the verb sale the seller's name in most cases precedes that of 
the buyer. See 2.1.1.2. 

7. The governor to whom the text refers is Ur-Nanibgal, whose tenure is 
documented from 9 36 to 9 44lvii. See R. L. Zettler, AfO 3 1 (1984):3. 

5. 
Text: IM 61706 = 6 NT 982. Copy pl. I. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: 46.  

8) 
rev. 

1 sag-[nib(?)] 
i-turql-[lum(?)] mu-[ni-im] 
rig-sim-ma-ni 
6 gin kug-babbar 
ugula 15 dinanna-kq 
lugal-hsar dam-g2lr 
in-na-lal 
(space) 
mu ki-maiki ba-kul 
(blank) 

(1) One [man(?)], (2) [his] name is Itfir-i[lum(?)]; (3) his price, (4) 6 shekels of silver, 
(5) the majordomo of the temple household of Inanna (6) (to) Lugal-usar, the merchant, 
(7) weighed out. (8) Date. 

Commentary 
The buyer and the seller named in this sale document probably also appear in the 

text S.5, dated to SS 1. 
Note that the present text lacks a list of witnesses. See 2.15.1. 
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2. If my reading of the PN is correct, the use of i-, in place of the standard 
i-, to write the form iprus would be most unusual. For  it^-ilum, see Gelb, MAD 3, 
p. 293 (under tuarum). 

5. As suggested by W. W. Hallo, JNES 31 (1972):91 and n. 27, ugula C is 
probably a graphic variant of Sabra(PA.AL), Akk. Shpiru, "majordomo (of a 
household)." Note, however, the reservations of Zettler, AfO 31,6. 

The unnamed "majordomo of the temple household of Inanna" is either Lugal- 
engardug, who is known to have occupied this office in the years 9 47-AS 1, or, though 
this is less likely, his father and predecessor Enlil-am*. See Zettler, op. cit., p. 6. 
[Zettler, op. cit., p. 6, alleges that Lugal-engardug is documented in that office already in 
S 35, but he fails to substantiate this point.] Lugal-engardug and Enlil-amab were 
scions of a powerful Nippurean family, the so-called "House of Ur-Meme," which 
monopolized several of the highest civilian and religious offices there in the Ur I11 period. 
For the history of this family, see Hallo, JNES 31, 87-95; J.-M. Durand, RA 71 
(1977):125-136; Zettler, op. cit., pp. 1-14 (with an appendix by M. T. Roth). 

6. 
Text: IM 61558 = 6 NT 467. Copy pl. 11. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: Before 3 47. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

[l sag-XI 
[(PN mu-ni-im)] 
[nigl-sh-ma-ni 
12 gin kug-babbar-$b 
na-ba-gags dub-sar 
dumu Ili-dba-li-ka-ke4 
lugal-engar-dhg dumu ugula C dinanna-ka-ra 
in-na-sum 
Iur-AN.AN.TUR.SAG S&-a-[n]i 
'16-[ . . . ] 
1rxi-r . . . 1 
'[ . . . I  
I[ . . . I  
(rest destr.) 

(1) [One man/woman], (2) [(hisher name is PN)], (3) for hisher price, (4) 12 shekels 
of silver, (5) NabaSag, the scribe, (6) son of Lu-Bau, (7) to Lugal-engardug, son of the 
majordomo of the temple household of Inanna, (8) gave. (9) Ur-AN.AN.TUR.SAG, 
his (i.e., NabaSag's?) brother; (10) Lu-[ . . . 1; (1 1) [XI-[ . . . 1; (12) [ . . . 1; 
(13) [ . . . I ;  [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. 
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Commentary 
7. I assume that the Lugal-engardug of our text is the same person as the 

son of Enlil-amaba, the majordomo of the temple household of Inanna in the reign of 
Sulgi. Since Lugal-engardug held the same office at least from 3 47 (see commentary to 
no. 5:5), the text cannot be later than $46. Alternatively, Lugal-engardug could be 
identified with the governor of Nipur, who was the son of Ur-Meme, the majordomo of 
the temple household of Inanna in the reign of Ur-Nammu. See Zettler, AfO 31, 2-3. 
However, the latter interpretation does not seem very likely, since the archival texts from 
the reign of Ur-Nammu and the early years of Sulgi are extremely rare at Nippur. 

9. The god AN.AN.TUR.SAG is listed among various deities from 
LagaS and Girsu in the text STVC 47:4 (courtesy M. Civil). 

7 .  
Text: A31164=6NT371.  Copy p1.H. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: Ca. 47-AS 1. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6 )  
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 
11) 

[1 slag-[XI 
[Ng-sh-ma-n[i] 
15 gin kug-babb[ar] 
lugal-a[l] 
dumu ur-&u-[da] iSib dir-da 
lugal-engar-[fig] ugula t ~ianna-[ke4] 
in-na-lal 
ka-tar dumu ur-83-lil-18 
darn-gk-10 kug-lal-a-bi 
Ig[a-t]i-li dumu [x-x t]ibiia(DUB.NAGAR) 
[I . . . 1-rx1 sukal [dumu . . .I-1x1 
(rest destr.) 

(1) [One ma~l/woman]; (2) hisher price, (3) 15 shekels of silver, (4) (to) Lugal-a[l], 
(5) son of Ur-Ir[da], the purification priest of Irda, (6) Lugal-engar[dug], the 
majordomo of the temple household of Inanna, (7) weighed out. (8) Katar, son of Ur- 
eilila, (9) the (head) merchant of (a group of) ten (merchants), was the weigher of 
silver. (10) G[at]ile, son of [X-x], the tibira; (11) [ . . . I-Txl, the messenger, [son of 
. . . 1-Txl; [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. 

Commentary 
5. For the deity Irda, so far only attested in Sargonic-OB texts from Nippur, 

see RLA 3, p. 158. The evidence pertaining to Irda is rather meager. All we can cite here 
is the references to Irda in two Sargonic Nippur texts (TMHC 5 154 iii 3; ECTJ 33 ii 5), 
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the personal name ur-dir-da (the present occurrence and the Nippur text TMHC n.F. 112 
283:15'), the office iSib dir-da (the present occurence and the Ur I11 seal Delaporte 
Catalogue Louvre A. 182 = J. Krausz, Die Gotternamen in den babylonischen 
Siegelcylinderlegenden [Leipzig, 19111, p. 106, whose inscription reads: ld -dEN.~U 
dumu ur-dnin-urta iSib dir-da), the office sabra dir-da (AUAM 73.1070:3', unpubl., 
courtesy M. Sigrist [Ur III]), and the office nar dir-da, attested in OB sources from 
Nippur (cf. F. R. Kraus, JCS 3 [1951]:199-201). 

iSib: Akk. iSippu, "purification priest." See CAD UJ, pp. 242-243; J. 
Renger, ZA 59 (1969):122-126. 

6. For Lugal-engardug, the majordomo of the temple household of Inanna, 
see commentary to no. 5:s. 

8-9. For this clause, see 8.12. 
ka-tar: The reading ka-tar, or perhaps better ka-tarax, of this PN is 

demonstrated by the Nippur text NRVN 1 127, where the name of the same person is 
spelled ka-tar in the seal inscription, and ki-tL-ra-DINGIR in the tablet (1. 5). Cf. Sauren, 
ZA 59, 32-33. 

dam-gb-10: "the (head) merchant of (a group of) ten (merchants)." The 
same term occurs also in no. 11:4, NATN 767:2 and 6 NT 417:6' (unpubl.). Note also 
dam-gb-20 in no. 66**:9'. The full form of this word should probably be reconstructed 
as *dam-gar-nam-10, since the parallel title ugula-10 (NATN 588:4; MVN 13 890:6) is 
also attested as ugula-nam-10 (e.g., UET 3 1414:2'). The title dam-gb-10 suggests that 
in the Ur 111 period merchants were associated for professional purposes in groups of ten 
(possibly also in groups of twenty, if the occurrence of dam-gk-20 cited earlier is 
correct). Associations composed of five or ten merchants are well-documented for the 
later periods of Mesopotamian history, as well as for other parts of the ancient Near East. 
Units of five merchants are attested in the OB period; merchants from KaneS were 
organized in tens, whereas in Ugarit we find them in groups composed of five and ten 
merchants. For a detailed discussion of this problem, see M. C. Astour, "The Merchant 
Class of Ugarit," in D. 0. Edzard, ed., Gesellschaftsklassen im Alten Zweistromland 
und in den angrenzenden Gebieten - XVIII. Rencontre assyriologique internationale, 
Miinchen, 29. Juni bis. 3. Juli 1970, ABAW 75 (Miinich, 1972), pp. 15-17. W. F. 
Leemans, The Old-Babylonian Merchant: His Business and his Social Position, 
Studia et documents 3 (Leiden, 1950), pp. 47-48, was unable to find any evidence for a 
president, or any other such functionary in charge of Ur I11 merchants who would 
correspond to the Pre-Sargonic gal-dam-gk and the OB UGULA DAM.GAR. However, 
the title ugula dam-gk(-ne) does in fact appear in Ur III times (Nikolski 2 447:27 
[Umma]; MVN 6 395:M.l = ITT 4 7416 [LagaS]; JCS 38 [1986]:77 no. 37:3 [origin 
unknown]). Note also that this title is attested already in the Sargonic period (BIN 8 
166:16). It appears that dam-gb-10 is simply another term for such an oficial. The title 
ha-za-ndm dam-gb-ne, "mayor of the merchants," which occurs in no. 125:14, may 
belong here, too. 
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10. tibira: Akk. gurgurru, a craftsman working in wood and metal. In the 
Fara-Ur 111 periods this occupation is written DUB.NAGAR, and in the later periods, 
URUDU.NAGAR. See CAD G, pp. 137-139; A. Salonen, Mobel, pp. 272-273; 
R. D. Biggs, BiOr 26 (1969): 209. According to CAD G, p. 137a, the term tibira 
appears in Ur 111 times only at Ur. This is not true, since it is also attested in texts from 
Nippur (the present occurrence), Umma (no. 99:17, 18), LagaS (e.g., Reisner Telloh 
16412 iii 4), as well as in texts from the S1.A-a archive (MVN 13 890:7). As is shown by 
the LagaS text HSS 4 3 x 18-20, the tibia was involved in making statues: oil for PN 
tibi darn lugal in-dim-ma. 

8. 

Text: IM 61712 = 6 NT 1065. Copy pl. 111. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: Ca. 3 47-1s 2. 

(begin. destr.) 
1 ') [%In-lfl-da dumu lugal-engar-dk-ra 
2') [lulgal-[engarl-dt~g ugula C dinanna 
3 ') in-na-la1 

(rev. destr.) 

(1') to [Elnlilda, son of Lugal-engardug, (2') [Lulgal-engardug, the majordomo of the 
temple household of Inanna, (3') weighed out (x shekels of silver as the price of the 
object y). [ . . . ] 

Commentary 
This text is most  roba ably a fragment of another sale from the archive of Lugal- 

engardug (see commentary to no. 55). It appears to have the same structure as nos. 5 
and 7. 

9. 

Text: NBC 11300 = 5 NT 469. Copy pl. ID. 
Previous treatment: W. W. Hallo, JNES 31 (1972): 90 (discussion of the content). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: Ca. 3 47-1s 2. 

1) [I sag-XI 
2) [nig-sh-ma-n]i 
3) [x(gur) Se gurl-lugal-Sb 
4) lugal-engar-dhg 
5) ugula C dinanna-kq 
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6) [z]C-ra 
7) [1]6 sukal-mab-ra 
8) [iln-Si-salo 
9) [I]h lh [nu]-[g]h-g[i4-x] 

10) [mu lugal-bi in-pLd(-d8-CS)] 
(rest destr.) 
(rev. destr.) 

(1) [One manlwoman], (2) for histher [price], (3) [x gur of barley], (measured) by the 
royal [gur], (4) Lugal-engardug, (5) the majordomo of the temple household of Inanna, 
(6) from Zera, (7) the man of the chancellor, (8) bought. (9-10) [They swore by the 
name of the king not] to contest one against the other. [ . . . ] 

Commentary 
4-5. For Lugal-engardug, see cornmenmy to no. 5 5 .  
6. For this PN, cf. zC-ra-am found in the Nippur text NATN 694:4. 

10. 
Text: RA 8 (191 1): 185-186 no. 4. Tablet and envelope. 
Previous treatment: L. Delaporte, RA 8, 185-187 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS l/v/lO. 

1) 
2) 
3) 

4) 

5) 
6) 
7) 

8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 

13) 

1 sag-SAL sar-N-a mu-ni-im 
~ g - s h h - b i  6 213 gin kug-babbar 
ar-li-ah ugula-gelta lugal-a-ni-ir 
(envelope: ar-ti-& ugula-geSta 16 ia-meki-ka lugal-a-ni-ir) 
16-dEN.ZU-ke4 
(envelope omits -ke4) 
in-Si-sale 
ISu-ku-bu-um ugula-geita 
'Cnida 
(envelope: I&-ni-id SeS Su-ku-bu-urn-ma) 
16 Sa-meki-me 
'5-gu 
Ial-dhg-ga 
bd@-di-an-ka 
I k ~ ~ - l a g g - ~ a  
(omitted in the envelope) 
Iur-sukal 
(omitted in the envelope) 
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14) Iba-an-du kuruSda lugd 
15) 16-inim-ma-bi-me 

(space) 
16) iti NEi-NE-gar-ra 

(envelope adds: ud 10 zd-la) 
17) mu damar-~EN.ZU l u g d - h  

Seal 
ar-Si-& 
dumu Su(?)-AD.M[U(?)I 
ugula gCS-rdal 

(1) One woman, her name is Sarma, (2) her price (is) 6 213 shekels of silver, (3) from 
ArSi-ak, the officer (in charge) of sixty (men), (the man from Samme), her owner, 
(4) Lu-Sin (5) bought. (6) Sukubu, the officer (in charge) of sixty (men), 
(7) (and) Anida, (the brother of Sukubum), (8) the men from Samme; (9) Agu; 
(10) Alduga; (1 1) Ur-Mabdianka; (12) Kug-Saga; (1 3) Ur-sukal; (14) Handu, the 
royal cattle-fattener; (15) these are the witnesses. (1617) Date. Seal of ArSi-#, son of 
Su(?)-AD.M[u(?)], the officer (in charge) of sixty (men). 

Commen fary 
3 and 6. ugula-geita: For this title, which is usually written ugula-g6S-da, see 

Steinkeller, ZA 69 (1979): 176-187. The spelling ugula-geSta also appears in nos. 75:s 
and 113*:10. 

Samme: A town in the Diyala Region (see R. Hanis, JCS 9 [1955]:46 n. 
8). Identical with the OB Sa-am-mu/miki (MSL 11, p. 58 line 1 2 3 ,  and possibly SdSa- 
muki of the Abu Salabikh / Ebla Geographical List line 195 (see Steinkeller, Vicino 
Oriente 6 [1986]:39). 

6-8. These two witnesses are clearly friends (or relatives) of the seller, since 
they also come from Samme, and one of them has the same title as the seller. 

Sukubum: For this PN, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 267 (under SKB?). CAD 
K, p. 488 (under kL~bu), analyzes this name as Su-kfibum. 

Seal. The reading ugula geSta-rlugall is also possible. 
For the PN Su-AD.MU, see commentary to no. 12:13. 
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11. 
Text: CBS 10776 (BE 311 15 + NATN 367 [seal]). Collated. 
Previous treatments: D. W. Myhrman, BE 3/1, pp. 59-60 (translit. and transl.); I. 

Mendelsohn, Slavery, pp. 34-35 (partial translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 21x1'9. 

rev. 

1 sag-nita [xJRFlum m[u-n]i-im 
11 gin kug-babbar-Sk 
ur-gi lugal-a-ni-i2 
ur-dnusku d m - g k -  10 
in-Si-sale 
igi gii-dBa mukaldim 6-dub 
ii dugq-ga-zi-da IS-itl 
i[n]ha(?)l-[an-slum 
[ . . . nu]-banda gud 
[ . . . I  aigab 
[ . . . I  
[ . . . I  
[ .  . . ] - A N  
[ . . . I  r x l  
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
(space) 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti kug-iim ud 9 zal-la 
mu darnar-dEN.~~-ke4 
ur-bi-lumki mu-kul-a 

Seal 
ur-gi 
dumu ir-ra-ur-sag 
sipad dnin-urta-ka 

(1) One man, his name is [XI-ilum, (2) for 11 shekels of silver, (3) from Urga, his 
owner, (4) Ur-Nusku, the (head) merchant of (a group of) ten (merchants), 
(5) bought. (6) Before Gudea, the cook of the storehouse, (7) and Dugazida, the 
equerry, (8) he (i.e., Urga) transferred him. (9) [ . . . 1, the overseer of oxen; 
(10) [ . . . I ,  the leather-worker; (11) [ .  . . 1; (12) [ . . . 1; (13) [ . . . ]-AN; 
(14) . . . 1 rxl; [ .  . . 1; (1') these are the witnesses. ( 2 ' 4 ' )  Date. Seal of Urga, 
son of Irra-ursag, the shepherd of Ninurta. 
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Commentary 
4. For the title dam-gh-10, see commentary to no. 7:8-9. 
6-8. For this clause, see 2.5. 

6-dub: = 6-dub-ba, "storehouse, magazine," probably corresponding to 
the Akk. bit kunukki. See Oppenheim. Eames Collection, p. 8; Falkenstein, NSGU 2, . - 

p. 345 n. to line 50; CAD K , ~ .  548. 
It  is generally assumed that, when corresponding to the Akk. kiza, 

''equerry, page,*' the sign 13 is to be read kuh. See A. Sjokrg. JCS 21 (1967):277 and 
n. 10; CAD K, p. 478b. Note, however, the spelling nu-banda 13-ra in no. 66*:7', 
which favors the reading s&ar. 

2'. kug-Sim is the name of the tenth month of the Nippur calendar, used 

interchangeably with ab-& cf. A. Pohl, TMHC nE.  112, p. 49. In the Sargonic period, 
kug-Sim is the standard tenth month at Nippur, cf. Kraus, JCS 1 (1947):108. 

Seal. The same seal is impressed on the Nippur loan document NATN 168, 
dated to AS 2/vii/20, where Urga appears as a borrower. 

12. 

Text: CBS 9241 (NATN 255). Collated. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 2. 

1) 1 sag-nita 
2) nam-TUR mu-ni-im 
3) nig-sh-ma-ni 
4) 10 gin kug-babbar-Sb 
5) Czi-da dumu lugal-gaba-ke4 
6 )  uru-na dumu mCgurg-ri-ka 
7) in-Si-sale 
8) u r -Ki~-ma ?I ur-dEN.ZU 
9) SeS-a-ni-me 

10) inim nu-gi-gCdb 
11) mu lugal-bi in-p2d-Ce-6S 
12) igi bur-dma-ma dam-gh-S& 

rev. 13) ab-ba-mu dumu Su-AD.MU 
14) lugal-an-ni dumu nu-6-a 
15) ur-sukal dumu lugal-iti-da 
16) ur-ki-bS dub-sar 
17) inim-Sags-sags dumu X 
18) ad-da-kal-la dumu ur-ki-bi 
19) ~ - ~ ~ ~ - D I N G I R ~ u ~  dumu i-ri-ib 
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20) in-ta dumu lugal-engar-dhg 
21) 16-inim-ma-bi-me 
22) mu damar-dEN.ZU lugal-e ur-bi-lumki mu-bul 

(1)  One man, (2) his name is Nam-TUR, (3) for his price, (4) 10 shekels of silver, 
(5) Azida, son of Lugal-gaba, (6) from Uruna, son of Magure, (7) bought. (8) Ur- 
KID-ma and Ur-Sin, (9) his (i.e., of Uruna) brothers, (10-11) swore by the name of 
the king not to raise claims. (12) Before Bur-Mama, the merchant; (13) Abbamu, son of 
SU-AD.MU; (14) Lugal-me, son of Nu2ua; (15) Ur-sukal, son of Lugal-itida; (16) Ur- 
kiei, the scribe; (17) Inim-SagSag, son of . . . ; (18) Adda-kala, son of Ur-kieS; 
(19) Amur-ilum, son of Ir2ib; (20) Inta, son of Lugal-engardug; (21) these are the 
witnesses. (22) Date. 

Commentary 
The buyer Azida and the slave Nam-TUR probably also occur in text S.4 (date 

not preserved). 
2. Nam-TUR: The same PN appears in the Sargonic Nippur text TMHC 5 

47:3. 
8-1 1. For this clause, see 2.6.3.4. 

ur-~iD-ma: As far as I know, this PN is attested only in the Sargonic 
and Ur I11 texts from Nippur, e.g., TMHC 5 34 vi 7, 39 iii 6'. Cf. s a g - ~ f ~ - m a  in 
TMHC 5 11 v 10. 

13. Su-AD.MU: Probably to be interpreted as S u - ~ b a .  Cf. the spellings Su- 
a-ba and iu-AB.BA cited by Gelb, MAD 3, p. 11 (Su-a-ba occurs also in 19:lO). 

17. The sign in question is perhaps UKKIN. Note the name ukkin-ni, cited 
by H. Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 535. 

19. The same person appears as a witness in the loan document NRVN 1 
1657-8 (dated to IS llvi). 

Ir2ib: For this PN, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 229 (under ri&um). 
20. This person is possibly a son of the governor Lugal-engardug, and a 

grandson of the famous Ur-Meme. See Hallo, JNES 31,93 n. 53. 

13. 
Text: NBC 7174. Copy pl. 111. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 3/xii/[?]. 

1) 1 sag-SAL-kn 
2) nin-ha-ma-ti m[u]-ni-i[m] 
3) dumu-SAL gaba-na-a b[i-tab]-bi 
4) nig-sh-ma-ka-ne-ne 
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5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

8(gur) 2(pi) 30(sila) Se gur-8m 
SeS-kal-la 
lugal-Czi-da 
in-Si-sale 
lugal-ku-li 
engar dumu ka-tar 
[nlarn-rbalni 
dumu a-a-kal-la 

d 
SeS-k[al-l]a dumu ,i 
16-inim-[mla-bi-me 
iti Se-gurlO-kud ud [x ba]-zal 
mu gu-za-ma [den]-lfl-li ba-di[m] 

(1) One woman, (2) her name is Nin-hamati, (3) a baby-girl is [pressed] to her breast, 
(4-5) their barley of the price is 8 gur, 2 pi, (and) 30 sila, (6) (from?) Sei-kala 
(7) Lugal-azida(?) (8) bought. (9) Lugal-kuli; (10) Engar, son of Katar; 

+ 

(1 1) Namhani, (12) son of A3a-kala; (13) SeS-k[al]a, son of Zizi; (14) these are the 
witnesses. (15-16) Date. 

Commentary 
The occurrence of Se-gurlO-kud, the name of the twelfth month at Nippur, in this 

text is not sufficient evidence for its Nippur origin, since the same month is also found in 
the calendars of several other cities (Girsu, LagaS, Umma, and Ur). However, this 
provenience is assured by the following textual peculiarities, which are unique to the 
Nippur sale documents: (1) the suffix -km after sag-SAL in 1. 1 (cf. nos. 19, 48, 66); 
(2) the expression dumu gaba-a . . . tab in 1. 3 (cf. no. 23); (3) the form nig-s8m-ma- 
ka-ne-ne in 1. 4 (cf. nos. 14,25,42). 

We cannot be sure who is the seller and the buyer in this instance. My decision to 
take SeS-kala to be the seller, and Lugal-azida to be the buyer, is based on the fact that in 
constructions with the verb sale the seller's name in most cases precedes the buyer's. 
See 2.1.1.2. 

3. The reconstruction of this line is based on no. 23:4. For the verb gaba- 
a .  . . tab, "to press to the breast," see F. J. Stephens, J C S  13 (1959):12; W. H. Ph. 
Romer, Konigshymnen, pp. 254-255; Hal10 and J. J. A. van Dijk, YNER 3, p. 74. 
Similar descriptions of women sold with their suckling babies are found in the NA and 
NB sales, e.g., S ~ P N  GEME-[Su-nu] DUMU.SAL-sa ina UGU tu[l&](G[A]), "PN, 
[their] slave woman, (and) her daughter (who is) at (her) breast" (ADD 233:5-6); 
s A L p ~  SALPN~ DUMU.SAL-su 3 DUMU-Sli Sh UGU ti-lu-li, "PN, PN2, her 
daughter, and her child who (is) at (her) breast7' (Nbn. 832:l-2); S ~ P N  u LU.DUMU- 
Sli Sci UGU tu-lu-li (Nbk. 67:3). In the OB sales the corresponding phrase is qadum 
DUMU.GABA-Sa, "together with her suckling baby," e.g., CT 8 27a:l; 47 54:l; for 
other references, see CAD I/J, p. 186 (under irtu). 

4-5. I interpret these two lines as an inverted form of the construction Se nig- 
sim-ma-ka-ne-ne x gur-Am, "their barley of the price is x gur." This particular 
construction is attested in three other Nippur sale documents: 4 gin kug-babbar nig- 
s h ( w r .  GAZ)-ma-ka-n[i] (no. 14:2), kug-babbar nig-sh-ma-ga-ni 4 gin igi-3-gi1 (no. 
25:3), and, also inverted, [ni]g-sh-ma-ga-ni [x]+4 112 gin kug-babbar (no. 42:2). Less 
likely, the present occurrence (and similarly the one in no. 42) could be an error for the 
inverted genitive lnig-sam-anene-ak/, "of their price (the barley is x gur)." 

14. 
Text: L 11060 (ZA 53 [1959]:79 no. 18). 
Previous treatment: M. Ci& H. Kizilyay, and A. Falkenstein, ZA 53, 78-79 (translit. 

and transl.). 
origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 3. 

1) 1 sag-SAL nin-a-[x(-x)] mu-ni-[im] 
2) 4 gin kug-babbar nig-sim(wr. GAZ)-ma-ka-n[i-S?] 
3) 1' U- * nin-urta-ra ' 

4) [gelme-ab-zu-ke4 
5) [iln-na-sum 

rev. 6) [nu-glb-gi4-da 
7) [mu lulgal-bi i-pkd 

(space) 
8) mu gu-za ba-dim 

(1) One woman, her name is Nin-a-[x(-x)], (2) for 4 shekels, her silver of the price, 
(3) to Lu-Ninurta (4) [Gelme-Abzu (5) sold. (6-7) She swore by the [name] of the 
king [not] to contest. (8) Date. 

Commentary 
Since this tablet belongs to the Lag& collection of the Archaeological Museum of 

Istanbul, it was published by its editors as a LagaS text. However, it almost certainly 
comes from Nippur. This is indicated by the construction kug-babbar nig-sim-ma-ka-ni, 
"her silver of the price" (1.2), which is found only in sale documents from Nippur (nos. 
13, 25, 42). Note also the two other sale documents (nos. 18, 35) from the same 
collection, although catalogued as LagaS texts, definitely come from Nippur. For the 
possibility that some Nippur texts were mistakenly included among the LagaS tablets in 
the Archaeological Museum of Istanbul, see 1.2. 
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15. 

Text: N 414 (NATN 741). Collated by D. I. Owen. !,, 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 41vi. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6 )  
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 

1 GIR mu 2 
nig-sham-bi 
6 gin kug-babbar 
ur-dEN.ZU-ra 
ur-me-me-kq 
in-Si-sale 
igi gi-TAR-lal iSib 
%-gissu 
Iur-dug-kug-ga dumu im-me-ri 
Iur-dnin-~ubur dumu ?$-bal 
ISeS-kal-la 
lli-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti kin-dinanna 
mu en-mat?-gal-an-na 
en dnanna ba-bun-g8 

(1) One two-year-old heifer, (2) its price (is) (3) 6 shekels of silver, (4) from Ur-Sin 
(5) Ur-Meme (6) bought. (7) Before Gu-TAR-lal, the purification priest; (8) E-gissu; 
(9) Ur-dukuga, son of Immeri; (10) Ur-NinSubur, son of Halbal; (1 1) Sd-kala; 
(12) these are the witnesses. (13-15) Date. 

Commentary 
1. GIR: Reading uncertain (kir or peg). It denotes a cow or heifer between 

one and three years of age. See B. Landberger, MSL 811, p. 75 n. 1; Sauren, WUG, 
p. 120 note 1 to no. 101; Bauer, AWL, p. 304. Whereas in Pre-Sargonic texts the term 
GIR appears alone, as is the case in our text, in the Ur 111 period it is usualy found in 
compounds with amar: mar-GIR (e.g., BIN 3 496:6), amar-GIR-ga (e.g., SACT 1 
66:2), and mar-GIR-am-ga (e.g., BIN 3 158:l). 

7. The PN gti-TAR-la1 is common in Sargonic texts (e.g., Nikolski 2 77 i 
5; MCS 9 236 iii 6 ,238 i 2). The same name appears to be written @TAR in Ur III 
sources (see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 425). For gli-TAR-lal, possibly "barber" or 
"hairdresser," and the related terms, see Sjoberg, TCS 1, p. 111; Waetzoldt, 
Textilindustrie, p. 114; B. Alster, Instructions of Suruppak (Copenhagen, 1974), 
p. 110. 

Text no. 16 185 

16. 
Text: CBS 8395 (NATN 145). Collated by D. I. Owen. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 5Ixii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 
21) 
22) 

1 sag-SAL za-naTni(?)l 
nig-sh-ma-ni 3 gin 
Cka-k[a(?)-mu(?) J 
lugal-[rnJCgurs-[ri-ra(?)] 
i-[nla-@all 
mu lugal-bi [in-pkl] 
IKA-ku[gI 
dumu SeS-kal-l[a] 
Iur-LI 
dumu 8-zida 
Ilugal-Su-IdJ 
dumu lfi-mu 
116-%in-Subur 
dumu ud-mu 
Iba-zi-gi 
dumu ni-ba-gi 
Iadda-kal-la 
dumu ba-zi-ki 
Iw-dnin-gidri 

dumu Czi-da 
lfi-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti Se-gurlo-kud mu Ten ulnug-gal ba-[bun] 

(1) One woman, (her name is) Zandni(?)l; (2) her price, 3 shekels (of silver), 
(3) Akak[amu(?)] (4) [to(?)] Lugal-magure (5) [weighed] out. (6) He (i.e., Lugal- 
magure?) [swore] by the name of the king (not to contest?). (7) KA-ku[g], (8) son of 
$&-kala; (9) Ur-LI, (10) son of Azida; (11) ~u~al -Sum*,  (12) son of Lumu; 
(13) Lu-NinSubur, (14) son of Udmu; (15) Bazige, (16) son of Nibagi; (17) Adda- 
kala, (18) son of Bazige; (19) Ur-Ningidri, (20) son of Azida; (21) these are the 
witnesses. (22) Date. 

Commentary 
Since no case endings are preserved after the names in 11. 3-4, the identity of the 

seller and the buyer is uncertain. 
3. For this PN, see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 371. 
18. ba-zi-ki: A phonetic spelling of the name ba-zi-gi ha-zig-el appearing in 

1. 15. Bazige (I. 15) and Adda-kala are most probably father and son. 
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19. Ur-Ningidri is perhaps the brother of Ur-LI, who is listed as witness in 
11. 9-10. For the divine name Ningidri, see P. Michalowski, JCS 28 (1976):164. 

17. 
Text: UM 55-21-222 = 3 NT 50, tablet and envelope (NATN 937). Collated. 
Origin: Nippur. 1/ 
Date: AS 8/iv. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

rev. 6) 
7) 
8) 

9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

u.e. 14) 
15) 

1.e. 16) 

1 sag-nita lugal-6r-ra-ni mu-ni-im 
n i g - s h  5 gin kug-babbar-Sb 
ur-abulla,(K.4.~~~)-ka 
Iip-ku-$a 
1,-~EN.ZU 
Ial-dhgga 
Iur-dli9-si4-ke4-ne 
in-na-sum-mu-da 
(envelope: in-ne-Si-salO) 
ttS-bi mu lugal ib-da-p&d 
igi 16-dingir-ra-Sb 
igi ur-den-M-1CSb 
igi ur-diu-m@-Sb 
igi ur-dSu-m@ 2 - Sb 
igi ur-dm-di- an- ka- G 
iti Su-numun . 
(envelope: iti Su-numun-a) 
mu en-nun-ni d~amar-,dEN.ZU ki-Bg 
(envelope: . . . damar-dEN.zU . 

Seals 
~ r - ~ E N . Z U  
dumu ur-dun 

lugal-iti-da 
dumu ur-dun 

(1) One man, his name is Lugal-urani, (2) for (his) price, 5 shekels of silver, (3) to 
Ur-abulla (4) IpquSa, (5) Ur-Sin, (and) (6) Alduga, (7) (the men) of Ur-Lisi, (8) will 
give. (Envelope: Ur-abulla from IpquSa, Ur-Sin, (and) Alduga, (the men) of Ur-Lisi, 
bought.) (9) They swore together by the name of the king (not to contest?). 
(10) Before Lu-dingira; (11) before Ur-Enlila; (12) before ~r-Sumah;  (13) before Ur- 

Text no. 17-18 1s: 

a 
Sumah, the second; (14) before Ur-Mahdianka. (15-16) Date. Seals of Ur-Sin and 

J Lugal-itida, sons of Ur-dun. 

, Commentary 
This sale document is unique in that the tablet and the envelope use different verbs 

I in the operative section: in-na-sum-mu-da /i-na-sum-ed-a/, "that they will give (the sold 
man) to him" (tablet), against in-ne-Si-salO, "he bought (him) from them" (envelope). 
The grammar of the operative section agrees better with the first form, since the name of 
the buyer has the locativefdative suffix -a, and the sellers are the agent (subject) of the 
verb. However, the difference between the tablet and the envelope is not merely a mater 
of phraseology. According to the tablet, the sale has not yet been concluded; the sellers 
only promise to sell the man in question for such-and-such price. In contrast, the 
envelope states that the man has already been sold and, presumably, transferred to the 
buyer. This inconsistency can be explained we assume that a sale with deferred delivery 
is meant here. The buyer paid the price, but the sellers have not yet transferred the sold 
man. For this reason, in the tablet the verb has been written in the future tense. If the 
sellers fail to deliver the sold man, the buyer can break the envelope, and the tablet will 
then yield evidence that the sellers did not fulfill their obligation. See also 4.2. 

7. Iur-dli9-si4-ke4-ne: fur-lisin-ak-ak-enel. An example of the construction 
PN PN2-ak, "PN of PN2," i.e., "PN, the man of PN2." Cf. no. 26:13. For a detailed 
discussion of this construction, see Gelb in E. Lipinski, ed., State and Temple 
Economy in the Ancient Near East vol. 1, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 5 (Leuven, 
1979), pp. 54-56. 

8-9. Since in-na-sum-mu-da is nominalized, in the tablet the oath probably 
goes together with the preceding verb: "they swore by the name of the king that they will 
givelsell to him." In contrast, in the envelope the oath seems to be a separate statement, 
evidently refening to a promise of no-contest. 

Note the syllabic -ib for -ib. 
Seals. Note that the document, apart from being sealed by one of the sellers, is 

also sealed by his brother, who does not appear in the text. Did this person act as the 
guarantor? 

18. 
Text: L 11078 (ZA 53 [1959]:82 no. 21). 
Previous treatment: M. Cig, H. Kizilyay, and A. Falkenstein, ZA 53, 81-83 (translit. 

and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 

i Date: AS 8/[?]. 

1) 4 516 sar 4 gin t-dh-a ~ KI.UD 
2) nig-shm-bi 113 [m]a-na 5 gin kug-babbar-$2 
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rev. 
1') 
2') 

~r-diul-~a-t:  
dumu puzurq-eSq-dar-kq 
rxFbi(?) 
re1 ur-%n-M-16 
[dumlu igi-gag5-Sags-ga-me 
[iln-ne-Si-sale 
[kyg-b]i Su-ne-ne ab-si 
[iafiil [la-b]a-an-g-[da] 
m[u dnin-urta(?)] 
[mu lugal-bi in-pid(-dk-CS)] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
[iti XI-rx-xl 
m[u en-nu]n-ni d[amar]-d~~.ZUfra kil-6g ba-kun-gi 

(1) 415 sar (and) 4 gin of a built-up house-lot and empty ground, (2) for its price, 1/3 
mina (and) 5 shekels of silver, (3) ~r -Sulpae ,  (4) son of Puzur-EStar, (5) (from) [XI- 
bi(?) (6) randl Ur-Enlila, (7) [solns of Igi-SagSag, (8) bought. (9) Th[is silver] filled 
their hands. (10-12) [They swore by the name of Ninurta(?) and by the name of the 
king] that they will not contest [one against the other]. [ . . . ; (these are the 
witnesses)]. (1'-2') Date. 

Commentary 
Although this tablet belongs to the LagaS collection of the Archaeological 

Museum of Istanbul, its Nippur origin is assured by the use of the kug-bi Su-a . . . 
si-(g) clause in 1. 9, which is found only in the Ur I11 sales from Nippur (see 2.2.1), and 
by the fact that the buyer can be identified as a citizen of Nippur (see below). Two other 
Nippur texts from the Archaeological Museum of Istanbul which are wrongly catalogued 
as LagaS texts are nos. 14 and 35. 

1. For the term 6-dil-a il KI.UD, see 3.2.1.1. 
3 4 .  The seal of the same individual is impressed on the Nippur text NATN 

341. The seal inscription reads: ur-dSul-pa-k / dam-& / dumu puzur4-eh-dar. Our Ur- 
Sulpae is perhaps the same person as the eminent enaepreneur of the same name, who 
appears as creditor in numerous loan documents from Nippur. See E. Huber, Hilprecht 
AV, p. 219; Gig and Kizilyay, NRVN 1, p. XIII. 

9 .  For this clause, see 2.2.1. 

19. 
Text: NBC 5652. Copy pl. IV. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 1. 

1 sag-nita-2lm 
NE-NE-da-n6m 
mu-ni-im 
nig-s5m 7 gin igi-3-g6l kug-babbar 
ur-gi4-gi4 
dadad-ba-ni 
in-Si-sale 
a-gu-a ugula-gCS-da 
a-da-mu dumu X-X 
Su-a-ba a-zu 

11) im-ti-[dlam aSgab 
12) a-bi-a-ti 
13) Su-6-a 

rev. 14) dumu EDEN(?)-Si-la-at 
15) da-a-da-a dumu a-bu-Su-ni 

(space) 
16) 16-inirn-ma-bi-me-CS 
17) mu Su-~EN.zu lugal-Zun 

Seal 
d[ad]ad-ba-n[i] 
du[mu x-x(-x)] 

(1) One man, (2-3) his name is NE-NE-dannum, (4) (his) price (is) 7 113 shekels of 
silver, (5) Ur-gigi (6) (from) Adad-bani (7) bought. (8) Agu3a, the officer (in charge) 
of sixty (men); (9) Adamu, son of X-X; (10) S u - ~ b a ,  the physician; (1 1) Imtidam, the 
leather-worker; (12) Abi-ati; (13) S u - ~ a ,  (14) son of EDEN(?)-Silat; (15) Da3ada3a, 
son of AhuSuni; (16) these are the witnesses. (17) Date. Seal of Adad-bini, so[n 
o f .  . . I.  

Comrnentav 
The Nippur origin of the text is virtually assured by the fact that Agu=a, the ugula- 

gCS-da, who is  listed in 1. 8, appears also in the Nippur loan document NATN 210:4, 
dated IS 2Ix. This text also bears an impression of Agu3a's seal, the inscription of which 
reads: a-gu-a / ugula-g6S-da I dumu i-zu-a-ri-ik. Furthermore, note that the suffix - im 
after sag-nita1SAL (1. 1) is found only in sale documents from Nippur (nos. 13,48, 66). 

2. NE-NE-da-nbm: Most probably to be read bi-bf-da-n6m. For other 
Sargonic and Ur ID names with the element bf-bi, see Gelb, MAD 3, pp. 93-94 (under 
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bibbum "wild sheep"). In contrast to Gelb, CAD B, p. 223a, lists these names under 
bibli (meaning unknown, used only as a personal name). 

6. Since A d a d - b ~  seals the tablet, he must be the seller. 
8. For ugula-gCS-da, see commentary to no. 10:3. 
14. EDEN(?)-Si-la-at: This name may contain the element illatu. If this is the 

case, the word represented by the sign EDEN(?) would have to end in S. Cf. the name 
dUTU-Si-la-at /SamaS-illat/, written also dUTU-il-la-at, cited by Gelb, MAD 3, pp. 39- 
40 (under illaturn). The reading of EDEN(?) as dUTU is impossible. 

20. 
Text: HS 1053 (TMHC n.F. 112 53). Collated by J. Oelsner. Seal collated by H. 

Waetzoldt, OA 15 (1976):325. \ 

Previous treatment: I. Mendelsohn, Slavery, pp. 14-15 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [SS?] l/vi/[?]. 

rev. 

Inin-&-ra-ni 
Iur-diu-ma$ 
dumu-ni-me 
213 ma-na 3 gin kug-babbar-Sb 
ni-te-ne-ne ba-ra-an-sale-3 
[ . . . I  
[in-ne-Id(?)] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
(space) 
[Id]-inim-ma-bi-me 
[iti kin]-dinanna 
[ud x] ba-zal 
[mu diu-~EN.zu(?) lugall-2m 

Seal 
%u-~EN.ZU [ . . . I  

den-lil-18 [ . . . I  
lugal an-[ubl-da [limmu-bal [dumu lugal-me]-lh 
lugal &]i[ki-ma] rknsil 

nibruki 
[&ad-zul 

Text no. 20-21 191 

(1) [Url-dukuga, (2) DINGIR-buza, his wife, (3) Nin-dada, (4) Nin-urani, ( 5 )  (and) 
~r-Sumah,  (6) his children, (7) for 213 mina (and) 3 shekels of silver (8) sold 
themselves. (9) [PN] (10) [weighed it out(?)]. [ . . . 1; (1') these are the witnesses. 
(2 '4 ' )  Date. Seal of [ . . . I ,  the [ . . . I ,  son of [Lugal-mellam, the rgovernorl of 
Nippur, dedicated to Su-sin, the [belloved of Enlil, etc. 

Commentary 
9-10. The reconstruction of these lines is uncertain. 
4 ' .  The date-formula is restored on the basis of the seal (see below). The 

reconstruction IS 1 is also possible. 
Seal. In Seals and Sealing, p. 51 n. 33, I identified this seal as that of 

Namzitara, the governor of Nippur, which is impressed on a Nippur letter-order 
published by Owen, AOAT 22, pp. 131-132. In that connection, I also suggested that 
Namzitara was an authorizing official in the present transaction. However, the 
subsequent collation of our tablet made by Waetzoldt, OA 15, 325, established that the 
seal actually belongs to an unidentifiable son of Lugal-melam, the governor of Nippur. 
For Lugal-melam, whose tenure is documented from AS l/xi/3 to AS 9/xi/27, see Hallo, 
JNES 31,94 and n. 62. 

In view of this new evidence, it seems more likely that NN, the owner of the seal, 
was the buyer in the present transaction. At the same time, the possiblity that he was an 
authorizing official cannot be completely excluded (because of his familial connection 
with the governor). 

21. 
Text: Ni. 1417 (NRVN 1 224). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA 14 Y' 

(1975):311. 
Previous treatment: Contents discussed by I. J. Gelb, Volterra AV 6, p. 151. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 2/viii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
rev. 11) 

l(iku) g8na Sag4 ki giikiri6 
nfg-sim-bi 4 gin k[ug-babbar] 
ur-dhl-pa-2-ke4 
bu-zi-na 
ur-sipad-da 
W-~EN.ZU 
ur-diul-gi-ra 
Cne-ne 
in-ne-Si-s[alo] 
mu lugal-bi i-p[&d(-db-CS)] 
YdenFlil-1Can-zu 
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BtlilFta 
I ~ - ~ E N . z u  
lib-ni8-a 
~ur-sukal 
mia- la  
18inim-ma-bi-me 
iti apindug-a 
mu m6-dira-a[b]-zu(wr. ZU.A[B]) 
ba-ab-dug 

(1) One iku of land, (located) in an orchard, (2) its price (is) 4 shekels of si[lver], 
(3) ~ r - S u l p a e  (4) from Buzina, (5) Ur-sipada, (6) Ur-Sin, (7) (and) ur-Sulgi, 
(8) four of them, (9) bought. (10) They swore by the name of the king (not to 
contest?). (11) Enlil-anzu; (12) [Tullta; (13) Ur-Sin; (14) Ibni-Ea; (15) Ur-sukal; 
(16) [Illala; (17) these are the witnesses. (18-20) Date. 

Commentary 
1. For the spelling gi~kiri6, see commentary to no. 1 : 1. 

3. This person may be identical with the ~r -Sulpae  who appears as the 

buyer in no. 18. 

22. 

Text: N 814 (NATN 782). Collated. v 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 31ifl4. 

[XI sar 6dh-a C-DuNKka 
[nig]-sbAm-bi 6 gin kug-babbar 
[I] 6- Sags-ga 
[lulgal-kug-zu 
riil ad-da-kal-la-ra 
[mu] ad-da-St 
PIG-dinanna-ke4 
[ i ] n - n e - ~ i - s a ~ ~ ( N h ~ ~ ~ S ~ . A )  
6 1 3  la-%-& 
[m]u dnin-urta 
mu lugal-bi in-p&d-CS 
Iur-kun 
Iur-me-me 
Ilugal-k-[m-nil 
IlJu(wr. RI)-wa-w[a] 

Text no. 22 

rev. 16) Iur-dluga[l-x(-x)] 
17) Ilugal-A-[zi-da] 
18) qugal-iti-d[a] Bga-6s [(x)] 

(space) 
19) [lld-inim-ma-bi-me 
20) [it$ gan-gan-t 
2 1) [u]d 24 ba-zal 
22) [mlu si-ma-nu-umki 
23) [lJ]ul-a 

Seals 
Id-Sags-ga 
dumu dingir-ma-sum 

lugal-kug-[zu] 
dumu dingir-ma-sum 

ad-da-kal-la 
dumu dingir-ma-sum 

(1) [x] sar of a built-up house-lot, (located) in E-DUN, (2) its price (is) 6 shekels of 
silver, (3) from [Llu-Saga, (4) [Lulgal-kugzu, (5) randl Adda-kala, (6) (who 
acted) [in place] of (their) father, (7) [Llu-Inanna (8) bought. (9-11) They swore by 
the name of Ninurta (and) by the name of the king that they will not contest one against 
the other. (12) Ur-kun; (13) Ur-Meme; (14) Lugal-ur[ani]; (15) Huwaw[a]; (16) Ur- 
Luga[l-x(-x)]; (17) Lugal-a[zida]; (18) Lugal-itid[a], the gendarme [(of .  . . )]; 
(19) these are the witnesses. (20-23) Date. Seals of ~ u - s a ~ a ,  Lugal-kugzu, and Adda- 
kala, sons of Dingir-mansum. 

Commentary 
This text most probably comes from the same archive as nos. 24 and 28, in which 

Lu-Inanna also acts as a buyer. 
The house in question is sold by three brothers, sons of Dingir-mansum (note the 

seals). The expression "[in place] of (their) father" in line 6 indicates either that Dingir- 
mansum is the actual seller, and his sons only act on his behalf, or that he is no longer 
alive, and his sons are heirs to his estate. 

1. 6-dii-a: For this term, see 3.2.1.1. 
C - D u e :  As far as I know, this toponym is not otherwise attested. 
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23. 
Text: N 669 (NATN 761). Collated. I i 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 3/[?]/[?]. 

1) 1 sag-nita 
2) ur-lugal mu-ni-im 
3) 1 sag-SAL a-za-za mu-ni-im 
4) dumu gaba-na:a ab-tab 
5) rnigl-sim-bi 16 g[in(?) kug-babbar] 

(rest destr.) 
rev. (begin. destr.) 

1 ') iti [x ud x ba-za]l 
2') mu 6sfsa mi-daraql-ab-zu ba-ab-dug 

Seal 
ur-lugal 
dumu lugal-iti-da 

(1) One man, (2) his name is Ur-lugal, (3) one woman, her name is Azaza, (4) a baby 
is pressed to her breast, (5) their price (is) 16 sh[ekels(?) of silver], [ . . . ] (1'- 
2') Date. Seal of Ur-lugal, son of Lugal-itida. 

Commentary 
Since the names of the parties to the transaction and the verb are not preserved, it 

is not certain whether this is a regular sale or a self-sale. 
The tablet is sealed with a seal belonging to Ur-lugal. Excluding the unlikely 

possibility that the seal was the property of the seller, whose name was also Ur-lugal, 
one has to assume that it was the sold man who sealed the tablet. For another instance of 
the sold person sealing a sale document, see no. 50. 

3. Azaza is almost certainly the wife of Ur-lugal. 
4. For the verb gaba . . . tab, "to press to the breast," see commentary to 

no. 13:3. 

24. 

Text: N 677 (NATN 762). Collated by D. I. Owen. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 4/v. 

1) 35 giigiiimtnar gti kar-anie 
2) nig-stimam-bi 10 gin kug-babbar-Sb 
3) ril-gu-d 

4) 
5) 
6)  
7) 

rev. 8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 

u.e. 16) 
1.e. 17) 

dumu dilg-ga-r[a] 
lli-dinanna 
in-Si-sale 
a - b a  nu-gi4-gi4-db 
mu lugal-bi i-pM 
igi da-da Bga-6s smga-rS1 
Ikug-ga-DINGIR-Txl 
llugal-~iStaranl 
Ih-ni-a 
dumu ba-a-a 
'la-gi-ip dumu 16-isinXNsi ki 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti NE-NE-gar 
mu 6s-sa si-ma-ndmki bul-a 

(1) (An orchard with) 35 date palms, (located) on the bank of KaranSe, (2) for its 
price, 10 shekels of silver, (3) from Agu3u, (4) son of Duga, (5) Lu-Inanna 
(6) bought. (7-8) They swore together by the name of the king not to contest (one 
against the other). (9) Before Dada, the gendarme of the temple administrator; 
(10) Kuga-DINGIR-Txl; (1 1) Lugal-rIStaran1; (12) Uni3a, (13) son of Ba3a3a; (14) LB- 
qip, son of Lu-Isin; (15) these are the witnesses. (16-17) Date. 

Commentary 
The object of the sale is an orchard planted with 35 date palms. For the cases 

when only the number df the date palms, and not the size of the orchard, is stated, see 
3.2.1.2. Another sale document from the archive of Lu-Inanna is no. 28. In that text, 
which is  written nineteen months later than no. 24, Lu-Inanna buys from Agu3u an 
orchard with the same number of date palms for exactly the same price. Two other texts 
which possibly belong to the archive of Lu-Inanna are nos. 22 and 46. 

1. kar-anSe: "Harbor of Donkeys." This toponym is also found in the 
Sargonic text BIN 8 37 iii 6 (kar-anSeki) and in the Ur I11 text TMHC n.F. 112 
255+257:7' (a-Sag4 kar-anie). The use of gd (Akk. kifadu), "bank (of a river, canal, or 
sea)," in connection with kar (Akk. k r u ) ,  "harbor, quay," is unique. 
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25. 
! Text: Ni. 1113 (NRVN 1 216). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, O A  14, 31 1. b 
1 Previous treatment: F. R. Kraus, JCS 3 (1949):104 n. 42 (translit. and transl. of lines 1- 

8). 
Origin: Nippur. 

I 
I 

Date: SS 41vii. 

1) 1 sag-SAL 
2) nin-&gal-e mu-ni-im 
3) kug-babbar nig-sib-ma-ga-ni 4 gin igi-3-ga 
4) ki lugal-an-ni-ta 

I 5) UN-gi4-a 
6) in-si-salo 
7) Sagq-bi-ta 2 [giln 
8) lugal-an-ni rSul b[a-ti] 
9) amar-din[anna(?)] 16-inim-[gi-na] 

rev. 10) [ Iu IN-~~ 
11) [ISIu-eS4-dar 
12) Iba-ki 
13) Iim-ti-darn 
14) 116-kal-la 

I 15) 16-inim-ma-bi-me 
16) 16 16 nu-gQc-gQ>-dam 
17) mu lugal-bi in-pid 

(space) 

1 18) iti d[ug-klug-ga 
19) [mu ds-sal si-ma-[ndmki] rbal-bul 

Seal 
lugal-an-[nil 
dumu ba-[ . . . ] 

I 
(1) One woman, (2) her name is Nin-egale, (3) her silver of the price (is) 4 113 

I 
shekels, (4) from Lugal-ane (5) UN-gi-a (6) bought. (7) Out of it (i.e., the price) 2 
[shelkels (8) Lugal-ane re[ceived]. (9) Amar-In[anna(?)] is the gua[rantor]. (10) [UIN- 
il; (11) [Slu- star; (12) Baki; (13) Imtidam; (14) Lu-kala; (15) these are the 
witnesses. (16-17) They swore by the name of the king not to contest one against the 
other. (18-19) Date. Seal of Lugal-an[e], son of Ba-[ . . .I. 

Commentary 
This sale is  the only instance, at least as far as can be ascertained from the texts 

themselves, in which the purchase price was not paid in full during the sale transaction. I 

i For the discussion of this problem, see 4.2. 

Text no. 25-26 
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3. nig-sirn-ma-ga-ni: This form, which was erroneously interpreted as nig- 
sim-maam-ni by Sauren, ZA 59, 40, is a phonetic spelling for nig-s5m-ma-ka-ni Inig- 

I sam-ak-mi/. See commentary to no. 13:4-5. 
6 .  Note the spelling -si- for -Si-. Cf. Sauren, ZA 59, 45. 
8. Kraus, J C S  3, 104 n. 42, reads this line: lugal-an-ni Su bra(?)-t]i(?). 

I Since the copy and the collations do not show that much, the tablet must have deteriorated 

I 
since it was studied by Kraus. 

I 9. For the term 16-inim-gi-na, "guarantor," see 2.11.1.3. 

26. 
Text: FLP 875 (MVN 3 263). , 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 4/xi/6. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

rev. 6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

u.e. 14) 
1.e. 15) 

3 gi5giSimmar giS gub-ba 
nig-shim-bi 1 gin kug-babbar 
ur-kun-ra 

16 inim ba-an-gar 
6 giSgi5irnmar 
sum-mu-dam 
mu lugal-bi i-p6d 
igi 6-zi-da 
igi lugal-engar 
igi ur-den-ki un-da-ga 
iti ziz ud 6 ba-zal 
mu bhd mar-tu ba-dh 

Seal 
Jllegible 

(1) (An orchard) planted with 3 date palms, (2) its price (is) 1 shekel of silver, 
(3) from Ur-kun (4) Ur-Saga (5) bought. (6) If (7) someone raises claims (to the 
orchard), (8-9) to give (an orchard with) 6 palms (in its place) (10) he (i.e., Ur- 

I 
I kun) swore by the name of the king. (11) Before Azida; (12) before Lugal-engar; 
1 (13) before Ur-Enki, (the man) of Undaga. (14-15) Date. Seal of Ur-kun(?). 
I 

Commentary 
1. giS gub-ba: Akk. zaqpu, "planted (with trees)." See CAD Z, pp. 51-52 

(under zagirpu) and p. 61 (under zaqpu). 
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6-10. For this clause, see 2.7.2. 
13. un-da-ga: The reading of this name is assured by the Nippur text NRVN 

1 208, where the name of the same person is spelled un-da-ga in the seal inscription, and I 

u4-da-ga on the tablet (1. 3). Cf. Sauren, ZA 59,29,39. Note also the spelling a-dag4-ga 
in RA 1 l(1914): 27 1.9. 

For the construction PN PN2(-ak), "PN, (the man of) PN2," see 
commentary to no. I7:7. Cf. the Ur 111 text MVN 3 375, which lists seven individuals, 
described as 16-inim-ma-bi-me un-da-ga-me, "the witnesses of Un-daga," lit.: "these are 

i 

the wimesses, (the men) of Un-daga" 01. 12-13). A close parallel to that text is provided 
by D P  137 (Pre-Sargonic), which contains a long list of persons, described as 16 amar- 
ki-me 16-ki-inim-ma-bi-me, "the witnesses of Amarki," lit.: "the men of Amarki, these 
are the witnesses" (vi 11-12). Alternatively, in the present text, and similarly in MVN 3 
375, un-da-ga could be a human classificatory term, possibly meaning "neighbor." Cf. 
no. 63:14. [For the meaning "neighbor" of un-da-ga, see now Krecher, ASJ 9 (1987):88 
n. 39, who demonstrates that da-(g) means "near, side." Accordingly, un-da-ga can 
safely be analyzed as tun-dag-a/, "people (who are) at (one's) side, nearby folk."] 

27. 
Text: UM 55-21-210 = 3 N T  22 (NATN 911). Collated. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 5/v. 

6 sar 6-ki 
rig-simh-bi 112 ma-na 6 gin 
I ~ - U R U X ~ R ~ ~  ka-guru7-keq 
a-ad-da-mu 
a 16-gir-gi4-lumUSe" 

[dumlu ur -dE~.~~-ka- r ib (? ) l  
i n - n e - ~ i - s a ~ ~ ( N h ~ x S ~ . A )  
kug-bi Su-ne-ne [abl-rsil 
t2-h la-ba-an-&-da 

814 
mu dnin-urta 
[m]u lugal-bi al-[plid 
rxl-ba-ba dumu ur-d[ . . . ] 
[1]6-dinanna dumu [XI-[ . . . 1 
[gilr-ni-i-Sags dumu fxl-[ . . . I 
[u]r(?)-me-me dumu 1 6 4  . . . I 
[~]r(?)-~kug-~im dumu [ . . . 1 
[dub(?)]-sar [( . . . )I 
[lulgal-engar-dhg [( . . . )I 
[XI-e-ki-rxl [( . . . )I 

20) 
21) 

rev. 
1 ') 
2')  
3')  
4') 
5') 
6')  
7') 

[x-klal-la du[mu(?) . . . ] 
[ur-g]&-gi4-ral [( . . . )I 
(begin. destr.) 
[ . . . I  r x i  [ . . . I  
[XI-rx-x-xl dumu da-[ . . . ] 
[ur(?)]-dSul-gi-ra dumu rxl-[(x)]-kug-ga nar [( . . . )] 
[46(?)-igi-[Sags(?)-Sags(?)] dumu [ . . . ] 
l d - r d E ~ l . [ ~ U ( ? )  dulmu rxl-[ . . . 1. 
den-la-[x dulmu rxl-[ . . . ] 
Id-inii-[ma]-bi-[me 
(space) 
iti NE-NE-gar [( . . . )] 
mu us-sa dFSu-dEN.ZU lugall 6riki-ma-keq 
bid mar-tu mu-ri-iq ti-id-ni-im mu-dh 

(1) Six sar of an empty(?) house-lot, (2) its price (is) 112 mina (and) 6 shekels (of 
silver), (3) Lu-URUxKAR, the granary superintendent, (4) from ADaddamu (5) and 
Lu-girgilu, (6) sons of Ur-Sin, (7) bought. (8) This silver filled their hands. (9- 
11) The oath by the name of Ninurta (and) by the name of the king was sworn that they 
will not contest one against the other. (12) [XI-baba, son of Ur-[ . . . I ;  (13) [Llu- 
Inanna, son of rX1-[ . . . 1; (14) [Gilrni-iSag, son of rX1-[ . . . 1; (15) [U]r(?)- 
Meme, son of Lu-[ . . . 1; (16) [U]r(?)-KugSim, (17) [the scrlibe [( . . . )]; 
(1 8) [Lulgal-engardug [( . . . )]; (19) [XI-e-ki-fxl [( . . . )I; (20) [X-klala, 
so[n(?) of . . . 1; (21) [Ur-glagia [( . . . )]; [ . . . 1; (1') [ . . . ] rx1 [ . . . 1; 
(2') [XI-rx-x-xl, son of Da-[ . . . 1; (3') [~r(?)]-Sulgira, son of rX1-[(x)]-kuga, the 
singer [( . . . 11; (4') [L]u(?)-igi-[SagSag(?)], son of [ . . . 1; (5') Lu-S[in(?), so]n 
of [ . . . 1; (6') Enlil-[x, soln of [XI-[ . . . 1; (7') these are the witnesses. (8'- 
10') Date. 

Commentary 
1. For the term 6-ki, see 3.2.1.1. 
3. The toponym U R U X K A R ~ ~ ,  attested in this PN, is probably to be 

interpreted as U ~ U ~ , ( U R U ~ ~ ) ~ ~ .  See Sollberger, ZA 54 (1961):9 no. 22; RGTC 1, 
p. 183. 

ka-guru7: "granary superintendent, official in charge of grain stores." 
See Bauer, AWL, p. 240; CAD K, p. 35b. The spelling ka-guru-]-keq /ka-guru-&-el, 
attested in the present text, shows that the full form of the word was ka-guru7-(k). See 
also PN dub-sar ka-gum7-ka-keq /ka-guru-ak-&-el (DC, pl. XXXVII 11. 3-5 - Pre- 
Sargonic), ka-guru7-keq (TCS 1 361:7 - Ur 111). Accordingly, the reconstructed Akkadian 
equivalent of ka-guru7-(k) should be *kagurukku, and not *kagurrC, as proposed by 
CAD K, p. 35. Even more plausible would be the form *kug(u)rukku; this is suggested 
by the values ku-gi-ri, ku-gur7, and ku-ug-ri of KAxGUR7 in Proto-Ea 330 (MSL 14, 
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p. 45), which demonstrate that the original /kaguruW became, as a result of vowel 
harmony, /kug(u)ruk/. I am aware of three other names of occupations beginning with 
the formant ka-, which are similarly genitival constructions. They are ka-ki-(k), Akk. 
kakkiku "registrar of houses" (see the spelling IPN ka-ki-kam in Gelb AV, p. 236 vii 2- 
3 - Pre-Sargonic), ka--an-a(k) "chief oil-maker" (see the spellings i PN ka-Sakan-na- 
ka Su-na g61-la-a- in D P  268 iv 2-4 and PN ka-iakan-ke4 in D P  264 i 3-4 - Pre- 
Sargonic; cf. Bauer, &YL, pp. 330-331), and ka-zid-a(k), Akk. kassidakku, "miller" 
(see CAD K, pp. 267-268). 

8. For this clause, see 2.2.1. 

28. 
Text: N 800 (NATN 777). Collated. 
Origin: Nippur. 'd 
Date: SS Slxii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

1o.e. 10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
13) 
14) 

15) 
16) 
17) 

1s Simmar 35 g'-gi 
kug-bi 10 gin 
ki Cgu-6-ta 
16-&manna 
in-Si-sale 
igi ur-nigin-gar 
igi lugal-kug-zu 
igi SeS-kal-la dumu a-wi-li 
igi a-ha-ni-Su 
igi nu-&-i-li 
igi a-tu 
igi nu-&-ZU GIS.MU 
igi lugal-engar &a-6s sanga 
igi nita 
(space) 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti Se-gurlo-kud 
mu 6s-sa b&l mar-tu ba-dti 

(1) (An orchard with) 35 date palms, (2) its silver (is) 10 shekels, (3) from Agu3u 
(4) Lu-Inanna (5) bought. (6) Before Ur-nigingar; (7) before Lugal-kugzu; (8) before 
SeS-kala, son of Awili; (9) before Aha-niSii; (10) before Niir-ili; (11) before Atu; 
(12) before Ncr-ZU, the GIS.MU; (13) before Lugal-engar, the gendarme of the temple 
adminstrator; (14) before Nita; (15) these are the witnesses. (16-17) Date. 

Commentary 
This text parallels no. 24, dated to SS 4/v, where Lu-Inanna buys from Aguxu the 

same number of palms for exactly the same price. 
12. Niu-ZU: This PN occurs also in the Nippur text TMHC n.F. 112 142:2'. 

GIS.MU: This word could be interpreted either as an occupation or as a 
personal name (to my knowledge, neither is attested so far.). Should GIS.MU be a 
personal name, we should find here an example of the construction PN PN2-ak, "PN, 
(the man) of PN2," for which see commentary to no. 17:7. 

29. 
1 Text: IM 58361 = 3 NT 189 (NATN 966). Collated. I/ Origin: Nippur. 

Date: SS 5/[?]/[?]. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 

rev. 
1')  
2') 
3')  
4') 
5') 
6 ' )  

3 sar [6(?) . . . ] 
nig-sfim-bi 12(?) [gin kug-babbar] 
lugal-Sdba(ZA.INANNA) dumu 6-S[b-ht]-DU-ke4 
na-bu-urn dumu da-ga 
ti me-t6g dam-ni-ir 
in-rnel-Si-sale 
kug-bi Suinel-ne-a abqsil 
&ti l]a-ba-an-m-da 
[mu %in-urlta 

!+I 

[mu lugal-bi in-p?id(-dk-ti)] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
l[6]-inim-[ma-bi]-me 
iti [ . . . I  
ud [X ba]-zal 
mu 6s-rsa dSul-~EN.zu 
lugal hi[&ma-ke4] 
bad mar-tu [mu-ri-iq] ti-id-ni-i[m mu-dti] 

(1) Three sar [of a house(?)], (2) its price (is) 12(?) [shekels of silver], (3) Lugal- 
Suba, son of US[ehe]-DU, (4) from Nabum, son of Daga, (5) and Metug, his wife, 

4 (6) bought. (7) This silver filled their hands. (8-10) [They swore by the name of 
Ninurlta [(and) by the name of the king] not to contest [one against the other]. [ . . . 1; 
(1') these are the witnesses. (2'-6') Date. 

1 
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Commentary 
3. Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 42 and 168, proposed to read ZA.INANNA 

(written also I N A N N A . ~ ) ,  "rock crystal," as subar, in place of the commonly accepted 
reading V6ba. His reconstruction of the final r was based on the spelling amar- 
ZA.INANNA-ra in UET 3 5:4 (= TCS 1 145), which he considered an explicit spelling of 
the genitival syntagm mar-subar-a(k). However, the element -ra in the passage in 
question is actually to be analyzed as a dative suffix: "Say to the king, this is what 
Aaabba3a said to Amar-Suba: 'It (i.e., the disputed tablet) is  the property of Ur- 
gulamu"' (11. 1-6). The proof that the word did not end in r is provided by the spelling 
mar-ZA.INANNA-bi famar-Suba-el in MVN 3 1 6 5 4  (cf. Owen, MVN 3, p. 22). Note 
also that P6ba was borrowed by Akkadian under the form Sublpii (cf. S. J. Liebeman, 
The Sumerian Loanwords in Old-Babylonian Akkadian 1 [Missoula, Mont., 19771, 
pp. 465466).  

6-SBhC-DU: For this PN, see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 565, who 
reads it U - S B ~ C - ~ ~ ~ .  

7. For this clause, see 2.2.1. 

30. 
Text: Ni. 5488 (NRVN 1 215). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA 14,311. ,:I' 

Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 5/[?]. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

rev. 
1') 
2') 
3')  

1 sag-SAL Sags-KA-an-zu mu-n[i-im] 
nig-sh-ni 12+[x(?) gin kug-babbar] 
a-a-kal-la-r[aJ 
6-la-la-a 
in-Si-sale 
nu-gi4-g[i4-x] 
mu lugal-b[i in-pad] 
(begin. destr.) 
1[6-inim-ma-bi-me] 
iti  [ . . . I  
mu 6[s-sa Vad] mar-dug ba-[dh] 

Seal 
a-a-kal-la 
dumu ur-samanq 
dam-& 

(1) One woman, her name is Saganzu, (2) her price is 12(?) [shekels of silver], 

/ (3) (from) A2a-kala (4) Alala (5) bought. (6-7) He (i.e., A3a-kala) [swore] by the 
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name of the king not to contest. [ . . . 1; (1') these [are the witnesses]. (2'-3') Date. 
Seal of A3a-kala, son of Ur-Saman, the merchant. 

Commentary 
Alala, the buyer, and the slave woman Saganzu reappear in the Nippur text 

NATN 302, which is dated to SS 8lxi. This document, which was extensively studied by 
Owen, ZA 70 (1980):170-184, records a court litigation, involving Alala and Geme-Sin, 
the wife of his deceased brother Ur-dun. The object of the litigation was the paternal 
estate of Alala and Ur-dun, which the two brothers had divided among themselves in the 
undetermined past. The case was settled by the re-division of the estate among Alala and 
Geme-Sin. The half of the estate thus assigned to Alala included the aforementioned 
Saganzu (ii 15), who, as we know from the present text, had been acquired by Alala 
three years earlier. The fact that Saganzu was part of the contested property means that 
either Alala had bought her on behalf of the estate (therefore, despite the original division, 
Alala and Ur-dun held the estate in joint ownership) or that the litigation concerned both 

i the inheritance portions of the two brothers and their personal estates as well. Cf. Owen, 
op. cit., p. 175 n. 17. For other Nippur documents which may concern Alala, see ibid., 
p. 174 n. 11. 

I 1. Sags-KA-an-zu: Since the name of the same slave-girl is spelled Sags-an- 
! zu in NATN 302 ii 15 (see above), the present occurrence should perhaps be 

I 
transliterated as Sags-gal4-an-zu. The spelling Sags-an-zu also appears in an unpublished 
Ur III text from Nippur (A 31229:2). 

4. 6-la-la-a: The same PN as the common Ur III 6-la-la, which was 
considered by Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 98 (under allala), as Akkadian, and by Limet, 

I 
Anthroponymie, pp. 109 and 218, as Sumerian. 

3 ' .  Note the spelling mar-dug for the usual mar-tu. Cf. Sauren, ZA 59, 37, 
and Owen, AOAT 22, p. 134. 

I SeaI. samanq: This DNcan be also written S ~ ~ ~ ~ ( $ E . E S . N U N . B U ) .  For the 
reading siman, see Landsberger, AfO Beiheft 17 (1967):22 n. 63. The spellings skman 
and samanq are used interchangeably in two Ur I11 texts, where the same PN is spelled 
ur-dsiman in the seal inscription, and ur-dsamanq(-na) in the tablet (AAS 112:3; MVN 3 

8 

I 
361:s). For the god Saman, see most recently M. Lambert, Or. NS 44 (1975):22 n. 2. 

i 
31. 

Text: Ni. 399 + 13371 (NRVN 1 218, photo of the rev. p. 113). Collated by H. ;/ 

Waetzoldt, OA 14,311. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 6/xii. 

1) 1 gud-niga 
2) kug-babbar s h - b i  10 1/2 gin 
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3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 
1') 
2') 

3') 
4') 
5')  
6') 
7') 

ki ku-ba-bu-um-ma-ta 
ur-sukal in-Si-sale 
Ia-a-kal-la da[m-gk]r 
Ian-na-hi-li 
Iur-turn-ma-[all 
Iur-diul-pa-& 
ma-a-kal-la 2 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
[XI rx XI [ . . . I 
mu lugal-bi in-p[kd] 
(space) 
iti NE-NE-gar 
mu dSu-dEN.ZU 
lugal 6riLma-keq 
na-fi-a-m& 
den-lil dnin-M-ra mu-ne-da 

Seal 
ku-ba-bu-urn 
dumu a-da-lid 
dam-gir 

(1) One barley-fattened ox, (2) the silver of its price (is) 10 112 shekels, (3) from 
Kubabum (4) Ur-sukal bought. (5) A=a-kala, the merlchant]; (6) Ana-bili; (7) Ur- 
Tum[al]; (8) ~r-Sulpae;  (9) A2a-kala the second; [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. 
(1') T . . . 1 (2') He (i.e., Kubabum) [swore] by the name of the king (not ot 
contest?). (3'-7') Date. Seal of Kubabum, son of Adallal, the merchant. 

Text: CBS 11575 (BE 311 21). Collated. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 7/iv/30. 

[ . . . I  
[nig-s]h-bi 1 6b-52 
[x-x(-x)] riil lugal-kar-rril 
[dumu ur-dd]a-mu-me 
[ur-d]Sul-pa-t-kq 
[in]-ne-Si-salo(wr. GAZ) 
[igi] rxl-kug-rzul nu-banda-ni 
riil l~u(wr. RI)-wa-wa engar-a-ni 
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9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

9 rev. 14) 

15) 
16) 

Tinl-na-Tanl-sum-CS 
[XI-rbi(?) Bu(wr. RI)Fwa-wa fi-dabg(?)l 
[nu]-gi4-gi4-d& 
Tt6Fbi mu lugal 1%-da-pM 
Iur-dEN.zU dumu 16-kal-la nu-banda 
ICda-da 
Iunda-ga ugula C den-lil 
Turl-den-lil-18 nu-banda 
(space) 
[1]6-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti Su-numun-a ud 30 ba-zal 
mu ma(!)-& za-ab-[Sal-lib ba-hul 

Seal 
Illegible 

(1) [The . . . 1, (2) for its price, 1 cow, (3) from [X-x(-x)] and Lugal-kare, 
(4) [sons of Ur-D[amu, (5) [~r]-Sulpae (6) bought. (7) [Before] [XI-kug-rzul, his 
(i.e., ~r-Sulpae's?) overseer, (8) and Huwawa, his farmer, (9) they transferred it. 
(10) Huwawa took(?) the [ . . . ] (i.e., the object of sale?). (11-12) They swore 
together by the name of the king [not] to contest. (13) Ur-Sin, son of Lu-kala, the 
overseer; (14) Adada; (15) Undaga, the majordomo of the temple household of Enlil; 
(16) TUrl-Enlila, the overseer; (17) these are the witnesses. (18-19) Date. Seal of one 
of the sellers(?). 

Commentary 
The object of this sale was most probably real estate or an animal, as is indicated 

by the use of the suffix -bi in line 2. Note, however, that -bi after nig-Slm is occasionally 
found also in the sales of persons. See 2.1.1.3. 

6. Note the unorthographic spelling GAZ for ~ A X S E .  
7-9. For this clause, see 2.5. 
10. The meaning of this line is obscure. The first two signs may refer to the 

object of sale: 'Ythisl [x]." The verb could alternatively be read E-ba(?)l. 

33. 
Text: UM 29-16-322 (NATN 713). Collated. 'I/ 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 7. 



4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9)  

1o.e. 10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
13) 
14) 

- 15) 

Text no. 33 

[nig-sh-ma]-ni 
[X gin kulg-babbar-St 
[ . . . ]- t i  
[lugal-an-ni in]-Si-[sale] 
Ili l[li n]u(?)-urn]-gi4-g[id-x] 
mu lugal-[bi in-pidl-dt-[CS] 
' i-[ . . . 1 
'a-da-na [( . . . )] 
Iamar-Sliba(ZA.INANNA) 
%in-klAR.KI-ka 
Iba-ki 
Iur-<liba(ZA.INANNA) gib-gi-in sag-kam 
(space) 
[1]6-ki-inim-ma-bi-me-& 
mu dSu-d~N.zU 
lugal ~ki-ma-keq 
[na-141-a m& den-lil [&in]-lil-ra mu-ne-dim 
[mu fils-sa-bi 

Seal 
lugal-an-ni 
a-zu 

(1) [One womlan, (2-3) [her name is . . . ]-a, (4) for her [price], (5) [x shekels of 
sillver, (6) [ . . . ]-ti (7) [(from) Lugal-ane bought]. (8-9) They [swore] by the 
name of the king that they will not contest one against the other. (10) A-[ . . . 1; 
(1 1) Adana [( . . . )]; (12) Amar-Suba; (13) Nin-MAR.KI-ka; (14) Baki; (15) Ur- 
Suba, who is the guarantor of the "head"; (16) these are the witnesses. (17-20) Date. 
Seal of Lugal-me, the physician. 

Commentary 
7. The name of the seller is reconstructed on the basis of the seal. 
13. For the divine name dn in-~A~.KI- (k) ,  see most recently R. M. Whiting, 

ZA 75 (1985): 1-3, who argues for the interpretation dnin-mar%&. 
15. For the term gib-gi-(n), "guarantor," see 2.11.1.2. 

Text no. 34 207 

34. 
Text: HS 1051 (TMHC n.F. 112 51). Collated by H. Waetzoldt, OA 15 (1976):319; J. 

Oelsner. 
Previous treatment: I. Mendelsohn, Slavery, p. 36 (translit. and trans].). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 8fviii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 
1')  
2') 
3') 

4') 
5') 

u.e. 6') 
7')  

1.e. 8') 

1 sag-nita 
id-~EN.ZU 
mu-ni-im 
nig-shh-ma-ni 
r4(?) gin1 kug-rbabbar-S2l 
[ur-mes(-St)] 
[ . . . I  
[in-Si-sale] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
NI-[ . . . I  r x i  [ . . . I  
den-[la]-ma(?)-dug& 
mu lugal in-pid 
(space) 
igi SeS-kal-la-St 
igi lugal-k-ra-ni 
igi lugal-a-ma-ru 
igi nil-ta-pid<-da, 
[iti apinl-dug-a mu mi-gurg-malj ba-ab-dug 

Seal 
ur-mes 
dumu ur-ma-mi 

(1) One man, (2-3) his name is Lu-Sin, (4) for his price, (5) 4(?) shekels of silver, 
(6) [(from) Ur-mes] (7) [ . . . ] (8) [bought]. [ . . . ] (1') r . . . 1 (2') before(?) 
En[lil]-madug(?) (3') he (i.e., Ur-mes?) swore by the name of the king (not to 
contest?). (4') Before SeS-kala; (5') before Lugal-urani; (6') before Lugal-amaru; 
(7') before Tulta-pada. (8') Date. Seal of Ur-mes, son of Ur-Mami. 

Commentary 
6. The name of the seller is reconstructed on the basis of the seal 

inscription. 
- 3  The meaning of these lines is obscure. Is En[lil]-madug(?) the official 

who authorized the transaction? 



208 Text no. 35 

35. 

Text: L 11051 (ZA 53 [1959]:80 no. 20). 
Previous treatment: M. Cig, H. Kizilyay, and A. Falkenstein, ZA 53, 80-81 (translit. \I 

and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: AS 91~14. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 

13) 

[ l  gud-gi]S(?) 
[X gin kug-babbarl-ik 
[ . . . I-ul-la 
[ . . . ] nu-banda 
[in-n]a-an-sum 
mu lugal-bi in-phd 
igi ur-dnin-imma(SIG7)-Sk 
igi ur-diul-pa-? nu-banda-it 
Ina-sa' engar-bt 
Iur-diikur engar-% 
1[6-iniml-ma-bi-me 
[iti] TNEl-[NE-gar [ud] 4 [bla-zal 
(space) 
[mu d i u - d ] E ~ . ~ U  [lugal drliki-ma-ke4 [C dika um]maki-ka [mlu-d~-a 

(1) [One yolked [ox(?)], (2) for [x shekels of silver], (3) [ . . . 1-ulla (4) [to(?) 
. . . 1, the overseer, (5) sold. (6) He (i.e., [ . . . 1-ulla?) swore by the name of the 
king (not to contest?). (7) Before Ur-Ninimma; (8) before Ur-Sulpae, the overseer: 
(9) Nasa, the farmer; (10) Ur-ISkur, the fanner; (1 I)  these are the witnesses. (12- 
13) Date. 

Commentary 
In spite of the fact that this tablet belongs to the LagaS collection of the 

Archaeological Museum of Istanbul, its provenience is Nippur. This is demonstrated by 
the use of the month-name NE-NE-gar, attested only in the Nippur calendar. Two other 
Nippur sales included in the same collection are nos. 14 and 18. 

The reconsauction of the object of the sale is not certain. Nor can we be sure who 
is the seller and who is the buyer in this transaction. 

1. gud-gig: Akk. alap niri, "yoked ox." See CAD All, p. 368b (under 
alap niri). According to Landsberger, MSL 811, pp. 67 and 76, the meaning "yoked ox" 
of gud-gii is restricted to Pre-Sargonic, Sargonic and Ur I11 texts; in OB and later 
sources the same term refers to oxen older than three years. 

1 
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36a. 
Text: CBS 14250 ( N A W  497). Collated. 

L Previous treatment: Contents discussed by I. J. Gelb, Volterra AV 6, p. 151. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 9Ivii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 

5(wr. 4)(iku) ga'na ki giS& giS gub-ba 
1 (iku) g h a  KI.UD a-Sagq-dug-an-na-gu-la 
nig-si im(Nf~~Ax$~.A)-bi  
1 113 ma-na kug-babbar 
den-El-1Czi SeS-da-da CI dnanna-kug-zu 
ur-dEN.ZU-ke4 
in-ne-gi-sh ((UD)) 
t u k u m b i ( $ ~ . N i ~ . ~ ~ . ~ A ~ )  16 ba-a-dii 
ki giSkhi6 ki-ba(!) g6-g6-dam 
mu lugalal-bi in-pid-CS 
II~-~EN.ZU 
IdulO-h-mu 
IW-dnin-rn 
Ilugal-ibila 
lSe~-kal-la 
1 ~ - ~ E N . Z U  
(space) 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti dug-kug-ga 
mu 6 dkim ummaki 
ba-dh 

Seal 
den-lil-E-zi 
durnu ur-~EN.ZU 

(1) Five(!) iku of an orchard, planted with date palms, (2) (and) one iku of 
uncultivated land, (both located in) the field of Du-anagula, (3) its price (is) (4) 1 113 
rnina of silver, (5) from Enlila-zi, S~S-dada, and Nanna-kugzu (6) Ur-Sin (7) bought. 
(8) If someone else holds it (i.e., the sold land) in possession, (9) to give 
(another) orchard in its place (10) they (i.e., the sellers) swore by the name of the king. 
(11) Lu-Sin; (12) DuDumu; (13) Ur-Ninurta; (14) Lugal-ibila; (15) SeS-kala; (16) Ur- 
Sin; (17) these are the witnesses. (18-20) Date. Seal of Enlila-zi, son of Ur-Sin. 

Commentary 
This text is unique among the Ur 111 sale documents, since the declaration of the 

guarantor pertaining to this transaction is recorded in a separate document (no. 36b). 



210 Text no. 36a-36b 

There is no doubt that nos. 36a and 36b deal with the same transaction, as they mention 
the same real estate and the same seller (Enlila-zi), bear impressions of the same seal, and 
date to the same month and year. 

1. Clearly written 4(iku). The emendation is based on no. 36b, which reads 
5(iku). However, it is equally possible that it is no. 36b which is in error. 

For giS gub-ba, see commentary to no. 26:l. 
2. For@etermKI.UD,see3.2.1.1and3.2.1.2. 
7. Note the spelling sk for sale. 

((UD)): It appears that the scribe originally intended to introduce the 
eviction clause (11. 8-10) with ud, "when, if." 

8-10. For this clause, see 2.7.1.1. 
ki-ba . . . gar / g6-ga "to replace," lit.: "to give in place of something 

else." Cf. 2 sar 6-g6-nun ur-Sags-ga-a Sag4-kug-gi ki-ba in-na-g6-g8, "Sag-kuge will 
give to Ur-Saga 2 sar of a storehouse in its place (i.e., in place of another 2 sar)" 
(Sollberger, AOAT 25, pp. 435-436, no. 1:ll-13). For other Ur I11 examples of this 
construction, see Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 11 1; M. Yoshikawa, JNES 27 (1968):253. 
In the OB exchange documents from Nippur, ki-ba . . . gar / g6-g8 is used in the sense 
"to exchange." See Poebel, BE 612, pp. 15-19. 

For the spelling lugalal, attested only in the Ur 111 texts from Nippur, see 
Sauren, ZA 59, 48, 50. 

12. dulo-h-mu: Probably the same name as du-&mu, cited by Limet, 
Anthroponymie, p. 402. 

36b. 
Text: Ni. 13527 (NRVN 1 238). Collated by N. Yoffee. 

li 

Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS 9Ivii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

rev. 6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

5(iku) g6na ki giikiri6 gii gub-ba 
l(iku) g h a  KI.UD a-Sagq-dug-an-nac-gu-la, 
inirn den-lil-16-zi nu-kur-ra-a 
6-zi-da 
mu lugalal-bi in-p&d 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( S U . N ~ G . B I . L A L )  
16-kur ba-a-dh 
ki g i i k i ~  ki-rbal 
g6-@dam 
(space) 
iti du6-kug 
mu C dS6ra ummaki ba-dh(wr. NI) 

Text no. 36b-37 

Seal 
den-lil-16-2 
dumu ur-dEN.ZU 

(1) Five iku of an orchard, planted with date palms, (2) (and) one iku of uncultivated 
land, (both located in) the field Du-anacgula,; (3) that the "word" of Enlila-zi will not 
change (regarding this property), (4) Azida (5) swore by the name of the king. (6) If 
(7) someone else holds it (i.e., the sold land) in possession, (8-9) to give 
(another) orchard in its place (he swore by the name of the king). (10-1 1) Date. Seal of 
Enlila-zi, son of Ur-Sin. 

Commentary 
This text is a sworn declaration of the guarantor, regarding the sale transaction 

recorded in no. 36a. The guarantor promises that the "word" of the principal seller 
(Enlila-zi) will not change, i.e., that he will not violate the agreement. This statement is 
followed by an eviction clause, the implications of which are somewhat unclear. 
According to my interpretation, the stipulations of the clause refer to the guarantor. 
Analogous to the sellers in no. 36a:S-10, the guarantor undertakes to give a substitute 
orchard if the buyer should be evicted. This would mean that the sellers and the guarantor 
are co-responsible in the case of eviction. See in detail 2.1 1.2 and 2.1 1.3. 

2. The name of the field is emended after no. 36a:2. 
3-5. For this clause, see 2.6.3.3. 

Note the spelling kur for kdr, Akk. nakaru, "to be different," nukkuru, 
"to change, violate." Sauren, ZA 59, 3,50, mistakenly read the whole 1. 3 as a personal 
name. 

6-9. For this clause, see 2.7.1. 
Note the spelling Id-kur for 16-kdr, Akk. nakru, Sand, "stranger, 

someone else." For this word, see Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 132. 

37. !/ 
Text: Un-numbered tablet from the Sharp Ogden Collection, the Museum of the 

University of Manchester. Copy pl. IV. 
Previous treatment: T. Fish, JMEOS 15 (1930):4142 no. 2 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS l/vii/2. 

1) 1 gud-gil 
2) n i g - s h b - b i  
3) 8 113 gin kug-babbar 
4) ur-den-~-l&ke~ 
5) kur-da-Su 



6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

rev. 14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 

Text no. 37 

Ilb-dnanna [h] 
ISu-6-a dum[u a-ti-DINGIR(?)-me] 
in-ne-[Si-sale] 
nu-gi4-gi4-d[al 
mu lugal-bi [in-pid(-dt-CS)] 
Iur-Sagg-ga 
dumu za-an-za-[nil 
giib-gi-b[i-im] 
run-d[a-gal 
dumu lugal-k[u(?)-li(?)l 
ICzi-da rxl 
Ilugal-me-diig-ga 
Ibu-6-la Sidim 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
(space) 
iti dug-kug-ga 
ud 2 ba-zal 
mu di-bi-d~N.zU lugal 

Seal 
kur-da-Su 
dumu a-ti-[DINGIR(?)] 

(1) One yoked ox, (2) its price (is) (3) 8 113 shekels of silver, (4) Ur-Enlila 
(5) (from) KurdaSu, (6) Lu-Nanna, [and] (7) S u - ~ a ,  sons [of Ati-DmGIR(?)], 
(8) [bought]. (9-10) [They (i.e., the sellers) swore] by the name of the king not to 
contest. (11) Ur-Saga, (12) son of Zanzan[i], (13) [is] the guarantor. (14) Un-d[aga], 
(15) son of Lugal-k[uli(?)]; (16) Azida, the rxl; (17) Lugal-meduga; (18) Bu'ula, the 
mason; (19) these are the witnesses. (20-22) Date. Seal of KurdaSu, son of Ati- 
[DINGIR(?)]. 

Commentary 
1. For gud-gig, "yoked ox," see commentary to no. 35: 1. 
7. The personal name is reconstructed on the basis of the seal. The 

reconstruction dum[u-ni-me] is also possible. In that case, Lu-Nanna and S u - ~ a  would 
not be KurdaSu's brothers but his sons. 

12. For the name Zanzani, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 309 (under ZNZN?). This 
name was misread by Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 568, as Za-dHa-ia. 

13. For this clause and the term gib-gi-(n), see 2.1 1.1.2. 
15. For the name Lugal-kuli, see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 467. 
Seal. For the name Ati-DINGIR, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 82 (under ~ P X ? ) .  

J L .  k ]  Text no. 38 

.d' 38. 
Text: Ni. 453 +-1551 (NRVN 1 223 + 251). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA p 

14, 311. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS l/xii/l6. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 

rev. 13) 

2 sar Cdh-a C-Su-si-ga 
nfg-sh-bi 2/3 ma-na kug-St 
8-da-da [( . . . )] 
r x - ~ i - [  . . . I  
[in-Si-sale] 
[nu-&-gi4-da(?)] 
[mu lul [gal-bi in-pid] 
Ilugal-ez[en] 
Ilb-din[anna] 
Ilugal-8-zi-d[a] 
ISu-ehdar 
Ibu-la 
Iu~-~EN.ZU 

14) Ilugal-itida 
15) 16-him-ma-bi-me 
16) iti b-gurlo-kud ud 16 ba-zal 

(space) 
17) mu di-bi-dEN.rZUI 
18) lugal-hn 

(1) Two sar of a built-up house-lot, (located?) at the . . . , (2) for its price, 213 mina 
of silver, (3) (from?) Adada (4) rX-xl-[ . . . ] (5) [bought]. (6-7) [He swore (i.e., 
the seller)] by the name of the king [not to contest(?)]. (8) Lugal-ez[en]; (9) Lu- 
In[anna]; (10) Lugal-azid[a]; (1 1) Su- tar; (12) Bula; (13) Ur-Sin; (14) Lugal-itida; 
(15) these are the witnesses. (16-18) Date. 

Commentary 
1. C-Su-si-gai The meaning of C-Su-si-ga is unknown. This term appears in 

the building inscriptions of Rim-Sin (SAKI, pp. 216 7a:35, 218 7d:26; UET 8 84:29). 
According to Sollberger and J.-R. Kupper, Inscriptions Royales, p. 203, 6-Su-si-ga 
" . . . dCsigne un certain local du temple." 

3. Since the case ending is not preserved, it cannot be established whether 
Adada is the seller or the buyer in this transaction. 
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39. 
Text: HS 1052 (TMHC n.F. 112 52). Collated by J. Oelsner. 1 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 2/iii/lO+[x(?)]. 

rev. 

2 ddsu-nita(wr. ANSE.NITA.LIBIR) 
~ g - s h - b i  8 112 gin kug-barg-barg 
[x i - [  . . . I 
[lugal-kar-ri(-St)] 
[in-Si-sale] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
(space) 
iti sig4-a ud 20+[x(?)] ba-zal 
mu en dinanna 
~ n u g k i - ~ a  miS-e in-pid 

Seal 
[bu-SU-DINGIR] 
Sagina 
~ E ~ ( B A D . A N ) ~ ~  
[lugal-kar-ri] 

[dub-sar] 
dumu be-li-DUG 
rCgaba 
[firad-zu] 

( 1 )  Two asses, (2) their price (is) 8 112 shekels of silver, (3) rX1-[ . . . ] 
(4) [(from) Lugal-kare] (5) [bought]. [ . . . ] (1'-3') Date. Seal of [Lugal-kare], [the 
scribe], son of BEli-tab, the mounted messenger, dedicated to [PiiSu-ilum], the 
governor-general of Der . 

Commentary 
2. For kug-barg-barg as an archaic writing of kug-babbar, see Landsberger, 

WZKM 57 (1961):19 n. 70. Cf. also Civil and Biggs, RA 60 (1966):15; Sauren, ZA 59, 
pp. 21-22. The same writing occurs also in nos. 91:2, 94:3, and 94*:2, all three 
stemming from Urnrna. 

3-4. Assuming that the owner of the seal (i.e., Lugal-kare) is the seller, his 
name cannot be reconstructed in 1.3 (even though in the construction with the verb sale 
the name of the seller usually precedes the name of the buyer, see 2.1.1.2), since the first 
sign is definitely not lugal. 

Seal. The same seal is impressed on the Nippur tablets NATN 108 (IS llxiii), 
133 (IS llvii); NRVN 1 168 (IS llxiii). 

bu-Su-DINGIR: To be interpreted as PGSu-ilum or PuSu-ili. Cf. the name 
ph-su-li, cited by Gelb, MAD 3, p. 211 (under pum). 

40. 
Text: Ni. 1486 (NRVN 1 220). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA 14, 31 1. ; 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 2/v. 

rev. 
1 ' )  

[ l  glud-gig 
[nig-simi]*-bi 
[x gfln kug-babbar-G 
[ur-d]nusku-ke4 
[x(-x)-PA]P(?)-ka 
[in-Si]-sale 
[x-XI-kug 
[x(-x)]Txl-ga aSgab [ . . . 1-Txl-ma 
[ . . . 14x1  [ . . . 1-DU 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
[ . . . I  r x i  [ . . . I  
(space) 
[Id-inlim-ma-bi-me 
[iti WE-NE-gar [mu e]n dinanna [unulgki-ga mii-e ib-pid 

(1) [One] yoked [olx, (2) for its [price], (3) [x shelkels of silver, (4) [Url-Nusku 
(5) from [X(-x)-PA]P(?) (6) bought. (7) [X-XI-kug; (8) [X(-x)]-Txl-ga, the leather- 
worker of [ . . . ];  (9) [ . . . 14x1,  the [ .  . . ], [ . . . ]; (1') [ . . . ] Txl 
[ . . . 1; (2') these are the witnesses. (3') Date. 

Commentary 
1. For gud-gii, "yoked ox," see commentary to no. 35: 1. 

41. 
Text: CBS 1425 1 (NATN 498). Collated. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 2/xi. 

1 sag-SAL 
nin-dhg-ga 
mu-ni 
nig-sh-ma-ni 2 gin kug-babbar 
%n- l i l - lCa l -~a~~-~i  
nita-ra 
in-Si-sale 
@-gin7 i-na-ra-bala 



9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 

rev. 15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 

Text no. 41 

mi-gurg-ri-e 
ib-gi-ni 
Iden-M-1Cmu dumu nita 
Iim-ti-dam engar 
Ima-an<-gu>-ul 
116-&a-[n]a 
hr-diSkur engar 
Ili-bu-iir 
16-him-ma-bi-me 
16 16-ra nu-gi4-gi4-d* 
mu lugalal-bi i-phd 
(space) 
iti ziz-a 
mu en dinanna unugki d S - e  1-pd 

Seals 
nita 
dumu a-bu 

mi-gurg-ri 
dumu a-bu 

(1) One woman, (2-3) her name is Nin-duga, (4) her price (is) 2 shekels of silver, 
(5) Enlil-alSag (6) from Nita (7) bought. (8) He (i.e., Nita) made her cross the giS- 
gana. (9) Magure (10) guarantees. (11) Enlilamu, son of Nita; (12) Imtidam, the 
farmer; (13) Mangul, the farmer; (14) Lu-Eanna; (15) Ur-ISkur, the f m e r ;  (16) Lib* 
(17) these are the witnesses. (18-19) They swore by the name of the king not to contest 
one against the other. (20-21) Date. Seals of Nita and Magure, sons of Abu. 

Commentary 
8. For this clause, see 2.4. 

giS-gin7: Note the phonetic spelling -gin7 for gana. 
i-na-ra-bala: Note that the text uses the infix -ra-, in place of the expected 

-ta-. For the ablative infix -ra-, which is most probably a phonologically conditioned 
alternate of -ta-, see G. Gragg, Inf ies ,  pp. 93-98. 

9-10. For this clause, see 2.11.1.5. Note that the guarantor is the brother of the 

seller (see the seals). 
11. The seller's son. 

Text no. 42 217 

42. 
Text: UM 29-13-972 (NATN 610). Collated by D. I. Owen. !J 

Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 2. 

1) 
2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 

rev. 6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 

u s .  15) 
16) 

1 sag-SAL ni-za-ti-a mu-ni-im 
[nag-sgm-ma-ga-ni [x]+4 1/2 gin kug-babbar [ld] wa-ru-ru arna(!)-na- 

ta 
lugal-ezen-e 

lugal-ezen-ra 
t6S-bi nu-ub-gQ-gQ-da 
mu lugal-bi in-p8d 
16-gir-gi4-lumusen simug kug-lal-bi-irn 
igi a-lanal-Si: 
~ - ~ E N . Z U  
vur(?)-x-x-xl-m; 

Seals 
wa-IU-ru 
dam ur-dli-si4-na 

dEN.[ZU-illat] 
s ~ [ ~ ~ ] ( s ~ L A . S U . [ D U ~ ] )  
dumu ba-al-[dug(?)] 

(1) One woman, her name is Nizati3a, (2) her silver of the price (is) [x]+4 112 shekels, 
from Waruru, her mother, (3) Lugal-ezen (4) bought. (5) Sin-illat (6) is the guarantor. 
(7-10) Waruru swore <<together>, for Lugal-ezen that she will not contest. (11) Lu- 
girgilu, the smith, was the weigher of silver. (12) Before Alala; (13) Ur-Sin; 
(14) Fur(?)-x-x-xl-ma; (15) these are the witnesses. (16) Date. Seals of Warurn, wife 
of Ur-Lisina, and Si[n-illat], the cup[bearer], son of Baldu(?). 

I 

Commentary 
1. ni-za-ti-a: For this PN, see the names ni-za-at and ni-za-tum, cited by 

Gelb, MAD 3, p. 209 (under NZ?). 
I, 2. [nflg-s6m-ma-ga-ni /nig-sam-ak-anil: For this construction, see 

commentary to no. 13:4-5. 
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5-6. For this clause, see 2.11.1.1. Note the spelling 16-ki-na-ab-dam, in place 
of the expected 16-gi-na-ab-t6m. 

7-10. The faulty use of ttS-bi, "together, jointly," in this clause probably 
reflects the fact that in the actual transaction the promise of no-contest was made both by 
the seller and the buyer. See 2.6.2. 

1 1. For this clause, see 2.12. 
Seals. Note the spelling dli-sb-na for the regular dli9-sb(-na). Cf. Sauren, ZA 

59,  33. 
sagi: Akk. Saqiu, "cupbearer." For the reading, see Jacobsen, ZA 52 

(1957):119 n. 59. 
ba-al-dug: For this PN, see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 382. 

43. 
Text: CBS 9266 (NATN 265). Collated. \/ 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 3liv. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 
1 ') 
2') 
3') 
4') 

5 ' )  

1 sag-SAL suq(?)-NE-a 
e-li-Sa-sar-N-um 
mu-ne-im 
nig-s8m(wr. A ~ ) a ~ - e  
3 112 gin kug-babbar 
Czi-da 
bu-WR-NE-Sa mu sar-ru-ba-ni 
[inl-~i-sal0(wr. AG) 
(rest destr.) 
(begin destr.) 
[igi] rl6-xl-[ . . . 1 
igi 16-C-a 
igi SeS-da-da 
igi &-ni 

(space) 
iti Su-numun-ka mu si-mu-ru-um 

Seal 
hu- WR-NE-Sa-am 
dumu S1.A-a 

(1) One woman, the . . . , (2-3) her name is EliSa-Sanum, (4) (her) price 
(is) (5) 3 112 shekels of silver, (6) Azida (7) from Hu-WR-NE-Sa(m), representing 
Sanum-bani, (8) bought. [ . . . 1; (1') [before] TLu-XI-[ . . . 1; (2') before Lu-Ea; 

(3') before SeS-dada; (4') before Girni. (5') Date. Seal of Hu-HAR-NE-Sam, son of 
S1.A-a. 

Commentary 
As I interpret this text, the actual owner of the slave woman is 

h-rurn-bhi,  and Hu-WR-NE-Sa(m) only acts as his representative. 

I 1. suq(?)-NE-a: The reading and meaning of this term is not known. From 
the context, it must be some kind of description, referring either to the physical qualities 
or to the ethnic origin of the slave woman. One could consider the reading suq-birg-a, 
"Subarian." 

2. EliSa-Sarmm: For this PN, cf. sar-ru-al-su and the names of the type 
I 

DN-al-su, cited by Gelb, MAD 3, p. 37 (under a1 "upon"). 
4. Note the unorthographic spelling AG for N~NDAXSE (also 1. 8). 
7. I take it that mu sar-ru-ba-ni is a defective spelling of mu sar-ru-ba-ni-Sb, 

"in place of &mum-bani." See commentary to no. 121% Alternatively, one could read 
this phrase: maaldim sar-N-ba-ni, "the cook of Sarmm-bani." 

bu-WR-NE-Sa: The same PN is written bu-WR-NE-Sa-am in the seal 
inscription. I am unable to offer any plausible interpretation of this name. 

44. 
Text: Ni. 5446. Copy pl. V. 
Previous treatment: F. R. Kraus, JCS 3 (1949):103 and nn. 37-38 (partial translit. and 

transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 3lvi. 

1) 1 sag-SAL 
2) a-li-a-lj mu-ni 
3) kug-babbar-bi 2 gin 
4) ki al-ba-ni-dug4-ta 
5) 16-nin-gal-ke4 
6) in-si-in-si 
7) mu lugal gCme-g8 
8) @-a bi-in-du 

rev. 9) igi lugal-d6r-diig-ga-2 
10) igi a-a-kal-la dumu h-ra(?)-X-Sb 
11) igi ur-turn-ma-18-Sb 
12) igi 16-uru-diig-ga-Sb 

(space) 
13) iti ezen-%in-a-zu 
14) mu si-mu-ru-umki ba-bul 



Seal 
al-ba-ni-dug4 
iga-bs lugal 
dumu ur-%umu-Fzi(?)l 

Text no. 44-45 

(1) One woman, (2) her name is Ali-ai,  (3) her silver (i.e., her price) (is) 2 shekels, 
(4) from Al-banidug (5) Lu-Ningal (6) bought. (7) "By the name of the king, (8) she 
is truly my slave woman," he (i.e., Al-banidug) declared. (9) Before Lugal-durduga; 
(10) before A3akala, son of Ur-ra(?)-X; (1 1) before Ur-Tummal; (12) before Lu- 
wduga .  (13-14) Date. Seal of Al-banidug, the royal gendarme, son of Ur-Dumuzi(?). 

Commentary 
This text was excavated at Nippur, but it uses a "Reichskalender" month-name. 

See 1.2. 
6. Note the spellings -si- for -5- and s i  for sale. 
7-8. For this clause, see 2.7.5. 

I assume that g6me-gi stands for g6me-mu, but unless -g i  is a scribal 
error, the replacement of -mu by -g i  would be. difficult to explain. &-a bi-in-du is 
phonetic for @-a bi-in-dugq. 

45. 
Text: YBC 9827. Copy pl. V. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 3/ix. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6)  
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

mu-ne ba-sa(?) 
kug nig-sh(wr. A~)-rna-ni 
5 gin kug-babbar 

un-da-ga in-ne-Si-s8 
tukumbi 
gi-la in-dag(!) 
ne-me arad ba-me 
16 16 nu-ki-ki-db 
mu lugal-bi in-pid 
igi ur-me-me-Sk 
igi engm-dhg-ga-it 
igi mad-gu-la-S& 
igi ad-da-kal-la-Sb 
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17) igi lb-dingir-ra-db 
18) igi Su-dnin-s6n-$5 ga-ab-gi-bi 

(space) 
19) iti gan-gan-N 
20) mu si-mu-ur(wr. MA)-ru-um ba-bul 

(1-2) One woman, named Ala-NE, (3) the silver of her price (is) (4) 5 shekels, 
(5) from Ipqus'a (6) and Su-Ninmug, her brothers, (7) Undaga bought. (8) If (9) she 
stops working (or: runs away), (10) they (i.e., the sellers) will become slaves (in her 
place). (1 1-12) They swore by the name of the king not to contest one against the other. 
(13) Before Ur-Meme; (14) before Engar-duga; (IS) before MaS-gula; (16) before 
Adda-kala; (17) before Lu-dingira; (18) before Su-  in sun, the guarantor. (19- 
20) Date. 

Commentary 
2. mu-ne ba-sa(?): The sign -sa(?) may be a phonetic spelling for saq. For 

the verb mu . . . saq, cf. bid-bi NAME mu-bi k6-im-mi-sa4, "I called this fortress with 
such-and-such name" (Iraq 13 [1951]:27 and pls. 13-14 1.48); 6-ba NAME hGim-mi- 
saq (WET 1 128:27-29). If my identification is correct, the literal meaning of mu-ne ba- 
sa(?) would be "her name is called (Ala-NE)." 

3. Note the unorthographic spelling AG for MNDAXSE. 
7. Note the spelling s i  for sale. 
8-10. For this clause, see 2.8. 

ne-me arad ba-me: Probably to be interpreted as InemeS arad hame</, 
where /nemeS/ is the demonstrative pronoun ne-meS, Akk. annutu, "these," which is 
used both independently and as a suffix. For this pronoun, see Jacobsen, "Very Ancient 
Texts: Babylonian Grammatical Texts," in D. Hymes, ed., Studies in the History of 
Linguistics: Traditions and Paradigms (Bloomington, 1974), p. 45. For the 
construction, cf. 26-e-me magkim-a-ni [l1]6-me, "be. their bailiff yourself' (LIT 3 6 1 5 6  
7 = TCS 1 128), and tukumbi . . . nu-mu-tdm g6me i-bi-la PN-keq-ne ?la-a-me-tn bi- 
in-dug4-ga, "'if. . . I do not produce (the witnesses), I will become a slave woman of 
the heirs of PN,' she declared" (Sollberger, AOAT 25, pp. 4 4 1 4 2  no. 6:s-10). 

1 1. Note the spelling ki-ki for gi4-gi4. 
18. For the term gib-gi-(n), here spelled syllabically, see 2.1 1.1.2. 
19. Note the spelling gan-gan-ni for gan-gan-b. 
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46. 

Text: Ni. 739 + 1565 (NRVN 1 214). Collated by H. Waetzoldt, OA 14, 11. ,, 
Origin: Nippur or Dusabara. 
Date: IS 3lxii. 

1 1 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6)  
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 

rev. 13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 
21) 

22) 
23) 

u.e. 24) 
25) 

1 sag-[nita] 
16-den-12-18 mu-ni-im 
nig-s6m-bi 3 gin kug-babbar 
ki a-li-ba-a&-ti ama-ni-ta 
ti a-ha-ni-Su dumu-ni-ta 
lb-dinanna-keq 
[iln-sale 
[Sul-dnin-Subur 16-gi-[nal-ab-nim-bi-im 
[ilgi Su-ma-mi du[mu] 1x1-[ . . . I 
igi I ~ - ~ E N . z U  du[mu . . . ] 
igi a-ha-ni-Su g6da [( . . . )I 
igi ha-la-mu dumu ir-ri-[ib] 
igi DINGIR-ba-ni dub-sar 
igi Tx-XI-[ . . . 1 
[igi] 16(?)-[x-x] rxl [ . . . 1 
[igi] hi(?)-rx-x1 [ . . . ] 
[ ig i  . . . ] 
[16-inim-ma-bi-me(?)] 
inim [nu-Si-kbr(?)-da] 
mu [lugal-bi in]Tp&dl * 

S a a  [dug-sa-bar]-ra 
(space) 
iti ezen-meTki1-[gal 
mu di-bi-~BN.ZUI 
lugal liriki-m[a-ke41 
si-mu-ru-umki mu-[Bull 

Seals 
a-li-ba-aS-t[i] 
dumu ba-lbal-a 
- 

Su-%in-Subur 
dumu ba-ba-a 

(1) One [man], (2) his name is Lu-Enlila, (3) his price (is) 3 shekels of silver, 
(4) from Ali-baSti, his mother, (5) and from Aha-niSu, her son, (6) Lu-Inanna 
(7) bought. (8) [Sul-Niniubur is the guarantor. (9) Before Su-Mami, so[n] of rX1- 
[ . . . 1; (10) before Lu-Sin, so[n of . . . I ;  (11) before Aha-niSu, the guda-priest 
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[( . . . )]; (12) before Halamu, son of Ir3i[b]; (13) before Ilum-bini, the scribe; 
(14) before TX-xl-[ . . . 1; (15) [before] Lu(?)-[x-x] 1x1 [ . . . 1; (16) [before] 
Lu(?)-Tx-xl [ . . . I ;  (17) [before . . . 1; (18) [these are the witnesses(?)]. (19- 
20) They (i.e., the sellers) swore by the name [of the king that they will not change(?)] 
the agreement. (21) In [Dusabalra. (22-25) Date. Seals of Ali-bagti, daughter of 
Baba3a, and S u - ~ i n ~ u b u r ,  son of Babaxa. 

Commentary 
This text, like no. 44, was excavated at Nippur, but it bears a "Reichskalender" 

month-name. Its origin is most probably Dusabara. See 1.2. 
4. Ali-baSti: For this PN, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 92 (under bhfrum); CAD 

B, p. 143b. 
6 .  Lu-Inanna may be the same person as the buyer in nos. 24 and 28. 
8. For this clause and the term Id-gi-na-ab-t6m, see 2.11.1.1. Note that the 

guarantor is the brother of the seller. 
11. gbda-(g): Akk. paSiSu, "a type of priest," lit.: "the anointed one." See 

Jacobsen, PAPS 107 (1963):477 n. 11; Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 124; Renger, ZA 59, 
143-172. 

19-20. For this clause, see 2.6.3.3. 
2 1. dug-sa-bar-ra: A small town located in the vicinity of Nippur. See RGTC 

2, p. 36; Whiting, ZA 69 (1979):16 n. 19. 

47. i/ 
Text: HS 2444 (formerly BJ 71) (ArOr 7 [1935]:pl. I11 no. 1). Collated by J. Oelsner. 
Previous treatments: A. Ungnad, ArOr 7, 8 (transl.); I. Mendelsohn, Slavery, p. 35 

(translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 3/xii. 

1) 1 sag-SAL mai-dag-gu-l[a] mu-ni-im 
2) nig-s8m-a-ni 
3) 5(gur) Se gur 
4) ur-den-M-16-ke4 
5) ur-ddurnu-zi-da-ra 
6) in-di-sa10 
7) nu-gi4-gi4-da 
8) mu lugald-bi i-p&d 
9) Iur-da-ba-ba 

10) Ikud-da-mu zadim 
11) bi-Ckn-M-18 
12) Ilugal-me-dhg-ga 
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1o.e. 13) Ilugal-ibila dumu ku-za 
rev. 14) 16-inim-ma-bi-me 

15) iti Se-gurlo-kud 

Seal 
ur-d[dumu-zi-da] 
dub-[sar] 
dumu ur-rxl-[ . . . I 

(1) One woman, her name is Makla-gul[a], (2) her price (is) (3) 5 gur of barley, 
(4) Ur-Enlila (5) from Ur-Dumuzida (6) bought. (7-8) He (i.e., Ur-Dumuzida) swore 
by the name of the king not ot contest. (9) Ur-Ababa; (10) Kudamu, the stone-worker; 
(1 1) Lu-Enlila; (12) Lugal-meduga; (13) Lugal-ibila, son of Kuza; (14) these are the 
witnesses. (15-16) Date. Seal of Ur-[Dumuzida], the scr[ibe], son of Ur-rx1-[ . . . 1. 

Commentary 
1. md-dag-gu-la: maS-dag is apparently a variant spelling of mag-dB, Akk. 

sabitu, "gazelle." Cf. the names mag-dag in no. 66*:8' and mag-da-tur, cited by Limet, 
Anthroponymie, p. 492. 

10. zadim: Akk. zadimmu, "stone-worker, lapidary." See CAD Z, p. 10. 

48. 
Text: HS 1050 (TMHC n.F. 112 50). Tablet and envelope. Collated by H. Waetzoldt, 

OA 15 (1976):319, 325; 17 (1978):60. 
Previous treatment: I. Mendelsohn, Slavery, pp. 35-36 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 5lix. 

1) 1 sag-nita-km 
2) SeS-dingir-mu 
3) mu-ni 
4) nig-sfimh-ni-ib 
5) 5 112 gin kug-babbar 
6) ba-Si-lal 
7) a-bu-ral-[ . . . -Sit] 
8) [ . . . I  
9) [in-Si-sale] 

(rest destr.) 
rev. (begin. destr.) 

(space) 
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1') iti gag-gag* 
2') mu dumu-SAL lugal 6nsi 
3') za-abh-li ba-tuku 

Seal 
a-bu-a-[ . . . ] 

(1) One man, (2-3) his name is SeS-dingirmu, (4) as his price, (5) 5 1/2 shekels of 
silver (6)  he (i.e., the buyer) weighed out. (7) [From] Abu-Fal-[ . . . ] (8) [PN] 
(9) [bought (him)]. [ . . . ] (1'-3') Date. Seal of Abu-a-[ . . . 1. 

Commentary 
The reconstruction of this text is far from certain. I assume that the text uses the 

operative section of Type E (see 2 . 1 3 ,  but it must be noted that this formulary is not 
attested in any other Nippur sales. The assumption that Abu-a-[ . . . ] is the seller is 
based on the fact that the tablet is sealed with his seal. 

1 '. gag-g%-e Note the phonetic spelling gag-gag(i~-k) for gan-gan. 

49. 
Text: UM 55-21-202 = 3 NT 13 (NATN 903). Collated by D. I. Owen. I/ 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 5Ix. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

1o.e. 10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

17) 
18) 

1 sag-SAL g6me-C- 
zi-da mu-ni-im 

4 gin kug-babbar 
za-an-ka ama-ni-u 

lugal-nam-tar-ri 
g6bgi-bi-im 
16 16 nu-gi4-gi4-da 
mu lugal-bi in-pid 
Iur-sukal 
I16-bala-Sag5-ga 
Ilugal-nesag-e 
Iur-nigin-gar 
(space) 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti a b t  
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19) mu dumu-SAL lugal Cnsi 
20) za-ab-Sa-liki-ke4 ba-an-tuku 

Seal 
za-an-ka 
dumu ur-dun 

(1-2) One woman, her name is Geme-Ezida, (3) her price (is) (4) 4 shekels of silver, 
(5) from Zanka, her mother, (6) Ur-Nusku, the nu-% priest, (7) bought. (8) Ur- 
G[ula], the [merlchant, was the weigher of silver. (9) Lugal-namtare (10) is the 
guarantor. (1 1-12) They(!) swore by the name of the king not to contest one against the 
other. (13) Ur-sukal; (14) Lu-balaSaga; (15) Lugal-nesage; (16) Ur-nigingar; 
(17) these are the witnesses. (18-20) Date. Seal of Zanka, daughter of Ur-dun. 

Commentary 
6. nu-58-a(k): Akk. nzfakku, "a type of priest." See Renger, ZA 59, 138- 

141; Hallo, JNES 31,90 and n. 17. The spelling nu-kg-keq /nu-eS-ak-el appearing in the 
present text offers evidence, unsuccessfully sought by Edzard, ZA 55 (1963):93-94, 
110, that this title is a genitival consuuction. 

8. For this clause, see 2.12. 
9-10. For this clause, see 2.11.1.2. 

50. 
Text: CBS 7218 (PBS 812 157 + NATN 5 [seals]). Collated. 

d 
Previous treatments: E. Chiera, PBS 812, p. 136 (translit. and transl.); I. Mendelsohn, 

Slavery, p. 35 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 7/v/12. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
13) 

1 sag-[nita] 
a-a-zi-mu mu-ni-im 
nig-s6m-ma-ni 10 gin kug-babbar 
ur-nigin-gar dumu ur-dutu-ra 
ur-dkal-kal dumu ur-den-M-18 
in-ii-sale 
lli 16 nu-gQ-gi4-db 
mu lugal-bi i-pkd-CS 
igi lugal-6-zi-da dumu ba-li-li-Si: 
igi firad-dam dumu a-ba-den-1il-gin7-5& 
igi lugal-kug-zu sukal kuruida-Sk 
igi a-da-181 kisal-lub-Si: 
igi zu-la &r-&r-Sk 

(space) 
14) Id-him-ma- [bli-me 
15) iti NE-NE-gar ud 12 ba-zal 
16) mu lis-sa bhd-gal nibruki ba-dh 

Seals 
ur-nigin-gar 
dumu ur-dutu 

a-a-zi-mu 
h a d  gCme(!)-~EN.ZU 

(1) One [man], (2) his name is A3a-zimu, (3) his price (is) 10 shekels of silver, 
(4) from Ur-nigingar, son of Ur-Utu, (5) Ur-Kalkal, son of Ur-Enlila, (6) bought. (7- 
8) They swore by the name of the king not to contest one against the other. (9) Before 
Lugal-azida, son of Bal-ili; (10) before Aradam, son of Aba-Enlil-gin; (1 1) before 
Lugal-kugzu, the messenger of cattle-fatteners; (12) before Adalal, the courtyard 
sweeper; (13) before Zula, the miller; (14) these are the witnesses. (15-16) Date. Seals 
of Ur-nigingar, son of Ur-Utu, and A3a-zimu, the slave of Geme-Sin. 

Commentary 
Note that the sold slave places his seal next to the seal of the seller. For another 

instance of the sold person sealing a sale document, see no. 23. A'a-zimu is described in 
the inscription of his seal as the "slave of Geme-Sin." Geme-Sin must have been the 
former owner of A3a-zirnu, from whom he was inherited or purchased by Ur-nigingar. 

12. kisal-lub: Akk. kisalluhhu, "courtyard sweeper (as a temple official)." 
See CAD K, p. 419. 

51. 
Text: Ni. 1833 + 2152 + 5589 (NRVN 1 213, photo of the rev. p. 113). Collated by N. 

Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA 14,311. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS 7/[?]. 

1 s[ag-SAL] nin-SeS m[u-ni-im] 
nig-s6m-ni [x gin kug-babbar] 
nin-kar-ri [dam] a-ba-den-li[l-1i-gin7~ 
ad-da-ka[l-la] 
in-ii-[sal0] 
ad-da-kal-la sukal ~ W A X G U D ( ! )  
g8bgi-bi-irn 
lfi-dinanna dumu ba-lul-li-ka dam-gk kug-lal-a-bi-im 
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9) Iad-da-kal-la dumu du-du-a 
rev. 10) Iur-diu-m@ Su-i 

11) I n i n - p d - ~ u  dam si-dh 
12) Iama-kal-la Sagq-zu(!) 

(space) 
13) [iti  . . . ] 
14) mu rlisl-[sa di-bi-dEN.ZU lugal-e] nibruki li[riki] 
15) Md-gal-bi rmul-[diil 

Seals 
nin-kar-ri 
dam a-ba- 
den-hi-l[&-gin7] 

ad-da-kal-la 
sukal en-rxl-[ . . . I 

(1) One [woman], her name is Nin-SeS, (2) her price (is) [x shekels of silver], 
(3) (from) Nin-kare, [wife] of Aba-Enli[la-gin], (4) Adda-ka[la] ( 5 )  [bought]. 
(6) Adda-kala, the messenger of ~ N ~ N D A X G U D ,  (7) is the guarantor. (8) Lu-Inanna, 
son of Balulu, the merchant, was the weigher of silver. (9) Adda-kala, son of Dudua; 
(10) Ur-Sum*, the barber; (11) Nin-gud-KU, wife of Sidu; (12) Ama-kala, the 
midwife; (these are the witnesses). (13-15) Date. Seals of Nin-kare, wife of Aba- 
Enlila-[gin], and Adda-kala, the messenger of r . . .1. 

Commentary 
3. For the name a-ba-den-lfl-1I-gin7 see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 363. 
6-7. For this clause, see 2.1 1.1.2. 

d ~ i ~ ~ ~ x ~ ~ ~ .  Probably to be read dindagar or dindagra. See 
~ N ~ D A X A S X G U D  = in-da-ga-a[r] (3 NT 220+ v 15 = Proto-Diri 7, courtesy M. Civil); 
ku(!)-sud in-da-ag-ra = dkug-sud ~N~NDAXGUD (PBS 1012 13:3 + VAS 2 11 vi 2). Cf. 
J. Krecher, ZA 58 (1967):319. 

8. For this clause, see 2.12. 
12. Sagq-zu: Akk. tJf/sabsutu, "midwife." See W .  von Soden, AfO 18 
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52. 
Text: Ni. 218 (NRVN 1 219, photo of the rev. p. 113). Collated by H. Waetmldt. OA L/ 

I 14, 311. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS ?/xii. 

1) [ Ig ludmu2 
2) [x] lM DA ~k SI ZU KI 
3) [BAR(?)-a mR(?)-a  1%-su(?)-CS(?) 
4) nig-sh-bi 4 ID gin kug-babbar 
5) ur-gar-ra 
6) DINGIR-da-da-mu 
7) &ad amar-Sliba(ZA.INANNA) Sidim-galfke41 
8) in-[Sil-sal0 
9) Tx?-[XI-la 

10) [IxI-Txl-ba-ni 
1o.e. 1 1) [Iulr-den-H-18 
rev. 12) ~ur-dda-mu 

13) Illi-dinatma 
14) Iur-dEN.zU 
15) idug den-M-18 
16) Iza-na-a-a i-dug GAR(?).BE 
17) Iur-ma.$-a Sidirn 
18) UJti-inim-ma-bi-me 
19) [mlu lugal-bi in-Tp8dl 

(space) 
20) [iti] Se-gurlo-kud 
21) [mudil-bi- 

u.e. 22) [~EN.zu lugla1 
23) [ . . . I  rxl gi(?) rxi 
24) [ . . . I  ab(?)[ .  . . 1 

Seal 
ur-gar 

(1957): 120; Sauren, ZA 59, 5. 
1 1. nin-gud-KU: For this name, cf. SeS-gud-KU (NATN 927: 1 I),  gud-KU 

(UET 3 936:1), and nin-gud-gud (TMHC n.F. 112 364). 
Seal: The title sukal en-rxl-[ . . . ] in the seal inscription clearly corresponds 

to sukal ~ N ~ D A X G U D  in the tablet (1. 6). Is en-rxl-[ . . . ] thus a sylabic spelling for 
indagar(NfND~xG~D)? 

dumu ha-an-du 

(1) [One] two-year-old ox, (2-3) . . . , (4) its price (is) 4 112 shekels of silver, 
(5) from Ur-gar (6) DINGIR-dadamu, (7) the slave of Amar-Suba, the chief mason, 
(8) bought. (9) [XI-[xi-la; (10) [XI-rxl- b b i ;  (1 1) [Ulr-Enlila; (12) Ur-Damu; 
(13) Lu-Inanna; (14) Ur-Sin, (15) the doorkeeper of Enlil; (16) Zan3a3a, the 
doorkeeper o f .  . . ; (17) Ur-maSa, the mason; (18) these are the witnesses. (19) He 
(i.e., DINGIR-dadamu) swore by the name of the king (not to contest?). (20-24) Date. 
Seal of Ur-gar, son of Handu. 
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Commentary 
A unique feature of this sale is that the purchaser of the ox is a slave. See 3.1. 
2-3. The reading and meaning of these lines is obscure. Sauren, ZA 59, 48, 

read the last four signs in 1. 2 as girir!-suki, but this reading is not confirmed by the 
collations. 

16. The reading and meaning O~GAR(?).BE is not known. 
21-24. This year-name cannot be identified with any of the known formulae of 

Ibbi-Sin. 

53. 
Text: Ni. 13447 (NRVN 1 225). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA 14,312. J 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?]. 

(begin. destr.) 
1 ' )  [ . . . dumu] rxl-dug(?)-kug-ga-ra 
2') d~u-~EN.zu-i-li-ki-im-ni 
3') in-Si-sale 
4') kug-bi Su-na ba-a-si 

Id 5') ],-a la-ba-an-giq-giq-da 
6 ' )  mu lugal-bi i-p8d-d[t-631 
7') [gi]r-ni-i-Sagg gu-z[a-Id] 

(rest destr.) 
(rev. destr.) 

Seal 
Illegible 

(1') From [ . . . , son of] rxl-du(?)-kuga, (2') Su-sin-ili-ki-imni (3') bought. 
(4') This silver filled his (i.e., the seller's) hands. (5 '6 ' )  They swore by the name of 
the king not to contest one against the other. (7') [Gilrni-iSag, the chair-[canier]; 
[ . . . ] Seal of the seller(?). 

Commentary 
The occurrence of the PN with the element Su-sin in 1. 2' offers an indication that 

the text cannot be earlier than the reign of Su-sin. Most probably it belongs to Ibbi-Sin's 
reign. 

2 ' .  diu-~EN.ZU-i-11-ki-im-ni: Probably to be translated: "Su-sin, my god, is 
like my right arm." Cf. the name i-11-ki-a-bi, cited by Gelb, MAD 3, p. 137 (under ki). 
As an alternative, Professor Gelb suggested to me the interpretation Su-sin-ili-gimli; cf. 
MAD 3, p. 118 (under gimlum?). 

4 ' .  For this clause, see 2.2.1. Sauren, ZA 59, 50, read erroneously ba-a-g6. 

54. 
Text: Ni. 1001 (NRVN 1 212). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA 14, 3 11. , 
Origin: Nippur. , ,; 

Date: [?I. 

1) rll sa[g-nilta ad-da-[x(-x) m]u-ni-im 
2) [nig-sh]-ma-ni 15 gin kug-babbar 
3) [ba(?)]f ba(?)l-ti &id dkug-sudfke41 
4) [nig(?)-dugq-gla-ni dumu 16Jdiigl-[gal 
5) [in-Si-sale] rkugl-bi Su-na [ab-si] 
6) [ . . . ] rxl gi b[i(?) . . . ] 
7) [Id 16 la-ba-an-g]Q-gQ- 
8) [nothing(?)] da-a 
9) [mu lugallf bil in-p[id]- 

10) [nothing(?)] dk-e[S] 
(rest desu.) 
(rev. destr.) 

Seal 
[nqg(?)-dug-ga-ni 
dumu Id-diig-ga 

(1) [Onel man, his name is Adda-[x-(x)], (2) his [price] (is) 15 shekels of silver, 
(3) [Ba(?)]-rba(?)l-ti, the servant of the god Kugsud, (4) [from Nig(?)-duglani, son of 
Lu-rdugal (5) [bought]. This silver [filled] his (i.e., [Nig(?)-duglani's) hands. 
(6) [ . . . ] (7-10) They swore [by the name of the king] not to contest [one against 
the other]. [ . . . ] Seal of [Ni]g(?)-dugani, son of Lu-duga. 

Commentary 
4 and Seal. The name nig-dugq-ga-ni is attested also in NATN 921: 10'. 
5. For this clause, see 2.2.1. 
6. Possibly to be reconstructed [PN] rg6bl-gi-b[i-im], "[PN] is the 

[guarlantor." 

55. 
Text: Ni. 13357 (NRVN 1217). 
Origin: Nippur. 

I/ 

Date: [?I. 

(begin. destr.) 
1') [ . . . ] rx x xl gin(?) kug-babbar 
2') lugal-gub-ba-ni-e 
3') ku-ra-ti-1-li-ra 
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4') 
5') 
6') 

rev. 7') 
8')  
9') 

10') 
11') 
12') 

in-Si-sa10 
dada  
lli-i~m-gi-[na] 
igi mu-mu [( . . . )I 
igi ur-turn-ma-a1 
igi lugal-kar(wr. TE)-n-Sb 
igi ur-dug-kug-ga 
igi lli-dnanna-Sb 
igi bu-wa-wa 
(space) 
[ . . . I  rxi 
(rest destr.) 

Seal 
dada 
dumu 16-dingir-ra 

(1') [(The object x, its price is) y] shekels(?)'of silver, (2') Lugal-gubani (3') from 
W d - i l i  (4') bought. (5') Dada (6') is  the gua[rantor]. (7') Before Mumu 

[( . . . )]; (8') before Ur-Tummal; (9') before Lugal-kare; (10') before Ur-dukuga; 
(11') before Lu-Nanna; (12') before Huwawa. (13') [ . . . 1 1x1. [ . . . ] Seal of 

Dada, son of Lu-dingira. 

Commentary 
3'. Qufid-ili: This name is also spelled ku-ra-ad-i-li, see Gelb, MAD 3, 

p. 227 (under qurkdum). 
5'-6'. For this clause, see 2.11.1.3. Note that the guarantor seals the tablet. 

56. 

Text: Ni. 2142 (NRVN 1 221). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA 14,311. '. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?I. 

2 &me 
1 arnar-ga anSe 
13 gin kug-babbar-85 
nam-ba-ni 
ip-ku-8a dam-ghr 
[iln-si-s8 
rxl-am-ta 
[XI-dtig 
[xlda-ni 
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10) [lla-la-a kug-g81 
1 1) [ x ] - ~ x - x ~ - s ~  

rev. 12) [ . . . ] iga-6s 
13) [lli-him]-ma-bi-me 
14) [igi-bi-$5 an]Se ba-sum 
15) [mu lugal-b]i ba-pid(wr. IGI.[R]U) 

(rest destr.) 

(1) Two she-asses (2) (and) one suckling ass, (3) for 13 shekels of silver, (4) (from?) 
Namani  (5) IpquSa, the merchant, (6) bought. (7) [XI-amta; (8) [XI-dug; (9) [XI- 
dani; (10) [L]ala3a, the canal-inspector; (1 1) [XI-Tx-xl-sar; (12) [ . . . ], the 
gendarme; (13) these are the [witlnesses. (14) [Before them, the aslses were 
transferred. (15) The oath [by the name of the king] was sworn (that the seller will not 
contest?). [ . . . ] 

Commentary 
4-5. Since there are no case endings after the names, the identification of the 

seller and the buyer is uncertain. 
6. Note the spelling -si-si for -5-salO. 
10. kug-gil: (in the later periods written G ~ . G A L )  Akk. gugallu, "inspector 

of canals." See Jacobsen, JNES 5 (1946): 130; Landsberger, WO 1 (1947-52):375 n. 84; 
Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 131; CAD G, pp. 121-122. 

14. For this clause, see 2.5. 

57. 
Text: Ni. 974 (NRVN 1 222). Collated by N. Yoffee; H. Waetzoldt, OA 14, 3 11. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?]/iv/16. 

rev. 
1') 

[X salr C [( . . . )] 
[x ma]-na rkug-babbar-S2l 
ur-dnusku 
dumu ur-Sags-ga-SS: 
ur-dnusku dumu ka-ka-ke4 
t~ ur-sa-an-da-ti 
in-Si-sale-8S 
mu lugal-bi al-pa 
Ika5a 
[Igm-ni X-BU lugal-ezen 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
[I . . . I-rxi  
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rIir(?)l-[ . . . ]-[XI 
Iur-sukal dumu lugal-iti-da 
116-dingir-ra dumu ka-ka 
Iur-Sagg-ga 
dumu ur-den-lil-15 
Iiu-dir-ra simug kug-lal-a 

(space) 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
[itli Su-numun(wr. BALA) 
[ud] 16 zal-l[al 
[mu . . . ] 

(1) [X sa]r of a house [( . . . )], (2) for [x milna of silver, (3) from Ur-Nusku, 
(4) son of Ur-Saga, ( 5 )  Ur-Nusku, son of Kaka, (6) and UrSa-dbdi (7) bought. 
(8) The oath by the name of the king was sworn (that the seller will not contest?). 
(9) Ka; (10) [Glirni,  the . . . of Lugal-ezen; [ . . . ] (1') [ . . . ]-[XI; 
(2') rIr(?)l-[ . . . 1-Txl; (3') Ur-sukal, son of Lugal-itida; (4') Lu-dingira, son of 
Kaka; (5') Ur-Saga, (6') son of Ur-Enlila; (7') Su-ha ,  the smith, the weigher of silver; 
(8') these are the witnesses. (9'-11') Date. 

Cornrrzentary 
Ur-Nusku, son of Kaka, appears as a buyer also in no. 1, which is dated to 

S 36. This allows us to date the present text approximately to the late years of S u l s  or 
the reign of Amar-Sin. 

6. UrSh-dbdi: Composed of urStznu, "hero," a loanword from the 
Sumerian ur-sag (cf. a-bi-UR.SAG, be-li-UR.SAG, ur-sa(g)-n6m, and ur-$a(-a)-nu-um, 
cited by Gelb, MAD 3, pp. 67-68), and dddu, "beloved" (see ibid., pp. 103-104). 

8. Note the spelling pa for pkd. Cf. Sauren, ZA 59, 24-25. 
10. Perhaps to be read KAxX-BU. The meaning? 
4 ' .  Probably the brother of one of the buyers (Ur-Nusku, 1. 5). 
7'.  For this clause, see 2.12. 

58. 

Text: CBS 6196 (PBS 9 41). Collated. 
li 

Previous treatment: D. 0. Edzard, SRU, pp. 109-1 10 no. 57 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?I. 

1) 1 sag-SAIL 

2) sin-ma-ni 9 gin igi-6-g61 kug-babbar 
3) Csum-ma m i - l a  
4) lugal-KA-gi-na 

i Text no. 58-59 

5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
'13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

dumu na-ba dam-gir-ke4 
in-Si-sale 
amar-Shba(ZA.INANNA) 16-kug-lal-bi 
hi-dnanna <XI,, 
dumu ur-za-ka 
Iur-den-a-16 
Iur-Qa-mu 
I[ . . . I-rxi 
[dumu(?) . . . 1-rxl-si 
I[ . . . 1-da 
1[6(?)-inim-ma-bil-me(?) 
rxl  [ . . . m]u 
(rest destr.) 

(1) One woman, (2) her price (is) 9 116 shekels of silver, (3) (from) Asuma, the 
boatman, (4) Lugal-KA-gina, (5) son of Naba, the merchant, (6) bought. (7) Amar- 
Suba was the weigher of silver. (8) Lu-Nanna, (9) son of Urza; (10) Ur-Enlila; 
(11) Ur-Damu; (12) [ . . . ]-[XI, (13) [son(?) of . . . 1-rxl-si; (14) [ . . . 1-da; 
(15) these [are the witness]es(?). (16) rx1 [ . . . m]u [ . . . ] 

Commentary 
Although this sale document was published by G. Barton in PBS 9 as a Sargonic 

text, both its script and formulary clearly indicate an Ur I11 date. Edzard, who was 
apparently misled by its inclusion in PBS 9, treated this text in his study of pre-Ur I11 
legal documents (SRU, pp. 109-1 lo), but he remarked that it is noticeably younger than 
Sargonic, tentatively suggesting the Gutian period. 

7 .  For this clause, see 2.12. 

59. 
Text: IM 11 120, 5 (TIM 5 8). Collated by J. N. Postgate. 
Origin: Nippur. 1; 
Date: [?I. 

(more than half of the obv. is missing) 
1 ') [X sa]r(?) 8 2/3(?) [gin(?) &(?)I 
2') [nig-sh-b]i(?) rxl ma-na kug-babbar-Sk 
3 ') [x(-x)-SIag5Jgal dumu lugal-KA-gi-na-ka-ra 
4') [Su(?)]-ma-ma dam-gir 
5 ') [iln-ne-Si-sale 
6') kyg-bi Su-ne-ne-a ab-si 

lu 7 ') 16'c la-ba-angU-da-a 
8 ') mu %in-urta 

814 
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rev. 9') 
10') 
11') 
12') 
13') 
14') 
15') 
16') 

mu lugal-bi al-pid 
[ . . . ] -a  
[ . . . -NIS]ABA 
[ . . . I - b a  
[ . . . ]-la 
[XI-engar-[XI-me 
[XI-SAR-[mle 
[XI-qinannal dumu 8-[ . . . ] 
(rest destr.) 

(1') [x sa]r(?) (and) 8 2/3(?) [gin(?) of a house(?)], (2') [its price (is) x] mina of 
silver, (3') from [x(-x)-Slaga, son of Lugal-KA-gina, (4') [&I(?)]-~ama, the merchant, 
(5') bought (lit.: bought from them). (6') This silver filled his (lit.: their) hands. (7'- 
9') The oath by the name of Ninurta (and) by the name of the king was sworn that they 
will not contest one against the other. (10'-16') Names of several PN's; [ . . . ; 
(these are the witnesses)]. 

Commentary 
The Nippur provenience of the text is assured by the use of the kug-bi Su- 

a .  . . si-(g) clause and the no-contest oath invoking Ninurta and the king, both these 
features being found only in Nippur sales. 

Although there is only one seller listed in the text (1. 37, the form in-ne-Si-sale, 
"he bought from them" (1. 57,  and the plural suffix -(a)-ne-ne after kug (1. 6') indicate 
that there was more than one seller. It appears that the beginning of the obverse, now 
destroyed, recorded another object of sale, its price, and another seller (or sellers). This 
interpretation is supported by the fact that, according to the editor of the text, more than 
one-half of the obverse is broken off. If this is correct, the present document had a very 
unusual structure, consisting of two separate transactions, which were connected by the 
same verb. Sale documents listing two and even more transactions are attested in the 
earlier periods (e.g., RTC 18 - Pre-Sargonic), but they always use a separate verb for 
each transction. 

6 ' .  For this clause, see 2.2.1. 

60. 
Text: A 31 179 = 6 NT 436. Copy pl. VI. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?I. 

(begin. destr.) 
1 ') [kug-b]i h-ne-n[e(-a) ab-si] 
2') z - h  la-ba-an-g-da] 
3 ') mu %in-urta 

4 ' )  
5 ' )  

1 6') 
7') 
8') 

I 9 ' )  
1o.e. 10') 

11') 
rev. 12') 

13') 
14') 

I 15') 
16') 
17') 
18') 
19') 
20') 

Text no. 60-61 

mu lugal-bi al-[pid] 
TU~~-~EN.ZU I~r-~a-ba-[ba] 
dumu ur-dS&kan(~k)(?)-me 
Idnanr~a-ki-B[~] 
Ikug-dnan[na] 
[l(x)]-Txl-dinanna 
[I . . . ] - r r i - ~ - ~ l  
[dumu(?) . . . 1-rxl-me 
[ I .  . . -dama]r-dEN.Z[~] 
d[umu] Cnsi 
sanga-me 
'sipad-KA-gi-na iSib rdhin-gidri 
IUN-Sag5-Sag5 rxl MU 
Iba-zi-gi dumu ku[d- . . . ] 
Iur-dnin-urta dumu [ . . . ] 
Iur-dS~l-~a-t  [ . . . ] 
[ . . . I  rxi I . . . ]  
(rest destr.) 

(1') This [silver filled] their hands. (2 '4 ' )  The oath by the name of Ninurta (and) by 
the name of the king was [sworn] that they will not [contest] one against the other. 
(5') TUrl-Sin and Ur-Aba[ba], (6') sons of ~r-Sakkan(?); (7') Nanna-kiag, (8') Kug- 

I Nan[na], (9') [(X)]-rxl-Inanna, (and) (10') [ . . . 1-[a-x-xl, (1 1') [sons(?) of 

I . . . 1-rxl; (12') [ . . . -Ama]r-Sin; (13') s[on ofl the governor; (14') the temple 
administrators; (15') Sipad-KA-gina, the purification priest of Ningidri; (16') UN- 

! 

I 
SagSag, the r . . . 1; (17') Bazige, son of Ku[d- . . . 1; (18') Ur-Ninurta, son of 
[ . . . 1; (19') ~ r -Sulpae ,  the [ . . . 1; [ . . . ; (these arc the witnesses)]. 

I 
Commentary 

I 
1 '. For this clause, see 2.2.1. The plural suffix -(a)-ne-ne indicates that 

there was more than one seller. 

I 
61. 

Text: UM 55-21-142 = 2 NT 708 (NATN 884). Collated. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?I. 

1) [I] sag-nita lugal-[ezlen mu-ni-im 
2) 1 sag-SAL nin-ab-gu-ul mu-ni-im 
3) [du]mu(?)-rSAL(?) nin-abl-g[u-ul] 

(rest destr.) 
(rev. destr.) 
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(1) [One] man, his name is Lugal-[ezlen, (2) one woman, her name is Nin-abgul, 
(3) the rdaughter(?)l of rNin-abgull, [ . . . 1. 

Commentary 
This text is most probably a fragment of a sale document, dealing with the sale or 

self-sale of a married(?) couple and their child. 

Text: Wilberforce Eames Babylonian Collection in the New York Public Library Noor I1 
(Eames Collection, pl. XIV = Sauren N.Y. Public Library 392). Collated. 

Previous treatment: A. L. Oppenheim, Eames Collection, pp. 162-163 (translit. and 
J 

transl.). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: Not dated. i 

1) [x]+l 213 sar 4 gin igi-4-gi1C-dh-a riil [KI.UD] 

2) s6m-bi 18 gin igi-6-gil kug-babbar-Si: 
3) 16-Sa-lim dumu da-da sanga 
4) lfi-bala-Sagg-ga dumu SeS-kal-la 
5 )  den-lil-da lugal-F$AR dumu-ni-me 
6) h gkme-den-m-la dam-ni-ir 
7) in-Si-sale 

Seal 
%in-urta 
Cnsi-gal 
den-lil 

(1) [x]+l 213 sar (and) 4 114 gin of a built-up house-lot randl [empty ground], (2) for 
its price, 18 116 shekels of silver, (3) Lu-Salim, son of Dada, the temple administrator, 
(4) from Lu-balaiaga, son of SeS-kala, (5) Enlilda (and) Lugal-WR, his sons, (6) and 
Geme-Enlila, his wife, (7) bought. Seal of Ninurta, the great governor of Enlil. 

I 

Commentary 
The present text is inscribed on a clay cone, pierced along its axis. Oppenheim, 

Eames Collection, p. 162, describes this object as follows: "Large tag of extraordinary 
shape being an irregular frustum of a pyramid with 8 slightly convex sides. Perimeter on 
base: 116 mm, on top: 35 rnm. The tag is provided with a cylindirical canal (perimeter 
27 mm) made most probably by a wooden staff. Seven of the edges are inscribed with 
four of them showing deeply impressed traces of a square (leather-)strap. Each side 
bears the imprint of a seal." Our cone in identical in shape with six Pre-Sargonic sale 
documents from LagaS dealing with the acquisition of houses and fields (DP 31, 32; 
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Nikolski 1 317, 318; Bibl. Mes. 3 11; TIM 9 94). As J. N. Postgate kindly informs 
me, TIM 9 94 (= IM 11073) bears, like the nail under the discussion, "a v e q  distinct 
imprint of a thin wooden peg with string wound round it towards the point of the clay 
nail (a presumably wooden peg)." Yet another object sharing the same shape is MAD 4 
170, which dates to the Sargonic period and stems from Isin. Its inscription records the 
settlement of a legal dispute between two individuals, sanctioned by the sanga of Isin. 
According to Gelb's description, this object is a "perforated cone, 60 mm. high and 
diameter of 40 mm." (MAD 4, p. 99; see photographs ibid. pl. XXV). 

Without any doubt, the objects in question can be identified with the "peg" (gag, 
Akk. sikkatu) that is referred to in a clause recorded in the above cones from Lag&. Cf. 
Kraus, Hatil Edhem HZtira Kurumu 1, VII Sen, No. 5 (1947):82-92; R. S. Ellis, 
YNER 2, pp. 86-87. The clause reads: (PN-e) gag-bi 6-gag(-ra) bi-dh, "(Ph3 drove 
this peg into the wall." The same clause is also included in several Pre-Sargonic 
LagaS sale documents that are recorded on objects other than cones: two c l a  tablets, 
concerning a field and a person, respectively (Bibl. Mes. 3 10; RTC 17), and two stone 
kudurrus, both recording multiple purchases of fields ("Lummatur Tablet I" and 
"Lummatur Tablet 11" = Gelb et al., ELTS nos. 22-23). In the transactions involving 
houses and in the slave sale RTC 17, the person who "drove the peg into the wall" is a 
nigir, "herald" or "town crier," who is well-attested as an instrument of publicity in 
ancient Mesopotamia. In contrast, in the sales of fields the same ceremony was 
performed by the seller. 

The fact that this clause is included in the transactions recorded on clay tablets and 
stone kudurrus indicates that these documents are copies of the inscriptions originally 
recorded on cones. It appears that, in Pre-Sargonic LagaS at least, sale transctions called 
for the writing of two complementary documents: a clay cone, which was displayed 
publicly (see below), and a clay tablet, which was kept by the buyer in his archive. 
In addition, the buyer occasionally prepared a composite record of his individual 
purchases. Such a record was made of stone, and was probably deposited in a temple or 
a public office. 

A clause similar to that discussed just above appears in a Sargonic sale document 
from ESnunna (UCP 9. p. 204 no. 83 iv 6-9, collated), which is recorded on a clay 
tablet and deals with the purchase of a field. The clause reads: GIS.GAG ral-na 
(erasure) TI.LA na-ra-arn-*~N.zU [mla-ab(wr. HI)-za-at, "the (respective) nail was 
driven in, by the life of Naram-Sin." The ceremony in question is also referred to in a 
Sargonic litigation, whose origin is probably Kazallu: PN rGIS.GAG1 in ga-ri-im im- 
ha-zu a-na na-si LUGAL, "(witnesses to the fact) that PN drove the peg into the wall, 
by the life of the king" (BIN 8 121:44-50). 

As one can surmise from descriptions of the surviving cones, these objects were 
mounted on wooden pegs, and subsequently fastened on them with strings or leather 
straps. The peg was then hammered horizontally into a wall in such a way as to make the 
cone protrude from the wall-face, so that its inscription could be accessible to public 
scrutiny. It remains less clear which "wall" was used for that purpose. One may 
speculate that in the saIes of houses this was the wall of the soId house, and in the sales 
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of fields, the low mud wall (im-dh-a, pitiqtu) surrounding the field. The interpretation 
is favored by the fact that Old Babylonian sources speaks specifically of such pegs being 
driven into the walls of private houses, and perhaps also into the fields (see below). 
However, RTC 17 demonstrates that the pegceremony could also be performed in sales 
of persons. As such, it is likely, therefore, that these cones were displayed on a specially 
designated wall, which belonged to some public building, such as a temple or city-gate 
(for the same suggestion, see already Landsberger and K. Balkan, Belleten 14 
[1950]:266-267). 

A peg of this type is possibly depicted on an ED I1 kudurm in the collection of the 
Metropolitan Museum (Gelb et al., ELTS no. 12 "Ushumgal Stela"), which appears to 
deal with the acquisition(?) of fields. The flat front side of the kudurm shows a man, 
with a beard and long hair, who is identified as "USumgal, the paEs'u-priest of Sara." 
USumgal, possibly the buyer of the fields listed in this document, stands in front of a tall 
narrow structure, which appears to represent the doorway of a temple or city gate. In the 
left side of the doorway, there is visible a nail-like object protruding from the wall at a 45 
degree angle. If the nail in question can be identified with our pegs, we have here 
important corroborating evidence that these objects were displayed in a public place. 

When performed in sale transactions, the peg-ceremony appears to have 
symbolized, and at the same time made public, the transfer of the sold property to the 
buyer. Once displayed permanently in a public place, the peg served to protect the 
buyer's title to the acquired property. 

That these pegs protected the buyer's title is proved by the eviction clause which 
is recorded in the very same documents (see 2.7.1.6). This clause stipulates that if the 
seller is not the rightful owner of the sold property (i.e., that it belongs to a third party), 
"this peg will be driven through his mouth." The obvious implication of this is that the 
peg will yield evidence against the fraudulent seller. He will then be subjected to facial 
mutilation, the tool of punishment being that same peg. 

As is indicated by the tablet BIN 8 121, which refers to the peg-ceremony in the 
context of a litigation, and the cone MAD 4 170, which too concerns a litigation, the 
usage of such pegs was not limited to sales. It appears, therefore, that these objects 
functioned more generally as ownership markers. This supposition finds support in the 
Old Babylonian Susa practise of mortgaging houses by means of similar pegs (see 
below). 

The present document constitutes the only evidence that the peg-ceremony 
continued to be performed in Ur III times. Otherwise, we lack any textual references to 
it, either in other sale documents or in contemporaneous legal documents. 

The practices described above are obviously related to the Old Babylonian usage 
of pegs as either ownership-markers of real estate or as a means of mortgaging disputed 
houses (Susa). For the examples, see Koschaker, ober einige griechische 
Rechtsurkunden aus den ostlichen Randgebieten des Hellenismus, Abhandlungen der 
Philologisch-historischen Klasse der Sachsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 4211 
(Leipzig, 193 I), pp. 99-104; Ellis, op. cit., pp. 87-88; CAD S, pp. 249-251 sikkaru 
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A 1. c), 2. b). The only possible references to the use of pegs in sale transactions in this 
period come from two Mari field sales. In the fust of them (M.A.R.I. 1 [1982]:80 lines 
20-21), which dates to the Sakkanakku period, the witnesses are described as the 
"surveyors who drove the pegs in" (ES.G~D Su zi-ga-tim,(DIN) rim-&-zu). In the 
second text (ARM 8 12 rev. 1 l'), which belongs to classical OB times, the last witness, 
a scribe, is similarly designated as the "one who drove the pegs in" (ma-&-is sf-ik-ka- 
tim). It should be noted, however, that these two examples may refer to surveyor's 
pegs. Consequently, the assumption that we find here an equivalent of the 3rd millenium 
peg-ceremony is by no means certain. [See now also ARM 22 328, an OB 
Samrnelurkunde of field sales from Mari, which records, in two separate transactions, 
PN ka-sa-[dli-im ma-hi-iS GIS.GAG.[~.A] (iii 51-52) and PN ka-sa-d[u] ma-bi- 
is GI$.GAG.@.A (iv 34).] 

The origin of the present document is without any doubt Nippur. This is 
demonstrated by its being sealed with a seal of the god Ninurta, a titulary deity of Nippur 
(see below and n. 209). 

Seal. For Ninurta's title Cnsi-gal den-lil(-16), "great governor of Enlil," and the 
related title Cnsi n ibd i ,  "governor of Nippur," see Steinkeller in Seals and Sealing, 
p. 51 n. 37. To the examples of the fust title cited there, add its occurrence in an Ur 
III(?) brick inscription from Nippur (A. Goetze, Iraq 22 [1960]:151 n. 3 5 NT 689). 
The importance of Ninurta's sealing on the present document is not entirely clear. One 
possibility is that the seller (Lu-balaSaga) belonged to the temple household of Ninurta. 
Alternatively, and perhaps more likely, this sealing could represent an official 
authorization of the transaction. This is suggested by the fact that Ninurta enjoyed special 
judicial powers at Nippur in Ur 111 times (see n. 209). Note here that one of the Pre- 
Sargonic cones from Lagai (DP 32) likewise bears a seal impression. Unfortunately, 
the sealing is uninscribed, and thus its function cannot be ascertained. 

63. 
Text: FLP 1166 (MVN 3 330). 
Origin: Nippur. 9 
Date: Not dated. 

[ . . . I  
[nig-srim-bi(?)] 6+[x(?) gin kug-babbar] 
rx-x-xl-mu dumu mag-gu-16-ra 
sag-dug a-Sag4-sum 
16- *EN.ZU dumu ur-na-ke4 
in-Si-sale 
kug-bi Su-na-a absi 

la-ba-an-gi4-gi4da 
mu lugal-bi al-p8d 
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10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 

igi 8-lug-lug dumu ba-li-li-S& 
Iur- gin-mu ir-dug 
ISeS-kal-la dub-sar dumu ensi 
Iun-da-ga nu-giSkiri6 
iIsar(L,~Lxfi~1~)-da-~i4-a-rne 
18-gu dumu ur-na 
Iur-sukal dumu SeS-kal-la 
'lit-dingir-ra dumu la-a-la-at 
Ilugal-rig-nidba 
Iur-den-M-18 
[dlam-&-me 

(1) [The . . . 1, (2) [its(?) price (is)] 6(?) [shekels of silver], (3) from rX-x-xl-mu, 
son of MaSgula, (4) the registrar of the garlic-fields, (5) Lu-Sin, son of Urna, 
(6) bought. (7) This silver filled his (i.e., the seller's) hands. (8-9) The oath by the 
name of the king was sworn that they will not contest one against the other. (10) Before 
Alulu, son of Bal-ili, (1 1) Ur-niginmu, the ir-dug, (12) S~S-kala, the scribe, son of the 
dream interpreter, (13) Undaga, the gardener, (14) the neighbors; (15) Agu, son of 
Uma, (16) Ur-sukal, son of SeS-kala, (17) Lu-dingira, son of La3alat, (18) Lugal- 
nignidba, (19) Ur-Enlila, (20) the merchants. 

Commentary 
The Nippur origin of this text is demonstrated by the use of the kug-bi Su- 

a .  . . si-(g) clause, attested only in Ur I11 sale documents from Nippur. See 2.2.1. 
Note that the witnesses are subdivided into two groups, "neighbors" and 

"merchants." Since the "merchants" include the buyer's brother (I. 15), they evidently 
are the witnesses of the buyer. Accordingly, the "neighbors" can be identified as the 
witnesses of the seller. See also 2.15.1. 

4 .  sag-dug: Akk. Sassukku, "registrar." See Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 153 
(with further literature). 

7 .  For this clause, see 2.2.1. 
11. ir-dug: The exact nature of this ocupation is not known. A member of 

the temple personnel. See Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 125. 
12. ensi: Akk. Sa2ilu, "dream interpreter, diviner." See Oppenheim, 

Dream-book, p 221; Renger, ZA 59, 217-218. 
14. h s a r ( ~ ~ ~ x ~ i ~ ~ ~ ) - d a - ~ i ~ - a :  This term clearly corresponds to the OB 

u s a r ( L ~ ~ x ~ ~ ~ ) - d a ~ - ~ i ~ - a ,  for which see the equation usar = Sit-rum Sd ba-ab-ti, 
"neighbor woman, in the ward," in Antagal fragm. e 3 (MSL 17, p. 249). Cf. J. J. A. 
van Dijk, La sagesse sum6ro-accadienne (Leiden, 1953), p. 93; Wilcke, ZA 59 (1969): 
86-87; Kraus, Vom mesopotamischen Menschen der altbabylonischen Zeit und 
seiner Welt (Amsterdam, 1973), p. 59; CAD B, p. 10 (under babm). The fact that the 

persons described as tisar-da-gb-a-me in the present text are all men indicates that this 
term means "neighbor" disregarding of sex. 

64. 
Text: CBS 7862 (NATN 19). Collated. 
Previous treatment: T. Fish, Iraq 5 (1938):179 (translit. and transl.). I/ 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: Not dated. The script suggests the earlier part of the Ur 111 period, most probably, 

the early years of Sulgi. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 

1 sar 10 gin <C> 
kug-bi 9 gin 
nanna-lul-li ' 

8-zi-da-a 
I-sal0 
RI-RI 
ur-sukal dumu zu-zu 
ur-dMUS 
dGg-ga dumu ur-dbil 
a-ga dumu mu-ni 
16-16 dumu Sag4-BALAG 
den-~-bC-ti-la 
ur-lugal dumu 16-den-lil 
[glir-ni dumu urn-na 
r8l-na-na 
[dumlu na~a-lul- l i  
ur-dun sipad anie 
ur-dsb-an-na dumu ur-sukal 
?la-hu-ki-da 

(1) One sar (and) ten gin of a <house,, (2) its silver (is) 9 shekels, (3) Nanna-lula 
(4) from Azida (5) bought. (6) RI-RI; (7) Ur-sukal, son of Zuzu; (8) u~-MuS;  
(9) Duga, son or Ur-Bil; (10) Aga, son of Muni; (11) Lulu, son of S ~ ~ B A L A G ;  
(12) Enlil-betila; (13) Ur-lugal, son of Lu-Enlil; (14) [Glirni, son or Uruna; 
(15) Anana, (16) [soln of Nanna-lula; (17) Ur-dun, the ass-herd; (18) Ur-Siana, son 
of Ur-sukal; (19) H&ukida; (20) these are the witnesses. 

Commentary 
1. The small size of the real estate in question makes it virtually certain that a 

house is meant. 
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3. nanna-lul-li (also 1. 16): For this PN, see dnanna-lul-la (HSS 4 1 iii lo), 
and nanna-lul-la (HSS 4 153:4; S.1:16). 

4. The final -a is the locative case, which occasionally replaces -Si: or -ra 
after the seller's name in constructions with the verb sale. See 2.1.1.3. 

6 .  To be read ri-ri or dal-dal. 
8. For the divine element dMUS, see most recently G. J. P. McEwan. Or. 

NS 52 (1983):215-229. In that article, McEwan argues that in 3rd millennium texts 
dMUS is to be read dnirab (or dnerab), and he reserves the reading /irQan/ for 
~MUS.DIN.BALAG and the related logograms. However, this is far from certain, in 
view of the fact that as early as the Fara period ~ M U S  had a reading /uban/. See the 
entry U-MMUS = ir-)?a-nlim in a lexical text from Ebla (MEE 4, p. 357 0138), and 
further, note the spelling d~uSir-ha in RSO 32 (1957):84 rev. iii' 18' (Sargonic); the 
earliest evidence for the reading nera  is provided by the correspondence d ~ u S k i  = ne- 
ra-[ahlki in the Abu Salabikh / Ebla Geographical List line 105 (MEE 3, p. 233). AS a 
matter of fact, there are reasons to believe that in the 3rd millennium names employing 
dMU3 (for the examples, see McEwan, op. cit., p. 20, to which add su-mu-dhluS in 
the Sargonic text MVN 3 2513) the deity meant is actually /K@/. Note the Ur name 

Su-ir-ha-an (Fish Catalogue 124:2; M. Sigrist, Princeton Theological Seminary Texts 
784:4 [forthcoming]), which is quite likely a syllabic spelling of SU-~MUS (McEwan, 
op. cit., p. 220), and the pair g ~ m e - d ~ ~ S  and g ~ m e - d i r h a n x ( ~ ~ S . i r - b a ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  
DU) (ibid., p. 220), which may also represent one and the same name. 

9. In all likelihood, the name ur-dbil (for other examples, see Limet, 
Anthroponyrnie, p. 538) is an abbreviation of ur-dbil-ga-mes (ibid., p. 538). The 
same abbreviated(?) spelling is attested already in Pre-Sargonic (TSA 7 ix 17) and 
Sargonic sources (BIN 8 243:16; IM 10628: 32, unpubl.). Cf. also the writing ur-dbilc- 
ga,-mes in BIN 8 175:38 (Sargonic). 

11. 16-16: Probably the same PN as lu-lu and lug-lug, cited by Limet, 
Anthroponyrnie, p. 482. 

15-16. The buyer's son. 
18. The deity dsk-an-na, attested in this name (for other occurrences, see 

nos. 81:13 and 95:4, and Sigrist, AUCT 1, p. 16; note the spelling -dsh-a-na in AUCT 1 
51 1:2), appears also in TCL 2 5521122. dsi4-an-na is probably identical with dnin-dsk- 
an-na (Reisner Telloh 12516'; CT 3 pl. 1 12156:2; TCL 5 6053 iii 8; AUCT 1 369:2 - 
written -%in-sh-an-na), as is suggested by the variant spellings ur-%in-si-an-na (TMHC 
n.F. 112 83:4) and ur-dsi-an-na (ibid. seal). 

65. 
Text: A 30035 = 2 NT 642 (NATN 850). Tablet and envelope. Copy pl. VI. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: Not dated. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
1 6) 
17) 
18) 
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Iur-dnin-gi~-g-da 

Ihd-mu 
116-diikur 
Idnanna-kug-zu 
dumu ur-%in-gig-zi-da-me 
kug-bi 2f3 ma-na 1 gin 
S6m til-la-bi-li: 
lugal-Su-nir-ri(!)-e 
%ma-palil 
in-5-in-d 
igi 16-dnanna 
mussa,(SAL.NITA)a ab-ba gir-ni-i-Sags-$& 
igi ur-%in-gig-zi-da dumu ba-zi-gi-ka-95 
igi ur-Sags-ga kug-dim-ii: 
igi ur-dba-d dam-gk-SLt 
igi na-na-ga-da a z l a g x ( L ~ . m ~ )  
in-na-an-sum-ma 
igi-bi-Si: mu lugal-bi in-na-an-pid 

Seal 
lugal-Su-ni[r-ri] 
dumu 1x1-[ . . . 1 
rx x XI 

(1) Ur-NingiSzida, (2) Aradmu, (3) Lu-ISkur, (4) (and) Nanna-kugzu, (5) sons of 
Ur-NingiSzida, (6) for 41 shekels of their silver, (7) their complete price, 
(8) (from) Lugal-Sunire (9) Lama-palil (10) bought. (11) Before Lu-Nanna, (12) the 
. . . of Girni-iSag, (13) before Ur-NingiSzida, son of Bazige, (14) before Ur-Saga, 

the goldsmith, (15) before Ur-Bau, the merchant, (16) before Nanagada, the fuller, 
(17) he (i.e., the seller) transferred (them). (18) He swore before them (i.e., the 
witnesses) by the name of the king (not to contest?). Seal of Lugal-Suni[re], son of rX1- 
[ .  . . I ,  the r . . . 1. 

Commentary 
The present text belongs to a group of eleven tablets (NATN 840-850 = 2 NT 

632-642; note that NATN 848A is the envelope of 849, and not of 848) which were 
found in a clay jar during the 1949-50 season of the excavations at Nippur (locus TB 195 
IV 2b). Since Lama-palil, the buyer in our text (1.9), is named in four other tablets from 
this lot (NATN 840, 842, 846,847), the jar in question must have served as Lama-palil's 
"archive." 

The Lama-palil "archive" covers a period of twenty years, from S 32/vii(ezen- 
dSul-gi) (NATN 842) to AS 3 (NATN 842); the tablets naming specifically Lama-palil 

! 
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range in time from 5 32/vii (NATN 844) to 38/xi(ezen-me-ki-g6l) (NATN 847). 
The latter texts provide an approximate date for no. 65. 

The examination of this group of tablets allows us to draw the following 
conclusions about the status and activities of Lama-palil. His seal, impressed on NATN 
846, identifies him as a "mounted messenger" (14-[gaba]), working for the state-sector 
(note that the seal is dedicated to Sulgi). As is demonstrated by the letter-order NATN 
846 (probably a sender's copy of the original), Lama-palil had extensive dealings with 
the administration of PuzriS-Dagan. In this document, Lama-palil instructs his associate 
Lu-URUxKAR (see below) to obtain eighty sheep and goats from NaSag, and to 
withdraw the outstanding thirty talents of wool from Utu-ulgal. Both NaSag and Utu- 
ulgal are well-attested as high officials at PuzriS-Dagan: the first as the head of the central 
receiving livestock-office in the years S 48/i - AS l/viii (see provisionally T. B. Jones 
and J. W, Snyder, SET, pp. 212-214), and the second as a comptroller of wool and 
garments (e.g., BIN 3 407:ll [S 30/viii]; PDT 381 seal [AS 31). Quite possibly, Lama- 
palil is himself documented in PuzriS-Dagan sources; see, e.g., AUCT 2 153:7 
(3 44/vii), BIN 3 306:6 (S 45/vi), and SET 13:4 (5 46/ii), all three of which name a 
Lama-palil, in each case acting as a recipient of livestock. 

Further proof of Lama-palil's connections with PuzriS-Dagan is provided by the 
fact that six tablets from his "archive" employ the "Reichskalender" month-names 
(NATN 842, 843, 844, 847, 848, 849); in contrast, only one text shows a Nippur 
month-name (NATN 841). As is suggested by the mention of the town Upi (probably 
identical with the Greek Opis, see commentary to no. 122:3) in NATN 848, Lama-palil's 
activities may have extended to Upi as well. 

Four of the Lama-palil tablets mention a certain Lu-URUxKAR, who seems to 
have been Lama-palil's professional associate. The relationship between the two men is 
best illustrated by NATN 846, discussed above. In two other texts (NATN 843, 
849+848A), Lu-URUxKAR distributes garments. The remaining text, NATN 848, is of 
special interest, as it records a receipt of barley, made either by Lu-URUxKAR himself 
or by his farmer, in the town of Upi. 

Apart from his official capacities, Lama-palil was also involved in various private 
business ventures. Thus he purchased slaves (no. 65) and lent barley and silver to 
private individuals (NATN 840, 847, and possibly 844). In addition, he was a proprietor 
of livestock; see NATN 842, in which Lama-palil entrusts eleven sheep and goats to the 
shepherd Kass%rum. 

8 .  Since this person is the seller (note that he seals the envelope), the final -e 
is part of the name, and not the agentive case. For the spelling Lugal-Su-nir-e, a variant 
of the more common Lugal-Su-nir-ri, see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 474. 

10. Note the spelling sB for sale. 
12. The combination ~ U S S ~ ~ ( S A L . N I T A ) S ~  ab-ba is possibly an awkward 

calque of the Akkadian kinship term emu rabii, "father of the bride." Accordingly, the 
line could be rendered: "(Lu-Nanna), father-in-law of Girni-Sag." For the translations 
"father of the bride" and "father of the groom" of emu rabii and emu sehru respectively, 
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see Wilcke in E. W. Miiller, ed., Geschlechtsreife und Legitimation zur Zeugung 
(Miinchen, 1985), pp. 230-235. Alternatively (and probably more likelyj, the line 
simply means "son-in-law of the father of B." Cf. Wilcke, ibid., p. 235. 

For the reading of SAL.NITA.DI as mussa,s~, see Bauer, 
Altorientalische Notizen (21-30) (mimeographed by the author; Hochberg, 1985), 
pp. 22-24; Steinkeller, Third Millennium Legal and Administrative Texts in the Iraq 
Museum, Baghdad (forthcoming). 

17. I assume that in-na-an-sum-ma is an error for in-na-an-sum. Otherwise, 
one would have to interpret this form as a subordinate clause of the following sentence 
igi-bi-Si: mu lugal-bi in-na-an-phd: "he swore before them by the name of the king that he 
had transferred (lit.: given) them." However, such an interpretation seems unlikely, 
given the context of the document. 

66. 
Text: IM 43456 (MVN 8 151). 
Origin: Nippur. I/ 
Date: [?I. 

1) I sag-nita-iim 
2) ur-dutu mu-ni-[im] 
3) 9 gin kug-babbar-[(<&)I 
4) lugal-ezen lugal-[a-ni-ir] 
5) S1.A-a 
6) in-Si-sale 
7) ur-~EN.ZU 
8) gib(!)-[gli-bi(!)-[im] 
9) n[u]-gb-giq-db 

10) [m]u lugal in-pid-de-ei 
1 1) igi rdal-da 
12) Cnsi rnibru7ki-ka-S& 

rev. 13) in-na-sum 
14) hingir-Sag5-ga rxl 
15) Iun-da-ga dumu 16-dingir-ra 
16) Iur-diikur 
17) l%n-lfl-l$-ti 

(rest destr.) 

Seal 
[~ISU-~EN.ZU 
[kil-6g [dlen-hi-16 
lugal kalag-ga 
lugal liriki-ma 

da-[da] 
Cn[si] 
nih[kil 
dumu ~-dnanib[~a l ]  
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lugal an-ub-da limrnu-ba Cn[si] 
nik[kil 

kad-[zu] 

(1) One man, (2) his name [is] Ur-Utu, (3) [(for)] 9 shekels of silver (4) [from] 
Lugal-ezen, [his] owner, (5) S1.A-a (6) bought. (7) Ur-Sin (8) [is] the guarantor. (9- 
10) They swore by the name of the king not to contest. (1 1) Before Dada, (12) the 
governor of [Nippurl, (13) he (i.e., the seller) transferred him (i-e., the sold man). 
(14) Dingir-Saga, the r . . . 1; (15) Un-daga, son of Lu-dingira; (16) Ur-ISlcm; 
(17) Enlil-Beti; [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. Seal of Da[da], the gover[nor] of 
Nippur, son of Ur-Nanib[gal], the gover[nor] of Nippur, dedicated to Su-sin, the 
[bellov-d of Enlil, etc. 

Commentary 
As demonstrated by its formulary (in particular, the use of the term gdb-gi- 

(n) and the transfer clause with the verb sum), and the mention of a governor of Nippur, 
this document was written at Nippur. Its actual find-spot, however, must have been the 
unidentifed site of the S1.A-a archive, from which also stem nos. 112-116. For a 
discussion of this archive, see commentary to no. 112. 

Based on the seal, the text can securely be dated to the reign of Su-sin. Dada, the 
owner of the seal, is first attested as the governor of Nippur in SS 5hx (YOS 4 77:4). 
However, his tenure might have began considerably earlier, as is suggested by the 
mentions of the governor Dada in the PuPiS-Dagan texts dating to SS 3lvi (AUCT 1 
45%) and SS 3/vii (AUCT 1 448:15). He continued in that post into the reign of Ibbi- 
Sin, at least till IS 2/iv (see Zettler, AfO 31 [1984]:5). During the reign of Ibbi-Sin Dada 
used a different seal, which was dedicated to Ibbi-Sin (TMHC n.F. 112 351 = TCS 1 61; 
collated by Waetzoldt, OA 15 [1976]:327; UET 3 52 = UE 10 no. 89). 

7-8. For this clause, see 2.11.1.2. 
11-13. For this clause, see 2.5. 

Text: CBS 9540 (NATN 273). 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?I. 

(begin. destr.) 
1') [a(?)-ki(?)l-[ . . . I 
2') gib-gi-[bi(?)-im(?)] 
3 ') igi ur-dnanibgal 
4') Cnsi nibruki-ka-$2 
5') in-na-sum 
6')  Iur-dnin-urta sukal 
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7 ') Iigi-Sag5-Sag5 nu- banda IS-ra 
8') 1maS-da5 sagi 
9') mlugal-Czi-da 

10') I1]TxFRI-la-mu 
(rest destr.) 
(rev. destr.) 

Seal 
dSuLgi u[r-dnaniblgal 
nita kalag-ga Cn[si] 
lugal lirikl-ma nib,-&] 
lugal [ki-en-gi] k-uril dumu lugal-engar-diig 

Cn[si] 
nibrukika 

(1 ') [A(?)-ki(?)l-[ . . . J (2') [is] the guarantor. (3') Before Ur-Nanibgal, (4') the 
governor of Nippur, (5') he (i.e., the seller) transferred it (i.e., the object of sale). 
(6') Makla, the messenger; (7') Igi-SagSag, the supervisor of quemes; (8') Makla, the 
cupbearer; (9') Lugal-azida; (10') rX1-RI-lamu; [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. 
Seal of Ur-Nanibgal, the governor of Nippur, son of Lugal-engardug, the gove[mor] of 
Nippur, dedicated to Sulgi, the strong male, etc. 

Commentary 
My assumption that this text is a fragment of a sale document is based on the fact 

that the same transfer clause (lines 3'-5') occurs also in the Nippur sale no. 66. Cf. also 
nos. 66** and 66***. 

Ur-Nanibgal is documented as a governor of Nippur from 3 36 to 3 44lvii. See 
Zettler, AfO 31, 3. Ur-Nanibgal appears also in nos. 66** and 66***, which are 
likewise sealed with his seal. 

1'-2'. For this clause, see 2.11.1.2. 
3'-5'. For this clause, see 2.5. 
The same seal is impressed on nos. 66** and 66*** 

66**. 
Text: HS 1346 (TMHC n.F. 112 346). Collated by H. Waetzoldt, OA 15, 324. 1 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?I. 

(begin. destr.) 
1 ') [ . . . ] gib-gi-na 
2') [igi ur-dnalnibgal 
3 ') [Cnsi] nibruki-ka-32 
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4 ' )  [iln-na-sum 
5') [x]-Txl-da gals-18-gal 
6 ' )  [x(-x)]-me-egir(?!)-a sukal 
7 ') [u]r(?)-LI 
8') [x(-x)]-rxl dumu ur-LUH 

rev. 9') [x-kall-la dam-g&-20 
10') [x-x(-x)] dumu dhg-dhg-ga 

(space) 
(rest destr.) 

Seal 
[dsull-gi ur-dnanibgal 
[nita kalagl-ga Cnsi 
[lugal liriki-ma] nibru" 
[lugal ki-en-gi ki-uri] dumu lugal-engar-dhg 

[Cnlsi 
[nibru]ld-ka 

(1') [ . . . ] is the guarantor. (2') [Before Ur-Nalnibgal, (3') [the governor] of 
Nippur, (4') he (i.e., the seller) transferred it (i.e., the object of sale). (5') m-rxl-da,  
the chief constable; (6') [X(-x)]-me-egir(?)-a, the messenger; (7') [U]r(?)-LI; (8') [X(- 
x)]-rxl, son of Ur-LUH; (9') [X-kalla, the (head) merchant (of a group of) twenty 
(merchants); (10') [X-x(-x)], son of Dugduga; [these are the witnesses)]. Seal of Ur- 
Nanibgal, the governor of Nippur, son of Lugal-engardug, [the govelmor of [Nippur], 
dedicated to [$ullgi, [the strong male], etc. 

Commentary 
For the identification of this text as a sale document, and for its approximate date, 

see commentary to no. 66*. 
1 ' . For this clause, see 2.1 1.1.2. 
2'-4'. For this clause, see 2.5. 
9 ' . For the title dam-gBr-20, cf. dam-g&r-10 discussed in commentary to no. 

7:8-9. 
The same seal is impressed on nos. 66* and 66***. 

66***. 
T&: Ni. 1199 (NRVN 1 249). Collated by H. Waetzoldt, OA 14,312. 

J 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?I. 

(begin. destr.) 
1 ') [igi ur-dnanibgal] 

2 ' )  [Cnsi] nibrub-ka-St 
3') [in-n]a-sum 
4') rlugall-ad-da nu-banda en-nu 
5 ') 16-dingir-ra di-kud lugal 
6 ' )  i-ti-Ga 

lox. [&gal-6s 16-diigir-ra 
7 ') ku-ku(!)-a dumu ur-dda-mu 

(rev. destr.) 

Seal 
[dslul-gi [ulr-dnanibgal 
[nita kallag-ga Cnsi 
[lugal tirild-ma n i ~ [ b l  
[lugal ki-en-gi ki-uri] dumu lugal-engar-d[hg] 

Cnsi 
[nib]ru"-ka 

(1') [Before Ur-Nanibgal], (2') [the governor] of Nippur, (3') he (i.e., the 
seller) transferred it (i.e., the object of sale). (4') [Lugall-adda, the commandant of the 
prison; (5') Lu-dingira, the royal judge; (6') Iddin-Ea, the gendarme of Lu-dingira; 
(7') Kuku3a, son of Ur-Damu; [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. Seal of [UJr- 
Nanibgal, the governor of Nippur, son of Lugal-engard[ug], the governor of [Niplpur, 
dedicated to [Slulgi, [the strong male], etc. 

Commentary 
For the identification of this text as a sale document, and for its approximate date, 

see commentary to no. 66*. 
1'-3'. For this clause, see 2.5. 
The same seal is impressed on nos. 66* and 66**. 

67. 
Text: U. 6746 (UET 3 19). Collated by I. J. Gelb. 
Previous treatment: F. R. Kraus, BiOr 15 (1958): 72 and notes 9-10 (discussion of the 

If 

content). 
Origin: Adab. 
Date: $ 29 .  

1) [I slag-SAL 
2) [XI-Sdba(INANNA.ZA) 
3) [mu]-ni-im 
4) [gCme . . . 1-rxl-a-kam 
5) [x gin] kug-babbar-S6 
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6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 

1o.e. 16) 
rev. 17) 

18) 
19) 
20) 
21) 
22) 
23) 
24) 
25) 
26) 
27) 
28) 

[ . . . i]n-ii-sale 
[I . . . ]-[la1 zadim 
[I . . . ]-[el- a 
[I . . . 1-NE dam-glr 
[I . . . 1-ga 
[I . . . 1 Su-ba 
[ I .  . . 1-NE C-lo(?) 
[I . . . ]-ti 
[I . . . -l]a-mu 
[I . . . 1-bi(?) [dumu(?) . . . ]-[XI simug-bi 
[I . . . 1-a-ni 
[Illi-inim-gi-na 
[ki] ur-d &aS7-gi4 
[sag i]n(?)-sale-a tuS-<&me 
[igi] mu-ni-m@ ad-da Cnsi-ka-Sb 
a-a-kal-la egir 6nsi 
sag ba-sum 
'cis-a-ni dub-sar 
Idingir-gu-zu dub-sar 
Ila-la-a dub-sar 
Ipuzur4-i-li 1 6 - ~ . T l h  
1~1.A dumu Su-zu 
16-him-ma-bi-me 
(space) 
mu 6s-sa en e[riduki-gal ba-bun-g[i] 

Seal 
ur-d[&a~~-~i4] 
Cnsi 
adabh 
a-a-kal-la 
egir 6rad-zu 

(1) [One] woman, (2-3) her [name] is [XI-Suba, (4) [the slave woman of . . . 1-rxl- 
a, (5) for [X shekels] of silver (6) [ . . . ] bought. (7) [ . . . ]-la, the stone-worker; 
(8) [ . . . 1-Ea; (9) [ . . . 1-NE, the merchant; (10) [ . . . 1-ga; (11) [ . . . 1, 
the fisherman; (12) [ . . . 1-NE, . . . ; (13) [ . . . ]-ti; (14) [ . . . -l]amu; 
(15) [ . . . 1-bi(?), [son(?) of . . . 1-rxl, was the smith (i.e., the weigher of silver); 
(16) [ . . . 1-ani, (17) is the guarantor; (18-19) (these are the persons) who sat [at 
the place] where Ur-ASgi bought the ["head"]. (20) [Before] Munitnab, the father of the 
governor, (21) A2a-kala, the "retainer" of the governor, (22) transferred the "head." 
(23) Usani, the scribe; (24) Dingir-guzu, the scribe; (25) Lala3a, the scribe; 
(26) Puzur-ili, the . . . ; (27) SI.A, son of Suzu; (28) these are the witnesses. 
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(29) Date. Seal of A2a-kala, the "retainer," dedicated to Ur-[ASgi], the governor of 
Adab. 

Commentary 
The interpretation of this document presents some difficulties. It is virtually 

certain that no. 67, like all other sale documents from Adab, uses the operative section of 
Type A1 (see 2.1.1). Accordingly, we can assume that the seller in this transaction was 
[ . . . 1-rxl-a (1. 4). and that the buyer's name was recorded at the beginning of line 6 
(now destroyed). Based on lines 18-19, one may then identify the buyer as Ur-ASgi, 
almost certainly the same person as his namesake, the governor of Adab (see below). 
Furthermore, one may take it that Axa-kala, the "retainer" of the governor, who sealed the 
document, was the transferor of the sold woman, acting in place of the seller, while 
Munirnah, the governor's father, was the official who supervised and authorized the 
transfer. This whole interpretation, however, is somewhat weakened by the fact that 
there does not seem to be enough space before the verb in line 6 to accommodate Ur- 
ASgi's name. 

Kraus, BiOr 15,72, considered A3a-kala to be the seller and Munimab to be the 
buyer "[Zu hiinden des] Muni-mah, des Vaters des ensi, hat Aa-kala, der egir des ensi, 
die Sklavin iibergeben" (he reconstructed [Su] before mu-ni-m@ in 1. 20). However, the 
interpretation of A3a-kala as the seller is impossible, since, given the preserved signs, his 
name cannot be reconstructed in lime 4. 

This text is unique in that it lists two types of witnesses: the "bystanders," among 
whom are included the weigher of silver and the guarantor (11.7-17), and the witnesses 
proper 01. 23-28). For the discussion of the first type of witnesses, see 2.15.1. 

12. C- lo(?): The meaning? 
15. For this clause, see 2.12. 
16-17. For this clause, see 2.1 1.1.3. 
19, Kraus, op. cit., p. 72, read this line: [ki(?)] x sa1o.a tuS.Sa.me. 
20. The governor to whom the text refers must be Ur-ASgi, the governor of 

Adab during the reign of Sulgi and a predecessor of kjabaluke; Habaluke held this office 
at least since S 38 (see commentary to no. 74). Note that A2a-kala's seal is dedicated to 
Ur-ASgi. Most probably, Ur-ASgi himself appears in line 18. 

26. l c i - ~ . ~ l k :  This occupation(?) is not known to me. 

68. 
Text: U. 6747 (UET 3 14). Collated by I. J. Gelb. ,,,,, 
Origin: Adab. 
Date: 3 42.  

1) 1 sag-nita 
2) Su-dm@(?)l mu-ni-im 



3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

1o.e. 12) 
rev. 13) 

14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 

Text no. 68 

arad C-m*<-ki-dilg>-kam 
10 gin kug-babbar-Si: 
ur-mu-ru-keq 
in-Si-sale 
igi ur-da-hi nu-banda 
igi puzur4-daSa~7-gi4 dumu ur-6-a nu-banda 
[igi . . . ]-[XI mi-DUN 
[igi ur(?)-dblil(?)-ga(?)-mes [dumu] ~ - ~ a - b i  
[igi . . . ]-a1 simug 
[igi . . . 1-rxl simug [kug(?)-lal(?)-b]i-im 
[lx-tu]m(?)-mu 
Ian-rna(?)l-zu-zu 
Idnanna-ma-ba dub-sar 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
igi-bi sag ba-sum 
mu lugal-bi ba-pBd 
(space) 
mu ia-aS-ruki ba-bul 

Seals 
ur-da-hi 
dumu da-da-a 
nu-banda adabki 

6-mab-ki-dtig 
dub+= 
dumu ba-an-zi 

(1) One man, (2) his name is Suni-rmah(?)l, (3) the slave of Emalpkidug,, (4) for 10 
shekels of silver (5) Ur-mum (6) bought. (7) Before Ur-Ahi, the nu-banda of Adab; 
(8) before Puzur-ASgi, son of Ur-Ea, the overseer; (9) [before . . . 1-rxl, the caulker; 
(10) [before Ur(?)-B]ilgames(?), [son] of Ur-Abi; (1 1) [before . . . 1-al, the smith; 
(12) [before . . . 1-rxl, the smith, who was [the weigher of silver (?)I; (13) [X- 
tu]m(?)-mu; (14) Anna(?)-zuzu; (15) Nanna-maba, the scribe; (16) these are the 
witnesses. (17) Before them the "head" was transferred. (18) The oath by the name of 
the king was sworn (that the seller will not contest?). (19) Date. Seals of Ur-Abi, son 
of Dadaxa, the nu-banda of Adab, and Emah-kidug, the scribe, son of Banzi. 

Commentary 
Note that the present sale was authorized by Ur-Abi, the nu-banda of Adab, who 

heads the list of witnesses, and who also seals the tablet. See 2.13.1. 
3. The full form of the name is given in this person's seal. 
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7. Note that Ur-Abi is called nu-banda adadCi in his seal. In construction 
with a toponym, the title nu-banda denotes a military commander, "captain" or "major," 
rather than the more common "(civilian) overseer." The fact that Ur-Abi authorized the 
sale transaction attests to his importance; he was probably a senior military commander of 
Adab. 

9. mi-DUN: (written also m i - S U X D ~ ) ,  Akk. rnalirhu, "caulker, ship- 
builder." See CAD MJI, p. 149 (lexical section of rnalahu). For the meaning "caulker," 
see Edzard, AfO 19 (1959-60):18 n. 47, who translated mi-DUN as "~s~hal teur ,"  citing 
as evidence the Sargonic texts in which m i - D h  workers receive bitumen. 

12. For this clause, see 2.12. However, the reconstruction of this Line is not 
certain. 

17. For this clause, see 2.5. 

69. 
Text: U. 4864 (envelope) + U. 7002 (tablet) (UET 3 15, photo of the seal U E  10, pl. 

23 no. 395). Collated by J. N. Postgate. 
Origin: Adab. 
Date: 3 47 .  

rev. 

1 ') 
2') 
3') 
4') 
5 ' )  
6 ' )  
7') 
8 ' )  

1 sag-SAL 
ta-ri-Sa-8m mu-ni-im 
gCme dan-al-su-kam 
6(gur) l(pi) 40(sila) Se gur-Si: 
16-~EN.ZU dumu um-mi-a 
in-Si-sal0 
I[ir]ad-ni I ~ - ~ ~ I - L A L X ~ G I N  
Inam-ha-ni 16-GI$. SAG~.TAR 
Izu-ga-li muhaldim 
ISu-ma-ma dumu ki-ni-a 
Iza-an-nu-um Su-i 
Irda(?)l-da-a dumu r . . . 1 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
I ~ [ ~ ( ? ) ] - r x l - t u m  [( . . . )I 
Iba-an-da Bga-6s Cnsi 
hingir-i-zu dub-sar 
Ii-ti-lum dub-sar 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
igi-bi-Si: sag ba-sale 
mu lugal ba-pad 
Su ha-ba-lug-keq Cnsi ads* 
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Seal 
dm-al-su 
dumu ba-a-ga-a 

(1) One woman, (2) her name is DirISam, (3) the slave woman of Dan-alSu, (4) for 6 
gur, 1 pi, (and) 40 sila of barley (5) Lu-Sin, son of Ummia, (6) bought. (7) [Arladni, 

I 

the chief equerry(?) of . . . ; (8) Nambani, the . . . ; (9) Sukkalli, the cook; 
(10) S u - ~ a m a ,  son of KinPa; (11) Zannum, the barber; (12) rDa(?)l-daDa, son of 

I 
I 

f . . . 1; [ . . . ] (1') N[E(?)-rxl-tum, [( . . . )I; (2') Handa, the gendarme of the 
governor; (3') Dingir-izu, the scribe; (4') Iddin-ilum, the scribe; (5') these are the I 

wimesses. (6') Before them the "head" was bought. (7') The oath by the name of the 
king was sworn (that the seller will not contest?). (8') By the authority of Habaluke, the 
governor of Adab. (9') Date. Seal of Dan-alSu, son of Ba3aga3a. 

Commentary 
Lu-Sin acts as a buyer also in nos. 70 and 71. 
7 .  The title or occupation IS-~~I-LALXN~GIN (a type of an equerry?) is not 

otherwise attested. 
8. The meaning of IL~-GIS.SAG~.TAR is unknown. To my knowledge, 

this is the only occurrence of this profession(?). 
1 1. The same person is a witness also in no. 70: 10. 
6 ' . For this clause, see 2.5. 
8 For this clause, see 2.13.1. 

For Habaluke, who is attested as the governor of Adab from S 38 to SS 
5, see Steinkeller, Seals and Sealing, p. 47, and commentary to no. 74:3'. For the 
reading and meaning of the name, see idem, SEL 1 (1984):6,9. 

70. 
Text: U. 7283 (UET 3 46). Collated. 
Origin: Adab. 
Date: Ca. 3 47. 

1 sag-nita SIG7 
DINGIR-ma-lik mu-ni-im 
[arlad ur-gu-kam 
[x]+2 gin kug-babbar46 
16-~EN.zu 
in-Si-salO(NhDAxS~.~S) 
kn-nam-i-K dumu ku-za-a 
Ima-ga-N-urn dumu ur-LI 
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9) Iim-meer mutyldim 
10) Iza-nu-um Su-i 
11) Ii-ti<-a dumu Su-i-li fxl 
12) I[ . . . 1 

(rest destr.) 
(rev. destr.) 

Seal 
ur-rgul 
dumu fur(?)-sukall 

(1) One man, the . . . , (2) his name is Ilum-malik, (3) the [sllave of Ur-gu, (4) for 
[x]+2 shekels of silver (5) Lu-Sin (6) bought. (7) Ennam-ili, son of Kuzaxa; 
(8) Magarum, son of Ur-LI; (9) Immer, the cook; (10) Zannum, the barber; (1 1) Iddin- 
Ea, son of Su-ili, the rxl; (12) [ . . . 1; [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. 

Commentary 
Lu-Sin is a buyer also in nos. 69 and 71. Since Zannum, the barber (1. lo), 

appears as a witness also in no. 69:11, which is dated to S 47, the present text probably 
shares the same date. 

1. SIG7: Perhaps the same term as SIG7.A (meaning uncertain), for which 
see Oppenheim, Eames Collection, pp. 46-48. 

8. Legrain's copy shows clearly IM after ur-LI. However, this reading is 
not confmed by the collation; there are only scratches visible. 

71. 
Text: U. 7228 (UET 3 44). Collated by I. J. Gelb. 1 
Origin: Adab. 
Date: Ca. S 4 7. 

1) 1 sag-nita 
2) li-bur mu-ni-[im] 
3) dumu sag-ri[g,](PA.S AL.KA[B .DU]) 
4) Sa-at-i-li dam [ . . . -kam] 
5) 8 gin kug-[babbar-361 
6) M-dEN.ZU dumu [um-mi-a] 
7) in-Si-s[alo] 

(space) 
8) [x] Sa-at-i-li [ . . . ] 

(rest destr.) 
(rev. destr.) 
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(1) One man, (2) his name is Libur, (3) the young donated slave (lit.: donated 
child) (4) of Sat-ili, wife of [ . . . 1, (5) for 8 shekels of sil[ver] (6) Lu-Sin, son of 
[Ummia], (7) bought. (8) [x] Sat-ili [ . . . ] I 

Commentary 
Lu-Sin is most probably the same person as the buyer in nos. 69 and 70. This 

I 
allows us to date this text to ca. ,!Y 47 (no. 69 is dated to 47). 

3. For sag-rig,, usually spelled sag-rig7, Akk. Sirku, "donated, given as a 
gift," see Falkenstein, NSGU 3, pp. 154-155. The term dumu sag-rigx parallels Lad 
sag-rig7, "donated slave," and gCme sag-rig7, "donated slave woman," cited by 

I 

Falkenstein, ibid., p. 155. It would appear that Libiir had been given to Sat-ili as a gift. 
I 

6.  The name of the buyer's father is reconstructed on the basis of no. 695. 

72. 
Text: U. 7003 (UET 3 18). Collated by J. N. Postgate. , 

Origin: Adab. 
Date: AS 2. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6 )  
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 

1 sag-SAL 
i - l i - ~ ~ ~ ( B b - S e $ i i ~ ) r i  mu-ni-im 
g6me bu-la-li-kam 
8 gin kug-babbar-Si: 
ur-dnisaba 
in-Si-sale 
igi [ . . . I  
dumu [ . . . I 
ITXI-[ . . . 1 
dumu puzur4-[ . . . ] 
Iur-nigin- [gar] 
dumu bC-DU.DU drub(?)-sad?)] 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
igi-bi-Sb sag ba-sale 
mu lugal ba-phd 
Su Ba-ba-lug-ke4 
tnsi adabki 
mu d a m a r - d ~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ,  lugal ur-bi-lumki mu-bul 

Seal 
bu-la-li 
dumu puzur4-ir-ra 

(1) One woman, (2) her name is Ili-diri, (3) the slave woman of Buldi, (4) for 8 
shekels of silver (5) Ur-Nisaba (6) bought. (7) Before [ . . . 1, (8) son of [ . . . 1; 
(9) [XI-[ . . . 1, (10) son of Puzur-[ . . . 1; (11) Ur-niginrgar], (12) son of He- 
DU.DU, the sc[ribe(?)]; (13) these are the witnesses. (14) Before them the "head" was 
bought. (15) The oath by the name of the king was sworn (that the seller will not 
contest?). (16) By the authority of Habaluke, (17) the governor of Adab. (18) Date. 
Seal of Buldi, son of Puzur-Irra. 

Commentary 
The correct accession number of the tablet is U. 7003 (as given in UET 3 

Indexes, p. 282, against UET 3 pl. III, which has U.7033). 
3. Buldi: For this PN, see Gelb, MAD 3, pp. 96-97 (under buldum). 
14. For this clause, see 2.5. 
1 6 1 7 .  For this clause, see 2.13.1. 

73. 
Text: FLP 897 (MVN 3 268). 
Origin: Adab. !i' 
Date: S S  5. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 

1 113 sar 6 gin C-da-a i~ KI.UD 
6 a-za-da-kam 
4 1/3 gin kug-babbar-Sb 
Su-i-li 
in-Si-sa10 
Iab-ba-kal-la dumu ur-mes 
Ibu-6-za-nu-um dumu Sa-bu-lum 
Ia-da-12 dumu p u z ~ r q - ~  @as7-& 
'Su-ma-ma dumu mfi-gurg-ri 
qugal-an-ni dumu ~ r - ~ l u l - ~ a - b  
Iur-den-lil-18 dumu zu-la-a 
Ii-ba-li-is dumu i - z u - ~ f ~  
Iur-dSul-pa-& dumu SeS-kal-la 
IKA-~~-DINGIR dumu Su-ga-tum 
Ilugal-ezen simug 
ldamar-dEN.ZU-an-d[al] dub-[sar] 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
igi-bi-Sb C ba-sale 
mu lugal-bi in-phd 
Su ha-ba-lug-keq Cnsi ads* 
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u.e. 21) mu ds-sa diu-~EN.[ZU lugal] driki-ma-ke4 bid mar-[ru] mu-ri-iq 
ti-id-nim m[u-dii] 

Seal 
a-za-da 
dumu e-lum-ma 

(1) One (and) 113 sar (and) 6 gin of a built-up house-lot and empty ground, (2) the 
house-lot of Azada, (3) for 4 113 shekels of silver (4) Su-ili (5) bought. (6) Abba- 

kala, son of Ur-mes; (7) Bu='uz%num, son of Sabulum; (8) Adallal, son of Puzur-ASS; 
(9) S u - ~ a m a ,  son of Magure; (10) Lugal-ane, son of Ur-Sulpae; (1 1) Ur-Enlila, son of 
Zula2a; (12) Ippalis, son of Issu-arik; (13) ~r-Sulpae,  son of S~S-kala; (14) Pilma- 
ilum, son of Sugatum; (15) Lugal-ezen, the smith; (16) Amar-Sin-and[ul], the sc[ribe]; 
(17) these are the witnesses. (18) Before them the house was bought. (19) He (i.e., 
Azada) swore by the name of the king (not to contest?). (20) By the authority of 
Habaluke, the governor of Adab. (21) Date. Seal of Azada, son of Elurnma. 

Commentary 
1. For the term 6-dii-a h KLUD, see 3.2.1.1. 
12. For the name Issu-arik, see Gelb, MAD 3, pp. 16-17 (under idum). 

For the name fima-ilum, see ibid., p. 210 (under pum). 
18. For this clause, see 2.5. 
20. For this clause, see 2.13.1. 

74. 
Text: U. 6962 (UET 1 63 = UET 3 9,  photo of the seal UE 10, pl. 25 no. 408). b 

Collated by J. N. Postgate. 
Origin: Adab. 
Date: [?I. 

1) 20  [ . . . I  
2) x [ . . . I  
3) AN [ . . . I  

(rest destr.) 
rev. (begin. destr.) 

1 ') mu lugal-bi in-[p?id] 
2') ba-ba-lus-keg Cnsi ad[abldl 

(space) 
1.e. 3') mu lis-s[a . . . ] 

Seal 
dsul-gi 

~ t a  kalag-ga 
lugal 6riki-ma 
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dumu ir-r[a- . . . ] 
[6rad-zu] 

(1') He (i.e., the seller) swore by the name of the king (not to contest?). (2') (By the 
authority of) Habaluke, the govemor of Adab. (3') Date. Seal of Lu-Sin (i.e., the 
seller?), the messenger, son of Irr[a- . . . 1, dedicated to Sulgi. 

Commentary 
This text is most probably a fragment of a sale document. For the structure, cf. 

nos. 69, 72, and 73. 
2'. For this clause, see 2.13.1. Note that in the other Adab texts which 

contain this clause (nos. 69, 72, 73), the name of the govemor is preceded by Su, 
"authority." 

3'. L. Legrain, UET 3 (Indexes), p. 276, assigns to this tablet the year- 
name mu 6s-sa, followed by a note D. 33 (= Dungi 33). Since Legrain commonly 
abbreviated year-names this way in UET 3, I had originally assumed that the whole 

formula is actually recorded on the tablet, and dated the tablet to 9 35. Based on this 
evidence, I suggested (Seal and Sealing, p. 47) that this tablet offers the earliest date for 
Habaluke, the governor of Adab (the date given there was S 36, following Ungnad's 
numbering of Sulgi's year-names). However, the subsequent collation of the line in 
question, kindly supplied by J. N. Postgate, shows only mu 6s-s[a . . . 1. 
Accordingly, the above dating is no longer valid; the earliest reference to Habaluke as 
governor of Adab is now 9 38 (MVN 3 250). 

75. 
Text: A 22108 (to be published by R. M. Whiting). Collated. 
Origin: ESnunna. 
Date: 3 47 .  

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

1o.e. 10) 

11) 
rev. 12) 

[X glu-za [C-dh-a] 
r s h  91 112 gin gin ku[g-bablbar 
ki be-li-ba-bi-i[S(-ta)] 
ab-si-bi in-sag 
igi SU-~EN.ZU ugula-geSta 
igi gu-m-ub-dEN.Zu 
igi a-ti-na-tum 
igi bi-du(?)-du(?) 
igi h-zu-ul 
igi puzur4-i-li 
dumu be-li-ha-bi-ii NI-rxl 
i[gi] DINGIR-ba-ni 
(space) 
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13) a-b[u-ki-i]n simug 
14) rdumul gu-gu-za-ni 
15) 9ndur-sag-ba-ni 
16) dub-sar 
17) [mlu 6s ki-masfi ba-bul 

Seal 
dkndur-sag-ba-ni 
dumu la-lu(?)-urn(?) 
dub- [s~]  

(1) [x] gu-za (measures) of a [built-up house-lot], (2) (its) price (is) r91 112 shekels of 
silver, (3) from BEli-habig (4) Absibi bought. (5) Before Su-sin, the officer (in 
charge) of sixty (men); (6) before Kurub-Sin; (7) before Atinatum; (8) before 
Bidudu(?); (9) before Uzul; (10) before Puzur-ili, (11) son of BEli-BabiS, the r . . . 1; 
(12) before Ilum-bbi. (13) Ah[u-kiln, the smith, (14) son of Guguzani, (was the 
weigher of silver). (15) Hendursag-bbi (16) (was) the scribe. (17) Date. Seal of 
Hendursag-btini, son of Lalum(?), the scribe. 

Commentary 
Note that the weigher of silver and the scribe are listed following the witnesses 

but separately from them. This pattern appears to be characteristic of the Ur I11 sale 
documents from ESnunna, since it is also attested in no. 76, the other sale document of 
that origin. 

1. The area measure gu-za is attested exclusively at Ebnunna, from the 
Sargonic (e.g., MAD 1 336:6, written GIS.GU.ZA) to the Old Babylonian period 
(courtesy R. M. Whiting). As Dr. Whiting suggests to me, one gu-za is probably an 
equivalent of one sar. 

4. Note the spelling sag for sale. The same writing also occurs in no. 
106:3' and in an Old Babylonian sale document published by K. R. Veenhof, Symbolae 
Bohl, p. 361 LB 3232:22'. 

5 .  For the title ugula-geSta, see commentary to no. 10:3. 
10-1 1. Note that this witness is the son of the seller. 
13-14. For this clause, see 2.12. 
15-16. For this clause, see 2.14. 
Seal. This is the only instance of the scribe sealing a sale document in Ur I11 

sales. See 2.18.1. 

76. 
Text: TA 1931-'I249 (to be published by R. M. Whiting). Collated. 
Origin: ESnunna. 
Date: Ner-&um I l(?)/ix(?). 

rev. 
1') 
2 ' )  
3 '1 

23 113 sar Id-g&l 
kug-babbar nig-sim(NhDAxS~.AS.A~)-bi 2/3 ma-na 1R gin 
ki ~ - ~ U - D U G  dumu kur-la-n6m 
ba-ha-ru-um dumu ip-ku-ba 
in-salO(NhD~xS~.AS.AS) 
mu lugal-bi in-pkl 
igi i-ba-li-is ha-[za-nh] 
igi Su-ga-t[um] 
[igi] puzur4-dEN-[x] 
[igi XI-rxl-UR-[ . . . ] 
[igi . . . 1-rNI(?)l-[ . . . ] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
[1]6-inim-[ma-bi-me] 
6-a-gLb-bi si[mug] kug-[lal-bi] 
Su-ku-bu-urn dub-s[ar] 
(space) 
iti ma-m[i]-turn 
mu sagdu(SAGxDU) su-bir4 tibir-ra ba-ab-ra 

Seal 
~ - ~ U - D U G  
dumu kur-ba-nu-um 

(1) Twenty-three (and) 113 sar of uncultivated land, (2) the silver of its price (is) 2/3 
rnina (and) 1/2 shekeI of silver, (3) from Ahu-gb, son of Kurlbum, (4) Paharum, son 
of IpquSa, (5) bought. (6) He (i.e., Aku-gb) swore by the name of the king (not to 
contest?). (7) Before Ippalis, the ma[yor]; (8) before Sugat[um]; (9) [before] Puzur- 
EN-[x]; (10) [before XI-rxl-UR-[ . . . 1; (11) [before . . . 1-TNI(?)l-[ . . . 1; 
[ . . . 1; (1') these are the wit[nesses]. (2') Ea-gabbi, the sm[ith], was the [weigher] 
of silver. (3') Sukubum (was) the sc[ribe]. (4'-5') Date. Seal of Ahu-@b, son of 
KurSinum. 

Commentary 
1. For the term ki-gil, see 3.2.1.2. 
2 ' .  For this clause, see 2.12. 

6-a-g8b-bi: Perhaps to be interpreted as Ea-gabbi, "Ea-is-all-I-have." 
Cf. the MB and NB personal names with the element gabbu, "entirety, all, every, any," 
cited by CAD G, p. 5a. If this identification is correct, it would be the only occurrence 
of gabbu prior to the MB period. 

3 '. For this clause, see 2.14. 
4 ' .  Dr. Whiting informs me that Mammitum appears to have been the ninth 

month at ESnunna. 
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5 ' .  For the reading and meaning of this date formula, see most recently 
Civil, RA 70 (1976):189. Dr. Whiting, who studied extensively the chronology of the 
early OB ESnunna, believes that this date belongs to the beginning of the reign of Nur- 
@urn i; most likely, it is his first regnal year. The reign of N k - G u m  I roughly 
corresponds to the last years of Ibbi-Sin. 

Text: 17T 2 2766. 
Origin: Lag&. 
Date: SS 4/v. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 

1o.e. 19) 

14 112 gin kub-babbar 
n i g - s & n ( N h I ~ ~ S ~ . A S )  til-la 
16-mi-gurs-ri-kam(?) 
nam-@-dba-6 
ur-dEN.ZU-ra 
in-na-sum 
nu-gk-gi4 
mu nu-gi4-g[k-S2] 
mu lugal-b[i] pAd-da 
16-r61 
Idutu-kalame 
Iur-dun 
Iur-mes 
Iur-dm=-ama-Sagg-ga 
Iad-KA-gi-na 
Ial-la-D1.m 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti munuq-kug-ka 
mu bAd mar-tu badh 

(1) Fourteen and a half shekels of silver, (2) the complete price (3) of Lu-magure, 
(4) Nammab-Bau (5) to Ur-Sin (6) gave. (7) Not to contest, (8-9) in order not to 
contest, the oath by the name of the king was sworn. (10) U3u; (11) Utu-kalame; 
(12) Ur-dun; (13) Ur-mes; (14) Ur-MesamaSaga; (15) Ad-KA-gina; (16) Alla-DI.NE, 
(17) these are the witnesses. (18-19) Date. 

Commentary 
14. To my knowledge, the deity MesamaSaga is not otherwise attested. 
16. The element DI.NE also appears in the Ur ILI names dlama-DINE, lugal- 

DI.NE, nigir-DI.NE, sukal-DI.NE, and dutu-DI.NE (see Limet, Anthroponymie, 
p. 224). Of those, lugal-DLNE is attested already in the Sargonic period (TMHC 5 102 
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iii 2). Given the existence of the parallel names al-la-di-mu, dlama-rile-di-mu, and dutu- 
di-mu (Limet, op.  cit . ,  p. 224), DLNE is possibly to be read di-d6 Idida-el and 
connected with di-da, "judgment," for which see CAD D, p. 151 (under lexical section 
of dulu); Edzard, SRU, p. 149 note to 1. 10. For the construction and spelling, cf. lugal- 
Shd-d2 /-Sud-e/ (Westenholz, OSP 1, p. 91). 

18; Note the spelling -kug- for -k6-. 

78. V 

Text: ITT 2 3470 + G. Buccellati, Amorites, pl. XIV no. 25 (collations). Tablet and 
envelope. 

Previous treatments: M. Lambert, RA 57 (1963):197 no. 50 (translit. and transl.); 
Buccellati, Arnorites, p. 54 (translit. and transl.). 

Origin: Lag&. 
Date: SS 5. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 

11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 

16) 

17) 
18) 

8 gin kug-babbar 
nig-s irn(NiND~x$~ .A$.~S)  urn-ki-bi h dam dumu-na-Si: 
ki a-kal-la-ta 
ba-ta-niun mar-% 
h d~ul-gi-da dumu-ni 
Su ba-ti 
nig-s&n(NiND~x$E.AS.A~)-bi in-til 

mu lugal-bi in-pid 
igi lugal-me-lh-ki: 
(envelope adds sipad) 
igi ur-ki-gu-la nigu-5k 
igi lli-nigir a z l a g X ( ~ u . T l j ~ ) - ~ 2  
igi dutu-bar-ra simug-S2 
igi a-gi-na-S2 

(space) 
mu 6s-sa diu-dEN.ZU lugal bhdki mar-tu i-dh 
Envelope adds: 
mu ba-ta-ndm-ib 
kiSib d~ul-gi-da dumu-na ib-ra 

Seal 
dSu[l-gi-ria] 
&a(?)-[6s(?)] 
dumu ba-u-ra-n6m 
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(1) Eight shekels of silver, (2) as the price of Uru-kibi and his wife (and) children, 
(3) from Akala (4) Batanum, the Amorite, (5) and Sulgida, his son, (6) received. 
(7) He (i.e., Akala) completed (the payment of) the price. (8-9) They (i.e., the 
sellers) swore by the name of the king not to contest. (10) Before Lugal-melam, (the 
shepherd); (11) before Ur-kigula, the herald; (12) before Lu-nigir, the fuller; 
(13) before Utu-bara, the smith; (14) before Agina; (15) these are the witnesses. 
(16) Date. (17) In place of (the seal of) Bathum (18) the seal of Sulgida, his son, was 
rolled. Seal of Su[lgida], the gen[dme(?)], son of Bain%num(!). 

Commentary 
7. For this clause, see 2.2.3. 
8. According to Buccellati, Amorites, p. 54: "Collation shows that 1. 8 as 

copied by the original editor is incomplete." However, on the basis of the context, there 
is nothing missing in the line. 

Seal. &a(?)-[6s(?)]: Buccellati, ibid., p. 54, reads C? [x XI. 
ba-ir-ra-n6m: Clearly a variant spelling of the name ba-ta-n6m (11. 4, 

17). Buccellati, ibid., p. 137, was unable to explain the phonological correspondence 
between these two forms. 

79. 
Text: Th. G. Pinches, BTBC 53. d 
Previous treatment: Pinches, BTBC, pp. 61-62 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: LagaS. 
Date: 3.5 7/v. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

rev. 7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 

7 gin la1 igi-3-g6l kug-babbar 
&n til-a g~me-dna-ni-a-Sb 
ki ur-ki-gu-la-ta 
lugal-ezen engar 
Su ba-ti 
nu-bil-da 
mu lugal-bi i-pkl 
igi ab-ba-mu-Si: 
igi geme-dlarna-2 2 
igi 16-dna-ni-a dumu )C-ma-zi-zi-Si: 
igi Sags-a-ga-St: 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti munu4-k6 
mu ma-da za-ab-Sa-li ba-hul 

(1) Six and 213 shekels of silver, (2) as the complete price of Geme-Narua, (3) from 
Ur-kigula (4) Lugal-ezen, the farmer, (5) received (6-7) He (i.e., Lugal-ezen) swore 
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by the name of the king not to transgress (the agreement). (8) Before Abbamu; 
(9) before Geme-Lama; (10) before Lu-Narua, son of Ejemazizi; (1 1) before Saga; 
(12) these are the witnesses. (13-14) Date. 

Commentary 
6-7. For this clause, see 2.6.3.2. 

nu-bfl-da: I assume that bfl stands for bala, Akk. nukkuru, "to change, 
violate." 

Text: A 0  13019 (FT 2, pl. L TG 3312). 
Origin: LagaS. 
Date: SS 8/iii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

rev. 8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 

u.e. 16) 

1 gin kug-babbar 
nig-s&n(fi~~~xS~.A$.AS)~ til-la 
&me-dutu-ka 
Id l u g a l - s u l u ~ u ( ~ i ~ ( ! ) . ~ ~ )  
ur-dba-6-keq 
[Su] rbal-an-ti 
[igi x1-I-x-x-Si:l 
[igi XI-sag-[ . . . ] 16-gi%r-rSi:l 
igi ur-dig-dim-St 
igi 16-dnin-gir-su-Sb 
igi ~ ~ - ~ E N . Z U - S &  
igi ku-ru-Sags-Sags-Si: 
igi nin-dub-sar-li: 
igi nin-ezen-Si: 
[iti] ezen-dl$-si4 
[mu mi-gulrg-ma [ba-dim] 

(1) One shekel of silver, (2) the complete price (3) of Geme-Utu, (4) from Lugal- 
suluhu (5) Ur-Bau (6) received. (7) [Before XI-Tx-xl; (8) [before] [XI-sag-[ . . . I ,  
the "forester"; (9) before Ur-Igalim; (10) before Lu-Ningirsu; (11) before Lu-Sin; 
(12) before Kuru-Saglag; (13) before Nin-dubsar; (14) before Nin-ezen. (15- 
16) Date. 

Commentary 
4. For other occurrences of this name, which is also written -S~G.SUD 

(e.g., HSS 4 4 iii 19'), see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 472 (under Lugal-sig-BU). For 
suluhu, Akk. sulumhii, a long-fleeced breed of sheep, see W. Heimpel, Tierbilder, 
p. 227; CAD S, p. 371. 
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8. 16-giitir: A worker employed in the reverain thickets or copses. See 
Steinkeller in M. A. Powell,ed., Labor in the Ancient Near East, AOS 68 (New 
Haven, 1987). p. 75. 

1 
Li Text: ITT 3 6370. 

Origin: Lag&. 
Date: SS 8. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

rev. 7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 

u.e. 15) 

1 dumu-SAL 16-dnin-8ubur in-mu-na-si mu-ni 
4 gin igi-4-ga kug-babbar nig-s8mh til-a-ni-$2 
GANA.SUKU-~U-~ 
16-dnin-Subur-ra 
in-Si-sale 
kug-bi-ta ib-ni l  
nu-h-gi4-g[i4-da] 
mu lugal-bi in-[pM] 
16-dnanSe-ke4 nam-[1]6-gk-na>-ab-turn-bi-S.5 
mu lugal-bi in-pid 
igi 16-ddumu-zi-da dumu in-na-na 
igi ur-t61-sag mug-l&@U)-Sb 
igi ur-dsi4-an-na-St 
igi arna-mu-ha-me-na-3.5 
mu mi-guru-me ba-dim 

(1) One daughter of Lu-NinSubur, her name is Inmunasi, (2) for 4 114 shekels of silver, 

1 her complete price, (3) G A N A . $ U K U - ~ U ~ ~  (4) from NinSubur (5) bought. (6) He 
I (i.e., G A N A . S U K U - ~ U ~ ~ )  completed the payment of this silver (lit.: he went out of 

this silver). (7-8) He (i.e., Lu-NinSubur) swore by the name of the king that he will 
not contest. (9-10) Lu-NanSe swore by the name of the king for the guarantorship. 
(11) Before Lu-Dumuzida, son of Innana; (12) before Ur-tulsag, the snake charmer; 
(1 3) before Ur-Sianna; (14) before Amamu-bamena; (1 5) Date. 

I Commentary 
Note that the sold girl is the daughter of the seller. 
3. The PN G,&NA.!XJKU-~U-~, "producing(?) (-mu- for -m6-?) prebend- 

field," is most unusual. However, the context assures that this is the name of the buyer. 
6. For this clause, see 2.2.4. 
9-10. For this clause, see 2.11.1.1. 
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82. 
Text: ITT 2 35 12. 
Previous treatment: M. Lambert, RA 57 (1963):198 no. 56 (translit. and transi.). 
Origin: Lag&. 
Date: IS llviii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 

4 gin igi-4-gd kug-babbar 
n i g - s & n ( N i ~ ~ A x S ~ . ~ S ) h  til-la 
I ~ n - k U ~ - z u  dumu ur-gar 
ur-ki-m*-ke4 
in-Si-sale 
116-dnin-gir-su dam-gir 
Ilugal-8-zi-[da] 
Iur-dnin-[ . . . ] 
I d ~ ~ 4 - ~ a - [  . . . ] 
[' . . . I  
1[6-him-ma-bi-me] 
mu [nin-kug-zu-3.51 
kiSib ur-[gar-ra (ad-da-na)] 
ib-[ra] 
d lugal i-p[id] 
iti ezen-dba-6 
mu di-bi-~EN.ZU lugal 

(1) Four and 114 shekels of silver, (2) (this is) the complete price (3) of Nin-kugzu, 
son of Ur-gar; (4) Ur-kimab (5) bought him (i.e., Nin-kugzu sold himself to Ur- 
kimah). (6) Lu-Ningirsu, the merchant; (7) Lugal-azi[da]; (8) Ur-Nin-[ . . . 1; 
(9) Duga-[ . . . 1; (10) [ . . . 1; (11) these [are the witnesses]. (12) In place of 
[(the seal of) Nin-kugzu] (13) the seal of Ur-[gar, (his father)], (14) was [rolled]. 
(15) He (i.e., Nin-kugzu) swore by the life of the king (not to contest?). ( 1 6 1 7 )  Date. 

Commentary 
This text is a self-sale document. 
3. Since Nin-kugzu is predominantly a female name (see the examples listed 

in Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 514), it is possible that in spite of the use of dumu and not 
dumu-SAL the person in question is a woman. 

12-14. Reconstructed after no. 78:17-18. These lines demonstrate that the tablet 
originally had a sealed envelope. 

15. For zi lugal-(ak)-(bi), in place of the usual mu lugal-(A)-(bi), see 
2.10.1. 
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83. 
Text: ITT 3 6582 + NSGU 3, pl. 1 no. 9 (collations). \J 
Previous treatment: A. Falkenstein, NSGU 2, pp. 13-14 no. 9 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Lags. 
Date: I?]. 

(begin. destr.) 
1 ') [dutulrba-i:l [dumu] ba-zi-ra 
2') in-Si-sale 
3') nu-a-&-&-da 

rev. 4') dutu-bal-e 
5') mu lugal-bi in-pid 
6') [ISe]S(?)-kal-][a(?)] rx x xl 

(rest destr.) 
1.e. [ . . . D]U(?)-ba 

(1') from [Utul-rbael, [son] of Bazi, (2') he bought. (3'-5') Utu-bae swore by the 
name of the king that he will not contest. (6') [$el$(?)-kal[a(?)]; [ . . . ; (these are the 
witnesses)]. 

Commentary 
Falkenstein, NSGU 2, pp. 13-14, classified this text as  a "Gerichtliche 

Beurkundung eines Kaufes," basing this interpretation on his reconstruction of 1. 6': [x] 
x-KAL du[mu]-l[d]-x-x [ma]Sk[im], and of 1.e.: [x x x x ki-ba glub-ba. However, these 
readings do not seem to be supported by his own collations. The signs on the left edge 
are most probably remains of the date formula. 

84. 
Text: ITT 5 6837 + NSGU 3, pl. 8 no. 100 (collations). 

c. 
Previous treatment: A. Falkenstein, NSGU 2, pp. 163-164 no. 100 (translit. and 

transl.). 
Origin: Lag&. 
Date: [?I. 

1 113 sar [C ( . . . )] 
nig-sham til-la-bi 5 112 gin kug-babbar-Si: 
~ - ~ i ~ - a l i m  dumu ur-Sags-ga-keq 

[ur-Sagg-gal 
m[u] lu[gal-bi in-psd] 
(rest destr.) 

Text no. 84-85 

rev. (begin. destr.) 
1') [x]-rxi-[ . . . I 
21) 16-rdir . . . I 
3 ')  ur-rdl[ . . . I 
4 ')  16-[ . . . ] 
5') [xi-[ . . . I 

(rest destr.) 

(1) One and 113 sar of a [house], (2) for its complete price, 5 112 shekels of silver, 
(3) Ur-Igalim, son of Ur-Saga, (4) [from] Ur-Saga, his father, (5) bought. (6-8) [Ur- 
Saga swore] by the name of the king that he will not [return] to the house (with claims). 
[ . . . 1; (1') [XI-rxl-[ . . . 1; (2') Lu-[ . . . 1; (3') Ur-[ . . . 1; (4') Lu-  

[ . . . 1; (5') [XI-[ . . . 1; [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. 

Commentary 
Though this text was classified by Fakenstein, NSGU 2, pp. 163-164, as a 

fragment of a court Sammelurkunde, it almost certainly is a sale document. Note that the 
same form of the no-contest clause is found in the Ur sale no. 105:7-8. 

3-4. Note that the buyer is the son of the seller. 

85. 
Text: LB 2519 (TLB 3 170). I/ 
Origin: Lag&. 
Date: [?I. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6) 
7) 

rev. 8) 
9) 

[ . . . h] ba-la-d[ . . . ] 
dumu gCme-diSkur-me 
ba-zi lfi ur-lug[al]-ka-$2 
dutu-bar-ra dumu ur-$[agg-gal dumu dub-sar-mah 
in-lti-sale 
sh-ma-ni 15 gin kug-bab[bar] in-ti1 
ur-lum-ma dumu NI-Txl-[(x)] sipad 
[ . . . I  
[ . . . -r]a(?) 
(rest destr.) 
A scribal mark (6) 

(1) [ . . . and] Hala-[ . . . 1, (2) children of Geme-ISkur, (3) from Bazi, the man of 
Ur-lug[al], (4) Uru-bara, son of Ur-S[aga], grandson of the chief scribe, (5) bought. 
(6) Their(!) price, 15 shekels of silver, he compIeted. (7) Ur-lurnma, son of NI-rxl- 
[(x)], the shepherd; (8) [ . . . 1; (9) [ . . . -r]a(?); [ . . . ; (these are the 
witnesses)]. 
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Commentary 
4. Ur-Saga, son of the chief scribe, is also mentioned in the LagaS texts 

Jacobsen Copenhagen 53 i 11, vi 13 ($ 33) and Barton Haverford 1 1 iv 2 , 6  (9 36). 
The name of his father is given in another Lag& tablet: 6(gur) dabin gur lugal ki da-da- 
ga sabra kiSib ur-Sags-ga dumu da-da ur-Sags-ga cdumu, dub-sar-m@ Su ba-ti, "6 gur of 
tappinnu-flour, (according to) the royal gur, from Dadaga, the majordomo - the seal of 
Ur-Saga, son of Dada - Ur-Saga,cson> of the chief scribe, received" (MVN 2 1961-5 - 
9 30). One has to emend dumu, since, as shown by the earlier-cited texts, Dada held the 
office of dub-sar-@ as late as $ 36, and therefore Ur-Saga could not have occupied the 
same office in $30. The title dub-sar-mah, relatively common in the Pre-Sargonic and 
Sargonic periods, is very rare in Ur III times. Apart from Dada, the only other dub-sar- 
rna l~  known to me is Ur-Enlila, who was active at Umma (Nikolski 2 466:3 - 43; 
SET 125 - $ 44; 47:2 - $ 43). 

6. sh-ma-ni: The expected form is sim(-ma)-ne-ne, since the object of the 
uansaction is plural. 

1 . .  The same scribal mark occurs, also on the left edge, in the LagaS texts 
TLB 3 75 ($ 47) and 82 (3 48). 

86. 
L 

Text: I n  3 6518 + 6543 + NSGU 3, pl. 19 no. 21 1 (collations). 
Previous treatment: A. Falkenstein, NSGU 2, pp. 367-371 no. 211 (translit. and 

transl.). 
Origin: La@. 
Date: AS 7. 

i 7) $$me-*&I-u18-Sa g6me a-Sags-ga 
8) 6 gin kug-babbar-Sb 
9) a-Sagg-ga-a 

10) ur-mes-e 
11) igi di-kud-ne-[Sk] in-Si-sale 
12) ba-ba-mu m&[kim](PA.[KAS4]) 

(i 7) Geme-Sauia, the slave woman of ASaga, (8) for 6 shekels of silver (9) from 
ASaga (10) Ur-mes (1 1) bought before the judges. (12) Babamu (was) the bailiff. 

Commentary 
This text is not a regular sale document, but a record of the official authorization 

of a sale transaction, included in a court Sammelurkunde. It is notable that the 
transaction was concluded before judges, and that it was attended by a bailiff (maSkim). 
See also 2.13.1. 

Text no. 87 

87. 
Text: MDP 28 410. 
Previous treatment: V. Scheil, MDP 28, pp. 56-57 (manslit. and transl.). 1 
Origin: Susa. 

1) [l] sag-SAL MI-[I<(?)]-i-[li(?)] mu-ni-i[m] 
2) s h - b i  kug 7 g[in] 
3) ki a-lu-ta 
4) h mi-a-ti 
5) en-ni-na-d[a] 
6) in-Si-sal0 
7) gii-gana ib-ta-ab-la 

rev. 8) igi pa-at-na-Sum 
9) igi h-ma-ni 

10) igi i-bu-kum 
11) igi ir-ra-ur-sag 
12) igi a-hu-wa-gik 
13) igi ir-ra-an-dhl simug 
14) igiri-ib-Su [( . . . )I 
15) igi si-ba-am(?) [( . . . )] 
16) igi-ne-ne-[Sk] 
17) 16-him-ma-[bi-me] 
18) [mu] lugal in-[pid] 

1.e. 19) [ilti a-da-xu-um 
20) mu 6s-sa-a si-ma-n6mki ba-hul 

(1) [One] woman, her name is Sil[li(?)]-i[li(?)], (2) her price (is) 7 she[kels] of silve 

(3) from Alu (4) and Mi3ati (5) Enni-na3d[a] (6) bought. (7) They (i.e., tf 
sellers) made her cross over the gig-gana. (8) Before PatnaSum, (9) before Uman 
(10) before Ibukum, (11) before Irra-ursag, (12) before Ahu-waqar, (13) before Irri 
andul, the smith, (14) before RibSu [( . . . )I, (15) before Sibam(?) [( . . . ) 
(16) before them, (17) the witnesses, (18) they (i.e., the sellers) [swore by the namc 
of the king (not to contest?). (19-20) Date. 

Commentary 
1. For the name Silli-ili, see Gelb, MAD 3, pp. 243-244 (under si!lum). 
6. The expected form is in-ne-Si-sale, "he bought from them." 
7. For this clause, see 2.4. 

1%-ta-ab-la: = Ii-b-ta-balal. Cf. e-ki-ib-la alternating with 6-ki-bala i 
Orienralia Suecana 10 (1961):4 11. 7-8 and 63-64. See Sjiiberg, ibid., p. 9. Note alu 
the spelling  LA in no. 128:12, which probably represents ~B.BALA. 
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9 .  a-ma-ni: The interpretation of this name is uncertain. Gelb, MAD 3, 

p. 45, lists it under ummanum, "Craftsman." In contrast, Limet. Anthroponymie, 
p. 534, takes it to be a Sumerian name. 

10. For this name, see Gelb, MAD 3, pp. 12-13 (under =,BK?). 
14. For this name, see ibid., pp. 229-230 (under riburn). 
16. Alternatively, this line could contain the name of yet another witness: igi 

bi-bi-[ . . . 1, "before Bibi-[ . . . I." 

88. 

Text: MDP 18 199. v I 

Origin: Susa. 
Date: Ebarti I(?) of Sima~ki, I/[?]. 

1) 1 sag-nita 
2) C(?)-nu(?)-me(?) mu-ni-im 
3) s h - b i  2 gin kug-babbar I 

4) in-na-lal 
5) ki damar-~EN.zU-ba-ni 
6) gir-na-me-er 
7) [iln-Si-sale 
8) [igi] a-la-ra(?)l 

(rest destr.) 
rev. (begin. destr.) 

1 ') sa[g gig-galn-na iWta(?)l-[balla-e 
2') 16 [(16) nu-g]i4-gi4-rd&(?)l 
3')  mu [lugal-bi in-p]8d 
4') iti [ . . . ] 
5') mu e-bar(?)-a[t(?)] rlugall 

(1) One man, (2) his name is Enume(?); (3) his price, 2 shekels of silver, (4) he (i.e., 
the buyer) weighed out. (5) From Amar-Sin-bini (6) Girnamer (7) bought him. 
(8) [Before] Ala-rIa(?)l, [ . . . ] (1') he (i.e., Amar-Sin-bbi) made the "head" cross 
over the gii-gana. (2'-3') They swore by the name of [the king] not to contest one 
against the other. (4-5') Date. 

Commentary 
6. gir-na-me-er: This name appears to be homonymous with that of 

Girnamme, the f i s t  ruler of the Simdkian dynasty. For Girnamme, see most recently 
M. W. Stolper, ZA 72 (1982):49-50; Steinkeller, JAOS 108 (1988) (in press). 

1 ' . For this clause, see 2.4. 
5 ' . If my reading of the date formula is correct, we could find here the basic 

form of the date "following year Ebarat (became) king," which appears in a group of 

Text no. 88-88' 275 

economic tablets from Susa: mu 6s-sa e-ba-ra-at lugal (MDP 23 296); mu lis-sa i8-a-ba- 
ra-at lugal (MDP 23 291, 295,297,298, 300-302); mu dii-a-ba-ra-at lugal mu 6s-sa-bi 
(MDP 23 292); mu lis-sa [XI-ba-ra-at lugal (MDP 23 304,305). W. G. Lambert, Iraq 41 
(1979):38-40, connected the ruler named in that date formula with the &ma~kian 
(LU.SU(.A)) Iabrat of Ur 111 sources, and thought that both were identical with Ebarti I 
of the Sima~kian king list. In contrast, Stolper, ZA 72,49 n. 25a, though accepting the 
identification of Iabrat with Ebarti I, attributed the formula in question to Ebarti If, who 
ruled in the beginning of the Isin-Larsa period. The present text has an important bearing 
on this question, since it almost certainly dates to the Ur 111 period. Apart from its script 
and phraseology, which are characteristic of Ur I n  sale documents, an Ur I11 date is 
demonstrated above all by the presence of the personal name Amar-Sin-bbi (1. 5). It is 
highly unlikely that a name invoking the deified Amar-Sin could have been used 
following the end of the Ur I11 period. These facts definitely support Lambert's 
suggestion that the above date formula belongs to Ur III times, and, accordingly, that it 

refers to Ebarti I. Given that Ebarti I (= Iabrat) is documented as early as 44/x (A 
3004:10, unpubl.), we would have to assume that the period of his rule over Susa 
belonged to Ibbi-Sin's reign, some time after IS 3, when Ur appears to have lost the 
control of the Susiana (see Jacobsen, JCS 7 [1953]:38), but probably not later than the 
middle of Ibbi-Sin's reign. 

88*. 
Text: This sale document is preserved in two separate copies: (a) a tablet in the 

collection of the Staatliche Sarnmlung Agyptischer Kunst, Miinchen, AS 1313, 
courtesy Gertrud Farber (copy by Farber pl. VII); (b) a tablet in the collection of the 
Phillips University, Enid, Oklahoma, read from a hand-copy and photographs kindly 
provided by R. D. Freedman (to be published by Freedman elsewhere). The text of 
both tablets is identical, with a difference that (b) reverses the order of lines 5 and 6. 
Our transliteration follows tablet (a). 

Origin: Umma. 
Date: Tenure of the governor Abusa. Before 3 3. 

1 )  1113sarC 
2) 17 gin igi-6-gril kug 
3) s h C  
4) 1 ma-na sig 
5) I @N~G.SAL.LAL.SAG 
6) 1 sila i 
7) nig-ba C 
8) ur-nigin-gar 
9) dumu gu-ni-ke4 

10) gals-li-gal-ke4 
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11) gu-gu dumu 6s-mu-St 
12) i-Sags-a-ni dam-N 
13) min-na-ne-ne-St 
14) C in-ne-Si-sale 
15) inim-bi i-ti1 

rev. 16) ?la-na-a Sidim 
17) ur-E.MIR.ZA Sidim 
18) lugal-sigs dub-sar 
19) al-la dumu ur-du6 kurufda 
20) ~USS~,(SAL.NITA)~~ gu-gu 
21) inim-ma-ni-zi dumu in-na-a 
22) &ad dumu lugal-TAR 
23) 16-ki-inim-ma-me45 

24) 200 ninda-banSur(wr. ASAL) 60 dug kaS 6tul-6tul 
25) inim-dm um-mi-a 
26) ud-ba a-ku-a Cnsi ummala 

(1) One (and) 113 sar of a house; (2) 17 116 shekels of silver (3) (is) the price of the 
house; (4) one mina of wool, (5) one headband, (6) (and) one sila of oil (7) (is) the 
gift for the house. (8) Ur-nigingar, (9) son of Girni, (10) the chief constable, 
(11) from Gugu, son of Usmu, (12) (and) ISagani, his wife, (13) from both of them, 
(14) bought (this) house. (15) He (i.e., Ur-nigingar) completed this transaction. 
(16) Hanaxa, the mason; (17) ~r-E.MIR.ZA, the mason; (18) Lugal-rig. the scribe; 
(19) Alla, son of Ur-du, the cattle-fattener, (20) the son-in-law of Gugu; 
(21) Inimanizi, son of Inna3a; (22) Arad, son of Lugal-TAR; (23) these are the 
witnesses. (24) 200 table-breads (and) 60 bowls of beer (25) (for) Inim-Sara, the 
master (house-surveyor). (26) Date. I 

Corrrrnentary 
The present text is completely unique among the Ur ILl sale documents, because it 

lists a "gift for the house" (nig-ba C), and another gift for the master (house-surveyor). 
While such gifts are a standard feature of sales of real property (and occasionally also of 
slaves) in the Sargonic and earlier periods, this practice has not so far been documented 
for Ur ID times. It is notable that no. 88* is very likely the earliest Ur III sale document 
known so far, and thus the inclusion of gifts in it may represent a late survival of a 
tradition that was discontinued in the Ur III period. See in detail 4.2. 

5. ~~~N~G.SAL.LAL.SAG:  Also written N~G.LAL.SAG (Or. NS 44 

[1975]: 436 no. 1 ii 3 [Fara]; D C  pls. LIV-LV ii 34 [Re-Sargonic]; Death in 
Mesopotamia, p. 68 i 10 [Pre-Sargonic]), N~G.SAG.SAL (DP 31 i 11; RTC 18 vi 8 
[both Pre-Sargonic]), and N~G.SAG.LAL.SAL (e.g., D P  32  ii 4, 75 iv 2 [Re- 
Sargonic]; Oberhuber Florenz 123:6 Wr Ill]). As is shown by these variant spellings, 
this word is a logogram, the conect sequence of the signs probably being 

Text no. 88* 27; 

N~.SAG.LAL.SAL. Although the reading of this logogram is not known, the sensc 
"headband" can be deduced from its component elements: "something (i\;iG) that bind! 
(LAL) the head (SAG)," with SAL meaning either "female" or "thin, fme." 

8-10. Ur-nigingar, son of the chief constable Girni, is documented in two othe 
Umma texts: (1) MVN 1 136:7-8 (Sag4 dub-ba dam gal5-lbgal mu gals-la-gal-St kiSit 
ur-nigin-gar i-giil; not dated); the seal reads: ur-nigin-gar / dub-sar / dumu &(!)-ni-keq 
(2) MVN 4 161:9-12 (ur-nigin-gar dumu mu gals-18-gal-St kiSib ur-nigin-gar i-gil; no 
dated). A seal of Ur-nigingar, different from the one impressed on ML'N 1 136, ha  
survived iL. Speleers, Catalogue des intailles e t  ernpreintes orientales des Muse'e. 
Royaux du Cinquantenaire [Brussels, 19171, p. 107 = Edzard, AfO 22 [1968/69]:1~ 
14.15). Its inscription reads: ur-nigin-gar / dub-sar / dumu gir-ni / gals-18-gal. Ur 
nigingar had two brothers: Nigingar-kidug, the chief constable (who must have inheritec 
this position from Girni), and BaSaga. Nigingar-kidug is attested in ,WVN 1 182:( 
(3 26) + seal (ni[gin-gar-ki-dhg] / gals-1Cgal 1 dumu gir-ni / gals-18-gal), Or. 4 7 4  
500:72 (not dated; collated by Waetzoldt, OA 17 [1978]:55), and TCL 5 6166 i 16 (gal5 
%gal(!); not dated). For BaSaga, see Sigrist Syracuse 41 (5 35/xii), which bears th, 
following sealing: ba-Sags-ga / dumu gir-ni / galg-rlil-gal. In addition, there surviv~ 
references to Nigingar-kidug's son, named Lu-duga. Lu-duga's three seals appear on : 
number of tablets: (1) i) 16-dhg-ga / dub-sar ii) dumu nigin-gar-ki-d6g / gal5-li-ga 
(Sigrist Syracuse 94 [S 331~1; BIN 3 623 [not dated]); (2) i) ur-dlig-si4 / Cnsi / ummak 
1 Ili-dhg-ga ii) dub-sar 1 dumu nigin-gar-ki-dag l gals-lii-a 1 irad-zu (Sigrisr Syracuse 9' 
[S 341; SACT 2 97 [S 381; Sauren N.Y. Public Library 74 [S 39/iv]; Nikolski 2 27' 
[S 40Iviil; YOS 4 168 [S 411); (3) Id-dhg-ga dub-sar / dumu nigin-gar-ki-d6g / gal5-lfi 
gal (MVN 3 390 [not dated]). Based on this information, and the fact that no. 88* date 
to the tenure of the governor Aku3a (before S 33), we can conclude that Ur-nigingar wa 
active during the third and perhaps the fourth decades of Sulgi's reign. 

For the titleloccupation gals-li-gal, see Edzard, SRU. p. 153, whc 
translates it "Person im Gerichts- oder Polizeiwesen." 

17. The same PN appears in the Sargonic texts from LagaS and Umma unde 
the spellings u~-~A.MIR.zA and ur-A.MIR.ZA (for the examples, see B. R. Foster 
Urnma in the Sargonic Period, p. 61). Sargonic Umma texts also list the field-namt 
8gar-A.MIR.ZA (see ibid., p. 61), which corresponds to ~ - s ~ ~ ~ - E . M I R . z A  of Ur I1 
Umma sources (e.g., Forde Nebraska 37:104, 140; BIN 5 277:93, 149; A-ikolski 2 23t 
iv 2). In addition, the same divine element appears in the Ur III DN dnin-E.MIR.ZA 
which is attested at Umrna (Forde Nebraska 37:35; BIN 5 277:9; Nikolski 2 236 i 18) 
and probably also in the Fara DN d n i n - Z A . ~ ~ ~  (WVDOG 43 1 iii 25; photo pl. 2). 
propose that dnin-E.MIR.ZA and dnin-ZA.MIR are to be identified with dnin-6-za of tht 
god lists from Abu Salabikh (OIP 99 83 v 9', 84 iii 67, for which also note tht 
temple(?) 6-za in Steible, FAOS 511 Ean. 69 ii 10, iii 3 (read 6-[zal-ka-n[a]). If so, the 
spellings E.MIR.ZA, A.MIR.ZA, and ZA.MIR could respectively be interpreted a, 
dazax(MIR)za, aazaxza, and =am,. 

19-20. Note that this witness is the son-in-law of the sellers. 
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24. ninda-banSur(wr. ASAL): For ninda-baniur, "table-bread,'' see H. 
Hoffner, Alimenta Hethaeorum (New Haven, 1974), pp. 193-194. For the use of 
ASAL in place of BANSUR, see Steinkeller, RA 74 (1980):6 n. 7. 

I assume that dug kaS dtul-dtul is to be interpreted as dug-dtul-dtul kaS. For dug- 
6tu1, Akk. diqaru, see CAD D, pp. 157-158. For Ur I11 occurrences of dug-dtul, see, 
e.g., BE 311 106:l (dtul); ITT 2 892 rev. ii 15'-16', iii 12'; Sigrist, AUCT 1, p. 71. 

25. um-mi-a apparently stands here for um-mi-a lli-6-CS-gar, well-known 
from the Fara sale documents. See 2.13.3. 

26. Since Ur-Lisi, until now the earliest-documented governor of Umma, is 
first attested in 33 (see commentary to no. 93), Ahu3a must have held that office 
before S 33. This dating is supported by the prosopographic data on Ur-nigingar and 
his family (see above). For the ud-ba dates, see 2.17.1. 

89. 
Text: AUAM 73.1042. Tablet and envelope (only small fragments). Copy pl. VII. 
Origin: Umma. 
Date: 36/xi/l. 

8) 
rev. 9) 

10) 

[XI gin kug-babbar 
[sBm]h 3 sar 6-St 
rkil nigin-gar-ki-dug-ta 
nig-sig5 dumu Id-gu-la dam-gk-kq Su ba-ti 
116-%in-Subur 
Ilugal-si-bil-e nar 
Ild-bhlug-gB darn-gk 
(space) 
lfi-ki-inim-ma~-bi-me,-CS 
iti pab-fi-e ud 1-Bm i-im-da-g81 
mu dnanna kar-zi-da a-ri 2-kam 6-an-na ba-a-kuq 

(1) [x] shekels of silver, (2) as [the price] of 3 sar of a house, (3) from Nigin-garkidug 
(4) Nigsig, son of Lu-gula, the merchant, received. (5) Lu-NinSubur; (6) Lugal-sibile, 
the singer; (7) Lu-buluga, the merchant; (8) these are the witnesses. (9-10) Date. 

Commentary 
9.  ud 1-im i-im-da-gd: "being the first day." This type of date formula is 

unique for an Ur 111 text. See n. 345. 

90. 
Text: AUAM 73.3098 (to be published by M. Sigrist). Collated. 
Origin: Umma. 
Date: 39.  

1 > 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

rev. 8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 

[gelme-dgeStin-an-ka 
gkme SeS-kal-la 
4 gin kug-babbar-S& 
16-dSira darn-gk 
in-Si-sale 
ur-da-da 
dumu 16-me-lim 
a-da-ga 
dumu a-ab-ba-mu 
dingir-ra-im 
dumu lugal-pa-& 
ur-h-ma darn-& 
16-inirn-ma- bi-me 
mu 6 P U Z U R @ - Q ~ - ~ ~ ~  ba-dh 

(1) [Gelme-GeStinana, (2) the slave woman of SeS-kala, (3) for 4 shekels of silver 
(4) LU-Sara, the merchant, (5) bought. (6) Ur-dada, (7) son of Lu-melam; (8) Adaga, 
(9) soi'of A'abbamu; (LO) Dingiram, (11) son of Lugal-pae; (12) Ur-amma, the 
merchant; (13) these are the witnesses. (14) Date. 

Cmmentary 
The Umrna provenience of this text is demonstrated by the fact that Ur-amma, the 

merchant (1. 12), is also mentioned in the Umma tablet Or. 47-49 484:lO (not dated). 
Furthermore, the personal name ur-im-ma is attested almost exclusively in sources from 
Umma. See Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 536. 

LU-Sara, the merchant (1. 4), is very likely the same person as the buyer in nos. 
93 and 94. 

91. 
Text: YBC 1152 (YOS 4 2). Collated. 
 rigi in: Umma. 1/ 
Date: 40 .  

1) Idiira-i-Sags 
2) 9 gin kug-bar,j-barg-S& 
3) ma-ma h da-da dumu-ni 
4) a-tu-ra in-na-sum(!) 
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5) inim-bi i-ti1 
6) Ih-bi-mu-6-tum 
7) lgu-6-gu dumu h-ma-ni 
8) 116-ibgal dumu lugal-nig-lagar-e 
9) Iur-&-eden-na engar 

10) 116-dnin-urq-ra dumu DINGIR-KA-na 
11) Ia-ab-e kug-dim 
12) dumu a-gu-za-na 
13) higir-an-ni dubsar 
14) dumu i n i m - d h  

rev. 15) %a-da dumu ukkin-ni 
16) Inin-KA-gi-na 
17) dumu gGdh-pr-ni 
18) 'nin-ukkin-ni 
19) dumu ur-nigin-gar 
20) 'a-ba-Sags 
21) IUN-8 
22) 16-ki-him-ma-rbi-me1 

(space) 
23) mu 6s-sa C PUZURq-da-gan ba-dh 

(1) Sara-iSag, (2) for 9 shekels of silver, (3) Mama and Dada, her son, (4) sold (lit. 
gave) to Atu. (5) He (i.e., Atu) completed this transaction. (6) Ubi-mutum; 
(7) GuIugu, son of Umani; (8) Lu-ibgal, son of Lugal-niglagare; (9) Ur-Guedena, the 
farmer; (10) Lu-Ninura, son of DINGIR-KA-na; (11) Axabe, the goldsmith, (12) son 
of Agurana; (13) Nigir-ane, the scribe, (14) son of 1nim-Sara; (IS) Sada, son of 
Ukkine; (16) Nin-KA-gina, (17) daughter of Durgami; (18) N i n - m n e ,  (19) daughter 
of Ur-nigingar; (20) Aba-Sag; (21) UN-il; (22) these are the witnesses. (23) Date. 

Commentary 
The inclusion among the witnesses of Nigir-ane, son of Inim-Sara (11. 13-14), 

who is well-documented at Umma (see below), is evidence that this text comes from 
Umma. 

5. For this clause, see 2.3.1. 
13-14. A seal belonging to this person is impressed on the Umma tablets BlN 5 . 

245 (AS 8), 260 (SS 1); Nikolski 2 145 (AS 5), 244 (SS 6), etc. Its inscription reads: 
nigir-an-ni / dub-sar / dumu i ~ m - ~ S k a .  

92. 
Text: FLP 358 ( W N  3 213). 'J 

Origin: Umma. 
Date: 3 45 .  

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

rev. 7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

u.e. 12) 
13) 

1.e. 14) 

1 sarc  
kug-bi 1 gin kug-babbar 
gi-ba-ba Sidim-St 
i-kal-la 
dub-sar 
[iln-Si-salo 
igi ur-giigigir iiib dSul-gi-ka-~& 
igi SeS-a-ni simug-Sk 
igi kug-Sag5-ga kug-dim-Sk 
igi ur-nigin-gar Sidim-St 
igi SeS-kal-la Sidim-Si: 
kug-ta 1-tiI 
ud-ba ur-dlig-sh 6nsi ummaki 
mu 6s-sa si-mu-ru-umki lu-lu-buki 

(1) One sar of a house, (2) its silver (is) 1 shekel of silver, (3) from Gibaba, the 
mason, (4) Ikala, (5) the scribe, (6) bought. (7) Before Ur-gigir, the purification priest 
of Sulgi, (8) before SeSani, the smith, (9) before Kug-Saga, the goldsmith, (10) before 

Ur-nigingar, the mason, (1 1) before Sd-kala, the mason, (12) he (i.e., 
Ikala) completed the (payment of) silver. (13-14) Date. 

Commentary 
Another sale document from the archive of Ikala is no. 98, dated to SS 9. Ikala's 

activities are extensively documented in Umma sources, where he acts as a recipient and a 
distributor of garments. See Jones and Snyder, SET, pp. 328-329; J.-P. Grkgoire, 
AAS, p. 179. His seal, reading i-kal-la / dub-sar / dumu 16-Sags-ga, is impressed on the 
tablets Nikolski 2 137 (SS 7), 234 (SS 4); SACT2 274 (3 48), 275 (9 48), 284 (SS 3). 

Note that the witnesses include two "masons" (Sidim), who are clearly 
professional acquaintances of the seller. 

4. Alternatively, this PN can be read ni-kal-la. See Sollberger, TCS 1, 
p. 158, who analyzes it as ni(n)-kal-la, "Sister-Is-Dear." 

10. The same individual is mentioned in Forde Nebraska 48:9 (AS I?). His 
son, named Ur-abba, appears in YOS 4 57:4-5 (AS 2), 

12. For this clause, see 2.2.2. 
13. For the ud-ba dates, see 2.17.1. 
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93. 
Text: AUAM 73.3097 (to be published by M. Sigrist). Collated. 
Origin: Umma. 
Date: Tenure of the governor Ur-Lisi (5 33-AS 8), month vi. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

rev. 8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

12) 
13) 
14) 

I sag-nita 
sag-ba ha-ba-lug-ke4 mu-ni 
kug-bi 3 gin kug-babbar 
ur-ddumu-zida-ka 
16-qSira1-kq 

(space) 
iti Su-numun 
ud-ba ur-dlig-si4-na 
knsi ummafi 

(1) One man, (2) the name of this "head" is Habaluke, (3) his silver (is) 3 shekels of 
silver, (4) from Ur-Dumuzida (5) LU-[Sara1 (6) bought. (7) Sagkud; (8) Balulu; 
(9) Ur-Dada; (10) Lugal-Daban; (11) these are the witnesses. (12-14) Date. 

Commentary 
This text belongs to the tenure of Ur-Lisi, the governor of Umma (11. 13-14), 

who is known to have held this office from S 33 (or earlier) to AS 8. See P. Parr, JCS 
26 (1974):90. Since the same ud-ba formula occurs in no. 92, which comes from the 
year S 45, the date of the present text must be approximately the same. 

The same buyer occurs in no. 94, and probably also in no. 90. Note that the 
present text and no. 94 have very similar formulary, such as the use of sag-ba before the 
name of the sold person, the verbal form i-Si-sale, and the spelling 16-ki-inim-ma-me (for 
the usual 16-ki-inim-ma-bi-me), which suggests that both texts may have been written by 
the same scribe. 

Our text is duplicated by AUCT 1 949. Since the latter tablet is unfinished and 
contains two errors (sag-nita-ba instead of sag-nita sag-ba in 1. 1 and ba-NI-NI for ba- 
lug-lug in 1. 8), it is most probably a discarded draft of no. 93. Its text reads as follows: 

1) 1 sag-nita-ba l~a-[ba-lug-ke41 mu-n[i] 
2) kug-bi 3 g[in kug-babbar] 
3) ur-ddumu-zi-[da-ka] 
4) 16-dS6[ra-ke4] 
5) i-Si-s[alo] 

Text no. 93-94 

6) 'sag-kud 
7) Iur-da-da 
8) Iba-NI-NI 
9) Ilugal-dab6-ba-an 

(rest blank) 
2. An inverted genitive: "of this 'head' Habaluke is his name." Cf. 

i i ta(G~S.G~G)-ba NAME mu-bi (CT 1 50b:ll-14 - post-Sargonic); kifib-ba N A h E  
mu-bi (CT 21 9a:9-12 - Ur EI); bhd-ba NAME mu-bi-im (PBS 15 8520-23 - early 
OB). 

10. This name, written also -da-ba-an (see Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 458; 
and correct there -dabs-ba-an to -dab6-ba-an), appears to invoke the deified riverlcanal 
TabSn. Cf. the names a-BAN-da-ba-an (ARET 8 522 vii 4), KA-da-ba-an (MAD 1 163 
viii 40), rki(?)l-nam-da-ba-an(?) (ibid. 72 rev. 57, and Si-da-ba-an (MVN 6 347 rev. 
11, 350:7 - both early Ur 111), and the occurrence of d d a b 4 ( ~ ~ B ) - a n  in CT 32 pl. 8 rev. 
ii 2 (Pre-Sargonic). For the physical occurrences and location of the Tabin, see Kh. 
Nashef, Baghdader Mitteilungen 13 (1982):117-141. 

13-14. For this date, see 2.17.1. 

Text: AUAM 73.1265. Copy pl. VIII. 
Origin: Umma. 
Date: Not dated (ca. S 45). 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

1o.e. 7) 
rev. 8) 

9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

1 sag-SAL 
sag-ba an-za-za-a <mu-ni-im, 
kug 2 gin kug-baq-barg 
nin-DU.DU-Sb 
16-d&a-ke4 
i-ii-sale 
[I] d[a(?)]-da 
[I~u(?)]-~i~-tum 
vna-bal-Sag5 
Inigimgar-ki-dkg 
Ilugal-nesag-e 
%u-ma-im 
16-ki-him-ma-me 

(1) One woman, (2) <the name, of this "head" is Anzaza3a, (3) (her) silver (is) 2 
shekels of silver, (4) from Nin-DU.DU (5) LU-Sara (6) bought. (7) D[a(?)]-da; 
(8) [Su(?)]gitum; (9) TNabalSag; (10) Nigin-garkidug; (1 1) Lugal-nesage; (12) Sumam; 
(1 3) these are the witnesses. 





Text no. 94**-94*** Text no. 94***-95 

19) hingir-Sags-ga 
20) Iur-da-da 
21) him-dS&a 
22) Iur-ab-ba-sigs 
23) 16-ki-him-ma-bi-me 
24) [iti] 6-iti-6 

u.e. 25) [m]u mL d k a  ab-zu(wr. ZU.AB) b]a-ab-dug 

(1) [One] woman, (2) her name is [ . . . 1-zimu, (3) for (her) silver, (which is) 6 
shekels of silver, (4) from ~ r - S u l p a e  (5) Ur-Sin (6) bought. (7) H e  (i.e., Ur- 
Sin) completed the (payment) of silver. (8) (If) she disappears, and subsequently dies, 
(9) Ur-Sin (10) (against) ~ r -Sulpae  (1 1) will not raise claims (on her account). (12) If 
(13) there is a claim(?) on the "head" (lit.: if the "head" acquires a claim(?)), (14) to 
replace (lit.: to make) the "head" (with another) "head" (15) ~r -Sulpae  (16) swore by 
the name of the king. (17) Ur-Ninsu; (18) Alla-ilum; (19) Dingir-Saga; (20) Ur-dada; 
(21) Inim-Sara; (22) Ur-abbasig; (23) these are the witnesses. (24-25) Date. 

Commentary 
7. For this clause, see 2.2.2. 
8-1 1. For this clause, see 2.9. 

6-gu a-ba-dC-a is a prospective: *a-ba-dt-a ) a-ba-dC-a. a-ba- is written 
I 

l over an erasure. 
12-16. For this clause, see 2.7.4. 

I The interpretation of ni ba-an-tuku is uncertain. Most likely, ni stands 
here for ni(g), "thing, something." If so, the resulting construction nig . . . tuku, "to 
havelacquire something," could be compared to the Akkadian baqrz (also pirqa) r a i &  

I "to havelacquire a claim." The standard meanings of n i . .  . tuku, "to be 

i 
I 

attentive/respectful" (Akk. na%du, paldhu), do not fit in this context. I 
I 

Assuming that the buyer is to provide a substitute for the claimed woman I 

(see 2.7.4), the verb dim, usually meaning "to make, to manufacture" (Akk. b a d ,  
epeiu), must be used here in the sense of "to replace" or "to bring forth" (cf. English "to 
produce"). 

94***. 
Text: RA 80 (1986):lO no. 5. d 
Previous treatment: B. Lafont, RA 80, 11 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Umrna. 
Date: SS 31x5. 

1) 1 sag-nita 
2) kug 5 gin-Si: 
3) 16-dnanna-Sk 

4) ab-ba-gi-na-a 
5) in-Si-salo 

rev. 6) kug-ta i-til 
7) igi 16-gi-na-ik 
8) igi a-DU-St 
9) iti dirig 

10) mu si-ma-nfirnld ba-hul 

(1) One man, (2) for (his) silver, (which is) 5 shekels (3) from Lu-Nanna (4) Abba- 
gina (5) bought. (6) He (i.e., the buyer) completed the (payment of) silver. (7) Before 
Lu-gina; (8) before A-DU. (9-10) Date. 

Commentary 
4. The final -a is redundant, as it is neither part of the name nor a case 

ending. 

95. 
Text: McCormick Theological Seminary 26 (A. Goetze, YOS 15 100, forthcoming). 
Origin: Umma. 
Date: SS 7. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 

1 sar 10 gin 6-KI.UD 
2 213 gin kug-babbar-it 
lugal-si-bil-e dumu hC-mi-li-it 
ur-dsi4-an-na dumu bi-la-la-ke4 
in-Si-sale 
kug-ta in-til 
nu-ub-gi4-gi4-da-rgi(sic)l 
mu lugal-bi in-pid 
Ilugal-nesag-e 
Ilugal-Su-nu-ri 
l~d-den-lil-l~ 
hag-ga 
Iur-dun 
him-%ha(!) dumu Sa-lam-KU-da 
Iur-C-m+ dumu ur-nigin sag-dug 
Ilugal-ukkin-ni 
16-inim-ma-bi-me-CS 
(space) 
mu dSu-dEN.zU lugal liriki-ma-ke4 <<mu), ma-da za-ab-Sa-liki mu-hul 
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Seal 
lugal-si-bil-[el 
dume b6-mi-li 

(1) One sar (and) ten gin of an empty house-lot, (2) for 2 213 shekels of silver, 
(3) from Lugal-sibile, son of Hemili, (4) Ur-Siana, son of Bilala, (5) bought. (6) He 
(i.e., Ur-Siana) completed the (payment of) silver. (7-8) He (i.e., Lugal-sibile) swore 
by the name of the king that he will not contest. (9) Lugal-nesage; (10) Lugal-Sunire, 
(11) Lu-Enlila; (12) Duga; (13) Ur-dun; (14) Inim-Sara, son of ham-KU-da; 
(15) Ur-emah, son of Ur-nigin, the registrar; (16) Lugal-ukkine; (17) these are the 
witnesses. (18) Date. Seal of Lugal-sibile, son of Hemili. 

Commentary 
The use of the kug-ta. . . ti1 clause (1. 6), found only in Umma sales (see - 

2.2.2), offers evidence for the Umma provenience of the text. Furthermore, Ur-nigin, the 
regism (I. 15), is mentioned also in the Umma text Or. 47-49 393:2 (SS 1). 

6. For this clause, see 2.2.2. 
7. I fail to understand the final -rgil. Most probably it is a scribal error. 

96. 
Text: YBC 1234 (YOS 4 4). Collated. 
Origin: Umma. 
Date: SS 7. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 

1sarlOgint  
kug-bi 2 516 gin [kulg-babbar 
ur-dli9-si4-na-keq 
16-~g- l ag~-e -d  
in-Si-sale 
rkugl-bi-ta i-ti1 
Inig-i-zu-Sk 
Ilh-rSul-nir-Sb 
~16-Td.len-lil-1csi:n-Kl-16-Sk 
[Ix-dliig-ga-Sk 
Iur-dun-$& 
Tx-xl-[x-SIB 
[ I . .  . -4k 
[I . . . -312 
uh-inim-ma-bi-m]e 
[16 lh-ra] la(?)-[ba(-an)-gb-g]i4-da(!) 
mu [lulgal-bi in-pid 
mu dSu-dEN.zU lugal hiki-ma-keq za-ab-Sa-li mu-kul 

Text no. 96-97 289 

(1) One sar (and) ten gin of a house, (2) its silver (is) 2 516 shekels of silver, (3) Ur- 
Lisina (4) from Lu-niglagare (5) bought. (6) He (i.e., Ur-Lisina) completed the 
(payment of) silver. (7) Before Nig-izu; (8) before Lu-Sunire; (9) before Lu-Enlila; 
(10) before [X-dluga; (I I)  before Ur-dun; (12) before TX-xl-[x]; (13) before 
[ . . . I ;  (14) before [ . . . I ;  (15) [these are the witnesses]. (16-17) They swore by 
the name of the king that they will not contest [one against the other]. (18) Date. 

Commentary 
That this text comes from Umma is shown by the kug-ta . . . ti1 clause (1. 6), 

which is found only in Umma sales (see 2.2.2). Note also that the PN 16-nfg-lagar-e (1. 
4) (and similarly lugal-nig-lagar-e) is attested exclusively at Umma. See Limet, 
Anthroponymie, p. 484 (under Ih-ni-ba-e). 

4. = 16-nig-lagar-e-S(&). 
6. For this clause, see 2.2.2. 

97 
Text: NBC 4759 (BIN 5 346). Collated. 

1 Origin: Umma. 
Date: 3.5' 9li. 

I 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
1 6) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 
21) 

'da-a-ga SAL 
lur-me-me 
dumu-ni 

113 ma-na kug-babbar-25 
ur-dEN.ZU dumu da-a-ga i-rCri-ra 
ur-Sags-ga dumu dingir-kal-la darn-gkr-keq 
in-Si-sa10 

mu lugal-bi in-pid-ei 
Ilugal-6-zi-da 
dumu dingir-kal-la darn-gh 
Iur-nigin-gar sukal %in-mug 
Iur-dnu-~~(TUG)mu~-da 
dumu ur-gig@@ 
1~1~~1It - tn i - t i  
dumu Su-i-li 

Iengar dumu ur-LI gala 
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22) iti Se-gurlO-kud mu bs-sa 
23) dSu-~EN.ZU lugal hiki-ma-keq 
24) mi-gurg-m@ den-lfl dnin-la-ra 
25) mu-ne-dim 

(1) Daxaga, a female, (2) Ur-Meme, (3) her son, (4) (and) Iginida=a, a male, (5) for 
their price, (6) 113 mina of silver, (7) from Ur-Sin, son of Da3aga, the perfumer, 
(8) Ur-Saga, son of Dingir-kala, the merchant, (9) bought. (10-1 1) They swore by the 
name of the king that they will not contest one against the other. (12) Lugal-azida, 
(13) son of Dingir-kala, the merchant; (14) Ur-nigingar, the messenger of Ninmug; 
(15) Ur-NumuSda, (16) son of Ur-gigir; (17) Ili-imitti, (18) son of Su-ili; (19) Ur- 
dukug; (20) Engar, son of Ur-LI, the gala-priest; (21) these are the witnesses. (22- 
25) Date. 

Commentary 
The Umma provenience of this text seems to be assured by the fact that the 

goddess Ninmug (1. 14) is at home at Umma. Further, the buyer Ur-Saga may be 
identical with the merchant Ur-Saga, who is mentioned in an Umma tablet dated to S 3 8 
(MVN 3 160:14). 

If the sold woman Da'aga (1. 1) is identical with Daxaga, the parent of Ur-Sin (1. 

I 
7), we would be dealing here with a very unusual case of the son selling his mother and 
his brother. 

7. i-rii-ri: Akk. muraqqli, "perfumer." For the reading, see Bauer, AWL, 
p. 335. 

12-13. Brother of the buyer. 
15. The same variant spelling of dnu-mug-da occurs also in the Sargonic text 

i 
I I 

TMHC 5 39 vi 5 and in the year formula 3 12.  
17. For this name, spelled also i-li-mi-ti, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 45 (under I 

imittum). 

98. 
Text: Princeton University Library Ex 695. Copy pl. IX. 
Origin: Umma. 

I 
Date: $S 9liv. 

1) 1 &me-m& 
2) 7(gur) 1 (pi) Se gur-S& 
3) 1-kal-la dub-sar-e 
4) ur-mes LU.SIM-S& 
5) in-Si-sale 
6) inim-bi i-ti1 

rev. 7) igi a-a-kal-la 

8) dumu 16-sigg-St 
9) igi ~ - ~ a - b i  

10) ~ZI~~, (LU.TUG) a-pi4-salqki-St 
11) igi 16-bC-gkl-St 
12) 16-ki-inirn-ma-me 

(space) 
13) iti nesag mu dSu-dEN.ZU lugal-e C dS6ra umma Lka  mud^ 

Seal 
rur-mesl 
dumu ur-gar 
LU.SM 

(1) One mature she-ass, (2) for 7 gur (and) 1 pi of barley, (3) Ikala, the scribe, 
(4) from Ur-mes, the brewer, (5) bought. (6) He (i.e., Ikala) completed this 
transaction. (7) Before A2a-kala, (8) son of Lu-sig; (9) before Ur-Abi, (10) the fuller 
from ApiSal; (11) before Lu-begal; (12) these are the witnesses. (13) Date. Seal of Ur- 
mes, son of Ur-gar, the brewer. 

Commentary 
The same Ikala appears as a buyer in no. 92. 
1. For the reading mih, "great, full-grown," of AL, see Landsberger, MSL 

811, p. 63 and n. 1; Sollberger, TCS 1, p. 150. 
4. LU.SIM, written also SIM (see, e.g., no. 109:3; AUCT 1 71:4, 303:4), 

corresponds to the Akk. sir&%, "brewer." The reading of this term is not entirely clear. 
In lexical sources (LU.)SIM (also SIMXGAR and SIMXA) is given the readings lu-un- 
ga, lu-un-gu, lu-um-gi, [nu-u]n-gi, ni-in-gi, du-um-gal, and also si-ra-iS. See Civil, 
Studies Oppenheim, p. 88; CAD S, p. 306. On the other hand, there is evidence that 
LU.SIM is a genitival construction; see the following examples: PN L u . 3 ~ - k a  
lL~.SM-ak-a /  (TMHC n.F. 112 350:4); a-Sag4 LU.SIM-keq-ne-ka /Lu.$M-ak-ene-ak- 
a/ (TCS 1 49:4); L U . B I X G A R - ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~  / L ~ . ~ I x ~ A R - a k - e n e l  (RTC 56 vii 6); Se Su ti-a 
~U.SIM-keq-ne LU.SIM-ak-enel (AUCT 1 450%). These facts suggest that lunga is a 
pronunciation of the compound *Ib X-ak Aungakl, "the man o f . .  . " In that 
hypothetical compound X would represent some unknown(?) word, beginning in a 
vowel and ending in a nasal; note the spelling LU.SIM-ma in no. 108:3, 6. Although it 
would be tempting to analyze ~ 6 . 3 ~  simply as 16-SIM, with SIM standing for the 
element X, such an interpretation is precluded by the spellings without LU (see above). 
Accordingly, one has to conclude that LU.SIM is a logogram, probably to be analyzed as 
llilunga, with 16 representing a phonetic indicator. Note here the spelling L U . S M - ~  
(no. 108:3, 6), which should probably be interpreted as lilungama. 
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99. 

Text: OPL 66 (N. W. Forde, Nebraska 63). , 
Origin: Umma. 
Date: IS 2/xii. 

1) 1 sag-SAL 
2) arna-gi-na mu-ni 
3) 6 gin kug-babbar-$5 
4) inim-%a-G 
5) d*-a-mu-DU-e 
6) in-ii-sale 
7) kug-ta i-ti1 
8) gu-du-du g6da dnin-Subur 16-ki-na-ab-dam a-si-TUM-ma(?)-bi-im 

9) 
10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 
21) 

ab-ba-gi-na kug-dim 
kug-lal-a-bi-im 
nu-ub-&-&-[XI 
mu lugal-bi [in-pM] 
igi a-tu gu-rza-lall-lb 
igi puzurq-dSh 
igi ab-ba-gi-na 
dumu 16-dnin-Subur-Sb 
igi dih-a-mu-DU-e tibira-Sb 
igi inim-dih tibiira 
igi inim-ma-ni-zi nagar 
iti %mu-zi 
mu en dinanna unugki mG-e i-pid 

Seal 
inim-dm 

dumu ur-giigigir 

(1) One woman, (2) her name is Ama-gina, (3) for 6 shekels of silver (4) from Inim- 
Sara (5) Sara-amu-DU (6) bought. (7) He (i.e., the buyer) completed the (payment 
of) silver. (8) Gududu, the guda-priest of NinSubur, is  the guarantor of . . . 
(9) Abba-gina, the goldsmith, (10) was the weigher of silver. (11-12) [He (i.e., the 
seller) swore] by the name of the king that he will not contest. (13) Before Atu, the 
chair-carrier; (14) before ~uzur-Sara; (15) before Abba-gina, (16) son of Lu-Niniubur; 
(17) before Sara-amu-DU, the tibia; (18) before him-Sara, the tibira; (19) before 
Inimanizi, the carpenter. (20-21) Date. Seal of 1nim-Sara, son of Ur-gigir. 

Text no. 59- 100 25 

8. For this clause, see 2.1 1.1.1. The reading and meaning of a-si-TUN 
ma(?) is obscure. From the context, one would expect this phrase to qualify th 
obligations of the guarantor. Cf. ggb-bi-in sag-kam, "the guarantor of the 'head,"' in nc 
33:15. 

9-10. For this clause, see 2.12. 
17. tibira (also 1. 18): For this occupation, see commentary to no. 7:lO. 

100. 
Text: IES 134 (E. Szlechter, TJA 1, pl. LXVm). 
Previous treatment: Szlechter, TJA 2, p. 214. 
Origin: Umma or GarSana. 
Date: AS 2. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

rev. 8) 
9) 

a-da-181 
irad a-bu-DUG 
rxl gin kug-babbar-86 
[ilrn-ti-dam-e 
[iln-sale 
[blh-li-ku-um 
16-gi-na-ab-tum 
[dJi-til-la dumu gar-ia-naki-ka 
mu d a m a r - d ~ ~ . ~ ~  lugal-e ur-bi-lumki mu-bul 

(1) Adallal, (2) the slave of Abu-tBb, (3) for rxl shekels of silver (4) Imtidam 
(5) bought. (6) [Plu=ukum (7) (is) the guarantor. (8) The completed legal case of the 
citizens of GarSana. (9) Date. 

Commentary 
The Umrna provenience of this document is indicated by the reference to the town 

of GarSana (1. 8), which was situated in the Umrna province. It cannot be excluded that 
the tablet originated in Gariana itself. 

6-7. For this clause, see 2.1 1.1.1. 
8 .  For this note, see 2.13.1. 

GarSana: A town located south of Umma on the Iturnungal. See RGTC 
2, p. 52 (with further bibliography). 



Text: U. 3749 (UET 3 33). 
Origin: Ur. 
Date: AS 8. 

Text no. 101-102 

101. 

v' 

1) 1 sag-nita 
2) Su-gu-bu-um 
3) mu-ni-im 
4) bu-ru-ke4 
5) ir-ra-ki-ib-ri 
6) 3 gin kug-babbar 
7) s h a m  til-la-ni-Sl: 
8) in-na-lal 

rev. 9) nu-ub-gi4-gi4-da 

I 10) mu lugal-bi pkd 
11) za-al-lum 
12) ib-gi-ne 

I 13) igi den-la-ur-sag 
14) igi gir-ni-i-Sag5 
15) igi SeS-kal-la 

I 16) igi lli-dnanna 
17) lli-inim-ma-bi-me 
18) mu en eriduki ba-bun 

(1) One man, (2-3) his name is Sukubum; (4) Puruk (5) (to) Irra-kibri (6) 3 shekels 
of silver, (7) as his complete price, (8) weighed out. (9-10) The oath by the name of 
the king was sworn that he (i.e., Irra-kibri) will not contest. (11) Sallum 
(12) guarantees. (13) Before Enlil-ursag; (14) before Girni-iSag; (15) before SeS-kala; 
(16) before Lu-Nanna; (17) these are the witnesses. (18) Date. 

Commentary 
4. bu-ru-ke4: = Ipuruk-el. A person named bu-ru-uk, possibly the same 

person as our buyer, appears in the Ur texts UET 3 566:8, 587:3, 593:3, 670:3, 802:4, 
1498 rev. i. For the PN, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 217 (under parcikum). 

11-12. For this clause, see 2.11.1.5. 

102. 

Text: U. 7264 (UET 3 26). Tablet and envelope. Collated. 
Origin: Ur. 
Date: SS llxii. 

I 1) 1 sag-nita 

4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 

Text no. 102 

dnanna-~agg-~a 
mu-ni 1 1/2(!) kbk-ni-ta 
(envelope reads: mu-ni 1 kbS-ni-ta) 
2 gin kug-babbar-Sl: 
gi-ra-du rrl-gaba 
nin-e-d-na 
a M-dnin-gal-S& 
b a - a n - ~ i - s a ~ ~ ( ~ ~ x S ~ . ~ S )  
ud-ta ud gur-ra inim 
nu-Si-gur-da 
mu lugal-bi in-pid-d6CS 
igi ur-dpa-bfl-sag 
igi ur-dnan~e-Sl: 
igi dingir-Sagg-ga-Sl: 
igi ur-dma-ma-it 
igi ur-dlama-ka-St 
igi dhg-ga-mu-St 
igi 16-gu-la-mu-Sl: 
iti Se-gurlo-kud 
mu dSu-d~N.zU lugal 

Seals 
nin-e-6-na 
dumu um-ma 
rg6me k-ir dnin-!gall 

had-dnin-gal 
dub-sar 
dumu i-Sagg-ga 

(1) One boy, (2-3) his name is Nanna-Saga, (a boy) 1 1/2(!) (envelope: 1) cubit (tall), 
(4) for 2 shekels of silver (5) by Kiraddu, the mounted messenger, (6) from Nine-ana 
(7) and had-Ningal (8) was bought. (9-1 1) They (i.e., the sellers) swore by the name 
of the king that from (this) day on they will not change the agreement in the future. 
(12) Before Ur-Pabilsag; (13) before Ur-NanSe; (14) before Dingir-Saga; (15) before 
Ur-Mama; (16) before Ur-Lama; (17) before Dugamu; (18) before Lu-gulamu. (19- 
20) Date. Seals of Nine-ana, daughter of Umma, the female mill-worker of Ningal, and 
Arad-Ningal, the scribe, son of ISaga. 

Commentary 
Another sale in which Kiraddu is the buyer is no. 105. He also appears in the gift 

document UET 3 24 (envelope) + 28 (tablet), dated to SS llviii, where he acts as a 
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donor. The envelope bears an impression of his seal, which reads: i) ddul-gi / lugal 
kalag-ga / lugal liriki-ma ii) gi-ra-a[d-du] / GA-d[ub-ba] / &ad-zu. Note that during the 
reign of Sulgi Kiraddu held the office of "archivist" (GA-dubba), whereas in SS 1 (i.e., 
the date of no. 102) his title was r8-gaba, "mounted messenger." 

3. 1 1/2(wr. ME) kbS-(envelope: 1 khS)ni-ta: I assume that this phrase 

describes the height of the sold child. Note that the tablet gives a different height than the 
envelope: one and a half cubits against one cubit. Similar descriptions of sold children 
are found in MI3 and NA sale documents. See, e.g., 1 SAL si-hi-ir-turn U.TU GN 112 
KUS la-an-fa SALPN MU.UN.NE, "one girl, born in GN, half a cubit tall, her name is 
PW9 (BE 14 128a:l-2); 1 LU.TUR U.TU GN 1 KUS la-an-Su IPN MU.NE (UET 7 
21:l-2); 1 SAL.TUR U.TU GN 2 KUS la-an-ia S*LPN MU.NE (UET 7 25:l-2); 
SALp,i GEME-ili 3 ru-tu la-an-Sd (ADD 312:4-5 = ARU 467). 

9-1 1. For this clause, see 2.6.3.3. 
Note the spelling -dC- for dk-. 

103. I 
Text: U. 7257 (UET 3 30). Collated. 
Origin: Ur. 
Date: AS 2/[?]. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

rev. 7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

1 sag-SAL Sa-at-i-li mu-ni 
g6me sipad-KA-gi-na-kam 
8 1/2 gin kug-babbar-Si: 
~ u ~ a l - u ~ u x d ~ ~ ~ - k e q  
sipad-KA-gi-na-ka 
i n - S i - s a l 0 ( N h ~ ~ x S E . ~ S . A S )  
[ . . . I  
[ . . . -d ]a  
[ - . . I  
[ . . . I  
[ . . . I  
[ . . . -m]e(?) 
[ . . . I  r x i  
[lh-inim-ma-bi]-me 
[iti . . . 1 
mu 6s-rsal ~SU-~EN.ZU lugal 

Seal 
sipad-KA-[gi-nal 
~ x - x ]  [ .  . . I  
dumu 16-[ . . . I 
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(1) One woman, her name is Sat-ili, (2) the slave woman of Sipad-KA-gina, (3) for 8 
112 shekels of silver (4) Lugal-URUxKAR (5) from Sipad-KA-gina (6) bought. (7- 
13) [ . . . 1; (14) [these are the witnelsses. (15-16) Date. Seal of Sipad-KA-[gina], 
the rx xl [ . . . 1, son of Lu-[ . . . I .  

104. 
Text: U. 7201 (UET 3 29). Collated by J. N. Postgate. '/' 

Origin: Ur. 
Date: SS 4Iiii. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

1 sag-nita a-a-rxl-[ . . . ] mu-[ni-im] 
5 gin [kug-babbar] 
s&nh t[il-la-ni-Sk] 
Sagq-kug-g[i-S&(?)] 
C-ra-[ . . . ] 
in-Si-[sale] 
ud k6r nu-u[b-gh-gh-x] 
t6S-bi mu [lugal-bi ib]-da-p[a] 
igi lh-Sag5-ga 
igi dnanna-kug-zu 
igi bb-la-lum 
igi mi-guq-ri 
igi firad-dnanna 
igi 16-dnin-Subur 
igi ur-mes i-dug 
16-ki-inim-ma-bi-[me] 
(space) 
iti us-bi-k~i 
mu 6s-sa si-ma-ndrnki ba-hul 

(1) One man, [his] name [is] A2a-rxl-[ . . . 1, (2) [for] 5 shekels [of silver], (3) [his] 
comp[lete] price, (4) [from(?)] Sag-kug[e], (5) Era-[ . . . ] (6) [bought]. (7-8) They 
swore together by the name [of the king] that they will not [contest] in the future. 
(9) Before Lu-Saga; (10) before Nanna-kugzu; ( I  I )  before Buldum; (12) before 
Magure; (13) before Arad-Nanna; (14) before Lu-NinSubur; (15) before Ur-mes, the 
doorkeeper; (16) these are the witnesses. (17-18) Date. 

Commentary 
Since the case endings in 11. 4-5 are not preserved, we cannot be certain who is 

the buyer and who is the seller in this transaction. 
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105. 
Text: U. 7139 (UET 3 27). Collated by J. N. Postgate. .' 

Origin: Ur. 
Date: SS 4liv. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5)  
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 
1 ') 
2') 
3') 
4') 

2 213 sar ki-r6(?)-$ub(?)l 
r4(?)1 gin kug-babbar-Si: 
l[a]-la-a 
a a - b u - ~ i r ~  dumu-nita-na 
ki-ra-ad-du 
in-ne-ii-in-sale 
6-a nu-ub-gb-gb-d5 [(x)] 
[mu lugal-bi in-pid(-&-CS)] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
Ida-g[i- . . . ] 
Id-him-ma-bi-me-& 
iti ki-sig-dnin-a-zu 
mu ds-sa si-ma-ndrnki ba-bul 

Seal 
[la-la-a(?)] 
dumu lugal-[XI- 
ma-dug4(?)-AN-[ . . . I 
&ad rd(?)X(?)-[a(?)] 

I (1) Two and 213 sar of a ruined(?) house-lot, (2) for r4(?)1 shekels of silver 
(3) (from) LalaIa (4) and Abu-@b, his son, ( 5 )  Kiraddu (6) bought. (7-8) [They 
(i.e., the sellers) swore by the name of the king] that they will not return to the house 
(with claims). [ . . . 1; (1') Dag[i(?)- . . . 1; (2') these are the witnesses. (3'- 
4') Date. Seal of [Lala='a(?)], son of Lugal-[XI-ma-dug4(?)-AN-[. . . 1, the servant of 
rEa(?)l. 

Commentary 
Another sale from the archive of Kiraddu is no. 102. See commentary to that text. 
1. For ki-re(?)-Sub(?)l, possibly the same term as 6-ki-Sub(-ba), see 

3.2.1.1. 
Seal. The restoration of the seal inscription is uncertain. 

106. 
Text: U 7251 (UET 3 32). Tablet and envelope. Collated by I. J. Gelb. 1, Origin: Ur. 
Date: SS 4/x. 

1') 
2') 

rev. 3') 
4')  
5 ' )  
6') 
7')  

(begin. destr.) 
[18-dnin-Subur(-~i:)] 
I . . . ]  
in-Si-sag 
nu-&-gb-d5 
mu lugal-bi i-pid 
igi Id-dba-d-$5 
igi sar-ru-um-ba-ni-$5 
(tablet omits 46) 
ti igi i-ti-dSarnaS dub-sar-S& 
(tablet omits dub-sar) 
16-inirn-ma-bi-me 
iti ezen-an-na 
mu bad mar-tu ba-db-a 

Seal 
16-%in-iubur 
dumu na-ba-Sag5 
kug-dim 

(1') [from Lu-NinSubur] (2') [ . . . ] (3') bought. (4'-5') He (i.e., Lu-  
NinSubur) swore by the name of the king not to contest. (6') Before Lu-Bau, 
(7') before Sarmm-bani, (8') and before 1ddin-Sam&, the scribe; (9') these are the 
witnesses. (10'-11') Date. Seal of Lu-NinSubur, son of NabaSag, the goldsmith. 

Commentary 
1 ' . The name of the seller is reconstructed after the seal inscription. 
3 ' . Note the spelling sag for sale. 

107. 
Text: U. 2733 (UET 3 36). Collated by I. J. Gelb. ' 
Origin: Ur. 
Date: IS 6fviii. 

1) 18 giigi$immar giSkiri,j 
2) giSkki6 ur-dingir-ra-karn 
3) ur-dingir-ra-ra 
4) ur-dlama-ke4 
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5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 

17) 
18) 

in-Si-sale 
simh til-la-ni-Sb 
4 gin kug-babbar 
ur-dlama-kq 
ur-dingir-ra-ra 
in-na-la1 
~d kiu 16 16 nu-un-&-&-cia 
ur-dingir-ra-ke4 
mu lugal-bi in-pkd 
igi ur-%in-sar Bga-6s-St 
igi ur-dSul-pa-b-St 
igi ur-kal-la-$& 
(space) 
iti Su-eS-Sa 
mu b8d-gal ba-dtI 

Seal 
ur-diigir-ra 
dumu dua-gaqzi-dal 

(1) An orchard (with) 18 date palms, (2) the orchard of Ur-dingira, (3) from Ur- 
dingira (4) Ur-Lama (5) bought. (6) As its complete price, (7) 4 shekels of silver 
(8) Ur-Lama (9) to Ur-dingira (10) weighed out. (11-13) Ur-dingira swore by the 
name of the king that they(!) will not contest one against the other in the future. 
(14) Before Ur-Ninsar, the gendarme; (15) before ~r -Sulpae ;  (16) before Ur-kala. 
(17-18) Date. Seal of Ur-dingira, son of Dugazida. 

Commentary 
11-13. Although the text states that only the seller made the promise of no- 

contest, the use of 16 16, "one against the other," indicates that in reality the promise was 
made both b j  the seller and the buyer. See 2.6.2. 

108. 
Text: U. 4330 (UET 3 39). Collated by J. N. Postgate. , 

Origin: Ur. 
Date: IS 18hii. 
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6) 6-ni-id Lu.SEv-ma 
7) [(x)] nin-agrig-zi 
8) [XI rxl-a rx-xl a-tud-a 
9) [ . . . I  

rev.10) [ . . . ] 
11) [igi . . . ] dub-sar dumu Su-gCa-St 
12) igi ur-dnin-ezen-it 
13) igi 16-dalamui(L~L)-ib 
14) igi ur-ddam-nun-na-i& 
15) ti igi igi-an-na-rke41-Sb 

(space) 
16) iti u5-blm-n-k6 
17) mu di-bi-dEN.ZU 
18) lugal iuiki-ma-[ky] 
19) dnin-lil ii dina[nna-ra] 
20) [su]~u[~]([E.GI].NA.AB.T[uM]) [kug mu]-ne-dtI 

Seal 
d i - b i - d ~ ~ . ~ ~  6-ni-id 
lugal kalag-ga dumu ur-mes 
lugal liriki-ma LU.SIM 
lugal an-ub-da 4-ba &ad-zu 

(1) Nin-agrigz[i], the daughter of [ . . . 1, (2) as a slave woman (3) [Anild, the 

I brewer, (4) bought (i.e., she sold herself into slavery). (5) Henceforth (6) Anid, the 
brewer, (7) [concerning?] Nin-agrigzi (8) r . . . 1 born (9-10) [ . . . ] (1 1) [Before 

I . . . 1, the scribe, son of Sugasa, (12) before Ur-Ninezen, (13) before Lu-AlamuS, 
(14) before Ur-Darnnuna, (15) and before Igi-ana. (16-20) Date. Seal of Anid, son of 

1 
I 

Ur-mes, the brewer, dedicated to Ibbi-Sin. 

Commentary 
The present text appears to be a self-sale document. In Seals and Sealing, p. 51 

n. 36, I suggested that in this text "the buyer undertakes a specific obligation to provide 
for a woman who sells herself into slavery." This interpretation was based on the reading 
of the last three signs in 1. 8 as tI Se-ba-a, which led me to translate 11. 5-8 as "henceforth 
Anid, the brewer, (to) Nin-agrigzi r . . . 1 and barley rations [will give]." However, 
the collation of the tablet, made subsequently by J. N. Postgate, shows that the signs in 
question read tI-tud-a. Still, the fact that the tablet is sealed by the buyer indicates that this 
passage specifies some kind of obligation on the buyer's part. The presence of the word 
a-tud-a, "born," suggests that this obligation concerned Ni-agrigzi's (future?) offspring. 

3. For the term L U . ~ I M ( - ~ ~ ) ,  "brewer," see commentary to no. 98:4. 
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109. 
Text: U. 16517 (UET 3 41). Collated by J. N. Postgate. 
Origin: Ur. 
Date: IS 191~. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
13) 

1 sag-nita 
en-um-dadad mu-ni-im 
da(?)-ar-bu-ug-gk-su 3Ih.I 
a puzur4-dIGI.~.SU rx(-x)l-a 
a-ku-ni sagi 
in-ne-bi-sale 
516 ma-na 5 gin kug-babbar 
simb til-la-ni-bb 
in-ne-lal - 

16 16 nu-u[n]-gi4-gi4-da 
mu lugal-bi in-pAd-dk-[ti] 
iniminimbi i-til 
kiSib 16-den-lil-18 di-kud ib-ra 
(space) 
iti ezen-dnin-a-zu 
mu 6s-sa di-bi-*~N.zU 
lugal tirikima-ke4 
dnin-lil h @manna-ra 
S~~~~(E.GI .NA.AB.TUM) kug mu-ne-dh 

Seal 
di- ~ ~ - ~ E N . z U  
dingir kalam-ma-na 
lugal kalag-ga 
lugal ~ k i - m a  
lugal an-ub-da 4-ba 

m-den-m-la 
ga-eSg a-ab-ba-ka 
&-ad-da-ni-ir 
in-na-ba 

(1) One man, (2) his name is Ennum-Adad (3) (from) Darbuggarsu(?), the brewer, 
(4) and Puzur-IGI.X.SU, the . . . , (5) Alpni, the cupbearer, (6) bought. (7) 516 
rnina (and) 5 shekels of silver, (8) as his complete price, (9) he weighed out to them. 
(10-11) They swore by the name of the king not to contest one against the other. 
(12) He (i.e., Ahuni) completed this transaction. (13) The seal of Lu-Enlila, the judge, 
was rolled. (14-18) Date. Seal of Lu-Enlila, the sea-faring merchant, dedicated to Ibbi- 
Sin. 

Commentary 
The fact that this sale transaction was authorized by the judge Lu-Enlila (as 

demonstrated by his sealing the tablet) probably explains the absence of witnesses. See 
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2.15.1. Note that Lu-Enlila was only an acting judge; his real occupation was a sea-faring 
merchant (see the seal). 

3. Alternatively, this line could be read da(?)-ar-bu-ug-gir su-birq(!), 
"Darbuggar(?), the Subarian." 

For SIM, "brewer," see commentary to no. 98:4. 
4. I fail to recognize the divine element in the name. 
12. For this clause, see 2.3.1. 
13. For this note, see 2.18.1. 

110. 
Text: U. 4624 (UET 3 47). Collated by J. N. Postgate. 5' 

Origin: Ur. 
Date: [?I. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 

1 sag-nita 
dnin-gu-su-ka-i-Sag5 mu-ni-im 
17 gin kug-babbar-Sb 
ur-dig-dim rUfI(?).ME(?)-ka(?)l 
na-ba-Sags-keq 
in-5-sale 
ur-mes 16-ki-[nal-ab-him-[bi-im] 
igi 16-sukal-an-k[a dub]-sar dumu rxl-[ . . . (-S?)] 
igi ur-drxl-[ . . . (-%)I 
igi 16-kal-l[a(-ib)] 
igi ur-n[a . . . (-S?)] 
igi [ . . . I  
igi [ . . . I  r x l  [ . . . I  
ig[i . . . ] 
[ . . . I  KI 
[ . . . I  r x i  
[ . . . I  rxi 
(rest destr.) 

(1) One man, (2) his name is Ningirsuka-iSag, (3) for 17 shekels of silver (4) from Ur- 
Igalim, the rguda-priest(?)l, (5) NabaSag (6) bought. (7) Ur-mes [is] the guarantor. 
(8) Before Lu-sukalankra, the scrlibe, son of rX1-[ . . . 1; (9) before Ur-rxi-[ . . . 1; 
(10) before Lu-kal[a]; (11) before Ur-n[a- . . . 1; (12) before [ . . . 1; (13) before 
[ . . . 1; (14) bef[ore . . . 1; (15-16) [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. 

Commentary 
7. For this clause, see 2.11.1.1. 
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11 1. t 

Text: U. 4498 ( U S  3 31). Collated by J. N. Postgate. 
Origin: Ur. 
Date: [?]/x. 

1) 1 ID(?) [sar(?) C(?)1 
2) kug-bi [x gin.  . . 1 
3) l f i - u ~ u x K f i ~ ~ - k e q  
4) 16-dnin-gir-su-r%l 
5) in-fi-salO(wr. GAZ) 
6) iti ezen-m$ 

rev. 7) igi ba-rg6Tg[6]-% 
8) igi [ . . . I-% . - 

(rest destr.) 

(1) One and a half(?) [sar(?) of a house(?)]. (2) its silver (is) [x shekels], (3) Lu- 
URUxKAR (4) from Lu-Ningirsu (5) bought. (6) The month of Ezenma.  (7) Before 
Balgagal; (8) before [ . . . 1; [ . . . ; (these are the witnesses)]. 

Comrnenta?y 
L. Legrain, UET 3 indexes, p. 194, dates this text to AS [?I. However, neither 

the tabiet nor the copy shows any traces of the year formula., 
5. Note the unorthographic & f i g  GAZ for NINDAX~E. 
6. Note that the month-name is uniquely placed between the operative 

section and the list of wimesses. 

112. 

Text: Wilberforce Eames Babylonian Collection in the New York Public L i b r w  T T  4 
(Eames Collection pl. 11 = Sauren N.Y. Public Librav 359). Conat&. 

Previous treatment: A. L. Oppenheim, Eames Collection, PP. 141-142 (mnslit- and 
transl.). 

Origin: Unknown. 
Date: S 40 .  

1) t l ,  sag-SAL na-an-na-a mu-ni-im 
2) nu-tk-i-li dumu DINGIR-su-ra-bi 
3) ga-ri-DINGIR in-ti-sale 
4) 112 gin kug-babbar 
5) nig-sh-ma-ni-Si: 
6) ga-ri-DINGIR-e 
7) nu-lir-1-li in-na-la1 
8) igi ur-dda-da 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 

1.e. 16) 
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dumu  AD-zu-ni nigir-$5 
igi DINGIR-ba-ni dumu za-na-it 
igi ki-in-zu-lum dumu mu-Sa-wi-ir-St 
igi a-ku-ni dumu na-si-bid-tum-9 
igi h-na-ni-tum SeS kur-bi-la-&-St 
igi dadad-ba-ni nigir-@ 
lfi-inim-ma-bi-me 
mu lis-sa t p ~ ~ ~ ~ q i S - Q a - ~ a n  ba-dh 

(1) cone, woman, her name is NannaIa, (2) from Nur-ili, son of I1Su-rabi, (3) G%ri- 
ilum bought. (4) Half a shekel of silver (5) as her price (6) Gki-ilum (7) (to) Nur- 
ili weighed out. (8) Before Ur-Dada, (9) son of Warassuni, the herald; (10) before 
Ilum-bini, son of Zana; (1 1) before Kinzulum, son of MuSawir; (12) before Akuni, son 
of NSSi-biltum; (13) before Amn&itum, the brother of Kur(u)b-ilak; (14) before Adad- 
bini, the herald; (15) these are the witnesses. (16) Date. 

Commentary 
This document, together with nos. 66, 113-1 16, comes from the S1.A-a archive, 

a group of over sixty texts which represents one of the largest (if not the largest) private 
archives dating to the Ur I11 period. Apart from its private character, this archive is also 
unique in that it seems to have originated in a small Northern Babylonian locality. 

The following discussion of the S1.A-a archive supersedes my remarks in JAOS 
102 (1982):643. The S1.A-a tablets were excavated illicitly at an unknown site (see below 
for a possible identification), and are today scattered among several collections. The 
largest group, totaling thirty-one tablets, belongs to the Iraq Museum (TIM 3 145-151; 5 
12; 6 44; 9 103; MVN 8 151-158, 160, 161, 163-168, 170-172, 184,200). Among the 
remaining texts, eighteen are in the John Frederick Lewis Collection of the Free Library 
of Philadelphia (MVN 13 741, 742+743, 745, 746+747, 748+749, 750+751, 884 
envelope + unpubl. tablet, 885+911, 886+887, 888+889, 890+891, 896+897, 
898+899, 900+901, 902+903, 905+906, 907, 908+909), eight in the Wilberforce 
Eames Collection in the New York Public Library (Sauren N.Y. Public Library 359, 
361, 365, 368, 376, 380, 382, 384), two in the A. V. Lane Museum of Southern 
Methodist University, Dallas (Lane 1, 2 - both unpubl.), one in the Zion Research 
Institute, Boston (now in the Harvard Semitic Museum) (JCS 23 [1970]:111 no. 8), and 
one in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (1932-419 - unpubl., courtesy I. J. Gelb). 

According to the correspondence preserved in the New York Public Library and 
A. V. Lane Museum, the S1.A-a tablets in those two collections were discovered at a 
place called Abu Jamous, situated near Babylon (JAOS 102, 643). However, the site so 
called is otherwise unknown. The only possible indication of the origin of the S1.A-a 
archive, found in the texts themselves, is provided by the phrase Sagq mai-gh-bu-saki, 
"in MaSk-puia," in MVN 13 908+909:6. Maim-puSa had an ensi in the Sargonic 
period (1st. Mus. L30232 - unpubl., cited by D. I. Owen, JCS 33 [1981]:259), but little 
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besides this point is known about it. It is mentioned in several OB geographical lists 
(MSL 11, p. 60 ii 66, 104 line 257, 131 iii 47), as well as in Hh. XXI 4:24 (MSL 11, 
p. 14), where it is equated with the city PUS: mag-gh-pu-[u]S = pu-[US]. AS is 
suggested by the last entry, MaSkfm-puSa was a neighbor, or perhaps even a suburb, of 
PUS. Cf. here the lexical ~ - d u r u ~ - ~ u - u ~ k i  (MSL 11, p. 18 9:18', 39 1. 19) and BAD-pu- 
uSki of the OB text YOS 12 469:1, which may refer to the same locality. For PUS, which 
appears to have been situated between Kutha and Sippar, see JCS 32  (1980):27. One 
cannot exclude, however, that in MVN 13 908+909 the phrase "in MaSkh-puSa" 
identifies the locale of the transaction in question and not that of the archive. This is 
suggested by the fact that at least one S1.A-a text is positively known to have been written 
in a place other than the site of S1.A-a's domicile (no. 66, at Nippur). Further, note that 
the S1.A-a archive may be linked, through its month-names, with the site of Tell al- 
Wilayah (see below). In any event, there is little doubt that these texts originated in an 
Akkadian milieu, demonstrated by the fact that at least nine of them are written in 
Akkadian (no. 113; MVN 8 163, 164, 165, 166, 171, 172; TIM 3 149, 150), the 
preponderance of Akkadian personal names, and the use of Akkadian month-names (see 
below). 

The S1.A-a tablets record the following month-names: 

(1) a-bu-um (MVN 8 165 [-bu(!)(PAB)-1; 13 890+891), a - b i  (MVN 13 
746+747); probably identical with (7) ezen-a-bi; 

(2) AN.ZA.GU.wR(?)-urn (TIM 6 44); 
(3) apin-dug-a (Sauren N.Y. Public Library 368); 
(4) ad-lu-um (MVN 8 200); 
(5) ba-ra-um (MVN 8 153; 13 900+901; TIM 3 148); 
(6) da-hu-bu-um (Sauren N.Y. Public Library 361); 
(7) ezen-a-bi (MVN 8 164); probably the same as (1); 
(8) ezen-A.DARAq (MVN 13 748+749); 
(9) ezen-dinanna (MVN 13 896+897); 

(10) e ~ e n - ~ n e r ~ a l  (MVN 8 154; 13 885+911; Ashmolean Mus. 1932-419); 
(1 1) ezen-dSul-gi (MVN 8 155[?], 171); 
(12) gi-sig-ga (Lane 2); 
(13) GUD.GANA (TIM 3 150); 
(14) la-&-urn (Sauren N.Y. Public Library 382); 
(15) nig-e-ga (JCS 23, 1 1 1 no. 8); 
(16) nig-den-111-18 (MVN 8 171; 13 886+887,898+899); 
(17) Se-gurl0-kud (MVN 13 750+751); 
(18) tum-ma-a1 (MVN 8 156); 
(19) zi-ib-nlim (MVN 13 884 envelope + unpubl. tablet). 

Among these, the only names that show connections with Southern Babylonian 
calendars are the "Reichskalender" months ezen-diul-gi and Se-gurl0-kud, and possibly 
apin-dug-a, which may be identical with the eigth month at Nippur. Demonstrably 
Akkadian names are Abum, AN.ZA.GU.mR(?)-urn, ASlum, B/Para3um, Dabubum, 
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L&bum, and Zibnum, of which only Abum, Labbum, and Zibnum are othens~se 
attested. Among the remaining names, ezen-a-bi, ezen-A.DAR&, gi-sig-ga, nig-e-ga, 

I * nig-den-111-18, and possibly apin-dug-a, appear also in the archive of the Ur III merchant 
-% TGram-ili (M. van de Mieroop, JCS 38 [1986]:1-80). The provenience of the latter texts 

is unknown, but, like the S1.A-a tablets, they seem to have originated in a Akkadian- 
speaking environment. In additon, the names nig-den-lil-18 and ezen-A.DAR& occur in a 
Sargonic tablet from Tell al-Wilayah (Sumer 32 [1976]:94 no. 2 rev. 4',6' - spelled nig- 

5 
den-lil and nig-A.DARA4 respectively). Since the TUram-ili tablets are also linked to the 

i Tell al-Wilayah material by the use of the divine element %.KI, their origin may in fact be 
Tell al-Wilayah (see M. van de Mieroop, op. cir., p. 6). 

The earliest S1.A-a text is the present sale document (S 40). Though it does not 
name SLA-a, its connection with the archive is assured by the mention of G%-ilum (1. 
6), who is attested in other S1.A-a tablets (see below). The earliest text specifically 
refemng to S1.A-a dates to 3 47 (TIM 6 44). The latest texts belonging to this archive 
come from IS 2 (MVN 8 164-166, 168; etc.). 

S1.A-a, son of Ilum-bini (nos. 113:3, 113*:4), was by profession a na-gada, 
"shepherd" (no. 115:3; Sauren N.Y. Public Library 3655; Lane 1:s). In his archive, 
however, S1.A-a appears in quite a different role, namely, that of a private money-lender. 
The overwhelming majority of the S1.A-a texts are loan documents, involving silver (up 
to one mina - MVN 8 168), barley, and wool. Of special interest among them are the 
antichretic loans MVN 8 168, Sauren N.Y. Public Library 365, TIM 3 149, and Lane 1. 
S1.A-a also rented sheep to private individuals (MVN 8 171, 200), which is not 
surprising in view of his profession. As is shown by the six sale documents naming 
S1.A-a (nos. 66, 113-1 16), he invested his proceeds into slaves and real estate. Though 
no. 66 demonstrates that S1.A-a traveled to Nippur and conducted business there, it is 
clear from the archive's prosopographic data that he operated, by and large, in one place 
only (MaSEn-puSa?). S1.A-a may have had a brother, rimed Aba'a, who was also a na- 
gada (see commentary to no. 1 16: 12). 

As noted above, Giri-ilum, the buyer in the present text, appears in several other 
S1.A-a tablets. Thus he acts as a seller in no. 116, and as a creditor in MVN 13 890+891 
(in the latter text S1.A-a is a witness). In other transactions Giri-ilum appears as a 
witness (nos. 113:10, 113*:14; MVN 8 164:6, 165:7 [gir-i-111; TIM 3 145:s). Note also 
that his son, named Agu=a, is a witness in no. 116:14. The fact that Giri-ilum appears as 
a buyer and creditor in the S1.A-a texts, the roIes otherwise reserved for S1.A-a, indicates 
that the two men must have been business partners. It is possible that G ~ - i l u m  was a 
relative of S1.A-a, though definitely not his brother (see no. 116 seal, which identifies 
G%-ilum's father as Ilabuma[?]). 

6. Ga-ri-DINGIR: To be interpreted as Giri-ilum or Gir(i)-ili (see the 
spelling gkr-i-li in MVN 8 165:7). For this name, see CAD G, pp. 6 2 4 3  (under gerli), 
Gelb, MAD 3, p. 119 (under garjum). 

11. For the name MuSawir, see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 261 (under Sawarum). 
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12. For NiSi-biltum, see m?Si bilri, "tenant of a state-owned field," in CAD I 
Nl2, pp. 64-65. 

13. Amnhitum is probably derived from the Amorite tribal name 

AmnBn(um). The name is clearly feminine, but its bearer is described as "brother" (SeS). I 
This discrepancy is puzzling. I 

113. 

Text: Wilberforce Eames Babylonian Collection in the New York Public Library T T  1 
v 

(Eames Collection pl. XI = Sauren N.Y. Public Library 384). 
Previous treatment: A. L. Oppenheim, Eames Collection, pp. 139-140 (translit. and 

transl.). 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: S 4 8.  

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 

rev. 15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 

19) 
20) 
21) 
22) 

23) 
24) 

1 SAG.NITA puzur4-ha-id MU.NI.IM 
KI a-hu-ni Z~D.DA 
S1.A-a DUMU DINGIR-ba-ni 
IN.SA10 
r8(?)1 G ~ N  IGI-3-GAL KUG.BABBAR 
1 U*.BAR.GAL.LA 
SAM-su 
S1.A-a 'I.LAL 
a-na a-hu-ni 
IGI ga-ri-DINGIR 
IGI na-ha-ru-um 
IGI puzur4-Su-ni DUMU S1.A-um 
IGI DINGIR-E 
IGI i-li-ki-ib-ri DUMU lu-lu 
IGI SIPAD-si-in rNAGAR(?)1 
IGI zu-la-rluml Sidim 
i-sar-ba-dan SIMUG 
KUG.BI LLAL 
(space) 
LU.INIM.MA.BI.ME 
Su-ut ma-lg-ar-Su-nu 
ni-iS LUGAL-im 
it-ma-12 
(space) 
MU US.SA ki-maSki BA.HUL 
MU US.SA.BI 
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(1) One man, his name is Puzur-Haia, (2) from Abuni, the . . . , (3) S1.A-a, son of 
Ilum-bhi, (4) bought. (5) rEight(?)l (and) 113 shekels of silver (6) (and) one 
unplucked ewe, (7) (as) his price, (8) S1.A-a paid (lit.: weighed out) (9) to Ahuni. 
(10) Before G ~ - i l u m ,  (1 1) before N@arum, (12) before PuzurSuni, son of S1.A-um, 
(13) before Ili-biti, (14) before Ili-kibri, son of Lulu, (15) before ReiSin, the 
rcarpenter(?)l, (16) before Sularluml, the mason, (17) Ear-padin, the smith, 
(18) weighed out this silver. (19) These are the witnesses (20) before whom (21- 
22) he (i.e., the seller) swore by the life of the king (not to contest?). (23-24) Date. 

Commentary 
2. Z~D.DA: Probably to be emended <KA.,Z~D.DA. For ka-zid-da-(k), 

"miller," see commentary to no. 27:3. 
6. For bar-gil-la, "unplucked," and the related terms bar-su-ga, "plucked," 

and bar-mb, "growing (new) fleece," see Waetzoldt, Textilindustrie, p. 39 n. 1. 
8. S1.A-a: The reading of this name is not certain: Sixa3a or Watra. See 

Gelb, MAD 3, p. 83 (under watrum). 
9. Alternatively, this line could belong to the following clause: "For A., 

before the witnesses, I., the smith, weighed out this silver." 
10-1 1. In Oppenheim's copy, the order of these two lines is reversed. 

Naharum acts as a witness also in nos. 113*:15, 115:8, and 116:9, and 
in a number of loan documents (MVN 8 153:12, 1565; Sauren N.Y. Public Library 
361:12,382:6). In MVN 13 902+903:4, he is a borrower. Note also that his son Agu is a 
witness in no. 116:19. 

14. Lulu probably stands here for "Lulu(bean)." The real name of Ili-kibri's 
father appears to have been si-la-lu-ga-nlim (MVN 13 8 8 4 5  - envelope), which is 
alternatively written Si-la-lu-ga-n6m (ibid. tablet - unpubl.) and sa-la-lu-ga (ibid. seal). 
Cf. here SIPAD-si-in dumu lu-lu-bi-um (MVN 8 158:7; l71:12 [-bi-1). 

16. Sulalum, the mason, is listed as a witness also in no. 116:20 and in the 
loan documents MVN 8 156:7; 13 750+751:7,905+906:6; TIM 3 145:ll; Sauren N.Y. 
Public Library 3685. 

17-18. For this clause, see 2.12. ISar-paddn, the smith, appears also in TIM 3 
145:15. 

21-22. For niS Sarri ramii, "to swear by the life of the king," see 2.10.1. 

113*. 
Text: IM 43731 (MVN 8 152). 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: AS(?) 1. 

1) 3 sar ki-gil 
2) igi-3-g8-ta 



3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
1 0) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 

u.e. 19) 
1.e. 20) 

21) 

Text no. 113'-114 I 
ki DINGIR-ba-ni dumu a-la-ti 
S1.A-a dumu DINGIR-ba-ni 
in-sale 
1 gin kug-babbar 
rSIl.A-a 
[DINGIR-b]a-N-ir 
in-na-lal 
igi i-ti-lum ugula-geita 
igi zu-6-nu-um 
igi a$-ku-da-nlim 
igi Su-ek-dar 
igi [gal-ri-DINGIR 
igi naqbal-ru-um 
igi a-bu-ni 
igi gur-ti-i-li 
16-inim-[mla-bi-me 
[m]u 4amar(?)l-[d~N].T~U lugall 
r16 liil nu-gi4-gi4-[x] 
rmul lugal-bi i-Tp&dl-[(dBCS)] 

(1) Three sar of uncultivated land, (2) (at the rate of) 113 (shekel of silver) per (1 sar of 
land), (3) from Ilum-bBni, son of Alati, (4) S1.A-a, son of Ilum-bani, (5) bought. 
(6) One shekel of silver (7) S1.A-a (8) to [Ilum-blini (9) weighed out. (10) Before 
Iddin-ilum, the officer (in charge) of sixty (men); (1 1) before Zu3unum; (12) before 
Aiquanum; (13) before Su- star; (14) before GZ-i lum; (15) before Nabamm; 
(16) before Abuni; (17) before Qurdi-ili; (18) these are the witnesses. (19) Date. (20- 
21) They [swore1 by the [name1 of the king not to contest rone against the other% 

I Commentary 
1. For ki-gil, see 3.2.1.2. 
10. ugula-geita: For this title, see commentary to no. 10:3. 
19. As preserved, the second sign of the king's name could be either AMAR 

or SU. The choice of the year Amar-Sin 1 may, however, be preferred, since the only 
other text from the S1.A-a archive in which S1.A-a uses his patronymic is no. 113, dated 
to S 48. Further, note that the witnesses Giri-ilum (1. 14) and Nabarum (1. 15) are also 
listed in no. 113. 

114. 

Text: IM 44739 (TIM 5 12). Collated by J. N. Postgate. 
Origin: Unknown. 

I 
Date: SS 1. 

rev. 
1') 
2') 
3') 
4') 
5') 
6') 
7') 
8') 

Text no. 114 

1 sag-SAL 
ek-dar-um-mi mu-ni-im 
nig-sim-ma-ni 1 1/2 gin kug-babbar 
ki bu-lu-ti-ma-ta 
[S]I.A-a in-ii-sale 
[igli ur-ab-zu ha-za-nlim 
[igi] 3-ra-ha-bi-it 
[igi x]Txl-ma 16 b2d-NE-d[a(?)]ki 
[igi DINGIRI-8 16 an-za-g@ 
[igi x-XI-LUh4 
[igi 6-t6]l-ma-ma 
[igi a]-bu-um-DINGIR 
[igi (x)]-rx-irl-[ra] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
[igi x-x-x]Txl 
[igi XI-rxl-a-ti 
[Id-inlim-ma-bi-me 
[igi-n]e-ne-Si: 
[giS-gan(?)]-na ib-ta-bala 
[igi-ne-n]e rkul-lu-ti-ma 
[mu lugal-bi i]n-p2d 
mu dSu-dEN.ZU lugal 

Seal 
ur-ab-zu 
dumu ur-LI 

(1) One woman, (2) her name is Eitar-ummi, (3) her price (is) 1 112 shekel of silver, 
(4) from Hulutima (5) S1.A-a bought. (6) [Belfore Ur-Abzu, the mayor; (7) [before] 
ka-habit; (8) [before XI-TxFma, the man from Bad-NE-d[a(?)]; (9) [before Ilil-biti, the 
man from Anzagar; (10) [before X-XI-LUM; (1 1) [before Utull-Mama; (12) [before 
Album-ili; (13) [before (X)]-rx-Irral; [ . . . 1; (1') [before X-x-XI-rxl; (2') [before 
XI-rxl-ati; (3') [these are the witlnesses. (4') [Before] them (5') he (i.e., the 
seller) made her cross over the [gii-galna. (6') [Before] them [Hullutima (7') swore 
[by the name of the king] (not to contest?). (8') Date. Seal of Ur-Abzu, son of Ur-LI. 

Commentary 
This sale transaction was authorized by Ur-Abzu, the mayor, who is listed as the 

first witness and who also seals the tablet. See 2.13.1. 
6. The mayor Ur-Abzu also authorized the loan transaction TIM 3 145 (date 

not preserved). In that text, as in no. 114, Ur-Abzu is listed among the witnesses, and 
the tablet bears an impression of his seal. 
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8. bid-NE-d[a(?)]ki: I am unable to identify this GN. 
11. Utul-Mama is a witness also in no. 116:lO. He may be the father of 

Naplis, who appears in no. 115:15. He is probably the same person as the merchant 
Utul-Mama (MVN 13 750+751:5; Sauren N.Y. Public Library 365:9). 

5 ' . For this clause, see 2.4. 

115. 

Text: Wilberforce Earnes Babylonian Collection in the New York Public Library 'lT 2 
(Eames Collection pl. IX = Sauren N.Y. Public Library 376). Collated. 

Previous treatment: A. L. Oppenheim, Eames Collection, pp. 140-141 (translit. and 
J 

transl.). 
I Origin: Unknown. 
I 
I 

Date: SS 5. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
rev. 11) 

12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 

16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 

1.e. 20) 

1 sag-SAL a-ga-ti-ma mu-N-im 
ki i-ba-li-is ad-da-ni 
S1.A-a na-gada 
in-Si-sale 
3 113 gin kug-babbar 
S1.A-a i-na-la1 
igi ip-ku-la dumu za-ah-ti-a 
igi na-ha-ru-um 
igi Su-Qumu-d dumu Id-dda-mu 
igi ~ - ~ U - D U G  dumu MIla-Su 
igi n~-6r-~ad[ad] 16-giSki[ri6] 
igi a-gu-a-ti dumu c<dumu>> ir-ra-ba-ni 
igi nu-6r-i-li dumu S1.A-um 
igi a-li-Su-ni dumu im-ti-dam 
igi na-ap-li-is dumu 6-tGl-ma-ma 
(space) 
16-inim-ma-bi-me 
igi-ne-ne-St 
16 16 nu-&-gb-dt 
t&-bi mu lugal i-piid 
mu 6s-sa ~SU-~EN.ZU lugal-e Md mar-tu mu-ds-a 

(1) One woman, her name is Agatima, (2) from Ippalis, her father, (3) S1.A-a, the 
shepherd, (4) bought. (5) Three (and) 113 shekels of silver (6) S1.A-a weighed out (as 
her price). (7) Before IpqiSa, son of S&ti>a; (8) before Naarum; (9) before Su- 
Dumuzi, son of Lu-Darnu; (10) before Mu-eb ,  son of Sillalu; (1 1) before Ntir-Ad[ad], 
the garde[ner]; (12) before Agu=ati, son of Irra-b&i; (13) before Nir-ill, son of S1.A- 
um; (14) before AliSuni, son of Imtidam; (15) before Naplis, son of Utul-Mama; 
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(16) these are the witnesses. (17) Before them (18-19) they swore together by the 
name of the king not to contest one against the other. (20) Date. 

Commentary 
3. na-gada: Akk. niiqidu, "shepherd." See CAD Nil, pp. 333-335; AHw., 

i 
p. 744. 

1 1. Note the spelling 1 6 - g i i m  in place of nu-@kiri6. 
, 13. The same person is a witness in MVN 8 158:6 and MVN 13  7455.  

PuzurSuni, son of SLA-um (no. 113:12), is probably his brother. 

116. 
Text: IM 43429 (Sumer 15 [1959]:pl. 12 no. 13 = TIM 9 103). Collated by J. N. 

Postgate. 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: IS 1. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

rev. 14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 
18) 
19) 
20) 
21) 
22) 
23) 

24) 

1 sag-nita 
rnul-hi-DINGIR mu-ni-im 
[nflg-sh-bi 7 gin kug-babbar 
[k]i ga(!)-ri-DINGIR-ta 
[S]I.A-a in-ii-sale 
[nu]-bala-e-dt 
[gla-ri-DINGIR 
[m]u lugal-bi in-p2.d 
[igli na-ha-xu-um 
[igli a-thl-ma-ma 
[igli nu-5-i-li 
[igli a-ba-a naTgadal 
[ig]i la-ma-ha-ar 
[igli a-gu-a dumu ga-ri-DINGIR 
[igli ~ r - ~ n i n - s ~ i n  
[igli 16-Sa-lirn 
[igli DINGIR-ba-ni 
[dulmu-ni-me 
[igi] a-gu dumu na-ha-xu-urn 
[igi] zu-[la-lu]m Sidirn 
[igi-ne-n]e-St: 
[sag(?) gig-g]i-na 
[ibta-balla 
(space) 
[mu di]-bf-TdEN.ZUI lugal 



Text no. 116-117 I 
Seal 
ga-ri-DINGIR 
dumu i-la-hu(?)-ma(?) 

(1) One man, (2) his name is Nub-ilum, (3) his price (is) 7 shekels of silver, (4) from 
GM-ilum (5) S1.A-a bought. (6-8) G&ri-ilum swore by the name of the king [not] to 
violate (the agreement). (9) [Belfore N@arum, (10) [belfore Utul-Mama, (1 1) [belfore 
N5-ili, (12) [belfore Abaxa, son of G&-ilum, (13) [belfore L C m a ,  (14) [belfore 
AguIa,  son of GM-ilum, (15) [belfore Ur-Ninsun, (16) [belfore Lu-Salim, (17) i 
[(and) belfore Ilum-b%ni, (18) his [solns, (19) [before] Agu, son of Nabarum, 
(20) [before] Su[la]lum, the mason, (21) [before thelm (22-23) he (i.e., the 

1 
! 

seller) made [the "head"(?) crloss over the gig-gana. (24) Date. Seal of GM-ilum, son 
of Ilahuma(?). I 

Commentary 
10. Note the spelling M i l -  for the regular 6-tdl-. 
12. Attested also in MVN 8 164:3 and seal, where he borrows silver from I 

S1.A-a. Since in that seal-inscription Aba3a is identified as the son of Ilum-bBni, he was 
very likely S1.A-a's own brother. 

14. Note that this witness is the seller's son. 
22-23. For this clause. see 2.4. I 

117. 
Text: Princeton Theological Seminary 1004 (A. Goetze, YOS 15 101, forthcoming). 1 

Collated. I 

Origin: Unknown. 
Date: 3 30/i ("Reichskalender"). 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

[x] gin kug-babbar 
[XI (gur) Se g[u]r-lugal 
sim til-llal 
haf rnal-ti-la 
rurl-gu nu-banda rxl-ra 
mu rda(?)-x-xl sabra-St 
ur-ab-[b]a du[mu] lugal-me-18[m]-kq 
in-ki-rsalol 
mu lugal in-rpidl 
bii-KA-NI-rSagg(?)l gala 
6-a-ni ~ d a  dlugal-ud-da-k[a(?)] 
16-dgiS-bar-t rxl-BI(?)fx(-x)l 
lp-rru(?)l dumu 16-mu(?)-tu(?) 

Text no. 117-117* 315 

15) [i] ti Se-gurlo-kud 
16) [m]u dumu-SAL lugal PA.[TE.S]I an-Saf anlki-kq [bla-an-tuku 

(1) [x] shekels of silver, (2) [(the equivalent of) x] gur of barley, (according to) the 
royal gur, (3) the complete price (4) of Hamatila; (5) from TUrl-gu, the overseer of rxl, 
(6) in place of rDa(?)-x-xl, the majordomo, (7) Ur-ab[b]a, so[n] of Lugal-mela[m], 
(8) bought. (9) He (i.e., Ur-gu) swore by the name of the king (not to contest?). 
(10) Bu-KA-NI-rSag(?)l, the gala-priest; (11) Eani, the guda-priest of Lugaludda; 
(12) Lu-GiSbare, the r . . . 1; (13) Hum(?), son of Lu-mu(?)-tu-(?); (14) these are the 
witnesses. (15-16) Date. 

Commentary 
Since the month-name $egurkud is used in several different places, the origin of 

the text cannot be determined. 
6-7. rDa(?)-x-xl is the actual buyer, and Ur-Abba acts as his representative. 
10. bii-KA-NI-rSag5(?)l: The interpretation of this PN is uncertain. Cf. the 

names B U - ~ ~ - n 6 m  and BU-KA-na-a, cited by I. J. Gelb, MAD 3, p. 218 (under 
pussunum). 

11. For the god dlugal-ud-da, see A. Deimel, Pantheon Babylonicum, 
p. 167; Lambert, RLA 7, p. 153. The only other occurrences of this DN in Ur 111 texts, 
to my knowledge, are TCL 2 5514:lO and Sauren N.Y. Public Library 391 i 8. 

117*. 
Text: HSM 91 1.10.405 (MVN 11 204). Collated. 1/ 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: IS 2/xii ("Reichskalender"). 

rev. 
1') 
2') 
3') 
4') 
5') 
6 ' )  

1 sag-SAL en-ni- 
dla-az mu-ni-irn 
1 gin igi-3-gil kug-babbar 
Sim ti-la-ni-it 
ki Sa-at-dEN.zu-ta 
g ~ m e - d S ~ S  .r~11- [(ke4)] 
[in-Si-sale] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
igi a-ha-[alr-Si-Ti51 
igi Su-dnin-Subur-Si: 
igi ur-sukal-Si: 
igi-ne-ne-Si: 
mu lugal-bi in-pid 
ud k h  nu-&-& 



316 Text no. 117,-118 

u.e. 7') iti ezen-dme-ki-g6l 
8 ') mu en dinanna unugki in-pM 

Seal 
ia-at-d~N.zU 
[dam ur(?)l-[ . . . I 
[(?)I 

(1-2) One woman, her name is Enni-Las, (3) for 1 113 shekel of silver, (4) her full 
price, (5) from Sat-Sin (6) Geme-Nanna (7) [bought]. [ . . . 1; (1') before Aham- 
arSi; (2') before Su -~ in~ubur ;  (3') before Ur-sukal; (4') before them (5') she (i.e., 
Sat-Sin) swore by the name of the king (6') not to contest in the future. (7'-8') Date. 
Seal of Sat-sin, the [wife of Ur(?)l-[ . . . 1, [(the . . . 11. 

Commentary 
Note that both the seller and the buyer are female. 
1-2. Enni-Las: For the goddess Las, see Lambert, RLA 6, pp. 506-507. 

Alternatively, this name could be read en-ni-11-la-as = Enni-Illas(sa) lenni-illat-$a/, for 
which cf. the Sargonic En-ni-il-la (OIP 14 143 rev. 9'). For illat(u) in Old Akkadian 
names, see Gelb, MAD 3, pp. 39-40. 

4. Note the phonetic ti-la for til-la. 

118. 
Text: RA 10 (1913):66 no. 105. 
Previous treatment: L. Legrain, RA 10,62 (translit. and transl.). 

L 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: AS 6. 

rev. 

1 sag-nita 
a - 1 6 - ~ ~ ~  mu-ni-im 
3(gur) 1 (pi) 40(sila) Se gur-Sb 
SeS-kal-la 
16-%n-M-l6-ra 
[iln-Si-in-sale 
[ . . . dumu an-n]i-ba-du7 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
(space) 
mu Sa-aS-xuki ba-bul 

Seal 
lj6]-%n-lil-[(li)] 

Seminar fir Reilschriftfwschung 
der Universitit Giittinaa 

Text no. 118-119 317 

[dub]-sar IS 
[dumu] 16-dingir-rral 

(1) One man, (2) his name is Alu-@b, (3) for 3 gur, 1 pi (and) 40 sila of barley 
(4) Se3-kala (5) from Lu-Enlila (6) bought. (7) [ . . . , son of Annli-badu; [ . . . ; 
(these are the witnesses)]. (1') Date. Seal of [Lul-Enlila, the [scrlibe of equerries, [son 
of] Lu-dingira. 

Commentary 
2. ~-~c-DuG: I assume that his PN contains the word Zllu, "city." Cf. the 

name a-li-DUG, cited by Gelb, MAD 3, p. 5. Note the spelling -16- for -1u-. 
7. For the name an-ni-ba(-ab)-du7, see Limet, Anrhroponymie, p. 379. 

119. 
Text: AUAM 73.3096 (to be published by M. Sigrist). Collated. 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: SS 3/i ("Reichskalender"). 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 
16) 
17) 

u.e. 18) 
1.e. 19) 

1 sagTSAL1 
Si-ku-ra-da-t[i(?)] mu-ni-im 
kug s h - b i  2 112 gin 
ki ~u-dadad 
iga-6s lugal-ta 
u-ku in-Si-sale 
igi nu-dr-dadad dumu-na-St 
igi ma-ma-sar-ra-at dam-na-Sb 
i[gi x-x-t]i-a-Sb 
igi r%n-lill-i-Sags-St 
igi ma-an-Sa-ni-Su-Sb 
igi i-sar-diul-gi-it 
igi Se-da gala elam-Sb 

sag-bi rgiS1-ga[nl-na [ibl-t[a(?)-balla 
mu lugal-b[i in-pid] 
iti Se-[gurlol-kud 
mu si-ma-n6mki ba-hul 

Seal 
Su-d[adad] 
iga-6[s lugal] 



318 Text no. 119-120 

(1) One woman, (2) her name is Si-qurzidatb(?)], (3) the silver of her price (is) 2 112 
shekels, (4) from Su- dad, (5) the royal gendarme, (6) Uku bought. (7) Before Nur- 
Adad, his son, (8) before Mama-Sarrat, his wife, (9) be[fore X-x-t]i3a, (10) before 
TEnliU-Sag, (1 1) before Man-Sanidu, (12) before 1Sar-Sulgi, (13) before Seda, the 
gala-priest, the Elamite, (14) before S a r - ~ a ~ a n ,  (15) before them (16) he (i.e., the 
seller) made this "head" cross over the gig-gana. (17) He (i.e., the seller) [swore] by 
the name of the king (not to contest?). (18-19) Date. Seal of Su- dad], the [royal] 
gendarme. 

Commentary 
The provenience of the text is not known. The month-name Segurkud was used 

in different cities, and thus it does not help to determine the text's provenience. 
2. Si-qur%dati: "She-is-my-Heroine." I assume that qurirdatu is the femine 

form, otherwise not attested, of quradu, cited by Gelb, MAD 3, p. 227. 
6. For the name u-ku, cf. 6-gu, cited by Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 533. 
7 .  Ntir-Adad is the son of Su- dad, the seller. He may be the same person 

as NGr-Adad, son of Su- dad, the royal equeny (IS lugal), who is mentioned in the 
PuzriS-Dagan texts BIN 3 215,216; PDT 199, 700, etc. (all dated to SS 1). 

8. The seller's wife. 
14. Note the spelling da-ga-an for the usual dda-gan. Cf. the spelling Su-da- 

ga-an, which occurs in the Nippur text NRVN 1 155 seal. 
16. For this clause. see 2.4. 

120. 
Text: Bodleian Library Collection B 6 (ZA 25 [I91 1]:206 no. 1). Collated by I. J. Gelb. 
Previous treatment: S. Langdon, ZA 25, pp. 207-208 (translit. and transl.). \ 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: SS 5. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 

rev. 9) 
10) 
11) 
12) 

[I] sag-SAL en-ni-a-ti mu-ni-im 
[kulg-babbar sim-ma-ni 4 gin 
ki la-gi-ip-ta 
lugal-ezen 
in-Si-sale 
gig-gana(wr. TAG) in-bala 
igi bG-zu ?la-za-ndm-Sb 
igi ur-za-ga nigirc-Sb> 
igi lugal-engar-Sb 
igi dingir-dag-ga-ib 
igi Su-i-li-Sb 
igi lfi-dinanna-Sb 

Text no. 120-121 

13) mu lugal-bi in-phd 
14) lli 16 nu-gi4-gi4-da 
15) mu r6s-sa *lSu-dEN.ZU 
16) lugal link-ma- 
17) keq bhd dmar-tu <mu-ri-iq> 
18) ti-idf niml mu-dba 

(1) [One] woman, her name is Enni-ati, (2) the silver of her price (is) 4 shekels. 
(3) from La-qip (4) Lugal-ezen (5) bought. (6) He (i.e., the seller) made her cross 
over the gig-gana. (7) Before Buzu, the mayor, (8) before Ur-zaga, the herald, 
(9) before Lugal-engar, (10) before Dingir-daga, (1 1) before Su-ili, (12) before Lu- 
Inanna, (13) they(!) swore by the name of the king (14) not to contest one against the 
other. (15-18) Date. 

Commentary 
6. For this clause, see 2.4. 

121. 
Text: MD 3 (MAOG 4 [1928-29]:191 no. 2). Tablet and envelope. 
Previous treatment: F. Schollmeyer, MAOG 4, 190-192 (translit. and transl.). '. 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: SS 9. 

1) 1 sag-SAL dba-6-16-Sags-gag5 mu-ni-im 
2) 1 sag-nita dumu-nita-ni 
3) a-ba-in-da-an-& mu-ni-im 
4) kugl2gin-St 
5) Id-dSha dumu gu-du-du-Sb 
6) ab-ba-gi-na in-Si-salo 
7) ur-di~taran kug-dim 16-ki-na-ab-tum-bi-im 

(space) 
rev. 8) ur-da-bi dumu-a-ni mu kug-dim kug-lal-a-bi-im 

9) igi a-tu gu-za-lal-Sb 
10) igi puzurq-dSha-ka-Sb 
1 1) igi Id-dnanna dumu gal-gal-la-ka-Sb 
12) igi a-tu dumu SeS-kal-la-ka-Sb 
13) igi lugal-kug-zu-Sb 
14) igi l ~ i - ~ i i r a  dub-sar 
15) igi 16-bala-Sags-ga-Sb 
16) igi ~ r -~sa~-ub-ba~~-ka-St :  
17) igi a-bu-ba-gk-Sb 
18) gii-gin7-na ba-ra-a-bala-eg 



320 Text no. 121 

u.e. 19) mu dSu-dEN.ZU lugal 
20) iuiki-ma-ke4 6 dirira urnrnaki mu-db 

Seal 
ld-d& 

dub-sar 
dumu gu-du-du 
sukal lugal 

(1) One woman, her name is Bau-lu-SagSag, (2) (and) one boy (lit.: man), her son, 
(3) his name is  Aba-indane, (4) for 12 shekels of silver (5) from LU-Sara, son of 
Gududu, (6) Abba-gina bought. (7) Ur-IStaran, the goldsmith, is the guarantor. (8) Uf- 
M i ,  his son, in place of the goldsmith (i.e., Ur-IStaran), was the weigher of silver. 
(9) Before Atu, the chair-carrier, (10) before ~uzur-Sara, (11) before Lu-Nanna, son of 
Galgala, (12) before Atu, son of SeS-kala, (13) before Lugal-kugzu, (14) before Lu- 
Sara, the scribe, (15) before Lu-balaSaga, (16) before Ur-Saguba, (17) before Abu- 
waqar, (18) he (i.e., LU-Sara) made them cross over the gig-gana. (19-20) Date. Seal 
of Lu-Sara, the scribe, son of Gududu, the royal messenger. 

Commentary 
Another sale document from the archive of Abba-gina is  no. 122, written two 

years later. Still another text from the same archive was published by Schollmeyer in AfO 
4 (1927):23. In that text, which is dated to IS 2, a certain Duga-zida promises to give to 
Abba-gina an ox, in place of the one that had been lost. All three texts belong to the 
collection of the Franciscan Mission in Dorsten, Westfalen. 

Abba-gina's archive may have originated in the hamlet Eduru-Nigingarkidug, 
situated on the river Durul (modem Diyala), which is designated as the location of the 
transaction in no. 122:14. The reference to the town Upi (Greek Oms?) in the tariff- 
statement in no. 122:3 may indicate that Eduru-Nigingarkidug is to be sought on the 
Diyala in the vicinity of Opis. However, this identification would be difficult to reconcile 
with the fact that practically all persons appearing in the three texts from Abba-gina's 
archive bear Sumerian, and not (as one would expect), Akkadian names. Particularly 
disturbing is the profusion in them of the divine element Sara, which is characteristic of 
Umma personal names. Furthermore, note that Atu, the chair-carrier, and ~uzur-Sara, 
who head the list of witnesses in no. 121:9-10, are quite likely the same persons as the 
first two witnesses in the Umma sale document no. 99:13-14, dated to IS 2. I cannot 
offer any plausible explanation for these conflicting data. 

If the Abba-gina texts do in fact come from Edur-Nigingarkidug, then the 
occurrence of the month-name Mekigal in no. 121 and the mention of the month-name 
Kisig-Ninazu in AfO 4, p. 23 1. 6, would indicate that this town used the 
"Reichskalender." For the question of the "Reichskalender," see 1.2. 

7. For this clause, see 2.11.1.1. 

Text no. 121-122 32 1 

8.  For this clause, see 2.12. 
mu kug-dim: A defective spelling of the clause connector mu . . . -Sb, 

"that, because, in place of." Before the Ur I11 period, the function of m u .  . . -Sb was 
performed by sag . . . -St. See, e.g., ITT 1 1422 rev. 4'; MAD 4 71:7. 

kug-dim: Akk. kutimmu, "goldsmith or silversmith." See Falkenstein, 
NSGU 3, p. 130; CAD K, pp. 608-609. 

18. For this clause, see 2.4. 
ba-ra-a-balaeS: Note the use of the ablative infix -ra-, for which see 

commentary to no. 41 :8. 

122. 
Text: MD 2 (MAOG 4 [1928-29]:188-189 no. 1). Tablet and envelope. 
Previous treatment: F. Schollmeyer, MAOG 4, 187-190 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: IS Uxi ("Reichskalender"). 

1) 15(gur) Se gur-lugal 
2) kug 15 gin-<& 
3) Sag4 u-b@-ka 
4) nig-s5mh lugal-fir-ra-ni-bi: 
5) ki ab-ba-gi-na-ta 
6) 16-dGg-ga dumu 2-a-mu-keq 

(envelope omits -ke4) 
7) Su ba-an-ti 
8) igi ur-nigin-gar-% 
9) igi ur-da-hi-~b 

rev. 10) igi na-ba-Sags-Si: 
(evelope reads: igi na-ba-Sag5 dub-sar-di:) 

11) igi a-bu-ni-Sb 
12) igi puzur4-dSAra-Sb 
13) igi dSira-mu-DU-$6 
14) 6-duru5-nigin-gar-ki-dhg gfi iddur-hl-ka 
15) inim-bi ba-ab-dug, 
16) iti me-ki-gil 
17) mu en dinanna ba-bun 

Seal 
16-dGg-ga 
dumu ii-a-mu 

(1) Fifteen gur of barley, (according to) royal gur, (2) as (the equivalent of) 15 shekels 
of silver, (3) in Upi, (4) as the price of Lugal-urani, (5) from Abba-gina (6) Lu-duga, 
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son of I a ~ a m u ,  (7) received. (8) Before Ur-nigingar, (9) before Ur-A@, (10) before 
NabaSag, (the scribe), (11) before Ahuni, (12) before ~uzur-Sara, (13) before Sara- 
mu-DU, (14) in the hamlet Eduru-Nigingarkidug, on the bank of the Durul, (15) this 
transaction was "done7'/negotiated. (16-17) Date. Seal of Lu-duga, son of Ia3amu. 

Commentary 
Abba-gina appears as a buyer also in no. 121. Note that these two documents 

have different operative sections and use different clauses. For the question of their 
provenience, see commentary to no. 121. 

3. Sag4 u-b$: This phrase probably refers to the tariff recorded in 1.2: "as 
(the equivalent of) 15 shekels of silver, (according to the tariff used) in Upi." 

Upi: Most probably identical with the OB d-pi and the Greek Opis. See 
RGTC 2, p. 216 (with further literature). 

14-15. For this clause, see 2.3.2. 
6-durug: Akk. eladurli, kapru, "hamlet, village," also "bridge." See 

Gelb, MAD 3, p. 20 (under adiirum); CAD E, p. 39 (under edurli); CAD K, pp. 189- 
190 (under kapru). 

iddur-hl: For an identification with the Babylonian Turnat = modem 
Diyila, see RGTC 2, p. 259 (with further literature). 

123. 
Text: TSDU 16. d 
Previous treatment: H. Limet, TSDU, p. 19 (translit. and transl.). 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: [?]/iv ("Reichskalender"). 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6) 
7) 

rev. 
1') 
2') 
3') 
4')  
5') 
6') 

1 sag-nita rxl [(?)I 
en-nam-be-rli(?)l 
mu-ni-im 
10 gin kug-babbar-rS&l 
ki arad dub-sar-[ta] 
u-bar-rum-el 
[in-Si-sale] 
(rest destr.) 
(begin. destr.) 
TIlnu-[dr- . . . 1 
'nu-6r-[ . . . ] 
[I],-a-kal-[la] 
Ia-ab-ba-za(?)-rmu(?)l rri-gaba 
ld-inim-ma-bi-me 
iti ug-bi-M 

Text no. 123-124 323 

(1) One man, the rxl, (2-3) his name is Ennam-k[li(?)], (4) for 10 shekels of silver 
(5) from Arad, the scribe, (6) Ubar[um] (7) [bought]. [ . . . ] (1') Nfi[r- . . . 1; 
(2') N3-[ . . . 1; (3') A3a-kal[a]; (4') A3abbaza(?)-rmu(?)l, the mounted messenger; 
(5') these are the witnesses. (6'-7') Date. 

Commentary 
Limet, TSDU, p. 19, assumed that this text comes from PuzriS-Dagan, because 

of the occurrence of the month-name U b i u  in line 6'. However, this identification is not 
certain, since the "Reichskalender" was used in other places as well. See 1.2. 

2. The reading en-nam-TIL.L[A], given by Limet, ibid., p. 19, does not 
seem very likely. For en-nam-be-li, cf. the name e-na-be-li, cited by Gelb, MAD 3, 
p. 52 (under =,NN). 

6. Limet's reading -k[e4], op. cit., p. 19, is impossible, since the name 
does not stand in a genitive. 

4 ' .  For this name, cf. the PN a-ab-ba-zi-mu, cited by Limet, 
Anthroponymie, p. 360. 

124. 
Text: AUAM 73.2128. Copy pl. IX. 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: Not dated. 

1) I sag-SAL 
2) nig-siun 5 112 gin kug-babbar 
3) bur-za-an-ndm-ra 
4) lugal-ht5-gfiI nu-banda 
5) in-Si-sa10 
6) 16-me-te-na simug-bi 

(rest destr.) 
rev. (begin. destr.) 

1 ') 16-him-ma-bi-me 
2') mu lugal al-pa 

(1) One woman, (2) (her) price (is) 5 112 shekels of silver, (3) from Hurzannurn 
(4) Lugal-hegal, the overseer, (5) bought. (6) Lu-metena (was) the smith (i.e., the 
weigher of silver) of this (transaction). [ . . . I ;  (1') these are the witnesses. (2') The 
oath by the name of the king was sworn. 
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Commentary 
3. bur-za-an-nlim: For this PN, cf. the name bur-za-an, cited by Gelb, 

MAD 3, p. 133 (under WS?). 
4. Lugal-begal is conceivably the same person as the buyer in no. 3 (note 

that no. 3 also belongs to the collection of the Andrews University). In that case, the 
origin of the present text would be Nippur. 

6. For this clause, see 2.12. Cf. no. 67:15. 
- 

2'.  Note the spelling pa for pLd, which also occurs in nos. 57:8 and 104:8. 

125. 
Text: BM 15464. Tablet and envelope. Collated by I. Finkel. Copy pl. X. 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: Not dated. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

rev. 8) 
9) 

10) 

11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 

15) 

16) 
17) 
18) 

1.e. 19) 

8 sar KI.UD Sag4 r ing(gun~-~~- ie~Sig) -na - r ra l  gigking 
kug 2~ gin-ritl 
lugal-Czi-da 
al-la-% 
~ ~ - S ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ( N ~ N D A X S E . A )  
mu lugal in-phd 
tukumbi 
inim nu-gi-in 
giigiiimmar-mu 
inim-ba ga-ra-ab-sum 
(tablet omits -ab-) 
bi-dugq 
igi ur-si-gar nu-gi~kirigSTkl 
igi ur-dlugal-bandada kug-dimf St1 
igi 16-da-da ha-za-nlim darn-g8r-ne 
(tablet omits -ne) 
igi gu-na-na-it 
(tablet omits -it)  
igi 16-dingir-ra-iE 
igi lugal-ezen-it - 
igi irad-Tdiira 1-Sb 
(tablet omits -St) 
<igi, lh-dSha dumu C(?)-rx-xl 
(envelope reads: igi 16-diira-it) 

Seal 
a-al-la 
dumu Czi 
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(1) Eight sar of an uncultivated land, (located) in the . . . of an orchard, (2) for 213 
shekel of silver (3) Lugal-azida (4) from Alla (5) bought. (6) He (i.e., the 

I 
I seller) swore by the name of the king. (7-1 1) He (i.e., the seller) declared: "If I do not 

confirm it (i.e., the land) (to you), I will give you my own orchard (lit.: my own date 
3 palms) in this transaction." (12) Before Ur-sigar, the gardener; (13) before Ur- 

f Lugalbanda, the goldsmith; (14) before Lu-dada, the "mayor" of the merchants; 
(15) before Gunana; (16) before Lu-dingira; (17) before Lugal-ezen; (18) before Arad- 
TSaral; (19) <before, LU-Sara, son of E(?)Jx-xl. Seal of Alla, son of Azi. 

f 

Commentary 
1. ForthetermKI.UD,see3.2.1.1and3.2.1.2. 

rin5(gun~-~6-iei~ig)-nafral:  The meaning of this term is obscure. The 
context suggests a topographic feature. Cf. here the mysterious 37 g i ~ - ~ u n i i - ~ ~ - i e i i i ~ -  
n a - g u n b - ~ ~ - ~ e S ~ i g - n a - ~ ~  in the Ur I11 text Or. 47-49 253:ll (collated by Waetzoldt, 
OA 17 [1978]:57). For the reading ring of g u n i i - ~ ~ - ~ e ~ ~ i g ,  see Landsberger, MSL 2, 
p. 78 note to 1. 633; Civil, JCS 15 (1961):125-126. In the Re-Sargonic texts from 
LagaS this sign, written L U - S ~ S S ~ ~ ,  appears in the term gd-~6-ie~i ig-naba (a fish 
product). Bauer, AWL, p. 394, suggested for it the reading arin, or erin,. 

6-1 1. For this clause, see 2.7.3. 
14. The title ha-za-nlim dam-ghr-ne is not attested elsewhere. It probably 

denotes the head of merchants's guild. See commentary to no. 7%-9. 

126. 
Text: Collection of the late Milton Yondorf of Chicago, text B. The tablet is presently 

unavailable. The following transliteration follows the transliteration and collations 
made by I. J. Gelb. 

Origin: Unknown. 
Date: AS 5. , r / / P  , I  

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

rev. 10) 

11) 
12) 

3 2/3 SAR E 
SAM.GAR 5 G ~ N  KUG.BABBAR 
i-ti mu-ta-rxl 
nu-ah-DINGIR 
i-Sa-am 
IGI DINGIR-dan DAM.GAR 
IGI ur-nigin-gar G~.GI.N[A(?)] 
IGI Su-dnin-Subur 
IGI DINGIR-ra-bi DAM.GAR 
IGI ma-$urn DAM.GAR 
IGI ur-Sags-ga DAM.G& 
IGI a-hu-ki-in DAM.GAR 
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13) IGI a-hu-Su-ni 
14) IGI lugal-engar 
15) MU US.SA ~SU-~EN.ZU 
16) LUG& l i r i h . ~ A  
17) d-ri-iq da-ad- 
18) nu-m BA.DU.A 

(1) Three (and) 213 sar of a house, (2) (its) price (is) 5 shekels of silver, (3) from 
Muta-rxl (4) NGh-ilum (5) bought. (6) Before Ilum-dan, the merchant; (7) before Ur- 
nigingar, the . . . ; (8) before Su-nin~ubur; (9) before Ilum-rabi, the merchant; 
(10) before MaSum, the merchant; (1 1) before Ur-Saga, the merchant; (12) before ABu- 
kin, the merchant; (13) before AkuSuni; (14) before Lugal-engar. (15-18) Date. 

Commentary 
This text and the following one, which is also written in Akkadian, concern the 

same person, Nhh-ilum, who acts as a buyer in both of them. The origin of these texts is 
unfortunately unknown, though their language suggests that they come from an 
Akkadian-speaking environment. 

Note that the witnesses include five merchants. 
2. SAM.GAR: Probably a mistake for N~G.SAM. 
7. G~N.GI.N[A(?)]: Possibly to be read GAB(!).GI.N[A], "guarantor." 

See 2.11.1.2. 

127. 
Text: Collection of the late Milton Yondorf of Chicago, text A. The tablet is presently 

unavailable. The following transliteration follows the transliteration made by I. J. 
Gelb. 

Origin: Unknown. 
Date: IS 6. 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 
8) 
9) 

10) 
11) 

rev. 12) 

1 SAG.SAL 
en-ni-ma-mi 
MU.NI.IM 
KUG.BABBAR SAM.MA.NI 2 G ~ N  IGI-3-GbL 
a-na nu-h[i]-DINGIR 
ga-ga-za ral-na SAM i-ti-in 
Sa-at-ir-ra 
u a-hu-ni DUMU.NI 
mu-gi-bu 
um-ma Sa-at-ir-ra 
ni-iS LUGAL it-ma 
SU-ma GEME a-ru-gi-ma- 

ni ir-dadi-i 
a-nu-ku-rl lu GEME 
IGI a-nu-a &z-za-nlim 
IGI Su-dnin-Subur 
IGI ba-luh-C-a 
IGI Su-l[i-um] 
IGI Su-dn[in-Sulbur [DUB].SAR 
IGI.NE.N[E].SE 
MU LUGAL-BI IN.PAD 
NU.UB.Gb.Gb.DA 
MU BAD.GAL nibruh 
l i r i k i . ~ ~  BA.DU.A 

(1) One woman, (2-3) her name is Enni-Mami, (4) the silver of her price (is) 2 113 
shekels, (5) to Nib-ilum (6) she sold herself. (7) Sat-1rra (8) and Ahuni, her son, 
(9) are the guarantors. (10-11) Sat-ha swore thus by the life of the king: (12-13) "If 
the slave woman (i.e., Enni-Mami) has claims (on her), (14) I will become a slave 
woman (in her place)." (15) Before Ana3a, the mayor, (16) before Su-~ in iubur ,  
(17) before Palub-Ea, (18) before Su-l[e3ii]m, (19) before Su-N[inSu]bur, the [scrlibe, 
(20) before them (21) she (i.e., Enni-Mami) swore by the name of the king (22) that 
she will not contest. (23-24) Date. 

Commentary 
Nub-ilum appears as the buyer also in no. 126 (3.9 S), where he buys a house. 
6. The noun qaqqadu is used here as a reflexive pronoun. See Gelb, MAD 

3, p. 226. For other examples of that usage of qaqqadu, in place of the usual ramirnu or 
pagru, see CAD Q, pp. 106-107. The idiom qaqqassu ana Sime ana PN nadanu is 
paralled by pagarSu ana Simi ana PN nadanu, which is employed in an early OB self- 
sale from Khafajah (JCS 9 [1955]:115 no. 88:7-9). Cf. also the expression ramiznSulSa 
ana wardutilamuti ana PN Sirrubu, "to become voluntarily a slavelslave woman of P N  
(lit.: "to make oneself enter into the status of slavery for PN) ,  which is used in Nuzi 
self-sales (for examples, see CAD E, p. 270b). 

7-9. For this clause, see 2.11.1.4. 
10-14. For this clause, see 2.7.4. 

arugiminu: "claim." See Kagal D Section 11:7: [ilnim-g81 = a-rzr-gi4- 
ma-n[u-um] (MSL 13, p. 249, misprinted a-ru-ru-gi4-ma-n[u-um]). This term is also 
attested in OB texts from Susa: a-na ba-aq-ri GIS.SAR d a-ru-gi-ma-ni Seller a-na 
Buyer i-za-az, "the seller is responsible to the buyer for the vindications and claims 
(regarding) the (sold) orchard" (MDP 28 418:13-16); a-na ba-aq-ri A.SAG4 zi a-ru- 
ki-ma-an-ni Seller a-na Buyer i-za-a-az (ibid. 421:7-11); etc. arugimanu is listed 
neither in CAD nor in AHw. AHw., p. 993, interprets a-ru-gi-ma-ni in the Susa 
examples as a(na) rugima(n)ni, and places it under rugummii. Although possible in 
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some instances, this explanation cannot, however, be applied to the following 
occurrences: a-na a-wa-at ba-aq-ri zi a-ru-ki-ma-[nil (MDP 28 419%-9); a-na a-wa- 
a t  A.SAG4 ba-aq-ri z l  a-ru-ki-ma-ni (MDP 24 351:13-14). These examples, plus the 
present occurrence and the earlier-cited entry from Kagal, offer sufficient evidence that 
a r u g i d n u  is a separate lexical item. 

For the construction arugimane r d d ,  cf. the later rugummblbaqrZ/pirqal 
baqirana r d a ,  cited in AHw., p. 961b (under raSfi(rn)). 

18. For the name S u - l e ~ m ,  see Gelb, MAD 3, p. 158 (under la3ium); CAD 
L, pp. 160-161 (under le2fi). 

Commentary 
3. The town of GIS.MAS.E.NE~~, which also occurs in the Sargonic text 

I7T 1 1463:7', is possibly the place of origin of the text. 

! 6 .  Sollberger, JCS 19,26, reads this line: kds-pi (kaspi, acc. pl.), "silver." 
i However, since the envelope reads si-im-sd, it is virtually certain that GAZ here is an 

I unorthographic spelling of N~NDAXSE (cf. no. 142). 

I 12. For this clause, see 2.4. 
I ~B.LA: Most probably a phonetic spelling of ~ . B A L A .  Cf. no. 87:7. 

128. 
Text: Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, Department of Art and Archaeology, inv. no. 

1907-690-44 (JCS 19 [1965]:27 no. 2). Tablet and envelope. 
Previous treatment: E. Sollberger, JCS 19, pp. 26-27 (translit. and transl.). 

v 
Origin: Unknown. 
Date: Not dated. 

4) 
5) 

rev. 6) 

(1, EME 
i-ti 
u-bar-wn @-za-nhn 
(envelope adds GIS.MAS.E.N[E~~]) 
i-sar-ba-dun 
i-ia-am 
SAM.BI(W~. GAZ).BI 
(envelope reads: si-im-szi) 
SE.BI 6(GUR) GUR 
(envelope reads: 6(GUR) GUR SE) 
IGI NE-NI-a 
IGI a-bu-urn-DINGIR 
IGI igi-Sagg-Sag5 
IGI du-li-a 
GIS.KUM ~B.LA 

Seal 
Illegible 

(1) (One, she-ass (2) from (3) Ubarum, the mayor (of GIS.MAS.E.N[EI), (4) ISar- 
padkn (5) bought. (6) Its price, (7) 6 gur of barley che measured out,. (8) Before NE- 
NI-a, (9) before Abum-ilum, (10) before Igi-SagSag, (11) before Du3ua, (12) he (i.e., 
the seller) made it (is., the she-ass) cross over the mortar(?). Seal of the seller(?). 



Text S. 1 

SUPPLEMENT 

S.1. 
Text: FLP 512 (MVN 3 219). Tablet and envelope. 
Previous treatment: R. Westbrook and C. Wilcke, AfO 25 (1974-77):114-115 (translit. 

and transl.). 
Origin: Nippur (?). 
Date: AS l/xii. 

1) 3 udu nfg-sb-bi 1 112 <gin> 15 Se kug-babbar 
(envelope has gin) 

2) bu-ga-ndm dam-gk 
3) DINGIR-E ti i-ti-lum-ra 
4) in-ne-Si-sale 
5) na-@-Su-BALA ghb-gi-bi-im 
6) udu-bi udu zuh-a ba-an-kuq 
7) bu-ga-niun ti na-@-Su-BALA 
8) ni-zu ba-an-&-ri-ti 
9) 7 gin kug-babbar 83-da udu-it ba-la1 

(envelope reads: 7 gin kug-babbar S-da-6S ba-lal) 
10) 1 112 gin 15 i e  kug-babbar 

(envelope omits kug-babbar) 
rev. 11) nig-s&m udu-Sb ba-la1 

12) DINGIR-E ti i-ti-lum 
13) su-su-db 
14) na-ah-Su-BALA-ra ba-an-Si-kuq-ri-CS 
15) mu lugal-bi in-pid-dk-CS 
16) Inanna-lul-la 

(envelope adds sabra) 
17) 'a-ri-a kuruSda 
18) 'durn-an-dill 

(envelope adds dam-gh) 
19) Pd-giri17-zal 

(envelope adds SIM) 
20) P6-kal-la 

(envelope adds kug-dim) 

Text S. 1 

21) ha-an-zi-bu elam 
(envelope reads: ha-an-zi-bu ir-ir) 

22) 16-inim-ma-bi-me 
(envelope adds -6S) 

u.e. 23) iti Se-gurlo-kud mu damar-dEN.zU lugal 

Seals 
DINGIR-E 
dumu kur-bi-la-ak 

i-ti-lum - 

dumu lu-lu 

(1) Three sheep, their price (is) 1 112 <shekel, (and) 15 Se of silver, (2) Bukinum, the 
merchant, (3) from Ili-biti and Iddin-ilum (4) bought. (5) NabSu-BALA was the 
guarantor. (6) The sheep were (later) declared to be stolen. (7) Bukinum and NabSu- 
BALA (8) were declared thieves. (9) Seven shekels of silver were weighed out (by 
NabSu-BALA to Bukinum) as the indemnity for the sheep. (10) (Also) 1 112 shekel 
(and) 15 Se of silver were weighed out (by him) (11) as the price of the sheep. (12- 
14) (Now) Ili-biti and Iddin-ilum made themselves liable to NakSu-BALA to return 
(this money). (15) (To do so) they swore by the name of the king. (16) Nanna-lula, 
(the majordomo); (17) AriIa, the cattle-fattener; (18) Utu-andul, (the merchant); 
(19) Lu-girizal, (the brewer); (20) Lu-kala, (the goldsmith); (21) Danzibu, the Elamite, 
(the miller); (22) these are the witnesses. (23) Date. Seals of Ili-biti, son of Kur(u)b- 
ilak and Iddin-ilum, son of Lulu. 

Commentary 
For the interpretation of this text, see 2.1 1.3.1. 
6. For this construction (also 1. 8), cf. dm-bi dm Sub-ba im-ma-ni-in-ku4- 

ra-im, "this city was destroyed," lit.: "this city has been turned into a destroyed city" 
(PBS 1014 1 iii 7); cf. Edzard, Zwischenzeit, p. 87. The verb ku4, when construed with 
a noun expressing state or status, standing in the locative -a, has the meaning "to 
become." Cf. dumu-gi7-ra . . . kuq, "to become a free person," ibila-a . . . ku4, "to 
become an heir," and 06-)ni-zuh-a . . . kuq, "to become / to be declared a thief," cited 
by Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 169. For the verb zub, Akk. Sar&qu, "to steal," see ibid., 
p. 175. 

ba-an-kuq: cba-ni-kuq. Cf. Falkenstein, NSGU 2, p. 114 n. to 1. 13. 
7-8. ni-zu: A syllabic spelling of (Id-)ni-zub, Akk. s'arriiqu, "thief." See 

Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 74 n. 6; 3, pp. 135-136, who reads (16-)im-zub. The reading 
(Id-)ni-z@ is demonstrated by Erimt~uS V 73: 16-ni"i-zu = Sar-ra-qu, and also by Hh. 
XI11 86: udu-nPi-zu (var.: udu-zub-a / udu-zu-a) = im-mer Sur-qi. For the examples of 
(16-)ni-z+-a. . . ku4, "to become / to be declared a thieflcriminal," see Falkenstein, 
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NSGU 3, p. 169; AS 16, p. 18 U. 7739 + 7740 obv. iv 37-38 (Ur-Nammu Laws 5 25 
- the numeration of the paragraphs according to J. J. Finkelstein, JCS 22 [196869]:6& 
82). 

9. In addition to the price, the guarantor also paid the buyer 7 shekels of 
silver as the 6S-da for the sheep. It is clear from the context that AS-da must mean 
"indemnity, fine," or the like. This term is also attested in the Pre-Sargonic legal text OIP 
14 76 ii 4, iii 1, where it likewise describes a type of payment. Further, note the 
occurrences of udu S-da in two forerunners to Hh. XI11 (MSL 811, p .39 i 8, 92 ii 8'). 
In the standard version, udu 3-da is replaced by udu Z~Z.AM (= imgaga), which is 
translated as immer kiffati, "sheep (fed? with) emmer" (MSL 811, p. 15 1. 87). It 
appears very likely that Z~Z.AM is a misinterpretation of the original BS-da, which 
resulted from the scribe's unfamiliarity with the latter term. That the reading of -this entry 
was a matter of confusion already in Old Babylonian times is evidenced in the fact that yet 
another forerunner to Hh. XIII lists in this place udu zfd-da (MSL 811, p. 84 line 69, 
collated by P. Michalowski). One can further speculate that the original Akkadian 
equivalent of AS-da was ksiatu,  "indemnity (for a lost object), replacement (for a 
destrained person)" (CAD K, p. 459). Quite possibly, the compiler of Hh. XI11 
confused that kifiiztu with kiifatu, "emmer," which led him to replace the unintelligible 
65-da with ziz.A~. This interpretation finds support in the fact that the entries adjacent 
to Hh. XI11 87 deal with IegaVcommercial sheep-terminology, such as immer mik i ,  
"sheep (given as an) equivalent" (line 85), immer Surqi, "stolen sheep" (line 86), and 
immer [ribblati, "sheep of arrears" (line 88), where "sheep (fed? with) emrner" is 
completely out of place. For a possiblity that AS-da is related to the Pre-Sargonic za-BS-da, 
"crime," see Steinkeller, RA 74 (1980):178-179. 

14. For the meaning "to make oneself liable for (42) something," lit.: "to 
enter into an obligation for something," of ku4, cf. NSGU 2 no. 7:6-10: 6(gur) Se gur- 
lugal 10 ma-na sig-gi 6 sila i-giS Iri-dba-6-ke4 sum-mu-us* Isumu-Sel ba-ku4, "Ur-Rau 
made himself liable to give 6 royal-gur of barley, 10 minas of gi-wool, (and) 6 sila of 
sesame oil." 

S.2. 
Text: YBC 1 107 (YOS 4 6). 
Previous treatment: A. Falkenstein, NSGU 1, p. 127 (translit. and transl.). I/ 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: IS l/xii. 

1) SeS-kal-la 
2) 16-diskur 
3) dumu-ni ba-ra-sa10 
4) urdug-kug-ra iti sig4 
5) igi Lnsi-ka-St 

6) in-na-dib-bi-a 
rev. 7) mu lugal-bi in-phi 

8) I u - ~ u  
9) I&-ni 

10) TLIki-bi 
(space) 

1 1) lh-inim-ma-bi-me 
12) iti Se-gurlo-kud mu di-~~-~EN.zU lugal-iim 

(1-3) SeS-kala sold Lu-ISkur, his son (to Ur-dukug). (4-7) He (i.e:, SeS-kala) swore 
by the name of the king that he will transfer him to Ur-dukug before the governor in the 
month of Siga. (8) Urgu; (9) Girni; (10) Ekibi; (11) these are the witnesses. 
(12) Date. 

Commentary 
This text seems to concern a case of sale with deferred delivery: SeS-kala sold his 

son Lu-ISkur to Ur-dukug, but for some unknown reason he was unable to transfer him 
at the time of the sale transaction. Therefore, Sei-kala and Ur-dukug made a separate 
agreement, binding Sei-kala to deliver his son three months later in the presence of the 
governor. It is quite likely that, apart from the present text, a regular sale document, 
formulated as a completed transaction, was also prepared. For the legal implications of 
this case, see 4.2. 

4. I assume that iti sig4 stands for iti sig4-ga, the third month at Nippur. 
Alternatively, it could be an abbreviation for iti ~ i~-&-Sub-ba-~ar ,  the second month at 
Umma, in which case the origin of the text would be Umma. 

6. For dib, Akk. etequlfi~tuqu, "to cross, to pass on, to transfer," see CAD 
E, p. 384 (under the lexical section of etequ); Falkenstein, NSGU 3, p. 96. 

S.3. 
Text: BM 16156. Copy pl. X. 
Origin: Umma(?). 
Date: SS 1. 

1) 1 sag-SAL 
2) 2 213 gin kug-babbar 
3) sAmb-ma-ni 
4) ur-dnin-tu-ke4 
5) M-~EN.ZU 
6) nin-dub-sar dam-ni-bi? 
7) in-ne-Si-sale 

rev. 8) mu g6me ba-df?i2 
9) gCme tkn-da nin-dub-sar 



Text S .  3-S. 4 

mu lugal-bi in-pkd 
iti e ~ e n - ~ ~ u l -  
gi-ta ud 1 5 - h  
ba-ra-zal ba-z& 
[i]gi m&gurg-ri(I;IU) nu-gikiri6-Sb 
[igli ~-1S-ta-ik 
[igli lugal-nig-lagar-e-it 
[igi uIr-6-mal~s'b 
mu d~u-dEN.ZU lugal 

(1) One woman, (2-3) her price (is) 2 213 shekels of silver, (4) Ur-Nintu (5) from Ur- 
Sin and (6) Nin-dubsar, his wife, (7) bought. (8) Because the slave woman has 
escaped, (9-10) Nin-dubsar-swore by the name of the king to deliver (another) slave 
woman (in her place). (11-13) She excaped on the 15th day after the month ~zen-Sulgi.  
(14) Before Magure, the gardener; (15) before E-IS-ta; (16) before Lugal-niglagare; 
(17) [before U]r-emab. (18) Date. 

Commentary 
The interpretation of the events behind this text presents no difficulties. Ur-Nintu 

bought a slave woman from Ur-Sin and Nin-dubsar, his wife. After the lapse of an 
unspecified period of time, the slave woman escaped. Ur-Nintu requested that the sellers 
provide him with a substitute slave woman, and Nin-dubsar (whose husband was 
probably no longer alive) promised to comply with that demand. Of special importance is 
the fact that, as indicated by the seller's willingness to give a substitute slave woman, the 
sellers must have originally guaranteed against the flight of the sold woman. See also 
2.9.2. 

The mention of the month Ezen-Sulgi in 11. 11-12 does not help to establish the 
provenience of the text, since this month-name is used in the calendars of several cities 
(PuzriS-Dagan, LagaS, Umma, Ur, etc.). The choice of Umma is suggested by the 
occurrence in the text of the personal name lugal-nig-lagar-e (1. 16), which is found 
exclusively at Umma. See Limet, Anthroponymie, p. 471 (misread as lugal-nig-ba-e). 

S.4. 
Text: UM 55-21-205 = 3 NT 16 (NATN 906). Collated. " 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: [?I. 

1) [12 gin kug-babbar] 
2) [ki] ur-abulla,(Ki\.~~~)-t[a] 
3) Czi-da 
4) Su ba-ti 
5) nig-sAm(wr. GAZ) a-Sag&& 

6) 
7) 
8) 
9)  

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 

rev. 14) 

Text S .  4-S. 5 

Sag-bi-ta 
1 > had TUR mu-ni 

nig-sim(wr. GAZ) 8 gin 
ki i-zi-da-t[a] 
u r - a b u l l a , ( d . ~ ~ ~ ) - k e ~  
in-ma-& 
ib-tag4 4 gin 
iti NE-NE-gar gi4-&-dam 
[mu lugal-bi in-pgd] 
(rest destr.) 

(1) [Twelve shekels of silver] (2) [from] Ur-abulla (3) Azida (4) received (5) as the 
price of the field. (6) Out of it, (7) cone, slave, his name (is) TUR, (8) valued at 8 
shekels (of silver), (9) from Azida (10) Ur-abulla (11) took away. (12-14) [He (i.e., 
Azida) swore by the name of the king] to return the remaining 4 shekels in the month of 
NE-NE-gar. [ . . . 1. 

Commentary 
This text seems to relate to a sale transaction in which the seller had failed to 

transfer the object of sale to the buyer. The background of this case can be reconstructed 
as follows: Azida sold a field to Ur-abulla and received 12 shekels of silver as its price. 
However, the field had not been transferred, and, consequently, Ur-abulla demanded his 
money back. Since Azida apparently was unable to return the purchase price, he gave Ur- 
abulla his slave TUR, valued at 8 shekels of silver, and promised to pay the remainder at 
a later date. 

In all probability, Azida and TUR are the same persons as the buyer Azida and the 
slave Nam-TUR who appear in the sale document no. 12. If this identification is correct, 
then Azida gave (Nam-)TUR to Ur-abulla for 2 shekels less than the amount he had paid 
for him originally (in no. 12 the price is 10 shekels). This difference in price is not 
surprising, since, under those circumstances, Azida's bargaining position would 
obviously have been very weak. 

The reference to the sale of a field in this document is, as far as I know, unique 
for Ur 111 times. For the discussion of this problem, see 3.2.1.3. 

S.5. 
Text: IM 61738 = 6 NT 28. Copy pl. XI. 
Origin: Nippur. 
Date: SS I/v. 

1) lugal-bar-e 
2) igi-ni i-gar 
3) mu lugal 11 gin kug-babbar 



4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

1o.e. 8) 
rev. 9) 

10) 
11) 
12) 
13) 
14) 
15) 

u.e. 16) 
1.e. 17) 

Text S. 5 

n i g - s h  ip-pa-pa 
5 gin kug-babbar 
~ ' g - h  g ~ d  
1 nig 
mu UT-den-lil-15-86 
ugula 6 diianna-k~ 
ba-ma-sum bi-dugq 
Ia-S~-sar 
Ii-ku-mi-sar ri-gaba 
h~n-@-dba-6 
ha-na-mu mi-dabs 
Iwdnin-urta 
Id-inim-ma- bi-me 
iti NE-NE-[gar1 mu dSu-dEN.ZU lugal 

(1) Lugal-usar (2) appeared (before them). (3) "By the name of the king, 11 shekels of 
silver, (4) the price of Ippapa, (5) 5 shekels of silver, (6) the price of an ox, 
(7) (and) one garment, (8) (acting) on behalf of Ur-Enlila, (9) the majordomo of the 
temple household of Inanna (10) gave to me" he declared. (11) A-31-sar; (12) Ikun- 
miiar, the mounted messenger; (13) Nammab-Bau; (14) Nanamu, the . . . ; 
(15) Ur-Ninurta; (16) these are the witnesses. (17) Date. 

Commentary 
The two main actors of this legal case, the unnamed majordomo of the temple 

household of Inanna and Lugal-usar, are in all likelihood the same persons as the buyer 
and seller in no. 5. In both texts, the majordomo in question can be identified as Lugal- 
engardug (see commentary to no. 5:s). 

As I reconstruct the events behind the present text, Lugal-engardug, acting as the 
representative of a certain Ur-Enlila, purchased a slave and an ox from Lugal-usar. In lieu 
of the purchase price, Lugal-engardug paid to Lugal-usar eleven shekels of silver, plus a 
garment, whose relation to that transaction is uncertain. It appears that Lugal-usar later 
claimed that Ur-Enlila had given him neither the price not the garment, but, when 
confronted by Lugal-engardug (note that this text, like no. 5, comes from Lugal- 
engardug's archive), he declared under oath that he had actually received them. 

It is notable that Lugal-usar's oath, though invoking the king's name, had a 
declaratory sense. See also 2.10.3. 

14. m8-dabs: As far as I know, this occupation(?) is not otherwise attested. 
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1. INDEXES 

1.1. Personal names 

Abbreviations: b. = brother of; d. = daughter of; f. = father of; g. = grandson of; 
h. = husband of; m = mother of; s. = son of; w. = wife of. 

a-ab-ba-mu, f. a-da-ga, 90:9. 
a-ab-ba-za(?)Tmu(?)l, ri-gaba, 123:4'. 
a-ab-e, kug-dim, s. a-gu-za-na, 90:ll. 
a-ad-da-mu, b. 16-~ir-~i~-lumukn, s. ur-dEN.ZU, 27:4. 
a-a-kal-la, 

1. da[m-g&]r, 315. 
2. dam-g2, s. ur-saman4,30 seal. 
3. egir, 67 seal. 
4. egir Cnsi, 67:21. 
5. f. [nlam-rl~al-ni, 13:12. 
6. s. 16-sig5, 98:7. 
7. s. 6r-ra(?)-X, 4410. 
8. 30:3, 31:9, 123:Y. 

a-al-la, 
1. s. 6-zi, 125 seal. 
2. 125:4 (omits a-). 
3. Cf. al-la. 

a-a-zi-mu, 
1. kad gCme(!)-d~N.ZU, 50:2. 
2. 50 sea1 2. 

a-a-rxl-[ ...I, 104: 1. 
a-ba-a, na-rgadal, 116: 12. 
a-ba-den-h1(-15)-gin7, 

1. f. had-dam, 50: 10 (omits -18-). 
2. h.nin-kar-ri,51:3,51seall. 

a-ba-in-da-an-&, s. dba-6-16-~ag~-~ag~, 121:3. 
a-ba-gags, 91:20. 
ab-ba-gi-na, 

1. kug-dim, 99:9. 
2. s. 16-dnin-Subur, 99: 15. 
3. 94***:4, 121:6, 1225. 

ab-ba-kal-la, s. ur-mes, 73:6. 
ab-ba-mu, 

1. s. Su-AD.MU, 12:13. 
2. 79% 

a-bi-a-ti, 19:12. 
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ab-si-bi, 75:4. 
a-bu, 

1. f. m6-gurg-ri, 41 seal 2. 
2. f. nita, 41 seal 1. 

a-bu-a-[ . . . 1, 48:7 and seal. 
a-bu-DUG, 100:2. 
a-bu-um-DINGIR, 11412, 128:9. 
Cda-da, 32:14, 38:3. 
dadad-ba-ni, 

1. nigir, 112: 14. 
2. s. [x-x(-x)], 19 seal. 
3. 19:6. 

a-da-ga, s. a-ab-ba-mu, 90:8. 
a-da-l&l, 

1. kisal-luh, 50: 12. 
2. f. ku-ba-bu-um, 3 1 seal. 
3. s. p u ~ u r ~ - d a ; a ~ ~ - ~ i ~ ,  73% 
4. 1OO:l. 

a-da-mu, s. X-X, 19:9. 
a-da-na, 33: 1 1. 
ad-&-kal-la, 

1. sukal d i n d a g a r w r ~ ~ ~ x ~ u ~ ( ! ) ) ,  51:6. 
2. sukal en-rxl-[ . . . 1, 51 seal 2. 
3. b. [lulgal-kug-zu and [Illi-dagg-ga, 225. 
4. s. ba-zi-ki, 16:17. 
5. s. dingir-ma-sum, 22 seal 3. 
6. s. du-du-a, 51:9. 
7. S.W-ki-68, 12:18. 
8. 4516. 

ad-da-[x(-x)], 54: 1. 
ad-KA-gi-na, 77: 15. 
a-DU, 94***:8. 
a-ga, s. mu-ni, 6410. 
a-ga-ti-ma, d. i-ba-li-is, 115: 1. 
a-gi-na, 78:14. 
a-gu, s. na-ba-N-urn, 116: 19. 
8-gu, 

1. dam-gir, s. ur-pa, 63:15. 
2. 10:9. 

a-gu-a, 
1. ugula-g68-da, 19:8. 
2. s. ga-ri-DINGIR, 116:14. 

Indexes 

a-gu-a-ti, s. ir-ra-ba-ni, 1 15: 12. 
8-gu-6, 

1. s. dhg-ga, 24:3. 
2. 28:3. 

a-gu-za-na, f. a-ab-e, 91:12. 
a-ba-ni-du, 

1. g6da,46:ll. 
2. b. 16-den-la-16, s. a-li-ba-aS-ti, 46:4. 

- 3. 28:9. 
a-ha-[alr-Si, 117*: 1'. 
a-@-a, Cnsi urnmaki, 88*:26. 
a-hu-ba-gkr, 121:17. Cf. a-bu-wa-gir. 
a-hu-DUG, 

1. s. kur-ba-n6m, 76:3 and seal. 
2. s. l[a]-la-a, 105:4. 
3. s. MI'~-SU, 115:lO. 

a-hu-ki-in, 
1. DAM.GAR, 126:12. 
2. simug, s. gu-gu-za-ni, 75: 13. 

a-hu-ni, 
1. sagi, 109:s. 
2. Z~D.DA, 113:2. 
3. s. Sa-at-ir-ra, 127%. 
4. 113:9, 113*:16, 122:ll. 

a-hu-Su-ni, 
1. s. da-a-da-a, 19: 15. 
2. 126:13. 

a-hu-wa-gir, 87:12. Cf. a-hu-ba-g5r. 
a-ka-k[a(?)-mu(?)], 16:3. 
a-kal-la, 78:3. 
a-ku-ni, s. na-si-bil-tum, 112:12. 
a-laf a(?)l, 88:8. 
a-laf lal, 42: 12. 
Cla-la-a, 30:4. 
a-la-NE, sister of ip-ku-ia and Su-dnin-mug, 45: 1. 
a-la-ti, f. DINGIR-ba-ni, 113*:3. 
al-ba-&dug4, 

1. Bga-6s lugal, s. ur-ddumuf zi(?)l, 44 seal. 
2. 44:4. 

al-dhg-ga, 10: 10, 17:6. 
a-li-a-hi, 44:2. 
a-li-ba-aS-ti. 
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1. m. lli-den-hi-18 and a-!a-ni-Su, 46:4. 
2. d. barbal-a, 46 seal 1. 

a-li-iu-ni, s. im-ti-dam, 115: 14. 
al-la, 

1. s. ur-dug, son-in-law of gu-gu, 88*:19. 
2. Cf. a-al-la. 

al-la-DINE, 77: 16. 
al-la-DINGIR, 94**: 18. 
a-lu, 87:3. 
a - 1 6 - ~ ~ ~ ,  118:2. 
8-lus-lus, s. ba-li-li, 63:lO. 
ma-p-na, 99:2. 
ama-kal-la, Sagq-zu(!), 5 1 : 12. 
ama-mu-ba-me-na, 8 1: 14. 
damar-dEN.ZU, (lugal), see year formulae AS 1,2, and 8. 
damx-~EN.zU-an-d[hl], dub-[sar], 73:16. 
damar-dEN.ZU-ba-ni, 885. 
mar-din[anna(?)], 259. 
arnar-iliba, 

1. Sidim-gal, 52:7. 
2. 33:12, 58:7. 

am-ma-ma, f. SeS-kal-la, 3:4. 
im-na-ni-tum, b. kur-bi-la-ak, 112:13. 
~ - ~ U ~ - D I N G I R ~ U ~ ,  s. i-ri-ib, 12: 19. 
a-na-a, ha-za-n8m, 127:15. 
r81-na-na, s. nanna-lul-li, 64: 15. 
6-ni-id, 

1 .  l~ Sa-meki, b. Su-ku-bu-um (tablet: -da), 10:7. 
2. LU.SIM, s. ur-mes, 108 seal. 
3. L U . $ I M - ~ ~ ,  108:3, 6. 

an-na-hi-li, 3 1:6. 
an-ha(?)Fzu-zu, 68: 14. 
[an-n]i-ba-du7, f. [ . . . I ,  118:7. 
an-za-za-a, 94:2. 
arad, dub-sar, 1235. 
irad, s. lugal-TAR, 88*:22. 
irad-dam, s. a-ba-den-111-gin7, 50: 10. 
irad-mu, b. 16-diSkur and dnanna-kug-zu, s. ur-dnin-gig-zi-da, 652.  
irad-dnanna, 104: 13. 
[irJad-ni I S - g ~ - ~ ~ ~ x ~ i ~ l ~ ,  69:7. 
had-dnin-gal, 

1. dub-sar, s. i-Sags-ga, 102 seal 2. 

1 Indexes 

2. 102:7. 
&adTdSiral, 125: 18. 
ARAD-zu-ni, f. ur-dda-da, 1129. 
a-ri-a, kuruSda, S. 1: 17. 
ar-Si-ah, 

1. ugula-geita, I6 Sa-meki, 10:3. 
2. ugula-g6i-rdal, s. Su(?)-AD.M[U(?)], 10 seal. 

i-sum-ma, m a - l a ,  58:3. 
a-Sags-ga, 86 i 7,9. 
a-51-sar, S.5: 11. 
aS-ku-da-n6m, 113*:12. 
a-ti-[DINGIR(?)], 

1. f. kurda-Su, 18-dnanna, and Su-6-a, 37:7. 
2. f. kur-da-Su, 37 seal. 

a-ti-na-tum, 757. 
a-tu, 

1. gu-za-lal, 99:13, 121:9. 
2. s. SeS-kal-la, 121:12. 
3. 28:11, 91:4. 

a-wi-li, f. SeS-kal-la, 28:8. 
a-za-da, 

1. s. e-lum-ma, 73 seal. 
2. 73:2. 

a-za-za, 23:3. 
Czi, f. a-al-la, 125 seal. 
Czi-da, 

1. f. ur-LI, 16:lO. 
2. f. ur-dnin-gidri, 16:20. 
3. s. lugal-gaba, 125. 
4. 26:11, 36b:4, 37:16, 43:6, 644, S.4:3, 9. 

8 - 1 . .  . I ,  
1. f. [XI-qinannal, 59:16'. 
2. 33:lO. 

ba-a-a, f. h-ni-a, 24: 13. 
ba-a-ga-a, f. dan-al-su, 69 seal. 
ba-ba-a, 

1. f. a-li-ba-aS-t[i], 46 seal 1. 
2. f. ur-dnin-Subur, 46 seal 2. 

ba-ba-mu, maS[kim], 86 i 12. 
Iba(?)lJba(?)l-ti, h d  dkug-sud, 54:3. 
ba-ab-ti, m$aldim, 94*:4. 
ba-[gal-g[il, 1 11 :7. 
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ba-ha-ru-urn, s. ip-ku-la, 76:4. 
ba-ki, 25:12, 33:14. 
ba-al-rdu8(?)1, f. ~EN.[zu-illat], 42 seal 2. 
ba-ir-ra-n6m, see ba-ta-n6m. 
ba-li-li, f. a-lu5-lug, 63:lO. 
ba-li-li, f. lugal-8-zi-da, 50:9. 
ba-luh-Ba, 127: 17. 
ba-lug-lug, 93%. 
ba-lul-6, f. 16-dinanna, 51:8. 
ba-an-zi, f. 6-m&-ki-diig, 68 seal 2. 
ba-ta-n6m, 

1. mar-tu, 78:4. 
2. f. dlul-gi-da, 78:4, 17, and seal (wr. ba-ir-ra-ndm). 

dba-6-16-Sag5-~ags, m. a-ba-in-da-an-&, 121:l. 
ba-zi, 

1. 16 ur-lug[al], 85:3. 
2. f. [dutul-rba-tl, 83: 1'. 

ba-zi-gi, 
1. f. ur-%in-gii-zi-da, 65: 13. 
2. S. ku[d- . . . 1, 60:17'. 
3. s. ni-ba-gi, 16:15. 
4. Cf. ba-zi-ki. 

ba-zi-ki, f. ad-da-kal-la, 16:18. Cf. ba-zi-gi. 
ba-[ . . . 1, f. lugal-an-ni, 25 seal. 
be-li-DUG, ri-gaba, f. [lugal-kar-ri], 39 seal. 
be-li-ha-bi-is, 

1. f. puzur4-i-li, 7211. 
2. 75:3. 

bi-du(?)-du(?), 75%. 
bi-la-la, 1. ~r-~s i~-an-na ,  95:4. 
bu-ga-n6m, 

1. darn-&, S . 1 2  
2. S.1:7. 

bti-KA-NI-rSags(?)l, gala, 117:lO. 
bu-la-li, 

1. s. puzur4-ir-ra, 72 seal. 
2. 72:3. 

bti-la-lum, 104:ll. 
bur-dma-ma, dam-gk, 12:12. 
bu-ru-k(e4), 101:4. 
[bu-Su-DINGIR], Sagina d ~ r k ~ ,  39 seal. 
[blti-6-ku-um, 100:6. 

Indexes 

bu-&la, sidim, 37: 18. 
bu-6-za-nu-um, s. Sa-bu-lum, 73:7. 
bu-zi-na, 21 :4. 
bb-zu, ha-za-nlim, 120:7. 
da-a-da-a, s. a-hu-Su-ni, 19: 15. 
da-a-ga, 

1. m. ur-dEN.ZU, 97:7. 
2. m. ur-me-me, 97: I. 

da-da, 
1. hga-6s sanga, 24:9. 
2. Cnsi nibruki, 66: 1 1. 
3. Cnsi nibruki, s. ur-dnanib[gal], 66 seal. 
4. f. 16-Sa-lim, 62:3. 
5. s. 16-dingir-ra, 55 seal. 
6. s. ma-ma, 9I:3. 
7. 5 5 3 ,  94:7. 

da-da-a, 
1. f. ur-da-bi, 68 seal 1. 
2. s. [ . . . I ,  69:12. 

da-du-mu, dub-sar lugal, 94*: 10. 
da-ga, f. na-bu-um, 29:4. 
da-g[i- . . . 1, 105:l'. 
dan-al-su, 

1. s. ba-a-ga-a, 69 seal. 
2. 69:3. 

da-an-zi-bu, elam / hr-h.r, S. 1:21. 
da(?)-ar-bu-ug-g8r-su, SIM, 109:3. 
rda(?j-x-xl, sabra, 117:6. 
da-[ . . . 1, f. [XI-Tx-x-xl, 27:2'. 
DINGIR-ba-ni, 

1. dub-sar, 46:13. 
2. b. 16-Sa-lim, s. ur-dnin-s6n, 116:17. 
3. f. S1.A-a, 113:3, 113*:4. 
4. s. a-la-ti, 113*:3. 
5. s. za-na, 112:lO. 
6. 75:12, 113*:8. 

DINGIR-bi-la-ni, hga-ds, 2:13. 
DINGIR-bu-za, m. nin-da-da, nin-6r-ra-ni, and ~r-~iu-rnah,  w. [url-dug-kug-ga, 20:2. 
DINGIR-da-da-mu, irad amar-S6ba, 52:6. 
dingir-dag-ga, 120: 10. 
DINGIR-dan, DAM.GAR, 126:7. 
DINGIR-E. 
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1. lli an-za-&k, 114:9. 
2. s. kur-bi-la-ak, S.l seal 1. 
3. 113:13, S.1:3, 12. 

dingir-gu-zu, dub-sar, 67:24. 
dingir-i-zu, dub-sar, 69:3'. 
dingir-kal-la, 

1. dam-&, f. lugal-8-zi-da, 97: 13. 
2. darn-gk, f. ur-Sags-ga, 97%. 

DINGIR-KA-na, f. 16-dnin-ur4-ra, 9 1: 10. 
DINGIR-ma-lik, 70:2. 
dingir-ma-sum, 

1. f. ad-da-kal-la, 22 seal 3. 
2. f. lugal-kug-[zu], 22 seal 2. 
3. f. Id-Sags-ga, 22 seal 1. 

DINGIR-mi-ti, s. Su-i-li, 97:17. 
DINGIR-ra-bi, DAM.GAR, 126:9. 
dingir-ra-&m, s. lugal-pa-& 90:lO. 
DINGIR-su-ra-bi, f. nu-hr-i-li, 112:2. 
dingir-Sags-ga, 66: 14,94**:19, 102: 14. 
du-du-a, f. ad-da-kal-la, 51:9. 
dhg-dbg-ga, f. [x-x(-x)], 66**:10'. 
dhg-ga, 

1. f. ra-gu-li, 23:4. 
2. s. ur-dbil, 649. 
3. 95:12. 

dhg-ga-mu, 102: 17. 
dugq-ga-zi-da, 

1. I$, 11~7.  
2. f. ur-dingir-ra, 107 seal. 

dug4-ga-[ . . . 1, 82:9. 
giidhr-pr-ni, f. nin-KA-gi-na, 91:17. 
du-6-a, 128: 11. 
dul0-h-mu, 36a: 12. 
6-a-gib-bi, sirmug], 76:2'. 
6-a-ni, g6da dlugal-ud-da, 117: 11. 
e-bar(?)-a[t(?)], rlugall, 88:5'. 
EDEN(?)-Si-la-at, f. Su-6-a, 19:14. 
C-gissu, 15:8. 
6-IS-ta, S.3:15. 
r61-ki-bi, S.2: 10. 
e-li-Sa-sar-N-um, sw(?)-NE-a, 43:2. 
e-lum-ma, f. a-za-da, 73 seal. 
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6-@-ki-dhg, 
1. dub-sar, s. ba-an-zi, 68 seal. 
2. 68:3 (wr. 6-mab). 

engar, 
1. s. ka-tar, 13:lO. 
2. s. ur-LI, 97:20. 

engar-dbg-ga, 45: 14. 
den-lil-1Cd-Sags. 

1. s. lugal-bsar, 1:3. 
2. 41:s. 

den-lfi-ICmu, s. nita, 41:ll. 
rdenl-lil-18-an-zu, 21: 1 1. 
den-M-lCzi, 

1. s. ur-~EN.ZU, 36a seal, 36b seal. 
2. 36a:5, 36b:3. 

den-lil-da, 
1. b. lugal-EJAR, s. 16-bala-lag5-ga and &me-den-lfi-16,625. 
2. s. lugal-engar-dhg, 8: 1'. 

den-hl-bC-ti, 66: 17. 
den-lil-bC-ti-la, 64: 12. 
[den-hll-&Sag5, 1 19: 10. 
den-[la]-ma(?)dug4(?), 34:2'. 
den-lil-ur-sag, 101: 13. 
den-la-[XI, s. rxl-[ . . . 1, 27:6'. 
en-nam-be-rli(?)l, 123:2. 
en-nam-i-li, s. ku-za-a, 70:7. 
en-ni-a-ti, 120: 1. 
en-ni-dla-az, 117*: 1-2. 
en-ni-ma-mi, 127:2. 
en-ni-na-d[a], 875. 
en-um-dadad, 109:2. 
C(?)-nu(?)-me(?), 88:2. 
dEN.ZU-illat, 

1. sa[gi], s. ba-al-rdug(?)l, 42 seal 2. 
2. 425. 

C-ra-[ . . . 1, 1045.  
eSq-dar-um-mi, 114:2. 
6(?)-rx-~i, f. 16-%a, 125:19. 
gal-gal-la, f. Id-dnanna, 121: 11. 
GANA.SUKU-~U-~,  81 :3. 
ga-ri-DINGIR, 

1. f. a-gu-a, 116: 14. 
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2. s. i-la-bu(?)-ma(?), 116 seal. 
3. 112:3, 6 (wr. -ri-), 113:10, 113*:14 (wr. -n-), 116:4, 7. 

g[a-t]i-li, [tlibira, s. [x-x], 7:lO. 
[&]me-ab-zu, 14:4. 
gCme-den-lil-li, m. den-lil-da and lugal-HAR, w. 16-bala-Sags-ga, 62:6. 
gCme(!)-dEN.ZU, 50 seal 2. 
gtme-C-zi-da, d. za-an-ka, 49:l-2. 
[gC]me-dgeStin-an-ka, 90: 1. 
gCrne-diskur, m. ballad[[ . . . ] and [ . . . 1, 85:2. 
gCme-dlama, 79:9. 
gCme-dnadnal, 117*:6. 
gCme-dna-ni-a, 79:2. 
gCme-d~a-u18-~a, 86 i 7. 
gCme-dutu, 80:3. 
gi-ba-ba, Sidim, 92:3. 
gi-ra-du, r8-gaba, 1025. 
gir-na-me-er, 88:6. 
gir-ni, 

1. gals-18-gal, f. ur-nigin-gar, 88*:9. 
2. sanga, s. lii-dinanna, 3:12. 
3. X-BU, 57:lO. 
4. s. uru-na, 64: 14. 
5. 43:4', S.2:9. 

gir-ni-1-Sags, 
1. gu-z[a-lal], 53:7'. 
2. father-in-law(?) of lh-dnanna, 65: 12. 
3. S. rxl-[ . . . 1, 27:14. 
4. 101:14. 

gub-ba-ni, s. Su-da-zu-ra, 3:lO. 
gii-dC-a, n~ul~aldirn 6-dub, 1 1 :6. 
gu-du-du, 

1. gtida dnin-~ubur, 99%. 
2. sukal lugal, f. lfi-ddka, 121 seal. 
3. f. l6-dSAra, 121:s. 

gu-gu, 
1. father-in-law of al-la, 88*:20. 
2. h. i-Sags-a-ni, s. 6s-mu, 88*:11. 

gu-gu-za-ni, f. a-b[u-ki-i]n, 75:14. 
gu-na-na, 125: 15, 
gur-ti-i-li, 113*:17. 
~ U - N - U ~ - ~ E N . Z U ,  75:6. 
gb-TAR-lal, iSib, 15:7. 
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gu-6-gu, s. G-ma-ni, 91:7. 
ha-ba-lug-keq, 

1. Cnsi adabki, 69:8', 72:16, 73:20, 742 .  
2. 93:2. 

ba-da, 4: 10. 
ba-bu-ki-da, 64: 19. - 
ba-la-mu, s. ir-ri-[ib], 46: 12. 
ha-la-d[. . . 1, s. gCme-digkur, 851. 
bal-bal, f. ur-dnin-iubur, 15:IO. 
baf mal-ti-la, 117:4. 
ba-na-a, Sidim, 88*: 16. 
ba-an-da, Bga-6s Cnsi, 692 .  
ba-an-du, 

1. kuruida lugal, 10:14. 
2. f. ur-gar, 52 seal. 

[ha-NI-NI1, [dam(?)-gk(?)l, s. lugal-g[i(?)- ...I, 3:14. 
be-DU.DU, d[ub(?)-sar(?)], f. ur-nigin-[gar], 72:12. 
bC-ma-zi-zi, f. 16-dna-ni-a, 79:lO. 
bC-mi-li, f. lugal-si-bil-e, 95:3 and seal. 
dkndur-sag-ba-ni, 

1. dub-sar, 75:15. 
2. dub-[sar], s. la-lu(?)-urn(?), 75 seal. 

bu-EJAR-NE-Sa-am, 
1. s. S1.A-a, 43 seal. 
2. 43:7 (omits -am). 

bu-lu-ti-ma, 114:4, 6'. 
bu-rru(?)l, s. 16-mu(?)-tu(?), 117:13. 
bur-za-an-n6m, 124:3. 
bu-wa-wa, 

1. engar, 32%. 
2. 22:15, 32:10, 55:12'. 

is-a-mu, f. 16-diig-ga, 122:6 and seal. 
i-ba-li-is, 

1. ha-[za-n6m], 76:7. 
2. f. a-ga-ti-ma, 1 15:2. 
3. s. i-zu-G~D, 73:12. 

di-bi-dEN.Zu, lugal, 
1. 108 seal, 109 seal. 
2. See year formulae IS 1 and IS 18. 

ib-ni-6-a, 21:14. 
i-bu-kum, 87: 10. 
igi-an-na-rke41, 108: 15. 
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igi-ni-da-a, 97:4. 
igi-Sags-Sags, 

1. nu-banda IS-ra, 66*:7'. 
2. f. ur-den-la-18 and rxl-bi(?), 18:7. 
3.  128:lO. 

i-kal-la, dub-sar, 92:4,98:3. 
i-ku-mi-sar, r8-gaba, S.5: 12. 
i-la-@(?)-ma(?), f. ga-ri-DINGIR, 116 seal. 
Til-1&18,21:16. 
i - l i -~A~(Bb-SeSSi~)ri ,  72:2. 
i-li-ki-ib-ri, s. lu-lu, 113:14. 
im-me-er, mukaldim, 70:9. 
im-me-ri, f. ur-dug-kug-ga, 15:9. 
im-ti-dam, 

1. aigab, 19:ll. 
2. engar,41:12. 
3. f. a-li-Su-ni, 1 15: 14. 
4. 25:13, 100:4. 

inim-ma-ni-zi, 
1. nagar, 99: 19. 
2. s. in-na-a, 88*:21. 

him-Sags-a, f. [lulgal-zag, 2:12. 
inim-Sags-Sags, s. X, 12: 17. 
inim-%a, 

1. tibira, 99: 18. 
2. um-mi-a, 88*:25. 
3. f. nigir-an-ni, 91 :14. 
4. s. Sa-lam-KU-da, 9514. 
5. s. ur-giigigir, 99 seal. 
6. 94**:21, 99:4. 

inim-zi-da, f. Id-dnin-Subur, 3:17. 
in-mu-na-si, d. 16-dnin-Subur, 8 1: 1. 
in-na-a, f. inim-ma-ni-zi, 88*:21. 
in-na-na, f. 16-ddumu-zi-da, 81: 11. 
in-ta, s. lugal-engar-dhg, 12:20. 
ip-ku-la, 

1. b. Su-dnin-mug and a-la-NE, 455. 
2. f. ba-ha-ru-um, 76:4. 
3.  s. za-ah-ti-a, 115:7. 
4. 17:4, 56:s. 

ip-pa-pa, S.5:4. 
i-ri-ib, f. a-mur-DINGIRlum, 12: 19. Cf. ir-ri-ib. 
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ir-ra-an-dhl, simug, 87: 13. 
ir-ra-ba-ni, f. a-gu-a-ti, 115: 12. 
ir-ra-ha-bi-it, 114:7. 
ir-ra-ki-ib-ri, 101:5. 
u-ra-ur-sag, 

1. sipad dnin-urta, f. ur-g8, 11 seal. 
2. 87:ll. 

ir-r[a- . . . 1, f. 1tLdEN.ZU, 74 seal. 
ir-ri-[ib], f. ha-la-mu, 46:12. Cf. i-ri-ib. - 
rir(?)l-[ . . . 1-rxl, 57:2'. 
i-sar-ba-dm, 

1. SIMUG, 113:17. 
2. 128:4. 

i -~a r -~ tu l -~ i ,  119: 12. 
i-Sags-a-ni, w. ur-nigin-gar, 88*:12. 
i-Sags-ga, f. &ad-dnin-gal, 102 seal 2. 
i-ti-C-a, 

1. &a-lis 16-dingir-ra, 66***:6'. 
2. rxl, s. Su-i-li, 70:ll. 

i-ti-lum, 
1. dub-sar, 69:4'. 
2. ugula-geita, 113*:10. 
3. s. lu-lu, S.1 seal 2. 
4. S.1:3, 12. 

i-ti-dSamaS, dub-sar, 106:8'. 
i-turG1-[lum(?)], 5:2. 
i - z u - ~ b ,  f. i-ba-li-is, 73:12. 
kaga, 57:9. 
ka-ka, 

1. f. 16-dingir-ra, 57:4'. 
2. f. ur-dnusku, 1 5 ,  575. 

KA-ku[g], s. SeS-kal-l[a], 16:7. 
KA-ma-DINGIR, s. Su-ga-tum, 73: 14. 
ka-tar, 

1. darn-gb-10, s. ur-bS-la-18, 7%. 
2. f. engar, 13:lO. 

ki-ni-a, f. Su-ma-ma, 69: 10. 
ki-in-zu-lum, s. mu-Sa-wi-ir, 112: 11. 
ku-ba-bu-um, dam-gb, s. a-da-1&1,31 seal. 
ki-ra-ad-du, 105:s. 
kud-da-mu, zadim, 47: 10. 
ku[d- . . . 1, f. ba-zi-gi, 60:17'. 
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kug-ga-DINGIR-Txl, 24: 10. 
kug-dnan[na], 60%. 

k kug-Sagg-ga, 
1. kug-dim, 92:9. r 2. 10:12. 

t ku-ku(!)-a, s. ur-%la-mu, 66***:7'. 
ku-ra-ti-i-li, 55:3'. 

I 
I kur-bi-la-ak, 
I 1. b. 8m-na-ni-tum, 112:13. 

I 2. f. DINGIR-8, s.1 seal 1. 
kur-da-Su, 

1. b.? 16-dnanna and Su-6-a, 375. 
2. s. a-ti-[DINGIR(?)], 37 seal. 

kur-Sa-n6m, f. a-hu-DUG, 76:3 and seal (wr. -nu-urn). 
ku-ru-Sagg-Sag5, 80: 12. 
ku-za, f. lugal-ibila, 47:13. 
ku-za-a, f. en-nam-i-li, 70:7. 
la-a-la-at, f. 16-dingir-ra, 63:17. 
la-gi-ip, 

1. s. 16-is in,^' h, 24:14. 
2. 120:3. 

la-la-a, 
1. arad Td(?)lC(?)-[a(?)], s. lugal-[XI-ma-dua(?)-AN-[ . . . 1, 105 seal. 
2. dub-sar, 67:25. 
3. kug-gil, 56: 10. 
4. f. ~ - ~ U - D U G ,  105:3. 

la-li-a, f. lugal-ezen, 3:9. 
la-lu(?)-urn(?), f. dhendur-sag-ba-ni. 75 seal. 
la-ma-ha-ar, 1 16: 13. 
dlarna-palil, 65:9. 
la-Si-Sa[gg], mi-la[b], 4: 11. 
li-bu-6r, 41:16, 71:2 (wr. -bur). 
16-dalarnu~, 108: 13. 
16-bala-Sagg-ga, 

1. f. den-la-& and lugal-WR, h. gtme-den-lfl-li. s. SeS-kd-la, 67:4. 
2. 49:14, 121:15. 

16-dba-d, 
1. f. na-ba-Sagg, 6:6. 
2. 106:6'. 

16-bhlug-gi, dam-gk, 89:7. 
16-dabg-ba-an, 93: 10. 
16-da-da, ha-za-n6m dam-gk(-ne), 125: 14. 
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16-%la-mu, f. Su-ddumu-zi, 1129. 
16-dingir-ra, 

1. dam-gk, s. la-a-la-at, 63:17. 
2. di-kud lugal, 66***:5'. 
3. f. da-da, 55 seal. 
4. f. [16]-den-lil-[(18)], 118 seal. 
5. f. un-da-ga, 66:15. 
6. s. ka-ka, 57:4'. 
7. 17:10, 45:17, 66***:6', 12516. 

16-du-du, f. ur-dFda-mul, 4:9. 
16-dhg-ga, 

1. f. [nil&?)-dug4-ga-ni, 54:4 and seal. 
2. s. ik-a-mu, 122:6 and seal. 

16-ddumu-zi-da, s. in-na-na, 81:ll. 
16-6-a, 4 3 2 .  
16-6-a-[nla, 41: 14. 
16-den-lfl(-l8), 

1. di-kud, 109:13. 
2. [dub]-sar 13, s. 16-dingir-[ra], 118 seal. 
3. ga-edg a-ab-ba, 109 seal. 
4. b. a-ka-ni-Su, s. a-li-ba-al-ti, 46:2. 
5. f. ur-lugal, 64: 13 (omits -18). 
6. 47:11, 95:11, 96:9, 1185. 

id-~EN.ZU, 
1. sukal, s. ir-r[a- . . . 1, 74 seal. 
2. s. urn-mi-a, 69:5,71:6. 
3. s. ur-na, 635. 
4. S. rxl-[ . . . 1, 27:5'. 
5. s. [ . . . I ,  46:lO. 
6. 10:4, 34:2, 36a:12, 705, 80:ll. 

rlugall-ad-da, nu-banda en-nu, 66***:4'. 
lugal-a[l], iSib dir-da, s. ur-dir-[da], 7:4. 
lugal-a-ma-ru, 34:6'. 
lugal-an-ni, 

1. a-zu, 33 seal. 
2. s. ba-[ . . . 1, 25 seal. 
3. s. nu-6-a, 12:14. 
4. s. ur-d~ul-pa-b, 73:lO. 
5. 25:4, 8, 33:7. 

lugal-i-zi-da, 
1. s. ba-ni-ni, 50:9. 
2. s. dingir-kal-la, 97:12. 
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3. 13:7,22:17, 38:10,66*:9', 82:7, 125:3. 
lugal-drir-dcg-ga. 449. 
lugal-engar, 

1. hga-6s sanga, 28:13. 
2. 26:12, 120:9, 126:14. 

lugal-engar-dhg, 
1. Cnsi nibruki, f. ur-dnanibgal, 66* seal, 66** seal, 66*** seal. 
2. ugula C dinanna, 7:6,8:2', 9:4. 
3. f. [deln-lfi-da, 8:l'. 
4. f. in-ta, 12:20. 
5. s. ugula C dinanna, 6:7. 
6. 27:18. 

lugal-ezen, 
1. engar, 79:4. 
2. simug,73:15. 
3. s. la-li-a, 3:9. 
4. 38:8,42:3, 8, 57:10, 61:1, 66:4, 120:4, 125:17. 

lugal-gaba, f. 6-zi-da, 125. 
lugal-g[i(?)-. . . . 1, f. rba-NI-Nn, 3:15. 
lugal-WR, b. den-la-da, s. 16-bala-Sags-ga and g~me-den-hl-18, 625. 
lugal-gub-ba-ni, 55:2'. 
lugal-bC-gil, 

1. nu-banda, 1244. 
2. 35 .  

lugal-ibila, 
1. s. ku-za, 47: 13. 
2. 36a:14. 

lugal-iti-da, 
1. 2ga-6s [(x)], 22:18. 
2. sukal dnisaba, 214. 
3. f. ur-sukal, 1215, 57:3'. 
4. f. ur-lugal, 23 seal. 
5. s. ur-dun, 17 sea1 2. 
6. 1:11, 38:14. 

lugal-q3taranl. 24:ll. 
lugal-KA-gi-na, 

1. f. [x(-x)-Slagsfgal, 59:3'. 
2. s. na-ba, 58:4. 

lugal-kar-ri, 
1. b. [x-x(-x)], s. [ur-%]a-mu, 32:3. 
2. [dub-sar], s. be-li-DUG, 39 seal. 
3. 39:4, 55:9'. 
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lugal-kug-ZU, 
1. sukal kuruSda, 50: 11. 
2. b. ad-da-kal-la and [llh-Sags-ga, 22:4. 
3. s. dingir-ma-sum, 22 seal 2. 
4. 28:7, 121:13. 

lugal-ku-li, 
1. f. un-d[a-gal, 37:15. 
2. 13:9. 

lugal-[m]ii-gurg-[ri], 16:4. 
lugal-me-diig-ga, 37: 17,47: 12. 
lugal-me-lh, 

1. rCnsil nibruki, 20 seal. 
2. sipad, 78:lO. 
3. f. ur-ab-[bla, 117:7. 

lugal-nam-tar-ri, 49:9. 
lugal-nesag-e, 49:15,94: 11,95:9. 
lugal-nig-lagar-e, 

1. f. 16-ib-gal, 91:8. 
2. S.3:16. 

lugal-nig-nidba, dam-gh, 63: 18. 
lugal-pa-b, f. dingir-ra-h, 90: 1 1. 
lugal-si-bil-e, 

1. nar, 89:6. 
2. s. bC-mi-li, 95 seal. 

lugal-sigg, dub-sar, 88*:18. 
lugal-suluhu, 80:4. 
lugal-gciba, s. ci-Slj?-hC]-DU, 29:3. 
lugal-Su-m*, s. 16-mu, 16: 11. 
lugal-Su-nir-ri, 

1, s. rxl-[ . . . 1, 65 seal. 
2. 658, 95: 10. 

lugal-TAR, f. firad, 88*:22. 
lugal-ukkin-ni, 95: 16. 
lugal-&-ra-ni, 17:1, 22:14, 122:4. 
~ U ~ ~ I - U R U X K A R ~ ~ ,  103:4. 
lugal-hsar, 

1. dam-gir, 5:6. 
2. f. den-la-1Cal-iag5, 1:4. 
3. S.5:l. 

[lulgal-zag, s. inim-Sags-a, 2: 12. 
lugal-[XI-ma-dug4(?)-AN-[ . . . I ,  firad rdlC(?)-[a(?)], f. [la-la-a(?)], 105 seal. 
lugal-[. . . I ,  1:12. 
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16-gi-na, 94***:7. 
l ~ l - ~ i r - ~ i ~ - l u ~ ~ ~ ,  

1. simug, 42: 1 1. 
2. b. a-ad-da-mu, s. ur-dEN.ZU, 275. 

M-giri1-1-zal, SIM, S.1:19. 
16-$$-bar-&, rxl-BI(?)-Tx(-x)l, 117:12. 
16-gu-la, dam-gir, f. nig-sigg, 89:4. 
16-gu-la-mu, 102: 18. 
16-lJC-gAl, 98: 11. 
16-ib-gal, s. lugal-nig-lagar-e, 91% 
[1]6(?)-igi-[Sags(?)-Sags(?)], s. [ . . . 1, 27:4'. 
16-dinanna, 

1. dam-gir, s. ba-lul-6, 51:8. 
2. f. gir-ni, 3:13. 
3. S. rxl-[ . . . 1, 27:13. 
4. 22:7, 245, 28:4, 38:9, 46:6, 52:13, 120:12. 

16-isinX(1~)si ki, f. la-gi-ip, 24: 14. 
16-di~kur, 

1. b. had-mu and dnanna-kug-zu, s. ur-dnin-gig-zi-da, 65:3. 
2. s. SeS-kal-la, S.2:2. 

16-kal-la, 
1. kug-dim, S. 1:20. 
2. f. ur-dEN.ZU, 32:13. 
3. 25:14, 11O:lO. 

rlfil-K[A(?)-x(-x)], 4:4. 
lu-lu, 

1. f. i-li-ki-ib-n', 113: 14. 
2. f. i-ti-lum, S.l seal 2. 

16-16, s. Sag4-BALAG, @:I 1. 
16-md-gurg-ri, 77:3. 
16-me-ldm, f. ur-da-da, 90:7. 
16-me-te-na, simug, 124:6. 
16-mu, f. lugal-Su-ma, 16: 12. 
id-mu(?)-tu(?), f. hu-rm(?)i, 117: 13. 
16-dnama, 

1. b.? kur-da-bu and Su-C-a, s. [a-ti-DINGIR(?)], 37:6. 
2. s. gal-gal-la, 121:ll. 
3. s. ur-za, 58:8. 
4, son-in-law? of gir-ni-Mags, 65: 11. 
5. 55:11', 94***:3, 101:16. 

16-dna-ni-a, s. lJC-ma-zi-zi, 79:lO. 
16-dnanSe, 81:9. 
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16-nigir, a z l a g , ( ~ u . m ~ ) ,  78: 12. 
16-nig-lagar-e, 9k4. 
16-nin-gal, 44:s. 
16-dnin-gir-su, 

1. dam-gkr, 82:6. 
2. 80:10,111:4. 

16-dnin-Subur, 
1. kug-dim, s. na-ba-Sagg, 106 seal. 
2. f. ab-ba-gi-na, 99:16. 
3. f. in-mu-na-si, 81:1, 4. 
4. s. inim-zi-da, 3: 16. 
5. s.ud-mu, 16:13. 
6. 895, 104:14, 106:l'. 

16-dnin-ur4-ra, s. DINGIR-KA-na, 91: 10. 
16-dnin-urta, 14:3. 
16-sigg, f. a-a-kal-la, 98%. 
16-sukal-an-k[a], dub-[sar], s. rxl-[ . . . 1, 110:8. 
16-bags-ga, 

1. b. ad-da-kal-la and [lulgal-kug-zu, 22:3. 
2. s. dingir-ma-sum, 22 seal 1. 
3. 104:9. 

Id-i a-lirn, 
1. sanga, s. da-da, 62:3. 
2. b. DINGIR-ba-ni, s. ~r-~nin-siin, 1 16: 16. 

16-%&a, 
1. dam-gir, 90:4. 
2. dub-sar, 121:14. 
3. dub-sar, s. gu-du-du, 121 seal. 
4. s. C(?)-~X-X~, i25:19. 
5. s. gu-du-du, 121:s. 
6. 935, 945.  

16-rSul-nir, 9623. 
16-uru-dhg-ga, 44: 12. 
16-uRuxaRki,  

1. ka-gum7, 27:3. 
2. 111:3. 

16-d[ . . . 1, f. [u]r(?)-me-me, 27:15. 
i6-rdi[ . . . I ,  8 4 : ~ .  
r16-xi-[ . . . I ,  43:1'. 
i6(?)-rx-~i, 46: 16. 
hi(?)-[X-XI, 46: 15. 
16-[ . . . 1, 
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1. f. sipad-KA-[gi-na], 103 seal. 
2. 6:10, 844'. 

ma-ga-ru-um, s. ur-LI, 70% 
m8-gur8-ri, 

1 . nu-giikiri6, S.3: 14. 
2. f. Su-ma-ma, 73:9. , 
3. f. ur-dEN.ZU, ur-KID-ma, and uru-na, 12:6. 
4. s. a-bu, 41 seal 2. 
5. 41:9, 104:12. 

ma-an<-gu>-ul, 41:13. 
ma-ma, m. da-da, 91:3. 
ma-ma-sar-ra-at, m. nu-6r-dadad, w. Su-dadad, 119:8. 
ma-an-$a-ni-Su, 119: 11. 
md-das, sagi, 66*:8'. 
md-dag-gu-la, 47: 1. 
maS-gu-18, 

1. f. rx-X-XI-mu, 63:3. 
2. 45:15(wr.-la). 

ma-ium, DAM.GAR, 126:lO. 
me-tlig, w. na-bu-urn, 29:5. 
mi-a-ti, 87:4. 
MI-[li(?)]-i-[If(?)], 87: 1. 
MI~LSU, f, a-bu-DUG, 115:lO. 
mu-mu, 55:7'. 
mu-ni, f. a-ga, 64:lO. 
mu-ni-mah, f. Cnsi, 67:20. 
mu-ia-wi-ir, f. ki-in-zu-lum, 1121 1. 
mu-ta-rxl, 126:3. 
na-ba, dam-gk, f. lugal-KA-gi-na, 58:5. 
na-ba-Sags, 

1. dub-sar, 122:lO. 
2. dub-sar, b. ur-AN.AN.TUR.SAG, s. Id-dba-d, 6:5. 
3. f. Id-%in-iubur, 106 seal. 
4. 94:9, 110:5. 

na-bu-urn, h. me-tdg, s. da-ga, 29:4. 
na-ha-ru-um, 

1. f.a-gu, 116:19. 
2. 113:11, 113*:15, 115:8, 116:9. 

na-ab-iu-BALA, S.1:5, 7, 14. 
nam-ha-ni, 

1. 16-G13. $AG~.TAR, 69:8. 
2. s. a-a-kal-la, 13:ll. 
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3. 56:4. 
ba lm(?)-m,  f.? [ . . . I-UD(?).DU, 2: 11. 
nam-w-dba-li, 77:4, S.5: 13. 
na-Am-n'-lum, a-zu, 94*:5. 
nam-TUR, 12:2. 
na-na-ga-da, a z l a g X ( ~ u . f i ~ ) ,  65: 16. 
na-na-mu, mi-dabs, S.514. 
na-an-na-a, 1 12: 1. 
dnanna-ma-ba, dub-sar, 68:15. 
dnanna-ki-i[g], 60:7'. 
dnanna-kug-zu, 

1. b. hd -mu  and 16-diikur, s. ur-dnin-gil-zi-da, 65:4. 
2. 36a:5, 104:lO. 

nanna-lul-la, sabra, S. 1: 16. 
nanna-lul-li, 

1. f. ril-na-na, 64: 16. 
2. 64:3. 

dnanna-lags-ga, 102:2. 
na-ap-li-is, s. li-tdl-ma-ma, 115:15. 
na-si, engar, 35:9. 
na-si-bil-tum, f. a-ku-ni, 112: 12. 
NE-NE-a, 94*:7. 
NE-NE-da-ndm, 19:2. 
NE-NI-a, 128% 
N[E(?)]-Txl-tum, 69: 1 '. 
ni-ba-gi, f. ba-zi-gi, 16: 16. 
[nflg(?)-dug4-ga-ni, s. 16-dkg-ga, 54:4 and seal. 
nigin-gar-ki-dkg, 89:3, 94:lO. 
nigir-an-ni, dub-sar, s. inim-%&a, 9 1 : 13. 
nig-i-zu, 96:7. 
nig-sigs, s. Id-gu-la, 89:4. 
nin-ab-gu-ul, 61:2, 3. 
nin-agrig-zi, 108: 1,7. 
nin-a-[x(-x)], 14: 1. 
nin-da-da, d. DINGIR-bu-za and [url-dug-kug-ga, sister of nin-6r-ra-ni and ur-diu-mab, 

20:3. 
nin-dub-sar, 

1. w. ur-~EN.ZU, S.3:6. 
2. 80:13, S.3:9. 

nin-DU.DU, 94:4. 
nin-dhg-ga, 41:2. 
nin-e-i-na, 
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I 

puzurq-i-li, 
1. NI-rxl, s. be-li-ba-bi-ii, 75:lO. 
2. lh-A.TUL, 67:26. 

puzur4-ir-ra, f. bu-la-li, 72 seal. 
puzur4-d~h, 99:14, 121:10, 122:12. 
puzurq-Su-ni, s. S1.A-urn, 113:12. 
puzurq-[ . . . 1, f. [XI-[ . . . 1, 72:lO. 
ri-ib-bu, 87: 14. 
RI-RI, 64:6. 
sag-[klud, 93:7. 
sar-da-ga-an, 119:14. 
sar-N-a, 10: 1. 
sar-ru-urn-ba-ni, 43:7 (omits -urn-), 106:7'. 
SI.A, s. Su-zu, 67:27. 
S1.A-a, 

1. na-gada, 115:3. 
2. s. DINGIR-ba-ni, 113:3, 113*:4. 
3. 665, 113:8, 113*:7, 1145, 115:6, 1165. 

S1.A-um, 
1. f. nu-dr-i-li, 11513. 
2. f. puzur4-Su-ni, 113:12. 

si-ba-am(?), 87:15. 
si-da, h. nin-gud-KU, 5 1: 11. 
sipad-KA-gi-na, 

1. iSib rdlnin-gidri, 60: 15'. 
2. rx xl [ . . . 1, s. 16-[ . . . 1, 103 seal. 
3. 103:2, 5. 

SIPAD-si-in, rNAGAR(?)l, 113: 15. 
Sa-bu-lum, f. bu-6-za-nu-urn, 73:7. 
Sa-da, s. ukkin-ni, 91:15. 
Sags-a-ga, 79: 1 1. 
Sag4-BALAG, f. 16-16, 64: 11. 
Sagg-KA-an-zu, 30: 1. 
Sagq-kug-g[i], 104:4. 
Sa-lam-KU-da, f. inim-diira(!), 95: 14. 
dSira-a-mu-DU-e, 

1. tibira, 99:17. 
2. 995.  

%a-?-Sag5, 9 1 : 1. 
diira-mu-DU, 122: 13. 
Sa-at-~EN.ZU, 

1. w. rur(?)l-[ . . . 1, 117* seal. 

1. rgCme-k-k dnin-gall, d. urn-ma, 102 seal 1. 
2. 102:6. 

ninC-gal-e, 222. 
nin-ezen, 80: 14. 
dnin-gir-su-ka-&Sag5, 1 10:2. 
nin-gud-KU, w. si-dii, 51: 11. 
nin-ha-ma-ti, 13:2. 
nin-KA-gi-na, d. giid6r-gar-ni, 91: 16. 
nin-kar-ri, w. a-ba-den-lfl-1[8-gin7], 51:3 and seal. 
nin-kug-zu, s. ur-gar, 82:3, 12. 
dnin-MAR.KI-ka, 33: 13. 
nin-SeS, 51: 1. 
nin-ukkin-ni, d. ur-nigin-gar, 91:18. 
nin-dr-ra-ni, d. DINGIR-bu-za and [url-dug-kug-ga, sister of nin-da-da and ~r-~iu-mak,  

20:4. 
nita, 

1. s. a-bu, 41 seal 1. 
2. f. den-lfl-18-mu, 41:ll. 
3. 41:6. 

ni-za-ti-a, d. wa-ru-ru, 42:l. 
NI-rxl-[(x)], f. ur-lum-ma, 85:7. 
nu-ah-DINGIR, 126:4. 
nu-hi-DINGIR, 116:2, 1275. 
nu-h-dadad, 

1. 16-g1iki[ri6], 115:ll. 
2. s. ma-ma-sar-ra-at and Su-dadad, 119:7. 

nu-dr-i-li, 
1. s. DINGIR-su-ra-bi, 112:2, 7. 
2. s. S1.A-um, 115:13. 
3. 28:10, 116:ll. 

I nu-dr-ZU, GIS.MU, 28:12. 
nu-dr-[ . . . 1, 123:2'. 
nu-[fir-. . . I ,  123:l'. 
nu-d-a, f. lugal-an-ni, 12:14. 
pa-at-na-Sum, 87% 
puzur4-d&aS7-gi4, 

1. nu-banda, s. ur-C-a, 68%. 
2. f. a-da-181, 73%. 

puzur4-dEN-[x], 76:9. 
puzurq-eSq-dar, f. ur-diul-pa-2, 18:4. 
puzurq-ha-i8, 113: 1. 
p u z u r 4 - d ~ ~ ~ . ~ . S ~ ,  rx(-x)l-a, 109:4. 
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I 2. 117*:5. 
Sa-at-i-li, 

1. _w. [ .  . . I ,  71:4. 
2. 7123, 103:l. 

Sa-at-ir-ra, m. a-ku-ni, 127:7, 10. 
Se-da, gala elam, 1 l9:13. 
SeS-a-ni, simug, 92:8. 
SeS-da-da, 36a:5, 433.  
SeS-dingir-mu, 48:2. 
SeS-kal-la, 

1. dub-sar, s. ensi, 63:12. 
2. nu-ki giikiri6, s. am-ma-ma, 3:4. 
3. Sidim, 92:ll. 
4. f. a-tu, 121:12. 
5. f. KA-ku[g], 16:8. 
6. f. 16-bala-Sags-ga, 62:4. 
7. f. lh-diikur, S.2: 1. 
8. f. ur-sukal, 63:16. 
9. f. ur-dSul-pa-&, 73:13. 

10. s. arwi-li, 28:8. 
11. s. it, 13:3. 
12. 13:6, 15:11, 34:4', 36a:15, 83:6', 90:2, 101:15, 118:4. 

Si-ku-ra-da-t[i(?)], 119:2. 
Su-a-ba, a-zu, 19: 10. 
Su-dadad, kga-ds lugal, f. n~-hr-~adad, h. ma-ma-sar-ra-at, 119:4 and seal 
Su-AD.MU, 

1. f. ab-ba-mu, 12:13. 
2. f. ar-Si-al~, 10 seal. 

Su-da-zu-ra, f. gub-ba-ni, 3:ll. 
S~-~dumu-zi, s. ld-dda-mu, 115:9. 
Su-6-a, 

1. b.? kur-da-Su and Gdnanna, s. [a-ti-DINGIR(?)], 37:7. 
2. s. EDEN(?)-Si-la-at, 19: 13. 

SU-~EN.ZU, ugula-gelta, 755. 
dSu-dEN.ZU, lugal, 

1. 20 seal, 66 seal. 
2. See year formulae 3.5 1, 4, 7, 8, and 9. 

dSu-dEN.ZU-i-lf-ki-im-ni, 53:2'. 
Su-eS4-dar, 25:11, 38:11, 113*:13. 
Su-gi-a, f. [ . . . 1, 108: 11. 
Su-ga-tum, 

1. f. KA-ma-DINGIR, 73: 14. 
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2. 76% I [h(?)]-gk-tum. 94:8. 
Su-gu-bu-um, 101:2. Cf. Su-ku-bu-um. 
Su-i-lf, 

h 

1. f. DINGIR-mi-ti, 97: 18. 

f 2. f. i-ti-6-a. 70:ll. 
3. 73:4, 120:ll. 

Su-dir-ra, simug, 57:7'. 
Su-ku-bu-um, 

1. dub-s[ar], 76:3'. 
2. ugula-geSta 16 Sa-meki, 10:6. 
3. b. 6-ni-id, 10:7. 
4. Cf. Su-gu-bu-um. 

%ul-gi, (lugal), 
1. PN iSib dSul-gi, 92:7. 
2. 1 seal, 66* seal, 66** seal, 66*** seal, 74 seal. 

%ul-gi-da, 
1. s. ba-ta-nhm mar-tu, 785, 18. 
2. &a(?)-[hs(?)], s. ba-ir-ra-ndm, 78 seal. 

[dSul-gli-zi-mu, a-zu, 94*: 12. 
Su-l[i-u]m, 127: 18. 
Su-ma-h, 94:12. 
Su-ma-ma, 

1. dam-gir, 594'. 
2. s. ki-ni-a, 69: 10. 
3. s. mi-gurg-ri, 73:9. 

Su-ma-mi, s. 1x1-[ . . . 1, 46:9. 
Su-ni-Tmah(?)l, 68:2. 
Su-dnin-mug, b. a-la-NE and ip-ku-Sa, 45:6. 
S~-~nin-s6n, 45: 18. 
Su-dnin-Subur, 

1. [DUB].SAR, 127:19. 
2. s. ba-ba-a, 46 seal 2. 
3. 4653, 117*:2', 126:8, 127:16. 

Su-zu, f. S1.A. 67:27. 
ta-ri-fa-h, 69:2. 
rtiiil-ta, 21: 12. 
t6l-ta-pAd<-da>, 34:7'. 
TUR, S.4:7. 
u-bar-um, 

1. ha-za-nhm GIS.MAS.E.N[E~~], 128:3. 
2. 123:6. 
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h-bi-mu-6-tum, 91:6. 
ud-mu, f. lli-dnin-Subur, 16:4. 
ukkin-ni, f. Sa-da, 9 1:15. 
u-ku, 119:6. 
h-ma-ni, 

1. f. gu-6-gu, 91:7. 
2. 87:9. 

um-ma, m.? nin-e-6-na, 102 seal 1. 
um-mi-a, f. 16-~EN.ZU, 69:5,71:6. 
un-da-ga, 

1. nu-giskiri,j, 63:13. 
2. ugula 6 den-lil, 32:15. 
3. s. 16-dingir-ra, 66: 15. 
4. s. lugal-k[u(?)-li(?)], 37: 14. 
5. 23:13 (possibly not a PN), 457. 

UN-gh-a, 255. 
h-ni-a, s. ba-a-a, 24:12. 
UN-11, 25:10, 91:21. 
UN-Sags-Sag5 rxl MU, 60:16'. 
ur-da-ba-ba, 

1. b. rurl-~EN.ZU, s. ur-ddbkkan(?), 60:5'. 
2. 47:9. 

ur-ab-[bla, s. lugal-me-li[m], 1 17:7. 
ur-ab-ba-sig5,94**:22. 
u r - a b u l l a , ( ~ . ~ ~ ~ ) ,  17:3, S.4:2, 10. 
ur-ab-zu, 

1. ha-za-nfirn, 1 l4:6. 
2. s. ur-LI, 114 seal. 

ur-da-bi , 
1. a ~ l a ~ , ( ~ u . m ~ )  a-ph-sakki, 98: 10. 
2. nu-banda, 68:7. 
3. nu-banda adabki, s. da-da-a, 68 seal. 
4. f. [ur(?)-db]il(?)-ga(?)-mes, 68: 10. 
5. s. ur-diitaran, kug-dim, 121:8. 
6. 122:9. 

ur-km-ma, dam-gir, 90: 12. 
ur-AN.AN.TUR.SAG, b. na-ba-Sags, s. 16-dba-6,6:9. 
u r - d G a ~ ~ - ~ i 4 ,  

1. Cnsi adadCL, 67 seal. 
2. 67:18. 

ur-dba-u, 
1. dam-gir, 65: 15. 

Indexes 

2. 805.  
ur-dbil, f. dhg-ga, 649. 
[ur(?)-db]il(?)-ga(?)-mes, s. ur-da-hi, 68:lO. 
ur-da-da, 

1. s. 16-me-lh, 90:6. 
2. 93:9, 94**:20. 

ur-dda-da, nigir, s. ARAD-zu-ni, 112%. 
ur-ddam-nun-na, l08:14. 
ur-dda-mu, 

1. f. ku-ku(!)-a, 66***:7'. 
2. f. lugal-kar-rril and [x-x(-x)], 32:4. 
3. s. Id-du-du, 4%. 
4. 1 2 ,  5212, 58:ll. 

ur-dingir-ra, 
1. s. dugq-ga-rzi-dal, 107 seal. 
2. 107:2, 3, 9, 12. 

ur-dug, 
1. ad-KID, 3:7. 
2. kumSda, f. al-la, 88*:19. 

ur-dug-kug, 97:19, S.2:4. 
ur-dug-kug-ga, 

1. f. nin-da-da, nin-~-ra-ni, and ur-dSu-mab, h. DINGIR-bu-za, 20: 1. 
2. s. irn-me-ri, 159, 55:lO'. 

ur-ddumu-zi(-da), 
1. di-kud, l:7. 
2. di-kud lugal, 1 seal. 
3. dub-[sar], s. ur-rxl-[ . . . 1, 47 seal. 
4. f. al-ba-ni-dugq, 44 seal (omits -da). 
5. 475, 93:4. 

ur-dun, 
1. sipad anSe, 64: 17. 
2. f. lugal-iti-da, 17 seal 2. 
3.  f. ur-dEN.Zu, 17 seal 1. 
4. f. za-an-ka, 49 seal. 
5. 77:12, 95:13, 96:ll. 

ur-C-a, f. puzurq-dGa~~-~i4, 68% 
ur-Bmab, 

1. sag-dug, s. ur-nigin, 95:lS. 
2. S.3:17. 

ur-E.MIR.ZA, Sidim, 88*:17. 
ur-den-ki, (of?) un-da-ga, 26:13. 
ur-den-lil-16, 
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1. ~ z ~ ~ ~ , ( L u . T u G ) ,  3%. 
2. dam-gir, 63:19. 

I 
I 3. nu-banda, 32: 16. 

4. b. rxl-bi(?), s. igi-Sags-Sags, 18:6. 
i 5. f. ur-dkal-kal, 505. 

6. f. ur-Sags-ga, 575'. 

I 7. s. zu-la-a, 73:ll. 
8. 17:11, 37:4,47:4, 52:11, 58:10, S.5:8. ~ ur-dEN.ZU, 

i 1 . i-dug den-lil-18, 52: 14. 
2. i-rA-ri, s. da-a-ga, 97:7. 
3. nu-banda, s. 16-kal-la, 32:13. 
4. b. ur-da-ba-[ba], s. ur-dSWan(?), 605'. 
5. b. ur-Ki~-ma and uru-na, s. mi-gurg-ri, 12% 
6. f. a-ad-da-mu and 16-gir-gi4-lum&n, 27:6. 
7. f. den-lfl-18-zi, 36a seal, 36b seal. 
8. h. nin-dub-sar, S . 3 5  
9. s. ur-dun, 17 seal 1. 

10. 15:4, 175, 21:6, 13, 36a:6, 16, 38:13, 42:13, 66:7, 775,  94**:5, 9. 
ur-bS-la-18, f. ka-tar, 79 .  
ur-g8, 

1. s. ir-ra-ur-sag, 11 seal. 
2. 11:3. 

[ur-gli-gi4-Ta1, 27:2 1. 
ur-gar, 

I 
1. f. nin-kug-zu, 82:3, 13. 
2. f. rur-mesl, 98 seal. 
3. s. ha-an-du, 52 seal. 
4. 525. 

ur-gi4-gi4, 195. 
ur-giigigir, 

1. iSib diul-gi, 92:7. 
2. f. inim-%&a, 99 seal. 
3. f. ~ r - ~ n u - u ~ ~ ~ r n u i - d a ,  97: 16. 

ur-gu, 
1. nu-banda rxl, 1175. 
2. s. rur(?)-sukall, 70 seal. 
3. 70:3, S.2:8. 

ur-gd-eden-na, engar, 91:9. 
~r-~g[u]481,  [dlam-gk, 49%. 
ur-dig-dim, 

1. glida(?), 110:4. 
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2. s. ur-Sags-ga, 843. 
3. 80:9. 

~ -~ i r - [da ] ,  f. lugal-a[l], 75. 
udiikur, 

1. engar, 35:10,41:15. 
2. 66:16. 

ur-digtaran, kug-dim, f. ur-da-bi, 121:7. 
ur-dkal-kal, s. ur-den-lil-ld,50:5. 
ur-kal-la, 107: 16. 
ur-Kb-ma, b. ur-d~N.zU and uru-na, s. mi-gurg-ri, 12%. 
ur-kiLS, 

1. dub-sar, 12: 16. 
2. f. adda-kal-la, 12:18. 

ur-ki-gu-la, 
1. nigir,78:11. 
2. 79:3. 

UT-ki-mah, 82:4. 
[u]r(?)-dkug-Sim, [dub(?)]-sar, s. [ . . . 1, 27:16. 
ur-kun, 22:12, 26:3. 
 lama, 102:16, 107:4, 8. 
ur-LI, 

1. gala, f. engar, 97:20. 
2. f. ma-ga-ru-urn, 70:8. 
3. f. ur-ab-zu, 114 seal. 
4. s. d-zida, 16:9. 
5. 66**:7'. 

ur-dli9-si4(-na), 
1. Cnsi umrnaki, 9213 (omits -na), 93:13. 
2. h. wa-ru-ru, 42 seal 1 (wr. -dli-). 
3. 17:7 (omrnits -na), 96:3. 

ur-lugal, 
1. s. 16-den-lfl, 64: 13. 
2. s. lugal-iti-da, 23 seal. 
3. 23:2, 853. 

ur-dlugal-bandada, kug-dim, 125: 13. 
ur-dlugap-x(-x)], 22: 16. 
ur-LUH, f. [x(-x)]fxl, 66**:8'. 
ur-lum-ma, sipad, f. NI-rxl-[(x)], 857. 
ur-dm-di-an-ka. 10:11, 17:14. 
~r-~rna-rna, 102: 15. 
ur-ma-mi, f. ur-mes, 34 seal. 
ur-maS-a, Sidim, 52: 17. 
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ur-me-me, 
1. s. da-a-ga, 97:2. 
2. s. 16-d[ . . . 1, 27: 15. 
3. 15:5, 22:13, 45:13. 

ur-mes, 
1. i-dug, 104:15. 
2. LU.$IM, 98:4. 
3. LU.SIM, s. ur-gar, 98 seal. 
4. f. ab-ba-kal-la, 73:6. 
5. f. 6-ni-id, 108 seal. 
6. s. ur-ma-mi, 34 seal. 
7. 34:6,77:13, 86 i 10, 110:7. 

ur-dmes-ama-Sagyga, 77: 14. 
ur-mu-ru, 685. 
ur-dMUS, 64:s. 
ur-na, 

1. f. 6-gu, 63:15. 
2. f. 16-~EN.ZU, 63:s. 

ur-dnanibgal, 
1. Cnsi nibruki, f. da-da, 66 seal. 
2. tnsi nibruki, 66*:3', 66**:2', 66***:11. 
3. s. lugal-engar-diig, 66* seal, 66** seal, 66*** seal. 

ur-dnan~e, 102: 13. 
ur-n[a- . . . I ,  110:ll. 
ur-nigin, f, ur-Bmah, 95:15. 
ur-nigin-gar, 

1. sukal dnin-mug, 97:14. 
2. Sidim, 92:lO. 
3. f. nin-ukkin-ni, 91:19. 
4. s. gir-ni, 88*:8. 
5. s. hC-DU.DU, 72:ll. 
6. s. ur-dutu, 50:4 and seal 1. 
7. 28:6, 49:16, 122:8, 126:7. 

ur-nigin-mu, ir-dug, 63: 11. 
ur-dnin-ezen, 108: 12. 
ur-dnin-gidri, s. 6-zi-da, 16:19. 
ur-%in-giS-zi-da, 

1. f. &ad-mu, 16-di~kur, and dnanna-kug-zu, 65: 1, 5. 
2. s. ba-zi-gi, 65:13. 

ur-dnin-'ma, 357. 
[ulr-dnin-mug-ga, 94*: 13. 
ur-dnin-sar, @a-lis, 107:14. 

ur-kin-su, 94**:17. 
ur-dnin-s6n, f. DINGIR-ba-ni and 16-Sa-lim, 116:15. 
ur-kin-Subur, s. kal-bal, 15:lO. 
ur-dnin-tu, S.3:4. - 

ur-%in-urta, 
1. sukal, 66*:6'. 
2. s. [ . . . I ,  60:18'. 
3. 36a:13, S.5:15. 

ur-dnin-[ . . . 1, 82:s. 
ur-dnisaba, 725. 
ur-dnu-umuSmu5-da, s. ur-giggigir, 97:15. 
ur-dnusku, 

1. dam-gkr-10, 11:4. 
2. nu-&S, 49:6. 
3. s. ka-ka, 1 5 ,  575. 
4. s. ur-Sags-ga, 57:3. 
5. 40:4. 

~r -~pa-bi l -sa~,  102: 12. 
ur-ra(?)-X, f. a-a-kal-la, 44: 10. 
~ r - ~ s a g u b - b a ~ ~ ,  121: 16. 
ur-samaq, f. a-a-kal-la, 30 seal. 
ur-sa-an-da-ti, 57:6. 
ur-dsk-an-na, 

1. s. bi-la-la, 924. 
2. s. ur-sukal, 64:18. 
3. 81:13. 

ur-si-gar, nu-giSkiri6, 125: 12. 
ur-sipad-da, 21:s. 
ur-sukal, 

1. dam-gkr, s. SeS-kal-la, 63:16. 
2. f. ur-rgul, 70 seal. 
3. f. ur-dsk-an-na, 64: 18. 
4. s. lugal-iti-da, 12:15, 57:3'. 
5. s. zu-zu, 64:7. 
6. 10:13, 21:15, 31:4, 49:13, 117*:3'. 

ur-Sags-ga, 
1. DAM.GAR, 126: 11. 
2. kug-dim, 65: 14. 
3. f. ur-dig-dim, 84:3, 4,7. 
4. f. ur-dnusku, 57:4. 
5. f. dutu-bar-ra, s. dub-sar-mat?, 85:4. 
6. s. dingir-kal-la, 97:s. 
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7. s. ur-den-lil-16, 575'. 
8. s. za-an-za-[nil, 37:ll. 
9. 26:4. 

ur-d%kkan(?), f. ur-da-ba-[ba] and rurl-dEN.ZU, 60:6'. 
ur-S6ba, 33:15. 
ur-dlul-gi-ra, 

1. nar, s. rxl-[(x)]-kug-ga, 27:3'. 
2. 21:7. 

ur-dSul-pa-b, 
1. nu-banda, 35% 
2. f. lugal-an-ni, 73: 10. 
3. s. puzurq-eSq-dar, 18:3. 
4. s. SeS-kal-la, 73:13. 
5. 21:3, 31:8, 325, 60:19', 94**:4, 10, 15, 107:15. 

ur-dSu-mah, 
1. Su-i, 51:lO. 
2. b. nin-da-da and nin-tir-ra-ni, s. DINGIR-bu-za and [url-dug-kug-ga, 205. 
3. 17:12, 13. 

ur-t6l-sag, muS-l*, 81:12. 
ur-tum-ma-al, 31:7,44:11 (wr. -ma-16), 55:8'. 
urn-ki-bi, 78:2. 
uru-na, 

1. b. ur-dEN.ZU and u r - ~ b - m a ,  s. mi-gurg-ri, 12:6. 
2. f. [gJir-ni, 6414. 

ur-dutu, 
1. f. ur-nigin-gar, 50:4 and seal 1. 
2. 66:2. 

ur-za, f. 16-dnanna, 58:9. 
ur-za-ga, nigir, 120:8. 
ur-drxl-[ . . I, I 10:9. 
ur-d[ . . . ] 

1. f. rxl-ba-ba, 27:12. 
2. 84:3'. 

ur-rxl-[XI, SeS Cn[si], 4:6. 
ur-[x]-rxl, 1 :3'. 
ur-rxl-[ . . . 1, f. ur-d[dumu-zi-da], 47 seal. 
rur(?)-x-X-xl-ma, 42: 14. 
6s-a-ni, dub-sar, 67:23. 
&mu, f. gu-gu, 88*:11. 
li-S[&-t~6]-DU, f. lugal-S6ba, 29:3. 
dutu-an-dGl, dam-g2, S. 1: 18. 
dutu-ba-b, s. ba-zi, 83:1', 4'. 
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dutu-bar-ra, 
1. simug, 78:13. 
2. g. dub-sar-mah, s. ur-S[agg-gal, 85:4. 

dutu-kalam-e, 77: 1 1. 
h-tcil-ma-ma, 

1. f. na-ap-li-is, 115:15. 
2. 114:11, 116:lO (wr. ii-). 

li-rc1, 77: 10. 
a-zu-ul, 75:9. 
Wa-N-N, 

1 . d. ur-dli-si4-na, 42 seal 1. 
2. m. ni-za-ti-a, 42:2,7. 

za-ah-ti-a, f. ip-ku-Sa, 115:7. 
za-al-lum, 101: 11. 
za-na, f. DINGIR-ba-ni, 112: 10. 
za-na-a, i-dug GAR(?).BE, 52:16. 
za-na-rni(?)l, 16: 1. 
za-an-ka, 

1. d. ur-dun, 49 seal. 
2. m. gCme-C-zi-da, 495. 

za-an-nu-um, Su-i, 69:11,70:10 (omits -an-). 
za-an-zahil, f. ur-Sags-ga, 37:12. 
[z]C-ra, [1]6 sukal-mah, 9:6. 
g, f. SeS-k[al-l]a, 13:13. 
zu-ga-li, muhaldim, 69:9. 
zu-la, 2r-2r, 50:13. 
zu-la-a, f. ur-den-la-16, 73: 11. 
zu-la-lum, Sidim, 113: 16, 116:20. 
zu-6-nu-urn, 113*:11. 
zu-zu, f. ur-sukal, 64:7. 
X, f. inim-Sagg-Sagg, 12:17. 
rxl-am-ta, 56:7. 
rxl-ba-ba, s. ur-d[ . . . 1, 27:12. 
rxl-bi(?), b. ur-den-18-18, s. igi-Sags-Sag, 18:s. 
rxl-da, aSgab(?), 25 .  
[XI-da-ni, 56:9. 
[XI-dhg, 56:8. 
[x-dliig-ga, 96: 10. 
rxl-dug(?)-kug-ga, 53: 1'. 
[XI-e-ki-rxl, 27: 19. 
[XI-qinannal, s. 6-[ . . . 1, 59:16'. 
[x-kall-la, 
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1. dam-gb-20, 66**:9'. 
2. 27:20. 

rxl-kug-rzul, nu-banda, 32:7. 
rxl-RI-la-mu, 66*: 10'. 
[XI-sag-[ . . . 1, lb-giitir, 80:8. 
[XI-Sbba, 67:2. 
[x-tu]m(?)-mu, 68: 13. 
X-X, f. a-da-mu, 19:9. 
[XI-rxl-a-ti, 114:2'. 
[XI-Txl-ba-ni, 52: 10. 
[XI-rxl-da, gals-lCgal, 66**:5'. 
[(x)]-rx-irl-[ra], 114:13. 
[x-XI-kug, 40:7. 
rxl-[(x)]-kug-ga, f. [~r(?)]-~iul-~i-ra,  27:3'. 
rxl-[XI-la, 52:9. 
[x-XI-lum, 114: 10. 
1x1-Txl-ma, 16 b&d-NE-d[a(?)]h, 1 14:8. 
[x(-x)]-me-egir(?!)-a, sukal, 66**:6'. 
[x(-x)-PA]P(?), 405. 
[x(-x)-Slags-[gal, s. lugal-KA-gi-na, 59:3'. 
[x-x-t]i-a, 119:9. 
[XI-rxl-UR-[ . . . 1, 76: 10. 
[x(-x)]-rxl-ga, aSgab, 40:8. 
rx-x-xl-mu, sag-du5 a-Sagesum, s. ma$-gu-18, 63:3. 
[x-XI-rxl-na, [simug(?)], 2%. 
rxi-[~]-r~l-M, s. rxi-[~I, 2:4. 
[XI-rx-xi-sax-, 56: 11. 
[ . . . ]-a, 59:101. 
[ . . . ] - r i - ~ - ~ i ,  60:iot. 

I 
[ . . . 1-al, simug, 68: 11. 
[ . . . - d a m a ] r - d ~ ~ . ~ [ ~ ] ,  d[umu] Cnsi, sanga, 60:12'. 

j: [ .  . . ] -AN, 11:13. 
[ . . . 1-a-ni, 67:16. 

ll [ . . . 1-ba, 59:12'. 

j [ . . . 1-bi(?), s. [ . . .]$xi, 67:15. 

I 
[ . . . 1-da, 58:14. 

I /  [ . . . -d]a, 103:s. 
1 I 
I [ . . . I-TCI-~,  679 .  
I , [ . . . 1-ga, 67:lO. 

[ . . . ]-la, 59:13'. 
[ . . . 1-rlal, zadim, 67:7. , 

[ . . . -l]a-mu, 67:14. 
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[ . . . -m]e(?), 103:12. 
[ . . . I-NE, dam-gir, 67:9. 
[ . . . 1-NE &-lo(?), 67:12. 
[ . . . 1-TNI(?)l-[ . . . 1, 76:ll. 
[ . . . -NIS]ABA, 59:ll ' .  
[ . . . ]-ti, 67:13. 
[ . . . 1-UD(?).DU, s.? [na]m(?)-mak, 2:lO. 
[ . . . 1-ul-la, 35:3. 
[ . . . 1-zi-mu, 94**:2. 
[ . . . 1-Txl-a, 67:4. 
[ . . . 1-1x1-dinanna, 60:9'. 
[ . . . 1-rxl-si, f.? [ . . . 1-rxl, 58:13. 
rxi-[~I, f. r ~ i - [ ~ ] - r ~ i - M ,  2:s. 
[x-XI, f. g[a-t]i-li, 7:lO. 
rx-xl-[XI, 96:12. 
[XI-rx-XI,  SO:^. 
[x(-x)]-rxl, s. ur-Lug, 66**:8'. 
[x-x(-x)l, 

1. b. lugal-kar-rril. s. [ur-Q]a-mu, 32:3. 
2. s. dhg-dhg-ga, 66**:10'. 

1x1-Tx-x-xl, s. da-[. . . I ,  27:2'. 
[x-X-XI-rxi, I i4:i1. 
rx i - [  . . . I ,  

1. f. den-lfi-[x], 27:6'. 
2. f. [gilr-ni-i-3ag-j. 27:14. 
3. f. 16-rd~Nl.[zU(?)], 275'. 
4. f. lugal-iu-nir-ri, 65 seal. 
5. f. [1]6-dinanna, 27: 13. 
6. f. 16-sukal-an-k[a], 110:8. 
7. f. Su-ma-mi, 469. 
8. s. puzur4-[ . . . 1, 72:9. 
9. 1:1', 6:11, 39:3, 84:5'. 

r x - ~ i - [ .  . . I, 3 ~ ~ 4 ,  46:14. 
[x]-rxi-[ a . . I 

. . . I-rxi ,  
1. darn-gb, 94*:l I. 
2. m i - D ~ N ,  68:9. 
3. simug, 68:12. 
4. sukal, s. [ . . . I-rxl, 7: l l .  
5. f. [ . . . I -b i (?) ,  67:15. 
6. f. [ . . . I -Txl ,  7:11. 
7. s.? [ . . . 1-rxl-si, 58:12. 
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8. 40:9, 57:l'. 
I . . . ] .  

1. &a-6s, 56: 12. 
2. dub-sar, s. 9u-@-a, 108:ll. 
3.  nu-banda, 35:4. 
4. Su-ba. 67: 1 1. 
5. f. rda(?)l-da-a, 69: 12. 
6. f. 16-~EN.zu, 46:lO. 
7. f. [1] 6-igi-[Sag5(?)-Sag5(?)], 27:4' 
8. f. [~]r(?)-~ku~-Sim, 27:16. 
9. f. ur-dnin-urta, 60: 18'. 

10. h. Sa-at-i-li, 7 1 :4. 
1 1. s. [an-n]i-ba-du7, 118:7. 
12. s. &me-dilkur, 85:l. 
13. s. rxl-dug(?)-kug-ga, 53: 1'. 

1.2. Divine names 

damar-~EN.zU, see under PN's. 
%-a: &ad --, 105 seal. 
den-lil, 

1. i-dug -, 52: 15. 
2. ki-8g -, 20 seal, 66 seal. 
3. dnin-urta Cnsi-gal -, 62 seal. 
4. See year formulae AS 3, SS 6, and SS 9. 

en-rxl-[ . . . I ,  see under dindagar. 
di-bi-~EN.ZU, see under PN's. 
dinanna, 

1. ugula I5 -, 55,  6:7, 7:6, 8:2', 95 ,  S.5:9. 
2. See year formuale IS 2 and IS 18. 

dindagar, 
1. sukal -, 5 1:6. 
2. sukal en-rxl-[ . . . 1, 51 seal. 

dir-da: iSib -, 75 .  
dkug-sud: Arad -, 54:3. 
dlugal-ud-da: g6da -, 1 17: 1 1. 
dnanna, see year formulae SS 36 and AS 4. 
~N~NDAxGuD, see dindagar. 
dnin-gal: rgCme ir-irl -, 102 seal. 
%in-gidri: iSib -, 60: 15'. 
dnin-lil, see year formulae SS 6, SS 9, and IS 18. 
$in-mug: sukal -, 97:14. 
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dnin-Subur: g6da -, 99:s. 
dnin-urta, 

1. sipad -, 11 seal. 
- 2. - Cnsi-gal den-la, 62 seal. 

3. mu dnin-urta, 18:11, 22:10, 27:10,29:9, 59:8', 60:3'. 
dnisaba: sukal -, 2: 14. 
Qka, see year formula SS 9. 
%I-gi, 

1. iSib -, 92:7. . 

2. See under PN's. 
dSu-dEN.ZU, see under PN's. 

1.3. Geographical and topographical names 

ab-zu, see year formula SS 2. 
adabki, 

1. Cnsi -, 67 seal, 69:8', 72:17, 73:20. 
2. nu-banda -, 68 seal. 

an-Sa-anki, see year formula 3 30. 
a n - ~ a - ~ e :  16 -, 114:9. 
a-pi4-sa14ki: ~ZI~~,(LU.TUG) -, 98: 10. 
a-Sa&-dug-an-na-gu-la, 36a:2,36b:2 (omits -gu-la). 
bid-gal nibruki hiki(-ma), see year formula IS 6. 
bid mar-tu (mu-ri-iq ti-id-nimlni-im), see year formula SS 4. 

Variants: bidki, 78: 16. 
mar-dug, 30:3'. 
dmar-tu, 120: 17-18. 
d-ri-iq da-ad-nu-am, 126: 17-18. 

bad-NE-d[a(?)lki: 16 -, 114:8. 
~ E ~ ( B A D . A N ) ~ :  Sagina -, 39 seal. 
iddur-hl: 6-dums-nigin-gar-ld-dbg gd -, 122: 14. 
dug-sa-bar-ra, 46:21. 
 DUN^, 22:1. 
6-duru5-nigin-gar-ki-dhg: - gd iddur-bl, 122: 14. 
C ~ u ~ ~ R @ - ( ~ ) d a - g a n ,  see year formula S 39. 
eriduki, see year formulae 3 28 and AS 8. 
gar-~a-naki: dumu -, 100:8. 
GIS.MAS.E.NE~~: ha-za-n6m -, 128: 13. 
kar-zi-da, see year fopnula S 36. 
ki-maSE, see year fomula S 46. 
lu-lu-buki, see year formula S 44. 
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1. 6nsi -, 20 seal, 66:12 and seal (twice), 66*:4' and seal (twice), 66**:3' and 
seal (twice), 66***:2' and seal (twice). 

2. See year formula IS 6. 
I ~ ~ ~ u ~ ~ S ( d ) d a - ~ a n ,  see year formula 39. 

si-ma-n6m/nu-umki, see year formula SS 3. 
si-mu(-ur)-ru-umki, see year formula $ 44 and IS 3. 
su-bir4,76:5'. 
&-meki: 16 -, 10:3, 8. 
k-abruki, see year formulae 42 and AS 6. 
u-biki, 122:3. 
umrnaki, 

1. Cnsi -, 88*:26,92:13,93:14. 
2. See year formula SS 9. 

unugki, see year formula IS 2. 
ur-bi-lumki, see year formula AS 2. 
fiiki 

1. lugal -, 20 seal, 66 seal, 66* seal, 66** seal, 66*** seal, 74  seal, 108 seal, 
109 seal. 

2. Passim in year formulae. 
za-ab-~a-liki, see year formula S S  7 .  

1.4. Words discussed 

1.4.1. Akkadian 

ahazu: 28. 
alap niri: 208. 
ana: 17,22. 
ana qab2: 88 n. 255,102 n. 304. 
ana qati mullii: 30. 
ana fime nadtinu: 28,157. 
arugimtzni! raili: 61,328. 
arugirn&u: 328. 
atkuppu: 17 1. 
awara ganuiru: 32-33. 
awata nukkuru: 48. 
baqtiru: 49-50,57,59. 
bagre rafii: 286,328. 
bCl qtittire: 90-91. 
be1 qattite Sa kaspe: 90. 
be1 gattire Sa ribni: 91. 
bennu: 69 n. 198. 
bi-bk 189-200. 
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bit kunukki: 180. 
biru: 122. 
biru epiu: 122. 
buk&a Sfiruqu: 36,41-42. 
bukiuzulbukannu: 36-37. 
dabfzbu: 34. 
dddu: 234. 
diqiuu: 278. 
edCSu: 48. 
egli: 66. 
emu rabli: 246. 
enli: 46. 
esirru: 36, 38. 
gabbu: 263. 
gadum DUMU.GABA-h: 182. 
gamru: 13. 
gfiginli: 38 n. 79. 
giirinnu: 95 n. 276. 
gugallu: 233. 
gurgurru: 176. 
haliiqu: 69-70. 
5 6 ~ :  96 n. 279. 
illani: 190. 
immer kiEati: 332. 
ina a ~ b i  Sa PN: 108 n. 326. 
inu . . . iniuniizc: 59. 
i3Znif: 47, 74. 
itqurulirqurru: 95 n. 276. 
irti: 15, 2 1 . 
*kagurrli: 199. 
*kagurukku: 199. 
kakikku: 102. 
kak madakki: 36. 
kankallu: 125. 
kapsli: 155. 
kattli: 83, 92. 
kigalliilkikallli: 125. 
*kinhtu 80-81. 
kiSfatu: 332. 
kiiiGtu: 332. 
kiiubbli: 124. 
kizli: 180. 
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kuhulkunnu: 84. 
*kug(u)rukku: 199. 
kullu: 54. 
leqG: 28. 
madadu: 156. 
madakku: 36-37. 
mavhru: 25 n. 3 1.26. 
mianitu: 77. 
mit@rik 47,74. 
mubbalkitu: 48 n. 114. 
mukimu: 37,38 n. 79. 
mukinnu: 82-83, 108 n. 326. 
muqippu: 82-83. 
na3butu: 69-70. 
nadiznu: 17,26,28. 
nadinimu Sa kaspi: 96. 
niidinimu Sa Se3: 94 n. 273. 
nakiuulnukkuru: 47-48,211. 
nakru: 21 1. 
naparkii: 66-67. 
n&hkku: 226. 
niSSarri tamlilzakaru: 71-73,75 n. 214. 
nih:  72,77. 
pagariu ana Simi nadiznu: 29 n. 45,327. 
piriqtu: 240. 

I 
I put e@ri: 90. 

qajj@u: 82. 
qaqqadu: 327. 
qaqqassu ana iimZ nadanu: 327. 
qatate PN leqii: 91 n. 269. 
~ U P P U :  83-84. 
qurdatu: 3 18. 
rab sikkati: 103. 
ragirmu: 49-50, 60. 
ramCnSulSa ana wardirtilamirti Sirrubu: 327. 
sabfi: 155. 
sribu: 155. 
sikkatu: 239. 
sikkivu: 36-37. 
sirizTii: 291. 
sulum@: 267. 
$btu: 69 n. 198. 
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$situ: 38 n. 79. 
Sa Simi: 162. 
Sag(g)aStu: 156 n. 449. 
Saggidu: 156 n. 449. 
h n a  Sadridu: 143 n. 417. 
Scimu: 16.21, 156-157. 
Sank 211. 
Saqdu: 26. 
m i l  karpi: 93. 
Sar?qu: 331. 
klssukku: 102. 
Siiunatu: 162. 
iibu: 105, 109. 
Simu: 161. 
Emu 13,161 n. 463. 
iirku: 258. 
hp&ltu: 156 n. 449. 
tamwru: 156 n. 449. 
t u i u ~ :  45-46. 
urkPu: 90-91. 
urkz3iru: 90. 
urianu: 234. 
wardu: 130 n. 389. 

I 1.4.2. Sumerian 

a .  . . dC: 142 n. 410. 
a-giil: 58 n. 166. 
( d ) A . M I ~ . ~ ~ :  277. 
a-si-TUM-ma(?): 293. 
a .  . . si: 142 n. 410. 
ABX&: 109. 
ad-KID: 171. 
adgub,(adKID): 171. 
Bg: 156. 
al-gil: 58. 
AN.AN.TUR.SAG: 174. 
an-g3: 57-58. 
h-tu: 130 n. 389. 
6rad: 130-131. 
ASAL: 278. 
&da: 85,332. 



azlag: 171. 
~ z I ~ ~ , ( L u . ~ G ) :  17 1. 
ba-ta-sale: 157, 161. 
bala: 36,47-48, 11 1. 
BANSUR: 278. 
bar-glil-la: 309. 
-bi: 33-34,72 n. 206,93 n. 27 1. 
bfl: 48,267. 
*El: 244. 
BUR.GUL: 110. 
da-(g): 198. 
da-ba-an: 283. 
Qab4-an: 283. 
dabg-ba-an: 283. 
dam-gBr: 94, 107. 
dam-gir- 10: 175. 
dam-gBr-20: 175. 
dam-ha-ra . . . ak: 156 n. 449. 
di-da: 265. 
di-dk: 265. 
DI.NE: 264-265. 
dib: 42,285,333. 
dilim: 95 n. 276. 
dim: 286. 
da: 52-54. 
DUB.NAGAR: 176. 
dub-sar (GANA): 100-101. 
dub-sar-mah: 272. 
dug-iitul: 278. 
dug-iitul-litul: 278. 
dugq: 34,74. 
dumu sag-rigx(PA.SAL.KAB.DU): 258. 
6: 122. 
6-da-a: 122. 
6-dh-a a KI.UD: 122-123. 
6-dub: 180. 
6-ki: 123. 
6-ki-hb-ba: 124. 
6-KI.UD: 123-124. 
E.MIR.ZA: 277. 
6-$1-si-ga: 213. 
6-za: 277. 
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&lo(?): 253. 
k: 32. 
engar: 100 n. 294,101 . 
ENGAR.US: 100-101. 
tnsi-gal den-lfl: 241. 
krk: 130 n. 389. 
&a-ab-du: 8 1. 
ga-ab-salo: 155. 
g&la . . . dag: 66-67. 
gB(-la) . . . dag: 66. 
g5b-gi-(n): 8 1-84. 
gaba-a . . . tab: 182. 
gag: 239. 
gal-dam-gh: 175. 
gal-nigir: 100- 101. 
g51: 57 n. 160. 
g51-la . . . dag: 66. 
galg-li-gal: 277. 
GAR(?).BE: 230. 
gCme: 130- 13 1. 
gi-(n): 81-84. 
gi-na: 81, 84. 
gi-na tum-ma: 81, 86 n. 250. 
gi4: 45-46. 
GIBIL: 48. 
GIR: 184. 
gik 38. 
giS6rin: 95 n. 276. 
gi~gan-na: 36. 
giS-gana: 36-38. 
gi$gana. . . bala: 36. 
giS-gi-na: 37, 38 n. 79. 
gii-gin7-na: 37, 38 n. 79. 
giS gub-ba: 197. 
gigkirn: 36 n. 67. 
GIS.KUM: 38. 
GIS.MU: 201. 
giSTAG: 37,38 n. 79. 
gistukul nBga-zidlsi-gaz: 36 n. 67. 
gig. . . hr: 76 n. 217. 
giS. . . ur4: 76 n. 217. 
GU.SUR.NUN: 100-101. 

Indexes 
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gu-za: 262. 
gd: 195. 
GU.GAL: 233. 
gd-TAR-lal: 184. 
gub: 56 n. 156. 
gud-giB 208. 
gur: 48,56. 
ha-za-ndm: 98. 
ha-za-n6m darn-gb-ne: 175,325. 
 ZAG: 144 n. 417. 
i (zag-e) . . . ak: 142 n. 410, 143 n. 417. 
igi-bi-&: 74. 
igi-ne-ne-%: 74. 
igi PN-ak-a / igi-ani-a . . . gub: 56 n. 156. 
im-dh-a: 240. 
dindagar: 228. 
dindagra: 228. 
inim-bi . . . dug4: 34. 
inim-bi . . . til: 32. 
inim . . . gil: 57,59. 
inim . . . gar: 49-50,60. 
inim . . . gi-(n): 61, 83. 
inim . . . k6r: 48-49. 
inim-ma: 57 n. 161. 
inim-ma . . . g6Ifgar: 57-58. 
inim PN(-ak)-ta: 88 n. 255, 102 n. 304. 
inim . . .Sub: 100. 
ik-du8: 242. 
dir-da: 174-175. 
%ban: 244. 
13: 180. 
IS-~~~-LALXMGIN: 256. 
IL4-dam-ma-ak-e: 83. 
ka-~uNT-(~):  199-200. 
ka-ka-a . . . gar: 60 n. 176. 
ka-ka(-na): 55 n. 153. 
ka-ki-(k): 102-103,200. 
ka-Wan-a(k): 200. 
ka-zid-a(k): 200,309. 
KAxX-BU: 234. 
kankal: 125. 
kar: 195. 

kt%(&): 157 n. 455. 
ki . . . -(ak)-ta: 15, 21. 
ki-ba . . . gar: 54,210. 
ki-ba . . . gubltuk 107-108. 
ki-ba.. . ~UN~,(TUS.TU$): 108 n. 326. 
ki-6-Sub: 124. 
ki-@(-la): 123 n. 370, 125-126. 
KI.KAL: 125. 
ki-su7: 123 n. 370. 
KI.UD: 123,125. 
kikla: 125. 
kir: 184. 
gskiri6: 124-125, 168-169. 
ki gijkiri6: 125, 168- 169. 
kislab: 123. 
k6: 25 n. 31. 
KU KUG.BABBAR: 25 n. 31. 
kw: 331-332. 
kug: 14. 
kug-babbar: 14. 
kug-barg-barg: 214. 
kug-bi Su-a. . . si-(g): 30-31. 
kug-dim: 94. 
kug-g81: 233. 
kug-lal: 93.95-96. 
kug-ta . . . 6: 32. 
kug-ta . . . til: 31-32. 
kdr: 47,211. 
kuS7: 180. 
lal: 19,22,25-26. 
I ~ - A . T C ~  253. 
16-CS-gid: 101 n. 297, 102. 
16-GANA-gid-da: 102. 
16-gi-na: 83. 
Id-gi-na-ab-tdm(-ma): 80-81, 89 n. 259. 
~~-GIS.SAG~.TAR: 256. 
16-inirn-gi-na: 82-83,92. 
16-inim-ma: 105, 109- 1 10. 
16 ki-ba gub-ba 1 tuS-Sa: 107-108. 
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